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ABSTRACT 

FormaI and cultural analyses of Tlat W;zard of Oz (Victor Fleming, 1939) indicate that Dorothy's 
passage (rom Kansas, through Oz and back to Kansas symboJicaJJy recapitulates paradigmatic stories 
of bolh America (the nation's passage from utopian origin, through history, to utopian destiny) and 
Christianity (the cosmie passage from paradisian origin, through history, to paradisian destiny). In 
order to "go home" (the explicit theme), Dorothy must "grow up" (the implicit theme); thi!> ~ink is also 
paralleled symbolically al both nalional and cosmic Jevels. Resonating prof oundly with the collective 
elhos, this movie has come tofunction jn a modern (oslensibly secular) society the way myths function 
in traditional (overtly religious) societies. J conclude that popular movies may be effective 
replacements for the mythic aspect of traditionaJ religion and that modern societies may appear to be 
more secular (hostile or indifferentlo religion) tban they aclually are. 
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SOMMAIRE 

Une analyse formelle ct culturelle du film The Wizard cf Oz indique que le passage de Dorothy du 
Kansas, a travers Oz, au Kansas rt'capitule symboliquement des rt'cils fondamenlaux de l'Amérique 
(le passage de la nalion de l'origine utopique, l travers l'histoire, au destin utopique) el du 
christianisme (le passage cosmique de l'origine paradisiaque, Il travers l'histoire, au destin 
paradisiaque). Pour rentrer chezelle (le th~me explicite), Dorothy doit passer rt l'Age adulte (le thème 
implicite); ce lien a des paralltles symboliques aux niveaux à Ja fois national e cosmique. Ayant une 
rc!sonance profonde avec la mentaJitt' collective, ce film joue peut-cire dans une sociél(! moderne 
(Iaique en apparence) le rôle des mythes dans une socitté traditionnelle (ouvertement religieuse). Je 
conclus que les films populaires peuvent remplacer l'aspecl mythique de la religion ct qu'une société 
moderne paraisse plus laique (indifférente ou hostile à la religion) qu'elle ne l'est en réalile . 
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PREFACE 

Virtually every book on American film history (not to mention American popular culture in general) 
mentions Th e W 1 zard of Oz (Victor Fleming, 1939). For tecbnical, aestbetic and other reasons, il 
was a cinema tic landmark. Consequently, it bas also been tbe specifie subJect of several booh Tbe~c 
are historical and descriptive. That is, they deo;cribe the aclul\l production of this movie and liome of 
the phenomena associaled with Its popularity over the past few decades. Some mIDor critical article~ 
have also been written Attempts have been made, for example, to interpret The Wlzard from 
Marxist. Freudian and theological pomts of view. (These books and articles are dbcuo;sed in the 
Introduction) Vnlike carlier approaches 10 Ibis movie, mine is comprehensIve Il i<; a <;emlOlic sludy 
which includes both formai analysis (the firsl systematic examination of the way its f ormal properlie~ 
have crealed speciflc cinema tic patterns) and cultural analysis (thefirsl systematic examinalion of the 
relation between its cinematic patterns and the symbolic patterns of American culture in general). 
Vnlike other approaches, mine brlngs together evidence from a wide range of fields such as American 
bislory, art history, film history, film theory, musicology, symbolic geography, and psychoanalysio; (in 
connection with which 1 have produced the flrst Jungian studyof The W 1 zard). Consequently, 1 have 
been able to account more fully for the massIVe and enduring popularity of thls movlc 

Although 1 am not the fITst 10 make a link between popular movies and myths or hetwecn popular 
culture and popular religIOn, 1 am (to the besl of my knowledge) the fITst to produce a systcmatic 
analysis of one popular movie with tbis in mind. As a result, 1 have f ound evidence whlch suggesls nol 
only that The Wlzard is reminiscenl of myth in general but also that it is directly derived from a 
specific tradition of myth. More important, 1 have found evidence which suggcsls that Th e ",Izard 
functions as a myth in Ihe context of an ostensibly secular culture ln doing so, 1 have raised new 
questions about the ambiguous relatIon between religion and scculanty Conscquently, the scope of 
religious studies may be considerably broadened. So far, this fIeld has f ocused attention prtmarily on 
the teachings of theology or philosophy, the history of churches or other institutIons of orgaD17ed 
religion and the exegesis and evolution of c1assical texts Systematic study of the way myth and ritual 
function in everyday life is generally left to the anthropologlsts Systematic study of popular religion 
is generally lefl 10 the sociologists and hlstorians And systematlc study of the visual and mu.,ical 
expression of religion isgenerally left to the art historians and ethnomusicologists My work, howcver, 
suggests that the religious life of a commumty cannot be understood adequately except in the contexl 
of its "collective mentality"--inciuding the symbolic structures generally assumed to be secular . 

... .... 

This study is about a movie rather than a book. Il is, i~ other words, about the filmed version of L 
Frank Baum's book. For the sake of convenience, however, the unpublished screenplay will he 
considered a primary verbal source This adaptation was written and rewrittcn by so many people 
(among others: N oel Langley, Florence Ryerson and Edgar Allan Woolf) that it seems best 10 idcntify 
it in parenthetical references by the name of the studio' Metro-Goldwvn-Maycr Each reference will 
include the siglum: "MGM" along with a location according 10 reel and page number. Thus "(MGM 
3.2)" directs the reader to reel three, page two, of the screenplay. Ali other references are given nole~ 
al the end of every chapter. Passages from the Bible arc quoted from the Revised Standard Version 
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... the film which a quarter-century of ritual telecasts (not to mention its own 
natural charm) has made the most universal cult movie of themall ... lisJ 
clearly an integral part of the national collective unconsCÎous. --From a review 
of The Wizard of Oz' 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Only in America .... When this phrase first became popular, it was used by Jewish immigrants 

discussing the marvels of life in the New World. Very quickly,however, it took on slightly humorous 

connotations. America was the land of freedom and opportunity, to be sure, but also of mlShtgas s 

(disorienting but charming nonsense). Il was with this in mind that Harry Golden entitled his 

collection of nostalgic anecdotes about growing up on the Lower East Si de of New York, Only in 

Am erica.2 What can one say, after ail, of a nation in which grown men and women gather every year 

to discussafantasy land called Oz? What can one say of a nation in which a disintegrating pair 01 "ruby 

slippers" is auctioned off for $165,OOO? What, indeed, can one say of a nation in which ·We're Off to 

See the Wizard" is by now as famiaiar as any traditional hymn or even the national anthem? Only in 

America .... 

Infact, a great deal can be said. Fiftyyears after it wasfirst released in 1939, The Wlzard of Oz has 

become much more than a cult classic. By definition, cult classics are restricted to small groups of 

aficionados; this movie, on the contrary, has earneda place in the hearts and minds of ordinary men 

and women (notto mention boys and girls) across the length and breadth of America.) Ils popularily, 

indeed, is so massive and 50 enduring that the phenomenon demands an explanation. What, after ail, 

is so extraordinary about this movie? Can its popularity be explained solely in terms of technical 

virtuosity, fine performances and the mystique of Judy Garland? Many movies are well-produced yet 

remain of limited appeal (or of great appealto a limited number of people). Tbis is the case, for 

instance, with Citizen Kant! (Orson Welles, 1941). Because of ils many innovative techniques, il is 

generally considered by film critics and historians to be a cinema tic masterpiece. A great deal has been 

written about il. Neverlheless, it is seldom shown on television and has not become part of the popular 

imagination in the same sense as The W izard. Althougb many Americans bave seen Citizen Kane 

and even more bave heard of it, few would be able to quote lines from tbe script, tell tbe story or even 
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identify the major characters. Aside from a single sbot that is sometimes used to parody polilicians 

(Kane standing on the stage witb bis campaign poster looming ominously in the background). visual 

references are seldom quoted or exploited for commercial purposes. In spite of its artistic value (or, 

somewould say, because ofit), Citizen Kane basbcen celebrated p.imarily in academiccircles. The 

Wizord, on tbe other band, bas become tbe cultural property of almost every American. According 

toAljean Harmetz, "T he Wlzard of Oz bas become an American artifact, a piece of pop culture as 

tangible as a pottery sbard. Over tbe last twenty-nine years, it bas been seen in 436 million b"'mes .... 

Not surprisingly, it continues to be massively pOpU'~T whenever it is broadcast on television. 

According to Mike Eisenberg, director of audience measurement for CBS, "Tbis movie will always 

work ... It's one film that we put on regularly that we don't get concerned about how it's going to do."! 

Apparently, The Wizord "destroys the conventional wisdom that theatrical movies, particularly 

repeats, are Dol thriving on commercial television because of the competition of pay-cable and 

videocasseltes . ..e Malvin Mord of ABC,inciudesitwitb Gone with the Wind(VictorFleming, 1939) 

and one or two others as the Most consistently successful productions. Market researchers, in fact, 

have understood that references to il on television commercials will be immediately understood by 

almost everyone. Moreover, it is associated witb phenomena tbat iook something Iike liturgy: 

audiences are filled with people who recite the dialogue and sing the songs as the movie is shown. 

What makes tbis possible. of course, is the frequency with whicb The Wizard is shown on television. 

Il is broadcast annuaUy as a special event (whicb is to say, it pre-empts regular shows). This does DOt 

make il unique. Several other movies are also broadcasl regularly as special events. These include 

Gone wilh the Wlnd (David O. Selznick, 1939), The Ten Commandments (Cecil B. deMille, 

1956), Il 'sa W onderful Life (Frank Capra, 1946), M irade on 34th Street (George Sealon, 1947) 

and one version or anotber of A Chrlslmas Carol (Edwin L. Marin, 1938; Brian Desmond Hurst, 

1951; Clive Donner, 1984). This link between movies wilh no obvious reference 1C' religion (such as 

The W Izardor Gone W ith lhe W ind)and thosemovieswhicbareexplicitlyassociatedwitb religious 

festivals sucb as Passover, Easter and Cbristmas suggests the possibility that tbey bave come to 

function in similar ways. 

Television has clearly made The Wizard's popularity possible. Without repeated broadcasting, far 

fewer people would see il. But has television, as sucb, caused tbis popularity? Aljean Harmetz points 

out tbat some of the actors involved were themselves convinced that the su,=cess of this movie owed 

more to exposure on television than to aoy intrinsic cinematic merit. According to Jack Haley, for 

example, "it's like a toy. You get a new generation alltbe lime because of television. Tbe film didn't 
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- bowl anyone over when it first came out. Il was DeVet the big sai' &',ng hit that televisioD made il."' 

But according to Harmetz, " ... the movie is repeated each year because it has become part of American 

culture."' In other words, being broadcast on television every year bas been botb a cause and a resuh 

of its popularity. lu f act, it would be unreasonable to assume that popularity can be generaled merely 

by showing a movie repeatedly. If oetwork execulives al CBS agreed to broadcasl. The W,zard 

annually at $225,000 for each of the first two years--an astronomical amouot io 1956--aod for several 

more years at $150,000, it was because they expected the deal 10 be profitable. And (rom the 

beginning, ratings for The Wizard have indicated exceptional popularity.9 Since popularity is 

normally exhausted, not eohanced, by repeated broadcasts at close intervals, the continuing success 

of The Wizard is noteworthy. In short, televisiOl .. is ooly one factor, and Dol necessarily the mosl 

important one, which has been involved in placing The W izard somewhere near the heart of American 

culture. 

• •• 

The phenomenon under discussion is based on twocultural produclions: a book, The Wonderful 

Wizard of Oz (pubJished by L. Frank Baum in 1900) and a movie, The Wizard of Oz (produced by 

MGM in 1939). In addition, there have been several spinoffs;lD these are interesting in their own righl 

but the fa ct remains that tbis particular book (along witb a few others in the series by Baum) and Ibis 

particular movie version remain the passports to Oz for most people. 

ln 1900, Baum produced the first in his Jong series of Oz books. (His success was sucb that the series 

was continued ev en after bis deatb; indeed, it continues to tbis day.) According to estimatcs, it bad 

been read by around eighty million people by 1939. "It l'i one of the fiftecn besl-selling books of Ibis 

century," writes William F. Brown, "with mOle than tell million copies now in prinl in twenty-two 

languages--including Tamil and Serbo-Croatian."u And according to Martin Gardncr's introduction 

to a recent reprint, "The W izard of Oz has be.:ome the country's grealesl, be'il-Ioved, fairy tale. It 

bas Dever been out of print, and so Many editior.\s have been publis~ed, in the U. S. and abroad, tbal 

no one knows how many millions of copies have been SOId."1l 

Baum bad a great deal of respect for the works of the Grimm brothers, Hans Christian Andersen and 

otber traditionaJ stories for children. In his introduction to the fjrst Oz book, he made his élÎms quite 

explicit. He wanted to write a fairy tale. 
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Yet the old-time fairy tale, having served for generations, May now be classed 
as "historical" in the children's library; for the time has come for a series of 
newer "wonder-tales" in which the stereotyped genie, dwarf and fairy are 
eliminated, togetherwith ail the horrible and blood-curdling incidents devised 
by their authors to point a fearsome moral to each tale. Modern education 
includes morality; theref ore the modern child seeks only entertainment in its 
wonder-tales and gladly dispenses with ail disagreeabJe incidents. 

Having this thought in mind, the story of "The W onderful Wizard of Oz" was 
written solely to please children of today. It as:>ires to being a modernized 
fairy tale, in which the wonderment and joy are retained and the heartaches 
and nightmares are left out.u 

This, however, has not prevented controver&y over Baum's work. Recently, for example, parents in 

some communities have asked that their children not be exposed in the public schools 10 the 

"unchriSlian" messages of these stories.1
• For generations, in fact, librarians considered the Oz books 

to be hackwork and refused to make them available to children. One explanation for the hostility of 

educators and librarians is that the style is too simple to be considered literature. Nevertheless, 

psychoanalyst Justin Cali sugsests that "the thinking processes in tbe book are similar to the thinking 

of a child. There is a great deal of primary process thinking--thinking dominated by wisbes, fears, and 

visual imagery; magical tbinking with no respect for time, or causality, or 10gic."15 Tbis May be wby 

children themselves have always been so fond of the Oz books no matter wbat the autborities on 

children '5 Iiterature said. Baum himself bad no intention of writing a series of Oz books. Because f ew 

of his other books ~ 'ere successful, he kept returning to Oz. Indeed, children kept writing him letters 

asking for more Ozian adventure stories and ev en offering suggestions.16 

Tbere are several important differences between the book and the movie. Carol Billman bas deseribed 

these in ''l've Seen the Movie: Oz Revisited." She prefers the filmed adaptation to tbe original. This 

is surprising because most Jiterary critics prefer original novels to filmed versions; the latter are 

usually attacked as superficial renderings of tbe former. In this case, however, Billman points out that 

the movie is a significant improvement over the book in several ways. As a professor of children'& 

literature, she notes the following: 

Each semester 1 learn anew the omnipotence of the MGM film. Students 
incvitably come to the prose after the film version has been firmly impressed 
upon them, and they continue to read and analyze The W onderful Wizard 
of Oz in terms of the latervisualization. Secondly, the extraordinary number 
of plays and films based on the Oz fiction and especiaIJy the unequivocal 
suceess of the 1939film raise interesting questions about the inclination toand 
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the possibilities inherent in actually creating in visual f orm the world Baum 
imagined. The Victor Fleming film reworks both the strengths and the 
weaknesses in Baum's first Oz novel and in so doing carns the position it 
occupies in my students' minds as the authoritative work to which ail other 
tellings of the story, even the original one, must answer.J1 

The film eliminates Many of the charming but distracting episodes, for example. which do nothing to 

advance the SIOry. Then, too, the movie provides a single narrative point of view: thal of Dorothy. We 

see events unfold through her eyes. In the book, no perspective is c1early defined. Readers arc not 

encouraged to identify themselves with any particular charaeter. The book porlrays Kansas as a place 

of unrelieved grayness and gloom. Why, then, is Dorothy so eager to return? Her attempts to do 50 

ale thus inadequately mOlivated. The movie, on the other hand, represents Kansas nostalgically as a 

cosy, turn-of-the-centuryfarmhouse. Dorothy'sfamily andfricnds are overworked but not unloving. 

Her desire to return is, theref ore, adequately motivated. Apart from stylistÎC f1aws in the book which 

are "corrected" in the film, however, there is another reason why the Jatter is more successful. Baum's 

work relies heavily on visual imagery and colour. These, of course, are used with spectacular results 

in the movie. 

The urge to visualize children's fantasies in live action film has long been in 
evidence, from the adaptation of Frances Hodgson BurneU's The Secret 
Garden (which also blendscolorwith black-and-white scenes) to more recent 
aUempts Iike Disney's Mary Poppins and Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. But 
none of these efforts is as technÎCaHy creative or as popular as The W Izard 
of Oz. Cinema tic adaptation of children's fantasy is not as easy to do 
successfully as it is likely to do in the first place, as the furor over Disney's 
animated interpretations demonstrates. But The Wlzard of Oz transcends 
its original in American popular culture, and by acts of both omission and 
commission the makers of the film produced a vision that deservedly overJays 
and conditions readers' responses to L. Frank Baum's The Wonderflll 
Wizard of Oz. The film's inventive approach to make-believe is, after ail, 
what wizardry is ail about.18 

Harmetzdescribesthe care lavished upon MGM's production of The W izard. Apparently,noexpense 

was sparcd; in the end, it cost $2,777,000. It Kwas from the outset considered an importanl film," she 

writes. "It cost more and took longer to make than any other MGM film made that year."19 And 

aIthough it took over twenty years to make a profit, according to Harmetz, "the picture was probably 

never intended to make money .... The W izard of Oz was intended as a prestige picture thal would 

more or less break even."zo As a result of the time and money lavished upon it, this movie is a piece of 

cinema tic virtuosity. Not surprisingly, almost everyone associaled with its production is now 

remembered primarily for working on il. 
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For her performance as Dorothy, Judy Garland was promoted by MGM from "featured player" to 

"star." But that was only the beginning. By the lime she died, in 1969, her own identity had virtually 

fused with that of Dorothy--even though she was also well-known for performances in Many other 

memorable movies. To her devoted fans, not to mention miJJions of other people, Judy Garland wos 

Dorothy Gale.21 ln fact, Garland herself recognized the inevitabiJity of this identification.zz To some 

extent, she feh il herself. Like Dorothy, she constantly sought the inner peace and security which 

seemed to elude her. It is nowonder, then, that her "theme song" at concerts was nOver the Rainbow."23 

Harold ArIen, who wrote the score, quoted a letter from Garland in which she wrote: "As for my 

feelings toward 'Over the Rainbow,' it's become part of my life. It is so symbolic of all my dreams and 

wishes lhat l'm sure that's why people sometimes get tears in lheir eyes wh en they hear il. H24 The song 

was a bridge belWeen her and the audience; everyone understands,from personal experience, the need 

for hope in the midst of despair. In the third paragraph of her obituary, we read that "Miss Garland's 

personallife oflen seemed a fruitless search for the happiness promised in 'Over the Rainbow,' the 

song she made famous .... ,,15 The obituary includes a picture of her as Dorothy. 

Likewise, the obituary of Bert Lahr incJudes a picture of him "in bis only enduring Hollywood role, that 

of the Cowardly Lion in The Wizord of Oz. Althougb Mr. Lahr had parts in more th an a score of 

motion pictures, starting in 1931, he never attained the peak of characterization lhat he managed as 

a lion.,,26 In another case, ev en the obituary's headline referred to The Wizord: "Jack Haley, Actor, 

79, Dead: Was Tin Woodman in 'OZ.',,;27 Infact,approximatelyhalf the obituaryisabout The Wlzord. 

The author Doles that this movie "was byfar the greatest success of the fifty movies in which Mr. Haley 

appeared." Il inc1udes a picture of him as the Tin Woodman. Once again, the headline of Ray Bolger's 

obituary immediately establishes a connection with The W;zord: "Ray Bolger, Scarecrow in 'Oz,' 

Dies." He is identified in the very first paragraph as the "loose-limbed song-and-dance man who 

became known to millions as the Scarecrow in The W;zord of Oz." The au th or continues: "Among 

his Many roles on stage, screen and television in a career (hat spanned six decades, none captured the 

public imagination more th an his appearance in the 1939 movie." Apparently, Bolger was the last 

surviving member of the cast of a film which His a perennial favorite on television, being shown 

worldwide at least once a year." Like so Many others in the cast, he discovered that "Many who watched 

him in la ter years were unable to shake the image of the straw-stuffed Scarecrow flopping about on 

boneless legs as be lurched down the Yellow Brick Road." One of the two pictures shows him in that 

role.lI 

", 
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Even though she was an accom pli shed actressf or many years, Margaret Hamilton is also remembered 

primarilyfor herwork in The Wizard: "Margaret Hamilton, 82, Dies; Played Wieked Witcb in '01.'" 

ln the very first paragraph, she is deseribed as "the aetress wbose role as the eaekling Wieked Witeh 

of the West unnerved generations of children." ln the next paragraph, we read that 

Miss Hamilton was a gentle, lively woman who taught kindergarten for ycars 
before she began a career of fifty years in the theatre, movies, radio, and 
television. But she seared a fcarsome image on the public conseiousness in 
1939 when, at the age of 36, she played the Wicked Witeh, the terror of Judy 
Garland's long dream in the classie film .... Her serceehing laugh sent shivers 
up the spines of ehildren. 

Aecording toher son, Hamilton was alwaysconccrned over the impact of this performance on ehildren. 

Like Judy Garland, Bert Lahr, Jack Haley, Ray Bolger and so Many others whoworked on tbis movie. 

she never really eseaped from OZ.19 

Popular culture is saturated with referenees to Oz. Countless games, toys, books, articles of c1otbing, 

postcards, souvenirs and other artifacts are based on il. Consequently, it is not surprising lofind that 

references to Oz abound. Some refer specifically to the book or to characters, events and places which 

appear in the various Oz books but not in the movie: 

When Frank Drake, an astronomer al the Radio Astronomical Observa tory in West Virginia. 

begins searching for exlraterreslriallif e, he calls his projecl "Ozma" arter the princess in several 

Oz books.30 

Christian fundamentalists remove their children from public schools in Tennessee rathcr than 

have them read The Wizard of Oz because "it portrays witches as good. 1 do not wanl my 

children seduced into godless supernaturalism."31 

A textbook on the sociology of religion notes that the difference between ordinary reali:y and 

religious reality is marked in tangible ways: "It is as :hough one had crossed an invisible 

boundary to a very different country as Dorothy crossed the Great Sandy Deserl from Kansas 

toOz.31 

Often, references are more ambiguous; they May al1ude to either the book or to the movie. But lhey 

may also allude 10 both the book and the movie. 
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Time reports that Andres Duaney, an architect planning a new town in Florida, is dissatisfied 

with the "populist pettif ogging" that has modified the original designs. "We're building Kansas," 

he says, "but we're geuing Oz."" 

A popular singer writes and records a song called "Goodbye Yellow Brick Road" which includes 

a ref erence to the Kansasf armhouse in which Dorothy was carried aloft bya tornado and wafted 

to Oz: "Where are you gonna come down? When are you gonna land? 1 should have stayed on 

the f arm .... ":w 

State officiais in Kansas increase the budget for advertising in order to encourage tourism. "The 

money he]ps combat the image of Kansas as the dusty, black-and-white landscape porlrayed in 

The Wizard of OZ."3' 

Recalling her life before she took up acting, Cloris Leachman says of the lime she was chosen 

Miss Chicago of 1946: ") fell like Dorothy, whirled away in a big tornado.,,]6 

Dorolhy, one of the Golden Girls on te]evision, is introduced to someone with a vague]y f oreign 

name and askshim: "What kind ofwork doyou do, Mr. Toto?" Before answering, he corrects her: 

"Oh, just TOlo. You're Dorolhy and J'm TOlo."37 

Bartlell's Fam iliar Quotations inc1udes refereneesnol only to the book--the entryfor Lyman 

Frank Baum cites "The Wonderful Wizard of Oz," "The Wicked Witch of lbe West" and "Tbe 

Yellow Brick Road" as memorab]e phrases--but a]so thefilmed version: the entryfor Edgar Y. 

Harburg includes the first verse of his most famous song, "Over the Rainbow.,,]8 

The International Wizard of Oz Club has been eslablished to meet the needs of serious 

Ozophiles. Sinee 1959, it has issued The Baum Bugle (popular and seholarly articles on both 

Baum himself and Oziana in general) three times a year, published Bibliographia Oziana 

(bibliographieal mate rial on the "canonieal works" of Baum), Oziana (an annual of new Ozian 

stories), and The Oz T ra ding Po S t (a quarterly sale and exchange Iisl for colJeetors). The Club 

has Înspired theme parks ail over the United States. By 1987, there were about 2200 members 

(including Iwo in India). Every year, the "Munehkins" hold their convention in the East, the 

"Gilikins" in the North and the "Winkies" in the West. The Club also holds auetions of firsl 
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editions and other Ozmemorabilia. It islisted in The Encyclopedia of Associations. And 

contributions are tax-deductible in the United States." 

By now, MGM's filmed version has become a spectacular phenomenon in ils own right. Il is Dol 

merelya derivative of the book. Although ail adaptations are derived from the book. tbis one has been 

so successful that ils originalfealures place il in a separale category. Il is nol just anotber movie about 

Oz; it is The movie aboul Oz. Consider, for example, the f ollowing ref erences: 

Dan Rather announces on The CBS Evening News thal a pair of the ruby slippers worn by 

Judy Garland was sold for $165,000. This is a record: the higbest price ever pa id f or an article 

of movie memorabilia.40 

The Wizord is to be one of forly American movies presented in Russia to advance Soviet

American relations. The purpose of tbis film festival is to provide Russian viewers with 

"different perspectives on the life and people of America,'''1 

On Independence Day, 1987, the Boston Pops Espalanade Orchestra, directed by John Williams, 

plays "The Star Spangled Banner" and then launches immediately into selections from The 

Wizord--"We're Off to See the Wizard," "If 1 Only Had a Brain" and "Over the Rainbow," IFig 

1 ].l 

Commentingin an interview on the researchforhislatest book. The Bonflre of the Van;t ies, 

Tom Wolfe tells Bryant Gumbel of NBC's Today: "So finally, 1 started heading across the 

country, and 1 found tbat 1 was like Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz in tbat marvclous scene in 

wbicb she falls asleep in a field of poppies. She wakcs up and she looks over and there is Oz, and 

lhere are these sparkling, brilliant, spires rising up from out of nowhere."3 This scene does not 

occur in the book. 

Wh en the New York apartment of Ferdinand Marcos, ex-President of tbe Philppines, is 

examined, a pillow embroidered with a linefrom the script--"Toto, 1 have a feeling we're not in 

Kansas any more"--isfound among the possessions." 
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As Democratic members of Congress assemble at a resOl't in West Virginia to discuss the party's 

future, the featured speaker advises them to adopt a new song: il parodies a famous ~ong from 

The W izard: "Sing il," he tells them, "l'm off to be the Wizard, the wonderful Wizard of Oz. 1 

know 1 am a whiz of a wiz because of the wonderf ul things 1 does.045 

An advertisement in The New York Ti mes announces a revival of The W izard to be presented 

al Radio City between March 22 and April 9, 1989.46 Thal this production is dependent on the 

movie rather than the book is made quite explicit: "The Hollywood classic comes to life on the 

great stage." The entire musical score, in fact, has been retained. 

ln the debut of H eart/and, a new situation comedy, thefamily farm is overtaken by a tornado. 

Emerging from the storm cellar, Tom explores the de bris alld th en caUs down to the others: 

"There's a dead witch under the house and everything's in color."·7 

Many cartoonists have also used imagery f rom the movie. ln "The Far Side," Gary Larson shows 

Dorothy and her f riends skipping down the Yellow Brick Road V/hen they meet a bunch of Ozian 

joggers approaching them from the opposite direction." (Fig. 2J ln another, three insects are 

strolling down the Yellow Brick Road and paraphrasing dialogue in the movie; instead of "Lions 

and tigers and bears, oh my!" they chant "Spiders and scorpions and insecticides, oh my!"·9(Fig. 

3J ln still another, a lobster about to be dumped into a pot of boiling water caUs out, "Auntie 

Em, Auntie Em! There's no place like home! There's no place lilke home!·'5O (Fig. 4J That very 

fine appears in one instaUment of "Doonesbury," by Garry Trudeau. Boopsie returns to a 

previous incarnation in ancient Rome. When her session of "regression therapy" is over, she 

must return to present-day California. Departing, she recites the familiar mantra, "There's no 

place like home! There's no place ..... 51 [Fig. 5J ln a slightly earlier series of the same comic strip, 

Zonker is asked to sit in the House of Lords. Hoping for the demi!.e of Margaret Thatcher, he 

begins his maiden speech to the House with the Munchkins' song: "Ding Dong, the Witch is 

Dead." This is followed in the next installment with the following reference to the Munchkins 

by Zonker's butler: "The liule people would like to thank you, sir ."52 (Fig. 6J Berke Breathed has 

also referred to the movie in his comic strip, Bloom County. ln ondnstallment, for example, 

Opus daydreams about Sleve's advenlure "somewhere above the c1ouds, above the sky ... ." ln the 

next frame, we see Steve being given shock treatment by some alliens. "1 don't want my 

persooality flopped," he says, "Turn on the Gephardtization machiOl~," says one of the alicns. 

ln the final frame, Opus sighs, "Somewhere over the rainbooooooW .... ff53 (Fig. 7J 
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Most telling of ail are the advertisements referring directly to the movie. Evidently, market 

researcherscan assume that these ref erenceswill immediately be recognized by nearlyeveryone. 

In these ."\dvertisements, quotations from the movie may be verbal (songs and dialogue), visual 

(props, 3ets, costumes) or both. Sometimes, the figures are c1early supposed to resemble not 

only characters in the st ory but the stars who portrayed them in the movie. "In tribute to the 50th 

anniversary of North America's best loved movie classic," reads an advetisement for Tbe 

Franklin Mint, nMetro Goldwyn Mayer and the Turner Entertainment Company present (tbe) 

Wizard of Oz portrait sculplure collection." (Fig. 8]'" The advertisement shows a set of 

porcelain figurines mounted in a special display cabinet. On Dorothy'sfeet are the ruby slippers 

(which are silver in the book). A brochure publisbed separately makes this connection with the 

movie, ralher than the book, even more obvious. On the cover, we see the Emerald City as il 

appears to Dorothy and her f riends wh en they leave the deadly poppy field on the last leg of their 

journey. Superim posed on this image a re a rainbow and the f ollowing words: "Somewhere over 

the rainbow, dreams come true." Neither the rainbow nor the words are found in the book. 

Inside the brochure, moreover, the figurines are described wilb specifie ref erenc'! to the actors 

and actresses who made the characters famous: "Judy Garland as Oorothy ..... or "Margaret 

Hamilton as the Wicked Witch of the Wesl."(Fig. 9t Also being marketed at tbis time is one 

of the more recent Franklin Heirloom Dolls: "Judy Garland as Dorothy: an official portrait doll 

commemorating the forthcoming 50th anniversary of The Wlzard of OZ.1I6 

Ouring a teJevision commercial for Esso, Oorothy and her friends once aga in march down the 

Yellow Brick Road singing "We're off to see the Wizards, most wizardly wizards thcrc was! 

We're goin' to Expo '86." Suddenly, the Tin Man's arm rusts solid. But Dorothy koows the 

solution: "Esso!" After a brief visit to the service station for oil, they set off agam for Expo-

only the black-and-white film suddenly turos into colour (a visu al transf ormatioo made famous 

by the movie).57 

In a satirical mail-order catalogue, the "advertisement" for Toto TinsuJate Underwear shows 

Jack Haley in his 1939 role as the Tin W oodman and a captioo that recaUs Dorothy's theme song, 

"Over the Rainbow": "Useful for wear where troubles me1t Jike lemon drops, away above tbe 

chimney topS."51 
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An advertisement for Minoha cameras shows Dorothy, the Scarecrow and the Lion snapping 

pictures in the Emerald City. "Imagine if you were afraid of photography, Iike the Cowardly 

Lion," reads the caption, Hyet your first roll of film turned out perfectly! Imagine if you knew 

nothing about photography, Iike the Scarecrow, yet your pictures were beautiful! That's what 

Minoha's 35 mm Autofocus technology can do for you. So join the wizard of autofocus 

technology and, Iike Dorothy, you can have wonderful memories."59 (Fig. 10J 

A beautiful advertisell'ent for Bloomingdale's, the New York City department store, shows 

Dorothy and Toto standing on the Yellow Brick Road. Looking into the distance, Dorothy sees 

the Emerald City shimmering on the horizon at the foot of a rainbow (which does not appear 

in the book). "Whetheryou live in New York or Kansas, or somewhere over the rainbow," reads 

the caption, "what could be easier than shopping our joyous Christmas 1985 catalogue? 

Bloomingdale's by mail for the holidays. Because there's no place like home" (a line which 

quotes the movie directly but only paraphrases the book)."60 (Fig. 11J 

Because references to the 1939muscial have become integral partsof American popularcuIture, 

it is not surprising to find references, both explicit and implicit, in other movies. One of the 

major characters in Alter Hours (Martin Scorsese, 1985) is a film buff whosefavourite movie 

is The W izard. He is so obsessed by il that he is in the habit of screaming "surrender Dorothy!" 

at the moment of sexual climax. As most vip.wers know, these are the words formed by the 

Witch's phallic broomstick in the sky above the Emerald City.61 

A direct quotation isfound in Shoot the Moon (Alan Parker, 1982). In one sequence, we see 

some children watching The W izard on television. One of them recites the dialogue alongwith 

the Witch: "Fool that 1 am," they say together, "1 should have remembered--those slippers will 

never come off as long as you're alive. But that's not wha1's worrying me. l1's how to do il. 

These things must be done delicately!" (MGM 4.20) 

Anothcr example is found in Desert Bloom (Eugene Corr, 1986). ACter a battle with her 

husband, Lilly sits down at the piano and sings "Over the Rainbow." At the samC" time, her 

daughter. Rose, sneaks out of the house through the bedroom window. Since this movie is set 

in 1950, the use of ·Over the Rainbow· could be explained as a mere attempt at historical 

aeeuracy; it would be appropriatef or Lilly to sing any song popular at that time. In faet, though, 

the use of this particular song indicates that it is not merely part of the background like the 
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vintage cars and dated costumes; audiences are expected to make specifie associations between 

its use in Desert Bloom and its use in The Wizard. Lilly and Rose represent two aspecls of 

Dorolhy: the former sbares ber proclivityfor passive daydreaming of a happier world wbile lbe 

latter shares her courage to pursue happiness by running off to seek her forlune. Not 

coincidentaUy, Rose is accompanied bya male friend, Robin, jusl as Dorothy is accompanied 

by Toto. 

Sometimes, quotations are neither direct (actual frames or sequences inserted by monlagc; 

specifie lines or phrases inserted into the script) nor indirect (oblique visual, musical or olher 

aJJusions) but sometbing in between (whal could be called paraphrases). Studded with 

references of Ibis kind is Good M orning Vietnam (Barry Levinson, 1987). The hero, Adrian 

Cronauer, has just arrived in Vietnam as a new disk jockey for the army's radio statioD. In his 

opening monologue, he says that the Demililarized Zone "sounds Iike somelhing from The 

Wizard of Oz." According to this parody, America's Vielnamese allies represent the 

Munchkins; recalling "We represent the Lullaby League" and "Follow tbe iellow Brick Road" 

Crom The Wizard's score, they sing "We reprec;.ent the ARVN army" and "Follow the Ho-Chl

Minh Trail." Similarly, the Vietcong represenl the Witch's guards; they chanl "O-i-o, Ho-Chi-

Minh ..... Not surprisingly, Ho-Chi-Minh himself represents the Wicke-d Witch: "1'11 gel you my 

pretty ... now Hule GI, you and your liUle Tutu too. A-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha! l'm mehing! Aha-ha-

ha-ha-ha-ha!" But il is Hanoi Hannah, not a good counterpart, who represents Ghnda, Good 

Witch of the North. "Oh my God," says Cronauer, "ifs the Wicked Witch of the North, Hanoi 

Hannah!" Later on, an early morning broadcast begins with a parody of Glinda's song: Inslead 

of "Come out, come out, whereveryou are"we hear "Gel up, get up, wherevcryou arc." Toward 

the end ûf the movie, Cronauer is walking through a fore st in hostile territory and observes: 

"We're not in Kansas any more, Toto." ln his final broadcast, just before being sent back home 

to America, Cronauer bids farewell by paraphrasing Glinda's instructions to Dorolhy al the 

Emerald City: "The ruby slippers, Adrian. Pul them on and say, 'There's no place like home, 

there's no place like home.''' 

In the case of Under the Rainbow (Steve Rash,1981), an entire movie refers to The W,zard. 

This is clearfrom the title alone. Thevillain of Rainbow is a diminutive Nazi agent whoevokes 

clear associations with both the Wieked Witch of the West and the Munchkins. He relentlessly 

pursues the good, but exiled, Duchess of Lucbow and her dog, Strudel. Roi n b 0 w also includes 

thinly disguised references to The Wizard's structure. At the end of the movie, MOSt of the 
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events are revealed as fantasies tbat actuaJJy took place in a dream (as tbey were in the earlier 

movie). Many viewers are probably familiar not only with cbaracters and events from The 

Wlzard itself but also with anecdotes about its production. Rainbow is actually about tbe 

midgets who were invited to Hollywood in 1939 to play the Munchkins. According to gossip 

columnists, tbeywere a bunch of promiscuousdrunkardswbo indulged inf requenl orgies;61 much 

of the bumour in this movie would be lost without some knowledge of these anecdotes. 

She's Golta Have It (SpikeLee, 1986)isa black-and-whitefilm thathasnoobviousconnection 

with The W izard. Nevertheless, the shift from monocbromatic to polycbromatic film in one 

sequence is a parody of the heel-tapping episode in whicb Dorothy returnsf rom a polycbromatic 

Oz to a monochromatic Kansas.IU 

Peggy Sue Got Married (Francis Ford Coppola, 1986)was reviewed in Time as' Back to the 

Future meets The Wizard of Oz. Kathleen Turner playsan older Dorothywhoistransported 

to the Emerald City of youth, then ruefully returns to the Kansas of middle age.- Apartfrom 

a general affinity between the two movies--tha t is, movement back andf or th in time--Peggy Sue 

contains some more specifie paraphrases of The W izard. Toward the end,for instance, Peggy 

Sue tries to return to the "present" with the help of her grandfather's lodge brothers; the latter 

dress up and stage an elaborate ritual only to be revealed as well-intentioned charlatans (and 

thus reminiscent of the Great Oz himself). But like Dorothy, Peggy Sue returns home sim ply 

by waking up. 

Labyrinth (Jim Henson, 1986) is also "associated" with The Wizard. According to one 

reviewer, this recent movie "is Httle more than an innocuous--albeit visually striking--W izard 

of Oz for the Sesame Street set. Mter successfully wishing that her baby brother be carted 

off by a gaggle of goblins, a young lass ... subsequently rather gui1t-ridden, sets out to retrieve 

the tyke in some mystical kingdom with its own Wizard of Odd ... .'t6S In a promotional traiter, 

moreover, it is recommended as "the wizardry of George Lukas!" !n fact, Labyrinth is filled 

witb direct and indirect references to The Wizard. A copy of The W onderful Wizard of Oz 

appears in Iwo scenes: Sarab's bedroom at the beginning and the scrap-woman's sbop near the 

end. A crystal bail, Iike tbat of Professor Marvel and tbe Wicked Witch, is also seen several 

times; more important is the fact that, on one occasion, a doll inside the bail looks very mucb 

Iike Glinda (whose customary mode of trausportation in Oz is a bright, spherical, bubble). The 

spatial confusion experienced by Dorothy in Oz is paralleled by Sarah's inability to decide which 
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way to proceed in the labyrinth. The labyrintb itself is hemmed in on both sides by wall!> of 

brick (recalling the Yellow Brick Road). On several occasions, Sarah paraphrases Dorothy by 

repeating: "Things aren't what they seem to be, bere." Some of the song-and-dance routines 

(especially that of Sir Dydimus) are taken straight from vaudeville just as they werc in Th t 

W izard. If characlersf rom Kansas reappear, thinly disguised in Oz, Sarah 's dog and some other 

charactersfrom the real world reappear in the labyrinth. If Dorothy makes good friends in Oz, 

so does Sarah in the labyrinth. And like the Cowardly Lion, Hoggrelthe goblin musl learn 

about courage in the context of friendship. Just as The Wizard concludes whco Dorolhy tclls 

Auntie Em: "There's no place like home" (MGM 5.23), Labynnth concludes when Sarah 

announces to her father: MYes, l'm honte!" 

An ev en more recenl movie, Made in H eaven (Rudolph BJocker, 1987) is about a return 

passage from home to some very different realm and back home. Just as Dorothy movcs from 

Kansas to Oz and back to Kansas in The W izard, Mike moves from Earth to Heaven .. nd back 

to Earth in this movie. Heaven contains a number of indirect quotations from The Wizard. 

Like the earlier movie, it begins with a black-and-white prologue, switches to colour as soon as 

the hero, Mike, wakes up, as it were, "on the other side." Just as Dorothy leaves homc in the 

prologue to seek ber fortune, so does Mike. And if Dorothy is accompsnied by her dog Toto, 

Mike is accompanied by his dog Skunk. Both Dorothy and Mike are transported to anotber 

world by encountering some force of nalure; Dorothy is wafted into the sky by a cyclone and 

carried off to Oz while Mike sinks to the bottom of a rivcr and passes away to Heaven. Just as 

Oz is ruled bya "humbug" (MGM 5.11), Heaven is ruled by someone named Emmet Humburg. 

Like the Wizard, however, he has a kind heart; he allows Mike to return to Earth but, like the 

Wizard, he imposes one coodition before granting the boon: tbe hero must pass a test. Both 

Dorothy and Mike mustlearn to have confidence in themselves. As Dorothy prepares 10 leave 

the Emerald City, Glinda tells her: "You don'tneed to bebelped any longer. You've always had 

the power to go back to Kansas;" wh en the Tin Man asks why Glinda did not tell her this long 

bef ore, Glinda answers: "Because she wouldn't have believed me. She had to learn it for herself" 

(MGM 5.19). Similarly, Emmet Humburg tells Mike: "It's up to you," and advÎses him: "beJicve 

in yourself." As in The Wizard, the characters of H eaven are transmogrified from one world 

toanother. Not only does Mike go back andforth between Earth and Heaven, but several other 

cbaracters do as well. WbiJe in Heaven, for example, be is reunited with Aunt LiSl as weil as a 

friend wbo had died. Back on Earth, he meets a computer expert from Heaven (now working 

for Halo Records), Emmet Humburg himself and the parents of bis previous incarnation. He 
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even sees a picture whic.h I:ad been painted in Heaven by Aunt Lisa. Both moviesfeature para

normal modes of transportation. In Oz, characters f1y around on broomsticks or in bubbles. In 

Heaven, they do 50 through teleportation, levitation or imaginary f1ight. Spatial irregularity is 

a feature of both movies. In the former, this theme is expressed as a road with many branches 

and no c1ear direction. In tbe latter, it is expressed as the window in Aunt Lisa's celestial borne; 

tbrougb it can be se en Paris, Florence or any otber place sbe wisbes to paint. Similarly, temporal 

irregularity is a fealure of bolb movies. In tbe former, tbis is expressed primarily in the 

transition from Oz to Kansas. Tbougb separated by Dorothy's lengtby journey down tbe Yellow 

Brick Road, G1inda informs ber that "Now tbose magic slippers will take you home in two 

seconds" (MGM 5.19). In tbe latter, tbis tberne i!lo expressed more directly by tbe computer 

expert who tells Mike tbat in Heaven" Ihere's no time, no time" and by Mike himself wbo reads 

that "Heaven is where tbe future is born." Tbe road, a traditional symbol of the quest, is a 

specific motif running through both movies. The Yellow Brick Road, of course, is associated 

witb Dr,rotby's quest in Oz. Quest is also the main narrative tbeme in H eaven. White in 

Heaven, Mike falls in love witb Annie. But she soon leaves Heaven to be born on Earth. 

Returning to Eartb, Mike embarks on a quest for Annie. Tbis is not a visually central motif in 

H eaven. Nevertbeless, it is empbasized in at least one scene: Mike has just returned to Earth 

and is walking across the country. We see bim Iying down on tbe highway. In f act, he is lying 

right on top of a very prominent yellow line which can be seen stretching far back into the 

countryside. Finally, both movies include epilogues whicb refer back in obvious ways to 

prologues. In The Wizard, this is accomplished bya return to monochromatic film and the 

mise-en-scene of Kansas. Althougb H eaven does indeed have a monochromatic monologue, 

the epilogue does not return to monochrome. But it does bring back Mike's parents (that is, the 

parents of his previous incamation) and tbe prologue's song, "Goodnight Irene." 

Tbe success of The W izard has beer so massive and so enduring tbat ils place in American life (qui te 

apart from tbat of tbe book) requires an additional explanation, one that goes beyond its ability to 

provide ca suai entertainment. What is it about this movie tbat transcends tbe boundaries separating 

races, classes, sexes, generations and regions? Tbis is tbe question 1 bope to answer in tbese pages . 

••• 

To date, tbere has been very finIe formai research donc on The Wizard. Virlually every book on 

the history of American film mentions it, of course, because of ils conlinuing popularity add ilS 
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technical virtuosity. In other words, it is generally taken at face value as a movie whicb enterlains 

cbildren superbly but does tinle else. Only two books are specifically devoted to the movie,66 and lbese 

are about itsproduction: Down the Yellow Brick ROQd by Doug McCelland67 and The Making of 

The Wizard of Oz by Aljean Harmetz. The former is a primarily pictorial and anecdotal work. The 

latter is a more schoJarly account of movie-making in the halcyon days of Hollywood's studio system. 

Both, however, include material on the scripts, music, casting, direclors, costumes, sets, and special 

eff ects along with some remarks on the continuing popularity of lhis movie. Tbey are historical rather 

than analytical in approach. Some attempts at analysis, however, have appeared in collections and 

journals. 

The Most common analytical approach seems to be psychoanalytical.61 Dr. David Magder6t suggests 

that The Wizard beconsidered a "parable of brief psychotherapy." ln his words, "The Scarecrow, the 

Tin man and the Cowardly Lion represent syndromes with wbich MOst therapists arefamiliar: low self

esteem based on the sense that one is not intelligent or capable of dealing with the world as one would 

Iike to, a sense of inability to respond emotionally or aff eClively, and anxiety orf earfulness in dealing 

with the day to day problems of living."70 Consequently, they seek therapeutic help from the Wizard. 

When he points out that ail they lack is belief in themselves and that they have already demonstrated 

the very qualities they imagine are lading, they are immediately cured. 

Apparently, the threefriends--Magderdoes not discuss Dorothy herseIf --are just iikc his own paticnts. 

Since the disorder in question is not traumatically induced, therapy based on cognitive readjustment 

is effective. He cites several case studies. A graduate student, for example, worried about not being 

intellectual enough; believing himself incapable of doing original work, he plagiari7cd the work of 

others. A university professor, on the other hand, worried about bcing too intellectual; believing 

himself incapable of sustaining emotional ties witb bis wife, he was ready to give up on bis marriage. 

And a c1erk in the cancer ward of a hospital worried excessivcly about her own mortality; believing 

herself incapable of functioning under stress, she relied on tranquilizers. In each case, tbe patient 

failed to observe behaviour which contradicted the negative self -evaluation. The student devotcd so 

much time to concealing his plagiarism that he was, in eff ect, producing original work; tbe prof essor's 

di stress over marital problems revealed him as anything but unfeeling; and the c1erk's performance 

in the hospital indicated that she was very much in control of the situation. As in the book or the 

movie, then, therapy depended on showing patients that "their worst f ears about themselves were nol 

only groundless but totally the reverse of the situation.'171 
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Magder also noies several other paralleJs between tbe book or the movie and psychotherapy. Even 

after the Wizard is exposed as a charlatan, Dorothy and herfriends are still impressed by hisconfident, 

persuasive, commonsensical approach to their problems. Magder notes that "This reflecls tbe idea ... 

that expeclancy and belief 5 in a therapist play a major role in any therapeutic endeavor. "72 Moreover, 

he notes that there is a link between success in the task of killing the Witch and the cognitive

behavioural shifts that take place la ter on in connection with the Wizard. In successfully completing 

the task, each of the f riends bas had occasion to do something wbich disproves bis former self -image. 

The Searecrow demonstrates cunning; the Tin Man demonstrates devotion and loyalty to his 

companions (not to mention anger at possible harm to them); and the Lion demonstrates ability to 

overcome f elu in tbe service of otbers. As psychotherapist, tbe Wizard bad only to remind his patients 

of what they had obviously done for themselves. These parallels with psychotherapy "could be 

considered jusl a whimsical f ootnote in the bistory of bebavioral cbange," writes Magder. "except for 

thefaet that the popularity and familiarity of the story make it a useful metaphorfor iIIustrating and 

teaching therapeutic techniques which have major cHnical application.'t1l 

Daniel Dervin and Harvey Greenberg are more ambitious. They use Freudian psychology to probe 

subconscious levels of meaning in The Wizard. In "Over the Rainbow and Under the Twister,"'· 

Dervin explains that Dorothy is trou bled by conflicts over identity whicb arise from witnessing the 

"primai scene" (that is, sexual intercourse between her parents). Her adventure in Oz represents every 

young girl 's passage through the phallic and oedipal phases of psychological development. In "The 

Wizard of Oz: Little Girl Lost--and Found,'·75 Greenberg takes a revisionist approach to Freudian 

analysis. This allows him to present a somewhat richer and more convincing interpretation. For him, 

Dorothy is not an infant of three or four but an adolescent moving quickly into adulthood (which 

corresponds to the age of Judy Garland wh en she played the role of Dorothy). Since 1 discuss both of 

these psychoanalytical interpretations in de ta il below, 1 will only indicatc here that they are both 

flawed for similar reasons. The former depends on evidence which is not supplied in the movie itself 

while the latter ignores evidence which is suppHed. Even though both are very suggestive, they are only 

partially satisf actory. 

At least one Marxist interpretation has appeared. In "Over the Rainbow: Dialectic and Ideology in 

The Wizard of Oz," Gregory Renault arguesthat The Wizardisa response toadvanced capitaHsm. 

It is a "critique of false values, a denunciation of the reification of the goal of an activity, and of the 

purely instrumental rationaHty used in pursuit of that goaL"" ln other words, all the major cbaracters 

in Oz, except for Glinda and the Wizard, are seeking something wbich tbey already bave or are in the 
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process of discovering in themselves. They mistake the quest for a means to some other end instcad 

of realizing that the quest is an end in itself. Renault's interpretation is based on the assumption lhat 

Oz is unreal. Altbough Dorothy learns a greal deal about means and ends,about interdependencc and 

soforth, she isleft towork out the implications of tbisalone when sbe wakes up in Kansas wbich is, for 

Renault, the real world of everyday life. Wbat troubles him is the fact tbat altbough The Wizard 

correctly identifies a major source of alienation in Americao life, il fails to solve the problem. By 

suggesting tbat alienation can beended by sim ply looking into oneself and changingone's own attitude, 

the movie implies that external and systemic f orms of evil and alienation are inconsequential. ]0 f ael, 

he says that this 

... amouots to an affirmation of the essential beoevolenee of the existing order 
of things. The emphasis is on the self -sufficieney oC the mierocosmie, priva te, 
sphere of Jife. The message is clearly that we need not seek outside for wha t 
isalready inside--that ooe shouldnot envision as an end-objectwhat is already 
present within the very proeess of seeking .... Thus the etbical stance of the 
Judaeo-Christian tradition preserved in liberal theology is perpetuated within 
the film's contemporary analysis of alienation .... The Proerustean reduction 
of social problems to malters of individual cause in The W i zord of Oz leaves 
the film's basic issue unresolved.T7 

Renault is too hast y io assuming lhat Oz is unreal. As a dream, of course, il could be considered 

unreal. This may have been the way il was intended to be understood. And this is certainly the way 

most people thiok about il. But 1 have f ound tha t, on a deeper level, Oz corresponds in many ways to 

conditions in the real world of everyday life. Implicitly, if not explicitly, the situation is more 

complicated than Renault allows. If 1 am correct, then his conclusion is superficial. lt is precisely in 

Oz--a confusing, alienating and dangerous world which, Dot unlike our own, offers glimpses of tbe 

sacred--that Dorothy coopera tes with friends to defeat and even transform evil. 

Linda Hansen, on the oth(;; hand, argues that The Wizard is a theological reflection, disguised in 

secular terms, of the classic religious quest. In "Experiencing tbe World as Home: Reflections on 

Dorothy's Ouest in The Wizard of OZ,,71, she argues that the goal is Home. By this, she refers not 

merely to Dorothy's particular home on a farm in Kansas but to the state of being at home in tbe world. 

Home is the state of mind in which we feel joy at simply being alive, being who we are and being with 

others. On the quest, we learn lhat being truly at home in the world means empowering otbers and 

being, in turn, empowered by them. For Hansen asfor Renault, Kansas is lhe rcal world of everyday 

life (although it will be transfofJned after the vision or reveJation of Oz has been assimilated.) But 

Hansen agrees with Dorothy, unlike Renault, that Oz, too, is real. "1 realized," she wriles, "that Oz only 
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seems unreal if we dismiss the reality of dreams.·79 What makes Dorothy "religious," thinks Hansen, 

isher persistent beliefin Oz and in the joy that is possible even in Kansas. "Dorothy's concernfor joy," 

says Hansen, His not wishful thinking, not foolishness, but the expression of her sense that joy has a 

reality, or deeper reality, even than the grayness of Kansas which seems Iike the 'real world' most of 

the lime to Most of U5."1IO ln short, 

Oz is best understood by Dorothy the way we understand dreams, art, 
literature, therapy: not as a way of escaping Kansas, but as energizing her for 
Kansas, for the work of bringing joyful possibilities to life there. This 
integration of Oz and Kansas is Dorothy's task; because of Oz, she is ready 
now for Kansas to be bome. And tbis integration of the possibility of joy in 
this worJd in which we live is also, 1 believe, the task of the religious life.BI 

For Hansen, in other words, Oz is a kind of liminal experience, a glimpse of the sacred which sends us 

back into the profane world with the intention of sanctifying il. Hansen also sees The W izard as a 

critique of power--including religious power. Seeking it, the Witch is de<.troyed by it. Pretending to 

have it, the Wizard is exposed as a fraud. Using it to empower others, however, Glinda alone truly 

understands il. For Hansen, this kind of empowerment is at the heart of what il means to be at home 

in the world. 

In "WaitingforGodoz:A Post-Nasal Deconstructionof The Wizard of Oz,"David Downing presents 

anolher perceptive, though brief, theological analysis. "The 1939 cinema tic adaptation of Frank 

Baum's The Wizard of Oz," hewrites, "has been called a film c1assic. Il has been called the ultimate 

children's fantasy. It has been caJled a mythopoeic milestone. Yet few have recognized the work for 

what it really is: one of the most deva stating exposes of institutional religion ever to reach the screen.,,82 

Like Renault and Many others, Downing assumes that Oz is an unreal reflection of Kansas reality. Il 

is, after ail, presented as a dream and dreams are usually assumed to be unreal. "This, then, is the 

central tbesis of the film: that the metaphysical realm posited by religious devotees is nothing more 

than a projection of the physical realm, a place in which psychic defenses May be revealed and hidden 

longings fulfilled."~ Like so Many people, he observes, Dorothy is trou bled by the inadequacy of the 

world as it is. She longs for a better world, for ·pie in the sky." She succumbs, in other words, to the 

kind of escapism that, according to Downing, is characteristic of organized religion. Once in Oz, 

however, she discovers that her fantasy of an ideal world is even more flawed than the reality she had 

Jeft bebind. AJmost immediateJy, she sets off on ber "pilgrimage" down the YeIJow Brick Road. 

Joining her on tbis "Grail-like quest" are three friends who, like Dorotby herself, are troubled by 

Angst, or spiritual emptiness. "The Scarecrow seeks a brain. He goes to the Wizard to find 
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.... metaphysical certainty, philosophical foundations, a raison d'etre. The lin man seeks a heart--a 

transcendent basis for love, a sense of belonging and community. The lion searches for nothing kss 

than, in Paul Tillich's phrase, the Courage to Be .... 

From the beginning, daims Downing, the experience in Oz is prof oundly disiJIusioning. Even the 

Munchkinsarecynicalenough toquestion the Wizard'sexistence. According tohim, they areagnostics 

who keep repeating their doubts about supernatural beings who pen orm signs and wonders: "H ever, 

oh ever, a Wiz there was .... " Downing ignores thefact lb3t the Munchkins have no such doubts whcn 

il comes to witches. Nevertheless, he is on safer ground when discu ssing the Wizard himself. He lives 

ina "temple" or "catbedral" at tbebeart ofwbat could be described asa Heavenly City. Like lbeancienl 

Israelites, the citizens are not allowed to enter th(! Holy of Holies. In fael, tbey have never even seen 

the Wizard. No wonder Dorotby asks them: "Then how doyou know he exists?" The question remains 

unanswered. In spite of ail the pomp and pageantry surrounding the Wizard, no evidcnce of his 

existence, let alone his power, has been offered. When Dorothy and her friends actually do meet him, 

however, tbey nnd him to be a fraud who is literally projected to larger·than-lif e dimensions. Mortal 

though he May be, the Wizard is kind enough and wise enough to he1p Dorothy's friends. Merc!y 

believing in him is enough. "The implication," aceording 10 Downing, "is tbat the religious que st fulfills 

psychological needs regardless of its actual truth value."S5 Contradicling himself, Downing then 

observes that if this movie is a deconstruction of organized religion il is Dol a deconstruction of religion 

itself. To be sure, tbe Wizard is an ordinary person posing as a deity, bul this is not truc of Glinda. 

Sbe is a truly supernatural being. Unlike the Wizard, she is not a projection of any earthly characler 

(tbat is, anyone from Kansas). On the contrary, "Glenda (sic] is a'ways acting, a'ways intervening on 

Dorotby's behalf. Yet she does so indirectly. Sbe appears according to her own timing, Dol acccording 

to Dorothy's, and she is apparently absent wben Dorothy seems most desperately in need of her:1III 

What The W Izard rejeets, according to Downing, is not the existence of God but the manipulation and 

exploitation cbaractcristic of organized religion. Glinda hcrself tells Dorothy that dependencc on 

externaJ sources of power is unnecessary. Tbere is much 10 he said for tbis interpretation. Vnlikc 

Renault's explanatioD, Downing's is not arcane. It is in keeping with the tendency toward skepticism 

and the emphasis on self -reliance which is characteristic of American society. In short, il makes sense 

of the massive popularity of this movie. Nevertheless, the appeal of tbis movie is by no means 

restricted to "secular humanists." 1 intend to show in this study that it also resonates with much deepcr 

sources of American culture in generaJ and American religion in parlicuJar. 
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These theological analyses are noteworthy. Since only one passing ref erence to religion is made in the 

movie, and since popular culture is sel dom associated with anything profound su ch as religion, The 

W izard is usually assumed to he secular. Although il involves some f antastic events and supernatural 

beings, these take place in the context of a dream; consequently, they are not taken seriously by Many 

excepl as dramatic devices to capture the imagination of children. In other words, The Wlzard is 

usually se en as a fairy tale--a story told to entertain children and possibly help them cope witb the 

emotional problems of growing up. Even so, the situation may be more coruplicated. 1 have already 

suggested tbat The W izardhas taken on vaguely religious overtones. Because it is broadcast annually 

as a special event, viewers are able to recite the dialogue and sing the songs along with the actors as 

if they were participants in a festivalliturgy. The races, classes, sexes, and generations of whicb 

American society consists are thus united by sbared experiences and memories. As we have just seen, 

moreover, several authors also suggest that this movie is not unrelated to religion, be il through 

inspiration, satire or both. At the end of my analysis, J propose that it has some specifically mythic 

properties. Even a superficial examination, however, suggests lhat The Wizard deals al some level 

with the greal problems of human existence su ch as Origin (Where have we come from?), Destiny 

(Where are we going?), Home (Where do we belong?), Identity (Who are we in relation to otber 

entities?), and CosmoJogy (Is the worJd friendJy, hostile or indifferent to us?). Moreover, ils use of 

fantastic imagery is reminiscent of traditional myths whicb tell of superhuman beings and supernatural 

forces irrupting into the world of everyday life. In short, The Wizard shows signs of being 

ambiguously related to both religion (especially, myth) and secularity. But wbat, precisely, is the 

relation between religion and secularity? Are they mutually exclusive? Can something be both 

religious and serular al the sa me time? 

••• 

Since the social sciences were f ounded, a single model of secularization ha s reigned su preme. This wa s 

summarized by Bryan Wilson in a collection of essays commissioned by The Society for the Scientific 

Study of Religion as an update to an earlier volume on the subject. "In essence," he writes of 

secuJarization, Oit is related to a process of transfer of property, power, activities, and bOlh manifest 

and laient functions, from institutions witb a supernaturalist frame of reference to (often new) 

institutions operating according to empirical, rational, pragmatic criteria."111 This notion of the 

increasing marginality of religion is almost always accompanied by two assumptions: that the process 

always moves in one direction (from religion to secularity) and tbat the process is irreversible. Many 

schofars DOW reject or modify this rigid definitioD in order to account for what tbey observe in tbe 
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contemporary worJd. These revisionists recognize, for example, that industrialization, urbanization 

and technoJogical advances donot always correlate with a decline in religious institutions; that religion 

is no longer always "contained" by formaI institutions; that a variety of symbol systems May function 

to create identity and meaning just as traditional religious systems do; and thatthe rise of counter

cultural religious movements and evangelical Protestantism in America, of Islamic fundamentalism 

in the Middle East and of liberation theology in the Third World cannot simply be dismisscd as 

irrelevant anachronisms. According to Peter Glasner, the term "secular" bas been so misused by social 

scientists that its meaning has been obscured rather than clarified. In 7'he Sod%gy of 

Secularisation: A Critique of a Concept, he states expJicitly that "Most theories of secularisation 

are really generalisationsfrom limited empirical findings used by social scÎcntists to bolster an implicit 

ideology of progress."118 This approach to secularity, he argues, is based on three mistakcn assump

tions about religion: (1) that there was a time when Western civilization was "really religious" or that 

the Most secularform of culture is modernity (which implies that progress toward the same rational 

and secular norms can be expected in "developing nations"); (2) that the impact of religion on society 

is uniformly fell tbrougboul society; and (3) that religion can be identified with the institutions 

prevalent in contemporary Western societies (or those institutions at an earlier time). Glasner rejects 

these generalizations. He notes R. Robertson's warning against attributing too much importance to 

the current situation: "Presentism, that posture which tends to daim the uniqueness of the modern 

period, cJouds our judgment as to the long-drawn-out historical unf olding of changes wc diagnose in 

the modern world, and also persuades us that the changes we see are inevitably coming to sorne early 

point of termination or fruition."119 In short, Glasner finds that the term "secularity" has becn used to 

promote a "social myth," or ideology, of progress which cannot be supported by the evidence. 

According to the prevailing model of secularity, an empirical, rational and pragmatic orientation 

inevitably supersedes religious orientations based on the experience of supernatural beings (spirits or 

deities) and forces. 1 suggest that we need a more nuanced understanding of the various ways in which 

religion and secularity are related.90 Otherwise, there would be no way to account for the overlap that 

frequently exists. 

Communism, for example, is an explicitly anti-religious ideology which, nevertheless, has Many 

characteristics of religion, Like Christianity, it is a system of symbols. Moreover, it presents Marx as 

the founder-hero, Lenin as the faithful disciple and Das Kapltal as the authoritative tell. These 

function by establishing powerful, pervasive and long-lasting moods (hope or expectancy) and 

motivations (for the c1ass struggle) which are based on the Communist conception of order: 

fragmentation in spa ce is transcended when the individual merges with the collectivity. Similarly, 
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fragmentation in time is transcended wben past and present reacb their ultimale and inevitable goal, 

the cJassless utopia of the future. Dialectical materialism gives history meaning, purpose and 

direction; consequently, the suffering of individuals and communities can be e:lCplained in terms of a 

more universal order. Infact, basic human problemsareall explicable through dialectical materialism. 

Ignorance (falsc-consciousness), pain (poverty and powerlessness) and evil (bourgeois exploitation) 

can be aecepted because they are not ultimate; on the contrary, (hey are transil!nt and will inevitably 

disappear in the post-revolutionary utopia. The truth of dialectical materialism isneither self -evident 

nor empirically verifiable from an external point ofview. Like religion, it is based on belief rather than 

knowledge; the source of this belief is tbe autbority of Marx bimself and of his writings. In f aet, proto

Communist societies bave made extensive use of ri tuai to lend even greater authority to the teachings 

of Marx and their application by his heirs. Submerging individuals in the collective mass at May Day 

parades, for exa mple, or presenting the ubiquitous image of Chairman Mao to them not only expresses 

the socio-culteral system, it also shapes it by providing models to which peop,le May conform. Once 

people have seen the truth of their own exploitation, once the veil of false-consciousness has been 

lifted, it is difficult not to see the same forces at work everywhere; witb the! expectation of similar 

results, the same logic can be applied to ail social, economic and political problems in aIl places. 

These similarities between Communism and religion did not escape the attention of Mircea Eliade. 

In The Sacred and the Prof ane,91 he discussed the functional equivalents, which include not only the 

obvious symbolic parallels (the "proletariat" for the "cbosen people" or tbe "elect" and the "dassless 

society" for the "Messianic Age" or the "Kingdom of God"), but also an ontological one (an absolu te 

end to history for the eschatology of Judaism and Christianity.) In this, he was unlike some other 

bistoricist philosophers for whom the tensions of history are inherent ira the human condition and, 

theref ore, can never be esca ped. Although Eliade does not go on to say (in this particular passage) why 

Communism is still different from Judaism and Christianity, his basic understanding of tbe sacred 

makes the difference dear. In Judaism and Christianity, both the primaeval pa st and the eschatologi

cal future are ritually appropriated in the present as sacred time. In Communism, there is no 

corresponding provision for the experience of sacred time. Since the eschatological future cannot be 

experienced in the present through ritual or bierophany, utopia remains a future projection. 

But Communism can be se en as a functional equivalentto aspects of religion only in societies where 

it is tbe established orthodoxy and given public expressilJo. There are examples of tbe ambiguous 

relation between secularity and religion doser to home. By its very Ilature as an immigrant society, 

America is religiously heterogeneous. Religion means different things to different people. By its 
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constitutiona] separation of church and state, moreover, il is also an officially secular society. The 

relation between secularity and religion in this context may be of different types. Even though many 

American churches are in the process of institutional decJine, for example, there is evidence (to be 

discussed more fully in the concluding chapter) that most Americans still consider themselvcs 

religious. Poils consistently indicate, for example, thatthe vast majority of Americans believe in Gud 

and in lif e aCter death (standard indicators of Christian faith). Moreover, the evangelical churches arc 

resurgenl. The same is true of traditional Jewish groups such as the Hassidim. New religious 

movements, some originating in the United States and others in Asia, are also gaining popularity. On 

the other hand, many Americans are indifferentto religion in any overt or traditional form. They 

associate religion with '':hristianity and Christianity with superstition. They accept a scicntific 

description of the physical universe and recognize the legitimacy of no other. They expect medical 

researchers to find cures for diseases and other scientists to cure the problerns created by industnal 

pollution; they do notturn to faith healers or wonder-workers for solutions to such problems. 

Between these two extremes, however, are many forms of cultural mediation. Many churchcs, for 

example, continue to use the sacred symbols and rites inherited from the past but interpret them in 

radically different ways; they no longer refer to an ontologicalJy distinct rcalm of cxpcnence which 

could be called "supernatural" or even "superhuman" but to ones which could be, and often arc, 

described in purely sociological or psychological terms. And even though science has bec orne a 

respectable ideology for many Americans, it may nevertheJess be only superficially internali/cd. 

Evidence for this can be f ound not only in the resurgence of traditional forms of religion among highly 

educated Americans, but also in the popularity of astrology and the occult, in the proliferation of 

movies and television programmes which explore the supernaturalthrough science fiction and in the 

headlines about "creationists" who challenge scientific assumptions about the origin of the present 

natural order by using science itself, even if adjusted to serve their purpose!>, as their chief weapon 

against "secular humanism." ln fact, the situation is even more complex. Two prominent features of 

American life, Christmas and ~jemorial Day, illustrate the flexible boundary between religion and 

secularity in America. 

For sorne Americans, of course, Christmas is a traditional religiousfestival. They either go to churrb 

on Christmas Eve or watch one of the many Christmas liturgies which are broadcast every year on 

television. But Christmas in America is not only for believing and practising Christians. The many 

musical events associated with Christmas (Handel's Messiah, for exampJc, and Christmas carols 

sung by local and visiting choirs) are enjoyed not only by Christians but also by those who rejecllheir 
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Christian backgrounds, and even by those who belong to non-Christian religious communities. For 

many Americans, Christmas has been removed from even this minimal association with institutional 

Christianity. Nevertheless, there is some evidence to suggest that Christmas is still an occasion when 

most Americans either put aside their scientific notions of reality or wish they could do so. 

Several very popular movies are interesting in this respect: M ira cl e on 34th Street (George Seaton, 

1947) is about a sophisticated liule girl who comes to believe in Santa Claus when a department store 

employce turns out to be the real thing. 1 t 's a W onderful Lif e (Frank Capra, 1946) isabout a saintly 

man who contemplates suicide, believing that his life has been futile and worthless, until a guardian 

angel shows him what his town would have been like without him. A Christmas Carol (Edwin L. 

Marin, 1938; Brian Desmond Hurst, 1951; Ronald Neame, 1970; Clive Donner, 1984) is about a cynical 

miser who Jearns aboui the joys of family and friendship afler being visited bya trio of ghosts. Of 

these, not one contains so much as a single reference to the Church, the Incarnation or anything else 

to dowith Christian theology. On the other hand, they are about Christmas since the explicit temporal 

sctting of each is either Christmas or the Christmas season. And eacb involves a fantasy of the 

supernaturaJ. It is worth noting tbat these movies are DOt aimed only at children. In Montreal, during 

the Cbristmas season of 1988, ail [bree were scheduled at times accessible either to children (during 

the day or in prime-time) or to adults (Iate at night).9'2 Whatever the social meanings of such movies 

(such as celebrating the Americanfamily), the f act remains that even for the Many Americans who are 

not affiliated with churches, Christmas is a time wh en il is legitimate to indulge in thougbts of the 

supernaturaJ or of some dimension of experience beyond the normal spa ce and time of daily life. 

These movies are c1early fictional. And since no religious authorities expect people to believe in Santa 

Claus, the Ghost of Christmas Past or guardian angels, they need not be taken seriously on a 

metaphysicallevel. For this very reason, it is significant that many Americans still express interest 

in su ch fantasics associated with Cbristmas even if only to think "( wish it were 50." 

For those who do not care to indulge in such direct fantasies of the supernatural, the annual broadcast 

of The Nutcracker (in one version or another) provides a legitimate way to mark the occasion of 

Christmas. The fantastic events explicitly take place in a dream, not in a theatTical portrayal of real 

life. More important, tbis ballet is Art. Non-religious American adults need not feel embarrassed 

about indulging in fantasy wh en it is associated with Tchaikowsky, Barysbnikov and the American 

Ballet Theatre. The Iink between Christianity and The Nutcracker is very tenuousindeed. The two 

are no longer symbolically connected by Christian themes such as renewal (Ebenezer Scrooge in A 

Christmas Carol and George Bailey in Ir's a Wonderful Life are given second chances through 
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"conversion" or "rebirth" just as the cosmos is metaphysically rejuvenated witb the advent of Christ) 

and faith (Susan's beHef in Santa Claus defeats commercial cynicism in M /ra cl e on 34t h Street jusl 

as betief in the mystery of Incarnation defeats spiritual cynicism). They arc connected instead by the 

mere CUstL~ of gift-giving. Nevertbeless, exchanging gifts does express importanl cultural valuc!> 

associa t .i! wj'h family and friendship (no matter how corrupted by commercialism) and thesc arc, in 

turn, as~ Jdated with the Christian festival (the Holy Family; the gifts of Ihe Magi). For Americans 

who never think aboul the Incarnation or even about Santa Claus, The NulCf"acker providcs a way 

of joining in the celebration of a festival which cuts across boundaries of age, sex, race, geography, 

beliefs and ethnie origin. Consequently, Christmas is a national holiday in America (in addition ln 

whatever meaning it bas for Christians). Because it is so appealing to so Many people for so Many 

different reasons, it is difficult to be an American and not find sorne way to celebralc Christmas. Ils 

attractiveness to children, for example, causes practising Jews to meel in synagogues every year 10 

discuss "the problem of Christmas." While Iiberal Jews often decorate trees and exchange gifts at thi!> 

lime, more traditional Jews try to compensate for Christmas by emphasi7ing the Jewish festival whleh 

also occu;-s in mid-December (even though Hannukkah is not a real counterpart to Christmas sincc it 

has very Hltle theological signiflcance within Judaism). 

The same ambiguous relation between religion and secularity can be observed in conncclion wilh 

Memorial Day. To anticipa te my conclusion: if Christmas has a religious origin relatcd \0 variouc; ways 

to secularity, Memorial Day has a secular origin related in various ways to reltgion. In America" 

Life: Dream and Reallty, W. Lloyd Warner places Memorial Day in a theoretical context which i!> 

strikingly similar ta what Robert Bellah calls "civil religion." 

The ceremonial calendar of Amcrican society, this yearly round of holidays 
and holy days, partly saered and partly secular, bul more sacred than secular. 
isa symbol system used by aU American!>. Christmas, Thanksgivmg, Memorial 
Day and the Fourth of July, are days in our ceremonial calcndar whlch allow 
Americans to express common sentiments about thcmselvcs and sharc their 
feelings with others on set days pre-estabJished by society for this vcry 
purpose. This calendar functions to draw ail people togcther to cmphasi7c 
their similarities and common heritage; to minimize thcir differences; and to 
contribute to tbeir thinking, feeling, and acting alike.9'J 

With this in mind, he describes Memorial Day observances in a small New England town idcntified as 

"Yankee City." Symbolic behaviour takes place in four stages. Thc first phase lastsf or several month~, 

it consisls of separate activities in each of the Many civic and fraternal associations as thcy antici palc 

the major events of Memorial Day itself. The second begins thrce or four wecks bcr ore the big day; 
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detailed plans are drawn up for participation in public events and some associations stage special 

public rituals in bonour of tbeir own war dead. The tbird pbase begins a day or two before Memorial 

Day; scores of public rituals are beld in cemeteries, cburcbes and association halls. This pbase 

culmina tes in the f ourtb and la st one: on Memorial Day itself, ail these separate groups come together 

in the heart of the business district; witb tbeir members in unif orm, they marcb tbrougb the town, visit 

shrines and monuments to tbe beroic dead and finally enter the cemetery for the formai climax of tbe 

day. E p/uribus unum is tbe molto of America: (""t of many, one. This is symbolically expressed by 

tbe long process which leads up to Memorial Day. Out of many associations, churches and ethnie 

groups emerges one collectivity; out of fragmentation, unit y is born. Tbis is tbe tbeme not only of 

Memorial Day but of America itself. 

War is the unifying symbol. Tbeoretically, war could be se en as the opposite of unit y since it is the 

ultimate example of human conflict. Nevertheless, war also evokes feelings of intense solidarity. 

During modern wars, often ca lied "total wars," feelings of social solidarity bave been extremely high. 

Undcr these circumstances, Warner suggests, conditions are ideal for new sacred f orms to be buiJt on 

the f oundations of earlier ones. Most American towns, for instance, experienced World War Two as 

a period of heighlened identification with the larger goals of the nation. People organized themselves 

into groups designed to promote the war effort. The various associations carried on activities tbat 

were known to be vital After the war, activities had to be invented to keep people busy; people looled 

back with nostalgia to tbe conflict which bad given them a sense of meaning and purpose. The same, 

of course, was true for tbe soldiers tbemselves. In ail cases, the common enemy outside the community 

focused attention on solidarity and camaraderie within il. In other words, the war provided many 

Americans with what Victor Turner calls "communitas." For both Warner and Turner, creating this 

feeling, or recreating it on a regular basis, is a major task of religious ritua!. Ouring rites at the 

cemetery , for example, wartime unit y is re-experienced in the present. Protestants, Catholics, Eastern 

Orthodox and Jews take part in a communal ri tuaI at a graveyard with their common dead. Earlier, 

they had participated in their own separate ceremonies, but the parade and the unit y gained by doing 

everything at the same time, emphasize the collectivity whicb includes tbem ail. Each ritual also 

reminds them lhat the war was an experience in whicb everyone sacrificed and sorne died not as 

members of separate communities but as citizens of a single nation. In otherwords, chaos is overcome 

by order as people move from tbe periphery, in botb space and time, toward the centre. 

10 fact, Warner describes Memorial Day as a "cult of the dead." Ils rites "are a cult because the 

members have not beeo formally organized into an institutionalized church with a defined theology 
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- but depend on informai organization to bring into order their sacred activities."" This cult gives 

expression to thoughts and feelings about death which are common toeveryone and not specifie to any 

particular group. People are afraid of deatb in spite of the reassurances they have been given since 

early childhood. Every church provides a response to death, of course, but no single response is held 

in common by everyone. Memorial Day provides that: il dramalically expresses the unily of ail 

Americans, living and dead, in tbe face of tbeir common ultimale enemy: death. The unifying and 

integrating symbols of tbis cult are the dead themselves. Their graves symbolically unify ail the 

activities of the separate groups; they become the objects of rituals which allow autonomous 

organizations, often in conflict during the rest of the year, to subordinate themselves and cooperate 

in jointJy expressingnational unity through tbe use of common ritesf or ttle collective dead. These rites 

show respect for ail the dead, but especially for lhose killed in battle for the benefit of everyone. In 

the cemetery, the dead are c1assified as individuals (since tbey have separate graves); as memben of 

separate social institutions (since tbey belonged to specifie families, classes, ehurches and 

associations); and as a colleetivity (sinee tbey are called "our dead" by ail participants in Memorial 

Day ceremonies). But the bounda:;jes between the living and the dead are safely drawn; the fenees 

surrounding the cemetery place aJ/ the dead together and separate ail tbe living from them. 

For my purpose in this study, il is notewortby tbat Memorial Day is explicitly recogni:ted as a religious 

event by the churches, even though the events being recalled have no biblical or theological 

significanee in tbemselves. On tbe Sunday before Memorial Day, for example, the sermons in ail the 

chu! cbes of "Yankee City" focused on its meaning to tbe people both as Americans and as Christians. 

A link was made between the self -sacrifice of Christ and the self -sacrifice of every American soldicr. 

Even tbough the vast majority of men must be coerced by Jaw into joining the arrny, Warner notes 

that "The death of a soldier in battle is believed to be a 'voluntary sacrifice' by him on the altar of his 

country."95 Memorial Day is based on the kind of thinking summed up in the words of Christ: "For 

whosoever would save bis life sballlose it, and wbosocver Joses his life for my sake will fmd it."'" 

Warner makes it clear tbat "beJief in 'tbe sacrifice of American cilizens killed in battle' is a !>ocial 

logic whicb states in ultimate tcrms the subordinate relation of the citizen to his country and il., 

collective moral principles."97 Memorial Day, then, elevates both the community and the heroic dead; 

these are two sides of the same coin "sinee by symbolically elaborating sacrifice of human life for the 

country through, or identifying it with, the Cbristian church's sacred sacrifice of their god, the deaths 

of such men also become powerfuJ sacrcd symbols wbich organize, direct, and constantly revive the 

collective ideals of the community and nation."" 
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Butthere are mythic, aswell as ritualistic, aspects to Memorial Day. Alongwith the Unknown Soldier, 

there is another major symbolic figure associated with Memorial Day: Abraham Lincoln. This is nol 

the historical Lincoln, but the mythical man who has become both Everyman (the "rail spliuer") and 

Founding Hero (the martyr who sacrificed his life so that the nation might be reborn). Like ChriSl, 

Lincoln died so tbat ail mightlive and be equal bef ore the law as they are in the sight of God. "Christ 

died tbat this might be true forever beyond the earth," notes Warner, "Lincoln died that this might be 

true forever on earth."" Like ail mythic gods and heroes, Lincoln is surrounded by paradox. 

Lincoln, the superior man, above ail men, yel equal to each, is a mystery 
beyond the logie of individual calculations. He bclongs to thr.. ,:ulture and to 
the sociallogics of the people from whom contradiction is unimportant and 
for whom the ultimate tests of truth are in the social structure in which, and 
f orwhich, they live. Through the passinggenerations of our Christian culture, 
the Man of the Prairies, formed in the mold or the God-Man of Galilee and 
apotheosized into the man-god of the American people, each year less profane 
and more sacred, movesserenely toward identification with deity and ultimate 
godhead. In bim, AmerÎcans realize themselves. lOo 

Warner may eXélggerate tbe divinization of Lincoln, but his point is well-taken: there is a force in 

American culture (perbaps in any culture) wbich lifts people and events out of the ordinary world and 

places them in symbolic contact with the people and events considered "sacred" according to tradition. 

From Warner's analysis of Memorial Day, il can be seen that a culture's religious symbol system is not 

always sharply distinguished from its social, political or other symbol systems. Memorial Day IS about 

the nation's wars (which are only indircctly, if at ail, linked with religion) and yet it has clearly been 

assimilated to religion (Christianity). But Warner's thesis depends on a purely functional 

understanding of religion. This is a major problem. Although he demonslrates how Memorial Day 

functions as a religious event, he does not make it clear how Memorial Day is different from a more 

purely Christian one su ch as Easter Sunday. Part of the problem is tbat bis use of the words "religion" 

and "sacred" is intuitive; consequently, it is also imprecise and occasionally inconsistent. He uses them 

with reference not only to traditional Christian symbols and rituals but also in the reductionist sense 

of Emile Durkheim. On several occasions, for example, he refers to Memorial Day as a "collective 

representation." Thal is, Memorial Day is a symbolic event which expresses collective consciousness 

(which Durkehim identified with the sacred). ft is a collection of visible symbols and invisible belief s 

about the American Way of Life. Ceremonies regularly held make people aware oî something which 

transcends them as individuals and which they therefore hold as sacred; for Durkheim, what 
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transcended the individual was not the spirit world but the social order. 

Tbat which is beyond, yet part of, a person is no more than the awareness on 
the part of individuals and the colJectivity of individuals of their participation 
in a social group. The religious symbols, as weil as the secular ones, must 
express the nature of the social structure of the group of wbich they are a part 
and which they represent. The beliefs in the gods and the symbolic rites which 
celebra te tbeir divinity are no more than men collectively worshipping their 
own images--their own, since tbey were made by themselves and fashioned 
from their own experiences among tbemselves.101 

Given this understanding of religion and the sacred, there can be no significant distinction bctween 

religion and secularity. In this case, both Memorial Day and Easter Sunday are sim ply "collective 

representations." If M",illù;ial Day can be "religious"while Christmascan be "secular,"wbatcan either 

of tbese words mean? What is distinctive about the former but not of the latter? What, in short, is the 

defining element of religion? Religion,1 suggesl, is characterized by ontological heterogeneity (bolh 

sacred and profane), the accessibility of supernatural beings (lhrough ritual or hierophany), Ihe 

possibility of survivingdeath (in a different realm ora new incarnation), and emphasis on Ihe symbolic 

or intuitive.102 Secularity, by contrast, is eharacterized by ontologieal homogenelly (neither sacrcd nor 

prof ane), the absence of supernatural beings, the impossibility of surviving death, and emphasis on the 

empirical, rational or pragmatic.103 A given cuhural production may be studied in terms of some or ail 

of these diagnostic fealures. Instead of assuming lbat it must be either religlOus or secular, 1 suggesi 

that religion and secularity be seen as ideal types at either end of a continuum. If productions mly be 

religious in some ways and secular in otber ways, a multiplicity of models becornes available. J(JO Using 
• the model of pluralisrn, for example, religion and secularity are related in ways tbat promote feelings 

of exclusion or inclUSIOn. Ail American churches are exclusive to sorne cXlcnl, membcn,hip is nol 

synonymous witb citizensbip. The American "civil religion" (to be discussed more fully in the 

concluding chapter) is inclusive. Il is based loosely on the Judaeo-Christian tradition bUI is publJcly 

expressed in such awaytbat almost everycitizen can part;dpatewithout comprornising either personal 

beliefs or dcnominationalloyalty. Anotber model of the relation between religion and sccuJarity is 

based on cultural and sociologiea! transformation. As 1 have already indicated, Christmas origioalcd 

as a celebration of the Incarnation and has become, for Many Americans, a secular festIVal. According 

to still another model, religion and secuJarity are related in terms of wbat is official or unofflcial. 

Officially, as Warner has observed, Memorial Day is secular; public rituals are held (0 l!onour the 

nation's war dead. Unofficially, Memorial Day is religious; whether tbese rituals takc place in 

churches or in public squares, they are symbolically Iinked, at a prof ound level, to Christian atonement 

(heoJogy. 
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According to the model of change, for example, secularization May be seen either as inevitable 

progrcss or lamentable decline. A conflict model, on the other hand, suggests that secularity is a 

worldview competing with religion and represenls either truth or ignorance. According to a model 1 

have used in the following pages, reJigion and secularity may be expressed either explicitly or 

implicitly. 1 argue that Th e Wizard is explicitly secular but implicitly religious . 

••• 

Before The W;zord can be interpreted, it must first be described. Thefirst stage, then, isformal 

analysis. Evcry cultural production consists of formai properties. These are its constituent elements. 

The constituent elements of movies are, of course, dnematic properties. In this case, 1 have isoJated 

six for analysis: dialogue, colour, music, mise-en-~"~ne, dramatis personae, space and time. My 

analysis reveals that thcse are used in strikingly consistent ways. Each is used in a particular way at 

the beginning--but with at least one anomaly. Il is then used in a quite different way. Finally, it is used 

once again as it was in the beginning--but without the anomaly. In short, formai analysis reveals a 

tripartite cincmatic structure: what cou Id be caJJed "Act Oue" (the prologue), "Act Two" (the main 

body) and "Act Three" (the epilogue). This cinematic structure is related to other symbolic structures 

prevalent inAmcricanculture; othcrwise, The W ;zardwould beeitherunintelligible or unintcresting. 

Clearly, it is neither. To understand why, it is neccssary to probe more deeply through cultural 

analysis. This is done at three lcvcls: the individual, the collective and the cosmic. In each case, an 

equation is made between origin and destiny. 

At the individuallevel, this equation is implied in the narrative equation of going home and growing 

up. Act One of The W Izard is set in Kansas. The innocence and security of Dorothy's early childhood 

is clearly implied. Attention is explicitly focused, however, on the disturbing encounter with Miss 

Gulch which leads indirectly to Dorothy's eviction From Kansas. Act Two lakes place where she then 

finds herself: in Oz. After Many trials and nearly perishing at the nands of a witch, she is ready to go 

home. In Act Threc, shc finds hcrself once more in Kansas--but Miss Gulch does not reappear. The 

st ory could be summecl up in three words: Dorothy goes home. But a fairly obvious (but not quite 

explicil) subtext indicates that Dorothy also grows up du ring her trave1s in Oz. Sin ce growing up 

(maturation) isa process studied intensively by psychologists and psychoanalysts, 1 have used both the 

Freudian and Jungian traditions as hermeneulicaltools. Through Freudian analysis, il is possible to 

show lhat Dorothy does indeed grow up du ring her drcam of Oz but nol why tbis movie equates 
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growing up with going borne. Jungian analysis, on the other hand, can do 50. Tbe process of 

individuation, as described by Jung, traces the trajectory of the (unrealiled) self, through a series of 

stages associated witb arche typaI figures, to the (realized) self. What was latent or potential in the 

beginning becomes actualized or realized at the end. But wby should a popular movie be based on a 

symbolic pattern (return to origin) whicb does not correspond to what is normally considered self

evident? After aH, it is normally assumed that growing up means finding a place of onc's own, 

acknowledging tbat "you can't go home again." Tbe answer, 1 suggest, lies in other symbolic patterm 

prevalent in American culture. This Jeads us 10 the ncr.t level of interpretation. 

Popular ideas about the nation's origin and destiny can also be discussed in terms of three "aets." ln 

Act One, refugees from the decadence and tyranny of European civililation crea te utopian 

communities in the pristine wilderness of America. But the human propensity for conflietlcads to a 

series of failures wbich eventually culminate in the catastrophy of Civil War. Act Two begins in the 

cynical and corrupt post-war world which is, nevertheless, sustained by a belief in progress. Sorne 

Americans, however, believe that the present historical order will end in cataclysm. Act Three, io any 

case, is to begin at some time in the future when America will return once more to the utopian 

existence its f ounders sought--but without the f1aws which made them unable to sustain il. Implicit i!> 

the notion that historical progress (growing up) leads to a restoralion of utopia whether agrarian or 

urban and techoological (going home). The Wlzard affirms both versions of American destioy. 

Emerging Lom the Depression and heading ioto the Second World War, the industrial teehnolugy 

associated with urban life (represented by the Emerald City) was seen as an immcdiatc goal. 

Nevertbeless, the cinema tic structure makcs il c1ear tbat the agrarian vision of yeoman farmer!> 

(represented by thefarm in Kansas) was tbe ultimate goal. Just as Dorotby returos to Kansas, America 

will return to the order and barmony of a rural republic. In short, for America to grow up (rcali7c it'i 

destiny) it must also go home (reereate its utopian or paradisian origin). This chapter includes an 

examination of American art in the 1930s (regionaljsm and art deco) as reflected in popular movic ... 

IL is based on art historical analysis of the characteristic symbolic landscapes of America (wildcrnc!> .. , 

Crontier, sm ail town, metropolis and open road) for whicb tbere are analogues in The Wlzard. 

Once again, popular notions of the cosmic story follow the same pattern. Il is understood in lerm!> of 

the saved soul as weIl as tbe saved community. Consequently, it bas twoversions: the individual and 

the collective. Act one of the individual version finds tbe (immortal) soul in paradise with God. Thi!> 

idyllic existance is interrupted when the soul is attacbed toa body. At birth, it is lhrust out of the womb 

and ioto the world of material aod temporal existence. 10 Act Two, the soul (united wilh the body) 
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passes through tbe life-cycle's terrestrial phase. This ends with the trauma of death. Act Three 

represents the celestial phase. It begins as the righteous soul, now detacbed once more from t~e body, 

crosses tbe cosmic frontier of death and re-enters paradise. There, the soul enjoys eternallife in the 

presence of God --but is not reintroduced into a womb (since reincarnation is Dot part of tbe tradition). 

The colJective version is very similar. Act One finds Adam and Eve in paradise with God. Arter 

encountering a serpent, they succumb to temptation, fall from grace and are expelled from Eden. In 

Act Two, they and their descendents struggle for survival within history. This period, many believe, 

is an interlude which will conclude with an apocalyptic scenario (the Last Judgment if Dot Armaged

don). Act Three, in any case, is set once more in paradise (home). Having learned from their 

piJgrimage through history, the righteous are resurrected to live in harmony with God--and the serpent 

does not reappear. One aspect of the cosmic life-cycle in particular corresponds directly to cinema tic 

patterns in The W izard: just as Dorothy wakes up back home in her own bed aCter the dream of Oz, 

the Christian wakes up back home in paradise after the dream of earthly life. Paradise may be 

represcnted either as the primaeval garden (Eden) or the eschatological city (Jerusalem). Since The 

Wizard gives ultimate affirmation to agrarian imagery, however, 1 have focused on the former. In 

short, growing up (conversion to Christ or absorbing the Gospel) and going home (returning to 

paradise) are linked at the cosmic Jevel, just as they are al the individual and collective Jevels. This 

chapter is based largely on an extensive analysis of Amcrican hymn books in use during the twenty 

years preceding 1939 (wh en The Wizardwas produced) . 

••• 

1 wish to state at the outset that my approach is eclectic; supporting evidence isfound in other movies, 

television shows, landscape paintings, and hymn books. This does Dot mean, however, that 1 have 

selected methods at random. On the contrary, each has been selected with a particular purpose in 

mind. My reason for doing so is based on practical necessity. If the richness and depth of a complex 

cultural phenomenon is to be discerned, it must be examined through a variety of Jenses; it would be 

foolish, even arrogant, to imagine that any one method could bring to light everything worth knowing 

about il. Consequently, 1 have made use of a whole range of methods originating in academic fields 

as diverse as art history, symbolic geography, hymnology and psychoanalysis. None of these alone 

would provide more than a very fragmentary picture; together, they provide the basis for a 

comprehensive analysis of The Wizard and its roots in American culture. 
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In resorting to eclecticism, however, 1 am in good company. Wendy O'Flaberty, noled for her work 

on Hindu mylhoiogy, has done the same lhing. In Siva: The Erot;c Ascetic, she poinls out thc 

multiplicity of meanings attacbed to ail Hindu mytbs. For different people or al different times they 

May be entertaining stories, melapborical stories about the gods and goddesses, metaphysical storics 

about cosmic laws and processes, or f olkloric stories about the human searcb for mcaning in evcryday 

lile within a community. D'Flaherty agrecs with Mary Douglas who writes that "no one meaning can 

be labelled the deepest or the truest. ... The bcst words are ambiguous, and the more richly ambiguous 

tbe more suitable for the poet's or the myth-maker's job. Hence there is no end to the nurnhcr of 

meanings which c~n be read into a good myth."ID5 If the possible meanings uf a rnyth cannot bc reduced 

to one, or even to one level, neither can the possible methods used to study il. O'Flahcrly opcnly 

advocates methodological ecleclicism. "Almost every one of the traditional mcthods is applicable to 

some portion of some myth," she writes, "Ihough none can explain themall ... ID~ ln Ihis, she is f ollowing 

Many other scholars su ch as Alan Watts who writes that 

There is sorne truth in almost aU theories--as lhal myth is primitive philosophy 
or science, that its inner meaning is sexual, agricuhural or astrological, that it 
is a projection of unconscious psychic events, and thal il is a consciously 
constructed system of aJ]egorics and parables. No one of thcsc lhcories 
accounts for all myths, and yeti do not doubt lhal ca ch accounts for sorne.IO? 

O'Flaherty makes an interesting analogy between the maker of mylh and the studenl of mylh. 

Following Claude Levi-Strauss, she argues that buth are bricoleurs. Both taJ...e scraps from diver!>e 

sources and use them to build rneaning. Sorne Hindu myths, for example, really do Icnd Ihern!>clvel! 

to Freudian analysis. Olhers arc more amenable to Jungian analy!>is. Still othcrs arc bcst explained 

in terms of ritual. Speaking not only of myth but of religion in general, Ninian ~marl ob!!crvc,> thdl 

diversity is sometimes preferable to purity. The field of religious sludies ilself il! no longer a c1o!'cd 

compartment; other disciplines and approaches overlap. 

Already ... 1 have hinled thal it overlaps with depth psychology (Freud and 
Jung), economic history (Marx and Weber), New Testament studie!> (Bult
mann), the history of religions (Eliade), and phiJosophy (Wittgenstein). Bul 
equalJy wc could look 10 literature--you can learn much about worldviewl! 
through Shakespeare and Dostoyevsky and Steinbeck; or to art hislory--you 
can learn much through Giotto and Indian sculpture; or to mu!>ic. The 
syrnbolic life of human beings ranges across the hurnanities and the social 
sciences. The modern study of religion presents a perspective on the whole of 
hurnan lif e. IOI 
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ln short, 1 have tried to avoid reductionism by placing The W izard in a variety of cultural contexts. 

Each, if laken alone, would be inadequalej logelher, lhey indicale thal lhe massive and enduring 

popularily of lhis movie is the resull of ils ability to evoke a multiplicity of associations deeply 

embedded in the national ethos. 
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2. FORMAL ANAL YSIS 

Bef ore proceeding with a C ormal analysis of The Wizard, it is necessary to review the plot. The movie 

begins on a Kansas farm. Dorothy and her dog, Toto, are running down a dirt road toward the farm 

where tbey live witb Auntie Em and Unde Henry. Toto has bitten Miss Gulch and she has threatened 

to take revenge. Unfortunately, Auntie Em is too busy to help Dorothy cope witb Miss Gulch. And 

when the threefarmhands--Zeke, Hunk, and Hickory--offer Dorothy advice and support, Auntie Em 

scolds tbemCor laziness. Then Miss Gulch arrives at tbefarm witb an order from tbe sheriff authori7-

jng her to take Toto and have him destroyed. Neither Auntie Em nor Unde Henry can do anything to 

stop her. As Miss Gulcb rides away with Toto, be jumps out of the basket and runs back to Dorotby. 

Now Dorothy decides tbat the only solution is to run away from home. 

On the road, DOTothy and Toto come across an itinerant cbarlatan named Professor Marvel. He 

guesses tbat the two are running away from home and convinces Dorothy to go back. He does this by 

sneaking a glimpse of a photograph Dorothy has been carrying in her basket; looking into his crystal 

bail, he tells Dorothy that he can see a woman f alIing iJJ with worry over someone sbe loves. Deciding 

that she belongs at home after ail, Dorothy immediately sets out for the farm. But a storm begins even' 

as she takes leave of Professor Marvel. 

By the time sbe arrives at the farm, a tornado can be seen sweeping across the prairie. Since the farm 

communityhas withdrawn to the cyclone-cellar, Dorothy is lefl tofeodfor herself. Lookingfor safelY, 

she runs into her own bedroom. Suddenly, tbe tomado hits.1l knocks the window frame onto her head. 

After passing out for a few moments, she cornes to and looks out the window. In the dream sequence 

which now begins, she is surprised to find that tbe whole house bas been lifted up into the air by the 

cyclone. Outside the window, Auntie Em f1ies by as she sits in her rocking chair knitting. Then the 

three farmhands fly past in their rowboat. Finally Miss GuJch appears on her bicycle and is suc'-4dcnly 

transformed into a cackling witch on a broomstick. The bouse then falls to the ground with a thud. 

Dorothy walks to tbeCront door. Opening it, she finds that she is no longer on the farm in Kansas . 
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Dorothy has arrived in Oz. To be more precise, she has landed in the Munchkin City. The housefalls 

on top of the Wicked Witch of the East and kills her. The Muochkins are overjoyed at being delivered 

from her tyranny. Now Glinda, the Good Witch of the North, floats down from the sky in her bubble 

and proclaims the beginning of a new era in Oz. At the same time, Dorothy is recognized as a national 

heroine. In the middle of the festivities, the Wicked Witch of the West--an "Ozzified" version of Miss 

Gu1ch--appears in a burst of fla me and smoke. She is angry at the death of her sister. But she is even 

more upset wh en Glinda transf ers the ruby slippers Crom the dead witch's Ceet to Dorothy's. Sin ce her 

power does not extend to the Munchkin City, there is nothing she can do. Bef ore leaving, nevertheless, 

she threatens Dorothy. And Glinda warns Dorothy that she will be at the Witch's mercy if she takes 

off the ruby slippers for even a moment. Now Dorothy really wants to go back home. Glinda suggests 

that she seek helpfrom the Wizard of Oz. That meaos a lengthy journey to the Emerald City. 

ACter being escorted by the Munchkins to the edge oC town, Dorothy continues to f ollow the Yellow 

Brick Road through fields and meadows on her way to the Emerald City. Along the way, she meets 

three friends. Each of these is an "Ozzifiedw version of a farmhand back home in Kansas. One of them 

is a Scarecrow. Because he lacks a brain, the Scarecrow is feeling very sorry for hiD"self. Dorothy 

convinces him to join her in seeking helpfrom the Wizard. Next, she meets a Tin Wood:nan. Lacking 

a heart, he also feels very sorry Cor himself. He, too, is easily convinced to seek out the Wizard. 

Finally, Dorothy meets a Cowardly Lion. Lacking courage, he is the laughing stock of the forest. 

Although he isafraid to seek help, heiseven more ~ ~raid toleave thingsas they are. Now Dorothy and 

Toto have three good friends and one fierce enemy. 

Travelling through Oz, the friends encounter a series of problems. Within sight of the Emerald City, 

for example, the Witch usesa spell to prevent them from reaching their destination; the fumes in a field 

of poppies put them to sleep. But Glinda rescues them by covering the flowers with snow. Problems 

do not cease even within the Emerald City. First, they have difficulty getting in to see the Wizard. 

When they do have an audience with an "Ozzified" version of Professor Marvel, he says he will grant 

their requests on one condition: that they bring him the Witch's broomstick. Having no other choice, 

the Criends set out on tois dangerous quest. 

As they pass through the Haunted Forest, the Wicked Witch sends out her simian "airforce." The 

winged monkeys pick up Dorothy and Toto, leaving the others in a state of disanay. Just after the 

prisoners are brought to the Witch's Castle, Toto escapes. With Dorothy still in her power, though, 

the Witch makes plans to talce the ruby slippers. This can only be done by kiJJing her. Turning over 
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- the hourglass, the Witch tells her that she has not long to live. 

ln the meantime, Toto has found the friends and led them back to tbe Witch's Castle. They manage 

to infiltrate the Castle, find Dorothy, and begin their escape. Before they can get away, though, the 

guardsfind them. Now tbe Witch decides to end the matter al once. As she setsfire 10 the Scarecrow, 

Dorothy picks up a bucket of water and throws it in his direction. When the water splashes on the 

Witch, however, sbe begins to mell. Once she is dead, tbe guards proclaim Dorothy a heroine just as 

the Munchkins had done. Now Dorothy and herfriends can return to the Emerald City and daim tbeir 

rewards. 

When they find themselves, once again, in the Wizard's audience hall, they discover tbat the Wizard 

is a fraud. Toto pulls aside a curtain revealing the fact that the Wizard's impressive appearance is 

nothing more tban tbe image projected by an insignüicant Iittle man pulling switches and pushing 

levers. Their disappointment is shortlived, however, because the man who seems to be a fraud turns 

out 10 be a wise man aflt.:r ail. He provides Dorothy's friends with official recognition of tbeir 

achievements; in this way, tbeir requests are granted. To help Dorotby, however, he must take ber 

back bome to Kansas himself. But when Dorotby is in tbe gondola of his balloon and waiting to take 

off, Toto suddenly jumps out and runs after a cal. Wb en Dorothy goes to get him back, the balloon 

takes offwithout her. Just then, Glinda sails down in her bubble. After Dorothy explains what she bas 

learned from her journey through Oz, Glinda inf orms ber that she has always had tbe power to go 

home. But she had to learn that for herself. Now she is ready to go home. She has merely to say 

"There's no place Iike home" three times and click her ruby slippers together. 

When Dorothywakes up in berbed back on thefarm, sheisconvinced that berexperiences in 01were 

real. Although no one believers her, they are allglad to see her. She is surrounded by tbûse whocare 

about her: Auntie Em and Un cie Henry, Toto, Profe::osor Marvel, and the three farmhands . 

••• 

Even after a single viewing, it becomes clear to everyone that The W iZQrd consists of tbree distinct 

cinematic units: a brief opening unit (set in Kansas) which could be called a prologue, a lengthy middle 

unit (set in Oz), and a very brier concluding unit (set once more in Kansas) which could be called an 

epilogue. This cinema tic ·structure" provides a helpful framework for analysis of the formaI 

properties; it is precisely the use of these formai properties which crea tes this tripartite structure. 
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Although it could be argued that using this tripartite structure is not legitimate as the basis for a formai 

analysis because it involves a priori recognition of a cinema lie pattern, 1 argue the reverse: il is 

precisely the fact that this tripartite structure is so obvious whicb suggests the usefulness of formai 

analysis in the first place. In other words, formai analysis is not being used here to establish the 

existence of a tripartite cinematic structure but to discover lhe ways in wbich il is presented. 

Many formaI properties used in The Wizard could have been selected for systematic study. 1 have 

selected only seven: dialogue, colour, music, mise-en-scène, dramatis personae, space, and time. These 

are used consistently according to some pattern, or "code."1 My aim is to explain this consistency by 

relating the symbolic patterns of tbese particular codes to those of American culture as a wbole. 

FormaI analysis raises questions such as the following: ln what way does each formai property 

distinguish between these three cinematic units? Is there a single, generalized, pattern which links ail 

of them? And if 50, wbat is the relation between this and the narrative pattern (that is, either the plot 

or the story)? 

••• 

Normally, people think of dialogue as verbal communication of in! ormation. As the vehicles of verbal 

communication, words are usually considered in their semantic sense. In the days of "siJent pictures," 

verbal information was almost always considered necessary, even thougb visual communication 

predominated; at that time, this meant reliance on the printed word (tbat is, on captions, or "titles'). 

Even in "lalking pictures," tbougb, the spokcn word did not replace visual communication. But words 

have a phonelic, as weil as semantic, aspect. Tbeoretically, tben, dialogue could also be studied as a 

system of phonemes. In the following study, however, dialogue is considered from neither point of 

view. Instead, it is examined as a formai pattern of speech. The f ocus of attention is not primarily 

on the word (or constituent element) itself --considered either phonetically or semantically-·but on the 

kinds of interaction between characters that takes places when words are used. A distinction is made 

between "normal" dialogue (which conforms to patterns of speech familiar in everyday life) and 

"abnormal" dialogue (which does not and is, therefore. anomalous). 

KaDsas prolOJue: ln these sequences, dialogue is generally "normal." That is, it is spoken more 

or less as it is in everyday life. But there is one exception: "Over the Rainbow." This, of course, 

is sung dialogue. Although audiences accept this as "normal," su ch acceptance is clearly only 

possible as a result of stylistic convention; in everyday life, people do not spontaneously burst 
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into song in order to express tbeir deepest feelings and thoughts. (Il is worth noting that this 

particular convention was still a recent innovation in 1939. Berore tbe Broadway production of 

S h owboat in 1927, and long afterword, songs were included as diversions or interruptions in 

the dialogue. Very often, tbey were "normalized" (or made acceptable by convention) as 

perl' ormancesÎn a "play"within the larger play. Today, once aga in, accepted stylisticconventions 

make "Over the Rainbow" seem "abnormal"). Since "Over the Rainbow" is the only song in the 

prologue, it must be c1assified as a formai anomaly. 

This is not the only anomaly. Normally, dialogue involves both speech and response. Thal is, 

al least one eharacter speaks and at least one other character responds. In the prologue, 

however, Dorothy speaks Dot only to other buman characters, but also 10 ber dog; Toto, of 

course, can only respond by barking. Once again, this could be called "abnormal" dialogue. In 

one case, Toto does not respond at aIL "Over tbe Rainbow" is generally considered a solitoquy; 

altbough technically addressed to Toto--"Do you suppose there is such a place, Toto'?" (MGM 

1.7)--Dorothy'swords are understood to address eitber herself or the non-diegeticworld of the 

audience. In any case--either as a song or as a soliloquy--"Over the Rainbow" cannot be 

considered "normal" dialogue. 

Oz: In these middle sequences, dialogue is used heterogeneously. Sometimes it is "normal" and 

sometimes "abnormal." The grealest contrast is between the Witch's Castle and the Emerald 

City. 

Emerald City: Here, "abnormality" is defined primarily in terms of sung dialogue. The 

major cbaraeters are involved in two songs: botb "In tbe Merry Old Land of Oz" and "If 

1 Were King of the Forest" are featured as major production numbers. Nevertheless, 

there are no passages of non-reciprocal dialogue or any otber types of "abnormal" 

dialogue. 

Witch'sCastle: Here,dialogue inc1udes somedecidedly "abnormal"f eatures. Althougb 

there is only one passage of sung dialogue (in which the main cbaraclers do Dol 

participate), it consists of several indistinct phonemes instead of intelligible words. 

Since il consists of patterned utterances, il must be cODsidered dialogue. Nevertheless, 

il corresponds to no type of dialogue c1assified by Chatman.2 Moreover, dialogue at the 

Witch's Casrle includes another anomaly. In this case, "abDormality" is defined as non· 
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reciprocal dialogue. The Witch 's crystal bail distorts, or perverts, the process of normal, 

two-way, communication. Through it, Dorothy hears the words of Auntie Em: 

"Dorothy! Dorothy! Where are you? It's me .... " But Auntie Em cannot hear Dorothy's 

words: "1 ... l'm here in Oz, Auntie Em ... Oh, Auntie Em, don't go away! l'm frightened! 

Come back!" Intercepting the process is the Witch who suddenly appears theway a news 

flash interrupts a television program: "Auntie Em ... Auntie Em, come back! l'II give 

you Auntie Em, my preUy!" (MGM 4.22). In short, the Witch's Castle is associated with 

"abnormal" dialogue. 

Yellow Brick Road: Here, dialogue could be described as both "normal" and 

"abnormal." ln the Munchkin City, for example, dialogue is both sung and spoken. 

Separated by brief passages of spoken dialogue aref our songs: Dorothy's "It Really Was 

NoMiracle," Glinda's "Come Out, Come Out, Wherever YouAre," the Munchkins'"Ding 

Dong, the Witch Is Dead" and "You're Off To See the Wizard." 

Aiso "abnormal" is Dorothy's continued practice of speaking to Toto. Upon landing in 

Oz and taking herfirst few steps in the Munchkin City, Dorothy uUers one of the most 

famous Hnes in film history: "Toto, 1 have a feeling we're not in Kansas anymore; we 

must be over the rainbow" (MGM 2.1). 

ln the rural hinterland traversed by the YelJ(lw Brick Road, dialogue is also both 

"normal" and "abnormal." There is only one song--"If 1 Only Had a Brain (a Heart; the 

Nerve)" --but it is repeated twice. Also, the dialogueincludes other "abnormal" elements. 

In this case, "abnormality" is defined as non-diegetic (from "offstageT When the Tin 

Man sings of his needf or a heart, he refers to Shakespeare'sfamous love story: "Picture 

me a balcony, ft 'love a voice sings low ..... and a disembodied female voice answers 

"Wherefore art th ou, Romeo?" (MGM 3.4). And when the friends approach the 

Emerald City, il is a disembodied chorus singing "You're Ol.t of the Woods" that 

encourages them to push on toward their goal. 

Kansas cpilogul': Here, dialogue has been purified of ils "abnormal" f eatures in the prologue. 

Dialogue is now only spoken, for example, and not sung. And Dorothy speaks only to other 

human characters (who can respond to her in speech) and not to Toto. 
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The colour code ref ers both to the use of monochromatic or polychromatic film stock, and (in the latter 

case) to the patterns in which colour is used. Today, almost ail movies and television shows are seen 

in colour. That has become the norm. Faithful reproduction of natural color is expected, and anything 

else seems unusual and unnatural--not the way things appear in everyday lif e. In facl, the current drive 

toward "coIorization" of black-and-white movies is based on the assumption that black-and-white is 

a barrier for viewers. Black-and-white film is still used for a variety of artistic purposes, to be sure, 

but greater naturalism isnot one of them. Black-and-white is sometimes used toevoke the atmosphere 

of early movies. This is the case, for example, in Zelig(Woody Allen, 1983), and Paper Moon (Peler 

Bogdanovieh,1973). At other times, sepia-tinted film is used for the same purpose. Examples of this 

inc1ude Bonnie and Clyde (Arthur Penn, 1967) and Butch Cossidy ond the Sundonce Kld 

(George Ray Hill, 1969). 

Although the connection between colour film and naturalism now seems inevitablc, it was not always 

50. As early as the 1920s and as recently as the 1940s the situation was somewhat different. Even in 

those days, colour movies (as distinct irom those made on tinted monochromatic stock) were not 

unknown. Colour was occasionally used, for instance, to enhance costume dl'3mas sel in remote times 

or exotic places. Examples of this incJude Becky Shorp (Rouben Mamoulian, 1935), The Gorden 

of Allah (Richard Boleslawski, 1936), Gone with the Wind (Victor Fleming, 1939), and a remake 

of Blood and Sand (Rouben Mamoulian, 1941). More often, colour was used for musical 

extravaganzas. The Broadway Me/ody (Harry Beaumont, 1929), Rio Rita (Luther Reed, 1929), 

The Hollywood Revue of 1929 (Charles keisner, 1929), Show of Shows (Darryl F. Zanuck, 

1929),and Poramount on Porade (Dorothy Arzner and others, 1930) ail included musical sequences 

filmed in colour. But the colour technology of these early musicals was very primitive. Even in the late 

1930s, with the invention of three-strip Technicolor, the effect was not entircly naturalistic. 

Considering the use made of colour, though, this was not necessarily a problem. "Musicals were 

capricious," writes Ethan Mordden, "so the bizarre color scheme only added to their appeal .... Color 

became so identified with the musicals that wh en the form ran oul of juice in 1930-31, color was given 

upwith relief..."' (23). Still, it was revived later in the decade; the association of musicals with colour 

continued with Ramono (Henry King, 1936), M eet Me in St. Louis (Vincenle Minnelli, 1944), and 

the Rodgers and Hammerstein musicals of the 1950s (when colour was still rather unusual in other 

movie genres). Black and white, on the other hand, was often used in the 1930s and 1940sfor movies 

which aimed specifically at naturalistic effects. This is noteworthy in The Gropes of Wrath (John 
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Ford, 1940),forexample, and Citizen Kane (Orson Welles, 1941). In both cases, consciousassocia

tions with the newsreels were evoked. In short, col our is not necessarily associated with naturalism, 

while black-and-white is not necessarily associated with the reverse; the connotations of each, in fact, 

have become very ambiguous. 

ln 1939, then, the polychromatic sequences in Oz May have seemed "unreal" precisely because they 

were sbot in colour, while the monochromatic sequences in Kansas May have seemed "real" precisely 

because they were not shot in colour. Cinematic conventions have changed in the past fifty years. 

Would more recent viewers of The W izard not reverse this perception? Forvarious reasons, they may 

not do so. Although viewers are now more conscious of the "unnatural" quality of monochromaticfilm 

and more prepared to accept polychromatic film as "natural," other factors prevent a reversaI. The 

Kansas ~equences, for example, were originally printed on sepia-tinted film stock in order to evoke 

nostalgia for the movie's turn-of -the-century setting (when photographs were usually sepia). Even 

though many prints no longer have the sepia-tinting, black-and-white still evokes the old newsreels. 

Having considered the use of black-and-white or colour film stock, as such, attention can be turned to 

the particular ways in which both are used in The W izard. 

Kansas prologue: These sequences are monochromatic. That is, things are visible only as 

gradations in the amount of white, unrefracted, light. Until the final frames, no anomaly 

appears. But when Dorothy opens the front door and enters Oz, viewers briefly see both the 

monochrome of the prologue and the polychrome of Oz just outside the house. In cinema tic 

terms, of course, this is an anomaly.· 

Oz: These sequences are polychromatic. Although the multiplicity of colours is very beautiful, 

it is also the result of fragmentation. That is, colours become visible only when white light is 

refracted. Here, fragmentation is specifically represented by chromatic contrasts between the 

Emerald City and the Witch's Castle. 

Emerald City: These sequences, of course, are associated withgreen; in virtually every 

frame, green is the predominant colour. 

Witch·s Call1e: Not qui te so obviously, these sequ~nces are associated with red. The 

Witch herself, for example, is obsessed by the idea of obtaining the ruby slippers which 
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had belonged to her sister (the Wicked Witch of tbe East) and now "belong" to ber. In 

fact, the grains of "sand" in her bourglass are the same red sequins thal cover tbe ruby 

slippers. Moreover, tbe poison sbe concocts in her "la b" is blood red; she uses it to create 

a field of deadly (red) poppies. (That this association has been made can be seen in an 

advertisement for Sotheby's. [Fig. 12)' Above the text, only tbe Witch 's hat appears. A 

square of red provides tbe background on an otherwise white page. Any colour might 

bave been chosen to catch the eye, but red was cbosen. 1 suggesl tbat this was nol 

entirely coincidental; consciously or unconsciously, a link was made between the Witch 

and the colour red.) 

Yellow Brick Road: Colour is alsoused to link these chroma tic opposites. The Yellow 

Brick Road is, after ail, associated with the colour which lies precisely Midway bctween 

red and green on the colour spectrum. In other words, the Road is a chromalic, as weil 

as geographical, mediator. 

Kansas epilogue: These sequences are ail monochromatic. This represents a reversion to 

visual conditions in tbe proJogue--only now there is no anomalous use of colour. 

"' .. 
Film-makers have used music6 in two basic ways. On the one hand, il is used in the "background" to 

establish moods. On the other hand, il is used in the "foreground" (as song) eilher 10 advance the plot 

or to articula te feelings and define characters. 

Although background music is, in fact, a highly artificial convention (since no one actually hears it in 

everyday life unless tbe radio is turned one-and even then it hardly ever corresponds emotionally to 

what people are saying, thinking, or f eeling)--lhe audience can accept h, in the context of movics and 

television, as part of the "natural order." By 1939, it had become so familiar from both talking and 

sHent movies--the latter were almost always accompanied by organ, orchestra, or piano--that il wa~ 

probably seldom heard as a distinct clement in its own right. Indeed, it was not intended to be "heard" 

at all; it was intended, on the contrary, to draw attention away from itsetf and toward the verbal and 

visual elements of the movie. By 1939, however, musical-comedy (spoken dialogue plus songs) had al 50 

ùecome a familiar theatrical convention. Nevertheless, as Martin Gottfried7 points out, songs were 

seldom integrated into the plot: either they were interludes in tbe plot or the plot was filler for a 
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musical revue. In 1927, S h owboatwas thefirst Broadway musical in which songs were integrated into 

the plot. But few movie musicals followed this innovative pattern. In fact, only three had done so 

before 1939: Love Me Tonight (Rouben Mamoulian, 1932), Hallelujah, ]'m a Bum (Lewis 

Milestone, 1933), and Righ, Wide and Handsome (Rouben Mamoulian, 1937). Even thefamous 

Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers music ais depended on the standard formula in which the songs and 

dances were entertaining diversions from the plot. As an exception to that pattern, The Wizard is 

important in the history of movie musicals; it links Showboat to the later musicals of Rodgers and 

Hammerstein. 

ln the Kansas sequences, the music crea tes a naturalistic' atmosphere. Just as naturalism in painting 

is, in fart, "unnatural" (since the objects represented exist in only two of the three dimensions), 

naturalism in this movie is, in fact, "unnatural" (since members of the audience expect neither to hear 

music corresponding to their emotions and activities, nor to burst spontaneously into song in their 

everyday lives). In both cases, though, the "unnatural" is made to seem natural through the use of 

cuIturally accepted conventions. (The illusion of three-dimensionality in painting is achieved through 

the use of perspective; the illusion of normality in tbis movie is achieved by separating Dorothy and 

Toto from the other characters wh en private thoughts are revealed.) ln the Oz sequences, however, 

music adds to the "unnatural" (or theatrical and surrealistic) atmosphere. The music of Oz is, in f act, 

a parody of grand opera, complete with choruses and ballets in the Munchkin City and Emerald City 

sequences. From this, it would seem that Kansas is associated with reality (although, as 1 hope to show, 

it is an ultimate, not an immediate or local, reality), while Oz is associated with theatrical illusion and 

artifice (which, as 1 also hope to show, is a symbo:ic description of immediate and local, not ultimate, 

reality). 

Kansas prologue: In these sequences, music is used in ways familiar to American audiences. 

According to the Hollywood convention accepted in 1939, for example, music was either 

confined to the background to evoke moods or brought into the foreground as a diversion. In 

neither case was it used to advance the plot. Most of the music used in the prologue is confined 

to the background. But Dorothy's soliloquy, "Over the Rainbow, ft is anomalous. Il reveals her 

longing for a better world and, theref ore, motiva tes her decision to run away. In short, 

background and foreground come together. 

But there is a much more jarring musical anomaly. Both the background music and the ballad 

are "traditional" in style. That is, they are derived from classical music of the nineteenth 
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century. The only reaUy alien musical element is Miss Gulcb's theme. VnJike any other musical 

passages in the prologue, this one is distinctly dissonant. In fact, it is atonal.9 

Oz: In tbese sequences, on tbe contrary, music is beterogeneous. Il is systematically used to 

contrast the familiar and the alien. In the prologue, musical passages are structurally complete. 

That is, tbey have beginnings, middJes, and endings.IG In Oz, this pattern breaks down. 

Consequently, music is structuralJy fragmented. This occurs in al least Iwo forms. 

In the first place, concluding bars (or "cadences") are seldom actually heard; almost invariably, 

the composition is interrupted before il can reach its "natural" conclusion. Musical tension is 

first built up and then broken by something external to the music itself. Consider tbcsc 

examples: the Munchkin chorus-ballet is suddenly interrupted by the Witch's appearance; the 

Witch suddenly interrupts Dorothy and her friends as tbey sing and dance tbeir way down the 

Yellow Brick Road; th en the Lion interrupts their song witb a bearty growl; the Witch 's sudden 

appearance in the sky over the Emerald City puts an end to the chorus below; the sudden c10sing 

of a door in her Castle has the same effect on background music. 

But sudden interruptions are not the only f orm of musical fragmentation in Oz. Bits and picces 

of major songs and themes are jumbled up together and scattered everywhere They are never 

presented from beginning to end; instead, a few bars are thrown in to suggest a mood or revive 

a memory. Moreover, these fragments are always distorled in sorne way. When Dorothy and 

her friends are walking through the fore st on their quest for the Witch's broomstick, for 

example, the familiar strains of "Over the Rainbow" are heard in the background with atonal 

modifications. At other times, the same song is rendered alieu and disturbing by being played 

in a minor key. This song returns over and over again in Oz··bUl only as a distorted, confused, 

fragment. Thesame is true of a songwhich had beenfamiliar to Americans since the turn of the 

century;written in 1905 by Henry Williams (lyrics) and Egbert Van Alstyne, "In the Shade of the 

Dld Apple Tree"isdistorted wben il occurs as background music in the orchard sequence. When 

Dorothy and her friends fall asleep in the poppy field, for example, a few bars of "Over the 

Rainbow" convey a sense of nostalgia but also a sense of something gone wrong (sioce the 

familiar melody is experienced now in an alien and threatcoing context). 

Music in Oz also indicates conflict between the familiar musical idiom of America and the alien 

one of Europe. That is, music oot only affirms the "native" American idiom, il also parodies that 
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of Europe. Americans have long associated opera with both Europeans in general and aristo

crats in particular (not to mention Americans with aristocratie pretensions). As Jobn D. Shout 

points out, the conflict between thefamiliar and thef oreign, or theAmerican and tbe European, 

has been a motif in many American movies." ln San Francisco (W. S. Van Dyke,1936),be 

notes, tbe gulf between Europe and America, or between the f oreign and tbef amiliar, has been 

symbolically transcended. In The Wizard, on tbe contrary, it has been confirmed, or even 

widened, througbout the Oz sequences. 

Emerald City: Here, Dorothy and ber friends are greeted by the soft and welcoming 

tones of an all-female c:-'orus singing "You're Out of the Woods." By 1939, Busby 

Berkeley (and otbers) had made the use of female choruses f amiliar to movie-goers. In 

aU cases, these choruses were associated with moods of pleasure. In "1 Gnly Have Eyes 

for You" from Dames (Ray Enright, 1934) and "The Words Are in My Heart" from 

Gold Diggers of 1935 (Busby Berkeley, 1935), this takes the form of romance. In 

"We're in the Money"from Gold Diggers of 1933 (Mervyn Le Roy, 1933),ittakes the 

form of hope. And in "l'm Young and Healthy" from Fort y-Second Street (Lloyd 

Bacon, 1933), il takes tbe form of sbeerfrivolity. Tbe use of female choruses, bowever, 

was sim ply tbe continuation of a tradition begun decades earlier with the chorus lines 

in cabaret shows and Broadway musical revues. As one hislorian put il, "Ziegfeld 

glorified them, Berkeley automated tbem.,,12 The point is tbat this device was 

characteristic of tbeAmerican musical idiomf amiliarto mostviewers, and that it evoked 

strongly positive feelings. 

"ln the Merry Old Land of Oz" is a production number which, with its chorus girls, might 

have been part of the Ziegfeld Follies. Unlike tbe welcoming music in the Munchkin 

City, this passage is an isolated, self-contained unit; it does not flow into other vocal 

passages and choruses as in opera. In short, it is very American. Now, in the Lion's 

song, "H 1 Were King of the Forest," both Ameriean and European elements can be 

heard, but tbe latter are reduced to parody. Witb its exaggeration and its cadenzas 

(elaborate devices used in grand opera to show off the tenor's virtuosity), it is like an 

aria; along with all this pretentiousness and pomposity, however, are lyrics which are 

derived directly from the musical comedies of Braodway. The Lion (who even speaks 

witb a Brooklynese accent) uses idiosyncratic contractions (such as "compasb" f(Jr 

"compassion") in tbe same way tbat Ira Gershwin used them (in tit1es sucb as 
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·S'wonderful" for George Gershwin's 1927 show, Funny Face). In other words, Ihis 

music is familiar in a distinctly American way. 

Witc:h's Castle: Approaching the Castle, Dorothy's friends are intimidated by the 

chanting of an ali-maie chorus of guards. ft should be noted here that not only are Ihe 

guards aH male creatures (with lower voices th an females) buttheir voices were artifi

cially lowered still further. 13 This chant is clearly associated with Medieval and Russian 

music. Since the Renaissance, Western music has shown a preference in the vocal range 

for tenors and sopranos (as it has in Italian ope l'a even though castrat; have nol been 

used sin ce the eighteenth century); in earlier periods,though, the pref erred vocal range 

had been Jower (as in the Gregorian chant). And in Russia, the ancient lilurgical music 

of the Orthodox Church favoured the lowerend of the vocal continuum. Il was not many 

centuries afterthe adoption of Byzantinechurch music by Russian Orthodoxy that Greek 

travellers first observed diff erences between the Russian and Greek manner of singing. 

What they found particularly strange was the strong preference given to bass voices.ao 

That preference has been continued, into modern times, moreover, through opera. 

Bruce Bohlecomments on tbe preference for basso prof ondo partsin Russian opera." 

Tbe association of tbe guard's chant with Russia is evident wh en it is eompared to a 

Russian folk song which has long been popular in America: "The Song of the Volga 

Boatmen." Since the chant has no words, but only a sequence of vowels, it is 

unintelligible. For all intents and purposes, it is in a "foreign language." Nevertheless, 

the "o-ee-o" of Ihis chant correponds to the "yo-heave-ho" in Englisb translations of tbe 

Russian song/6 Moreover, the "melodic' structure in one is a precise reversaI of the 

other. AIso, both songs make use of the open fifth (a musical f orm used very seldom in 

Western musicsince the seventeenth centurybut usedcommonly in Russian music). The 

guards' cbant, for example, aIternates between the tonic (first) and dominant (fifth) 

notes of the scale; tbe mediant (third) note is missing; tbis makes il impossible to know 

wh ether tbe key is a major or minor one and gives the composition an eerie qualily, 

Tbe guards' chant is not on Iv alien, il is threalening. When Dorothy's friends infiltrate 

tbeir ranks and enter the Cast~e, a secondary motif is played just above or just bclow 

tbe primary one. But il is pJayed in a different key. This bitonality creates dissonance. 

And because of ils use of woodwind and percussion instruments--to the exclusion of 
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stringed instruments--it has a harsh, brassy, military sound (not unlike the early works 

of Prokofiev and Shostakovich). 

y cllow Brick ROld: Traversing Oz, the Yellow Brick Road begins inside the Munchkin 

City but stops at the gates of the Emerald City. In this mediating region, both American 

and European elements coexist, but neither predomina tes. That is, some places along 

the Yellow Brick Road are musically European, while others are musically American. 

The Munchkin City itself is European. Ils musical idiom is grand opera. Althougb there 

are no distinct arias, there are several vocal passages (recitativcs) wbicb flow into each 

otber as they do in opera. "Come Out, Come Out, Wherever You Are," for example, 

merges with wIt Really Was No Miracle." These, in turn, f10w into ballet (the 

choreographed procession which welcomes Dorothy) and on into cboruses of "Ding 

Dong, the Witch is Dead," "Follow the Yellow Brick Road," "We're Off to See the 

Wizard." 

Beyond the Munchkin City, Dorothy and her friends sing and dance their way along the 

Yellow Brick Road in a style derived directly from Vaudeville (the American musical 

genre, par excellence, which reached ils golden age in the 1920s and 1930s. In this 

sense, it can be said lhat "If 1 Only Had a Brain (a 11t. rt; the Nerve)" is distinctly 

American (with its limited vocal range; simple, repetitlh-:, rhythm; basic harmonies; 

simple orchestration; and f olk-like melody) compared to the elaborate staging, choreo

graphy and orchestration of the ·operatic" sequences in the Munchkin City. This song 

is reminiscent of song-and-dance routines performed in theatres acrossAmerica in the 

early part of this century. But the folksy, American atmosphere is introduced even 

eéi:lier. As Dorothy and Toto take leave of the Munchkins, "You're Off to See the 

Wizard" is briefly interrupted by a few bars of "Turkey in the Stl'aw" (a minstrel song 

often used in the fiddler's warm-up for square dances). 

Another side of the American musical tradition is introduced on the Road. At the 

beginning (when Dorothy and Toto are just setting out f or the Emerald City), there is 

a brief passage in the background that can only be called "Gershwinesque." Il is 

reminiscent, for example, of the "walking theme" from George Gershwin's symphonie 

work, An American in PQris (1928), and of his la ter "walking the dog theme" (or 
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"promenade") from the movie, Sha/l We Dance (Mark Sandrich, 1937). 

Aisoworth noting in this context is th~ American atmosphere created by the applc-trec 

sequence. Dorothy and the Scarecrow decide to pick somefruit, but the trees have other 

ideas. When the Scarecrow hints that their apples May be wormy, the trees pclt him and 

Dorothywith apples--to the (somewhat distorted) tune of "In the Shade of the Old Apple 

Tree." This popular American song was wriUen in 1905 by Henry Williams and Eghert 

Van Aistyne; in fact, according to W. A. H. Birnic,11 it was wrillen with Van Aistyne's 

boybood home in mind. But in The W ,zard, one could argue, it Îs distorted in two ways. 

Doubling thefirst beat has transformed it from a slow waltz ta a quick march; this givcs 

il a tense, re&tless quality unlike that of the original music. Scoring it at the high end of 

the vocal range, moreover, evokes nostalgia not f or the "simple joys of country lire" but 

for childhood itself; the squeaky sound resembles that of a carouse! in a playground. 

Kansas cpilogue: Once Dorothy returns to Kansas, tbe conflict between European and 

American music is eliminated. Th!'.! musical idiom is familiar, not foreign. Il is also 

homogeneous, Dot heterogeneous, because the two musical anomalies, or "problems," of the 

proJogue--Dorothy's song and Miss GuJch's theme--have been resoJved. The song has become 

background music, and the atonal tbeme has been removed altogethcr. Moreover, tbe only two 

units of background music--"Home Sweet Home" and "Over the Rainbow"--flow into each other 

without interruption. It is worth noting that "Home Sweet Home" had become an American r olk 

song by 1939. AIthough the music was originally written in 1823 bya Britisb composer, Sir 

Henry Rowley Bishop, the words were wrillen by an American, John Howard Payne. Stephen 

Foster liked it so much that he wrote many similar songs based on il. Eventually, it became the 

theme song of Jenny Lind. t
' This suggests that they are :.trongly Iinked. In fact, it suggests that 

"borne" really is nover the rainbow." In the prologue, Dorothy longs for happiness "over the 

rainbow." When she lands in the Munchkin City, she tells Toto: "We must be over the rainbow" 

(MGM 2.1). But the coJor code makes il clear lhal Oz is the rainbow. Kansas, on the otber 

band, is truly over the rainbow. Dorothy, in fact, is now both home and over tbe rainbow. The 

implications of this will he made c1ear in chapter four. In the meantime, it is worth noting tbat 

music and dialogue are now integrated with no separation of one from the otber . 

......... 
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Borrowed from the theatre, tbe term "mise-en-sc~ne· is normally used with reference to everything 

controlled by the direc~or: sets, costumes, props, Iighting. 

Jeaasas prologue: ln tbese sequences, mise-en-sc~ne is used to emphasize thefamiliar and the 

American. Most of the sets, props and costumes would not bave been out of place in rural 

America at any time between the latenineteenth century and the Second World War. Even the 

farm technology shown would have been familiar as late as 1939. Only the costume of Miss 

Gu1ch--which had been fashionable around the turn of the century--is c1early dated; in this 

respect, it is anomalous. 

Oz: ln these sequences, on the other hand, mise-en-scène is used to contrast the familiar aad 

the alien. Tha t is, American sets, props, and costumes are contrasted with European --especially 

Russian--ones. 

EmeraldCity: Designing Dreams by David Albrecht19 and Screen Deco by Howard 

Mandelbaum and Eric Myers:W are excellent introductions to Art Deco design and 

architecture. This style was extremely influential in Hollywood during the 1930s. The 

Emerald City, in fact, is a fantastic variation on the kind of architecture considered 

avant-garde in 1939. At first glance, it looks Iike a fore st of skyscrapers. Its dynamic 

verticality (nota ble in the elevation as seen from the field of poppies, and in the vaulted 

corridor leading to the Wizard's audience hall), its "streamlined" lighting fix.tures . 

indirect illumination (seen in both corridor and audience hall), its ornamentallettering 

(which identifies the Wash and Brush Up Company), its glittering, sparkling, highly 

polished surfaces (seen everywhere), and many other details owe as much to the 

Exposition internationale des arts decoratifs et industriels modernes (Paris, 1925) and 

thc Ceu tury of Progress Exposition (Chicago, 1933-34) as they do to any unique fan tasies 

of William Horning, Cedric Gibbons, or others involved in creating the sets at MGM. 

Although not ail Americans living in 1939 were urbanites, most were aware of the 

architectural style known as "art deco. ft Itwas, after ail, the style of somevery impressive 

landmarkssuch as theChrysler Building, the Empire State Building, Rockef ellerCenter, 

and the Radio City Music Hall. It was the style which prevailed at the New York World's 

Fair which opened in that very year. And it was the style favored by set designers for 

dozens of Hollywood moviessuch as Our Modern Maidens (Jack Conway, 1929), 

PalmyDays (Edward Sutherland, 1931), Susan Lennox, Her Faliand Rise(Robert 
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Z. Leonard, 1931), Trouble in Paradise (Ernst Lubitsch, 1932), The Gay Divorcee 

(Mark Sandricb, 1934), Altu the Thin Man (W. S. Van Dyke, 1936), Dodsworth 

(William Wyler, 1936), and Artists and Models (Raoul Walsh, 1937). In short, it was 

tbe style of modernity and progress. Since these are major elements in Amcrican 

identity--a matter to be discussed more full y in chapterfour--it seems safe to assume 

that the Emerald City was associated witb modern America as represenled in popular 

movies and magazines and reflected in the design of toasters and radios, if Dot aClually 

experienced on ocean liners or in skyscrapers. 

Albrecht points out tbat modernism in architecture did nol originate in the Uniled 

States. In faet, it f10urished in Germany (Mies Van der Rohe, Walter Gropius and the 

Bauhaus), France (Le Corbusier), and Italy (Futurism) bef ore becoming popula r in lhe 

United States. But for Many Europeans, modernism was just one more phase in a long 

history of stylistic and cultural change tbat could be seen in any city. Indeed, modernism 

was condemned as degenerate du ring tbe fascist periods in Italy (1922-1945) and 

Germany (1933-1945) and replaced by new versions of neoclassicism. For Many 

Americans, on the other hand, il corresponded to something inherent in the national 

experience: the desire to start over again in a New World. Whatever lhe ideological 

concerns of European (or even American) arcbilects and designers, Many ordinary 

Americans recognized art deco asa prominent feature of the urban landscape which was 

linked to their collective expel'Ïence as a new nation. 

One of the prominent features of the Emerald City is a colleclion of "dccorative light 

wheels"; a similar motif--wheels and bubcaps--appears on a fric7e in thc Chrysler 

Building. Daniel Boorstin points out that Americans had been fascinated by specd since 

the early nineteenth century migrations to the Wese l ln the twentieth century, spccd, 

cars, and skyscrapers have ail become hallmarks of American cilies. Any f orm of arl or 

architecture which takes its primary inspiration from machines--especially cars, trains, 

ships, dirigibles and airplanes--can be considered characteristicalJy (if not distinctive

Iy) American. 

Given tbis art deco aesthetic which romanticized the machine, il is not surprising lofind 

that technology is a prominent feature of the Wizard's audience hall. In fael, the 

combination of technology, streamlined design, brighl Jighting, and smooth, shiny 
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surfaces is reminiscent of Hollywood itself. The shimmering Bakelite Cloor looks as if 

it had been made for Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. ln short, setsf or the Emerald City 

are modern, American, and delightfully glitzy. 

The costumes look vaguely futuristic. Some f emale residcnts, for example, wear long, 

fJowing, satin gowns with elaborate hats. These are really just exaggerated versions of 

ail the elegant and sophisticated gowns Adrian designed for Hollywood stars such as 

Joan Crawford and Greta Garbo. Other female residents wear costumes reminiscent 

of a diff erent American theatrical tradition. Prancingaround in their high-heeled shoes, 

sbort skirts, and low necklines, attendants at the Wash and Brush Up Company look as 

if they have just been recruited straigh t f rom the Cocoanut Grove or the Ziegf eld F ollies. 

Lighting at the Emerald City is used very effectively to emphasize modernity: the future 

anticipated in the present. A future based on scientific discovery and tecbnological 

progress is associated with rationalism. And rationalism is associated with darity and 

light (which is to say, "enlightenmcnt"). Not surprisingly, then, the Emerald City is first 

seen in radiant sunshine; shimmering on the horizon, it is like the daydream of a summer 

afternoon. With the brilliant illumination characteristic of Hollywood atthattime (and 

particularly of MGM), no deep shadows impede visual exploration. Everything can be 

"known" at a glance. It is, li . ..!fore, "familiar." 

Witch's Castle: Technology here is primitive. Candies and torches are used instead 

of electric lights, spears instead of guns, an hourglass instead of a dock. Surfaces, 

moreover, are coarse and unpoli~hed. Architecturally, the castle is a maze of twisting 

staircases and crooked passages. Here, tben, the mise-en-scène is alien. Il is remote 

in both time and space. After ail, it is a mediaeval castle complete with turrets, towers, 

ramparts and moat with drawbridge and portcullis. Unlike Many other styles of period 

architecture, this one was Bever • Americanized" despite individual examples of recon

struction and simulation (such as William Randolph Hearst's castle, San Simeon). 

For about a hundred years between the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Greek 

Revival architecture was highly favoured for both domeslic and public architecture in 

the United Stales. Sioce the neoclassical style was associated with the origio of 
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democracy in the ancient world, it was symbolicaUy appropriate as the visual 

embodiment of a new republic based on Greco-Roman notions of civic virtue. 

Nevertheless, Gothic Revival architecture was also very popular, throughout the 

nineleenth cenlury and into the twentieth, for both domestic and public buildings. 

Examples include the Eastern Slale Penitentiary in Philadelphia (1829), Stanlon Hall 

in Charlotte City, Virginia (1848), Fonthill in New York City (1848), Lancaster City lail 

in Lancaster, Pennsylvania (1851), and the Barracks at the Virginia Military Institution 

in Lexington, Virginia (1851 ).12 Even after itsgeneral decJinef or other purposes, its use 

in ecclesiastical architecture continued. No malter how drastically adapted according 

to regionaJ taste and lechnological innovation, specifie elements (sueh as the poinled 

arch and stained glass) are still extremely common features of American churches. 

Tbough often severely adulterated or trivialized, the Gothie Revival style is cJcarly a 

part of the landscape most Americans take for granted; even in t 930, when Grant Wood 

parodied tbe moral rectitude and self -rigbteousness of Midwestern farmers in 

Amerieon Gothie, he did so in visuaJ terms tbal everyone would recogni7e 

immediately. Sometimes, bowever, tbe style is creatively transf orrned. A good example 

of this is tbe Air Force Academy's cbapel near Colorado Springs. Designed by Waller 

A. Netsch and built by Skidmore, Owings and Merrill in 1962, it is a striking reminder 

that tbe old vocabulary bas been tboroughly integrated into modern American culturc 

The chapel is described as follows in an architectural journal: it is "reminiscent of tbe 

dominance of the cathedral over a medieval town .... Seventeen spires soar in striking 

fashion over the long horizontals of tbe other buildings; the glistening, machine-made 

perfection of tbeir aluminum surfaces and the verticafity of thcir upward-rcaching 

pointedness make appropriate contrasts with the ruggedness of the surrounding 

Rockies."23 

But catbedrals are not the only buildings tbat have come to be associalcd wilh Ihe gOlhic 

period. The same is true of castIes. Although the Most cbaracteristic features of castlc!. 

(tbe moat witb drawbridge and portcullis; the protective walls with ramparts and 

crenellation) originated several hundred years earlier, these buildings were also built 

in tbe age of gotbic cathedrals (beginning in the twelfth century). In the ninetecnlh 

century, American buildings were sometimes designed with lurrets, lowers and 

battlements. Unlike the mediaeval catbedral (wbicb became one of the primary symbolic 

paradigms for American churcbes) or the pagan temple (whicb became one of the 
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primary symbolic paradigmsf or American museums,libraries, national monuments and 

other public buildings), the mediaeval castle never became a symbolic paradigm for any 

type of building. Thismaybedue tothefact thatwhile many Americansassociated their 

own religious sentiments with those which inspired the cathedrals of mediaeval Europe 

and their own republican ideals with those which inspired the monuments of c1assical 

antiquity,they did not associate any particular aspect of American liCe with mediaeval 

feudalism. There was, of course, one exception: the Old South. But even in the Old 

South (where the social orderwas self -consciously modeled on f eudalism), the plan ters 

usuaIJy preferred to identify their way of life with the gracious and cultivated ways of 

contemporary English aristocrats who Iived in country houses rather than with the 

primitive and uncomf oTtable ways of their ancestors who had lived in casties. In short, 

the castle was never "Americanized." 

Costumes at the Witch's Castle are heavy and anything but sexually revealing. The 

guards (in their long, heavy coats and massive fur hats) and the Witch (in her long, loose

fitting robe and towering heaàgear) are covered from head to foot. The guards, 

moreover, have a distinctly Russian look; their costumes (with flaring coats, fur bats, 

and spears tipped with stylized eagles) seem to bave been borrowed directly from 

unif orms of the Imperial Cossack Guard or even the Red Army. The Witch herself looks 

distinctly mediaeval since ber costume (which accentua tes tall, tbin forms and features 

a pointed hat with f10wing veil) seems to bave been borrowed from Flemish and 

Burgundian paintings of the laie fifteenth century.2.C In short, the Wilch's Castle is 

mediaeval, European, and delightfully "gothic." 

Sin ce the only nocturnal scenes in The W izard are at the Witch 's Castle, it could be 

argued that the use of lighting underscores ils nightmarish qualily (remote, alien, 

mysterious, and dangerous). 

l"ellow Brick Road: Here, mise-en-scène is both American and European. With its 

thatched cottages and cobbled streets, the Munchkin City is a vaguely Elizabethan 

village. Female residents romp around in full skirts witb laced bodices; male residents 

are dressed up either as la te mediaeval burghers--with tbeir pointed shoes and 

multicoloured hose--or as early nineteenth-century soldiers from Central Europe 

(known in Hollywood as "Ruritania"). In general, the plump and slightly deformed 
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Munchkins seem to be refugees from a peasant fair in sixtecnth-cenutry Northern 

Europe. 

As soon as Dorothy and Toto leave the Munchkin City, though, the associations of mise

en-scène include American ones. In fact, the journey continues tbrougb open 

countryside not unlike that of the American midwest with its open vistas, rolling bills, 

and fields of corn (which is maize, the specifically New World form of corn). The 

Scarecrow himself is a characteristic feature of rural America. Nevertheless, both the 

Lion and the Witch are OId World creatures. Moreover, the Yellow Brick Road passes 

through a haunted fore st and conceals a mediaeval castle. Characteristic, then, of the 

Yellow Brick Road sequences is a confusing juxtaposition of the familiar (modern 

America) and the alien (mediaeval Europe or Russia). 

Kansas epilogue: ln the final sequence, we retUrD to the mise-en-scène of tbe prologue. But 

the anomaly--Miss Gulch's costume--has been eliminated (since she does not reappear). 

Moreover, we no longer even see any farm machinery. Thus dating and placing the set is more 

difficult than ever. AH we see is a corner of Dorothy's bedroom. ln fact, il could be almosl 

anywhere in America at almost any time in the past century . 

••• 

The term "dramatis personae" is, of course, also borrowed from the theatre. ln this sludy, it refers 10 

the characters asf ormal properties. The debale in Iiterary circles over the relation of character to plol 

is irrelevant in thisf ormal analysis. Consequently, 1 have avoided terms su ch as "actant" (which implies 

that only plot is of significance) and even "eharacter" (which is often used in connecllOn wilh 

psychological categories). In short, the term "dramatis personae" was chosen preciscly bccauc;e il is 

not associaled with Propp, Todorov, Greimas, or any olher school of Iiterary analysis. Membcrs of 

the dramatis personae are identified by their traits. Following Chalman, 1 define "trail" as any charae

teristicfeaturewhich differentiates one individual from anotber and thus conf ers a distinctive identity 

on each.2.5 ln this case, the "traits" are biologica} and moral. 

Kansas prologue: In the opening sequences, aU eharacters are "natural. ft Thal is, they arc ail 

either human beings or animais. Moreover, ail are good except Miss Gulch, the evil antagonisl. 

Since she alone turos into her Ozian counterpart (the Witch) as sheflies past Dorothy'swindow, 
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she is a formai anomaly on two counts: she alone is bad and sbe alone is otber than (or less than) 

human. 

Oz: In tbese sequences, a number of cbaracters from Kansas reappear in thinly disguised f orm. 

Along witb sorne new ebaraeters, they can be placed along one continuum between fully buman 

and non-human, and along anotber between good and evil. Dorothy herself, of course, is both 

good and fully human. And Toto is both good and non-human. 

Emerald City: This place is associated with the Wizard wbo reigns over it in name, if 

not in fact. He isfully human too--agood but ordinary man "born and bred in the beart 

of tbe Western wilderness· (MGM 5.15). But the Emerald City is also associated with 

Glinda who, in fact, rules it and aU of Oz; from here, she sends Dorothy back to Kansas. 

Now Glinda could be called ·super-human" sinee her magical powers are benevolent 

ones. 

Witch's Castle: This place, on the other hand, is associated with Glinda 's evil 

counterpart: the Wicked Witch of the West. She could be called "sub-human" since her 

magical powers are malevolent ones. 

Ycllow Brick Road: Along tbe way, Dorothy meets threegoodfriends. They could be 

called "quasi-buman." They are, at any rate, humanoids of one kind or another (which 

is to say, both human and somethingelse). The Cowardly Lion ishalf-man, half-animal. 

Tbe Scarecrow is ha]f-man, ha]f-vegetable. And the Tin Woodman is half-man, half

mineral.l6 

Kansas epilogue: In tbe final sequence, ail characters revert to their "natural" state in the 

prologue--except for the Witch, of course, who does not reappear as Miss Gulch; the formaI 

anomaly is tbus eliminated. 

• •• 

Another code reCers to the cinema tic organization of space. By tbis, 1 Mean the orientation and 

movement of objects within space. A great deal has been written about the cinematic dependence on 

illusion and the ways in whicb illusion may be accepted 01 rejected by viewers.27 The debate among film 
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theorists of various schools, however, is not germane to the subject at hand. By definition, ail threc

dimensional objects--what Chatmancalls "existants·a--occupy space. Although photographs projected 

onto a screen are, in fael, two-dimcnsional, they arc accepted by analogy to the familiar world of 

everyday life as three-dimensional. The spatial code used here, though, refers not to the perception 

of abjects and people but to the organization of space itself --that is, to their orientation and movement 

within space. 

Kansas prologue: In these sequences, space is organized around a centre: Dorothy's bcdroom. 

Movement away from the bedroom always indicates a decrease of emotional intensity, while 

movement toward it has the opposite effect. This can be seen in two narrative sequences. 

In one, Miss Gulch is seen on ber bicycle carrying Toto away from the house (and from 

Dorothy's bedroom) in a basket; the mood (reinforced by her dissonant musical motif) 

is very agitated. As they speed down the road, Toto peeks out of the bliskct; the mood 

(reinforced by his playful musical motif) is now much less intense. Then he jumps out 

of the basket, runs back home, and jumps through the window right inta Dorathy's 

bedroom; the mood, once again, is very intense--only this time in a positive. nol a 

negative, way. 

In another sequence, Dorothy herself moves away from the house with Toto; the mood 

along the road is a depressing one. When tbey reach Professor Marvel. far away from 

the house, the mood is relatively }ight-hearted. Then Profesc;or MarvcJ sees a photo

graph of Auntie Em standing in front of the house, and tells Dorothy that he can see 

Auntie Em sinking back onto her bed c1utching ber heart; this naturally provokec; a mood 

of anxiety in Dorotby. Even as she leaves Professor Marvcl, the wind has begun rustling 

leaves; the mood is becoming more agitated. As she approaches the farm. a tornado can 

be seen sweeping across the landscape; the mood is even more intense. In the hedroom 

itself, at the height of the storm, emotional tension is translated directly into phY'iical 

tension as Dorothy is assaulted by the window-frame. A moment later--still in the 

bedroom--she is horrified ta see Miss Gulch riding her bicycle through the Gir and turn 

into a witcb. 

Although space is oriented and organized unif ormly, \t is somewhat heterogeneous; the 

bedroom bas a special qua lit y absent from olher places. This is nOI a formaI anomaly 
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which needs "correcting," but it should be noted ail the same and compared to spatial 

conditions in the epilogue. 

Oz: Here, spa ce is organized around not one centre but two competing centres: the Emerald 

City and the Witch 's Castle. Each is a possible destination for Dorothy and her f riends. Each 

has a "claim" on her. And each is the "seat" of a witch whose magical powers pervade Oz. 

Moreover, each has an architectural plan in which the center is protected by a series of gates. 

There is, however, one major differenc~ between the two: at the Witch's Castle, attention is 

focused on getting out (away from the centre), while in the Emerald City, attention isfocused 

on getting in (toward the centre). 

Emeuld City: This place is the venue of benevolent power. As the long-sought goal 

of Dorothy and her friends, it has the same emotional importance as the bedroom back 

in Kansas. The movement of characters is oriented in terms of this place. Dorothy and 

her friends cannot sim ply enter the Emerald City and go straight to see the Wi7ard. 

They must negotiate passage through a series of gates. With only minor difficulty-

ringing the bell instead of knocking--they manage to enter the city. Entry to the inner 

sanctum (the Wizard's audience hall) is another matter. First, they must be prepared 

and made presentable at the Wash and Brush Up Company. Then they approach the next 

gate; for the second time, tbey are refused entry bya gatekeeper who says, "Orders are, 

nobodycan see the Great Oz! Not nobody--not nohow! (MGM4.5). Taking pit y on them 

when he sees Dorothy in tears, however, the gatekeeper admits them ta a long, empty, 

corridor. In this atmosphere, the Cowardly Lion is nearly overcome by fear and awe. 

This "antechamber" leads directly into the audience hall itself. There, even the spunky 

heroine is reduced tofear and trembling; she introduces herself as "Dorothy, the small 

and meck" (MGM 4.12). 

Witch's Castle: This is the venue of malevolent power. As the long-avoided fate of 

Dorothy and her friends, it also has the emotional importance of the bedroom back in 

Kansas. The movement of characters is oriented in terms of this place as weil as the 

Emerald City, but with the opposite goal in mind. As in the Emerald City, the inner 

chamber of the Witch's Castle is protected (massive wooden doors, patrolled ramparts, 

and a moat with drawbridge aod portcullis). No one enters or leaves 00 a casual basis. 

Indeed, the ioner chamber serves as a prison for Dorothy and Toto; the aim of sequences 
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sbot attbe Castle is toget them out safcly. 

Yellow Brick Road: On the Yellow Brick Road, Dorothy and ber friends arc 

constantly moving f rom one place to another. Places en route--the cornfield, the apple 

orchard, the field of poppies--are significant not in themselves but in relation to other 

places. Il could be said, then, tbat while the YelJow Brick Road represents Mhere," the 

Munchkin City, Emerald City, and Witcb's Castle represent "tbere." As points of origin 

and destination, the latter bave intrinsic significance--whether positive or negative-

white the former does not. (In the larger cinematic context, bowever, "there" is 

represented by Kansas.) 

Tbe Yellow Brick Road is a venue of both benevolent power (representcd by Glinda) 

and malevolent power (represented by the Witch). Not surprisingly, it is marked by 

spatial chaos. Dorothy's task on the Yellow Brick Road is to move between "here" and 

"there," to be sure, but where exactly is "there"? Finding an answer to that question is 

no easy matter. Glinda gives Dorothy a hint: "It's always best," she says, "10 slart al the 

beginning" (MGM 2.3). This, bowever, turns out to be casier said than done. The 

Yellow Brick Road begins in a swirl of color which reinf orces the nOlion of "centre." But 

it quickly turns into a labyrinth which branches off in ail directions without any signs to 

indicate direction. This motif of spatial chaos is introduced right near t!-te beginning of 

her journey when Dorothy meets the Scarecrow; neither can remember which way he 

was pointing. In fact, he was pointing first in one direction, then in the other, and finally 

in both. Later on, in the Haunted Forest, they do come across a directional sign, hut it 

hasa very confusing errect. Although it points in one direction and reads "Witch's ('astle, 

one mile," it also "points" in the opposite direction by saying in addition, "l'd turn back 

if 1 were you" (MGM 4.15). 

Kansasepilogue: In the epilogue, the bedroom is still the centre, but now peripheral space has 

been "eliminated" (ordramatically reduced in importance) to reveal an underlying homogenelty. 

This is cinematically expressed by spatial compression: the entire epilogue takes places in one 

tiny bedroom, ev en a corner of that bedroom. Although viewers can see through a window into 

the barnyard and beyond (to peripheral space), ail attention is f ocused on the shallow plane in 

the immediatef oregrouDd. ln art historical terms, we have movedfrom the dynamic resllcssncss 

of the Baroque to the statie order of the Renaissance; figures are arranged alonga shallow plane 
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in the Coreground much as they are in Leonardo's "La st Supper." This static arrangement oC 

figures in a shallow foreground was not invented in the Renaissance; it had a long history 

beginning in the Early Christian period and continuing throughout the Middle Ages. In the 

stained glass windows of many American churches, this visual tradition has Iived on as a widely 

accepted convention for the representation of events in sacred history (that is, even t5 which take 

place in eternity rather than time). 

H emphasis is given in the prologue to movement (passing toward or away from the bedroom), 

it is now given to repose (being there). Here at the centre, there is no visual tension; there is 

only peace and tranquility. Ali movement, by the camera as much as by the characters, is 

reduced to a minimum. The camera, t'or exampk, never leaves the bedroom, and hardly moves 

even witbin the bedroom. GraduaJly, Ihe heads of Dorothy and Toto, Auntie Em and Un de 

Henry, the three faiiùhands and Professor Marvel, come together as a complete cirde; this is 

the geometric f orm which has neither beginning nor end and, therefore, suggests completeness 

and perfection. When the heads finally block out any view through the window, the sense of 

being al the heart, or core, of tbings is palpable. Nevertheless, this only makes clear what was 

inherent in the prologue. The centrality of the bedroom bas been confirmed, not established. 

Hints of its centrality are given in the prologue, but are only fully realized cinematically in the 

epilogue. 

.. .... 

ln one sense, time involves the orientation of events in terms of past (beginning; origin) and future 

(ending; destiny). According to one way of thinking DOW prevalent in modern Western societies, time 

flows in only one direction: from past to future. Events occur once and can never be repeated. 

According to an older way of thinking, and a way commonly f ound in other societies, time can flow in 

two directions: f orwards or backwards. Bvents, theref ore, can be repeated. The distinction is between 

what could be called "linear" and "circular" (or between secular and sacred) time. This will be 

discussed much more fully in chapter five. At the moment, these two notions of time will simply be 

identified as they are formally presented in The Wizard. 

Another distinction must be made between external events which involve "doing" (action by one agent 

on another or on some object) and internai events which involve "being" (thinking or feeling but not 

acting). 1 caU tbe former "transitive" and the latter "intransitive." This distinction is not the one made 
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by Cbatman between "actions" (in wbich a cbaracler is the subicct causing some event to occur) and 

"happenings" (in which a cbaracter is the object of an event).l9 Both "transitive" and "intransitive" 

events, as 1 use tbese terms, may be either "actions" or "happenings." 

Kansas prologue: ln these sequences, events are almost unif ormly "transitive." That is, tbey 

are about doing rather than being. But one event--Dorothy's soliloquy, the only song-ois c1early 

"intransitive." ln it, Dorothy reveals her inner state, her reflections on the way things arc, could 

he, or sbould he. In tbis sense, it is a formai anomaly. 

Oz: Here, time is intrinsically beterogeneous. Not only are events in ail sequences botb "transi

tivp " and "intransitive," but time is "circular" (or ("reversible") in some sequences, and "Iinear ," 

(or "irreversible") in others. 

On the whole, Ozian time is "Iinear" and future-oriented. (Theorelicûlly, of course, a temporal 

"line" could point instead toward the past.) The last evenl (Ieaving the Emerald City) is a 

fulfillment of--but not a repetition of, or return to--the first event (arriving in tbe Munchkin . 
City). To put it differently, time in Oz could generally be describcd in terms of "progrcss." 

Dorothy and herfriends move along the Yellow Brick Road, define their goals, solve problems, 

and reach thcir destination. 

Nevertheless, there are also irruptions of the past characte~ istic of "circular" lime. On the 

Yellow Brick Road, for example, Dorothy keeps "remembering" Kansas. She tells her ncw 

friends (who are, in fact, transmogrifications of the three farmhands she knew back in Kansas): 

"And it'sfunny, but 1 feel as if l'd known you ail the time. But 1 couldn't have, could I? (MGM 

3.7). Then, too, she looks into the Wilcb's crystal bail and sees Auntie Em calling out to her 

from the Kansas farmhouse. 

ln Oz, lime is "linear" and futurc-oriented in connection with immediacy: Dorolhy's proximate 

origin (the Munchkin City) and destiny (the Emerald City). But it is also "circular" and past

oriented in connection witb uItimacy: Dorotby's uItimate origin and dcstiny in Kansas (prologue 

and epilogue), and tbe irruptions of Kansas into tbe Ozian present. In fact, though, the two 

temporal modes become synonymous siDce Dorothy's goal in 0 .. (the future) is nothing otber 

tban a return to Kansas (the past); destiny and origin merge. 
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Emerald City: Here, time is "circular" because it is Crom this place that Dorothy 

retUrDs--not only to Kansas, but to her origin, or past. Destination (Emerald City) 

becomes point of deparlure, and the original point of departure (Kansas) becomes 

ultimate destination. The future leads to the past, the end to the beginning. 

Witch'l Caille: Here, time is "Iinear." In other words, it is irreversible; the future is 

cut oCf from the past. As Dorothy gazes into the crystal bail, the Witch's hideous face 

suddenly blots out the benign image of Auntie Em (Dorothy's past). The passage of time 

(as indicated by the hourglass) is a major preoccupation here; it leads relentlessly into 

the fulure which, in this case, is death. Not only can there be no relurn from here to the 

past (either to Kansas or to the Munchkin City), however, but there can be no continued 

existence even in the present. Since time can only be experienced (in secular Western 

societies, at any rate) as past, present, or future, it must be concluded that the Witch's 

Castle f ocuses on the latter--even though extinction is a negative future from Dorothy's 

poin t of view. 

Yellow Brick Road: Here, time is both "linear" and "circular." Since the Road is 

synonymous with Dorothy's quest, time spent moving along it is linear; it begins in lhe 

Munchkin City and ends al the entrance to the Emerald City. N evertheless, il is circular 

too since it is characterized by formai repetition. Most of the time actually spent on the 

Road involves the successive introductions of Dorolhy's newfriendsj each introduction 

is a formai repelition of the previous ones. Thal is, the song "II 1 Only "ad a Brain" is 

repeated in two slightly modified versions: "H 1 Only Had a Heart," and "If 10nly "ad 

the Nerve." Moreover, Dorothy expJicitly acknowledgt:s the possibility lhat she has 

met these friends before (in Kansas). 

On the Yellow Brick Road, Dorothy and herfriends move in lime between the beginning 

and ending of their journey. Events in the meantime--meeting each other, evading the 

Witch, seeking the Wizard--are significant not in themselves, but in relation to other 

events. Il could be said, then, that while the rural YeJlow Brick Road represents "now, ft 

the urban Yellow Brick Road (incJuding the Munchkin City) represents "then" (bef ore). 

Representing "then" (after) are the Emerald City and Witch's Castle. As points of origin 

and destination, the latter have intrinsic significance--whether that is postive or 

negative--while the former does not. (In the larger cinematic context, nevertheless, 
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"lben"--both before and after--is represented by Kansas.) 

lC.ansasepiloguc: In theepilogue, screen time (plot) corresponds prcciselyto real time (story). 

That is, no time elapses between sbots. The enlire segment could bave been filmed as a single 

long-take (instead of a sequence of sbols edited togetber). But does this mean that Dorolhy's 

temporal world now conforms ta ours or tbat oDrs now conforms ta bers? If Dorothy werc a 

real person who could walk off the screen and into our world, the former possibility would 

suggest itself. Bul Dorolby is not a real person. Viewers know ber only to the extent lhat tbey 

can enter ber world. And tbat, after aU, is tbe whule point of watching the movic. In tbe 

epilogue, a temporal equation (sereen time = real lime) gives viewers aeeess 10 Dorolhy's world 

(sin ce no events take place that tbey do not share). But having gained access, they find that the 

kind of events laking place on-screen are bomogeneous to an extent unknown in evcryday life 

off -screen. Il is, after ail, anotber world. 

As an "intransitive" event, "Over the Rainbow" was anomalous in tbe prologue. Altbougb it has 

been eliminated as a song, it remains as background music wbich underscores the "triumpb" of 

"intransitive" over "transitive" events. In this final sequence, ail "transitive" events bave been 

eliminated (ordrastically reduced in importance) ta reveal an underlying unit y ,or bomogeneity. 

They bave become so trivial--Auntie Em, for example, pats Dorolhy's head--Ihat Ibey cease to 

exist for ail intents and purposes. The only truly significant event is the "intransitive" one oÎ 

being safe, being happy, being loved, being home. 

This distinctive reversal--eliminating the anomaly by making everytbing e1se conform to it--is 

interesling because it means tbat tbe temporal code is unique. If time il, in fact, tbe "master 

code," then the meaning of time in tbe epilogue is extremely important. This will be discussed 

much more thoroughly in chapter Cive. In the meantime, il is wortb notins thal, in purely formai 

terms, "Kansas" represents the temporal goal--nol the proxima te "tben" of the Emerald City but 

tbe ultimate "then" of the movie Îtself. Consequenlly, il i!> also tbe temporal ideal. And il is an 

ideal whieb i5 bomogeneously "intransitive." Il is static. Paradoxically, tben, it is" temporal 

i"eal which is beyond time or change. 

• •• 
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From the a bove analysis, a clear pattern emerges. The use of formai properties could be summarized 

asfollows. 

Kansas prologue: Formai properties are used to express cinematic integration, unit y, or 

homogeneity. Every code, however, includes one or two formai "problems," or anomalies-

things which do not fit the prevailing pattern. 

Oz: Here, on the other hand, formai properties are used to express cÎnematic C'onfusion, 

fragmentation, or heterogeneity. But this is done in two ways. On the one hand, formai 

oppositions are set up between the Emerald City and the Witch 's Castle. The relation between 

them could b~ described as "either-or.· On the other hand, formaI ..nediations are set up along 

the Yellow Brick Road. Although the Munchkin City, where the Road begins, is in formaI 

opposition to its rural hinterland, which ends at the gates of the Emerald City, bath are part of 

the YeIJow Brick Road. As elements of a single cinematic unit, then, their relation could be 

described as "both-and." 

Kansas cpilogue: Final1y, unit y, :ntegration, and homogeneity are restored. But now those 

anomalies present in the prologue have been eliminated. Generally speaking, in fact, what we 

see in the epilogue is just a highly compressed, purified, simplified version of what we have 

already seen in the prologue. 

Although plot has not been treated as a formaI property, it is worth noting that the same syntagmatic 

pattern could be used to describe its u!.e in this movie. 

Kansas prologue: Dorothy is al home on the farm in Kansas. But there is a problem: Miss 

Gulch comes to take Toto. Feeling isolated and ignorcd, she runs away witb ber dog. By the 

time she returns, tbough, a storm has begun. Struck by flying debris, sbe falls into a dream of 

Oz. 

Oz: Dorotby keeps trying to get back to Kansas. And after an eventful journey along the Yellow 

Brick Road, sbe does return borne. 

Kansas epiloguc: Dorothy wakes up in ber own room back on the farm. But now she realizes 

tbat this is wbere she belongs. The problem has been resolved; the anomalous Miss Gulch does 
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not reappear in the epilogue. 

This correspondence is not surprising. It is through lhe various (ormal properties, after ail, lhat the 

plot is articulated. Il remains to be seen how the underlying syntagmatic structure--order violated, 

order sought, order restored·-is related to that of other artifacts or productions of American culture. 

This will be the subject of cultural analysis to (o))ow. 
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The notion of ·codes" is not a recent innovation. It is based on the ide a that it is the 
interpretation of reaJity, not reality itself, which is transmilled tbrough language (or any other 
symbol system). As Sapir made c1ear, language itself is never unmediated. Or, as Levi-Strauss 
argued, what can be learned from tbe analysis of oral or written messages is not wbat exists in 
the outside world but whal exists in the minds of those who produce and receive them. In short, 
wc cannot experience reality except in symbolic terms that are encoded as cultural assumptions. 
Through language and other symbol systems, culture invents theworld by interpretingthe givens 
of nature. "Il follows," according to Terence Hawkes, "that, implicated as we ail are in this 
gigantic, coverl, collaborative enterprise, none of us can daim access to uncoded, "pure," or 
objective experiences of a "real", permanently existing world. None of us, in short, is innocent 
(Structuralism and Semiotics [London: Methuen, 1977] 170). 

Il is the normal presumption of "innocence" that Roland Barthes attacks. He trics to show 
precise1y how language is used in Iiterature to hide social, economic or political forces and 10 
propagate a specific worldview (ideology). For him, literature is a system of "codes," or symbolic 
patterns functioning as conscious or unconscious mecbanisms that determine meaning just as 
language itself imposes its own mediating, shaping pattern on what we normally consider an 
objective world "out there." Consequently, analyzed lexts reveal not a simple reflection of 
objective reality but a complex, ambiguous and multivalent interpretation of rcality. He 
distinguishes lilcrature that is "readerly" (lisible )--conventional works or even c1assics that are 
assumed to be univocal and arc, therefore, easy to read--from that which is "writcrly" 
(scriptible )--works thatemphasize multivocality and are, Iheref ore, much moredifficult 10 read. 
For Barthes, however, the readerly text is only apparently univocal or unambiguous. By 
decoding it, other (hiddcn) levels of meaning are revealed. This is precisely whal he does to the 
texts of popularculture in Mythologies (London: J. Cape, 1972) and to a text of elite culture 
in S/Z (New York: Hil! and Wf\ng, 1974). 

More recently, th.:: word "code" has been used by Roger Silverstone in The Message of 
TeleVISIon: My th and Narrative in Contemporary Culture (London: Heineman.1 
Educational Books, 1981) and "A Structuref or a Modern My th: Television and the Transsexual" 
(Semiotica 49.1-2 [1984]: 95-138). His work is ba~ed on theformalism of Vladimir Propp and 
the siructuralism of Claude Levi-Strauss and A. J. Greimas. "1 define code," he writes. "as a 
consistent level of the text's articulation, as a consistent level of the proccss of signification. 
Thcre arc any number of codes and subcodes in a text; in principle ever"Jthing is meaningful and 
every meaningful item isdepcndent on its referability toa code Wc can,forexamplc, recognize 
acoustic, alimentary, physical, cosmological codes, just as we can talk of the codes of a natural 
language (Silverstone, Structure for a Modern My th 119)." Accordingly, he examines 
geographical, social, techno-economic and physical codes. 1 have used theword "code" in a more 
restricted sense. Il refers to purely formai (or cinematic) properties. 

Cultural productions clearly owe their existence to the p ... tterned use of symbols, or ·codes." 
These codes are generated by culture t:l "organize" the world in which a community can live. 
Cultural productions (such as books, advertisements, myths, songs or movies) are, in other 
words,distillations of thesecodes. Tounderstand the organizing principles of the larger cultural 
order, therefore, requires a process of systematically decoding them, calling attention to 
patterns that would otherwise not be observed. For Barthes and sorne other scmioticians, 
however, the hidden levels of meaning encoded in these prod'uctions are not only to be described 
but also to be evaluated. Although his anthropological predecessors claimed that language 
determines the particular way reality is perceived in aU cultures and by necessity, Barthes saw 
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the use of codes in modern, western, socÎeties not merely as one examplc of a universal human 
phenomenon but as an insidious device used to propagatc the values of a particular c1ass (the 
bourgeoisie). His emphasis on the Jack of "innocence" impliei> not mereJy naivete on the part of 
those who receive them but guilt on the part of those who produce them. Such a normative 
stance must not be construed as an underlying feature of my work on The W Izard. 

Seymour Chatman, Story and Discourse: NarratIve Structure in Fiction and Fi/m 
(Ithaca, NY: Come)) University hess, 1978) 146-195. 

Ethan Mordden, The Hollywood Musical (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1981) 23. 

Evidence for this is admittedly ambiguous. As Dorothy moves toward the front door, 
monochromatic film ends abruptJy. But what, preciscly, takes ils place? This is very difficuh 
to answer. It could be the beginning of polychromatic film. In that case, the colourful sccnc 
outside, which becomes visible as the door slowly opens, would not be technically anomalous. 
But if this is, in fact, colour film, the effect cannot be seen inside the bouse. The interior io; 
batbed in a very heavy golden-brown tonality. (The effect mightthen be very much like that of 
the heavy varnish which had, for centuries, obscured the brilliant calours of Michelangclo's 
frescoes in tbe Sistine Chapet.) In fact, it is only wben Dorotby is actually outside the houo;c that 
viewers can pick out the bright blue of ber apron. 

Recent prints show tbe Kansas sequences in black-and-white. Early prints, howevcr, werc linted 
with sepia. 1 suggest that the sepia was washed off except for the very few frames which show 
Dorothy opening tbe door; washinE! these, most of which mclude glimpse! of colourful 0" would 
have been verydifficult. In that case, the golden-brown tonality would be: allthat remams of the 
original sepia. 

ln short, frames showing the interior (which is "of Kansas" evcn Ihough il IS"JO 0,") are: (a) no 
longer black·and-white but colour, (b) no longer black-and-white but sepia and co\our, or (c) 
no longer sepia but sepia and colour. 

Whether the frames are technica//y anomalous (b and c) or not (a), however, is beside the 
point because they are effecIlvely 3nomalous. Even if only because of the remarkablc 
clumsiness of Ihis transition (in current prints, at any rate), these frames could weil he 
considered chromatically anomalous in a movie which is so visually sophisticated ID every other 
way. 

Sotheby's, Inc., "Hats Off to Hollywood," advertisement, Fame Dcc 1988' 9. 

Many of the ideas put forward in this sectIOn were suggested to me by Robert MarAlear, a 
gradua te student in the Faculty of Music al McGiII University. 

Martin Gottfried, Broadway Musicals (New York: Ahrams, 1980) 167. 

1 bave used the term "naturalism" instead of "realism" for two reasons. In the j Ifst place, the 
term "realism" has been given to partieular schooIs of painting and film-making; no conncction 
between these schooJsand this discussion of music is intended. Moreover, the illcdiaeval dispute 
betwecn "realisls" and "nominalist!:" gives the former term a weightiness Il'at is inappropriale 
in this context. Under discussion here is merely the extent to which conditions on screen :"eem 
to resemble those off screen. In the next chapter, however, the subject of "reality" will he 
discussed in more detail. 
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9. To non-musicians in the Western world, atonality has been synonymous with dissonance and 
disorder. This particular motif, moreover, May include an oblique reference to tbe Devil. The 
violin is used not to convey a warm, romantic atmosphere (as it is in "Over the Rainbow") but 
to convey a sinister mood like that of the "Mephisto Wahz by Franz Liszt ("Der Tanz in der 
Dorfschenke (First Mephisto Wahz) in Two EpIsodes [rom Lenau's Faust, 1859-1861); in 
that piece, the Devil himself takes up the violin and plays with a scraping, machinelike effect, 
as if the viol in were a percussion instrument. 

lU. For examp~e, "Over the Rainbow" has the characteristic melodic structure of American popular 
songs. AABA plus codetta (which is to say, an "antecedent" of eight bars, a repetition, a "conse
quent" of eight bars, a repetition of the antecedent, and a summarizing passage of eight bars). 

11. San Fran ci seo (W. S. Van Dyke, 1936) treats the matter in a fairly explicit way. Shout points 
out that in this extremely successful "vehicle" for Jeanette MacDonald and Clark Gable, opera 
is identified as an alien mUl>ical traditiou and contrasted with more familiar American musical 
traditions. This conflict is symbolically represented by several characters in the story. Mary 
Blake is the daughter of a country parson who comes to the big city Jongingf or a career in opera. 
As her name implies, she is innocent, morally sensitive, and virginal. Nevertheless, she begins 
by accepting a job in a cabaret on the Barbary Coast. Blackie Norton, on the other hand, is the 
rugged, hedonistic owner of this cabaret. Being an unstable mixture of populist idealism and 
cynical realism, he is the Most complex of the major characters. Although he falls in love with 
Mary, this does not prevent him from exploiting her talent and obstructing her plans to join the 
opera company. Severa] secondary characters are also worth noting here. Father Tim Mullin 
runs a mission on the Barbary Coast. As !lis biblical name suggests, Father Tim is highly 
moralistic. Having known Blackie since boyhood, be keeps a paternal eye on Mary. Partly witb 
that in mind, he lDvites Mary to sing at tbe mission. Although he is openly contemptuous of tbe 
Church, Blackie isf ond of bis boyhood friend. In fact, he donates money so that Father Tim can 
buy a new organ for the mission. Jack Burley, on tbe other hand, is one of the Nob Hill swells 
Blackie detests As a patron of the opera, bowever, Burley can give Mary her chance to become 
a diva. For a while, he competes witb Blackie as Mary's suitor. But it is Maisie, his mother, wbo 
legitimates opera for the viewers. Unlike ber status-seeking son, she is proud of ber humble 
origins as a wasbelWoman, and revels in stories of ber youth in tbe "wickedest city on eartb." 
Like most immigrants, she came to America with notbing but higb bopes and the willingness to 
work hard. If this exemplary pioneer woman can become an opera-lover, the movie suggests, 
then tbe gulf between elite and popular culture is Dot so very wide after ail. In other words, 
opera can be appreciated by Americans when divested of its association with European 
aristocrats and American social climbers. 

None of the men in Mary's life can offer ber everything she needs. Blackie can give her romance 
but not social slatus (respectability). Burley can give ber social status but not romance. And 
Father Tim can give her spiritual guidance but neither romance nor social status. hS John Shout 
points out, though, the contest for Mary's loyalty is waged not only by three men but by tbree 
musical traditions and, ultimately, by three strands in tbe cultural fa bric of America itself. To 
find happiness, Mary must find a way of integrating aIl three of them. And ber personal 
evolution is revealed in her musical evolution asepitomized by successive renderings of the title 
song. Tbe first is an audition for Blackie. Mary sings it as if it were a hymn. In a caharet-
albeit one named the "Paradise"--this is inappropriate By the time she sings it again, she bas 
adapted her style but not her condescending attitude (shaped partly by tbe influence of Fatber 
Tim and partly by her single-minded devotion to opera). This rendition lacks vitality and 
conviction. Bef ore sbe can do it "correctly," she must learn to bring together disparate musical 
traditions (and reso]ve conflicting feelings). At this point, Mary leaves the Paradise and joins 
tbe opera. After successful performances as Marguerite in Faust and Violetta in La Traviata, 
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Mary finds that she cannot dismiss the world of Blackie. Representing tbe Paradisc in a contest, 
she finally sings "San Francisco· properly. Il is worth noting tbat "shc brings logether Dol only 
her own European musical heritage and Blackie'sereed of ragtime, but a show business heritage 
that did not yet exist in 1906. Her interpretation suggests not only the MacDonald persona, but 
AIJolson, Sophie Tucker,and Libby Holman" (John D.Shout, "Tbe Film Musical and the Legacy 
of Show Business," Journal of Popular Film and Television 10 [1982]: 26). But just whcn 
she seems to have resolved her inner confliet (which is also a characteristieally American 
Kulturkampf), disaster strikes. As Shout suggests, "The audience May well sense that Mary's 
dilemma can only be resolved by an earthquake" (Shout 26) 

As the movie ends, Mary has been "converted" to Blackic's world (by cboosing to leave Burley), 
white Blackie has been "converted" to hers (by interpreting the earthquake as a cali for 
repentance and prayer). As the ruins of the old San Francisco are replaced by montage with a 
skyline of the new, Mary leads the crowd of homeless victims in "Nearer My God to Thee: The 
idea seems to be that she and Blackie, together, have finally integrated tbe diverse clements out 
of which a truly vital American tradition can grow. "In facl; writes Shout, "wc arc to sec San 
FrancIsco as a depiction of the rebuilding of America on both sacred and profane hases .. : 
(Shout26). 

12. John Kobal, GOlla Sing, Golta Dance: A His/ory of M OVIC Muslcals (New York: Exeter 
Books, 1983) 103. 

13. Harmetz, The Making 97. 

14. Paul Dybowski, jacket notesf or Pon / iflka/amt aus dem Drclf a lugkel t s- S erg III ç-K la 1 ter 
(Pontifical Mas s for the Trinay-St. Sergius M onastery J, Sagorsk (Archiv 2533451) 3. 

15. Bruce Bohle, cd., International Cyclopedia of Music and MuslClans, Wth cd (London: 
Dent, J975) 156. 

16. Peter W. Dykema, ed., Community Sangs for Male VOlces: The Blue Book, Twice 55 
Series, no. 4 (Boston: Birchard, 1926) n.p. 

17. W. A. H. Birnie, ed., Reader's Digest Famlly Song Book (Montreal: Reader's Dlge';t 
Association, 1970) 192. 

18. "Bishop, Henry R.," New Grove 'ç Dlcflonary of Music and Mil H -/011 l, ed Stanley ~adie 
(London' Macmillan, 1980) 2' 741-745. 

19. Donald Albrecht, Deslgnlng Dreams: Modern Architecture in the Movlrs (New York: 
Harper and Row; Museum of Modern Art, 1986). 

20. Howard Mande!baum and Eric Myers, Screen Deco: A Celebration of High Style ln 
H ol/ywood (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1985). 

21. Daniel J. Boorstin, The National Experience, vol. 2 of The Am ericans, 3 vols. (New York: 
Random House, 1965) 97-107. 

22. Wayne Andrews, American Gothic: Its Origins, Its Trials, Irs Triumphs (New York: 
Random House, 1975). 

23. "Air Force Academy Chape!," Architectural Record Dcc. 1962: 86. 
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24. Sec, for example, The Justice of Otto by Dirk Bouts (1470-1475), or the Portinari 
Altarpiece by Hugo Van der Goes (1476-1478). 

25. Chatman 121. 

26. For this idea, 1 am indebted to Dr. John Galaty of the Department of Anthropology at McGiII 
University. 

27. Controvcrsy on this subject is as old as the medium itself. From the beginning, there have been 
two schools of thought. One is represented by the Lumière brothers, Louis and Auguste, who 
filmcd scenes of everyday life in the streets of Paris around the tUrD of the century. Although 
most oftheir films were "documentaries," some were brief vignettes of daily life. The Lumière 
brothers were fascinated by an inherent feature of the new medium: the possibility of recording 
the passing scene quickly and accurately. A very different approach was taken by Georges 
Melic!s at about the same time. As a magician, he was interested in another inherent feature of 
the new medium: the possibility of creating f antasies through special eff eets. Accordingly, he 
designed elaborate sets and fantastic costumes for use in his productions ln short, he 
emphasized theatricality. Since both possibilities--film as documentation (projecting reality) 
and film as artifice (projecting iIIusion)--are inherent in the medium itself, the debate over the 
"proper" use and interpretation of film has continued to the present day. 

28. Chatman 95-145. 

29. Chatman 44-45. 
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Somewhere, over the rainbow, skies are blue, And the drt:ams that you dare 
to dream really do come truc. --Dorothy (MGM 1.7) 

But it wasn't a dream. Il was a place. And you ... and you ... and you ... and 
you were there. --Dorothy (MGM 5.22) 

3. CULTURAL ANAL YSIS: THE INDIVIDUAL LEVEL 

The Wizard is explicitly about going home. On several occasions, Dorothy her'iclf makc'i thi'i very 

clear. Waking up in her room back home, for instance, she tells Auntie Em that A, was "a real, truly 

live place. And 1 remember that sorne of it wasn't very niee, but most of it wa~ beautiful. But ju .. t the 

same, ail 1 kept saying to everybody was, '1 want to go homc.' And they sent me home" (MGM 5 22). 

In 1939, after the massive dislocations and migrations caused by the Depression, and with the threat 

of more to come in anotherwar, the attraction of any movie whlch emphasl7ed the value of home I!> not 

difficuh to understand 

The Wlzard was by no means the only movie of .his period to propagate ~uch a mC~'iage. M cet Me 

in St. Lou i s (Vincente Minnelli, 1944) is explicitly about staying home. It is set in St. Louis Ju,>t after 

the turn of the century. An otherwise happy family is threatcncd with a major disruption ID thcir live!> 

when the father is offered a more important job in New York Just when ail arrangement., have hcen 

made, however, the father realizes how unhappy such a move will make hi'i family and dCClde5 to stay 

in St. Louis after ail. Implicitly, however, this movie is "set"forly years later. It wa'i c1early aimed at 

those who feh threatened by wartime dIslocations. Implicitly, then, it 15 about returning home 

Although Judy Garland only hinted at a problem f aced by many girls on the home front when shc !>ang 

"The Boy Next Door," she left IiUle to the imagination when she sang another song which quickly 

became very popular both on the home front and on the battle front. 

Have yourself a Merry little Christmas, 
Let your heart be light; 
Nexl year ail our troubles 
Will be out of sight. 
Have yourself a merry little Christmas, 
Make the yuletide gay; 
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Next year ail our troubles 
Will be miles away. 
Once again as in oldcn days, 
Happy goldcn days of yore, 
Faitbful friends who are dear to us 
Will be near to us once more. 
Someday soon wc ail will be together 
If the fates allow; 
Until then we'lI have to muddle through somehow; 
So have yourself a Merry little Christmas now. 

Anothermovie of the same period, Sin ce You Wen t Away (John Cromwell, 1944), isexplicitly about 

returning home. Wilh her husband fighting overseas, a woman tries to keep up morale on the home 

front by takmg an officerfrom out of town into her home. His grandson fall~ in love with her daughter 

but is soon shipped off to war. Although neither he nor the son of a neighbor return home, thefather 

docs. The dominant mood of this very successful movie is set by a tide immediately following the 

opening credits: "This is a story of the Unconquerable Fortress, the American Home ... 1943." 

1 have suggested, however, that "going home" is fundamentally linked, for Many Americans, with 

"growing up." Is there any evidence of this in The W izard? Does Dorothy also grow up? Although 

it probably secms falrly obvious to most viewers that she does indred, It is not quite explicit. To be safe 

in asserting the implicit presence of "growing up," sorne reference must bc matie toestablishcd theories 

of psychological dcvelopmcnt. In this chapter, 1 explore three possible dcvelopmentaJ scenarios. 

Aecording to one, Dorothy is a very young child passing through the ph allie phase; it is based on a 

Freudian analysis of The Wizard by Daniel Dervin. Accordmg to a second, Dorothy is an adolescent 

who cornes of age as a young adult; it is based on a quasi-Freudian analysis of The W izard by Harvey 

Grecnbcrg. According to a third, Dorothy is an adult who cornes of age as a fully rcalized "self;" this 

is based on my own use of Jungian psyehology. Il is intended to add depth and richncss to the other 

approaehes and not to replace them. 

• •• 

Sin ce The W izard is implicitly about maturation, and since most of it consists of a dream-scqucnce, 

the possibility of using psychoanalysis naturally suggests itself. Before do:ng so, howcver, it must be 

shown that the use of psychoanalytical theory is appropriate in non-c1inical contexts. There arc, after 

ail, important differences between real dreams and the dream-sequences of movies. In the first place, 

movies are produced by collectivities, not individuals (even when the director is considered an artist). 
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Moreover, movies are produced by people who make conscious choices, oot by sleeping or hypnotllcd 

patients. Nevertheless, movies and dream~ are not utterly dissimilar. Therc is a Icason why 

Hollywood is so often called a "dream faetory."1 Many years ago, scholars reeognized lhat movie~ 

provided more tha ,,,st ca suai eotertainment for the masses, handsome profits for the studIO';. and 

(occasionally) art for the intelligentsia. By now, almost everyone would acknowledge that sitting in 

a darkened room and becoming absorbed in projectedfantasies is a dreamlike experience that should 

be taken seriously by scholars. This notion has certainly not escapcd the attention of film theorist'i. 

Ali would agree that only pdrt of the finisbed product is the resuIt of conscious planning, much (lf it, 

arguably the most significant part, is the result of subconscious "choices" based on personal experience, 

cultural condilioning, or both. Indeed, this assumption is so widely held in the scholarly world thal 

modern film criticisrn, for example, wou!d be inconceivable without it 

The relation of movies 10 dreams has been carefully examioed by Christian MeiL in The 1 mugI "ury 

S ign ifier: Psychoanalysls an d the Cin e ma. In brief, he suggests that "thefilmlc state .. embodies 

in a weakerf orm certam economie conditions of sleep. Il remainsa vanant of the waking state but les!. 

rernote frorn sleep than most others.,,2 His discussion focuses on three aspects of (his relalion' 

knowledge of the subject (that is, the dreamer or the viewer); the difference between perception and 

hallucination; and the degree to which primary or secondary psychological processes domina te. 

By "knowledge of the subject," Metz refers to the extent that the subject is, or is not, awarc of rcallty. 

Dreamers, for instance, do not know that they are dreaming. Viewers, howevcr, do know thal they 

are watcl!ing a movie. Only in dreams, then, is the illusion of reality romplete; in movies, therc is ooly 

the impression of reality. The filmic state is a waking state, after a1l, and not an uneon'iciou'i one. 

Nevertheless, according to Metz, the gap betweeo these two states can be exaggeratcd. Sitting in a 

darkened theatre, viewers are immobile, passive, and silent. Under these circumstances, a statc of 

mind not unlike that of sleep is induced. Metz refers to the filmic state as a "waking slecp" As in 

dreams, motor activity is reduced ta a minimum. Emerging from the darkened room, viewers oflen 

seem dazed and, "brutally rejected by the black belly of the cinema into the bnght, unkmd ligbt of the 

foyer, sometimes have the bewildered expressions (happy or unhappy) of pcC'plc waking up. ,,) The 

filmic state, th en is a step away from the waking state and toward the (1. "'~"ùjng state. 

Because they originate in the mind and are tbus independent of external reality, dreams donot involvc 

real perceptions; Metz argues tbat tbey can bt. c1assified as hallucinations. And because actual images 
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and sounds from the external world are apprehended (as mediated through technology), movies do 

involve real perceptions. lt is precisely because viewers actually receive sensory inf ormation from the 

outsideworld that a self -contained illusion, or delusion, cannot becomplete. The "delusion coefficient" 

is, in fact, higher in dreams for two reasons. In the first place, dreamers "believe" more deeply in what 

they imagine (being unaware of the external world). On tI.e other hand, what they imagine is "Iess true" 

(since actual images or sounds from the external world are not invovled). ln a sense, daims Metz, 

drcams are always more" satisfactory" than movies. They respond directly and precisely to the wishes 

orfears of those who imagine them; no collusion with reality (including the fantasies, for example, of 

directors) is necessary or, indeed, possible. "It is Iike a film which has been "shot" from beginning to 

end by the very subject of the wish--also the subject of fear--a singular film by virtue of its censorship 

and omissions as much as its expressed content, eut to the measure of its only spectator, a ... spectator 

who is also the author and has every reason to be content with it, since one is never so well-served as 

by one self . H4 

Nevertheless, movies are not the independent creations of each viewer; on thc contrary, they are the 

creations of otbers and imposed on viewers. They can never succeed asfully in granting wish-fulfilling 

fantasicsfor any individual viewer. Beingdependent, to some extent, on the reality principle, thefilmic 

state retains wisb-fulfillment as its ultimate goal, but moves in that direction along Many difficult and 

oftcn unpleasant detours. Because of this inherent connection to tbe extcrnal world, complete re

gression is not possiblc; that is possible only in the dreaming state when external perceptions are 

blocked and regressive impressions arc thus encouraged. Once again, thougb, Metz argues tbat the 

gulf bctwcen the two states can be overemphasized. In tbe filmic statc, a certain amount of regression 

is still possible. As in the dreaming state, it is the impression (illusion) of reality and the possibility 

of cmotional satisfaction by way of diegesis, that presuppose the beginning of regrcssion. Viewers 

ascribe reality to the fictional people and events (which "re the "signifieds" of a movie) but not to the 

images or sounds ('"hich arc the "signifiers"). To some extent, then, the effect is Iike that of a dream. 

Metz now turns his attention to the content of movies and dreams along with the degrees of 

"secondarization" (the extellt to whieh revisions are made to primary material welling up from the 

unconscious). In dreams, primary plOcesses, not secondary ones, dominate. Moreover, the result of 

such revisions makes sense only in the dreaming state; wh en recalled in the waking state, tbey seem 

incohe ,ent and absurdo Movies, on tbe other hand, seem much more "logical" or "constructed" than 

dreams. They are dominated by secondary, not primary, processes. In movies, unlike dreams, 

unconscious ma terial is mediated, to some extent, and not directly presented. So movies never appear 
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completely spontaneous. This is true ev en of movies which try to create the impression of incoherent 

dreams, or to challenge tbe normal expectations of the way things are. They are anything but images 

and sounds strewn together at random. Consequently, they fail to take on the bizarre, enigmatic 

absurdity which is the hall mark of dreams. 

Ha dream actually could be translated to the screen, it would, in fact, be unintelligible. That is, it 

would be truly unintelligible "and not one of those avant-garde or experimental films which, as the 

enlightened audience knows, it is appropriate at once to understand and not to understand (not 

understanding being the better way to understand and too much effort at understanrling being the 

height of misunderstanding, etc.)."! Movies of that kind can be classified as a genre. As such, they can 

be identified by particular patterns or characteristics which produce coherence and tbef(!fore some 

degree of inteUigibility. Consequently, the dream sequences in Many movies are generally 

unbelievable as dreams. 

Once again, however, the distance between the two can be overestimated. They are linked, for 

example, at the level of the signifier. In both cases, there are images (or sounds) which cannol be 

reduced to the categories of logical discourse. In otherwords, lheireffect is sui genens (quile apart 

from any explicit or even implicit meanings attached lo tbem). "The unconscious neither lhmks nor 

discourses," writes Metz; "il figures itself f orlh in images; conversely, every image rernains vulnerahle 

to the attraction ... of the primary process and its characteristic modalities of concatenation."6 

Moreover, movies and dreams are linked at the level of the signified Bolh mvolve stories. In movics, 

tbe story is either explicitly or implicitly narrated; in dreams, the stocy emerges from the darkness 

unformed or deformed by any narrative agency. In butb, howcver, the images are woven togelhcr as 

a succession of characters, events, times and places. 

After discussing sorne of the specifie primary operations which are revised hy secondary ones (such 

as condensation or displacement), Metz concludes by noting that what is presented on screen seeme; 

almost as real as a dream for two reasons. Like dreams, movies present viewers with irruptions of 

primary malerial wL :ch are worked over by secondary processes And aIthough viewers arc conscious, 

tbey are much less conscious than usual. In short, "a sort of cUUlpromise is crealed, a rniddle level of 

wakefulness, itself instilutionalized in the classical cinema, where film and spectalor succeed in hcing 

regu)ated one by the other and both by an identical or similar degree of secondarisation"' Viewers 

expect to live for a few hours at a lower level of alertness; being al the movies, lhey have no need for 

defences they normally need and can accepl what they would reject under different drcumstances. 
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Tbey are able in limited, but important, ways of tolerating unconcÏous manifestations of primary 

processes. Clearly, tbere are Many other states of lowered wakefulness (such as those related to tbe 

~se of alcohol or otber drugs), but "among tbe different regimes of waking, the filmic state is one of 

those least unlike sleep and dreaming. lOS 

Nevertheless, Metz argues that the filmic stale can be linked even more dosely to that of daydream

ing--daydreams being defined as the prolongation and elaboration of more fleeting conscious 

f antasies--than that of dreaming. Daydreams, tberef ore, are linked to movir.s in at least two ways: the 

relation of both to the dreaming state, and the relation of both to the waking state (or degree of 

revision by secondary processe~). Movies and daydreams are linked to the dreaming state, but without 

its most characteristic feature: sleep. Both daydreams and movies are conscious activities. Never

theless, both involve irruptIOns of unconscious material. Infact, the samefeatures which differentiate 

movics from dreams Iink them to daydreams. The relation between primary and secondary revisions, 

for exam pIe, is roughly the same in both cases. Although daydreams are doser to the unconscÏous than 

movies, they are nevertheless characterized by the same internai logie characteristic of secondary 

processes. Like movies, they are organized diegetically as cohel ent stories or scenes. Daydreams and 

movies are also linked to the waking state but without its most characteristic feature: activity. Both 

daydreams and movies are rooled in contemplation and passivity. Moreover, both a))ow people to rest; 

they are, therefore, more or lessfunctional equivalents of sleep. In short, there can be no true illusion 

of reality for either daydreamers or viewers, since the former know that they are daydreaming just as 

the latter know that they are watching a movie. 

There are, of course, basic differences between movies and daydreams. The former are "material 

fabrications" in whieh every detail is chosen (since movies cannot be made without concrete 

manifestations) while the latter are "mentalfabrications"which allowfor "blallk spaces," orvagueness. 

But the diff erence is only one of degree. The little stories people tell themselves are not very different 

f rom the big stories they see on the screen. In relation to dreams, movies are / e s s "convincing" (as 

illusions of reality), but in relation to daydreams, they are equally convincing. Neither movies nor 

daydreams can provide a perlect illusion of reality; tbey can only provide a pseudo-belief, or 

simulation, requiring conscÎous consent (the: "willing suspension of disbelief"). The disadvantage in 

movies--external imposition of someone else's fantasies--remains. But the advantage of cinema tic 

technology i!> also a f act or worth considering. "Thus the material existence of the filmic images (along 

with ail that issues from it: st ronger perception of reality, superiority of oerceptual precision and 

therefore of the power of incarnation, etc.) helps recover some advantages that compensa te more 
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or less completely for the images' immediately alien origin."9 

Movies, tben, could be considered collective daydreams. (Even if they often emerge f.om the 

daydreams of individual direct ors, they actually function as daydreams for millions of viewers.) 

H the film and the daydream are in more direct competition than the film itnd 
the dream, if they ceaselessly encroach upon eacb other, it is because tbey 
occur at a point of adaptation to reality--or at a point of regression, to look at 
it from the other direction--which is BeaTty the same; it is becausc they occur 
al thesame moment (same moment in ontogeny, samemoment in the diurnal 
cycle): the dream belongs to childhood and the night; the film and the 
daydream are more adult and belong to the day, but not midday--to the 
evening, rather. lo 

Metz has established the legitimacy of using psychoanalysis as a hermeneutical tool in film sludics 

because he has located intnnsic features of the medium as such, which correspond to intrinsic f caturcs 

of dreams, daydreams, and other productions of the unconscious As in daydreams (to say nothing of 

dreams), unconscious material rises to the surface; if psychoanalysts find it profItable to examine thls 

material in the former case, then why not in the latter? My goal, however, is not to discus!> 

psychoanalysis as an end in itself but to use psychoanalysis as the means to an end. ~jnce Dorothy's 

journey through Oz is explicitly presented as a dream, it makes sense to investigate the ways in which 

it either is or is not like real dreams. To the extent thal psychoanalytical theory can be successfully 

applied--to the exlent lhat an interpretation can be formed which makes sense of wbat is actually 

presented on screen and which, at the same time, corresponds to establisbed theories of dream

analysis--it is a legitimate hermeneutical approach. The fact tbat movies are intrin!>ically dreamlike 

(or daydreamlike), bowever, is an additional reason to pursue tbis line of thinking. In short, my aim 

is not to equate film and dream, but merely to draw attention to parallels between them. To the extect 

that movies are like dreams or daydreams--but only to that extent--the metbods used to analylc tbe 

latter can be applied to the former. 

There is no evidence whatsoever to indicate that anyone iDvolved in producing The W 1 zard had the 

slightest knowledge of, or mterest in, either psycbology or psychoanalysis. Wba tever "insights" can be 

found in tbis movie by Freudian or Jungian psychoanalysts, they were probably not placed there by 

design. Moreover, tbere is no evidence to suggest tbat tbe American people, as a whole, arc any 

different in this respect; if Freudian or Jungian insights are perceived in The Wizard tbey arc 

probably seldom perceived as such. But 1 argue here that The W izard is like a collective daydream. 
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[n that case, il would not be surprising tofind motifs arising from a collective unconscious (cilher in 

tbe general sense of that term or in the more specifie sense defined by Jung). 

Assuming, then, that a psycboanalytical appraocb to Dorothy's dream is legitimate, it must he 

acknowledged that there are two possible functional equivalents for the dreaming patient (or the 

patient und::rgoing psychoanalysis): the people wbo produced The Wlzard, and the people who 

respond to it. [suggest that just as a psychoanalytical approaeh to dreams may h~lp explain the 

subconscious attitudes of individuals, a psychoanalytical approach to movie~ (as "collective day

dreams") May help explain the subconscÎous attitudes of a nation (including hoth the people who 

produced The Wizard and tbosewho respond to it).1t is true, of course, tbat the suhconsciouc; world~ 

of those who actually worked on The Wizard at MGM are also reflected in its suhtext. Had these not 

corresponded 50 c10sely to those of 50 Many other Americans, The Wlzard would have heen jUlit 

another forgetable movie--that is, a movie of no partieular cultural significanee--and therc would he 

no point in writing about it. Of interest here is not merely wbat The W Izard says ahout a few hundred 

employeesof MGMback in 1939, but what it saysabout a fewhundred million AmerÎcansover the past 

fifty yea rs. 

• •• 

If it is appropriate to use psychoanalysis as a hermeneutical device for interprcting movies in gcneral 

which is the most &ppfClpriate psyehoanalytical system to use for thio; movie in particular? Working 

witbin the Freudian tradition, Daniel Dervin suggests that Dorothy does indeed grow up in her dream 

of Oz. According to him, it represents her passage through the phallic phase of development and is 

provoked by anxiety over the 'primal scene." By tbis, he rcf ers to an event in the lif e of a child which 

is shocking, terrifying, and inexplicable: witnessing sexual intercourse hetween Mother and Father. 

Horrified at the thought of being ravi shed by Father's phallus, Dorothy projects this internai fear onto 

something in the external world. In tbis case, it takes the form of a tornado which "May weil he a 

remarkably apt representation of the paternal phallus in its swollen, twisting, penetrating, state which 

is part of the primaI scene_"l1 Altbough Dorothy has her own bedroom in the movie, she shares a one

room housewith Auntie Em and Uncle Henry in the book. With this non-diegetic hackground in mind, 

Dervin assumes tbat viewers subconsciously understand the setting as an appropriate one for the 

primai scene. 
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ln short order, Dorolhy is carried off by the "twister" 10 the Land of Oz. That is, sbe is carried off by 

her own anxiety 10 the land of dreams. There, she symbolically repeats the primai scene trauma in 

terms of !csser conflicto; which arc easier to master. By creating an eJaborate "family romance," sbe 

is able 10 cope with herfear and undo the damage. By "family romance," Freud referred to the charac

terislic way children respond 10 Jack of parental concern. In their revision of reality, the present 

(~nloving or unprotecting) parents are humbled or reduced in status (often 10 adoptive parenls), while 

the "real" parents are idealized. Clearly, Auntie Em and Uncle Henry are not Dorothy's biological 

parents. In the dream, her imaginary "parents" include a wizard and sorne wÏlches. An of them are, 

of course, far more powerful tban Auntie Em and Vnde Henry (both of whou) bad been exposed as 

powerless by Miss Gulch witb her order from lhe local sheriff). Creating this family romance, tben, 

is whal helps Dorothy "10 get back on the yellow brick road of progressive development and to come 

to terms eventually with the male member and its role in procreation."12 

Dervin aJso noIes thal the dream is presenled in a way that corresponds to Freud's Iheory of dream

interpretation. The people and objects Dorothy sees floating by her window (fragmenlary and 

distorled recollections of farm life) and the strange new f orms laken on by Ozian counterparls of 

people in Kansas are the day's residue. Regression lolhe level of dream is achieved through the use 

of visual imagery. When Dorothy wakes up on the hed and looks through her window, she sees Miss 

Gulcb Iransf ormed into a witch flying past on her broomstick; the window 1s thus {ransf ormed into a 

"dream screen." Along with Dorothy herself, viewers pass through il and into the dreamworld of Oz." 

By "dream screen," Dervin refers to a recepticJe--ultimalely, in psychoanalytical Ibeory, Molher's 

breasl--onto wbich chiJdren project their wish-fulfilling f antasies. 

Regression through dreaming, however, involves more th an wish-fulfilling fantasies (such as the 

family romance); il also in volves conflict fanlasies. One form of confliel which orten leads to Ihat 

kind offanlasy is ambivalence over Mother. ln tbis case, Auntie Em seems unable to provide Dorothy 

with the necessary love and support. Wben Dorothy begs her assistance, for example, tbis business

like woman has no time for her. Since wishing harm to Auntie Em is unacceptable in lac waking state, 

il must be repressed. In Dorothy's dream, however, it is expressed by spJitting the image of Auntie Em 

in Iwo. As in so many fairy tales, tbe "Bad Mother" (tbat is, the stern, impatient side of Auntie Em) 

is projected onto a wicked witcb. The Wicked Witches of both East and West are killed accidentally; 

the former is killef} when Dorolhy's bouse falls on her, and the latter is killed when the water Dorothy 

uses 10 save the Scarecrow is sprinkled on her. This spares Dorothy from any feelings of guilt. 

According to Dervin, the Witcb on her broomstick is a ·pballic motber. fI Altbougb this unnatural figure 
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isfrighteningenough, it islessfrightening than the "enormous and persecuting phallielike column seen 

earlier making its way toward Dorothy's house."u The "Good Mother" (that is, the loving side of 

Anntie Em) is projected onto Glinda, Good Witch of the North, Dorolhy's fairy godmolher. In other 

words, it is easier--for the moment··tu deal with the "witch" (Mother) than the "twister" (Father). 

There is a consistent link, according 10 Dervin, between the Wizard and the storm. Wh en Dorothy 

and her friends reach the Emerald City , for example, the verticality of its f1uted spires" dominate the 

landscape; their serene majesty reminds viewers, reassurinL.j, of the menacing verticality of the 

tornado. Inside, the Wizard's image ie; projected in front of what appear to be organ pipee;. 

Accompanied by flashes of lightning atJd claps of thunder, the image is f1anked by hillowing f1amcs 

and puffs of smoke. As the Ozian counterpart of Professor Marvel, add~ Dervin, the Wi7ard is a!so 

a "windbag" who uses "windy rhetoric" to creale an impression on people. Dervin even e;uggeslc; Ihar 

the windstorm which aecompanied the phallic funnel is an "instinct storm." By this, he means "the 

emotional catastrophe of being overwhelmed by instinctual f orees."I' If the storm is t;onneeted 10 the 

"twister," it is also connecled 10 the phallus (which is, by extension, Father hime;elf). 

When Dorothy first encounters the Wi7ard, he is Oz, The Great and Powerful. He is intimidaling, 10 

be sure, but nol quite as intimidating as the primai phallus itself. (At the very leas!, for ev"mple, 

Dorothy is able to talk to him and even make a request.) The time has come for Dorothy t ~\)nfront 

the ultimate source of ber anxiety. Consequently, the Wi7ard asks her 10 hring back the Wltch's 

broomstick (or phallus). Since the first "phalllc mother" bas been killed by a tornado, her Iwin mtcr 

must be killed hy Dorothy herseJf. Wben she has done this (alheit accidentally), the p~a)Jus can be 

returned to its proper, paternal owner: the Wi7ard. In a sense, Oz represent'i more than a dream; not 

only does Dorothy engage in fantasies, but she actually works lhrough sorne of her conflict<; 

At this point, according to Dervin, Dorothy has rcached a decisivc point In her psyehological 

development. She now shifts the focus of her concern Crom Mother (someone who should not have 

had a phallus) toFather (someonewho sbould have ODC). KiJJing the Witch and giving her hroom<;tick 

to the Wizard thus initiates Dorothy into the phallic stale. This gives her a new sense of power (!>elf

confidence) but also iDcreases her sexual curiosity. In short, it awakens her oedipal concerns. 

Wh en Dorothy Jays bef broomstick at the base of the Wizard's ominous image, 
it is a clear measure (lf her newly acquired sexual knowledge. Putting the 
phallus where it prop:rly belongs, however, not only disarm<; the wicked 
phallic mother but al'.o sets in motion a process that will demythoIogi7e the 
aIJ-powerful Wizard, for be now stands for a merely human organ.u 
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When Tolo pulls aside lhe curlain surrounding tbe Wizard and reveals the lerrifying image as a 

projected illusion, Dorothyis once again peeking, symbolically, beoeath the bJaokets of a primai 'icene. 

What sbe finds tbis time, tbough, is reassuring. The Wi7ard, "in hisgrandiose macbinations, functions 

as an inlermediate step between the totally inhuman, persecutory pillar of wind and the altogether 

hurnan, modestly functioning organ."!6 Observing the cranks and levers and dials operated by the 

Wizard, Dorothy realizes tbat "the thing is Dol supernatural or terrifying at ail, but sometbing very 

natural--at leasl as natural as adult sexuality ... :17 H Dorothy bad earlier projected her fear of the 

l,hallus onto the "twister; she now finds projection!8 unnecessary. In short, she is growing up. 

The Wi7ard is a fake. If he lacks occult ~ower, though, he does have human power. Dervin says of 

bim that "as owner of the farnily phallus," he has the power to help his child (that is, Dorothy plus her 

three friends) in sorne ways but nol in ail ways. In other words, he i<; z real person. As the "missing 

father," he is benevolent and wise but finite ail the same. True to his meteorological associations, he 

offers 10 take Dorothy borne in bis balloon. But wben he manages to take offwithout her, Dorothy 

discovers that going home is as easy as waking up. And she is ready to do this because she bas cleared 

away ail the obstacles in her developmental path. Nevertheless, the Wizard has alrcady been very 

helpful. He has assigned an appropriate task whicb forced Dorothy to learn. And he has granted the 

requeslc; of Dorothy's three friends. According to Dervin, they are "dolls" who want to become human 

(that is, to be capable of intelligence, love and courage). Since Dorothy participates with the Wizard 

in "humani7ing" lhem, she symbolically bears hischildren; she and the Wizard make "babies" out of the 

"dolls." ln this way, Dorothy relives the primaI scene. But this time she masters the trauma. 

By restoring the father's phallus, i.e. by correctly a!tsigning biological sexual 
roles and thereby giving up her own phallic wishes, the girl is rewarded by her 
father with children and an affirmative sense of her own powers of repro
duction. Witb ber own femininity tbus safeIy establisbed, she can relinquisb 
ber hold on him and go home to herself.!9 

For Dervin, tbis interpretation is strongly supported byformal arrangements in the last sequence. Back 

in Kansas, 

Dorothy awakens on her bed, but now it is sunny outside, and the room is no 
longer twirled about by the primai scene turmoil. She is surrounded by the 
pleased faces of the three farmhands who we1come her back to consciousness 
so eagerly that the erootions virtually transform her bedroom into a maternity 
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setting: she is treated like a proud young mother coming to after a prolonged 
ordeal; and, in fact, via ber dream children, she has given birth to al lea .. t a 
new edition of herself.lO 

For my purpo'ie, Oervin's article is very usefu!' Here is a Freudian psychoanalyst who !iees The 

Wizard in terms of growing up. For example, he refers specifically to "the yello" brick road of 

progressive development."ll Elsewhere, he says of Dorothy that "what she really nceds--what she 

must, 10 a degree, be successful in-ois to overcome the obstacles in her developmental path'u But 

Dervin's approach is not witbout problems. Before discussing these, one more psychoanalytical 

approach should be examined. 

Harvey Greenberg has written an excellent article in which he uses the psychology of personality 

development to argue that The Wizard is about coming-of-age. For bim, therefore, the suhtcxt is 

addressed to older children. "Dorothy's trip," he write'i, "is a marvelous metaphorf or the psychological 

journey every adolescent must make "23 He takes a non-determÎoÎc;tÎc approaeh to psyehological 

development. He dles not believe thal the structure of perc;onality is fro7en in carly ch.ldhood 

Important as the early years are, growth takes place throughout the lif e eycle Unlike Many Freudlan~. 

be p13c~l> more emphasis on adolscence than inf ancy orchildhood. It is du ring adole'icencc that 'iuddcn 

spurts of physical, intellectual and sexual growth take place, these propel youngstere; out of the c;af ely 

and security known hitherto al home. At the same time, though, the repressed confltct!> of ehlldhood 

resurface either to be resolved or tocreate enduring problems. Adolescents, therefore. arc ,>uhjeet 

ta both progressive and regressive tendencies; they are vulnerable 10 emolionalm jury hut they a rc al<;o 

capable of repairing the damage. 

One of the major proble.ns confronting adolescents i<; how to bUlld new rclation<;hip<; with thclf 

parents, relationships not based Ol? uUer dependence and the amhivalence which incvitahly f ollowc, 

(adulation versus resentment; love versus hatred; necd for support vcr<;us nced for autonomy) Ado

lescents must learn not only that their parents are fully human (and not terrifying gods or fatmloue; 

heroes), but also that they themselves are fully human (and not merely pasc;ive recipiente; of e(lfe). In 

short, !eenagers seek a balance between feelings of their own helplessness and their o'yn omnipotence 

even as they seek a balance between worshipping or imitating their parente; and rebelling against them 

One way of temporarily resolving ambivalent feelings toward parents is lofmd subslitute parcnl~ c;uch 

as movie stars, sports heroes, mentors, or gang leaders. Heroes replacc parents on the pcdce;tal 

vacated due to the exigencies of everyday life. Attributed to heroes are ail the qualitiee;--physical, 

sexual, intellectual or spiritual--needed to alleviate a perceived inadequacy of the self "In other 
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WOrtJ~," writc., Grecn herg, "evcryone wants a Wjzard during adolescence, but the wanting will cea se 

wh en the youngster begine; to tap his own uniq.Je abilities."lot Finding surrogate parents also involves 

~t sen~c of loe;~, notee; Greenberg, because it means giving up sorne of the intimacy associated with one 's 

own parents. Il may also involve giving up the security associated with them because the new heroes 

may be rdatively inaccessible. The void is filled with friends. But it takes time toform satisfying and 

cnduring friendshlps. Adolescents find it reassuring tC' know that their rea l parents are still around 

to guide them through thi" difficult transition. They want to know thatthey can always go home aga in 

if necessary When they must mourn, once again, for a parent already lost, adolescents often c1ing ID 

an ideali7ed image of the dead parent. This increases tbe pain of leuing go and can impede tbe process 

of growing up. 

For Greenherg, (his is the prohlem afflicting Dorothy. She is trying desperately to cope with the f act 

of being an orphan. Neithcr the book nor tire movie explain how Dorothy came to he an orphan. At 

thie; point, Greenbel g interpola tes external material into the film scenario But if Dervin did so on the 

ha e;is of Frcudian fheory (ohservation of sexual in tercoursc hetween the parents), Green berg doc,> so 

on the hasis of hie; own experience as a c1inir.ian. He suggests that Dorothy'sfather dled first, prohahly 

hefore e;he wac; eight, and that this led her to estahlish an unusually close relatlOnshipwith her molhcr 

Theo her molher al'io died This led 10 severe spiritual and psychological prohlem~. The Wlzord, as 

interpretcd hy Greenherg, c;hows many signs of desolation over parental loss, especially maternaI 

1055, and extreme anxiety over the potentiallosc; of Auntie Em and UncJe Henry as surrogate parente; 

If so, then the prohlem ie; not Father (as it isfor Dervin) but Mother. In view of this, he explains the 

paradoxical image of Mother. She i'i tbe Good Motherwho nouri~hL-s and cherishes hut also the Bad 

Mother who sometimes ignores and might even abandon. (Seen from the perspectIve of adults in 

religiou'i lore, thc Good Mother generates Iife, while the Bad Mother destroys it.) In folk and fairy 

tales, "the Good Mother is the bounteous fairy godmother, the lovely goassamer queen who makes 

everything copacetlc with a wave of her wand, .. 15 while "the Bad Mother is the witch who snare'i the 

children strayedf rom home, then ensJaves or murders them. H16 As Greenberg and Dervm observe, both 

Good and Bad Mother are aspects of the same person. Gradually, chiléren learn that when Mpther 

has other things to do, she is not about to abandon them. But sometimes events occur which 

compromIse their ahility to accept this. The death of a mother might weil have this cff cet. Not only 

do children often blame themse!ves for a mother's death. they also blame the mother herself for 

leaving tbem 50 e~posed and vulnerable. Just wh en the adolescent Dorothy should be moving away 

from her (surrogate) parents, her anxiety rises once more over the possihility of losing Auntie Em. 
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(Greenberg nores bere that MEm" suggests "M" for MotheT) DOTOthy is deeply dir;tuThed in ber 

ambivalence toward Auntie Em. On the one hand, she sees Auntie Em 3\ the Good Mother On the: 

other band, sbe worrics that tbis lady will "turn hard" or die. Along with Ihi!ifear gOC!i anger Dorolhy 

is still angry at her Teal mother for abandonlng ber And thi'i anger is projecled onlo the equdlly 

innocent Auntie Em. Being unahle to reconcile her conflicting attitude'i toward Auntlt' Em, "he 

projects ber rage onto yet another woman. This woman, however, truly deservc\ 10 he hatcd MI,,!> 

Gulch, the Wicked Witcb of the West But the solution 15 only temporary hecau'ic Dorothy cannot 

become a mature woman without realizing that grown ups are neithcr divine (Iike Glinda and the 

Wi7ard) nor demonic (Iikc the Witch) but fully hl!man "The drama of Dorothy''i search for her 

authentic, autonomous self is delightfully played opt during her adventures in the land of 0,:11 HeTe 

arc the highlights of \.Jreenberg's psychological commentary. 

Tbe farm i" a matriarchy. This supports Greenherg's contention that Dorothy'" prohlem ha .. to 

do with Mother and feminine identity rather than with Father. Every male character in borh 

Kansas and Oz is presented ac; weak and damaged in one way or another. The worncn, on the 

other hand, aTe far more capahle--for good orfor evil. (Iearly, Auntie Em rule!> thc roO\t on 

the farm. Although the WI7ard rules 07 in name, it is (Jlinda and the othcr wltche:r; who 'ieem 

to rule in fact. And ail three malefriendc; (Iike their Kamac; counterpartr;) arc 'icriou .. ly f1awed 

Speculating on thic;, GTeenherg suggec;ts thal Dorothy\ rcal fatber May have hecn equally 

incffectual. Even more likely, his death may have come to rcprcc;ent for her a paradlgm of 

masculine failure 

For Greenherg, Totois an extension ofDoTothy. like her,he is "perky, mir;chlcvouc;. nming intn 

things that don't concern him, forever, ru n nlng away when he ~hould stay pUI ., O\lcn~jhJy, 

shc is worried Ihat Gulch will return to daim her pound of pnoch, hut actually Toto's cc;capc ha .. 

given Dorothy tbe excuse c;he needed to ~pread herwingc; and quit thefarm .lI! That Î<;, .. hc i'if rcc 

to seek her own identity separate from that of Auntie Em. 

When Dorothy visits Professor Marvel, she explicitly worries .bat Auntie Em will die 'Vou 

don't suppose she could really be sick, do you? Oh! Oh, "ve got to go hornc right away" (MG M 

1.14). This idea is reiterated tbroughout the movie. The Munchkinc; have heen held captive hy 

a Bad Mother (the Wicked Witch of the East). By releasing them from her tyranny, Dorothy 

herself becomes their Good Mother altbough their Bad Mother tUTOS up once more a .. the 

Wicked Wirch of the West. Neverthelesc;, Iheir obsessive need to verify the dcmic;e of thcir 
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oppressor is another oblique reminder of Dorothy's own preoccupation witb her mother'sdeath 

and Auntie Em's possible death. (After ail, tbey are ail characters in Dorothy's dream.) "As 

coroner," sings one of them, "1 must aver f tbor\lughly examined ber, And sbe's nol ooly merely 

dead, Sbe'c; rcally most siDccrely dead" (MGM 2.6). ID the Emerald City, Dorothy and her 

fricnds are refused access to the Wizard. "Professor Marvel said she was sick," cries Dorolhy, 

"She must be dyir g, and. and ifs ail my fault. 1'11 never f orgive myself" (MGM 4.9)! This is the 

olher side of the coin. Dorothy blames heTself. Whcn she is bit by the window frame and 

knocked unconscious, Dorotby i~ "punisbed" (in ber dream) for running away and abandoning 

Auntie Em. 

When Glinda floats off "by bubble express," DOTothy commenls: "My. people come and go so 

quickly berc" (MGM 2.13). Greenberg suggests thal she is referring tober own inahiIity to stay 

pul. Dorothy ie; thus like so many other adolescents who dislike being pinned down physically, 

emotionally or intellectually; at tbis stage, tbey experience a dramatie surge in the need for 

exploration and experimentation If Toto is, indeed, an extension of Dorothy, tben restlessness 

is c1early a tberne of major importance. ln the prologae, il is Toto's restlessness which motivates 

the whok story (hy causing Dorothy to run away); in Oz, it is bis restlessness which causes her 

to miss the WizaTd's flight ouI of Oz. In any case, Greenberg points out thal Dorothy is 

constantly on the move not only becauc;e she wants to avoid the Witch, but also because that is 

the reverse of her own chiJdish dependence on Auntie Em, her own longing to be saf e and secure 

at horne as a "helpless, c1inging, unproductive parasite." ln cinematic tennc;, the en tire dream 

takes place on the Yellow Brick Road. 

When Dorothy meets three friendc; in Oz, she is dealing with ber own sense of inadequacy. At 

thi·, primitive stage in ber development, no longer a child but nol yt:l aIl adult, she finds it 

difficult to helieve that she may actually be smart enough, loving enough and brave enough to 

th rive in the adult world. Normally, a girl trying to hecome independent of Mother would look 

to Father for support (especially when, as in this case, there are no other women 10 dilute the 

intense relationship with Mother). But "there is no Dad for Dorothy, only poignant memOl'ies 

of him, and the surrogate who doesn't really fill the bill. So off she goes with her damaged 

friends to find the great Pa in the sky, to connect up with tbe Mighty Wizard and heal her sense 

of IOSS:l9 Nevertheless, this is not ber primary goal; it is only her way of achieving thal goal. 
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Greenberg makes an inleresting observation aboullhe Witch a5 Bad Mother pur l'X( t'II (' 1/, t'. 

Even the method used by the Witch to prevent Dorothy from reaching th~ Wilard ... eern ... \0 

support her role as a projected Bad Mother. She uses poppics--the source of opium--hl lull 

Dorothy and her f riends into fatal passivity (dcpendence). Ghnda, on the other hand, i" a Good 

Mother; she encourages her children to bccome independcnt by learning dnd doing thing ... for 

themselves. 

H any more eVldence were needed to support Greenbcrg's argument, the famou ... epl~(}dc ln the 

Witch's Castle would seem to provide il. Dorothy looks into the crystal bail and see!". Aunt ie Em 

calling out to her. Suddenly, the Witch replaces Em. "See how tntimately bound togethcr IS Isicl 

the Good Mother and the Bad: for a brief, nightmarish instant Em and the Witch have fu!>cd 

identities. This scene, 1 have f ound, is pecuharly t rouhling to most childrcn, no douht Occause 

il captures so effectively our archaic terror of the mother's destructive potcntlal ,,'" 

Generally speaking, the Witcb 's role as Bad Mother is expressed as threat But one character, 

the Scarecrow, actually suffers harm to his person. Twice, the Witch tries to incinerate him. On 

another occasion, she has ber f1ying monkeys literally "destraw" him. Il does not take much 

imagina tion to sec in tbis seene a sym bolic destruction of self (his stuffing) by the titanic power 

of the Bad Mother. 

The trauma tic encounter with the Witch is brought to a sudden close when Dorothy acciden tally 

sprinkles herwith water. Greenberg points out the fact that in many science fiction and horror 

movies, the evil forces are destroyed by absurdly simple devices or by tbe forces taken for 

granted in everyday life. Vampire!> May be destroyed by the rays of a ri'img sun, by the merest 

glance at a crucifix or by a wooden stake driven through the hearl. In Wur of the Worlds 

(Byron Haskln, 1953), the Martians are destroyed by common baeteria. ·Wc ean always end 

our nightmares jusl as easily, by waking up and hauling ourselves out of harm 's way .,. 

Wh en the Wizard sails off in his balloon without Dorothy, he recreates a painful scenefor ber. 

The drcam recapitulates the loss of her father when his strength is most needed. But il also 

emphasizes the Cacl that he--the Wizard or the father--is only human. His elimination from the 

scene put:> Dorothy back in the hands of Auntie Em This recapitulates the original scenario of 

loss and conflict. Wh en Auntie Em reappears, though, it is nol as the Bad Mother (who has been 

outgrown) but as the Good Mother whose humanity Dorothy can now accept. 
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To do a tborough psychoanalysis of The Wlzard (or of any other movie) would be a massive 

uDdertaking. The articles of both Oervin and Greenberg are not only brief but seriously f1awed. The 

approaches of botb Dervin and Greenberg are seriouslyflawed. On the one hand, they overemphasi7e 

the Don-dicgetJc (that is, they place too much emphasis on iof ormation not provided by the movie 

Ïlc;clf). On the other hand, they underemphasize the diegetic (that is, they place too little emphasis on 

some lof ormation WhlCh is provided). 50 they cannot account for the remarkable place of this movie 

in Amencan culture. 

Both Dervin and Greenberg de pend on non-diegetic information. Oervio, for example, speculates 

about what might have happened to Oorotby before the plot even begins to uofold. He is quite explicit 

about the fact that he uses both the book and the movie as pnmary sources; the book, as he says, "fills 

in certain details necessary for a coherent psychological analysis."32 He cJearly indicates, however, 

wh en evidence cornes from one source or the other. In effect, though, he postulates the existence of 

a third primary source' a combination of book and movie which exists in the minds of viewers. As he 

says, a primai scene wltnessed by Dorotby seems plausible in the book's one-room house--although 

even then Dervin finds It necessary to expIa in that Baum was "careful to make the relatives distinctly 

grey and (eeblc·" in order 10 disguisc the sexual overtones of his work--but not so plausible in the 

movie's larger f armhouse (with its separate bedroom for Dorothy). Il is true, of course, that viewers 

always see movies in some cultural contexl. Manyviewers of this ooe, {or instance, May bave already 

rcad the book; it is quite possible, therefore--though by no means certain--that tbey subconsciously 

put the twoworks together in a way that would support Dervin's theory. Nevertheless, they would 

almost certainly be confused. Not ooly is the new information not in the movie, it actually cootradicts 

what is in the movie. Dervin might have tried to solve the problem without resorting to evidencc from 

another source. Ooe could imagine that Dorothy witnessed a primaI scene in a siogle-room house 

belonging to her biological parents bef ore coming to live in the larger bouse of her adoptive parents. 

But thiswould not, infact, have solved the largeI problem. Noevidence from the movie itself supports 

il. Eithcrway, Dervin 's argument is based 00 speculation. Considering the cenlrality of a primai scene 

f or bis argument, this would seem to be a major f1aw. 

But Greenberg also specula tes about Dorothy's dead parents. Although he generally (but not always) 

resists the temptation to use non-diegetic sources of information, his en tire analysis is focuseti on a 

delail which is of 00 obvious importance in cinema tic terms. The fact that Aunlie Em aod Vnde 

Henry are Dorothy'sadoptive parents is interesling, to be sure, but the importance Greenberg attaches 

10 il is not supported by the movie Ïlself. Dorothy's feelings for them are not significantIy different 
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from thef eelings of alJy chtld f or it~ natural parcnt~. To be mcthodologically sound. Grecnherg wlluld 

have to show that being an orphan causes her to behave in ways that would he unusual. or unlikcly. for 

other children. He docs not do this. 

Similarly, both Dervin and Grcenberg undeJemphasiJ'e the diegetic material actuaUy prc~cnted ID the 

movie. ft would be diff ICUlt to overestimate the importance of the ruby slippers 10 mml vicwers Both 

Dervin and Greenberg VITt ually igc~re them. This seems particularly st range in view of Ihe pTlce Ihey 

commanded at an auchon of MGM props and memorabilia in 1970. Harmetl describc~ Il in greal 

detail.34 From the auctioneer, David Wel~7. she learned Ihat the sale of Dorolhy's ruby ~ltpper ... in 

particular, was intensely emotional; it was, he sald. "the most exciling moment of the \/hole auclHln " 

They sold (in that particular auction) for US $15,000. Even Dorolhy's ginghdm dre .. ~ wcnl for onlv 

S1000. The Witch's dress went for S350, and her hat for $450. Ai the samc auction, a pair nf shoe .. 

worn by Elizabeth Taylor sold for $200. Clearly, the TUby slippers had not 1<, .. , their "magic" dfler thirty 

years. But what, precisely, was that magic? According 10 Harmet7, 

The magic had something to do with Judy Garland's c10uded death, it had 
more to do with the ritual appearance of The Wlzard of Oz cach year on 
television. But il probably had moc;t to do with how visible the shppers are a~ 
a talisman--fiercely desirable but useful only tothewcarer,capable of keepmg 
one safe in the darkness of the outer worJd and of bringing one home again 
without pain or loss of IDnocence." 

But psychoanalysis should be able to provide an even deeper level of analysis One clue i'i providcd 

by the colour of these slippers Red is commonly associated with fire, blood, and sexuality. Even in 

a positive context, therefore, an element of danger is present ln American culture, for instance, rcd 

is the color of "Stop," of "Exit," and of "CommuDlsm " As Bruno Bettelheim Oliikes clcar ln 7' heU re \ 

of Enchantment, the co~our red is very often found in fairy talcs as blood. When the story is ahout 

a girl, this often refers to menstrual blood and the onset of puberty; examples of thlS would include 

Snow Whlte 36 and The Sleeping Beauty.J7 Il may, on the other hand, rerer to the hymenal hlood 

wbicb ends virginity; an example of tbis would be Cinderel/a. 18 ln a movic about a young girl who!>c 

dream has a plot tbat virtually revol ... es around possession of magical red objects, it scems safe to 

suggest that the symboJic reference is to blood, and very Jikely to be menstrual blood Another clue, 

though, is provided by the function of tbese objects. 

According to Bettelheim, there is a link between slippers and sexuality. He discusses the matter in 

connection with a st ory that clearly revolves around a pair of slippers. Il is her ability to fit into the 
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glase; slipper thal identifiee; Cinderella as the Prince's appropriate choice for marriage. The slippers 

represent her sexual readiness and desirahility. When the sisters try on the slippers, their feel do not 

fit. In other worde;, ti1ey are either unfit or unready for marriage Cinderella has come of age; she is 

ready for adult sexuality The sistersare adolec;cents; they are still copingwith the problem'i of puherty 

(memlruation). This is why theirfeet hleed as they try on the slippcr. Unfortunately, Bettelheim does 

not discu'iS anolher fairy tale which explicitly links "red" and "slippers." ln "The Red Shoes," Hans 

Christian Andersen shows how sexuaJity itself (that is, the "red" and the "slippers") May be associated 

with danger and even death. (Because of ."er inappropriate pride, Karen is unable 10 remove the recl 

shoec; and is forced to dance until she gets someone to chop off her feet) Apparently, red evokes 

amhivalent feeling'i: it represents both promise and peril. 

ln moviee; too, rcd i'i oflen used rofocus attention on sexuality. Sometimes, il appears directly in the 

form of hlood Very often, though, the reference i'i lessdirect. Examples of this would include the red 

jacket worn hy James Dean in Rebel W il hout a Cause (Nicholas Ray, 1955), the red drese; worn hy 

Maureen Stapleton in 1 nteriors (Woody Allen, 1971\), and Ihe red gown WOfD hy Vivian Leigh in 

Gone With the Wind (Victor Fleming, 1939). Of partielJlar interest in thiscontext,however,are the 

rcd shoes worn by Katherine Hephurn in Sil mmertime (David Lean, 1955). These will he di'icussed 

more fully later on in thic; chapter. 

Even though Dt.:rvin does make a passing ref erence to the onset of menarche, he fails 10 f ollow this up 

with a discussion of the ruhy slippere;. Greenberg alsofails to recogni7e the importance of the ruby 

slipperc; He only mentione; them once a'i possible "phallic" symhols of interest to "high church" 

Freudians even though a careful examinatron of this motifwould bave supported his own theory ahout 

Dorothy's coming-of -age To hecome a woman in physiological terms, girls must begin to menslruate. 

This hegine; of ils own accord. Symbolically stated: Dorolhy does not 5eek the ruby slippers; shejïn d s 

them on her feel wh en Glinda transfers them, magically, from the feet of a witch Moreover, 

menstruation ends of its own accord; attemptc; to interfere with natural processes can ltave grave 

consequences. Symbolically stated: Dorothy must Jearn towear (or live with) the Tuby slippers. "TheTe 

they are," says Glinda, "and there they'lI stay" (MGM 2.11). Later, bowever, sbe warns Dorothy: "And 

never let these ruby slippers off your feet for a moment, or you will be at the mercy of the Wicked 

Witch of the West" (MGM 2.13). Tobecomeawoman in psycbological teTms,girls must accept thefact 

of menstruation. In otber words, tbey must understand its "magical power" in connection with 

marriage and reproduction. Wh en the Witch tells Dorothy, "l'm the only one tbat knows how to use 
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them. They're of no use toyou," Glinda insists thal "t}-eir magic must be very powerful or shc wouldn 't 

want tbem so badly" (MGM 2.11). 

Dramatic changes in ber own body can be very frighlening 10 a young girl. It takes lime 10 adju,;1. AI 

first, she may think of meD.itruation ooly as a curse. In Dorothy's case, for inslancf", the ruhy slippcrlt 

provoke persecution by a witch. Being immured in the Witch's Cast le is itself highly symholic: Dorothy 

feels trapped in a world of forces shc cannot yet understand, let alone control. She is still uHerly 

dependent on helpfrom the outside. This is the low point in her p?ssage througb Oz. Bul the hourglac,!> 

represents time rapidly running out on this anachronistic stale of mind. And hy the end of the dream, 

the myst.:ry has been solved. Now Dorothy is ready to go home. To do 50, sbe has only to recite a 

"mantra" while clicking the heels of ber ruby slippcrs. Il is worth noting carefully that the la .. t ohjc.ct<; 

tbat viewers see in Oz are the ruby slippers. Dorotby can only return to Kansas by "rilually" 

acknowledging them. Tbey are tbat important. When sh" returns home, DOlothy is ready to 

participate fully in the adult community. In otber wc, ds, she is able to experience the "magical power" 

I)f menstruation as d potential blessing, not a curse. 

Having argued very convincingly that Dorothy cames of age in this movie, Greeoberg fails 10 indicatc 

what ber "age" migbl be. In many societies, tbis would be obvious since biological coming-of-age 

(puberty) isf ollowed immediately by cultural coming-of -age (ritual); tbat would make Dorolhy twelve 

or thirteen. In modem American society, tbough, biological and cultural coming-of -age do Dot 

coincide. They are separated by many years. Puberty does not indicate readiness for marriage and 

adult responsibilities. The transitional period is called "adolescence." That would makc Dorothy a 

teenager of somewhere between thirteen or fourleeo and seventeen or eighteen. 

ln fact, it wou Id be most helpful to lhink of ber as fourteen or fifleen. This is because the movic, if 

taken seriously on ils own terms, leaves the viewer no cboice. Judy Garland was sixteen years old when 

she played Dorothy. And sbe looked ber age. Atfirst, MGM wanted 10 hire the much younger Shirley 

Temple, who was ten years old al the time, but negotations with Twentieth Century Fox failed.l'l To 

make Garland look younger required some ingenuity on the parI of studio technicians; her breasls 

were conceaJed with binding c1oths.40 But the result is surprisingly successful: a sexually provocative 

combination of womanly beauty and cbildlike innocence. This ambiguous quality has nut escaped the 

attention of Many adult viewers (although il was certainly not intended by the studio). In short, 

viewers are more likely to tbink of Dorothy as a teenager (in spite of her cbildlike behavior al limes) 

than as, according 10 Dervin, a yOUllg chHd. 
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Greenberg acknowledges (hat Freudians with a "high church" point of view wou Id daim that Dorothy 

feels incomplete due to the imagined loss of a penis or tbat her search for the phallic broomstick 

represents a repressed wish to take Father away from Mother (the Elektra Complex). He does not 

categorically deny thatthese elements may be part of Dorothy's mentality, but he wisely observes tbat 

... Dorothy's search for a strong, competent, male "rescuer" seems to stem 
most potently from the pressure to divest herself of her pathological 
dependence upon Em-Mother rather than to corn pete with Em for Henry. 
Fewerwomen than Freud imagined actually havefantasiesofwaDtinga penis, 
but ail women--as their male counterparts--seek realized iDdependent lives.'l 

Neither Dervin nor Greenberg is able to explain the massive and enduring popularity of The W izard. 

Not only does Dervin not do justice to ils particularity (dependiDg on information from the book), but 

he trivializes il. Dervin asks us to believe that millions of people are captivated by a subtext ahout 

passage through the phallic stage. But this is asking too much. After ail, it is not only children bclow 

the age of four or five who enjoy this movie. There must be something more in it 10 retain the love and 

loyalty of viewers who have long since resolved theit phallic and oedipal problems. What does The 

Wizard say to older children, for example, or to adults? The answers te' such questions canuot be 

f ound by adhering 1>trictly to Freudian theory. Even if it could be assumed that Many children actually 

witness their parents making love and tht tbey find this very distressing--assumptions which are, to 

say the least, debatable--the continuing popularity of this movie in virtually ail segments of the 

population would remain unexplained. Like Greenberg, 1 do not want to say that a strict Freudian 

approach is wrong. 1 assume that any cultural artifact as popular as tbis one operates on Many levels 

and addresses Many needs. If The Wizard "speaks" to both children and adulte;, why should it not also 

"speak" to children at different stages of development? If Dervin is correct, bowever, he has 

discovered only one subtex( among several--and by no me ans the Most significant one. 

Greenberg, on the other hand, asks us to believe that the subtext which bas captured the imagination 

of millions is ahout orphanhood. There have always been orphans. But they are still statistically 

abnormal. In sbort, orphanhood is sim ply not common enough to explain the universal appeal of this 

movie. lt is true, however, that anxiety about parents and orphanhood May weil be universaJ. 

CODsequently, Greenberg's argument can be used quite eff ectively iD tbisdiscussioD. Witb only a slighl 

shift of emphasis, Greenberg really does point 10 a subtext that can address the needs of almost 

everyone. After ail, everyone bas been, is, or will be an adolescent. Greenberg says hardly anytbing 

ahout Dorothy as an orphan which could not also be said of her as an ordinary adolescent girl--indeed, 
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as an ordinary adolescent of either sex. Even those whose parents are alive must seek new heroes, new 

models, new friends. Even boys must separate from Mother. Even well-adju'ited teenagers must 

learn about dependence, independence, and interdependence. If Dorothy suffers more acute stress 

than many other teenagers, she nevertheless suffers from the samc kind of stress. Il is intercsting to 

speculate on Dorothy's particularbiographicaljourncy, but that is hardlyneccs'iary toexplain the place 

of this movie in American life. Greenberg's comments on adolescence are in accord with contem

porary thought on coming-of -age as a psychological, social, and cultural phenomenon. Any further 

implications about orphanhood may be of interest to c1inical psychologists and to orphans hut arc of 

Iittle or no importance for the task at hand. In short, whether the drcam of 07 arliculates the anxiely 

of a four-year-old or afourteen-year-old, The Wizard c1early fends itself to interprctation as a story 

about the psychological development of individuals. 

So far, The W izard bas been examined psychoanalytically from IWo Freudian perspectives!J 80th 

have provided useful insights hut neither has proven entirely satisfactory. In the next section of Ihi'i 

chapter, J turn to another psychoanalyticaf tradition. If Freud is famous nor only for his "di'icovery" 

of the unconscious but also for his work on carly stages of the Iife-cycle, Carl Gustav Jung l'i famou'i 

not onlyfor his "discovery" ofthe collective unconscious but alsof or hiswork on la 1er stage'i of Ihe life

cycle. 1 daim not that this type of analysis replaces otbers but that it makes pO'isihle grcater depth and 

richness. 

...++ 

ft seems c1ear that The W izard's dream sequence can be interpreted psychoanalytically in terms of 

growing up. Dorothy can he said to have moved from one stage of dcvclopmenl to another, even 

though opinions may diff'!r on preciselywhich stage'i are involved. Because the dream ie; in'ierted ioto 

a larger cinematic unit, however, it must be interpreted in that contex! ac; weIl. On a purely formaI 

basis, tben,growing up is linked to going borne. Dorothy grows up in her dream and, at the ~ame 

time, goes home (0 Kan ças. Even though Dervin writes that at the end of ber drearn Dorothy can 

relinquish her hold on the Wizard and "go home to herself,"'l there is nothing in Freudlan the ory to 

support the idea that growing up is synonymous with going home or that maturation involvec; a circular 

movment (return to origin). On the contrary, development i~ seen as a linear process. If growing up 

and going borne are cinematically linked in The Wizard and other popular movies such élS Rebel and 

Su mmertim e, it is by no means obvious why they are linked or why movies which make such a Iink 

should be so popular. ft can be assumed, however, tbat millions of people would hardly respond so 
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favorahly to movies which contradict their own psychological experience. To explore this matrer in 

more detail, 1 turn now to another tradition of psychoanalysis. 

Unlike Freud's theories--many of which (though by no means ail) have become part of mainstream 

psychr.analysis in one form or another--Jung's theories are usually considered a separate branch of 

psychoanalysis (known as "analytical psychology"). Two particularfeatures of his work--his notion of 

the collective unconscious and his assumptions about gender differences--remain controversial. 

Nevertheless, there are some compelling reasonsfor examining The Wizard in terms of the Jungian 

tradition as weil as the Freudian. In the first place, there are some striking parallels betwcen the 

symbolic motifs in Dorothy's dream and those discussed by Jung in his works on individuation and 

dream-analysis. In some very obvious ways, at any rate, the former looks as if il might have been used 

by Jung as a case study. Moreover, there are some striking parallels between the symbolic motifs in 

Dorothy's dream and those discussed by Jung in his works on the collective unconscious (that is, on 

mylh and folklore). In fact, Jung beli.wed that myths are for communities what dreams are for 

individuals. Since my aim is to show that The Wizard bas come to function as a "secular myth" and 

since The W izard consists mainly o~ a dream, it makes sense to consider Jung's work. But there is 

another reason for doing so. Since this discussion is taking place in the context of religious studies, il 

secms appropriate to include at least one psychoanalytical approach that is not associated witb any 

f orm of anti-. eIigious reductionism (the reduction of religion to a collective neurosis that hides reaIity, 

for instance, or to a collective delusioo made oosolete by science). Unlike Many other psychoanalysts, 

Jung helieved that religion can have a he1pful role to play in the development of healthy personalities. 

ln addition, be showed bow religious traditions (symbol systems as expressed in myth and ritual) can 

reveal a great deal about the psychic life of both tbe individual and the collectivity. Consequently, 

he often examined dreams by pointing to paraUels in myth and folklore." 

According to Jung, individuation (maturation) is a process inherent in human nature. Psychological 

growth is thus analogous to pbysiologicaJ growth. Il consists of two distinct stages. One corresponds 

to the first half of the life-cycle and involves initiation into outer reality (society). This process 

includesconsolidation of the ego (consciousness),differentiation of the main "function"(primary mode 

of processing information about the world) and "attitude" (primary mode of reacting to the world), 

development of an appropriate "persona" (the face habituaHy presented to the externaJ world), and 

general adaptation of the individual to demands made by the society. The goal of this stage is to 

become integrated in the life of a community and to renew the cycle of Jife tbrough marriage and 

reproduction. The other phase corresponds to the second half of the life-cycle. It involves initiation 
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into inner reality. This process includes acquisition of deeper self -knowledge or hringing to conscious

ness what had been hidden in the unconscious. Tbe goal is both self -realh'ation and preparation for 

death. Consequently, it could be summed up as the search for meaning. Il is this second half of the 

life-cycle that was of greatest interest to Jung. In fact, whcn Jung spoke of individuation, he nOl mally 

had only this second stage in mind. 

AJthough individuation is a spontaneous process, it can be stimulated or intensified hy being made 

conscious. This is tbe aim of (Jungian) psy<,hoanalysis. Attention isfocused on dreams hecause thce;e 

comoist of symbolic representations of the psychic forces at work. They May cither warn of adjue;(

ments wbich must be made if psychic equilibrium is to be restored (in the case of a neurosis) or lead 

the dreamer on to new levels of insight (in the quest for self -realization). More specifically, individu

ation is tbe quest for what Jung calls the "self." By this, he refers to the final "archetype" (symholic 

signpost, or milestone) of a series encountered in dreams. Although the particular forme; taken hy 

these archetypes vary from one individu al to another, each correspondc; to more basic, underlying 

experiences that are common to ail people of ail times and ail places; through symholc;, the cxpericnccc; 

of individuals are linked to those of the tribe, the nation, and the human race itself. 

According to Jung, dreams have a great deal in common with myths. Dreame; often reveal more than 

the concerns of partieular individuals, and the interpretation of an individual's dream May he of greal 

interest to others. A dream, says Jung, "will as a rule conlain mythological motifs, comhinationc; of 

ideas or images which can be found in the myths of one's own folk or in those of other racee; The 

dream will then have a collective meaning, a meaning which is the common property of manklDd."~. 

Moreover, the images found in mytbs function, on the collective level, in precic;ely the same way ae; 

tbose in dreams do on the individual (or personal) level. Everything be says about the "social symbol" 

(used in myth and folklore) Jung also applies to the "individu al symhol" (found in dream ... ) "Thcrc 

are individual psychic products," he writcs, "whose symbolic character is c;o ohvioue; that they at once 

compel a symbolic interpretation. For the individual tbey have the same functional significance that 

the social symbol hasfor a larger human group."~ ln otherwords, myths are experienccd with the e;amc 

vividness and unself-consciousness as dreams. Eisewhere, Jung criticizes conlemporary scholars for 

their superficial understanding of myth, this could be corrected, according to him, hy applying the 

insights of psycboanalysis (dream-analysis) to myths. 

So far mythologists have always helped themselves out with solar, lunar, 
meteorological, vegetal, and other ideas of this kind. The facl that myths are 
first and f oremost psychic phenomena that reveal the nature of the soul is 
sometbing they bave absolutely refused 10 see until now. Primitive man is not 
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much interested in objective explanations of the obvious, but he has an 
Imperative need--or rather, his unconscious psyche has an irresistible urge-
to assimila te ail outer sense experiences to inner, psychic events ... Ali the 
mythologized processes of nature ... are in no sense allegories of those 
objective occurrences; rather they are symbolic expressions of the inner, 
unconscious drama of the psyche which becomes accessible to man's 
consciousness byway of projection--that is, mirrored in the events of nature.·7 

Jung even provides the basis for analogies between dream, or myth, and art. Jung's understanding of 

art does not correspond to that of contemporary Western artists or art critic5, but the phenomenon he 

describes--whatever it be called--does correspond to cultural productions such as popular movies. 

He questions the primacy of ncwness, innovation, originality, and persona-based individualism which 

currently define art in Western societies. It should be noted, however, that Jung does not deny 

originality to artists. He recognizes that it is their distinctive insight as individuals which allows them 

to create powerful images. But it is their insight into universally shared experiences of the human 

condition which they express so powerfully, not merely their own personal experiences It i5 precisely 

thcir effective use of inherited cultural symbols, not idiosyncratic use of private ones, which Jung 

understands as art. Originality (novelty) is not an end in itself but a means to an end: providing the 

communitywith acccss to collective wisdom passed down in symholicform from one generation to the 

nexl. This is far indeed from "art for art's sake." "The essence of a work of art," writes Jung, otis not to 

be found in the personal idiosyncrasies that creep into it--indeed, the more there are of them, the less 

it is a work of art--but in its rising above the personal and speaking from the mind and hcart of the 

artist to the mind and heart of mankind. The personal aspect of art is a limitation and evcn a vicC'."'lI 

Elsewhere, Jung makes the same point hy referring to the relation hetween art and dream: "Like every 

true prophet," he writes, "the artist is the unwilting mouthpiece of the psychic secrets of his time and 

is often as unconscious as a sleep-walker. He supposes that it is he who speaks, hut the spirit of the age 

is his prompter, and whatever this spirit says is proved by its effects.,,·9 

My point here is that The Wizard should be discussed in terms of myth and dream (which are at the 

heart of what Jung calls "art") rather than in terms of art as that i5 generally understood in Western 

societies. 

• •• 
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The W izard 's dream sequence lends itself very easily 10 Jungian inlerprelation. More specifically, 

the characters Dorothy meels during her dream correspond 10 Ihe symholic figuree; Jung calle; 

"archelypes." ln reallifc, il is unlikely tbat ail of thesc archetypes would appear in a single dream; they 

would usually appear in a series of dreams separated from cacb other by monthe;, yeare;, or cven 

decades. Jung himself was quite explicit about the dangers of rclying on scanty evidcncc cven within 

a single stage of development. "A relative dcgree of certainty," writee; Jung, His reached only in the 

interpretation of a series of dreams, wbere the laler dreams correcl the mistakeo; wc have made in 

handling thase that went before. Also, the basic ideas and themes can be recogni7ed much betler in 

a dream series ... "l0 

Nevertheless, il can he argued that Dorothy's dream "Ielescopes" (or condenses) realtime into e;creen 

time (just as almost ail movie5 do--with notable exceptions 5uch as H igh N oon (Fred Zinnemann, 

1952) in which real time and screen lime are identical). In tbal case, Dorothy'e; single dream io; a 

symbolic equivalent, in the diegetic econamy, of a series of dreame;. Moreover, it can he argued that 

otber American movies and lelevision shows arefunctional equivalenls of thedream-e;erice; Although 

1 have limited the use of Jungian analysis to the dream sequence in this one movie--since my aim is not 

to prove somethingaboul either dreams in general or Jungian analysis in general--I e;uggee;t thal Many 

other American cultural productions reveal similar psychological patterne; encoded in o;ymholic f orm. 

1 do so not because of any prior commitment to the principles of Jungian analyo;ie;, hut o;imply hecauc,c 

the popularity of The Wlzard has been so massive and soenduring that il can hardly he unique in ile; 

depiclion of psychological reality; it must correspond to something most American~ "undcrc,tllnd" 

(consciously or unconsciously). In fact, if this movie's depiction of psychological reality wcrc unique, 

ils place in American culture would he inexplicahle. 

Because The W izard actually consists primarily of a dream, il is inleresting from the perspectIve of 

bath dream and mylh as understood by Jung. At the momenl, howevcr, attenlion will he focu~cd 

specifically on ils dreamlike aspect. The movie c1early distjnglli~hes hetwen two sta((:e; of mmd: 

conscious and unconscious. This is nol a matter of interprelation. The movie makes Ihi~ quile cxplicit 

in purely cinematic terms. In the prologue, Dorothy is hit on the head, falls onlo the hed, and 'pa'i'iee; 

out." This is indicated by th'! cinematic convention used to indicate sleep, hallucination, infoxication, 

orany other altered state of consciousness: movingdoubleimages. In the epilogue, the s?me cinemlltic 

device is used 10 indicate a return to the original stale of consciousness. Dorothy wakce; up ln hed 

surraunded by family and friends--alJ of whom agree with Aunlie Em when she tells Dorothy: "Y ou 

just had a bad dream" (MGM 5.22). This raises a question in the minds of viewer'i But the quee;lion 
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is not: was il a dream orwas it real? Clearly, the episode was a dream. And yet Dorothy tells Auntie 

Em: "No, but it wasn't a dream. ft was a real place" (MGM 5.22). The question for viewers is: how 

rcal ca na dream be? The movie itself makes two seemingly contradictory statements: Oz ie; a dream, 

and 07 is "real." Viewers are expected to identify with Dorothy (the protagonist) and agree that Oz 

ie; ual, buI not 10 deny the equally strong assertion (made not only by Auntie Em but by the cinema tic 

structure itself) that Oz is a drcam. 

Bef ore discussing the dream itself, however, it is necessary to examine its context: Dorothy's conscious 

situation in tbe prologue. That is, an assessment must be made of her ego. The earHest phase of the 

life-cycle is concerncd with the development of consciousness or adaptation to the external reality of 

everyday life. At the same tlme, though, development of the inner world is also taking place 

unconsciously. The process of individuation (development of the inner world) begins with a trauma, 

or shock, which wounds the personality and calls for sorne response. But the ground may have been 

prepared by boredom or inner emptiness. In ail cases, the problem is not consciously recognized as 

~uch; on the contcary, it is projected 0010 someODe or something in the external world This seems 

to be the case with Dorothy. Clearly, she find s it difficult to find her own place in the scherne of things. 

She sees herself as isolated and marginal in the farm community. Consequently, she alsofeels alien

ated. Like so many children in this situation, she decides to run away from home. Nevertheless, her 

ostensible reason for doing so ie; to save Toto from Miss Gulch. Il is interesting, therefore, that when 

Profee;sor Marvel says, "They .. they don't understand you at borne. They don't appreciate you. You 

want to see other lands, big cities, big mountains, big oceans," he seems to have guessed the deeper, 

underlying, reasonc; for her unhappinee;s. ·Why," she replies, "il's jusl likc you could read whal was 

ine;ide of me" (MG M 1.9). The movie thus picks up in a slightly oblique way what the book makes c1ear 

from the beginning' Dorothy is bored. Her!if e seems "gray" and meaningless.~1 She is ready to explore 

new terrain, geographlcal and psychological. As Jungian analysts have noted, there are many mythe; 

andfairy talcs about royal couples who are childless, about demons whokeep shipsfrom reaching their 

destinations, about darkness or famine afflicting the land or--and this is significant here--about 

mODsters who steal the royal treasure. Dorothy's life does indeed seem arid or barren; no wonder 

she reacts so intensely when a monster (Miss Gulch) steals her treasure (Toto). 

Instead of taking Hunk's pragmatic advice on how to avoid trouble--"When you come !-oome, don't go 

hy Miss Gulch's place, then Toto won't get into ber garden, and you won't get in no trouble" (MGM 

1.5)--she retreats intofantasy and runs away. Professor Marvel helpsher realile that she has a more 

important 1,rohlem than Miss Gulch; this too, however, is projected outward as Auntie Em's need for 
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her. Dorothy still imagines that prohlems can he solved eithcT \'Iy Tunning away f rom home or hy 

running back borne. It is not that simple. She is not yet ready to he at home in the world This is made 

c1ear in cinematic terms when a cyclone prr.vents her from rejoining the farm community. AlmlHl as 

soon as she enters the bedroom, she becomes unconscioos. ln her dream, she encounterc; a series of 

images (archetypes) which lead her to further growth. 

With ail this in mind, then, the 07 sequences will be examined in terms of Jung's theory of drcam'i. In 

otherwords, the story will be retold as the process of Dorothy's individuation, her encounter~ with il 

series of arcbetpyes. 

.*. 
Although the process of growing up technically hegins in Kansa~ (the waking stale) wh en Dorothy 

realizes thefoolishness of runoing away, the process of indiVIduation itself actually take~ place entirely 

within Oz (the dreaming stale);as 1 have already noted, herdream tele,;copcs the learning of ycar,; into 

a syrnholic span of lime. The first archetypal image met in the proces,> of individualion l'i whal Jung 

calls the "shadow." Il represenls a dark, shadowy repressed, side of the per,>onahty U<;ually,lhis 

refers to characteristics considered socially unacceptahlc, f1awc; people are quite willjng to ~ec in 

others but unable to see iD tbemselves. Theoretically, the shadow could al,o repre,enl 'ioclally 

desirable qualities; people can, after aU, chaose 10 live in socially unacceptahle wayc; and Terre,,> Iho,c 

qualities considered desirable But this is rare. Usually, the shadow calls attention lothe ,>c1rl'ihnc", 

pettiness, cowardice, lazinessand other hlemishes people try to keepwell hidden from hoth olherli and 

themselves. 

The Witch, of course, is Dorothy's shadow. She is the firc;t characler Dorothy actually mccle; in her 

dream; even as the house is being carried off by the cyclone, Dorolhylooks out of her window and .. cc,> 

the Witch (wbether of East or West) f1ying by on ber broomstick. As the 07ian counlcrpart of Mi<;,; 

Gulch, the Witch isalso the most obviously negativecbaracter in the dream. Moreover, she j, the c;amc 

sex as Dorothy. "II is particularly in contacts with people of the same sex: wriles Maric·Loui'ic von 

Franz, "that one stumbles over one's own shadow and those of other people. Although we do 'ice the 

sbadow in a person of the opposite sex, we are usually much less annoyed by it and can more ea'iily 

pardon it.·~ 
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Dorotby herself, of course, is nol wicked. But sbe bas several tbings in common with the Witch. In the 

first place, shc is nol above feelings of aggressive rage. When Miss Gulch cornes to take Toto, 

Dorothy's response --rather than appeasement (which might, possibly, have produced better results). 

is open hostility--"Ooh, "II bite you myself. Oh,you wicked old witch" (MGM 1.9)! On a deeperlevel, 

though, il would seem that Dorothy bas not resolved her ambivaJent feelings toward Auntie Em. Not 

only doesAuntie Em ignore her pleasfor help in the opening sequence, but sbe is Ùe one wbo actually 

instructs Dorothy to leave Toto wi~b Miss Gulch. Il would Dot be unusual for a girl in Dorothy's 

situation to feel resentment. Nor would il be unusual for her to projecl tbis negativity (whicb is 

unacceplable 10 the conscious mind) onro someone aparl from Mother (or substitute for Mother). 

Once Dorothy begins dreaming, Miss Gulcb becomes resentment orwickedness incarnate: the Witcb. 

The Witcb feels intense hostility toward Dorothy for having the ruby slippers. She represents the 

lenglhs to which hostility can be taken if it is not consciously acknowJedged and understood. 

On a still deeper level, the Witch represents Dorothy's sexual immaturity. As we have seen in the 

preceding discussion of the dream in Freudian terms, the Witch is sexually anomalous. She desperately 

wants the ruby slippers (representing the menstruaJ flow that defi"es femaleness) but has only a 

broomstick (representing the phallus that defines maleness). Dorothy, on the other hand, has the ruby 

slippers (without understanding their magical power) but no broomstick (until she gets one for the 

Wizard). Confronting the Witch, theref ore, is wbat darifiesher sexual identity. Although she acquires 

a broomstick, she gives it to tbe Wizard. And although she is tempted to give up her ruby sJippers to 

save Toto, she is unable to do so. As the Witcb says, "Those slippers will never come off your feet as 

long as you're alive" (MGM 4.20). In this sequence, the Witch tries to make Dorothy surrender the 

ruby slippers in order to save Toto. In effeet, Dorothy's willingness to do so signifies psyebological 

regression. Maturity always involves an acceptance offinitude and mortality. If Toto is an extension 

of Dorothy herself, this act wouJd represent ber refusalto accept a basic f aet of the human condition. 

Sacrificing the ruby slippers is tbus synonymous with refusing to grow up. The ruby slippers, however, 

are not merely symbols of sexual maturity (menstruation). As jewels, ("rubies"), tbey f oreshadow the 

"emeralds" of Dorothy's final destination in Oz. In fact, they are magic talismans of the kind given to 

heroes in so many myths and fairy tales. Talismans are objects of power; tbat is, tbey give supernaturDJ 

power to the hero when needed. ln myths, the talisman May be the gift of a god; in dreams, it may be 

a gift of the self. The ruby slippers give Dorothy a hint of ber own potential resources; tbeir power 

derives ultimately not from sorne externaJ source but from the mature self that is withio her. 
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Encountering the shadow also coincides with conscious recognition of the dreamer's "functional type'

By tbis, JUDgians refer to the characteristic way iDdividuals process information ahout the external 

world. Two of them are called "rational" functions because they involve judgmcnt, or evaluation 

These are: thinking (a cognitive activity which distinguishes between true and fal'ie) and feehng (an 

affective activity which distinguishes between pleasure and pain or acceptance and rejeetion) Beeau'ie 

people cannot diseern something in both ways at the same lime, lhese are considered mutually 

exclusive oppm Ites. The other two funelions are ealled "irrational"--a better term would he "non

rational"--since they involve perception but nol judgment or evaluation Thesc are sensation 

(conscious perception of manifest qualities) and intuition (unconsciou'i perception of Inherent, or 

latent, qualities) They, too, are mutually exclusive opposites For every individual, one of thc'ie 

functions is dominant, or "superior," ~àile its opposite is undeveloped, or "inferior'- The other twoare 

"auxiliary ." 

In Dorothy's case, feeling seems to be dominant. On the farm--that is, in her waking stalc--shc 

processes reality according to herf eelings of pleasure (being with Toto) or pain (heing separated from 

him). She does nol care, for example, whether or not Miss Gulch has a Icgitlmate rea'ion or a Icgal 

right to take action when Toto bites her. Nor does she rationally eonslder way'i of prcventing 

encounlers between Toto and Miss Gulch. Thinking, theretore, could he conc;idered her "inferior" 

function. Ir is parI of her "dark side." In short, it is represented hy her shadow. To he a mature indlvi

dual, however, means being able to reclaim these represserl funetions Thal mean'i "ltherating" them 

in dreams by confronting the shadow figure representing them. If the Wilch i'i indeed Dorothy's 

shadow. then she would also Tepresenl Dorothy's repTessed funetion' thinking ln f act, the Witch doce; 

0!lerate on a rational (albeit wicked) basis. Having decided that the Tuby slippere; are rightfully he n, 

she is prepared to stop at nothing to achieve her goal. She is just as unhalanced a'i Dorothy--only in 

l'he opposite direction. Her appearance in Dorothy's dTeam is a warning of what can happen if pe;yeh le 

balance is not restored hy bTinging repressed material to Iight. Il i'i worth nOling here that the Witeh 

is robed from head to foot in black, the ffcolour" of shadows. 

SimiJarly, encountering the shadow coïncides with conscious recognition of one'e; "attitudinal type." 

By this, Jungians Mean the habituaI way that people respond to the outer world Extraverts, for 

example, have a positive relation to the people and ohjeets of the world around them. InITOverte;, on 

the other hand, have a negative one. Now, when the conscious attitude is one, the uncoDscious attitude 

is the other. In other words, the Tepressed altitude is revealed in dreams. To the extent Ihat Dorothy 

is poorly adjusted on the farm (in her conscious state), she could be called an introverl. She fee\s 
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isolated, marginal, and alienated. At any rate, she is unable to establish satisfying relationships with 

anyone in the f arm community. In fact, sbe runs away. Tbe only cbaracter who is truly close to her is 

Toto, and he May be considered a symbol of her own animal instincts. In the unconscÎous world of 

dreams, thougb, Dorotby is qui te extraverted. Almost as soon as she lands in Oz, she displays an 

openness to the world. She looks about her with a sense of wonder. She is eager to Icarn. She adapts 

to ber ncw environment. And she is able to cstablish close friendships. As Dorothy's shadow, on the 

other hand, the Witch is an extrcme introvert. She acknowledges ber own isolation. "Wbat an 

unexpected pleasure,· sbe says sarcastically wben Dorothy is brought to her castlc, "it's so kind of you 

to visit me in my loncliness" (MGM 4.19). Her relationship witb tbe guards is based solely on 

intimidation; wben sbe is kiJJed, they immediately congratulate Dorotby and tbank ber for dclivering 

them from tyranny. In this case, the Witeh represents an exaggeration or distortion of Dorothy's 

conscious attitude rather th an its opposite; sbc is the shadow not of Dorothy in Kansas but of Dorothy 

in 07. But her "mes~age" is cbaracteristic of ail shadow figures: a warniDg that no growth is pos~ihle 

untit the "dark side" is explored fully. 

• •• 

For boys or men, tbe next archetypal figure to appear in dreams is the anima ; for girls or women, it is 

the animus. This is what Jung called the "soul image," or "imago." Its function in the psychological 

economy is to help people appropriate (consciously) those qualities which are said to be characteristlC 

of the opposite sex and repres'ied in their own. Within every Adam, so to speak, there is an Eve; 

within every Eve, an Adam. Unlikc the shadow, tberefore, the animus or anima is aJways reprcsented 

hya figure of the opposite sex. And unlike the shadow, the animus is often represented hy multiple 

figures.~3 Tbe animu~or anima isvery similar to the shadow. Like the shadow,for examplc, it is made 

known through projection either onto symboJic figures in dreams (the "iDDer manifestation") or onto 

real figure~ in everyday life (the "outer manifestation"). Like the sbadow, il has a compensalory 

relation to consciousness. If the persona (the bab:tuaJ face, or mask, consciously presented 10 the 

outer world) is dominated by one function or attitude, the aDimus or anima is dominated hy its 

opposite. And like the sbadow, the animus or anima May appear in the form of either attack or 

encouragement. ft is, bowever, less likely than the shadow 10 be represented by negalive figures. 

Faiture to learn from a negative encounter means being "possessed" by one's own limitations; failure 

to Icarn from a positive encounter means being unable 10 possess one's own resources. 
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In Dorothy's dream, three male friends--the Scarecrow, the Tin Man, and the Cowardly lion--travcl 

witb her to the Emerald City sceking fulfillment of needs which arc, by symtlolic exten .. ion, Dorothy''i 

own needs. That is, they are ail qualities Dorothy must incorporate into her own personaIity at thic; 

stage of her development (individuation). And this is prccisclywhat happens. By becoming theirfricnd 

(assimilating their "message"), Dorothy learns about intelligence (how to live in commuOIty by 

cooperatingwith othersfor the common good); feelings (how toexpressloyalty and love); and courage 

(how to stand firm in tbe face of hardship) 

Tbe correspondence between Dorothy's friends and the animus figures descrihed hy Jung IS not 

perfect, but it is highly suggestive ail the same. Together, the three friends conc;titute Dorothy"i 

animus, a multiple image of the opposite sex Two of them-othe Scarecrow and the Cowardly Lion-

represent qualities generally ascribed to men: cognitive thinking (inteJlcctuality, or the "logos 

principle") and physical courage respectively But what of the third? What of tite Tin Woodman? 

He seems anomalou'i. Compa'ision, after ail, is stereotypically linked to women, not mcn 1 suggest 

thal the Tin Man functions as an on i ma figure "in drag." Thal is, he represenlc; an ac;pecl of the 

repressed feminine si de which boys and men must recogni7e in themc;e1vec;; appearmg JO the context 

of a girl's dream, however, the anima figure takes on male form. But why shnuld thi .. annmaly have 

occurred? My purpose here, as 1 have already indicated, is not to speculate on the reasoning of tho'ie 

who produced this movie; my purpose is toexplore the "reasoning" of those who respond ln il 1 c;ugge<,t 

that The Wizard could not bave achieved 'iuch universal popularity if it related exclu'iivcly to the 

female experience. As 1 hope to show, thic; movie conc;ic;tently empha'ii7e'i univcrc;ahty over 

particuJarity. In a variety of ways, it seerne; to invite the intere'it of people from every segment of 

American society. The same inclusivene'is will he ohserved shortly in connection with anothcr 

archetype. 

• •• 

Wh en problems related to tbe animus or anima bave tleen resolved, a new archetypal image, with ite; 

associated prohlem, emerges. For boys or men, it is symbolically rcpresented by the wise old man 

whicb Jung identified with "spirit." ln mytholoS)' and folklore, he often appear'i as a sky god, prophet, 

sage, guru, priest, shaman magician, or male who presides over intitiation into the mysteric'i of the 

spirit world (and, tberefore, of masculinity and maleness). For girls or womcn, it is symbo'ically 

r"!presented by the greal mother, the magna mater, whom Jung identified with "nature." ln myth and 

folklore, she often appears as a fertility goàdess, priestess, sibyl, sorccrcss, or female who presides 
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over initiation into the mysteries of the natural order (and, tberefore, of femininity and femaleness). 

In a sense, this archetype continues the work of the animus or anima; the focus of attention now, 

however, is not the contrasexual but the innermost essence of one's own sex. As usual, there is a 

ha7ard. Becausc these images are 50 powerful and 50 attractive, people are apt to identify with them 

too clo5e1y. Tbe result of that is self -glorification, or megalomania. Only conscious recognition of 

these figures as arcbetypal images makes possible freedom from sucb patbo'ogical delusions. We 

become most truly ourselves by overcoming tbis Jast, most powerful, temptation. By implication, this 

leads to liberalion from Father for boys or men, and liberation from Mother for girls or women. 

Consequently, encountering tbis arcbetype makes possible, for the firsl time, an identity of one's own 

(in a word, individuality). In view of this, encountering the wise old man or the great mother initia tes 

the final phase of individuation: discovery of the self. 

Having successfully encountered bath the shadow (by killing the Witch) and the animus (by integrating 

ber own personality with those of ber friends), Dorothy is ready ta meet the ne"t archetype. In this 

case, il is represented by not one, but two, images. First is the Wizard himself. Nominally, at any rate, 

he presides over the Emerald City. Surrounded by the pomp of a great "cathedral," complete with 

"altar,· he is the "high priest" of Oz. Then he is revealed as a charlatan by Toto. Looking at the 

ordinary man behind the curtain, Dorothy exclaims: "Ob, you're a very bad man!" With a sad smile, 

he replies: "Oh no, my dear. l'm a very good man. J'm just a very bad wizard" (MGM 5.12). In spire 

of acquiring power and status by encouraging credulity among the Ozians, he uses his power in a 

benevolent way and in pursuit of justice (saving Ozfrom the Witch). In fact, Iike ail wise leaders, he 

discourages dependency by asking those wbo come 10 him for help to participate in their own 

redemption. In Jungian terms, he also discourages pathological identification with bis numinosity; 

Dorothy is in no danger of succumbing ta delusions as a result of being in his tbraIJ. 

Even though he lacks the kind of power that would send Dorothy back home to Kansas--and she ber self 

bas that power-ohe does have the wisdom to grant tbe other requests (which art; also Dorothy's). One 

of the most moving scenes shows him delivering the promised goods (that is, insights into human 

nature and the nature of society). The Scarecrow is "given" his brain along with a brief homily. 

Why, anybody can have a brain. That's a very Mediocre commodity. Every 
pusillanimous creature Ihat crawls on the earth, or slinks through SliUlY seas, 
bas a brain! Back where 1 come hom, we have universities--seats of great 
learning--where men go to becoUle great thinkers. And when they come out, 
they think deep thoughts, and with no more brains than you have. But--they 
have oue thing you haven't got--a diploma! (MGM 5.12) 
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Apparently, tbis is ail one needs to be recognized as intelligent in modern Amcrka. Neverlhelcss, il 

is only an external token of the truc wisdom tbe Scarecrow has already demonstrated. Likewise, the 

Cowardly Lion is "given" bis courage along with another shorl sermon. 

Asforyou, myfine fricnd, you are a victim of disorganizcd thinking. You are 
under the unf ortunate delusion that simply because you run awayfrom danger 
you have no courage. You arc confusing courage with wisdom. Back where J 
come from, we have men who are called beroes. Once a year, they take their 
fortitude out of mothballs and parade it down the main street of the city. And 
they have no more courage than you have. But--they have one thing you 
baven't got--a medal! (MGM 5.13) 

Nevertbeless, this, too, is only an outward symhol of the courage which the Lion ha~ already 

demonstrated. Finally, tbe Tin Woodman is "given" his heart along with still another kerncl of 

preaching. 

Asforyou, mygalvanizedfriend,you want a heart. You don't know how lucky 
you are not to bave one. Hearls will never be practical until they can he made 
unbreakable .... Backwhere 1 comefrom, there are men who donothingall day 
but good deeds. They are called phil ... er phil ... er ... cr ... good-deed-doer~ 
and their hearts are no bigger than yours. But they have one thing you haven '1 

got! A testimonial! (MGM 5.14) 

Once again, it is only an external sign of the compa~"ion which the Lion ha" already demonc;lraled. Il 

should be noted that aIthough the Wizard does Dot present Dorothy with any eoncrele token (such as 

a ticket ta Kansas), she benefits from his words as mu eh as her friends because il is, arter ail, her own 

dream. (She has incorporatcd themall as part of her own personality; il is her own wic;dom, courage, 

and compassion that the Wiurd bas formally acknowledged.) 

In discussing the previous archetype, 1 noted that the dream under discussion is anomalouc; for 

presf!nting both animus and anima figures. The same anomaly appears once more ln this new context 

and probably for the same reason. Being female, Dorothy would encounter a great mother and not 

a wise old man. But approximaetly half the viewers of this movie are male. Smce Dorolhy i" Ihe 

protagonist, they are asked to identify themselves with her. But because the movie provides them with 

an archetypal figure approprite to their own needs this is much easier than it would have l'leen 

otherwise. AIthough neither the Tin Woodman nor the Wi7ard, according to Jung, would "erve any 

individuative needs for Dorothy (and the female viewers), they doC or the male viewers. Thec;e imagec; 
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are thus theoretically incorrect, but functionally correct. The Wizard could never have becomc so 

popular had it been relevant to only half the population. 

Having said that, discussion can nowfocus directly on Dorothy's great mother, Glinda. Dorothyfirst 

mects GJinda in the Muncbkin City. At that point, however, she is not yet ready to assimilate the 

mcaning of an encounler with this archetpye; shc musl firsl meet her sbadow and animus figures. By 

Ihe final sequence, Ihough, Dorothy has successfully done so. Sbe has learned enough to proceed to 

the penultimate stage of individuation. Reflecting on everything she has seen and experienced in the 

dream, she tells G1inda and Ihe friends that Oit wasn't enough just 10 want to see Uncle Henry and 

Auntie Em. And it's that ... if J ever go looking for my heart's desire again, 1 won't look any further 

than my own back yard, beeause if it isn't there, 1 never really lost it to begin with. Is tbal right?" 

Initiating Dorothy into the stale of self-realizatioli, Glinda answers: "Tbat's ail it is" (MGM 5.19). 

As in the ease of so many great mothers, Glinda is associated with natural and cosmic forces or 

universal power. Even the Witch, who is also associated wilh cosmic forces, has but Iimited power. 

ln the Munchkin City, only Glinda has no reason 10 be intimidated by the Witch's suddcn appcaranee; 

after listcning to the latter ranting, she dismisses the whole matter qui te flippantly: "Oh, Tl' bbish! 

You have no power here. Be gone before somebody drops a house on you 100" (MGM 2.12)! When 

Dorothy and her friends are close to death in the poppy fieJd, GJinda's benign countenance appears 

on the sereen; serenely waving her magic wand, she causes snow to fall on the poppies, nullifying the 

curse's effect. And wh en she finally appears in the Emerald City, f10ating down from the heavens in 

her shimmering sphere, it becomes clear that she, not the Wizard, is ultimately in charge; in relalion 

to her, he is merely a figure-head. ft is in the cncounterwith GJinda, after ail, that Dorothy's wish is 

granted. 

ln Jungian terms, masculinity is associated with culture and fcmininity with nature. In order to grow 

up (become individuals), theref ore, boys must move beyond the domina tion of their fathers (culture) 

and girls must move heyond the domination of their mothers (nature); only then can they enter into 

mature relationships with members of the opposite sex. This is the psychological basis of the hcro's 

qucst in myth and folklore. Oedipus, for example, must kill (or transcend) his fatheT in order to stand 

as an individu al and establish a true relationship with women; it is, however, an incomplete story sin ce 

this hero establishes an unnatural relationship with a woman (his mother). The Wizard presents 

viewers with a complete st ory . Bef ore she can go home, Dorothy must "kill" the Wizard; as a man, he 
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is associated withculture and,in thiscase, specifically with technology. At Cir~t, Dorothy thinks of him 

as a god. When she sees behind his mask (the curtain) that bc is only a man, sbc ha~ completcd the 

bero's task (transcending domination by the Catber and culture). Now she is ready tn pcrf'lfDl the 

characteristic task oC a giri. Wben Dorothy realizes tbat shc does not nccd Glinda 's hclp hut can ~et 

back home to Kansas on her own, she has completed the heroine's qucst. Here again, The W 1 zard ',\ 

appeal is universal. Dorothy is both hero and beroine; botb boys and girls are included (tbrough 

identification) in tbis quest for maturity. 

• •• 

At this point, tbe process of individuation is coming to an end. But anotbcr problcm has arisen. A 

great deal of unconscious material bas been made conscious. With dissolution of the per!>ona (a f acadc 

presented to tbe external world), consciousness no longer domina tes the pcrsonality; imtead, it i~ the 

unconscious which dominates. This form of psychic imbalance is no better than the previous one. 

But balance is restored due to the spontaneous tendency of the unconscious loward equilihnum. The 

polarization between consciousness and the unconscÎous is mcdlated by a final archetype' the self. 

Realization of the self, of course, is the ultimate goal of individuation. Mature individuals are lhu<; 

those who have transcended fragmentation or polarization, loca ted the cen tre or united the two psychlc 

clements which have appeared to be in opposition: consciousness and the unconscious. Whal thi<; 

amounts to is radical transformation. But the self is not born withoullravaiJ. Because ittakes extra

ordinary eff ort to reconcile opposites and achieve this new state of being--in terms oC myth orf olklore, 

towin the prin cess orfind the magic talisman--veryfew people (asidef rom great religious mystics such 

as Jesus or tbe Buddha) actually emerge from the psychic womb. There is, therefore, a certain 

enigmatic quality which is characteristic of the self; il cannot be adequately described or undcrstood 

except by those who have experienced enlightenment or discovered the "kingdom within." The 

archetypal image representing this stage of individuation is what Jung called the "uniting symbol " By 

tbis, he meant a symboI which (more than any other) makes possible the "COlnndentca opposr

tor'lm," the transformation of oppositt:s into something else that transcends both. Il appears wben 

balance between consciousness and the unconscious is achieved. Since the "message" of this symbol 

is totality, unit y, or wholeness, its image is often an abstract pattern based on formaI symmetry (such 

as a circle or square) rather than a person. 

ln the movie, the penultimate and ultimate archetypes are encountered almost simultaneously. Both 

the Wizard and Glinda are "assimilated" at the Emerald City. The Emerald City itself, however, 
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corresponds to Jung's "unifying symbol." It is, of course, explicitly designated as the ultimate goal of 

Dorothy's quest in Oz. Although it is not a cirde or square (as in a mandala), it is a city. As Jung 

observes, 

The city represents a totality, closed in upon itself, a power which cannot be 
destroyed, which has existed for centuries and will exist for Many centuries 
more. Therefore, the city symbolizes the totality of man, an attitude of 
wholeness which cannot be dissolved. The city as a synonymlor the self, for 
psychic totality, is an old and well-koown image.S4 

Also noteworthy is its colour. Green is associated in myth andf olklore Wilh vegetation, lif e, wholeness 

and even holiness (as in the green turbans worn by those who have made the pilgrimage to Mecca). 

As Jung points out, green signifies hope and the future,!S the Holy Ghost and, therefore, life, 

procreation and resurrection.56 But Dorothy's destination is not merely green, it is emerald green. 

Emeralds, of course, are stones. Jung notes that the self is often represented bya stone.57 Like the 

psychic centre, stones are basic (part of the earth itself), eternal (enduring), and still (inert or 

unchanging). In Many traditions, stones are associated witb greal people or events (the rock used by 

Jacob as his pillow; monuments at the tombs of saints), as markers of the "axis mundi," or center of the 

cosmos (Mount Zion; the Ka 'abah's black stone), or as core metaphors (Christ as the "supernatural 

rock" fJowing with life-giving waters; Christ as the rejected keystone; the "lapis," or philosophers' 

stone, of the alchemists). 

Moreover, emeralds are not merely stones; they are crystals, or jewels. For Jung, the jewel is a symbol 

of renewed life, a harbinger of joy and deliverance. No wonder jewels and precious stones gliUer in 

the celestiaJ ligbt of the Heavenly City as described in hymns such as tbefollowing: 

With ja sper glow thy bulwarks, 
Thy streets with emerald blaze; 
The sardius and the topaz 
Unite in the se their rays; 
Thine ageless walls are bounded 
With amethyst unpriced; 
Thy saints build up its fa bric, 
And the corner-stone is Christ.58 

As a symbol of the divine, it is also a symbol of the unconscÎous. Seeing a jeweJ in a dream, for 

example, indicates the imminent release of libido (psychic--not necessarily sexual--energy) from the 

unconscious. According to Jung, "The symbol always says: in sorne such form as this, a new manifest-
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ation of life will become possible, a release from bondage and worId-wcariness.,,5~ The gcometric 

patterns of jewels reveal the presence of a "spiritual order" even within the inorg.mic wnrld, 

consequentIy, they stand for the union of opposites. matter and spirit, consciou~\Dess n\ld the 

unconscious. The Emerald City, therefore, is an excellent symbol of the self . 

. *. 
As soon as Dorothy has completed the cycle, found her self, she returns home. In purely cinematic 

terms, the link between growing upand going bome could not be more direct or obvious; Dorothy goc!> 

back to Kansas as soon as she articula tes wbat she has learned in Oz. Since this Iink is so c1early 

emphasized--Dorot~y's return to Kansas being dependent on Iearning something in Oz-oit can hardly 

be dismissed as trivial by anyone trying to understand the movie. And since the movie has been 50 

popular for fifty years, it "an hardly be dismissed as trivial by anyone trying to understand American 

culture. 

As 1 have aiready pointed out, nothing in the Freudian tradition can expIa in this link. For Freud and 

his Many f ollowers, development is a linear process. Individuals go througb several stages. They May 

become fixated at one stage or another, but tbey do not generally move backward (excepl in thc 

regression of dreams). And they certainly do not MOye toward an end which is, in sorne sense, a 

recapitulatioD of the beginning. Freudians would agree that Many people won t to re-experience the 

past, but these would be classified as neurotics suff ering from regre~sive disorders. From this point 

of view, the appeal of The Wizard could only be seen as evidence of collective neurosis. Thi!> may be 

true. But Jung offers the possibility of a more charitable explanation for the Iink between growing up 

and going home. Since my use of Jung is not an end in itself, 1 hope to show in the next two chapters 

that this link is closely related to a way of thinking which is inherent in tbe religious traditions on which 

American culture is based. 

Although Jung did not consider the idea of return to origin a particularly important element in his 

theoryof individuation, he did aIJude to it from time to time. It occurs, for instance, in his work on the 

child archetype. (If the process of individl.ation is dominated by thef our archetypesalready discus5ed, 

il also includes a whole range of others.) Since ail archetypes have their ultimate source in the 

collective unconscious, the appearance of a child figure in a dream May represent not only something 

f~Jlgotten in an individual's childhood, but in that of the race itself. On either the individual or the 

collective level, though, it is a link between past and present. In a dream, for instance, the child figure 
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represenls somclhing f rom the past which has been dissocia ted (through regression) f rom the present; 

due to the compensatory function of the unconscious, this material from the past must be confronted 

in the present. Jung extends the analogy by daiming that 

... bumanity too, probably always comes into conflict with its childhood con
ditions, that is, with its original, unconscious, and instinctive state, and that the 
danger of tbe kind of conflict whicb induces the vision of the "child" actually 
exists. Religious observances, i.e. the retelling and ritual repetition of the 
mytbical event, consequently serve the purpose of bringing the image of 
childhood, and everything connected with it, again and again before the eyes 
of the conscious mind so that the link with the original condition may not be 
broken.60 

By the same token, though, the child figure is also a link between present and future. Appearances 

of this archetype in dreams or myths may represent potentiality. The child, as Wordsworth notl!d long 

ago, is father of the man. Jung observes that 

... tbe occurrence of the child motif in the psychology of the individual 
signifies as a ru le an anticipation of future developments, even though at first 
sigbt it May seem like a retrospective configuration .... It is nol surprising that 
so Many of the mythological saviours are child gods. This agrees exactly with 
our experience of the psychology of the individual, which shows that the 
"child" paves the way f or a future change of personality. In the individuation 
process, it anticipa tes the figure that cornes from the synthesis of conscious 
and unconscious elements in the personality. Il is therefore a symbol whicb 
unites the opposites.61 

Not surprisingly, according to Jung, the symbols of tbis archetype--which "can be expressed by 

roundness, the cirde or sphere, or el se by the quaternity as anotber form of wholeness62 often appear 

in the dreams of children or even infants. "This observation says mu ch for the a priori existence of 

potential wholeness .... But in so far as the individuation process occurs, empirically speaking, as a 

synthesis, it looks, paradoxically enough, as if som eth ing existen t were be ing put toget her. ,,63 1 

have added emphasis here hecause the notion of return to oT/gin is a crucial one in thisanalysis. One 

of the major diff erences, then, between a newborn infant and a fully realized self is that the latter has 

made conscious, through individuation, what was unconscious in tbef ormer. Inherent potentiality bas 

been actualized. This can be secn in The Wizard. In botb prologue and epilogue, the protagonist is 

Dorothy. Nothing external bas cbanged, but something internaI has changed. Dorothy has a oew 

perception of herself and of the world. She is now aware of herself --that is, of her self. To reach tbat 

stage, however, she had to learn a great dea!. Similarly, the Jungian Jife-cycJe begins with what could 
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be ca lied "preconsciousness" (not in the Freudian sense) and concludes with what eould he eallcd 

"superconsciousness." Individuals remain who they were at birth or even conception (and not mercly 

as they became after the varions trauma tic events of infaney), but not as they were. Th"y hccome 

consciously aware not only of themselves but of their primordial selves. 

In view of this, Dorothy's explicit summation of what .. he had learned in 07 make!> perfeel 'ien ... e "If 

1 ever go lookingfor my heart's desire again; shc tells Glinda, "1 won't go looking any furthcr thdn my 

own back yard, because if it isn't there, 1 never really lost it to begin with" (MGM 5.19). Bu t what 1 \ 

her h eart 's des Ire ? At the most obvious level, of course, it is home. By Implication, though. il i ... the 

sense of being "at home" in the world. It is, in a word, maturity. For Jung, maturation is sclf-reali

zation (realization of the self). In The Wlzard, maturity is perfeetly rcprcsented hy "home" By 

definition, after ail, home is where people belong. This is where people feel whole. Dorotby !>el!> oul 

in Oz to find nol only her home but her self. And what IS Dorothy's back yard? ln suburhan 

America, back yards are like outdoor atties. Very often, for example, they contain small storage huls 

forgardening equipment or garages. Although very close to the house, and lbus part of Il, the back yard 

is often ignored. It is considered secondary space. The back yard is used occasionally hy adult~ for 

sunbathing or entertaining. More often, though, it is used by children for games less corfinmg tbat 

those played indoors. Some back yards become overgrown with weeds (unlike front yards wbieh arc 

kept in trim to impress the neighbours). The associations with children (their sponlancou~, "in

stinctive," f orms of behavior), with organic f orms rising out of the earth (the spontanelty of nature) 

and with untended or underused space make the back yard an excellent symbol of the unconscÎous. 

Dorothy's "back yard" is her own unconscious world. To be fully "at home" means to integrate "hack 

yard" and "house." It means, in short, lo explore the unconscious and bring il to conscÎousness. And 

tbis, by definition, is individuation. 

Returning DOW to Dorothy's lesson: Wbat she sought (home or self) had not been truly lost at ail 

because it ha,j always been right in her OWD back yard (the unconscious) walting to be discovercd in 

a dream. Going home and growing up are thus, if not synonymous, then at least two ways of ex pressing 

the same thing. The circle is complete. Il is no wonder, then, lhat the la st frames of the movie show 

precisely that: a completed circle. Dorothy wakes up on her bed. One by one, family and friend~ come 

to see ber. Their heads form a cirde on the screen. In purely formai terms, the final (or "ultimatc") 

scene represents wholeness, completion, perfection. And yel it is a fulfillment of what was present ab 

origine. Everyone present in this scene was present in the prologue. Dorothy is right baek where she 

started. But she is able to see now what she was unable 10 see then. 
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By now, it should be c1ear that growing up in The Wizard is presented in twoways. When Dorothy 

cornes of age in the Emerald City, she is (symbolically) transformed from child into adu1t; this, at any 

raIe, is the most obvious conclusion to be drawo from the result of Dorothy's dream-journey through 

07. She is clearly able 10 cope with reality io a new way But Jung was more interested in the second 

half of the !ife-cycle. Thcoretically, an exceptional individual might discover the self while still 

relatively young. But (apart from spiritual virtuosi) this would hardly be possible for an adolescent. 

At one Jevel, then, Dorothy cornes of age in the first half of the life-cycle; she moves from adolescence 

into adulthood. At another level, though, she "cornes of age" as afully realized self. The dream of Oz, 

theref ore, telescopes not ooly the psychic development of the adolescent years, but also that of a 

lifetime. In bott. cases, however, growing upisdec1arcd to be the equivalent of going home. In the final 

section of this chapter, 1 hope to show that this equivalence is part of the "cultural baggage" carried 

around by ordinary Americans--not only with reference to the individual, but with reference to the 

collectivity and the cosmos itself. 

As 1 have shown, Jung's "st ory" of individuation involves a return to origin. It begins at birth with the 

unreali7ed self and concludes (f or those, at any rate, who have gone through analysis) with the realized 

self. Very few Americans have ever heard of Jung andfewer stîll have ready anything about analytical 

psychology. But there is evidence that very similar ideas are prevalent in contemporary American 

culture. This may be duc to a popularization of Jung's theory. ft may also be due to ideas deeply 

rooted in the culture which produced the societies of both (Jung's) Switzerland and America. The 

la Uer possibility seems hkely since a popularization of Jung's theory would hardly be possible unless 

the underlying principles resonated with ways of thinking already prevalent in American culture. In 

The Hero Wlthln, Carol Pearson presents a popular version of Jungian psychology. It is worth 

noting that she refers over and over again to the specifically biblical (Judaeo-Christian) notion of 

return to origin Passage through the life-cycle involves growth in relation to seven "archetypes": the 

Innocent, the Orphan, the Martyr, the Wanderer, the Warrior, and the Magician. For "heroes" (which 

is to say, ail individuals who seek growth of thlS kind) this passage is circular and not tinear. In faet, 

she writes that everyone ideally makes "three turns around the heroe's wheel."64 With that in mind, 

Pearson continually makes statements such as the following "Having learned to trust the self," she 

writes, "the Magician cornes full circle and, like the Innocent, finds that it is safe to trust."6.5 For 

Pearson, innocence is explicitly linked to paradise. Referring to the fa ct that, of ail the archetypes 

under discussion, only the Innocent is absent from one of her charts, she writes: "When we live in 
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paradise, Ihcre is no D("cd for goals, fears, task~, work, etc. The Innocent i~ hoth pre· and p(l~t

heroic."66 But Pearson refers not only to paradi~c in general huI al~o 10 Eden ln parricular. 

The promise of a return of Ihe mythic ,sdenic statc is onc of the mo ... t powcrful 
forces in human lire. Much of whal wc do--and whal we fail 10 do--ic; dcfincd 
by il. Wc objectif y Ihc earth and each olher ln a frantic altempt to remain, or 
becomc, safe and secure, cared fOi, in Eden The irony herc Îc; that wc cali 
and do rctl/rn to safety, love, alldabulldallce but ollly a~a rrsull of 
taking our journeys."67 

Pc.uson bas thus Testated, in the language of pop psychology which is 50 prcvalent in contemporary 

America, Ihe linkage hetween "going home" and "growing up" 1 have die;cus~ed in conncction 10 The 

Wizard. 

Like the seekcr descrihed hy Pearson, Dorothy must Icarn ahout mtcrdcpcndcncc (thc c~tahli ... hmcnt 

of a "community" ha<;ed on friendshipinwhlch individual'icooperatc lodcfcat and cven tran,f mm l'vII) 

bcf ore shc can Teturn home. Once homc, DOTothy reali7c<; what she had not reaIJ7cd hcfCHe: Ihat <;he 

had always been lovcd. Pearson could have ue;ed The Wizard ac; a cac;c studywhen c;he dl<,eu<,\c<; 

... the c1a<;e;ie plot in which the hcro ie; an orphan, or ie; opprcc;<;ed and 
unappreciated in the family, and searchcs for hic; or her truc home Ac; wc 
bccome more and more whowc arc, and henee Iink upwllh other<;with whom 
wc feel a deep connection, wc have more, and more o;atlsfying, intlmaey with 
olheTs. The reward for the hero'o; inevitahly sohtary journcy, then, i~ 

community--community with the sclf, with othcr people, and wlth the natural 
and spiritual worlds. AI the end of the journey, the hcro feels and 1 ç at home 
in the world.1>8 

Pearson nevcr actually rerers ta The Wlzord Nevcrthelec;e;, the ahove remark and the onc that 

follows make prcciscly the points 1 have made about Dorothy: 

Returning to Eden, we arc nol powerless, childlike dcpendent<;, hut people 
who also take responsibility for caring for others and thc planet. Thic; return 
requires interdependcy, which neccssitatee; not only thc c1aiming of personal 
responsibility for Ihe maintenance of our earlhly paradisc and a lruc;t that 
sorne pain and suffenng are rightly a part of our Edcnic Iifc, hut ultlmately a 
childlike attitude of trust and gratitude for ail that is given us. ThÎ~ rcquirc~ 
a dawning awarenec;!. that however painful our lives might have sccmcd, wc 
always have been hcld in the palm of God's hand.6'J 
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Pearson argues here that paradic;e regained may still involve sorne suffering. In The W/zard, evidence 

for this is very ambiguouc;. The "serpent" (Miss GuJch) does not return. Neverthelcss, it might be 

inferred that she remains "out there" and that Dorothy will find sorne way of coping with her. If so, 

then the notion of paradise has been sornewhat altered in the process of secularization . 

••• 

Through the use of psychoanalysis, it has been possible to interpret The W izard as a corning-of-age 

story. Dorothy, in other words, represents in psycbological terrns preciselywhat she appears to be on 

the screen in physiological terms: an adolescent girl about to become a young woman. Coming-of

age, however, is not entirely a private and psychological evenl. In Most societies, it is also a public 

and social evenl. To become an adult is to become a responsible memher of the community. 

Considering the need to ensure the continuity of traditional values and lore, it is not surprising that 

coming-of -age is almost always marked hy elaborate rituals. On these occasions, the transition from 

childhood to adullhood is not only f ormally acknowledged but is also made possihle in the first place 

by the transmission of information the initiates will use in thcir new status as adults. 

The suhject of this section is coming-of-age in modern American society. Il will be examined as a 

suhtext in Th e W/zard and as it appears in twoother, more recent, popular movies. My aim, in otber 

wordc;, is to place The M'/zard in its cultural and historical context In doing so, the link hetween 

"growing up" and "going home" is explored more fully. The chapter conclu des with a hrief examinalion 

of this Iink in conlemporary American tclevision 

••• 

In The RitllQ 1 Proce s s, Victor Turner descrihes the "rite of passage" as a transition from one stable, 

recogni7ed state (or stage in the life cycle) to another. The passage is marked either by ritual 

(effecting the transformation) or hy ceremony (confirming it) or both. During the passage-othe 

ambiguous period "betwixt and between" which defies classification by any of the normal cultural 

standards and is thus a source of danger and pollution--initiates live in a world utterly different from 

the one they have just left and from the one they are about to cnter. Turner is particularly interested 

in the actual transition between the two states. Following Arnold Van Gennep's theory outlined in 

The Ritual Prr,cess/o Turner finds that rituals marking this transition have three distinct phases: 

separation from society; isolation from society; and re-entry, or rc-integration, into society. The 
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period of isolation ischaracterized by "liminalily." Several characteristics arc worth noting herc. First. 

initiates are usually stripped of status according to age, sex, status, wealth, or power. In this way. ail 

who undergo the rite together are roughly equal (no matter bow unequalthey will he once the rite i!> 

finisbed). Since they are about to emerge in a radically different form, initiales are often assnciated 

with symbols of death and rebirth. Initiates are made "invisible" to the rest of society by mean<, of 

pbysical and cultural segregation. They may be given ncw identities through special na me!>. mash, or 

otber disguises Submitting to the authority of their instructors meekly and witlwut complain. tbcir 

behaviour could be described as passive. FinaIly, tbey are supplied with new inf ormation in tbis "time

out-of-time" and encouraged to reflect upon cultural assumptions about the way things are and how 

they came to be that way. As Turner puls it: "During the liminal period, neophylcs are alternately 

forced and encouraged to tbink about their society, the cosmos and the powers that gencrate and 

sustain them."n ln view of these characteristics of liminality, Turner observes, it is not surprising thdt 

initiatesdevelop intense friendships and a feeling of group solidarity impossible under normal cireum

stances. Tbis feeling between people du ring Iiminality is whal Turner calls "cammunitas." The 

fragmentation and multiplicity characteristic of everyday life is broken down. The structures of suciety 

(caste; class; hierarchy; social, political and economic differentiation) are transformed inta what 

Turner calls nanti-structure," or radical egalitarianism. Severa) popular movies correspond 

cinematically to the rite-of -pas!>age, to coming-of -age, as underslood by Turner. 

**. 

Although ber portrayal of Jane Hudson in Summerti me (David Lean, 1955) did not make Katharinc 

Hepburn a star (since she was already a star), it was one of ber more memorable performances and is 

often shown on television. It has, in short, always been a very popular movie. Consequcntly, any 

interpretation of it is also an interpretation of popular consciousness. As 1 have already said, coming

of -age is not onlya private and psycbological process, it is also a public and social proccss. In both 

senses, Summertlme sayssometbingaboutcoming-of-age. Beginningwith theformer,it seemsclcar 

that the story is overtly about psycho-sexual coming-of-age. The whole plot, in fact, can be 

summarized in terms of sexuaJ images--more specifically, red objects whicb visually "govem" cach 

segment. 

The red boats: Jane Hudson is a secretary from Akron on vacation in Europe. Described as 

an "aging virgin," sbe is clearly seeking romance as sbe arrives in Venice. Floating down a canal 

on the way toher hotel, she interrupts her conversation 10 film two vermillion fÎle boats whieh 
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dart out into the traffie with blaring sirens. Right from the beginning, then, an association is 

made between sexuality (in this case, sexual ineptitude) anJ danger ("red" and "fire"). 

Tbe rcd scarf: In the Piazza San Mal co, Jane meets Renato de Rossi. (It is worth nOling here 

that the "rossi" in his na me is Italian for "red.") He makes his inlerest in her quite obvious, bul 

Jane is unprepared for a sexual eneounter and moves off. Passion has been acknowledged but 

rejeeled. In this sequence,Jane is dressed in a white suit suggestive of purity and virginily; being 

crisply tailored, il also suggests rejection of (or at leasl indifference to) sensuality Fluttering 

from her purse, however, is a crimson scan. In other words, Jane acknowledges her need for 

"colour," but only in a very controlled way. The scan is firrnly lied to an object she carries; it 

does not adorn, or even touch, her body. 

The rcd goblet: On a shopping expedition, Jane buys a goblet of scarlet glass at an antique 

store. Wearing sunglasses, she does not recognize the owner. "It is a beautiful colOT," he says, 

"perhaps you would see il better if you take off your glasses." When she does, ;ane immediately 

recognizes de Rossi and feels acule anxiety. Wanting to leave as soon as possible, she agrees to 

pay the asking priee. Unlike ber, tbough, de Rossi does not like doing business in a cold, 

impersonal way. He sees in bargaining over the priee a good way to establish a relationship with 

her. "1 give in," she says iD order to seUle the matter quiekly, "1 mean, 1 give up." StiH unprepared 

for a sexual eneounter, she hurries out of the store--bul Dot beforeasking him tofind a matching 

goblet (whieh is to say, a "mate"). 

Laler lhat day, she diseovers thal a friend has been 10 Murano and brought back a set of six 

identieal goblets. Wh en she confronts de Rossi and accuses him of dishonesty, he quickly 

realizes that her anger is based on feelings thal have nothing to do with the status of her goblet 

as an antique. Once she cairns down, Jane agrees to attend a concert with him. The program is 

Hall Rossini" (another variant of "red"). At the concert, de Rossi buys her a white gardenia. It 

suggcsts purity and virginity not only because it is a whiteflower, but also because Jane explains 

that she had wanted a white gardenia for her Cirst bail many years earlier and that ber date had 

been unable to provide one. The new relationship with de Rossi is thus a reprise of that earlier, 

disappointing one. Jane is retracing her footsteps. She will now do what she did not do then. 

On her way home, this i!> made clear symbolieally: she "loses her flower" in the canal. Saying 

goodnight to de Rossi, she confesses her love for him. They agree to meet again the next 

morning. 
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The red shoes: Eagerly anticipaling herfirsl sexual adventure, Jane buys a new pair of !.hllC". 

Because of their open toes and heels, not ta mention their scarlet hue, thc shoc!. suggc!>t 

unbridled sensuality. Two additional hales and some hornlike projections along the top of cach. 

moreover, suggest the leering faces of animaIs (instinct) or even demons (!>in and danger). 

Newly coiffed and shod, Jane wails for de Rossi in the Piazza. When his son arrives to teHlhal 

de Rossi will be laIe, she learos that herfriend is married Feeling very righteous and angry. shc 

returns to her hote!. As she passes the terrace, Jane overhears a di!>turbing conversation. "1 

don'tlove you," says the m, rried man who has been sleeping with thc hotd's owner. "It was very 

pleasant tbat other time," is the woman's nonché/lant reply. By the time de Rossi finds her, Jane 

can no longer control her rage. ''l'm not a child," sbe protests, "but) do not understand." After 

attacking him f ornot disclosing thefact of bis marriage, Jane returns to the conversation shc had 

overheard. "Nowonderyou approve of that sorl of tbing," she sayscontempluously. Hcanswcrs: 

"Approve? What Signora Fiorini does in gondolas is not my business. She lives. 1 live. 1 

approve of living." Then be brings up the real source of Jane's anger: anxiety born of repression. 

He: You Americans get so disturbed about sex. 

She: We don't take il ligbliy. 

He: Take it, don 't talk iL 

Moreover, be rerers directJy to her stage of psycbological development. Contrary ta her own 

self -evaluation, he tells her tbat she is indeed a child. "Y ou are behaving like a schoolgir!." Sex, 

he argues, is not really sa very terrifying; it is merely a natural process that fulfills a universal 

humanneed. 

He: 

She: 

He: 

You are Jike a hungry cbild who is given ravioli ta eal. My dear girl, you 
are hungry. Eat of the ravioli. 

l'm not that bungry. 

We are all tbat bungry, Miss Hudson. 

Hopelessly in love with de Rossi, Jane agrees to go OUi for dinner wilb him. At tbe restaurant, 

tbey are amused by some toy animais (suggesting children. nature and instinct). f',om there, 
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tbey go on to a night club. By the time they get back home, Jane is barefoot and carrying her 

shoes. She drops one of them as she and de Rossi embrace on the terrace. Just then, the sky is 

iIIurninated by fireworks (red, spermatoid, f1ares). The two retire, behind a curtain, to Jane's 

bedroom. No longer a virgin, Jane has become de Rossi's lover. 

The affair does nol last. Jane returns home to Akron. But she bas been profoundly tran&formed by 

ber experience in Venice. At tbe end, sbe is no longer a "bungry cbild" or a "scboolgirl" but a mature 

woman. Saying goodbye to de Rossi, she acknowledges wbat bas happened to ber: "With you, l've 

grown up." Note bere that going home and growing up are cinematically synonymous; coming-of -age 

involves both going home and growing up. 1 bope lJ show tbat tbe same convergence is characteristic 

of The Wizard. 

Jane Hudson is presented as a rniddle-aged woman; in her case, psychological and biological coming

of-age do not coincide. Dorotby Gale (in the movie though not in the book), on tbe other hand, is 

obviously an adolescent. In her case, psychological and biological coming-of-age do coincide. Both 

Dorotby and Jane, bowever, must find ways of adjusting psychologically to physiological reality. If 

Jane's "arrested devclopment" makes her atypical, she nevertheless must Jcarn the same thing as 

Dorothy: how todistinguisb respon~ibly and wisely between the promise and threat inberent in her own 

body. The. sexual imagery in Summertime is fairly explicit and obvious; this is not the case in The 

W izard. Nevertheless, botb movics are products of the same culture. And both have been extrcmely 

succcssfui at the box officc. If sexual coming-of -age is (more or less) consciously connected byviewers 

with Jane's "ruby slippers," if may weil be subconsc!ously connected with Dorolhy's ruby slippers. If 

thc former is possihlc, why not the latter? If Lean could invest so much money on the assumption that 

ordinary people--and not only those familiar with the arcane subtleties of Freudian or Jungian 

psychology--would understand, thcn it seemsclearlhat the symbolism involved is hyno meansesoteric. 

Although Lean could not have expccted many people to make a conscious Jink between the goblct (a 

rcccpticle) and female sexuaJity, for exampJe, he couJd certainJy expect everyone to make more or less 

conscious links between the coJour rcd and sexuality in general (both as passion and as danger). 

Considering coming-of-age as a public and social process, it can be said that tbis, too, is strongly (hut 

indirectly) suggested in Summertime. Tbedistinction between Jane'ssummerin Venice and herlife 

in Akron, both before and after, corresponds to Turner's description of Iiminality. Life in a small, 

midwestern city is associated with the routine, the bumdrum, the workaday and the ordinary. No 

wonder Jane has savcd up for years to find a release from boredom. She comes to Venice for a 
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vacation. In the past, of course, vacations (lime spent away from work) were always associatcd with 

bolidays (holy days). Unlike Akron, Venice is associated with excitement, adventure. beauty and 

romance. The latter is of particular importance in tbis conlexL Romance involvcs cC!ltasy and 

transcendence. One's own self merges with lbat of another. The other becomes, in a sense, an Othcr 

characterized by the mysterlum tremen du ni et faseillons. If, following Eliade. wc find vestiges 

of "archaic· religion in the modern world, lb en il could be argued tbat Akron is akin to the profane 

and Venice to the sacred. Venice is not only bimilar to sacred time as the period sel aside for a 

carnivalesque holiday-vacation, il is also similar 10 sacred spa ce as the place reached only by crossing 

an ocean. The sea has long been symbolically associated with creation and birlh. Just as Vcnice ilself 

is bornfrom the sea (and isritually married 10 the sea), Jane is "reborn"from the sea. Crossing the <;ca 

toward Venice, she die:; to her old identity; by tbe time sbe crosses hack from Venicc, she bas acquircd 

a new identity. Applying Turner's anthropological schema, the realm of Venice could he dcscrihed in 

terms of liminality. Cu t off f rom he r f amiliar world, Jane esta bl isbes an in tense rela tionsh i p in Ven ice. 

De Rossi is her guide and mentor and not anotber initiate; this is not, tbereforc, "communitas" as 

defined by Turner. Nevertheless, the context is very similar. Jane is ooly able tof orm this relalionship 

because she is f cee from the inhibitions and restrictions, the rules aod regulatioos, tbat govern her lif c 

back home in Akron. Furthermore, it is in tbis context that she acquîres the new "information" which 

transforms her; when she returns 10 Akron, it is not as the naive and priggish school teacher who had 

left several months earHer. 

..* 
Heavywith teenage Angst and anger, Rebel Without a Cause is generallyconsidered the coming

of-age movie par excellence. In some obviousways,it isabout asdifferentfrom The Wizard:ts any 

moviecould he. Like Summertime, it isfilmed in a more orless naturalisticway; there are nowitches 

or humanoid creatures. Moreover, the prolagonist is a boy and not a girl. Nevertheless, the parallels 

are striking. Beginning with coming-of -age as a priva te and psycbologicaJ process, the IitOry May be 

summarized in terms of cinema tic units. In this case, they are symboJicalJy "governed" by sociological 

structures. The protagonist passes through a series of "families" in his se arch for manbood. 

The biological family: As the movie opens, Jim has been brougbt to the juvenile hall of a 

police station. He had been found Iying drunk on the sidewalk. Apparently family problems 

have made him emotionally unstahle. Every lime he gets into trouble, the family packs up and 

moves to another town. This forces him to keep readjustiog. And tbis, in turn, leads to more 
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trouble. ft is c1car that Jim's biological family is unable to offer him the guidance and support 

needed by every young man. His mother and grandmother are shrewish and domincering, while 

bis fatber is bumbling and ineffectual. Bickering is a way of life. Jim calls his home a "zoo." In 

short, he is very confused about the meaning of manhood. And he is very angry. Two other 

youngsters are picked up by the police on the same night. Like Jim, Judy and Plato are unhappy, 

confused over identity and alienated from theirfamilies. Judy's father is alternately seductive 

and rejecting, while her mother is tooweak to offer any emotional support and too shallow even 

to understand tbe situation. Plato's parents are even more inadequate. They are absent. His 

mother is "repJaced" by a kind bousekeeper, and his father is "represented" by a monthly check. 

As a result, Plato is seriously disturbed. (His attacbment to Jim, a very bandsome young man, 

is implicitly homosexual; in 1955, homosexuality was considered " major personaJity disorder.) 

The scbool: The next day isJim'sfirst at the local high school. What is lacking in the biological 

farnily, Jim hopes tofind in a surrogate family: thf! school. Even on the way there, however, he 

is rejected bya group of teenagers As the new boy at school, be is on the reriphery of sociallife. 

Plato notices him, however, and immediately forms a strong attachment. But he is even more 

marginal than Jim is. Evcryone cise at schooJ, including Judy, ignores Jim. He trice; to find a 

place for himself by being funny in c1ac;s but drawing attention to himself has an unintended 

effect. Bu7.7, leader of the local gang, decides to "bring him down" and challcngee; him to a 

"chickie run" (in which IWo drivers race toward a cliff) to he held that night. As a "family," the 

school is c1early too big and impersonal. ft is an inappropriate and inadequate alternative to the 

biological family as a source of strength and support This ie; exprcsscd cinematically when Jim 

is rebuked by one of the studcnts merely for stepping on a sch ')01 crest which is embedded in the 

pavement (thus excJuding Jim from the "family") 

The gang: If the surrogatc family establisbed by society is inadcquatc, thcre is another 

surrogate family deplored by society: the gang. Tbe gang sees itself as an clitc "famify" not 

subject to conventional codes of behavior (including the law). Membership isgranted only after 

initiates are tested by ordeal. At first, challenging the outsider reaffirms the group solidarity 

and high morale of the insiders. But when Jim is dJaHenged, it is made clear that he is being 

considered as a potential insider. Bein5 ;;-ightened by the prospect of violence, Jim asks his 

fatber bow 10 avoid trouble wh en it /1eems to seek him out. Tbe fatber is unable to off er his son 

more than platitudes. In the end, Jim decides that he bas no choice but to defend bis honouT. 

Among those present at the cmf that night are Plato (who bas become Jim's admiring sidekick) 
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and Judy (who turns out to be the girlfriend of Buzz). Unable to bail ouI of his car in time, BUll 

drives over the cliff and is killed. Jim not ooly survives but wins the admiration of Judy. The 

exclusivity and intimacy of a sm ail group make it seem attractive to Many as a !'olution to Ihe 

alienating atmosphere of the larger world. Nevertheless, the gang is also an inapproprtatc 

"family." This is expressed cinematically by the gang's attcmpl to kill Jim (tbat i!>, the: gang'!, 

refusaI to accept him even after he proves himself worthy). 

The fantasy family: After the "chickie run," members of the gang worry that Jim will tell the 

police and decide to get rid of him. Learning of this, Jim tries to escape. He is accompanicd by 

Judy and Plato. Hiding out in a deserted mansion, tbey creale a fantasy "fami))''' of thcir own 

Finally, the members of the gang find them. Plato shoots one of them and runs off to bide in a 

nearby pla!letarium. Although Jim risks his lif e to protect him, Pla to is killed in a shootout with 

the police. By playing bouse, Jim and Judy rehearse and revise the roles they will play a!". adults 

(husband and father; wife and mothet), and Plato plays the role he cannot escape in reallif e (the 

dependent child). Although appropriatefot Jim and Judy as a vision of thefutule, this "family" 

is still a daydream. If cannot substitute for reality. Jim and Judy arc children playing houc;e; 

isolated from society, they have no responsibiJities. This is expressed cinematically by the 

demi se of tbis "family· (that is, by the inability of Jim and Judy to protect Plato, their ·child"). 

ln the end, Jim is reunited with bis biological family. The final sequence shows themall riding home 

together in a police car. Everything is the sa me, and yet nolhing is the same. When Jim introduces 

Judy as hisgirlfriend--the implication being lhat he and Judy are ready (or will soon be ready) to bcgin 

afamilyof their own--the parents smile at eacb other knowingly. Then, too, thefalher recognizes thai 

his son has demonstrated the strength and courage of manhood. Just bef ore lhey return home, Jim is 

symbolically initiated into adult society. Much earlier, when bis identity as a man had becn challenged 

by Buzz, Jim had asked bis father for advice. "What can you do," he asks, "when you have to be a 

man?H72 The older man had been utterly unable 10 answer him. Now he lellsJim who is grieving ovcr 

bis dead friend,"You did everything a man cou Id do."n In short, Jim returns home as a man, not as a 

child. Note here, once again, that going home and growing up are cinemalically synonymous; coming

of-age means both going home and growing up. This convergence lies, 1 suggest, at the heaJ t of The 

Wizard. 

Coming-of -age in Re bel May also be considered as a public and social process. It corresponds al Most 

perfectly to Turner's idea of liminality. The gang lives in a world eut off from the larger society. On 
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a cliff by the sea, Jim encounters a parallel society that is truly beyond the established social order. 

Its Iiminality is formally expressed during the "chickie run." This occurs in a place which is isolated 

botb physically (in a field outside of town) and also culturally (with its own special names for members, 

styles of c1othing, favorite food s, rituals, and moral code). When BUlZ looks downfrom the cliff at the 

swirling blackness of the ocean, he says, "That's the edge, boy. That's the end."74 The sea, of course, 

is associated with birtb (origin) as weil as death. For Buzz, the "chickie run" is a passage into death. 

For Plato, it is the beginning of a passage into death. But for Jim and Judy, it is the beginning of a 

passage into new life; tbey will be "reborn" as adults. Life in the gang also has strong overtones of what 

Turner describes as "communitas." Although the gang has a leader, his function seems to be that of 

leader among equals; the status distinctions of established society (based on class) seem to be absent 

in the gang. Group morale is extremely high. At the deserted mansion, Jim, Judy and Platocxperience 

the communitas previously seen among members of the gang (at the "chickie run"). While waiting for 

the gang to arrive, they discover through reflection (fantasy) whatfriendship and family can actually 

mean. The new "information" they need to assimila le before re-entry procedures can begin concerns 

the nature of maturity and the nature of society. Instead of rejecting Plato as a ch.1d or as a nuisance 

with designs on him, Jim incorporates Plato into the dream "family" in the deserted mansion. For the 

first time, he begins to take responsibility for someone other than himself. At this stage, it is still a 

symbolic gesture: he leaves a Iight for Plato, who May be afraid of darknes!:, while he and Judy explore 

the mansion. The shootout near the planetarium is a specifie event which brings Jim (and Judy) out 

of Iiminality and into the new state of adulthood. At this stage, Jim is ready to take more practical 

responsibility for someone else. In risking his lif e this time, he does so not to proteLt d childish sense 

of honour (as he did in the "chickie run") but to protect a friend from barm. Finally, re-entry into 

society is f ormally acknowledged. When Jim 's father self -consciously te])s his son, "Y ou did every

rhing a man could dO,"7S the young man has c1early come of age. In a much earJier sequence, Jim had 

demanded of his father: "Dad, aren't you going to stand up for me,,?76 Now the father echoes this 

remark as Jim knee13 over the body of Plato: "Stand up, Jim. 1'11 stand up with yoU.,,77 Only now he 

will stand up Wl t h Jim the man, and notf or Jim the boy. At the same time, thefather off ers his jacket 

to Jim and drapes it over his shoulders. What Jim accepts is not just a jacket, but the mantle of 

manhood which is passed down the generations (no matter how inadequately) from father to son. 

The title of this movie raises several questions. Why, after aIl, does Jim rebel? Does he really have 

no "cause"? Is the title a negative judgment on the aimless violence and brutality of juvcnile 

delinquents? Or is it a ref erence to the plight of teenagers in general? Jim is a rebel--that is, someone 
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who stands outside of society--because all adolescents are rebels. By definition, adolescence is a 

period of transition. Young men and women must "rebel" against their own childish attitudes in order 

to be transf ormed into adults. Rebellion is provoked by the need of ail adolescents in this "ocicty (as 

distinct from those based on extended famiIies) to MOye away from their families, find their way in tn 

the larger world, and establish new families of their own. Because this adolescent need is a umversal 

one generated by the natural order, it is not a "cause." The movie suggests that juvenilc delinquency 

in America is generated by patbological distortions of the cultural order (sucb ac; complacency, hypo

erisy, and confusion over gender roles). In this sense, Jim does have a "cause," only il is not 

aeknowledged by society. Tbe title is tbus an ironie comment on American society. In modern 

America, teenagers may have to rebel against social forces which threaten, rather than encourage, 

genuine maturity. Al though Re bel su pports the esta blished social order (and hardly glorifies juvenile 

deJinquency), it does not place the blamefor disorder on the teenagers alone. The ideal is represented 

not by tbe bourgeois biologieal families of Jim, Judy, and Plato; it is represented by thcir visionary 

dream family which is based on trust, mutuality. authenticity or wbal Judy caUs "sinccrity." 

Let us now return to The Wizard. Sinee coming-of-age in this movie as a priva te and psychological 

process bas already been discussed in grcat detail, nothing more about it nced be said here. Instead, 

attention maybefocuseddirectly on coming-of -ageasa public and social event. Thefollowing analogy 

between Dorothy's experience and a rite of passage ean, like the otber analogies, be pushed too far. 

Dorothy's passage tbrough Oz is explicitly ca lied a drcam, for in!.tance, and nol a ritual. Ncverthe

less. the paraUels are higbly suggestive. And 1 argue that it is precisely this suggestiveness which 

aceounts, in large measure, for the movie's continuing popuJarity. 

ln the prologue, Dorotby seems to lack a well-defined "place" in the fa rm community. Being in 

the wrong place is Most obviously illustrated wben sbe falls into the pig pen. Not only does she 

run af oui of Miss Gulch (and, by extension, of the sheriff who represents the social order itself), 

but evenAuntie Bm accuses ber of getting in theway. "Nowyoujust help usout today," she tells 

Dorothy, "andfindyourself a placewhere youwon't get intoany trouble" (MGM 1.17). In short, 

Dorothy needs to find a new place in society. 

Like other initiates, Dorothy is abruptly, but temporarily, removed from society. In her case, 

this is caused by sometbing in the natural order (a tornado) ratber lban something in the cultural 
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arder (such as a ritual). But since coming-of -age rites are almost always directly associated with 

physiological changes (such as puberty), this distinction is more apparent than real. 

Ouring her absence in Oz, Oorothy develops in tense rela tionships. Having suff ered through one 

ordeal after another together, the friends do not wish to be separated after the Wizard grants 

their requests "Stay with us, tben, Dorotby," sa ys the Lion when the Wizard sails off witbout 

ber, "we ail love you." Wh en Glinda tells her how to go home the proper way, Dorothy echoes 

the sentiment: "It's going to be so bard to say goodbye. 1 love you ail, too." And the Tin 

Woodman rcsponds: "Now 1 know l've got a heart, 'cause it's breaking" (MGM 5.20). In short, 

the friends have developed a real sem.e of "communitas." 

Each of Dorotby's friends lacks a skill necessary for effective living within the social order. li 

the three friends are e1eme::1ts of Dorothy's personality, Dorotby lacks the abiHty to integrate 

their skills in a way which would make her an effective member of society. In short, new insight 

is needed before a return is possible. The nature of Dorothy's separation from society is 

explicitly defined as a learning experiencewhicb is todemonstrate herworthiness (passing a test 

by killing the Witcb) and ber knowledge (the meaning of home). 1t is interesting tbat the 

particular knowledge sbe has acquired is directly related to propagation of the social and cultural 

order: every member of a community must believe in the value of "home" (or society). In 1939, 

witb anotber war about to begin, learning (or reaffirming) tbis lesson must have seemed 

particularly urgent to Many Americaus. 

Dorothy's re-entry into society is marked by wbat could be called a "ritual." Dorothy is asked 

to recite a "mantra" ("Tbere's no place like borne") tbree times wbile c1icking ber ruby slippers 

togetber. At the sa me time, Glinda waves a magic wand over Dorothy's head. This is a cultural 

counterpart of tbe natural force (the tornado) wbicb separates Dorothyfrom society in tbe first 

place. But since this ritual involves the ruby slippers (representing menstrual blood), the dis

tinction, once again, is more apparent than real. 

Oorothy's reintegration is formally acknowledged by family and friends at ber bedside. The 

ri tuai has been efficacious not only because Dorothy wakes up in ber own room, but because she 

remembers what she bas learned and is prepared to use il in her ncw "state." Altbough she is 
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- physicallyunchanged, shehas been profoundly transf ormed in otherways. Likc initiates in many 

other societies, she cannot tc)) anyone about her experiences in the liminal state (in this case, 

because no one believes her), but she can reaffirm her loyalty to the community . 

••• 

As 1 have pointcd out, ail three movies are coming-of-age stories in which growingup is linked to going 

home. But the degree of importance attached to one or the other differentiatcs thcm. This can he 

measured by the degree to which one or the other is made explicit. And 1 suggest that tbis may vary 

according to the historical preoccupations of particular gencrations. In 1939, when The W 1 zard wa'i 

relcased, teenagers had not yet become a distinct, and alienated fragment of society. The adole'icent'i 

romping through Andy Hardy movics of the late 1930s and carly 1940s werc prescnted a'i hcalthy, 

happy, and wholesome. That may not have givcn an accurate picture of ail, or even most, American 

adolescents. Nevertheless, that was the picture that most Americanc;, including adolescents, found 

attractivc. These were very popular movies. Teenagers wanted to be like Judy Garland and Mickey 

Rooney. At the very least, theywanted tolive in a comfortable, middle-c1assworld with loving mother'i 

and wise fathers. Members of the generation thal came of age at that time felt a certain 'ienc;e of 

solidarity with parents who werc struggling through the Deprcssion and the War; they wanted 

indcpendence but not separation For every generation, growing up prec;entc; prohlcme; But for that 

generation, going home presented more urgent problems. The Great Depression led to mase; 

migrations from the land to the cities. Very soon, the Second World War would gcnerate further 

migratiom to defense industries located in or near citie'i. War itself eventually created an aCUle 

preoccupation with home; millions of soldiers overseas longed to return, while their families waited 

anxiously It is not surprising, therefore, to find tbat m.wies about coming-of -age made at thic; time 

often feature going home by treating it explicitly, while growing up may he treated implicitly This is 

the case, for example, in The W Izard. Dorothy does grow up but this is implied, not stated dircctly. 

By the 1950s, when both Rebel and Summertime were released, the situation had reversed it'ielf 

Going or staying home was no longer a major problem. Growing up, however, had hccomc onc. 

~1embers of this generation were often far more alienated from their parents (or society) Sorne no 

longer saw the need or even the desirability of reintegration ioto adult society after a tcmporary 

withdrawal during adolescence. The gangs went towar against society, while the hcatniks droppcd out 

of it. In both cases, alternative societies were established. And in both cases, mcmbership wa'i no 
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longer confined to teenagers. American Society was now fragmented, cven polarized, by age as weil 

as race. In view of Ihis, it is not surprising to find that movies about coming-of -age made at this time 

feature growing up hy treating it explicitly, while going home may he treated implicitly. In both Rebel 

and Su mmcrt im e, the protagonist returns home at the end of the last reel. This much is made cxpli

dt. But the significance of this is Jeft to the imagination. Jt is imp)ied, not stated. In any case, it 

seem'i c1ear that an issue as problcmatic as coming-of-age, an issue which has been explored in a 

number of movies, might weil form an important subtext in a movie as popufar as The Wizard. 

Why should coming-of -age be the subject, eitber explicit or implicit, of popular movies such as the 

three under discussion? The answer lies partly, 1 suggest, in the fact that modern American society is 

notably lacking in public rituals which affirm the process of growing up and give public recognition to 

those who successfully complete the various stages One symptom of the widening gulf between 

teenagerc; and adults (which has generated a subclass or subculture) is the failure of American society 

(and moc;t other modern, industria) societies) to provide formaI, institutionali7ed ways of easing the 

transition from childhood to adulthood. (II is truc that the Bar Mitzvah still exist'i for Jews, as does 

Confirmation for sorne Christians; nevertheless, these ritualc; provide (often perfunctory) initiation 

into 'Ill heu lture s, and not into the culturc of American socicty as a whole.) Instead of a formaI ritual 

which is acknowledged hy the entire community, there is only a vaguely-defined series of events--such 

ac; graduation from high school or college; taking a fif'it job; going to a bar for the first tlme; going out 

on a datcfor the first time; having sex for the first time; getting a driver's hcense; getting a draft card; 

or getting married--which mark the tran'iition between childhood and adulthood. In this way, 

American socicty is very unlikc more traditional societies in which coming-of-agc is considcrcd a 

public event of great importance for the entiTe community. Consequent)y, it is not surprising to find 

movies su ch as Rcbcl and Summertlme exploring the subject either direct)y or indirectly . 

••• 

A pparently, Americans have long becn accustomed to making a connection between "going home" and 

"growing up." But is this still truc today? 1 suggest that it is. By now, it is commonplace to note that 

American airlines are deluged every year in late December by children and grandchildren returning 

home to visit their families for Christmas or that the American telephone system is s"!verely taxed 

during the same pcriod by those who cannot make it back home in person. Ouite apart from any 

thcological contcnt it may have for sorne Americans, Christmas has hecome the festival of home and 

family par exccllenccfor most Americans. (Actually, Thanksgiving has the same connotations and 
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may be even more widcly observed since Jews and other non-Christians can participate more easlly; 

nevertheless, the intensity of emotion generated by Christmas is unparalleled.) 1 have thcrcforc 

chosen to examine the popular experience of Christmas as a way of discussing the meaning I,f "home" 

in contemporary American culture. Once again, my aim hcre is not to prove that this 1'\ the only 

secular meaning attached to Christmas, but merely that it i'\ a very important one 10 many America"" 

Althoughmanyformsofpopularculturemight provide thisevidence, 1 havenarrowed my scope to one. 

Every year, Christmas cornes to television. Not only is the regular schedule studded with Christmas 

specials, but individual episodes in regular series are often devoted specifically to the festival. Very 

few, if any, deal either directly or indirectly with the Incarnation (which is, after ail, the central 

theological message of Christmas). Network television is aimed at the nation in general; thcologlcally 

oriented shows would be inaccessihle to large segments of the population Consequcntly, Chrie;tmac; 

isa secularfestival fortelevisionviewers (apartfrom thosewho suhscrihe to speciali7ed rehglOuc;cahle 

services). Almost ail shows dealing with Chri'\tmas have either an ethical rnec;sagc (the therne of 

giving, generosity or "sharing" which is usualJy presenled in connection with the motif, of gift-giving 

and Santa Claus), a psychological message (the theme of homewhich is uc;ually prec;ented in connection 

with motifs of nostalgia and childhood), or hoth. The particular topic under discuc;c;ion herc ie; "home" 

and ils relation to Christmae; What follows is a hrief study of thirteen show'i hroadcae;1 on American 

networks between the nineteenth and the twenty-sixth of December, 1 Q87. Since the present die;cue;e;ion 

is not being carried on in the context of the social sciences, it seeme; unnecee;sary 10 provide an 

elaborate statistical analysie;. My aim i'i to iIIue;trate the cornmon pree;ence of e;peciflc motlfe; on 

American television at Christmas and not to prove that they are the only once; or even the moe;t 

common ones. 

From whal 1 have ohserved on television during theweck of Ihis study, Ihere seem to he allcast three 

basic ways of thinking about "home" in relation to Christmas. These are what could he callcd "heing 

(or staying) home," "restoringhome," and "going (or returning) home." 

Being home: Sorne shows provide a rather static interpretation of "home." Things are ae; they 

should be. Characters are already "al home." They need only recogni7c thisfact. As il happens, 

ail three shows in this category are about families not based on biological ties. ft is, of courc;e, 

quite possible that other shows in this category might involve hiological famifies. 
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Designing Women (CDS 21. 12.87): The women decide to spend the hoIiday together 

rather than travel out of town to family homes of their own. Neverthcless, the 

importance of hlood ties is notentirelyneglected. One of the presentsgiven hy Charlene 

makes this c1ear; she sends a ticket ta Mary Jo's son so that he can spend Christma5 at 

home with his mother. On Christmas Eve, they ail sit around reminiscing about past 

Christmases. As the episode conc1udes, they sing "l'II Be Home FaT Christmas" wbla~ 

viewers are shown pages from a family album with sepia-toned snapshots. The credits 

are shown against a view of the bouse lit warmly in tbe snowy night. 

Perfeet Strangers (ADC 23.12.87): ln tbis rerun of a 1986 Christmas show, Larry 

wants ta go back home to Madison for Christmas. Balki bas looked f orward to bcing bis 

guest there, hut he also misses Christmas back in the old country. Whcn a snowstorm 

hits Chicago, they find it impossible to leave the city. "It's not going to he Chric;tmas," 

says Lally, "ifs just not there ... the Chdstmas feeling." Reminiscing about past 

Chrish •• Jses at home, he feels more and more depressed. Meanwhile, Balki decorates 

the apartment. Wh en they exchange Christmas presents, he gives Larry a hlanket he had 

been working on fornèonths. Deeply moved, Larry sa ys "Wait a minute ... something's 

happening Yes, there it is It's the Christmas feeling. It's hack " Then he draws the 

cbvious conclusion: "1 thought 1 was missing Christmas with myfamily and friendc; But 

l'm not. You're here." What the hoys thought was missingwas not missing after ail. The 

episode concludes with a rendition of "The First Nowell." 

Tbe Golden Girls (NDC 26. 12. 87): In a rerun of the Christmas show for 1986, 

Dorotby, Rose, Blanche, and Sophia are stranded at an airport on Christmas Eve. Still 

hoping to get home for Christmas, they sit down in a restaurant After a bit of 

persuasion, however, they agree to fill in behind the counter so that the owner can go 

home for Cbristmas Althougb they cannot be in tbeir own borne for the holiday, they 

ail agree tb')t being togetber as a "family" is wbat counts. Tbis is tbe equivalent of being 

home. What they thougbt was missing at the heginning is found to be present ail along. 

Restoring home: Otber stories provide a slightly more dynamic interpretation of "home." 

These are about distress caused by an abnormal situation. At the beginning, things are not quite 

as they should be. Something really is temporarily lacking. Someone reaUy is tempnrarily 

missing By the conclusion, however, normaJity is restored. In short, the reality of everyday life 
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is reaffirmcd and celehratcd. In one casc, "homc· is associated with a hiological family; in the 

other case, it is DOt. Clearly, then, the origin of constituent memhers is not important in Ihis 

context. 

Rags to Riches (NBC 20. 12.87): Nick is a single father. As thc show opens, he ie; on 

the road and having diffjculties with his car. "1 gotta get borne," he says, "it's Christmae; 

Eve." Throughout the episode, he is shown overcorning one ohstacle aftcr another in 

order to get home. Meanwhile, his adopted daughters are visitcd by a social worker who 

wants to resettle them in what she considers more normal families Waiting for Nick, 

the girls entertain berwith stories of how he saved the dayf or them, hoth as a father and 

as a friend. Eventually, Nick arrives. The social worker and the girls scttle down to 

enjoy Christmas Eve with Nick and the man who hclped him get home. As the epi'lode 

concludes. they a1l sing "The First Nowell " The prohlem has hecn solvcd; norrnality i'l 

restored. 

Tbe Homecoming (CBS 24.12.87): Madc for television in IQ71, this rnovic became 

the basisfora massively popular series, The Wallons. Itshasic plot ie; the strugglc of 

John, the father, to get homc for Christmas. Although he works in the city, John 

manages to get home for holidays. C'onsequently, everyone is eagerly anticipating hie; 

arrivaI on Christmas Eve. But he is very late Because of an accident reported over the 

radio, Olivia becomesanxioue;. She sende;John Boy out tofind him But John Boy runs 

out of gasand has toget helpfrom the Baldwin Slster'l. Houre; later, he cornes home wllh 

nonews of hisfather. Finally, John return .. , safe and sound, and informe; the farnlly that 

he has come home for good this time. Now that everyone is reunitcd, Chrie;tmac; can hc 

celehrated Once again, the prohlem hac; ~een e;olved and normality hae; hccn ree;tored. 

Going home: Still other shows--as it happens, the vast majority of them--dcpict the normal 

situation as inherently (not accidentally or temporarily) inadequate in sorne hasic way; a change 

isnecessary. Consequently, a distinction is symbolicaJ/y made hetween "home" and "truc home" 

The latter is not where characters are at the beginning of the story, hut wherc they want to he, 

think they should be, or need to be. In these stories, therefore, sorne sort of quee;t ie; involvcd. 

In every case that 1 observed, "home" is associated with biological familics. Moreovcr, 11 i .. 

associated with childhood; nostalgia is emphasi7cd. 
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Dolly (ABC 20. 12.87): Dony Parton celebra tes a "down home country Christmas." 

Included among the many acts is a recreation of her cbildbood celebrations at borne. 

Songs include: "1 Remember," "Once Upon a Christmas," and, of course, "Down Home 

Country Christmas." In tbis non-narrative context, the particular modality of "borne" 

must he expressed in a more abstract form. Il could be argued that Parton "is" home 

because she sings about being home. On the otherhand, thefactthat many of her songs 

are nostalgie--a bout Christmas at sorne otbertime and in some otber pJace--indicate tbat 

there is something important that is lacking for Parton (which is to say, for most of her 

viewers through symbolic identification with her). 

The Little Match Girl (NBC 2]. 12. 87): As the story opens, the Dutton family is 

fragmented. Haywood is the patriarch. Having married a Catholic and, even worse, left 

thefamily business to work for a crusading newspaper, Joe is banished from hisfathcr's 

house. Just before Christmas, Joc's brother Neville--who, being a playboy, is also 

unloved by his fathcr--brings home a waif. This is the "match girl." Hoping to reunite 

the family, she brings Joe's infant son to the Dutton mansion on Christmas Eve; to 

retrieve their son, Joe and hiswife must go tothe mansion themseJves. At the samc time, 

a prote st march takes place infront of the mansion; the marchersare tenants threatened 

by the Duttons with eviction from their homes on Christmas Day. Whilc Joc calms them 

down, his wife suddenly goes into labor on the front porch. Having alrcady softened at 

the sight of one grandson, Haywood relents at the thought of another being born under 

bis own roof. The movie concJudes with the priva te Dutron Christmas party turned intn 

revelry for family, guests, and protest marchers. Ali members of the family are 

reconciled. The house is once more a home for everyone. And the tenants know that 

they will also be in thcir own homes for Christmas. 

A Garfield Christmas (CBS 21. ]2. 87): Garfield, the cartoon cat, is annoyed at 

having to spend Christmas. Even away from his warm bed at home. He and Odie, the 

dog, are taken by Jon to spend an old-fashioned Christmas at the family faTm. Thcre, 

they are reunited with Jon's bTother, parents, and grandmother. Eveil Garfield has a 

good time. 

Growing Pains (ABC 22. 12.87): ln this 1986 episode, Ben finds Denise, a homelcss 

girl, in his dumpstcr. She is asked to spend Christmas at home with the family. At first, 
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sbe is cynical and sullen. After a while, though, she begins to enjoy herself. Neverthc

Jess, she is very ambivalent about the experience. After everyone has gone to bed, shc 

cornes downstairs with the intention of running off with the presents. Wh en Maggie and 

Jason come downstairs, Denise hides. Soon she overhears them talking about how glad 

they are that a11 the children--inc1uding Denise--are enjoying themselves,. Next 

morning, members of thefamHy are shocked tofind all their presentsgone. After almoe;t 

everyone denounces Denise, however, the presents are found on the front porch. 

Apparently, Denise haschanged her mind. She is next seen in a telephone booth telling 

ber parents to expect her home for Christmas. The episode concludes with a chorus of 

"The First Nowe11." 

Christmas Eve (NBC 23. 12.87)= In this 1986 movie, a kind/y matriarch, Amanda 

Kingsley,learns that she is going to die very soon. Her only wish is to be rcunited with 

ber three grandchildren for Christmas. Since a11 have been alienated by her son Andrew, 

she has not seen them for many years. But Andrew is also alienated. In view of her 

impending demise, Amanda has changed her will, and Andrew is convinced that the 

fami/ybusinesswill suffer becau'ie of her proposed donations tocharity ln fact, he goee; 

to court challenging the wi\1 on the grounds of ber insanity. Meanwhile, her private 

investigator locates ail tbree grandcbildren and convînces them 10 come home to sec 

their grandmother, if not their father, for Christmas. As the movie ends, mother, e;on, 

grandchildren, servants, and private investigator all end up having C'hrie;tma<; dinner at 

the family home. Reconciliation has taken place. The house is once more a home for 

everyone. 

Days of Our Lives (NBC24. 12.87,: The matriarch of thcfamily sighc;joyfully ae; e;he 

anticipates the annual holiday gathering: "J've got ail my kids home for C'hric;tma'i." 

Unlike the other shows in this category, a soap opera--which is, by definition, a 

continuing drama--can hardly conclude with the resolution of ail problem'i. 

Neverthcless, the family gathering represents an explicit hope thar conf/ictr; can he 

resolved in a context of love and kinship. Memhers of the family pay formaI (If not 

always actual) beed to this notion by their presence at the family home on Chrie;tmas 

Eve. 
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Darbara Mandrell: A Family Reunion (CDS 25. 12.87): The van carrying Mandrell 

and her son home for Christmas breaks down. In her imagination, she sees herself and 

her sisters as children back home. First, she recalls old home-movies. Then she recalls 

the muscial productions tbey put on for family and friends. After each of these 

reminiscences, thefocus shifts back to Mandrell on the road. Told that the fuelline has 

been broken, she says, "No matter how much you love to travel, you wanl lo be home for 

Christmas." The introdudion to one of her songs sets the tone: "l'm dreaming tonight 

of a place 1 love, even more than 1 usually do, and although 1 :'now it's a long road back, 

1 promiseyou l'II be home for Christmas." This message is reinforced by another song 

toward the end of the show. Il begins this way: "Christmas is comin', Christmas is 

comin', 1 know J'm goin' home; My old home's callin'." 

Reruns of Christmas episodes from American situation comedies in syndication were also shown on 

C'anadian channels du ring the period of this study. Although tbey are not directly relevant (sinee the 

study is limited to programs intended for American viewers), it should be pointed out that they were 

originally made oy and for Americans, and tbat individual cbannels ail across tbe United States were 

broadcasting these episodes, or others like them, during the same period. One example should suffice: 

Family Ties (CTV20. 12.87): Workingas Santa Clausin a local department store, Alexfinds 

that one little girl cannot believe in him because she knows that herwish will not be granted: her 

father will not be able to come home for Christmas. Alex takes her home to enjoy Christmas 

with the Keatons. Meanwhile, the "real Santa" discovers this and enables the father to come for 

the girl and take her home for Christmas. 

Even commercials are oftcn translated into the Christmas idiom. Countless Santas adverti7e 

everythingfrom cars to c1eaners. But "home" is also used to sell products. Again, one example should 

suffice. 

Folger's Coffee (CDS 20. 12. 87): A young man enters a house which is decorated for 

Christmas. He is welcomed home by a younger sister who watches him enjoy a cup of coffee. 

Finally, his parents come downstairs and embrace him. He is home fOT Christmas. 

If Many Christmas shows and commercials arc about "home," and if Many of these, in turn, are about 

"going home," what is the eonnection witb "growing up"? Given the popularity of the dictum that 
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originated with Thomas Wolfe, "You can't go home again. H there would seem to he none at ail; the 

people who quote Wolfe are saying that they see a contradiction between the two; doing one meanc; 

negating the other. Nevertheless, at least sorne American5 do sec a conncction. On telcvision. at any 

rate, a Iink is provided by the notion of "family." Both "going home" and "growing up" arc, almmt hy 

definition, associated with IIfamiJy." 

ln every one of the Christmas shows discussed in this study, "home" is defined in terms of family 

re1ationships. In sorne cases, the family is based on friendship, adoption or other non-hiological tics 

(The Golden Girls; Rags to Richee;; Perfect Strangcrs). In othereases, it is hascd on hiological 

ties (Barbara Mandrell; Christmas Eve; The Little Match Girl; Family Ties; Tlle 

H omecoming). In ail cases, however, a particular group of people is defined as "special." Being wilh 

them for Christmas is of great importance to the characters. 

But "growing up· is also defined in terms of family relationships. The Iifc-cycle of evcry individual 

begins with birth into a family (no matter how a particular culture defincs it), continues through a 

series of stages sucb as weaning, going to school, roming of age, marriage, and dealh. In once c;cn.".', 

Wolfe is correct: healthy individuals in American society must Icave the homes of Iheir r amilie'i and 

make their way in the world. In another sense, bowevcr, tbe pattern is circular rather than lincar; 

children leave home precisely in order to establish new home'i of their own. If "home" i'i dcfined 

existentially or symbolically, it could he sa id tbat "growing up" is indeed a matter of "going borne." The 

generational circle is complete. A new one has hegun. 

From what has been obscrved of Christmas telcvision, however, many Americans al<;owanl 10 go home 

in a more practical sense. For them, "going bome" is more tban a metapbor of the lit e-cycle; it i<; an 

emotional nccd. ft is ahout coming to Icrms witb the past in a way that tranc;form'i Ihe prc'icnl 

Consequcntly, it is not unusual for television characters to "grow up" as a diren result of "going home." 

Tbar is, tbey learn sometbing about the meaning of borne and farnily tbat tbcy did nol know, re,11t7e, 

or understand before. In The Golden Girls, for instance, the women learn that hcing togethcr ie; 

wbat counts, not bcing in any particular place; as the farniliar cliché has it, home i~ whcrc the hcarl i'i. 

Larry and Balki Icarn the same thing in Perfcct Strangers. In Rage; to Riches, the sorial workcr 

learns thateven a single adoptivefather can provide a good home for a multi-racial hrond of daugbtcrs. 

ReconciJiation isa very popuJar Christmaslesson. That is what Haywood Dutton Icarns in The Lit t le 

Match Girl what Andrew learns in Christmas Eve, and what Denise learns in Growlng Pains. 

Another very popular lesson is the primacy of personal or family relationships over hU'iines!>. Thi'i is 
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wbal tbe girJ'sfather learns in Famlly Tles and somelhing el se thal Haywood DuUon learns in The 

Little Match GIrl. Even Garfield the cat learns somethlng by going home for Christmas in A 

Garfield Christmas. Ihevalue of an extendedfamily. And wh en nothing new is learned, something 

old is reaffirmed. In Rags to Rich e s,forexample, Nick sighs with deligbt wben be comeswithin sigbl 

of home: ""ve never been so glad to see il." 

Even when il is possible, going home for Christmas is not always easy. D'd wounds are reopened. 

Unresolved conflcils are brought to the surface. No wonder one segment of The Oprah Winjrey 

Show was devoted to Ibis subject.78 Winfrey's guests discussed various ways of maintaining 

harmoniousfamily relalionships during the festival season. Il would seem that "growing up" does not 

merely Mean learning to leave home; il also means learning to return home (which is 10 say, learning 

to integrate the past with the present and future). As it is often presented on television, at any rate, 

going homefor Christmas is a Iberapeutic experience. Whether or not Ihis is the way most Americans 

actually experience the event, this is the way Many want to experience it and the way they think they 

should experience il. 

Not every Christmas sbow under discussion explores tbis theme in any depth. In some, it is reduced 

to a symbolic cinematic formula: the Mere motif of someone on the road and travelling homeward. 

Nevertheless, the sheer number of shows in which characters do grow up (lhat i5', learo something, no 

matter how sentimental or trivial) by going home for Christmas cannot be dismissed witboUI 

expJanation. Tbe formula itself, after ail, must be taken seriuusly. Why is it used so oflen? Any idea 

sa pervasive in a medium known for pandering to popular taste, any idea which can be recognized 

immedialely even when reduced to a symbolicformula, clearly represents some perceived need on the 

part of viewei:. 

Wby sbould Americans make this connection between "growing up" and "going home"? Since "f amily" 

is tbe common f ealure, il seems likely that it has something to do with the state of the American f amily. 

There is no need 10 bring in elaborate studies by social scientisls ta support the idea that American 

family life is fairly lroubled (or changing very rapidly) al the present time. Blended, or aggregate, 

families are quickly becoming the statistical norm. Moreover, there is the longstanding mobility of 

Amcricans to consider. Even in the eighleenth and nineteenth centuries, Americans were on tbe move. 

Although there is no more f ronlier, Americans commonly study and work in places far removed f rom 

other members of lheir families. In faet, tbey often move from one part of the country to another 

severallimes in the course of tbeir careers. VndeT tbese circumstances, it is hardly surprising la find 
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that kinship and friendship are the subjects of many television shows. What do these things mcan in 

an increasingly uprooted and unstable society? What does il me an ta say "l'm from Oklahoma City," 

or "1 was brought up in the Baptist Church," or ev en "My background is blue-collar"? ln short. how i., 

identity in the present related to identity in the past? What provides continuity betwccn "1 am" and 

"Iwas"? Judgingfrom popularmovies such as The Deer H LI nter (Kurt Neumann, 197X) and tclcvi!>illn 

shows such as The Waltons and Roots), it would seem that trying to answer 5uch questions is an 

important feature of contemporary American life. It is not, of course, a unique fcalure of American 

liCe; the search for roots, a sense of belonging, is a major f eature of aU modern societics. Neverthelcss, 

it is especially characteristic (If American life and has been since the first great wavec; of immigrants 

began arriving in the United States, sin ce the first great waves of pioneers began moving West--and, 

indeed, since the first refugeesfrom religious persecution in the Old WorId began f10cking to the New. 

ln conclusion, it is worth noling here that altbougb Cbristmas focuses atfention on "home," there arc 

also other symbols which do the same tbing. It Îs to be expected that Christmas (and Thanksgiving) 

are associated with reversaI in lime (return); they originated, aCter ail, in sacred festivals. As Eliade 

points out so weIl and so often, reversibility is a defining element of sacred (mythic) time. Neverthc

les s, there is evidence that even tbe secular culture of America generates symbols that f ocus attention 

on the idea of "going home." Tbe most obvious example, of course, is baseball. The whole point of this 

game, after aIl, is to return home. The bighest acbievement is to hit a "home run." That is, tbe expert 

player hits the baU, leaves "home plate," runs past a series of "bases· (each of wbich represcnts a kind 

of trial, or test), and returns to "home plate." No matter how secular and trivial, tbis pattern 

corresponds to others which are deeply rooted in AmericaD ,ulture. The biblical paradigm of exile and 

return cornes to mind here. The symbolic parallel is so obvious, in fact, that it is usually unnoticcd. 

But is il entirely coincidental, ODe must ask, that Americans sbould adopt as the "national pastime" a 

game based on the same motif of exile and return wbicb played such an important part in defining the 

identity of their ancestors? Il could be argued bere thalfootball 1S becoming ev.::n more popular than 

baseball, but that would make no difference in the context of this discussion My aim is not to prove 

that exile and return is the only paradigm inf orming American culture or that the distinction bctwcen 

sacred and profane is the only paradigm informing American notions of time but mcrely that tbese 

paradigms are very common. 

So far, 1 have tried to demonstrate that Th e Wizard can be understood al the individuallevel as a 

coming-of -age story. To do so, 1 have tried to show tbat ils explicit theme of going home is linked to 

an implicit tbeme of growing up. With this in mind, 1 have examined other productions of popular 
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culture which makc the same link. In fact, this link isa common one. From this, it can be deduced that 

Americans make the conncction consciously or unconsciously. In later cbapters, 1 hope (0 show that 

this is no accident that this way of thinking about the individuallife-cycle corresponds to a common 

wayof thinking about the "nationallife-cycle" and tbat both correspond to a mucb more ancient way 

of thinking, inherited from the religious traditions on which American culture is based, about (he 

"cosmic life-cycle." 
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1. The term has not always been used with precision. Wh en Hortense Powdermaker uscd it, for 
example, sbe did so in a deliberately provocative way: "Hollywood is engagcd in lhl: mass 
production of prefabricated daydreams. It tries to adapt the American dream, tbat ail men arc 
created equal, to tbe view tbat ail men's dreams should be made equal" (Hollywood. the 
Dream Factory: An Anthropologist Looks at the M ovie-M aken (Boston: Little Brown, 
1950) 39. Eisewhere, she noted that "in this age of technology and the assembly line, Many 
people wisb to escape from tbeir anxieties into movies, collective daydreams themsclvc!> 
manufactured on tbe assembly line" (Powdermaker 12). In doing so, she anticipatcd the work 
of Christian Metz and other scholars who have used elaborate psychoanalytical theorics to say 
what observers have intuited sin ce the earliest movies began f1ickering on screens in darkencd 
theatres. 

2. Christian Metz, The Imagina!":; Signifier: Psychoanalysls and the Ci1/ema, trans. Celia 
Britton, Annwyl Williams, Ben Brewster and Alfred Guzetti (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1975-82) 117. 

3. Metz 117. 

4. Metz 112-113. 

5. Metz 121. 

6 . Metz 124. 

7. Metz 127. 

8. Metz 128. 

9. Metz 135. 

10. Metz 136-137. 

11. Dervin 55. 

12. Dervin 55. 

13. Dervin 52. 

14. Dervin 52. 

15. Dervin 54. 

16. Dervin 56. 

17. Dervin 54. 

18. Throughout hisarticle, Dervin points out thatthe moviecomments (intentionally or unintention
ally) on the link between dreams and movies. When Dorothy looks behind the curtain and finds 
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27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 
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35. 
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that the Wizard is an ordinary man, for instance, she Jearns that bis projected image is not very 
f righlening after ail. It is, al any rate, no more f rightening than ordîna ry adull scxuality. In f acl 

... the movie subliminally suggests that viewing the one is no more terrible th an 
viewing lhc other! The Wizard, we now see, is only a showman or direetor 
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And 1 rcmember that sorne of it wasn't very nice ... but Most of it was 
beautifuJ. But just the same, ail r kept saying to everybody was, "' want to go 
home!" --Dorothy (MGM 5.22) 

4. CULTURAL ANAL YSIS: THE COLLECTIVE LEVEL 

Dorothy utters the lines above soon after waking up in Kansas. They reveal her ambivalence over the 

adventure in 07. While there, she makes friends and becomes more sure of herself, to he surc, but sbe 

is nevertheles~afflicted by anxiety and confusion. CODsequently, she wants to return home. Before 

she can do so, however, she must grow up (that is, learn the value of being at home). A similar link ean 

be seen betwecn going home and growing up on the collective level: the nation itself symbolically "goes 

home" and "grows up." ln this chapter, 1 hope to show Ihal one reason for the extraordinary popularity 

of The W 1 zardis that it implicitly rcaffirms notions ofnational origin and destiny (identity) which are 

deeply rooted ln American culture alongwith deeply rootcd ambivalence over the present. To do this, 

it will be necessary to ask sorne prehminary qucstions. What, preciscly, docs "home" mean? And what 

doee; il Mean with refcrence to America? With the ane;wers to these questionc; in mind, 1 will place 

specifically Amcrican symbols of home in their cultural contcxts 1 will show that certain "archetypal" 

American lande;capcs are symbolically linkcd not only to notions of home but ale;o to notions of origin 

and destiny. r e;uggest, in fact, that these symbolic landscapes mediate in connection with the nation 

both thernes which have already been discussed in conneetion with The Wlzard: going home and 

growing up. Before discussing symbolic landscapes of home, it will be necec;sary to comment briefly 

on hoth "landscape" and "home." 

••• 

Theword "landscape" is used by people in fields as diverse as poetry, art, architecture, town planning, 

geography, history, geology and botany. Its ambiguity is hard/y surprising. ln his introduction to a 

book on symbolic geography, The Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes, D. W. Meinig 

differcntiates "/andseapc"fmm several relal~d words. Il is not a synonymfor "nature" (sin cc it includes 

cultural artifacts such as highways and buildings as well as natural features); "scenery" (sin cc it is not 

dcfined primarily in normative or aesthetic terms); "environ ment" (sin ce it exists only for beingc; who 
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are aware of it and reflect upon it); "place" (since it is a continuous surface rather than a fixed point 

which can be located on a map); or "geography" (sin ce it cannot be reduced to the abstractions of a map 

but must be secn and experienced directly). For Meinig, in short, "Iandscapc· refcre; to the cultural 

perspective through which people see and experience the world around them (that is, the ordinary 

world of everyday Iife). 

We regard alllandscapes as symbolic expressions of cultural values, social 
behavior, and individual actions worked upon particular localities over a span 
of time. Every Jandscape is an accumulation. and its study May bc undertakcn 
as formaI history, mcthodically defining the making of the landscape from the 
past to the present .... And every Jandscape is a code and its study may he 
undertaken as a deciphering of meaning, of the cultural and social significance 
of ordinary but diagnostic features .... 1 

With this in mind, 1 have examined the landscapes represcnted in The Wizard. They are, as Meinig 

suggests, ·codes" which reveal through systematic analysis a grcat deal about the worldvicw of thoc;e 

who consciously or unconsciously experience thcm 

Clearly. there is more to a landscape than the land itself. Includcd is an attitude takcn toward the land. 

People May look al the land and see heauty or ugliness, refuge or threat, harmony or conflict, truth or 

illusion. opportunity or obc;taclc, the suhlime or the pastoral, the 'iacred or the profane V cry often, 

an emotional and intellectual investment 1<; made ID certain features or regionc; of the country Thec;e 

become symbolic landscape,> becauc;e they represent, in concise visual form, the hac;\c values of an 

individual or community. ln "The Beholding Eye: Tcn Versions of the Sa me Sccne." Mcmig e;howc; how 

any landscape can be seen in Many diffcrent ways depcnding on how one underc;tandc; the word 

"Iandscape" in the first place. No two people will describe or even experience a particular landc;cape 

in the same way. Meinig. in fact, identifies ten ways of mterprcting a landc;cape Of thec;c, however, 

only two are of particular importance hcre because they arc hermcncutical key'i oftcn U'icd to intcrprct 

the kinds of landscape presented in The Wlzord; these are what he calls "iandc;cape ac; nature" and 

"Jandscape as habitat." 

For some people.landscape is seen primarily in terms of "nature." By this, Meinig refers to a perccivcd 

polarity between nature and culture. From this perspective, cultural productiono; (such as buildingc;, 

roads, billboards, wayside shrines or railroad tracks) are to be dismissed ae; trivial and ephemeral in 

comparison with the awesome, sublime and eternal qualities of nature undefilcd hy culture. Thoc;ewho 

interpret landscape in this way often wish "to rem ove man from the scene. to reo;tore nature to her 
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primitive condition, to rcclothc the hille; with the primaeval forest, c1ear off the settlements, heal the 

wounds and mend the natural fabric to imagine what the area is really like."2 This attitude was very 

fashionahle in eighteenth-century Europe. Romanticism was a)sovery influential in America because 

it appeared at the very time when the nation came into being and began forming its collectivc identity. 

During the nineteenth century, it found perfect expression in the American preoccupation with 

wilderness and the ideali7ati(1D of pure nature (uncontaminated by human or cultural forces). Il gave 

rise, for example, to the Hudson kiver school of landscape painting. More recently, it has been 

expressed in the work of great photographers such as Ansel Adams and of conservation groups sueh 

as the Sierra Clllb. "The romantic view," writes Meinig, "is in fact very mu ch alive, usually, perhaps 

necessarily, expresscd as a kind of nostalgia.·] Unhappily aware of a prof ound gulf between nature and 

culture or nature and humanity, romantics wish to return to a primaeval paradise in which 

fragmentation is a bolished and unity restored. "There was a time, in the sweet childhood of the human 

race," writes Garrett Eckbo of this mentality, "when man lived very close to nature ... the world of 

nature and the world of man were synonymous."· As 1 have indicated, the notions of returning to origin 

and of hving close to nature are of great importance in The W izard. In the f ollowing pages, 1 shall 

return to it many times. For the time being, however, 1 rnerely draw attention to the fact that this 

therne has been linked to the American Iandscape (and thus to American identity) hya long visual 

tradition. ft is not unreasonable, therefore, to see the landscapes presented in The Wizard as 

cinematic interpretations of the American landscape within that tradition. 

For others, landseape is seen p! 'marily as a "hahitat." By this, Meinig refers to a perceived unit y 

between nature and culture. Now, as in the beginning, we are at home in the world. "What wc see 

before us," writes Meinig, "is man continuously working at a viable relationship with nature, adapting 

to major featurc'i, altcring in productive ways, creating resources out of nature's matcrials; in short, 

man domesticating the earth."~ Thisis a very optimistic view. Human mistakes are made which corrupt 

nature, to he c;ure, but only temporarily; we can learn and nature can heal. There is no inherent 

opposition or predestined conflict between nature and culture or nature and humanity. This attitude 

could he called a "pre-Iapsarian" vision in its presentation of undisturbed harmony, "of the earth ac; the 

garden of mankind, of man as the steward, the caretaker, the cultivator."6 Nature, in short, is 

fundamentally and dependably benign. When properly understood and used, it provides us with a 

comfortahle and enduring home. Not suprisingly, then, tbis understanding of land scare was the basis 

for Jefferson's ideali7ation of yeoman farmers and his vision of the United States as an agrarian 

repuhlic. Ironically, the same understandinghas provided a rationalef or massive industriali7ation and 

urhani7ation. Both versions have been celebrated in American art. The former gave rise lo a long 
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tradition of pastorallandscape painting which culminatcd with the regionalist movernent. The latter 

gave rise to art deco and its glorification of speed and progress through technology. And both, 1 

suggest, are represented in The ur izard and will he discussed more fully below 

The crucial factor to be considered here is the relation of such attitudes toward nature and attitudes 

toward home. When landscape is seen primarily in terms of "nature," home is as~ociated with the 

remote past; to be truly at home in the world means abandoning the cultural order and reverting to a 

state of primaeval innocence and harmony. When landscape is seen primarily in terms of "hahitat," 

home is associated with the present; to be truly at home in the world means using the cultural order 

to modify the natural order in accordance with human need. But what, precisely, :s meant oy"home"? 

"''''''' 

Thef ollowing discussion of "home" is b3sed on an article, "The Landscape of Home: My th, Experience, 

Social Meaning" by David Sopber. He begins by noting the problematic nature of the word ito;clf. The 

English word "home" has a richness that cannot easily be translated into other languageo; (cxccpt, 

possibly, for the Germanie ones). Depending on the context, it rnay refer to hou se, land, village, Clly, 

region, nation and even planet. Moreover, it transmits the emotional ac;sociatione; of the e;rnallec;t unit 

to the largest. These assodations includefeelings ofwarmth, security, famiharity, order,friendlinee;e;, 

acceptance and helonging. At the heart of Sophcr's work, however, is a distinction hctwecn what he 

calls "domicentric" and "domifugal" orientations He notes that some soclctieo; encourage people to 

cultivate prof ound emotional attachmcnts to particular placee; and otherc; do not.7 ln the ninetccnth 

century,forexample, Europeanscommonly thought of "vagahond" and "gyp~ie" as o;ynonymo; of "rogue." 

Those who werc homeless by choice--or, in the case of the "Wandering Jew," hy cure;c--wcre 

threatenmg and contemptihle. Because society had no emotional hold on them, they could not he 

trusted. For the same reason, Jews in the Soviet Union have cornmonly heen attackcd ae; "raatlee;e; 

cosmopolitans." It could be argued that American culture is profoundly domlcentric. Ir is, accardIOg 

to Sopher, the established orientation. Consequently, it exerts tremcndous emotianal pree;e;urc on the 

behaviour of ordinary Americans in everyday life. He notes Vancc Packard's warning in A Nat/on 

of Strangers about the emotional di stress caused by American rootleo;sncss. Packard and Many 

others, he observes, ll!>e the negative term "rootlessness" to describe migration and mohility: "ta he 

rootless is to be unsouD~, and, worse, unreliable, unsavory:1 ft IS no wonder, then, rhat one of the mo"t 

popular American songs is "Home Sweet Home." Sopher himself opposes the domicentric mentality 
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He associates it with the evils of nationalism and racÎsm. He also believes it to be false. It Îs just as 

JogicaJ, after ail, to look with contempt on precisely those who remain attached to one particular place 

bccausc 

... to be rooted is the property of vegetables. Set against the myths of home 
and homeland, we find the myths that challenge them, the myth of the voyager, 
Ihe adventurer, the mythic quest that takes one forth, into and through, the 
world, not reJuctantly but eagerly.' 

These myths, argues Sopher, were produced by domifugal societies. He observes tbis orientation in 

several of the world religions. At the heart of these traditions is a longing for transcendence in time 

and space. As one example, he cites tbe Christian sense of life as a pilgrimage to the Heavenly 

Jerusalem. To iIIustrate this point, he cites the "Letter to Diognetus:" 

They live in their own countries, but only as aliens. They have a share in 
everything as citizens, and endure everything as foreigners. Every foreign 
land is thcirfatherland, and yetfor them every fatherland is a foreign land .... 
They busy themsclvcs on earth, but their citi7ensbip is in heaven. 1o 

The Church, as tradition has it, is to be in the world but not of il. The fa ct that this attitude has become 

more or less obsolete since the rise of European nation·states does not invalidatc Sopher's 

observation. The same point can be made abOt" Eastern traditions such as Hinduism and Buddhism; 

tbey c1early cmphasi7e the transience not OL 1:" lire but of perceptions of reality itself. 

But Sopher oversimplifies tbis matter. Many traditions conta in both domicentric and domifugal 

tendencies. He fails to note, for example, tbat the Hindu yogin and the Buddhist monk are charac

teristic but hardly typical members of their societies; most Hindus and Buddhists live in agrarian and 

domicentricvillage~. Il If this "domestic pluralism" ischaracteristic of trarlitional societies, it is equally 

true of modern ones. Sopher himself recognizes that the latter are far too complex to be either 

domicentric or domifugal. With this in mind, he cites the following !ines of T. S. Eliot: 

Wc shaH not ccase from exploration 
And the end of ail our exploring 
Will be to arrive where we started 
And know the placef or the first time.12 

Eliot secms to be affirming both home and the quest; the latter takes people awayfrom home but also 
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returns them home. In other words, people want to make homes but also to leave them. They want to 

chose not one or the other but both (or al least to accept the tension between home and quest, or 

between order and freedom). For Americans, 1 suggest, both home and quest arc intcgrating symhols. 

If Americans are strongly attracted to the imagery of white picket fences and family farm~, they are 

also strongly attracted to the imagery of movin' on down the open road and adventurc on the frontier. 

The idea of quest, after ail, is built into American identity at a very ba:;ic level: The New World was 

"discovered" and the United States was "invented." ln fact, the American qucst wa~ carly assimilatcd 

not only to that of ancienl Israel's en route to the Promised Land but also 10 that of Ihe Christian en 

route 10 the Heavenly Jersualem. fhe American preoccupation with newness is nol merely an accidenl 

of hislory or a perverse national idiosyncraey; it is the secular translation of a hope in~pired by religion. 

ft makes no sense, in short, to speak of American identity without refernng to both home and que'il 

The two are ioextricably Iinked. 

Cali wc not recogni7e this tension in thcfact that a century ago when, ju~t ac; 
today, one American in five changed residence within a year and one of the 
most widely treasured household Îcons was a plaque or sampler carrying the 
words "Home Sweet Home"? Can we not heaT the tension in Ihe theme and 
tone of our folksongs, with their constanl plaintive refrain of "movin' on" 
although the moving Ihat is foreseen often seem~ as compulsively ritualistic 
as the South American wanderings of the Apapokuva?13 

As 1 hope to show, this is precisely the idea which Îs symbolically conveyed in The Wlzard. In the 

prologue, Dorothy is less than enchanted with conditions on the farm. Consequently, she runs away 

to seek herfortune eJsewhere. Almost immediately, though, she runs back home. In 07, she keepc; 

trying to find herway borne to Kansas. And in the epilogue, shc is glad to be back. Neverlhelec;e;, she 

also says of her stay in 07 that "most of it was bcautiful." lndeed, she had found il difficult saying 

goodbye to herfriends there. This ambivalence, 1 suggest, is characteristic of Amcrican society. 

But what constitutes home? More precisely, what are the things about home thal arc eilher mic;c;cd 

or forsaken on the quest? For Sopher, home is represented primarily by people. During an abc;ence 

from home, travellcrs remember those who live there more than the house, the fieldc; or the strecl<i. 

In fact, he says, home would not be home without the people who give il rneaning. Home i'i "the 

remembered field of familiar experience, within which particular places stand out as the loci of 

memorable personal cvents."14 In popular movics, for instance, the actual cvent of coming home ie; 

usually signalled by the interaction between characteTs. One of the most moving sequences of this 

kind oecurs in The Be st Year s of Our L ives (William Wyler, 1946); each returningsoldicr isgreeted 
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in a different way by those who had been close to him before thc war. The same is truc of Norman 

Rockwcll's famous coyer illustration of The Saturday Evening Post for May 26,1945. "Priva te 

Willic Gillis" stands in front of his house but the painting emphasizes the distinct ways in which every 

individual--mother,father,kid brothcr,girl-ncxt-door--welcomeshimhome. Similarly, The W izard' s 

epilogue consists entirely of such interactions. Evidence of the house is reduced to a minimum. For 

Dorothy to come home, she must not only be shown back in her own bed, she must also be shown 

talking to each of the main characters as the come, one by one, to welcome ber. Home is fused with 

family. 

As 1 have said, however, home is also associated with landscapes. Any place that is both familiar and 

distinctive may become a generic symbol of home. A region May be recognized as home by the colour 

of local hou ses, forexamplc, the shape of local church steeples or the local breed of livestock. Sopher 

notes a tendencyfor Americ3ns to idcntify home more and more with the nationallandscape and the 

national "family" rather than the local (regional) landscape and the local (natural) family. 1.10ther 

wOl'ds, America itsclf is seen as a significant place, as home. Ali Americans understand immediately 

what is meant by phrases such as "back East" and "out West" These are the equivalents of "back inside" 

or "ouI front" with reference to one's own house. Like individuals and families, communitics and 

nation<; acknowledge certain features of the landscape as common symbols of a shared home or 

homcland. In creating this "mythic borne," the uniqueness of the place IS emphasi7ed by accenting 

disllDclivef eatures or modifyingf eatures to make them distinctive. Such actions imply communication 

within a larger social group and the cxistence of conventions making this communication poc;c;ible in 

the first place Certain specifie symbols may Ihus come to represent metonymically the totality of a 

landscape. The cable car in particular can represent San Francisco in general. Although the Statue 

of Liherly standc; in New York harbour it is primarily a symbol of the United Slates and is thus part of 

the national iconography of home. A forest of skyscrapers may represent New York City al onC' Icvel 

and America at another. As New York City, of course, it represents the landscapc of home to sorne 

Americans; as America itself, howevcr, it represents the landscape of home to the enlire nation. In 

this chapter, 1 intend to explore the ideas and feelings associated with landscapes depicted in The 

Wizard. Kansas, of course, is a familiar American landscape. It evokes collective memorics of the 

frontier. But 1 argue that Oz, too, is an American landscape thinly disguised. Il is, in fact, a series of 

American landscapes. And each evokes collective reflections on such "archetypal" landscapes as the 

frontier, the wilderness and the metropolis. 

• •• 
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Having discussed "Iandscape" and "home, ft il is necessary 10 explain whal is meanl by a "symholic" 

landscape of home. Meinigwrites tbat "every mature nation has its symbolic landscapcs. They are part 

of the iconography of nationhood, part of the shared set of ideas and memories and feelings whieh 

bind a people together."" This is not an argument for sorne kind of quasi-mystical doctrine of Blu r 

un d Bode n but recognition of the Caet that specific images convey specifie messages undcrstood hy 

everyoDe in the community. The simplest examples, such as the White H ouse or the Statue of Liberty. 

are those associated with major institutions or events. Wh en people see pictures of them. it i!> the 

nation's history that cornes to mind rather than architecture or sculpture. More complex are images 

which are evocative not as specific landscapes bul as specific kinds of landseapc. He does not includc 

those, like the Southern Plantation, which are primarily regional ralher lhan national symbol!> 

Instead, he f ocuses on those that (1) originated in specifie regions and periods bul whicb have (2) been 

promoted widely throughout the country in (3) very idealiled (simplified or beautificd) f orms with the 

result that (4) they have become familiar on sight to allAmericans as symbolsof community and, more 

specifically, of home. Three of these--the New England Village. the Midwestern Small Town, and the 

Southern California Suburb--are discussed in detail. Each of the sc communities, with ils distinctive 

way of liCe, is associated with a region whicb bas played a critical role in the development of American 

society. Eacb bas appeared to embody tbe best, or even the essence, of America itself and thus 

becomes a modeJ for the nation as a whole. And each continues fo have a place in the American 

imagination as a focus for collective identity. 1 suggest, however, tbat several other symbohc 

landscapes must be considered. 1 have called these the Western Wilderness, the Frontier Farm, the 

Eastern Metropolis and the Open Road. Each is not only a symbolic landscape corresponding to an 

particular American way of life and ils relation to history--in this way, it bas been a focus of Amerlcan 

identity--but each is also an ecological image referring to the relation betwcen nalure and culture. In 

this way, it is related to more universal symbols on which human identity is based. Meinig'~ symbolic 

landscapes tell Americans about what it means to be at home. Sorne of the ones 1 have idcntified in 

The Wizard do tbat too. But othf'fS tell Americans about what it means to be away from home Even 

so, they are linked to very long and powerful traditions. They cannot be ignored by anyone intercsted 

in the symbolic geogra phy of America (whicb is to say, thef orma tion of collectIVe identity in America). 

With tbis in mind, 1 have examined The Wizard as a series of symbolic landscapes. The following 

discussion begins with Oz and conc1udes with Kansas . 

••• 
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Dorothy's journcy through 07 bcgins at the Munchkin City. Likc 50 many other things in 07, its Dame 

is deccptive. There is evidence to suggest that it is more Iike a village or smaJl town than a city. Jt is 

worth noting that "boosterism"16 has becn a characteristic f eature of provincial American lif e. Even 

the tiniest, most transitory hamlcts on the frontier often incorporated "city" iDtO their Dames just as 

they called their theatres "opera houses" and their inns "grand hotels." In ]971, for example, Valley 

City, North Dakota had 8,600 people; Colorado City, Texas had 6,457; Boulder City, Nevada had 4,059; 

HeberCity, Utah had 1,963; Orange City, Iowa had 1,707;and Elm City, North Carolina had only129.17 

According to Meinig, Americanshave ideaJjzed a small town which developedfrom prototypes in Ohio 

and spread rapidly throughout the Midwest and as far away as Colorado, the Sacramento Valley in 

California and even New England. Eventually, it became a symbolic landscape. Unlike an earlicr 

version of the ideal American community, the New England Village, the Midwestern Small Town 

... f ocuscd not upon the chureh and village green but upon a street, lin cd with 
three or four-storcy red-brick business blocks, whose rather ornate fenes
trations and cornices reveal their nineteenth-century origins. Above the 
storefronts and awnings are the offices of lawyers, doctors and dentists, and 
above these the meeting rooms of the various fraternal orders. A courthouse, 
set apart on ils own block, May be visible, but it is not an essential clement, for 
the great c1assical columns fronting the stone temple of business proclaim the 
bank as the real set of authority This is Main Street, and paralle! with itlies 
Church Street, not of the church, but of church"r Methodist, Preshyterian, 
Bapti'it, Episcopalian, and if therc are Yankc.:s present, Congregational. 
Close hy it ie; the academy and perhaps a small denominational college The 
residential area begins with big Italianate and Victorian houses on spacious 
tree-shaded lote; and grades out to lesser but still comfortahle homes. On the 
otber side of town, below the depot, are the warehouses and small factories. 
And around it lies a prosperous farming country dotted with hande;ome 
farmhouses and big rcd barns. IB 

This landscapc is familiar to ail Americaos. Not only has il been featured on calendars, posters, 

Christmas cards, popular prints and advertisements, but it has also provided the mise-en-scene for 

countless Hollywood movies. Indeed, "Main Street" is still visited hy tourists on the baclr lot of 

Universal Studios; small-town America was filmed O'ofer and over again on the samc set (with slight 

modificatioDsfor cach movie). It bas also been the subject of maoy television shows. The Twilrght 

Z on e (CBS, 1959-1964) is now considered a c1assic series. Several episodes invoived the longing for 

a simpler, happier life far from the tensions of urban life in the modern world. In "A Stop at 

Willoughby ;19f or example, Gart Williams is an advcrtising executive commuting to his suhurban home 

after a bard day at the office. Reflccting 00 the pressures of his job in the hig city, he falls aslcep and 
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dreams of getting off the train at a restfulHttle town named Willoughhy in the year ISS0; in his dream. 

the conductor tells him that this is a place "where a man can slow down to a walk and live hi!.life full 

measure."20 Williams th en wakes up and gets off the train to call his wife. He tells her that he would 

like to quit his competitive job and move to a small town Unfortunately, she is too malerialio;tic to 

share his longing for the peace and quiet of small-town America and hangs up on him. When he gel .. 

off the train once more, he finds himself, miraculously, back in Willoughby where the townsf olk greet 

him by name. Viewers then learn that a regular commuter on the present-day tram had suddenly 

jumped to bis death sbouting "Willoughby" and watch his body being picked up by a hear .. e from Ihe 

Willoughby Funeral Home. The implication, of course, lS thal Williams hao; now returncd to 

Willoughby for good. Thal is home. That is where he belongs.21 According 10 Marc Zlcrcc, 

"A Stop at Willoughby" is one of the most enduring episodcs of The TWI /Igh t 
Zone .... In creating and defining Willoughby, (Rod Serling1 stumhled upon 
an area of universal desire. Virtually ail people find themselves in pressure 
situations at least somctime in their lives, times when they f eel ilI-equipped lo 
come up to the demands placed upon them. Who at these times wouldn 'tlikc 
to escape to a paradise with no problems or demands?21 

Sucb a paradise was also featured on The A ndy Griffith Show (CBS, 1960-1968) Two yean. ago, 

the cast was reunited for another glimpse of life in the idealized smalllown of "Mayberry " This is a 

dream town. For Many Americans, it represents the way life should be, the good life. Indeed, Il could 

be argued that the show is really about Mayberry itself rather lhan any of ItS mdividual inhahllant~. 

These personifications of a way of life include Andy himself (the sheriff who never carrie~ a gun and 

has no need to do sol, Opie (his wholesome Httle boy), Aunt Bea (the local earth mother who takc!. 

care of them), Barney (Andy's bumbling but lovable deputy), Otis (the town drunk who loch himself 

in jail every Saturday night and lets hlmself out every Sunday morning), Floyd (the prio;sy hut good

hearted town barber), Gomer (the unsophisticated but innocent town auto mechanic), and Helen (the 

lo('al "schoolmarm" who is Andy's girlfriend). Ali are gentle, friendly, honesl, unpretenliouo; and 

generally "laid back." They are frequently shown sitting on theu front porches in the evening and 

singing, or sitting on Main Street in the afternoon and gossipping. On Sunday morningo;, they go 10 

church. On Sunday afternoons, they go fishing. Apparently, the show provides more than just casual 

entertainment. This is not just another situation comedy. In his review of Return 10 Mayberry, 

Richard Zoglin Dotes the following: 

Even on TV's crowded reunion calendar, Return to Mayberry is a special 
event. The Andy Griffith Show was one of the biggest bits of its era 
(ranking in the Neilsen Top Ten, remarkably, for ail of its eight seasons on the 
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air), and continues 10 have a devoted following in rerune;. Wilh good reason. 
The show wa~ One of TV's mosl endcaring comedies, a graceful blcnd of 
homespun morality and small town satire.23 

The satire, of course, is nol that of the big city against the small town but the reverse. The contra st 

between life in the big city and life in the small town ie; often made explicit. In one episode, for 

cxample, a rich young man from the city is arrested for specding througb town in hisfJashy sports car. 

Since the local jail c1osesdown every weekend, he must stay with Andy and bis family. By the timc his 

lawyercomes from the city to "fix things" with the loeals, the young man has been "converted." Instcad 

of being insolent, arrogant, snobblsh and restlcss, he is polite, friendly, respectful and--above all-

relaxed. It is alsoworth noting that although Mayberry ie; supposed to he in North Carolina, the racial 

violence and higotry of some real Southern towns du ring the carly days of the civil righte; movement 

arc never shown; this ie; a fantae;y of small town life that eould be shared hy ail (white) Americans. ln 

one epic;ode, Aunt Bea and herfriend Clara Edwards write a !ittle song which succinctly expree;ses the 

way of life represented by Mayberry 

My home town is Ihe greatest place 1 know, 
Where the neighbor .. 1 find arc gentle and kind 
And the living's easy and slow .... 

My home town is the only place 10 be 
Here the worries arc small and the kidc; grow tall 
And strong and hea/thy and free, its 
My home town, my home town, 
Mayherry, Mayherry. 

The .. ame fanta .. y ha .. a/ .. o been featured in otber form~ of popu/ar entertainrnent. Several articles 

have been written ahout the fantasy of small-town life explesc;ed at Disneyland (in California) and 

Dic;ney World (in Florida).lo< "Main Street USA" is one of the chief attractions of both Actual 

conditions in the rcal sm ail towns of Amenca--conditions whicb drove millions to seek hetter lives in 

the big clties and which were satirized mercilessly by writers such as Sinclair Lewis--are symbo/ically 

irrelcvant "Main Street" is a state of mind, not a historical re-creation; it is a nostalgie vision of 

America, not an archaelogical excavation. 

The Midwestern Small Town represents a perfeetly balaneed way of lifc, the c1usive happy medium. 

Il mediates geographically (between West and East), economically (a commercial centre betwcen 

the agricultural fronticr and the industrial citles, or between the surrounding farms and the local 

factories), socially (with neitber extrerne wealth nor extreme poverty), and demographically (not too 
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small to he stifling but not too big to prevent intimacy and cohesion). In short, 

Main Street is the scat of a bU'iine'is culture of property-minded, law-ahiding 
citi7ens devoted to "free-enterprise" and "social morality," a community of 
sober, sensible, practical people. The Chamber of Commerce and the 
Protestant churches are naturally linked in support of "progress and lmprove
ment." For Many people over Many decades of our nationallife, thl'i is the 
landscapc of "sm ail town virtues," the "backhone of America," the "real 
America "~ 

The impact of this symbohc landscape, like the others, can be measured by observing the conrrete 

ways in which people modify their surroundings to bring them into conformity with a pre-exi'itmg 

model and screen out those clements in the actuallandscapes that are considered ugly, di<;turhlOg or 

anachronistic. Even in the nineteenth ccntury, for examplc, sma/l towns in the Midwec;t were rilled 

with peoplewhodid not "belong" in the ideah7ed vision Sorne towns remained white, middle c1a~"and 

Protestant. But many were populated increasingly by Irish Catholics, poor whites and "colmed folk: 

Eaeh group created its own landscape (houses, churches, shopping area'i, 'ioclal c1uh'i and tavern'i, 

clothing, manners and so f orth) Eventually, the gulf between the real and the ideal heca me 'iO gre a t 

.hat the smaJJ town was discredited as a community form Thi'i le; reflected ln the avalanche of literaf)' 

denunclations and urban jokes. In spite ofwhat came to he seen a'i <;tulttfying IImltatlOnc; (mdulgcnce 

in moralism and 'iclf -righteousne'ic; accompanied hy a preoccupation wlth re'ipectahilrty, hU'iine'i'i and 

"progress"), it continues to have wide appeal e'ipecially to tho<;e who Itve ln hlg citle'i To 'iOph"'tlcdted 

urbanites, the scaled-down version of a Missouri town at DIsneyland reprc'ient'i 'iomething betler than 

what they now cali home. 

It does not seem unreasonahle to suggest that the Munchkin City i'i 'iymholically rclated to the 

Midwestern Small Town Dorothy lands, for example, in what could he ca/led "MalO ~trcct, li ~ A " 

She is welcomed hy the mayor and his maglstrates on the step'i of the town hall. Therc, 'ihe al'io 

encounters personifications of Joca) institutions such as the "hank" (local hu<;ine'i'i heing reprc'ientcd 

by the Lollipop Guild), the "theatre" (represented hy ballenna'i of the Lullahye League), the 

"courthouse" (represented hy the coroner and the lawyer), and evcn the "church" (repre'iented hy 

Glinda on herdais). Moreover, the highwaywhich traverse'i the countryside (hut ~top'i at the gate ... of 

the capital city) actually begins at the beart of the Munchkin Clly; thi~ add'i a rural note whlch 

mitigates the urban implications of its name. With it<; childlike inhahitant~, prolcctcd hy thelr fairy 

godmother, the Munchkin City is really an embryonic cily (which is to say, a small town) Il 'ieem ... In 

be a happy place for the Munchkins but not for a girl secking the help of a wi7ard and menaccd hy a 
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Witch. Dorothy "rejects" the Munchkin City and sets offf or the big eity, the real city, the Emerald City . 

••• 

To get there, she must follow the Yellow Brick Road. Meandering through long stretch es of open 

countryside between its "source" inside the Munchkin City and its "mouth" at the gates of the Emerald 

City is the Yellow Brick Road. Il is, therefore, associated primarily with rurallandscapcs. In fact, it 

is associatcd with three kinds of rurallandscape: farmland (the fields of corn), orchards (the apple 

trees) and meadows (the poppy field). These places are generally attractive. In every case, though, 

something mars what would otherwisc have been a source of happiness. The Scarecrow has becn 

uno;uccessful at his joh in the cornfield. The apple trees are hostile to those who would enjoy thcir 

fruit. And the poppy field is "polluted" by the Witch's spcll. At the end of the road, howcver, is thc 

Emerald City ft ie; worth notmg here that the journey through 07 recapitulates American history Il 

bcgins in the Munchkin City (actuallya village or town not untike those of an eartier America) and 

concludes in the Emerald City (a large and impressivc metropolis not unlike New York or Hollywood). 

Linking them aille; the Yellow Brick Road (a paved highway through the wilderness in both tir.le and 

spaee). 

Conc;idering the pos"ihilJty of a fourth term in his set of symholic landscapes, Meinig mentione; the 

highway ao; a recent candidate. Although many Americans have reacted against the stultifying 

conformity and dullness of suburban lue, he notes, the fact remains that they are still moving out to 

the suhurhs and even heyond. Indeed, 

... hy the mid-1960s, when two cars hecarne the mimmum family standard and 
the engineers had spun a web of superhighways through, around and radlating 
from every city, "corn munit y" was no longer a discrete neighborhood, it was a 
wide scattcring of places bound together by the freeways The places of 
sleeping, catmg, drinking, relaxing, working and shopping might be frag
mcnted among a d07cn points separated by mIles from one another. Thus we 
come to the incluctable ohservation that the key landscape symbol in late 
twentieth-century America is not the home but the highway, and comrnunity 
is not 50 much a discrete locality as a dispersed social network traced on the 
landscapc by the moving autornobile.u 

Il may l'le, as he suggests, that the car has replaeed the house as the most powerful symhol of American 

values. Through the car, Americans can express their sense of individuality,freedom, status and even 

scx appcal. 
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Il curies us effortles'ily to ail thosc amenitics and services made familiar and 
profoundly democratic by the nationwide uniformity of McDonalds. Holiday 
Inns. and a hundred other franchise operations. Wc move along a linear 
landscapc, iDtcnsclydeveloped stripsand open interstatc routes made secure 
and Jegiblc by uniform road designsand standardi7ed emhlcms And nowwith 
citizen band radios, wc can communicatc directly and anonymously with other 
individuals, disembodied voices broadcasting at random our craving for 
contact, as isolatcd in our stccl shells we cruise the monotonous unif ormity 
of our interstate hlghways.21 

If this is the reality. however, it is not necessarily the idcal. The highways huiIt in the 1950~ and 19t>()~ 

arc now crumbling. And the prohlcms associated with them, such as pollution and accidents, can no 

longer be ignored a<; rninor tribulation'; When irate drivers in Los Angeles, "home of the frecway," 

began shooting at people in pa~sing cars, the stluation immediatcly became front-page new'\, the 

subjeet of Jokes and cartoons, even a featured story in news maga7ine<; 111 The attention given to the<;e 

roving thug<; cannot be explained hy the actual peril posed to American drivers a<; a wholc or ~ven to 

those in Los Angeles itself. Public fascination can only be explained, 1 suggest, on a 'iymholic Icvel. 

Mcinig himself acknowlcdgcs that the hlghway ha'i becomc a symhol of everything that i" wrong in 

America. Tbe "atomized dispersal of people living in motof17ed and c1ectronic connectlOn with their 

cnvironment and with one another," he write'i would be a pcrvcr'iion of "commuDlty" ae; thal i" 

understood by most Americans 

Despite it'i obvious power in fact, de'iplte the great Amencan phenomenon of 
the mobIle home and the rnotorizcd home, despite the power of the rornantic 
image of the uncommitted, footloose traveler, the Easy Rider dnfting from 
one pad to another, rnost Americans would not he cornfortahlc with the 
highway as the appropriatc syrnholic landscape for a 'iatl'ifying concept of 
comrnumty 29 

When The Wrzard open cd in ]939, however, the hlghway was ')tll1 "innocent." The Open Road Wa\ 

still a symbolic landscapc that meant freedom and bope, just as it had to the plOneers who 'ict oUI frorn 

thefronticr and cros~cd thcwildcrncss This attitude is illue;tratcd in a pamtmg hy Rawlston Crawf ord 

"Overseas Highway," (painted, as it happens, in 1939), captures the perspective of ')omeone walklOg. 

or riding on a bridge; the pavement leads relcntles'ily forward to a vanishing point at the' middle of 

tbe horizon. The sense of infinite dIstance is cmpbasi7ed hy the steel railing'i whleh stretch f orward 

on either side, converging on the horizon As Dickran TashJian point~ out, "the rhetoTlc of c,)m pO<;IIJOn 

and color obscures the nccd to question where Crawford's highway will lead the open road is one 

embodiment of the Amcrcian Dream."30 
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Just as the Open Road unifies America, the Yellow Brick Road unifies 07. In both cases, moreover, 

the unification is Dot oniy geographical but emotional as wcll. No matter what perils Dorothy and her 

friends encounter along the way, after ail, they are free and hopeful as long as they keep in mind what 

Glinda and the Munchkins had repeated so many times it song: 

Fo/low the Ycllow Brick Road, 
Follow the Ydlow Brick Road, 
Follow, follow, follow, follow, 
Follow the Yellow Brick Road. 
Fo/low the Yellow Brick, 
Follow the Yellow Brick, 
Follow the Ycllow Brick Road ... (MGM 2.14) 

ft is only wh en they are off the Yellow Brick Road, in fact, that they are seriously endangcrcd by the 

Wicked Witch 

Twenty-five years after Th l' W 1 zard was made, the sarne theme became the central motif of a very 

popu/ar tclevisioD series. On Rou te 66 (CBS,] 960-1964), two young men make their way across the 

country in search of adventure. Every episodc flDd~ Tod and BU7 in sorne new place where they 

becorne involved in local problcms Once the heroes have restored order, however, they drive off aga in 

down the open road Twenty-five year~ after that, another popular television series ue;ed the same 

motif On Hlgh way to H l'aven (NBC, 1984-1988), twonew heroes makc theirway across the country 

in search of Ihe wounded and Jondy Every epi'iode finds Mark and Jonathan in sorne new place where 

they become involved ID local problems Once they have cnsured healing and reconcllIation, howcver, 

they drive off agam down the open road. In hoth cases, the opcning credite; arc shown against a 

background of a car moving acro~'i the landscape. Despite the ambivalence Amcricans have come to 

feel for the Optn Road, il remalDs a slgniflcant symholic Jandscape 

••• 

After a series of adventures, Dorothy and her friends arrive at the Emerald City. But they do not 

remain there for long Berore their wishes can be granted, says the Wizard, they must first kiIl the 

Witch. Without further ado, they set out for the Haunted Forest Of ail the symbolic Jandscapes 

presented in The W izard, only this onc is completely undesirable. Dominated by the Wicked Witch, 

the Haunted Forest is filled with sinister beings; tbcir glowing eyes suggest the presence of aJien and 
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hostile forces. As Dorothy and herfriends begin thcir journey through this threatening realm, a e;ign 

warns them of peril ahead' "l'd turn back if 1 were you (MGM 4.15)!" Soon cnough, thdr wore;t fears 

come to pass and the ferocious winged monkeys swoop down on them. The Haunted Foree;t, in e;hort, 

represents the untamcd wilderness. In fact, it represents the Western Wildcrness since it ie; the Wicked 

Witch of the West who presides over it.]! 

Today, it secms strange that the Western Wilderness should have been assoClated with negativity We 

arc far more familiar with it as an escape from the dehumaD17ation of industnal civili7atlon, the 

national parks, for examplc, are designed at Icast partly as (tcmporary) havens for refugecs from the 

urban nightmare. In fact, the wilderness is DOW associated with a powerful social and pohtJcal 

movement represented hy organizations sueh as the Sierra Cluh and hy the environmentalte;t lohhy in 

Washington. There arc, of course, very practleal reasonsfor opposing pollution of the air, water and 

land But the various ecology movements also have another funetion When their reprc'icntati\'e'i 

argue in Congress for measures to promote the recovery of endangered species or to 'iet a'ilde arcas 

for the preseTVdtion of wildlife, they arc saying something ahout the symholle geography of America' 

if the wildernes'i were to disappear, th en sorne essential part of American Idcntlly would ale;o 

disappear. Every wcek, CBS presents SlInday M ornlng, a news maga710e featunng uphear 'itoriee; 

on contemporary American life Invariahly, the show concludes with ahout three minute'i devoted to 

the wilderness; dunng this televised meditatlOn, the camera Iin~ers 10vIOgly on a family of seagullc; 

wheeling abovc foam-swept rocks on the coast of Oregon, a spray of wlldflowers hloomlOg after a 

sudden c;hower in New Mexico, or a school of tadpoles swimming ncar the surface of a crye;tal .. tream 

in Vermont. But the link between wildernes'i and nationalldentity is not confmed to tclevi'iron Il 

could be argued, for examplc, that the scouting movement ale;o promotes enjoyment of the wilderne<,'i 

and wilderness values (such as self-sufflciency, respect for nature and slmpliclty) 10 the context of 

patriotism.'; 

Itwas not always so. Asa symbolic landscape of America, and asan ecologieal image of naturcwllhout 

culture (f orests, Mountains and desertswhich lie beyond the boundaries of civlli7ation), the wildcrnc .. s 

has had both positive and negative connotatIOn'i.33 The eatly European explorere; and coloOle;t'i wcre 

ambivalent o"erwhat they found in the New World. To he sure, they were fascinated by the faet Ihat 

North America was a virgin land and assumcd that it conslstcd of pure nature, untouehcd and undcftlcd 

by (European) history and civilization It was a primaeval world and it<; IDhabitant<; werc primaeval 

beings (which is to say, they were part of the landseape). But was il a primaeval paradl<ic or a 

primaeval hell? ln The Machine in the Garden, Leo Marx shows that there wac; no consensus on 
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lhis matter. The New World was discussed in terms of both "garden" (positive) and "wilderness" 

(negative ). 

ln the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, for example, what we would now cali "wilderness" 

(uDtamed, uDcultivated, uncharted land) was often called a "garden." Early visitors to Virginia, for 

instance, described what they found as a luxurient garden. By this, they referred not to colonial 

horticulture but to nature uncontaminated by history or civilization. They referred, in short, to the 

benevolent aspect of nature, as such. Not surprisingly, the native inhabitants of this "natural garden" 

(or "wild garden" as distinct from a "cultivated garden") wcrc idealized as gentle, kind, innocent, 

faithful andgenerally childlikef olk; theywere, as Jean-Jacques Roussseau put it, "noble savages" living 

in perfect (even pre-Iapsarian) harmonywith lhe natural order. To man y Europeans, the untamed, but 

benign, wilderness of North America scemed to be the venue for a new golden age, a chance to start 

over again. Generations of Americans maintained the vision of their land as a primaeval paradisc. By 

the early nineteenth century, infact, this notion hadgiven risetowhat Phillipc de Montcbellocalls "the 

first pivotai art movemcnt in this nation's history."l' He refers to the "Hudson River School" of 

landc;capc painting which pcrsisted, in one form or another, to the end of the century. ft was a 

movemcnt preoccupied by the sublime majesty and transcendenee of the American wiJderness. The 

reverential, quasi-mystical, attitude whieh underlay the Hudson River Sehool was charactcristic of the 

period; it was, in fact, an American version of Romanticism; unlike European Romanticism, however, 

it tend cd to glorify the nation's geography ratber than ils history. 

Vntil the carly nineteenth century, the kind of detachment nccessary to eontemplate the beauty of 

nature was seldom possiblc for Americans; the seulers bad been too busy establishing a precarious 

existence in thcir villages and on thcir farms to ponder "the meaning of the land that lay beyond the 

sunset:1.5 After the War of Independence, howcver, Americans began to think about thcir national 

identity. As Barbara Novak points out, they linked this to distinctive features of the landscapc. And 

the most distinctivefeature, at that time, was the prcvalence ofwilderness. Artists, thercfore, reali7ed 

that they had no need to imitate their European eounterparts.J6 For Thomas Cole, Asher B. Durand 

and others, thr wiJderness was temporally ambiguous. On the one hand, it was a primaeval para dise 

which had escaped the ravages of history and civilization. On the other hand, it was a f oretaste of the 

eschatological paradise. It is worth noting here that N ewsweek 's review of an exhibition of the 

Hudson River Scl:ool at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York is titJcd: "The Search for 

Paradise Lost: The Hudson River School Saw America as Eden."37 Even tbough Cole, aecording to 

Oswaldo Roque, 
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... did aot spell it out, bis discussion of American sccnery firmly reasl>crled Ihc 
typology established ... by Goveroor Clinton in his address befme Ihe 
American Academy of the Fine Arts. For Ihe artisl--the poel as weil as the 
painter--America could either be a primeval wilderness or an arcadlan 
pastoral In either case, it presented an analogy to the early days of Creation. 
"We are still in Eden, the wall tbat shUls us ouI of the garden is our own 
ignorance.38 

By the late nineteenth century, however, it bad become clear that urbanization and industrialilation 

were threatening the wilderness. If early members of the Hudson River School hoped to inspire 

reverence and awe for the visible revelation of God, later ones were more praclical; they boped to 

inspire efforts to save itfrom the greed and folly of civilization. Referring to a painting by Frederick 

Edwin Church, John K. Howat writes: 

Because of its vividness and strong composltion--indeed its gripping 
theatricality and expressiveness--Twlflght j n the W ild erTle s s stands as an 
early signpost central to the landscape preservation movement in this century 
and anticipating the extraordinary popularity of outdoorsmanship, as weil as 
the establishment of our system of national f orests and parks.19 

Even as memb~rs of the Hudson River School were becoming f amous for tbcir vision of the American 

wilderness,another painter of thewilderoesswas living in comparative obscurity. If Edward Hicks had 

beeD merely an isolated "primitive" pain ter, his work would be of no interesl here. But sin ce hi!> death 

in 1849, Hicks has become one of the most pOpl, lar American artists. It would be very difficult 10 find 

a book on American art which does Dot inc1ude an illustration of The Peaceable Klngdom in one 

version or another. "Today," writes John P Guttenberg, "Hicks's work is widcly celebraled ae; the 

quintessential expression of the nineteentb-century folk artist "co A fervent Ouaker, Hicks paintcd 

approximate1y sixtyversions of The Peaceabl e K zngdom asvisual sermonson the prophecy of Isaiah 

in which "the wolf shall dwell with the lamb and the leopard shalllie down with the kid. "41 Of intcrcst 

here is the iconography he used. The presence of wild animaIs (lions, leopards, bears and wolves), of 

course, indicates that the Kingdom is a transformed wilderoess. And the presence in the background 

of figures from local history and features of the locallandscape (William Peon signing a Ireaty with 

the IDdians, for example, or Yirginia's Natural Bridge) indicates that the transformation lakes place 

in America. In other words, America itself is the scene of a return to the "wild garden" of Eden, the 

primaeval paradise in which human beings exist in perCect harmoDy with the natural order. While his 

allegoricaJ work was intended mainly as commenlary on the conflicl between orthodox and "inner light" 
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factions within the Ouaker community, it suggests an identification of America with Eden which 

resonates with American traditions dating back to the earliest colonies. 

But at first, as 1 have said, the word "wilderness" was used without the positive connotations of eurrent 

usage. The carly cxplorers and colonists rescrvcd its use strictly for the negative aspects of untamed 

nature (since the term "garden" was rcserved for positive aspects). Governcd by the harsh and 

primitive laws of nature, many saw il as a dark realm of potential violence and chaos. As in the Bible, 

which so dominated the imagination of carly seulers, the wilderness was seen as hostile and 

threatening terrain where faith was tested; it was to be endured, not enjoyed. "In this 'hideous 

wilderncss' image of landscape," writcs Marx, "the New World is a place of hellish darkness; it arouses 

the fear of malevolent forces in the cosmos, and of the cannibalistic and bestial traits of man. It is 

associatcd with the wild men of medievallegcnd.~ The Indians, for example, were se en not as 

representatives of foreign cultures but as represcntatives of fallen nature; consequently, they were 

to be removed from the landscape just as the forests and other natural obstacles were to be cleared 

away. 

This vi l'lIent image expresses a need to mobili7e energy, postponc immediate 
pleasu~es, and rehearse the perils and purposes of the community. Life in a 
garde'1 is rclaxed, quiet and sweet ... but survival in a howling desert demands 
a.tion, the unceasing manipulation and mastery of the forces of nature, 
including, of course, human nature. Colonies cstablishcd in the dcsert rcquire 
aggrcssive, intellectual, controlled, and well-disciplined people.·) 

As Perry Miller shows in his classic study, Errand into the WI/der'Zess,'" no communitywas more 

controlled and well-disciplined th an the Puritans of New England. Having established themselves in 

a hostile environ ment and tamed it, they feh no need to continue the struggle by moving into new areas 

of wilderness 

By the carly nineteenth century, Marx points out, the wilderness was associated not only with savage 

Indians but also with uncouth, or uncivilized, whitcs who either could not or would not conf orm to the 

social standards of settled communities. Speakingfor the early American farmers (who made up most 

of the population), St. John de Crè\'ecoeur wrote that something terrible happened to Europeans in 

the dark f orests of the frontier. Witb their lives "regulated by the wildness of the neighbourhood," he 

wrote, they became "ferocious, gloomy, unsociable ... no better than earnivorous animaIs of a superior 

rank, living on the flesh ofwild animais. ".s Eventually, explorers and adventurers such as Daniel Boone 

wcre ideali7ed as heroic and romanI ic figures. But Many Americans--especially the farmers--never 
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forgot that thosewho chose tbewilderness had usually been rcbels against the social and cultural order 

which had been established only after a long struggle. 

At the end of the twenticth century, the American imagination is still hauntcd hy the wildernl:ss. The 

prototypical Western Wilderness is projected ooto a variety of other laodscapes. In c;ome casec;, il is 

the negative aspect which predominates; the city, for example, is often se en as a threatening and 

hostile wilderness. The popularity of crimc shows on teJcvision may indicatc a ne cd to asscrt sorne 

sense that the f orees of evil and chaos can be overcome by thc forces of law and order as they wcrc in 

the Old West. A more ambiguous wilderness is found in outer space. If ·we arc not alone," after ail, 

whoelsc i~ "out there?" When presented as thevcnuc of both good and cvil, life and dcath, ouler space 

is an open, empty, tracklcss desert waiting to be explored and colonized. This is thc astral wilderness 

of Star Wars (George Lucas, 1977) anditss~qucls, The Empire St71kes Back (Irvin Ker<;hner, 19S0) 

and Return of the J edi (Richard Marquand, 1983); in outer spacc, as in our own world, Ihere i<; holh 

good and evil, both life force and death force. Sometimes, however, outer space is not seen a<; the 

venue of both good and evil; on the contrary, it is seen as the venue of either good or evil. In one very 

evocativc movic, Close Encounters of the Thlrd Klnd (Steven Spielberg, ]977), il i<; an inviling, 

welcoming and reassuring rcalm inhabited by friendly being~. The sarne is truc in the enorrnou'ily 

popular ET: The Extraterrestria/ (Steven Spielberg, 1982). But in A/icn (Ridley Scott, 1(79) and 

A/ien s (James Cameron, 1986), il isa menacingand terrifymg realm inhabitcd by smistcr being'i Toy 

manufacturers have not bccn slow to exploit public intercst in outer space Toy cars and trucke; have 

been redesigned as WalkingAstro-Grapplers, Alien Moon Stalkers, Legoland Command Ships, La'icr 

Boit Vehicles and Construx Stellar Exploration Units. Worth noting is the c1ear relation between the 

wilderness of the Old We'it and that of Outer Space; the latter is an updaled version of the former The 

traditional "good guys"whose mission is to sav~ civilization from the "bad guys" arc now drcssed up and 

marketed as Masters of the Universe; if the children of an carlier gcncration, always on the loulout 

for Indians or cattle rustlcrs, carried six-shooters in thetr holsters, the chlldren of today, alwaye; on thc 

lookout for Klingons or otber cnemy aliens, carry Lazer Tag ray guns in their Star Bcltt;. Thc hnk 

between Old West and Outer Space is sometimes made quiteexplicit On March 2f!, 19S9,forexarnplc, 

itwas announced on Entertainment Ton ight lhat Kenny Roger'i is producing a mu<;ic video (whlch 

will eventually be made into a movie) called Planet Texas; Ihis combir.ation of country and wee;tcrn 

music with science fiction is to be about "cowboysfrom outer space." ln short, the mythic future le; not 

so very different from the mythic past. Out of the American myth has emerged agalactie mylh 

Indeed, when George Lucas made Star Wars, hehad the traditionalwesterns in rnind (alongwith The 

Wizard).46 Il could he argucd that the "spa ce operas" of today arc the functional cquivalentc; of the 
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older "horse operas." Both indicate an American fascination with wilderness which forms part of the 

national ethos. 

But Th (! W lzardhas rejected thissymboliclandscape. Dorotbyisnot a conservationist in the Haunted 

Forest. Nor is she an explorer. She is a refugee from the savagery of a demonic being who incarnates 

the dark, sinister and threateningface of nature in the wild. The Wicked Witcb, ruling tbis l'calm from 

ber gloomy castle perched upon a barren crag, is the functional equivalent of Sitting Bull and every 

other alien tribal chief encountered by white settlers moving West;47 the Ozian Haunted Forest is 

identified with the American Western Wilderness. In short, wilderness is understood herc, as it wa~ 

for many of thc carly sett/ers, as a primaeval heU rather than a primaeval garden. There is an obvious 

rcason for this. The Wlzard, after aH, is about going home. And wilderness, by definition, is not 

home (or not yet home). Once it becomes home, in fact, it ceases to be wilderness; instead, it becomes 

thefrontier of civili7ation. An American colony on Mars, forexamplc, would he the Ameriean frontier 

and not the Martian wilderness (althougb it would, oî course, be surrounded by the Martian wilder

ness). It is worth considering a cliché about the movle westerns. Afterthe bandits have been cartured, 

after the town hac; been made safe for the preacher and the schoolmarm, the hero rides off into the 

proverhial sunset (which is to say, the West). He rides away from the Frontier Farm \settled 

community lif e) and further into the Western Wilderness; there is no l'oom for him at home Even at 

ilS best, even ac; the venue of adventure and opportunity and freedom, wilderncss is always beyond the 

hori70n. In ]939, aftel a decade of rnac;s migrations duc to the DepreSSIOn and with war 100rnIDg in the 

nearfuture, il may have hecn necessaryfor Arnericans to reaffirm the value of home (emotional roots 

on the land and in the past). This, at any rate, is c1early indicated in The Wizard. 

.ot<. 

Whilr in 07, Dorothy's goal is to reach the Emerald City. She and herfrknds resolutely pursue their 

course despite the machinations of their implacable foc, the Witch. Even before they set foot inside 

the capital of Oz for the first time, they are duly impressed with its grandeur. Once inside, they 

become tourists not unlikc country folk who find themselves in mid town Manhattan for the first lime. 

ln short, they arc awestruck by urban splendour. The Emerald City glitters witb bope and opportunity. 

This impression is confirmcd whcn Dorothy and her friends arrive thcre for the second time; they are 

asked to rernain and rule 07. But The Emerald City is not perfcct. For one tbing, it is Dot free of fear; 

f1ying ,wcrhead, the Witch has no trouble in terrifying the locals. Moreovcr, it is ruled over by a 

"humbug." Most important, howcver, is one simple fact: the Emerald City is not home. Not even the 
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spectacular capital of 07 can beguile Dorothy inlo abandoning hcr wish to be back home ln Kan~as 

whcrc she bclongs. No sooner docs Dorothy rclurn, therefore, than she makes plane; to leave. The 

Emerald City bas been only a proximate goal; ber ultimate goal bas always hecn Kansas. In the o;ame 

way, Americansflock to thcir own glittering cities but continue to hankerfor the earlier, 'iimplcr, ways 

of rurallife, for sorne place 10 put down "roots," for home. 10 the exlent tbat 07'S Emerald City io; 

associated with America's Eastern Mctropolis,:l is also associated with a long-standing traditIOn of 

ambivalence toward urban life. 

The Eastern Mctropolis48 lies at the opposite end of the sytnholic spcctrum from the Western 

Wildcrness. If wildemcss is an ccological image representing nature without culture, the eity is an 

ecoJogical image represcnting culture without nature (even though no actual city could CXIst entirely 

cul off from nature). We now think of tbc wilderness in lerms of the AmeTlcan Wesl Jndced rl:c 

Wizard tells Dorothy that he was "born and bred in the heart of the western wilderne'i'i" (MG M 5.15) 

At onc time, of course, the American East was wilderness too. With the arrivaI of the earlie'it selliers, 

bowever, il was transformed (for Europeans) from wilderness into frontier Gradually, the fronller 

was transformed, in tUTD, into "civiJizdtion." Likc "wildcrne'is," bowcver, the word "civih7ation" has 

both positive and negative connotations It has becn u'ied, for example, 10 deo;cribe nolh the dccadenl 

and oppressive Old World from whieb European immigrante; wanted toescape hUI ale;o the progr':~~lvc 

and exciting New World they wanted to enjoy. To the extent that civili7alion I~ cone;idered an advancc 

over more "primitive" f ormt; of existence, the AmerIcan city i<; e;yrnholically linked to the rool rneta phor 

of JCTusalcm (either the Holy City of ancient Israel OT the Hcavenly CIly of the Kingdom) But 10 the 

cxtent that civilizatioD is cODsidered oppressive, the American city is symhollcally linkcd 10 e;uch root 

metaphors as Babel (chaos) and Babylon (exile and alienation). 

Aecording to Raymond Mohl,'9 early American cities were eithcr commercIal or admiDl'itrativc 

centrcs. By the mid-nincteenth century, howevcr, ail that was changing Il wa<; the rise of indu'ilry thal 

initiated the process of urbani7ation on a massive sealc; at the same time, observes Leo Marx, severe 

conflict devcloped betwcen America as "the garden" and America as "the machine." The indu~lrJal 

cities, in any case, attracted not only hapless immigrantsfrom overscas hut alsodisconrcntcd ruralfolk 

from the hinterland. For the former, cities such as New York often rcpresentcd refuge from Iyranny 

and poverty in the OId World. But for ail of thesc people, the city--its streets proverhlally "paved with 

gold~--represented opportunity, frccdom and the hope of a hettcr future By the carly twentictb 

century, American notions of utopia wcrc often projcctcd as fantasies of tcchnologically advanced 

urban communities. And lhis was not only truc of science fiction DO. c1s and movic~ A recen! 
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exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum, "The Machine Age in Amcrica,"50 sbowed how the look of 

everythingfrom car'i and ships to teapots and toasters reflectcd an optimism bascd on speed, efficicncy 

and technological progress. Robert Hugues observes,for examplc, that industrial design in the 1930s 

was intended not mercly to increase efficiency but also to promote a worldview, a Zeltgeist; 

maintaining the Jong American tradition of faith in progress, duriog a severe depression was so vital 

that it could be taken seriously even when expressed in ways that now sccm absurdo 

Was it only fiftyyears ago? How touching ourgrandfathcrs' faith in thcfuture 
seems, in our day of acid rain, e".{ploding shuttles, decaying inner cities and 
general creeping dystopia. The mood is epitomized in objccts Iike the male 
costume of the fUlure dreamed up for V ogu e--a bcarded fIgure in an 
immaculate white jumpsuit wearing a circular antenna as a halo on his head, 
John the Baptist amongtbe insulators Everything is streamlined,cven ohjects 
that are screwed down and cannot move, so that America's breathless rush 
toward lJtopia IS c1early signified by things Itke a 1933 Raymond Loewy metal 
lear-drop desk-rnounted peneil sharpencr. ln the twelvc years betwecn the 
Wall Street Crash and Pearl Harbor, the American imagination ~eems to have 
osclllated between two images, tbe streamline and the breadline--the former 
promising reltef from the latter. And in the Maxim of the 1939 New York 
World's Fair, "See tomorrow--now!" lay the slren 'iyllablcs of undeferred 
gratification that would abolish the constramts of Puritan America while 
preserving tts millennnarian fantasies. S1 

And progress camcfrom the city, not from the wildernesc; or the frontier. As David AibrechtS2 points 

out, moreover, modern architecture was used wlth slmilar connotations in the set designc; for 

Hollywood movies throughout the 19,Os. The urban world was presented as glamourous, SOphlStl

cated, progressIve and exciting V cry often, in fact, il was presented as a playground for the rich and 

fortunale who were imulaled from drudgery and routine. Even movies whlch acknowlcdged urhan 

problcmc;, howcver, oflen managed to glorify the city as a world of opportunity for those with talent 

or amhition. Although pover:y and unemployment were openly deplctcd ln Fort y-Second Street 

(Lloyd Bacon, 1933) and other "backstage" musicals produccd by Warncr Brothers, and although sueh 

movies often includcd suggestive referenccs to prostitution, the ovcrall message was that the city 

reprcsented hope. Wlth good luck and hard work, almost anyone eould become a star--and if not a 5tar, 

th en at Icast an ingenuc in the chorus !ine with a chance cithcr to becomc a star or to marry one. 

Even at their bcst, howcvcr, cities do not neccssarily represcnt home or the ideal community. 

Consequently, Mcinig does not consider it a successor to the Southern California Suburh in his set of 

c1assic syrnbolic landscapcs.'3 If most Americans live in cities, they often do so with mlsgivings, even 

guilt. Thic; is partly bccausc the sophistication and worldliness of urban lif chas always heen associated 
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with the dccadcnt European society rcjected in thc War of Independence. Americans, in any case, 

choose tolivc in ci tics but continue to drcam of Marlboro Country. "Our counter-culture moYcment'i," 

writes James E. Vance, "show the still strong attraction of Arc(lliia, haek to the simple country life, the 

commune in the woods, ways to drop out of the metropohtan maelstrom.")01 The South Bronx is 

sometimcsdescribcd as "bombcd out" or even "Iunar." The repeated attempts at urhan renewal often 

cod in disaster; after ooly a few years, for examplc, the Cabrini Green proJect m Chicago becamc a 

dangerous sium. When New York City alrnost went hankrupt in 1976, duc to an mflux of the poor on 

welfare and an exodus of tax-paying businesses, Many AmcrÎcans living c1sewhcre found the catuation 

in New York, the big city por excellence, either irrclevant or amusmg; they opposed the idea of 

federal grants to save the Big Apple.~' Residents of almost ail Ameflean cltiee;, however, ha\'c 

complained about problems sueh as congestion, pollution, crime and the destructIOn of ncighhourhood 

communities in favour of office buildings and apartmem towers or even parkmg lote; and frcewayc, 

And the vision of urban life in tbcfuture, the rigidly controlled and aesthetically sterile "cnvlronments" 

proposed by planners and developers, often look like the nightmarie;h sete; for sciencc fiction movlce; 

According to Meinig, Americanc; are an urbani7ed people \{Ithout a satisfymg VIC;lon, without an 

effective symhol of what a healthy, happy, urhan community would hc like 

The anti-urban tradition has a long history ID the Unitcd Statce; It was Thomac; Jcfferc;on'c; vIsion of 

America ac; a repuhhc of virtuous yeoman farmers, after ail, and not Alexander Hamilton'c; vie;lon of 

America as éJ land of enterprie;ing manufacturers, whlch wa,> flf,>t given official approval Thle; was 

partly an affirmation of the predominantly rural reahty and partly a way of distancmg the new nallon 

from Europe; the UnIted States was to he a rural utopia cnrrespondmg to the urhan dyc;topla of 

Europe Martin Marty pOInts out, morcovcr, that American Protestanll~m, whlch ec;tahlic;hcd Ite;c1f 

in a predominantly rural America, adjuc;ted with considerable difficulty to Ihe urhan envlTonment; the 

mctropohs was idenlJfled with temptatlOn and sin.56 When citice; became an Important fealure of 

American Iife, too, the posItive traditions of urhan I1fe were not strong enough to counleract Ihe 

negative ODes As Samuel B. Warner puts il, American~ "lIve JO one of the world'c; mml uroa0J7cd 

countries as if it were a wildcrncsc;."S) Urban America, theref ore, i~ a wilderncc;e; ln the purcly neg,'llvc 

sense used by the carliest !;ettlcrs; it is, in short, an "urban jungle" 

If Hollywood movies somcttmes glorificd urban life in the 1930s, they scldom did so in the ]94()c; Very 

few presentcd the city as an idcaJ setting for family and communal Iife; on the contrary, Many 

expressed ovcrt hostility toward the city One stands out as an illustration. Made ln ]944, only five 

years after The Wlzard and at tl1e height of World War Two, M cet Me ln St. Lou H reveale; ooth thc 
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anxiety and social disorder eaused by historical events beyond the control of anyone. Millions of 

Americans were leaving home. The young men wcre sent off tofight overseas. Many others, howevcr, 

were mlgratingfrom f arms and small towns to the cities where they f ound work in war industries This 

movie, howcver, does Dot affirm the massive social changes that were taking place; it is a frankly 

nostalgie look at lif e ID smaJl-town A meriea at the turn of the century. The visual structure of M cet 

Mel n St. Lou i ~ emphasizes this. Corresponding to the eternal rhythm of nature itsclf, each of its 

four segments opens with a sepia-tinted photograph of the Smith family house in a different season; 

the implication is that this is not oDly the way things once were but the way things should he and will 

he once again (after the war) 

Jn one rather disturbing sequence, Tootie and her friends build a boofire in the street as part of their 

Halloween revelry. Then the otber ehildren assign her the task of scaring one of the neighbourc; (who 

happenc;, not roincldentally, to have a foreign name). When he opens the dOOT, she throws flour in his 

face and screams "} ha te you!" The Halloween episode is one of the veryfew whleh takes place outside 

the house. Ir must he seen, theref ore, 10 relation to thoe;e which take place inside; It ie; a commentary, 

50 to spcak, on the house and everythmg it represents. In a way, the house is the real "star" of M l'et 

M (' ill St L OUI S ft IS always hathed in warm, glowmg, light. The houc;e reprec;cnts not only the 

family that lIves there but a wholc way of life characteri7ed by peaee, order, security, harmony, 

intimacy--all thmg'i lacking in wartimc War, after ail, is chaos Significantly, the Halloween sequence 

is followed by one m whlch nocturnal fears arc baOlshed and reassurance is provldcd. It could be 

argucd that the ghoc;tly, demonIc atmosphere of the earller sequence IS carnivalcsque; hk the ancient 

and univerc;al rites of carnivdl. the movie implies that normality (order) wIll return after a brief 

interlude of abnormalIty (disorèer). In the context of 1944, the confluence of these sequencec; could 

be secn ac; an indirect (and non-threatening) acknowlcdgement that the war really wa~ reversmg both 

the natural order (parente; mourning thelr sons) and the cultural order (women in charge of familiec; 

and working outc;jde the home) Imt also as an assertlOD that both forms of dlsorder would soon be 

replaced by order 

Chaos, or dic;order, is symbohcally rcpresented not only by the easily contamed threat of a children's 

festival but also by the much more serious threat of the big city. Father is planning to moye the family 

from St. Louis to New York He is the only one, though, who wants to move there. Everyone clse is 

horrified at the very idea. They want to remalD where (hey bclong. And they belong in what appears 

10 be a small midwestern lown of the kind described by Meinig. There arc no shots of St. Louis itself. 

Viewers sec only gracious Victorian homec; with front porches and spacious lawns on trec-lin cd streets. 
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Eventually. Father is touehed by the attachment of hisfamily to their housc, their fnendsand theirway 

of life. He decides not to move after ail. In the eoncluding sequence, he take5 the famlly out tn c;ee the 

World's Fair and everyonc agrccs, in cffeet, that thcrc isno plaec like home "Wc don't have to !cave 

home on a train or stay in a hotcl," exclaims Roc;e, "it's ail right bere in our own home town .. Almoc;t 

immediately, Esther rcmf orees thls sentiment· "1 can 't heheve it," she 51gh Ci, "righ t here where we lIve 

Right here in St. Louic; " On that note, the movie cnds Both guIs suggcst, juc;t as Dorothy doce; in Th C' 

WIzard, that the safe and happy world of Ofle's own haek yard is preferahle to the excitlng and 

glarnourous, but also threatcning and dangerou5, world heyond In 1944, they had good rea<;on lolong 

for life ac; they had known It before the war; it was, after aIl, to prec;erve that way of life that they were 

fighting in thefust place Irnphcitly, then, Meer Mein St LouIS told Arnericans that the amClety, 

confusion and dislocation of the war years wae; ('nly temporary; thi<; interlude would he f ollowed by a 

return to peacc, security, order, stability and everything associated with the word "home" Explre/tly, 

however, M cet Mein St. LOUI ç told Arnerican<; that home wac; not to he found In a hlg city <;uch a., 

New York. 

The antl-urban trad Illon may have heen given It<; ultirnate cxprcse;lOn in "f llm n 01 r" a genre ae;e;oClated 

with the 1940<; and carly 1950<; Theori<;te; have argued over wh ether or nol film nOIr IC;, In tdCl, a 

die;tinct genre. Neverthele'is, they agree that Many movles of this penod arc hnked hy common 

fcatures Emergingfrom thc tradItion of gange;ler movlc<; made ln the 1 ()10<;, and respondlOg 10 .,oCl.t1 

and polJtlcal turmoil durmg the war and H<; rold-\\-ar aftermath, film nOir "le; contempnraneou." 

usually urhan and almo<;t alwaye; Amencan ln ~etting The few exception<; involve ellher urhan men 

ln a rural locale or A merlcans ahroad ,,58 But film n O/rconveye; a very e;peClfl~ atlJlude loward Ihe clly 

The urban worId IS pre<;ented a<; chaottc (storie,; of random vIOlence and Innocenl vlctlmc,), altenallDg 

(glih dialogue), neurotte (characters mottvated hy murderouc, ohc;esc,ion<;) and thoroughly >ml~tcr 

(deep shadows, dee;erted huildmgc" echomg fOOI<;tcPc,) ln <;hort, tt>;c; ie; Ihe venue of evtl DcleCllvcc; 

arc as hardcned and cymcal a<; the crlmlna)<; Ihey purc,uc And vietlm<; arc often a~ morally dllhlOuc,;te; 

thosewho pUf~ue thcm N(lthtng le, what it seems to he. AccordlDg to Foc;ter Hire;ch, an aXlOm of f II m 

nOIr is that thc (urhan) world IS a dangerom place ~ Moe,t Amerlcane; arc prohahly famlflar Wllh 

images of trafflc light<; flash mg as rcflccttonc; on wet pavement and ncon signe, fltckerlng over che.tp 

diners or outside thc Windows of slcary hotcle;. V cry often, the cIty depicted 1<; New York But ID 

movics bascd on the novcls of Jame<; M Cain such as Mil drcd Pl cree (MIchael CUrtl7, 1(45) or thoc;c 

of Raymond Chandler such ae; The Brg Sicep (Howard Hawkes, 194tJ), It ie; often Lo<; Angelec; 

Los Angeles adds a hori7ontal dImension to film nOIr. In place of the 
monolithe; and endles<; urhan alleyways of the ea<;tern cityc,cape<;, there is a 
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physical and moral sprawl, a chain of suburbs, full of Icgal and iIIcgal 
activities, linked by wide boulevards and exprcssways. Chandler saw this and 
made The Big Sleep, like ail his other stories set in Los Angeles, a series of 
journeys across a mythicallandscape of darkened bungalows, decaying office 
buildings, and sinister nightspots.60 

Even San Francisco takes on a sinister quality in Th e MaIre se Falcon (John Huston, 1941). But any 

city would do. The city itself seems to become a character as dark as any criminallurking in the fog 

near a waterfront bar or. any housewife planning murder in a suburban living room. According to 

Hirsch, nOir characters "inhabit a treacberous urban terrain filled with deceiving women and the 

promise of money easily and i1\-gotten The city, minatory and bewitching, is a powerful and 

inescallablc presence in nOir; hUl, hke the eharacters who walk through Its mean streets, il, too, cornes 

in variou~ styles "61 He identifies three of these styles At first, cities were built in studIO They lacked 

the fullnc~s and dcnslty of real citiee; Thee;e movles have a generally expree;sionistic look. 

Shown, most typically, at night, lhe studio city of darkened ramy streets was 
eerily deserled, Ite; pools of shadows pregnant wilh menace The simphflCd 
and e;emi-ahsract citye;cape~ of the studio-made thnllere; provlded the appro
priate backdropf or e;tories of entrapment. Filme; set in thle; environrnent werc 
c1austrophohie pe;ychological e;tudies, stolrie~ of ohsee;e;ion and confinement in 
whieh the world hegins e;mall and then progrese;ivcly c1osee; in on the fated 
protagon i e;t e;.62 

After the war, movles were shot more often on location. As a result, they look more reallstie. Very 

often, the camera I~ uc;ed to glve the Imprec;e;ion of on-the-e;pot report mg. In otherwordc;, these movics 

emphac;17e the outward and vlSlhle ae;pects of crime. According to Hlrsch, thle; made them more 

cone;ervative in outlook Previously, they had heen vagucly c;uhvere;lve in dcpleting the ordinary world 

of everyday Me gomg haywlTe; the reLtion hetween guilt and innocence orvicc and virtuewas suhtle 

and amhiguou'i. Now, the "good guy"" (uc;ually the police or private investigatore;) were more dearly 

separated from the "had guys" (desenbed ae; "the cnminalc; who hid from the IIght of day m the howels 

of the urhan underworld")63. But location shootmg eould ale;o have a different effect By the carly 

1950s, the city was no longer seen ac; a neutral hackground for Journalistlc aecou.lts of cnme; it \\-as 

shown as a participant 10 cvil Discussing The W 1 nd ow (Tcd Tct7laff, 1949), Hlrseh writes that "New 

York in midsummer is rendered as a wastcland of abandoned buildings, empty lots ringed by fences, 

and sweItcrtng icnements--an inf estcd cnvironment that secms to be a breedmg ground for cnme:'" 

Clcarly,fzlm nOir reveals the prof ound sense of urban alienatlOn, anxiety and cynicism that has becn 

prevalcnt ln Arnencan society But why should ail this negativity he focuscd so dlreetly on the city? 
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After a1l, most Arnericans have chosen to live in cilies 1 sugge,>t that the long anti-urhan tradition 

made this inevitablc. For gcnerations, Americans had been accustomed to the idea that the cIty is thc 

opposite of home; the city is where people do not helong, where f dmlly life doee; not thrivc, whcrc 

eommunity does not f10urish A,>sociated with avaricioue; hankers, cynical hureaucrate;, ruthlcss 

industrialists and sinistcr mobstcrs, the metropohs came to he synonymoue;, for many American .. , wilh 

political corruption, moral dcgeneracy and personal vice; the CIty PToduced nothmg hut alienation and 

despair for those cündemned to work in its factories and to live in ite; siums 

lInlike the Western Wilderness, the Eastern Metropolis cannot he ruled out, hy deflnltwn, ae; a 

symbo1ic Jandseape of home Nevertbclcss, AmeTlcans often find it dlfflcult to thmk of it ln tha t way. 

Second and thlrd generation dcc;cendents of immigrants often have nostalglc f eelinge; a houtthc home!> 

their aneestors made amld the ~,qualor of tenemente; and sweat-e;hop'i (or even ahnut the Old Country 

which sent them flecing in tCTror). And sorne of them 'icttle m "gcntrifled" inner cIty dl'itrict'i M But 

thls does not mean that they consider the city their ultimate goal. For many, Itle; an tmmediate goal 

Once they have "made il" or Hdlscovercd themsclves," once they arc ahoul to "scille down" wllhfamtlie'i, 

it is time to move on 10 the suhul'hs or even 10 'iome .. mali lown withm commultng dl'ilaneC 

During the Depression, the nalton re'iponded f avourahly to Ihe idca of urhant7altOn and mdu'ilriall/a

lIOn as immediatc c;olutions to econornte hardshlp Afler the "du'il howl" expeTlencc of Ihe carly l'no~. 

many people had no choice hut 10 !cave thelr hornec; on the land and migrdle 10 cIlIce; whleh prornl'icd 

atleast the posslhlltty of a heller !tfe Dlanne Ptlgrtm de'ierthe'i the SItuatIon weil 

Wtth the devastatmg cff ect~ of the Depre'i<;ion, eXI~ttng me;CCUTltlec; dle;'iolved 
into a general die;iIIu~ionmenl Ycl dt the <;ame lIme, Ihl~ cri'il'i crealed a 
national Untty of purpo5e, a nced to find a way to a <;e;uage thc en~U1ng pame 
A feeling ernerged lhat tf everyone pullcd togelhcr, wt!h the help of the 
machine hchtnd them, a hetler tomorrow could he achleved From thl'i Untty 
of rcsponse dcvc\oped values, hehcf<; and symhol'i that hccame identlfled a~ 
unqiucly ArncTican. Streamlintng, with ils scnc;e of specd, hecarne the e;yrnhol 
of the decade.66 

No one was more effective in promotmg hope than Franklin Dclano Roo'ievelt Like the Prestdcnl 

himsclf, the Wizard kc~os up morale ln his streamlined and teehnologically advanced cIty hy a 

eomhination of common sense, calculated hravado, and sheer hlarney When the Wieked Witch 

appcars in t~c sky overhcad, for exarnple, he trics to reas<;ure the teniflcd populace (In ht~ gui.,e a., 

doorrnan) by c;aying' "It's ail right' Everythmg is all T1ght' The Great and PowerfuJ 0/ ha~g(11 malter., 

weil in hand--I hope--and 50 you can ail go home! And there's nothtng to wony ahout (MGM 45)'" 
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He might weil have added that "the only thingwe have tofear isfear itsclf.~ Neverthcless, Americans 

maya/50 have responded warmly to the idea that the current dislocations were only temporary, that 

either they or rheir deseendenrs would one day return to the land, wherc they bcJonged. If 50, then it 

cou/d be argued that 07 represents the familiar world of eonternporary America while Kansas 

represent~ the ideal world of a past and future America. 

The capital of 07 appears to he an Eastern Metropolis. Ils inhabitants are "grown up" and 

sophlsticatcd Acsthctlcally and tcchnologlcally, il is up to date. And yet, it is not ideal. Although the 

Wi7ard's use of teehn%gy apparently satisfies the inhabitants, Dorothyfinds out that "progress" herc 

is at Ica st partly based on hokum Things arc under control, probJcms solved, and wishes granted. But 

Dorothy's wie;h ie; ta Icave the Emerald City The ohvious implication is that even thie; glittcnng city, 

Dorothy'c; long-sought goal and the moe;t demahle place in ail of 07, is not comp/ctcly satisfymg. As 

J have indicated, thls amhivalcnce--wanting the city but also rcjccting Il--is perfect/y exprcsscd in The 

Wlzard. From that point of view, nothing has changed in the past fifty yearc; . 

••• 

After thcir expedition to the Haunted Foree;t, Dorothy and hcrfriends, return to the Emerald City. 

And from thcrc, Dorothy Immedlatcly returne; 10 Kamas The "prefcrred" symholic landscapc ID The 

Wlzard ie; c1early Kansae; Although Dorothy admit<;, in rcca/hng 07, that "mo<;t of it wa<; heautiful," 

she goes on to say th"l "Jue;t the e;ame, ail 1 kept c;aying to cvcryone wa<; '1 wanl f(\ go home'" (MGM 

5.22) She ie;, ID faet, glad to he hack where she helongs Her last words--the la<;t wordc; of the mOVle 

itself--arc' "And. oh, Aunl;e Em, lhere's no place hke home!" (MGM 523) Dorothy's home is a 

farm Shc hae; chosen that over the Emerald City To the extent that the symholic landscapes 

presented in The W 1 zard corree;pond 10 tho~c prevalent in American culturc--and glVen the massive 

and cnduring populaflty of thi~ movlC we have no rea~on to douhl thi~--such a preference should 

indicatc something .~ hout A mencan idcntity, 

Unlike the We~tern Wlldcrness, the Frontier Farm is associated with home And unlike the Eastern 

Metropolis, it is associatcd unarnbiguously with home ln this way, it is like the three symholic 

Jande;capes of home identified hy Mcinig, 1 argue, howevcr, th3t Il is not merely one of severa/, one 

that Mcinig inexpltcably f argot when estahlishing hie; ~et. but Ameriea's symbohc landscapc of home 

par excellence The New England Village, Midwestern Small Town and Southern Cahfornia Suhurh, 

after ail, are "carried" nrimanly by sentiment; the Frontier Farm, however, ha~ been "carried"for two 
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hundred years by a cuhurally dominant worldview known generally as "agrarianism" ln the half 

century before The W Izard, agrarianism had been given verbal expression as pa'ilorali'im, vi'iual 

expresc;ion as regionalism and political expressIOn as populie;m Glvcn Amencan hie;tory, thle; ie; not 

surprising. 1 suggest that Meinig's threc symbolic landscapcs arc, in fact, ail variants of the fronller. 

By dcfinition, a frontier mediatec;. The New England Village mediate'i between Iwo form'i of 

wilderness: the ocean and the f ore st Both Mldwestern Small Town and Soulhern Cahfornia ~uhurh 

Mediate between country and city, nature and culture. So doce; the Frontier Farm If it ie; primary and 

the others seeondary, it is only because the family farm, isolated on th,' bleak praine, ic; the c;tarkec;t 

and most dramatic image of the Mediation between nature and culture, between wilderness and 

civilization. The following discussion IS based on the work of SmIth and Marx. 

The Frontier Farm is not only a frontier eommumty, it is a farm community l1nderlying the c;ymholJc 

landscape of Frontier Farm is the ecological image68 of the garden. Lying mldway on the c;ymholic 

spectrum hetween wilderness and civill7atlon, the garden is, literally and figuratlvcly, a central 

ccological image involved m the formatIOn of American identlty; it is, for Leo Marx, the "middle 

landc;cape." From the beginning, however, there were twoversionc; of the garden the natura 1 (or wild) 

garden and the cultivated garden 

To depict the ncw land as a 10vcJy garden is to ccJehrate an ideal of ImmedIate, 
joyous fulfillment. It muc;t be admltted, however, that the word "ImmedIate" 
conccals a crucial amblguity How ImmedIate? wc maywell ae;k. At timec;, the 
garden is used to represent the sufficieney ofnature in ite; original c;tate Then 
it eonveys an impulse-centered, anarchie or primttivic;tic view of IIfe But 
elsewherc the garden standc; for a c;tate of cultivatlOn, hence a Iec;c; exalted 
estlmate of nature's beneficence. Although important, the Ime between the 
two is Dot sharp. Both the wild and the cultlvatcd vcr<;lon<, of garden image 
embody somcthmg of that timelec;c; Impul<;c to cut loo'ie from the conc;traint<; 
of a complex society ... To deplct America a<; a gardcn 1<; to expre~<; a~piratjon<; 
still considered utopian--aspiratlon<;, that IS, toward abundance, lcJ'iure, 
freedom, and a gtcatcr harmony of existence 6'> 

The wild garden ha<; already becn discuc;sed as the bemgn aspect of wilderne~s (which, by defmition, 

is not relatcd to the notion of "home"). Il ie; the cuItivated garden which is now under di<;cuc;c;ion here. 

Aftet the carly ninetccnth century, the adventurcs of hunters and explorcrc; ID what Smith call~ the 

"Wild West" had little to do with the ~ocial and economicforccs actually shaping Amenedn lif e Thc<;c 

forces originated not in the plcture<;que reglOn<; heyond the agricultural fran!ler but in the 

domesticatcd rcgions behind il. In fact, il was the imager' of an "Agricultural We~t" (cultlvated 

garden) which prevailed over that of a "Wild West" (wlld garden or wllderncc;<;) ludging fr lm the 
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cnormous popularity of westerns (novels or films), it scems clear that the former did not replace the 

latter; the two coexisted. But Smith argues that the former corresponded, for a while, much more 

c1oc;ely to historical reality. 

With each surgc of westward rnovement, a new corn munit y came into being. 
These (six] communities devoted themselves not to marching foward but to 
cuhivating the earth. They plowed the virgin land and put in crop!., and the 
great Intcrior Valley was transformed into a gardcn: for the imagination, the 
Garden of the World. The image of this vast and constantly growing 
agrkultural society in the interior of tbe continent bccarnc one of the 
dominant symhols of nineteenth-century American society--a collective 
rcpresentation, a poetic idea ... that dcfined the promise of American life. 
The master symbol of the garden embraced a c1ustcr of metaphors exprcssing 
fecundity, growth, increac;e and blissful labor in the earth, ail centering about 
the heroie figure of the ideahzed frontier farmer armed with that supremc 
agrarian weapon, the sacred plow. Although the Idca of the garden of the 
world was rclativcly static, resemhling an allegorical composition .. its role 
in expressing assumptions and aspirations of a whole society, and the hint of 
narrative content supplied hy the central figure of the Western farmer, gave 
it much the cbaracter of a mytb.70 

AIthough variouc; versions of this agranan "myth" had long been familiar in Europe, they took on a 

specifie meanmg and importance in connection wlth the New World. Il was assumed that AmerIcans, 

unlike Europeanc;, could transform the agrarian vision from nostalgie pastoral fantac;les and utopian 

daydreams into practical realIty. After ail, there was enough vacant land for everyone, enough 

emptiness to be filled hyanythmg. Wlth the growing recognition of what lay heyond thc Alleghanies, 

beyond the Mic;c;isC;lppi, it becarnc clear that Amenca presented the opportunity Ilot only to achievc the 

agra:ian ideal hultodo so on a scalc sovast that ail previous utopian experimentc; seemed insigmficant 

by comparison; thlc; was to he a major experimcnt in the transf ormation of human society. AmerIca, 

ID short, providcd the human race with a unique opportumty to start over aga in SIDce identity, hy 

definitlOn, alwayc; involvec; c;omethtng unique (or dIstinctive), A mcnca's agricultural pOlential was an 

olwious source for the development of a new national identity. Not surpnsingly, the land soon came 

to represent much more than the mere production of food. 

Even hefore the Revolution, agrananism had been mfluential. The vision of an agricultural paradise 

gained in importance, howevcr, with the achievement of independence by the United Sîates; thic; made 

if possihle to translate philosophy directly into plans for a new society. Both Thomas Jefferson and 

Benjamin Franklin, for example, saw the future of the new rcpublic in agrarian tcrms (unlike 

Alexander Hamilton who sawit in lermsof commerce and manufacturing). What emerged wasa social 
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theory based on the "freehold" concept. The general idea was that free land should be made availahk 

to anyone willing to cultivate il. This, in turn, was based on several assumption~. Suhslstcnec 

agriculture was said to be the only legitimate source of true (spiritual) wealth. Constant enotaet wlth 

the land made "yeoman" farmers nol only happy but virtuous as weil. This n.eant tbat d nation of sueh 

farmers would be bothhappy and virtuous. Farmers, in short, wcre the ideal dtilem. Atthe very ICd .. t. 

encouraging the urban poor--and such people were crowding into Amcricdn cities even in the carly 

nineteenth century--to migrate westward and seule the land would solve fcstenng socidl problcm .. m 

the East. This became the prevailing social and political tbeory of tbe ncw repuhlic Long hef Ort: 

"manifest destiny" became a political slogan in the 1830s, many American .. were convmced thdt the 

pioneering farmers would inevitably push the frootier furthcr and further west until the nation had 

expanded to filI the continent; civihzation, they believed, incvitaoly flowed westward. Eventually, 

migration to the West was encouraged as an end in itself: settling the wilderness (converting it intll a 

garden, an agrieultural fronher) was more importantto the new nahon than reaching the PacifIe and 

dominating the sea lanes to Asia. Not until the end of the nineteenth century was agrarianism seriously 

challenged as a po!iticaltheory; by that time, populism had emerged as an out let for farmers who had 

taken agrarianism seriously and were outraged ~y the social and economie decline of rural America. 

Descriptions of the new agrieulturalterritories were frankly, often fJoridly, utopian Llke the New 

World itself, the West was seen as a kind of new Promised Land, a new Garden of Eden, a new 

Beginning. As in the primaeval paradise, however, there was a "serpent." Not one but two vcr!.ions of 

the agrarian dream of an American paradise Clourished side by side in the early nineteenth ccntury. 

And by mid-century, supporters of the Southern version were prepared for armed confliet with tho ... c 

of the "American ,. version (that is, the version which developed in the lI.tidwest and eventually hecarnc 

the national version). 

Both Southerners and Northerners correct1~r understood that the vitality of their systems dcpended on 

tbe creation, respectively, of new slave 0' free states Nevertheless, Southern planter" were at a 

disadvantage. As Smith points out, they ~ ere less affected than Northerners oy exeitemenl over the 

new terri tories. Theirvision of agrariamsm involvcd long-esta blished patterns of lif c in the oldcr slave 

states along the Atlantic coast. Consequently, tbey rejccted some of the agrarian doctnnc!> taken for 

granted elsewhere. They did not agree, for examplc, that farming, as such, was mhercnlly nobler than 

other occupations; it was a means ta an end, not an end in itself _ In fact, it was dirty and undignificd. 

Il was suitable only for slave" or poor whites, not for those with inlellectual interest~ and acsthetic 

sensibililies. The small family farm, they argued, could hardly provide more than subsistence; it 
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certainly could not provide the wealth necessaryfor an aristocratie way of life. Similarly, they denied 

that manual labour encouragcd political insight and moral virtue; on the contrary, tbey argued, 

backbreaking work in the fields from dawn to dusk actually prevented farmers from reading and 

discussing such matters. Clearly, the landowning gentry valued leisure over labour. 

The South, according to Smith, was also at a disadvantagefor another reason. Itsversion of the garden 

was inherently less appealing in the West lhan in tbenew territories needed by the South toexpand the 

slave system. 

The fiction dealing with the plantation system emphasizes the beauty of 
harmonious social relations in an orderly feudal society. ft presupposes 
generations of settled existence and is inimical to change ... Such symbols 
could not be adapted to the expansion of a society like that of the We~t, either 
South or North, where rapidity of change, crudity, bustle, heterogeneity were 
fundamental traits.lI 

So the Southerners would havcfound it difficult to prevail in the West even if the Civil War had not 

settled the matter once and for ail. They had powerful "myths" but not ones that cncouraged expansIon. 

As Smith points out, the only Southern dream of expansion that had any imaginative depth involved 

the establishment of a slave empire in C'entral.and South America--not in the Western territories rigbt 

nex! door 

The South maintained a vision of itself as a garden paradise reflecting the inherent order of both 

nature and culture. This, of course, corresponded to the aristocratie perspective. Garden imagery in 

the South, therefore, was expressed in a c1ustc'r of symbols associated with the feudal plantation: 

benevolcnt and wise ma~ters, charming and accomplished mistresses, devoted and childlikc slaves. 

This group of sym bol~ was so evocative, so thoroughlyfused with the warmth and beauty of tradltional 

romances, that they were able to survive the demise of the plantation system itsclf. Moreover, the 

Southern garden appealcd t 0 Northerners as weil as Southerners and to this day is part of the collective 

imagination. C'onsider, for examplc, the extraordinary and continuing appeal of (Jonc with thl' 

Wrnd. The two plantations, Tara and Twelvc Oaks, are symbols of the Southern garden. Standing 

at a window overlooking the grounds of Twclve Oaks, Melanie tells Ashley of her love for the way of 

life it represents' "1 love It as more than a house," she sighs, "it's a whole world that wanls only to be 

gracefut and beautiful."71 As the movie makes very c1ear, this world is "gone with the wind." But, 

judging from Ihe continuing popularity of Gon e with th e W rnd, the value plaecd on rurallife is not. 

The garden (no matte( which versIOn) is what sustains the nation. When Scarlett returns 10 Tara for 
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the first time, it is not the statie, dreamlike, world she had known bef ore the war. There arc no slaves 

and no aristocrats in this ncw garden. In one unforgettahle scene (which must have left a profound 

impression onfarmers struggling tostay aîive after a decade in the "dust bowl"), Scarlett stands proudly 

and defiantJy against a glowiog sunset and procJaims ber dctcrmination to make the Jand productive: 

"As God is mywitncss," she cries, "l'II never be hungry again!"7J (ft is worth ooting that Scarlett stands 

silhouetted against the heavcns and makes a solemn vow.) In the final sequence, Scarlett once again 

dreams of rcturning to Tara. Realizing that her !üe in the city, Atlanta, has been a failurc, she recalls 

sorne words spoken by her f ather in the first sequence and repeated, slightly modified, hy both Ashley 

and RheU. Since these are the concluding lines and sinee they summarize a major therne, it is worth 

quoting them here: 

Scarlett: What is therc to do? What is there that matters? 

Father's voice: Do you mean to tcll me, Katie ScarlcU O'Hara, that Tara 
doesn't roean anything to you? Why, land's the only thing 
that mattcrs--it's the only thing that lac;ts! 

Ashley's voite: Something you love bcttcr than mc, though you may not 
know il--Tara! 

Rhett's voice: It's this from which you get your strcngth·-the rcd earth of 
Tara. 

Father's voite: Why, Jand's the only thing that matters··it's the only thlOg 
that lasts. 

Ashley's voice: Something you lovc better than me, though you may not 
know it -. Tara! 

Rhett's voice: It's this from which you get your strength·-the rcd carth of 
Tara. 

Father's voite: Why, land's the only thing that matters ... 

Ashïcy's voice: Something you love better than me .... 

Rhctt's voice: The red earth of Tara .... 

Father's voice: Tara! 

Ashley's voice: Tara! 

Rhett's voice: Tara! 

Scarlett: Tara! Home! l'II go home--and l'II think of SClmc way 10 gel 
him back. AfteT ail, tomorrow is anothcr day!7' 
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If Gone with the Wind had been popular only in 1939--al the end of the worM deprcssion in 

American hi5tory and years of migration from tbe fa rms to the cities--it would be of liule intcrest here. 

But the Ameriean public continues to think of il as one of the best movies ever made. Clearly, il 

speaks to them at some deep level. In Gone with the Wind, the Southern version of agrarianism 

survives as a fantasy. But what f;ives it depth and meaning has been common to ail versions of 

agrarianism: the underlying sense that the land is where people belong, that the land is of enduring and 

almost tran5cendentv~lue. Like Dorothy in The W izard, however, Scarlett discovcrstbatgoinghomc 

is impossible without first growin.g up. As 500n as Scarlett realizes her mistakes (f ailing to a ppreciatc 

either Melanie's spiritual love or Rhett's erotie love; confusing her own selfish love for Ashley with 

reallove), she also realizes the ,neaning of Tara. She is ready to gohome. And home means the land, 

the plantation, the garden. This message i5 emphasized as heavily in Gone with the Wlnd as it is in 

The Wizard. That both movies were made in the same year and that both have, over the pasl fifty 

years, become c1assics can hardly be accidentaI. The idea of returning to a garden home, whethcr a 

Georgia plantation or a Kansas farm, c1early resonates with the values and feelings of many 

Americans, both Southerners and Northerners. In the end, the South was defeatcd and its version of 

the garden shared the fate of the wilderness image. Both survive as imaginative devices 10 express 

discontent, anxiety orfrustration with the present state ofaffairs. Neithcrwasdestroyed. But neithcr 

is the basis f or public policy. 

ln The Wizard, however, it is the "American" versior.1s of the garden, a farm on the agrifultural 

frontier, that represcnts home. Ils supremacy as a social and political ideal continued more t/nan hnlf 

a century longer than the Southern version. Mter the Civil War, westward expansion tlfough'l selliers 

from thefertile Mississippi and Ohiovalleys of the Midwcst to the more arid Great Plains. This region 

was not obviously a garden. The !'ealityfacing seulers includcd dust, drought, wind and grasshoppers. 

The "myth" of the garden, in short, came face toface with that of the wilderness. Historiclllly, it was 

inevitable that theformer shouJd prevail overthelatter; thefrontier had becn advancingwc~.tward ever 

sin ce the earliest colonists arrived in the New World At first, however, it seemed to many that this 

was a world uninhabitable by "civilized man" (that is, by white (armers). Smith points out that even 

though many believcd regions toodryfor agriculture couldbe inhabited by pastoralistswil.h thcirherds 

and f1ocks, they also beJieved that this way of life was intrinsically unacceptable for settlers from the 

East. Because Ihis wiJderness was a desert, it was assodaled with other deserls. Just as dcserts were 

inhabited by alien, nomadic tribes (such as the Bedouins of the Middle East and the Tartars of Central 

Asia), the Great Plains region was inhabited by savage and hostile Indians. And even if white people 
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could live therc, it was bclieved, the pastorallife imposed on them by the envlronmcntwould inevitably 

turn tbem into brigands menadng the settled, agricultural communities behind Ih ~ frontier. The 

conflict betweenfarmcrsand rancberswith tbeir cowboys has passed intofolklore; itwas immortalized 

in a song from Oklahoma! called "The Farmer and the Cowman." 

Ncvcrtheless, the will to expand into new territ ory could not be ignored. For settlement of the West 

to be suceessful, the wilderness (or de sert) metaphor had to bc revised or, better still, replaced by the 

gardclI metaphor. As seulement moved further and further into the arid region, the garden was 

projected onto the landscape. Since the crux of the matterwas water, imaginative (symbolic) conquest 

wasexpressed as the belief that newsettJers brought rain with tbem. What tbe settlersactua])y brought 

witb them was irrigation and the practice of dryfarming. As a result, seUlers came to believe tbat the 

Great Plains could be turned into a garden. The federal government itself actively encouraged this 

belief. Smith points out that according to a geographical survey begun just after the Civil War, 

seulement of the region caused an increasc in timbcr due to planting; this, in turn, caused an increase 

in moisture in tbe atmosphere and added fertility to the soil. ft was in the interest of everyonc to 

propagate the idea that this land could be settled profitably. What they had to do was provide a 

"sdcntifie" dcmonstration that rainfall was bound to increase and then reintroduce garden imagery 

modified for use in tbe short-grass country. And, in just thirty years, the region was indeed 

transformed into a garden. If the use of agrarian imagery was contrary to expectations based on 

gcorgraphy, it was nevertheless true to patterns discernable in history. 

The farmers of the Agricultural West e01.ald only be integratcd ioto the literary traditions of popular 

fiction with difficulty. The problem was public ambivalence. Because they lived in settled 

communitics with families, sehools and churches, farmers rcpresented order and "civilization." But 

those who migrated to the West werc also suspectcd of rebelliousness and primitivism by the more 

conservative Easterners·-especially by New Englanders who had long valued piety, conformity, 

rcstraint and order. Altbough Many Americans f elt vague hostility toward urban civilization, tbey also 

feh strong desires for the prospcrity, security and cOlnfort it provided. This amivalence is refleeted 

in nineteenth·century American literature. It is truc that the farmer's situation in popular literature 

rose du ring the century. At the beginning of the century, farmcrs could only be depicted as uncouth 

peasants; by the end of the century, they could be presented as dignified human beings admirahle for 

their endurance and self·reliance. This tendency to glorify farmers continued into the twentieth 

century. The supremeexample ofidealizationcan beseen in John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath; 

the Joad f amily, representing the "Okies" f orced off the land during the Great Depression, is nothing 
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if not heruic in tragedy. 

Until the late nineteenth century, garden imagery corresponded roughly to the external (social, 

economic or political) and internaI (imaginative or symbolic) reality of life for most Americans. 

Nevertheless, it becan.e increasingly anachronistic wilh the ri se of urban centres in the Midwest and 

West. Ironically, this was caused partly by the garden's suc cess. The soil was so productive (wben 

irrigated) and the area under cultivation so vast, that Many farmen were no longer content with 

subsistence farming; theywanted the profits that camefrom exports. Consequently, they agitated for 

highways, canals and rail.tays. The growth of commerce created markets and depots. Citie!l su ch as 

Chicago, Cincinnati and Louisville sprang up to serve the prosperous hinterland. And witb tbem came 

the banks, the stockyards, the commodity exchanges and other institutions characteristic of urban and 

industrial society back East. Eventually, it was the city and Dot the farming community which set the 

tone for life in the West. As cilies grew and the transportation system became more complex, the 

disparity betwecn garden and city widened--jusl as it bad between garden and wilderness at an eartier 

lime. Even by the 1830s, new symbols were needed to interpret the new West that was emerging as a 

result of forces alien to the agrarian worldview. Of these, the Most important was that hallmark of 

urban civilization: technology. This is what Marx caUs "the machine in the garden." Steam power, in 

particular, made the transition from subsistence to commercial agriculture possible and even 

inevitable. Neverthelpr <, this was not immediately apparent to many Americans. 

As late as 1862, when the Homestead Act was passed, agrarianism continued to be a major factor in 

government planning. Many people assumed that this aet, which offered free land in the West to 

anyone willing to move out and farm il, would result in an agricultural paradise. They assumed that 

by drawing off the surplus population of the urban East (which is to say, the immigrants and the poor), 

the entire country would benefit. These optimistic assumptions, however, did not make adequate 

provision for inherent f1aws in the system. The government f ailed, for example, to guard the interesls 

of farmers against the greed and cynicism of land speculalors and railroad monopolists. Agrarianism 

was left behind by the forces at work in American society after the Civil War: technology and big 

business. "Tbe Homeslead Act failed," writes Smith, "because il was incongruous with the Industrial 

Revolution.76 "In otherwords, thegarden wasjust as incompatible with the machine as it had been wilb 

tbewilderness; the corruption of "civilization" had invaded the agricultural frontier and contaminated 

it. The growing ga p between agrarian theory (America as the paradisian garden) and reality (America 

as an industrial giant) provoked much disillusionment. 

Tbe Western f armer had been told lhat he was not a peasant but a peer of the 
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realm; that bis contribution to societywas basic, ail others derivative and even 
parasitic by comparison; tbat cities were sores on tbe body politic, and the 
merchants and bankers and factory owners wbo Iived in them, together with 
their unfortunate employees, wicked and decadent. He had been told that he 
was compensated for any austerity in his mode of life by being sheltered 
against the temptations of luxury and vice, and against the ups and downs of 
the market. His outstanding characteristic, according to the conventional 
notion, was bis independence, wbich was understood to be at once economic 
self-sufficiency and integrity of cbaracter.1'I 

By tbe 1890s, tbis rhetoric was demonstrably false. But the use of garden imagery did not disappear. 

Hit hard by a depression, the farmers rebelled by establisbing tbe populi st movement; tbis was an 

activist, explieitly anti-urban, form of agrarianism. In tbe 1920s and 19305, agrarianism was revived 

once again by writers and painters of tbe regionalist school. To this day, long after the demise of 

populism, regionalism and agrarianism in any form, tbe garden bas continued to function in the 

imaginative life of the people as an expression of dissatisfaction with the way things are. 

Wbcn the new economie and technologieal forces, especially the power of 
steam working tbrough river boats and locomotives, bad done their work, the 
garden was no Jonger a garden. But the image of an agricultural paradise in 
the West, embodying group memories of an earHer, simpler and, it was 
believed, a happier state of society, long survived as a force in American 
thougbt and politics.71 

Smitb does more th an merely describe the use of garden imagery. He also evaluatcs il. He daims that 

il has becn responsibJe for the politicaJ and moral immaturity of Amerieans. His argument is based 

on certain assumptions about American notions of both evil and history. Given the subject of this 

chapter, "growing up" and "going home" as a nation, it is necessary to consider bis argument. 

If America is a garden, and if tbe garden represents paradise, then America must bc paradise. From 

this syJJogism, according to Smitb, Americans bave argucd that 

... neither American man nor the AmerÏcan continent contained ... any radical 
defect or principle of cvil. But other men and other continents, baving no 
share in the conditions of American virtue and happiness, were by implication 
unfortunate orwicked. This ~uggestion was strengthened by tbe tendency to 
account for any evil whicb tbreatened the garden empire by ascribing it to an 
alien intrusion. Since evil could DOt conceivably originate witbin the waJJs of 
the garden, it must by logical necessity come from without, and the normal 
strategy of defense was to build tbe walls higher and stop the cracks in them.19 
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It is true that American Christiaps have been more preoccupied with individualthan collective l'lin. 

The facl remains, however, that they have been preoccupied with sin. At 00 lime have they imagined 

themselves immune to sin. Even tbe notion of collective sin has appeared. Both Southerners and 

Northerners (albeit for different reasons) considered the Civil War an atoniog rite of blood sacrifice; 

In the South, as Charles Wilson points out, special days of fasting and humiliation were set aside for 

collective rep~ntance.1O Although the tendency to blame outsiders for evil is present in the United 

States (as it probab]y is in every country), it would be facile to suggestthat no other t«.~ndencies have 

a]so been pr ... sent. But Smith argues merely that this tendency is related to the use of garden imagery. 

1 suggt'st, however, that he has also adopted a facile notion of the garden. It is not inconceivable (or 

evi] to originate within the garden if the garden is understood in biblical (as distinct, perhaps from 

classical) terms. According to the book of Genesis, aCter aH, the primaeval paradise did contain evil. 

The serpentexisted with in thegarden. The Falltook place with in Eden. In addition to the prim levaI 

garden, however. there is in the Judaeo-Christian tradition an eschatological garden. It may rerer 

either to Eden or the Kingdom. In the latter, there is no serpent. H America is identifi(:d as the 

eschatological garden, then, Smith would be correct. But the evidence for this is unclear. Il mu!.t be 

examined in the context of American notions of history. 

Smith argues that seeing America as a garden, as a particular form of landscape, elevates the 

importance of space over time, of geography over history. For him, the ability of Americans lo 

participate effectively in history--in my terms, to "grow up"--depends on distance from a static vision 

such as the garden. It is, he writes "a strangely antihistorical conception, the more so for the utopian 

overtones that are present in most of its versions. The character of the American empire was ddined 

not by streams of influence out of the past, not by a cultural tradition, nor by its place in a world 

community, but by a relation between man aDd nature--or rather, even more narrowly, by Amt:rican 

man and the American West.·Pl Because the early explorers and settlers in North America f ound a 

wilderness, nature without (European) culture, the importance of geography in defining and 

understanding America has seldom been underestimated. By the end of the nineteenth century, 

Americans had long been accustomed to tbinking of their national experience as baving been shaped 

primari]y by the landscape itself and not by social or political institutions brought overfrom Europe. 

ln the 1840s, for example, William Gilpin adopted Alexander von Humboldt's theory about the 

inevitable westward flow of civilization and used it to predict the inevitable westward f10w of power 

and influence within the United States itself. For him. history was predetermined by geograpy. More 

specifically, America's glorious desliny and the West's domination of the East were predetermined. 

Tbe result of this perspective was an intense preoccupation with the landscape, its meaning and ils 
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symbolism. Nevertheless, the importaDee of geography iD AmericaD self -uDderstaDdiDg can be 

overestimated. ft May bave beeD characteristic of AmericaDs, for example, but il was hardly unique 

to them. RomaDticism had the same eff ect ail over Europe; in Germany, il generated a quasi-mystical 

ideology of Blut und Boden. Then too, there were other factors iDvolved iD the formation of 

American ideDlity. If North America was unique to its early explorers and seulers as either a 

wilderness or a gardeDt the United States of America was unique to its early citizeDs as a Dew republie. 

ID other words, AmerieaDs have always thought of themselves (that is, of their ideDtlty) as distinctive 

for reasons related to both geography and history, both nature aDd culture. By cODsidering only one 

eDd of the spectrum, Smith has oversimplified the malter and distorted the meaning of America as a 

gardeD. 

There is a great deal of evidence to suggest that Americans loday, at aDy rate, are concerned with their 

history. Hardlya tOWD is without some local Museum, historieal society or public monument devoted 

to the im portant eveDts or personages of local history. Moreover, recoDstructioDs of early seulemeDts 

sueh as ColoDial Williamsburg are extremely popular. History, however, is about the f10w of time. 

Thal includes both past andfuture. If Americans have been somewhal less preoccupied with their past 

than many other natioDs, they have been much more preoccupied with their future. The American 

futme, however, is imagined on IWo levels. The proximate future is imagined as a ulopiaD city based 

on technological progress. But the ultimale future is imagined as an eschatological city or garden. <In 

the next chapter, 1 argue that city and garden are often used interchangeably as root metaphorslll 

describing the eschatologieal paradise.) If anything has made the Ameriean view of history distinctive 

in the modern worJd, il bas been the impact of millennarian movements. For followers of these, the 

millennium may have been imminent, but it had certainly not yet arrived. America may have been seen 

as the venue of the Kingdom but was by no means synonymous with it. In fact, il was precisely their 

insistence 011 radical transformation that lent soch urgency to their revivais and camp meetings. As 

J. B. Jackson points out," the impact of millennarianism--in both pre-millennarian and post

millennarian forms--ean hardly be exaggerated. Nevertheless, Smith fails eveD to mention the series 

of "Great Awakenings" which began in the la te ei~hteenth eentury and had a profound impact on 

American religiosity throughout the nineteenth ceotury and into the twentieth. Although it is true that 

Americans in recent limes have oflen suecumbed to a form of "realized eschatology" whieh comes 

perilously close to equatiDg the status quo with the Kingdom, many others have been influeDced by 

more lraditiooal forms of "realized eschatology" aceording towhich the Kingdom is present only iL 

some anticipatory or hidden sensef or those eyes to see, as it were, and ears to hear. The use of garden 

imagery does DOt necessarily Mean that Americ8ns see their Dation as aD jsland of timeJess perfection 
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in a sea of historical turmoil (no matter how mucl they would Iike that); it may Mean that they sec it 

as a mediation between the primaeval paradise and the eschat%gica/ paradise. Whatever others May 

think of them, 1 suggest, Americans think of thcmse/vcs as a people moving between the paradise of 

primaeva/ origins and that of eschatologic"l destiny. In short, they see themselves é.'S a people in the 

process of "growing up" and "going home." 

Sin ce The Wizard is a movie, it is worth noting that the frontier has evolved historicaJJy a'i a 

specificallyvisual symbolic landscape. In the early nineteenth cenlury,a decisive transf ormation took 

place. This transformation has been described brillianlly by J. B. Jackson. Not only did Americans 

begin to see their landscape in a ncwway, the landscape itselfwas renovated accordingly. For Jackson, 

thiswas the final and most spectacular attempt ever made at creating a mundane order in harmony with 

a cosmic ordcr. But the process had begun mueh earJier. In the middle of the previou~ ccnrury, a 

cultural revolution was taking shape in America. Ifs origin lay in two seeming/y opposing sources: the 

revolution in science begun by Isaac Newton and the revo/ution in religion begun by Jonathan 

Edwards. Thef ormerwas based on a rationalistic, even mechanistic, worldview and expres'ied in ferms 

of mathematics and opties. The /atterwas based on a dynamic, even fervent, worldview and expres'ied 

as evangelicaJ revivalism. Coming together in the decades preceding the War of Independence, Ihey 

produced a new way of understanding both space and time. 

ln the seventeenth century, thelandscape of Europewéls being transf ormed bya newintelleClual order. 

Newton and Copernicus had providl.d a new cosmology. And European rulers, realizing the ways in 

whieh this eosmology eould be used to support their politieal a'ipirations, were eager to give it visual 

expression in their palaces and formai gardens. The Most obvious example of this is Versailles where 

geometrically arranged buildings and gardens converged on the "Sun King's" bedroom. By the end of 

the next century--at the very time when the United States was emerging as a new nation--it had hegun 

to transform the American landseape as weil. In fact, il was in America that the new ordcr wac; mO'i1 

dramatically and thoroughJyexprcsscd. Thcrc, "it inspired a socicty based on the predictahle and 

orderJy movements of independent, equal individuals, each occupying a portion of the infinite, 

undifferentiated space made visible in the National Land Survey of 1785. H" 

The cffect could be seen everywhere: gardens, street grids, churches, homes and even farms. This wa'i 

most obvious in the Jayouts designed for Manhattan and Washington in the East. But it was most 

imposing in the West. Early travelers there commented on the isolation of homes on the fronticr and 

the absence of large towns with thcir traditional points of refercnce (such as steeples, taverns, clusters 
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of houses and passersby). In short, they were aware lbal space on the frontier was relatively 

undifferentiated overvast areas. These things, however, were hardly ncw in the American experience. 

What was oew was the grid layout of the new territory. Land was surveyed, mapped and sold with 

geometric precision. In the East, a town migbt grow up at the intersection of two rivers; in tbe West, 

it might grow up attbe intersection of two Iines on tbe grid. Tbe full visual impact could not be Cully 

appreciated until the advent of commercial aviation, of course, but anyone could see tbat straight Iines 

defined the landscape and provided the only visual points of reference. Stretcbing as far as tbe eye 

,.ould see, tbey suggested space without Iimit. In sbort, tbey created a landscape of openness to 

infinity. To tbe extenttbat anything associated with infinity is sacred, the (rontier was sacred space. 

As Jackson points out, however, it was sacred !!! :.nother way as weil. 

Because tbe sCÎentific contribution to the American landscape--its rational, pragmatie, rectilinear and 

abstract quality--has been widely recognized, tbere is no need to dwell on it hcre. The contribution 

of religion, however, bas not yet been as widely recognized. Newton bimself, of course, was a df'epJy 

religious man. He was particularly intersted in prophecy and symbolism. For him, God was 

everywhere. Consequently, it was the state of individuals, not their location, which affected their 

access to God. This was an idea wbich anticipated the rise of evangeli .... al religion in the next century. 

Jackson shows how the Great Awakening, which originated witb the preaching of Jonathan Edwards, 

encouraged Americans to tbink of tbe Jandscape in terms of eternity (as they aJready had in terms of 

Eden) and not merely in terms oC tbe physicallandscape known to h :story. 

ln the early nineteenth century, the colonies were still organized according to traditional (which is to 

say, mediaeval Christian) notions of sacred space and time. Space, for exampJe, was organized in 

c~ntripelal and hierarchical fashion. Seating arrangements al cburch. plots of land in the graveyard, 

and positions in civic processions ail reflected social status or official rank. Similarly, time was 

organized into a "fixed sequence of evenls oi increasing sanctity" or "a stately procession of events 

leading to a dramatic climax."" Tbis microcosmic version of the Ptolemaic universe was suddenly 

sbattered by the Great Awakening. Conversion was no longer seen as a graduai, progressive 

movement; for evangeJicals--and tbey were the most dynamic people in the churches at that time-

conversion was a sudden irruption of the Holy Spirit into everyday life. Consequently, religion came 

to be expressed in new ways. The reorganization of spirituallife, for example, was refJected in the 

order of worship. Spontaneity was DOW expected; no one, thref ore, reaUy knew wbat came next. There 

were also cbanges in the notion of sacred space. In fact, ,he new movement abolished the whole idea 

tbatthere could be different kinds of spa ce, each with its own level of sanctity. "Il decreed lhat all 
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spaces-·whether in the church or elsewhere--were of equal value, undifferentiated and even 

interchangeable."M For traditionalists, of course, this presented several problems. In the fint place, 

it meant tbat the cburch, or congregation, was no longer firmly identified witb a legally defined and 

ritually consecrated space.ltinerant preachers, often uninvited, came from beyond thc community to 

conduct new-style worship services. Hierarchical seating arrangements were abandoned. Services 

were held outdoors or in private houses. And they were held at odd hours. Eventually, sects formed 

and built new churches farfrom the established ones, as if dissociating themselvesfrom the old spatial, 

as weil as spiritual, order. By the end of the eighteenth century, then, the new intellectual and spiritual 

order was being translated into concrete terms throughout the older eastern colonies. ln the 

nineteenth century, however, this was done even more dramatically on the western frontier whcre 

aider traditions (apart from those of the Indians) had never been finnly estblished in the first place. 

The Midwest was characterized by intense individuahsm, intense otherworldliness, and intense 

"concern for the significant instant.,,17 This was a landscape of itinerant preachcrs and peddlers of 

religious tracts. Il was a landscape of revivaIs and camp meetings.- ft was, in short, the spiritual 

landscape of millennarians who expected the Rapture at any moment. Just as the frontier's 

geometrical regularity cODnoted opennes to infinity, tberef ore, itli millennarian expectancy has 

connoted openness to eternity. In this sense, Jonathan Edwards is to sacred time as haac Newton is 

to sacred space. 

Jackson links this spiritual restlessness with more mundane (but Dot unrelated) forme; of restlesc;nesc;. 

Life on the frontier, he suggests, was characterized primarily by tranliience. He hac; not, bowever, 

made an adequate distinction between wilderness and frontier. Il is trut: that wagon trains frequcntly 

rolled aelOSS tbe frontier. Nevertbcless, their origin was always a city sucb as St. Louis and thcir 

destination was always the wilderness. It is true as well that farmers olten pulled up stakes to start 

over again furtherwest. In doing so, they left the !rontier and moved off iotowhat was still wilderness. 

It is not true, however, that caule drives were characteristic of life on the frontier; on the contrary, 

tbey were cbaracteristic of life in tbe wilderoess. The ·cowboys· needed wildcrness (unsettled land) 

for their livestock and were constantly at odds witb thefrontierfarmers whose land was cultivated and, 

therefore, unavailable for grazing or even passage. Uolike tbe wilderness, the frontier was, by 

definition, within the realm of "civilization." But it was the boundary regiou marking the transition 

between sophisticated life in the cilies or small towns and primitive life in the bush or on the range, 

between an economy based on commerce or iDdustry and ODe based OD hunting and fishing or herding. 

This boundary, of course, was rot always easy to discern; what was wilderness one day, after ail, often 

became frontier the next. BUI Jackson's point is not 10 be dismissed. If the frontier was settled (tbat 
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js, not transient) as a geographical region, it was nevertheless transient as a historÎCal episode. After 

ail, it was transf ormed into "civilization" almost as quickly as wilderness was transf ormed intofrontier. 

The cJassic antagonism between farmers and ranchers was almost always settled in favour of the 

former To the nation as a whole, they came to represent order, stability, family and community; they 

were the Americanfuture as imagined at a critical moment in the American pasto At the same time, 

the antagonism between both of these and the bankers or railroad tycoons spelled the end of frontier 

lifc. In the collective memory, the frontier is a happy idyll of rural freedom, independence, closeness 

to nature and unlimited possibilities symbolized by the uninterrupted horizon and the immense sky. 

ft could only exist as a transient stage in American history. But it acquired an eternal place in the 

American imagination. In short, it can be understood better in the context of mytb than of bistory. If 

communities need myths to serve as focifor collective identity, and if the frontier myth bas served the 

American community weil in this capacity, th en it is not surprising to find that a new (rontier mytb has 

been added to tbe national repertoire. The astral frontier of Star Trek (NBC, 1966-1969) has 

generated what has been ca lied "the Most sizable cult in the history of Aruerican television."" At the 

beginning of eacb episode, we are told tbat explorers on the starship Enterpnse "boldly gowhere no 

man has gone before." Tbe show has recently been revived (substituting gender-inclusive language) 

both on tclevision as Star Trek: The N ext Generation and in a series of movies sut:h as Star Trek: 

The Motion Picture (Robert Wise, 1979), Star Trek Il: The Wrath of Khan (Nicholas Meyer, 

1982), Star Trek III: The Search for Spock (Leonard Nimoy, 1984) and Star Trek IV: The 

Voyage Horne (Leonard Nimoy, 1986). Even after the Challenger disaster, Americans have not 

abandoned their wish to continue the spa ce programme which has already produced hauntingly 

beautiful photograph!: from the arid surface of Mars--which looks notably similar to deserts in the 

wilderness of New Mexico and Arizona--and just beyond the rings of Saturn. The real exploration of 

outer spa ce has a profound symbolic value in addition to any practical value il May have; planting the 

Amcrican flag on some remote world is a matter of emotional as weH as scientific, political or evcn 

military importance. America has always been the New World. From the beginning, therefore, 

Americans have been explorers of unknown territ ory . 

For Americans, the frontier is also about "starting over again." And this, of course, is what lies at the 

heart of American identity. The Republic, after aH, was f ounded as a new beginning for the old and 

tired civilization of Europe. As the basic paradigm for ail specüically American aHempts to "start 

over aga in, .. the Crontier is both the American fut u re and the American pa st. Even more important, 

however, is the link with millennarian expectations of "starting over aga in." And it could be argued that 

these too lie somewhere near the bearl of American identity. The Puritans, for example, established 
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a model of society intcnded to translate the Reformation (itself an attempt to "sta!t over again") into 

eoncrete reality. The frontier, then, bas been associated with the future in two senses: mundane and 

eosmie, immediate and ultimate, spatial and infinite, temporal and eterna!. In short, the frontier has 

been associated with botb a historieal future and 8n eschatologieal one. As 1 hope to show in the 

following cha l'ter, however, the latter is associated, in turn, with the primaeval pa .. t. 1 suggest that 

"starting over again" refers to botb "growing up" and "going home." Paradoxically, tben, "quest" (the 

domifugal motif linked to "growing up") and "home" (tbe domicentric motif linked to "going borne") 

are linked on thefrontier. Thisiswbatgives thissymbolie landscapeitstremendously evocativc power. 

ln fact, the official "closing" of the frontier in 1898 may have actually intensified the need to recapture 

it and re-experience it symbolically (or mytbically). 

Of interest in tbis study is not what the pioneer farmers actually thought and felt about the hontier, 

but wbat the nation bas thought and felt about it ever since. Because America began a .. the 

transformation of wilderness into frontier (and because the frontier had always becn settled first hy 

farmers), images of the bappy garden, the rural paradise, have always. been very popular. Whcn The 

W izard came out in 1939, however, mass migrations from country to city were still in progress. Onc 

year later, The Gropes of Wrath (John Ford, 1940) celebrated or eulogized the "Okic'i" who f1ed 

from tbe "dust bowl" to California. By the following year, millions of American'i were leaving their 

farms and smaU towns to work in the burgeoning war plants located in cities. America was rapidly 

becoming a heavily urbanized and industrialized nation. But the agricultural hontier had been 

celebrated for so long and was so recent historically that the ideallandscape could still he represented 

asa farm. 

To appreciate the impact of The W iZQrd, it is necessary to note that this is a farm in Kansas. Would 

a farm in Pennsylvania, Georgia, North Dakota or California have had the same impact? There is no 

way of knowning. Every farm is a garden on the ecological frontier; it Mediates beween wildernc'i'i 

(nature) and civilization (culture). But a Kansasfarm is also located on the American frontier; it also 

Mediates between oppositions in both time and space. The 'iettlement of terri tories such as Kan sas had 

really "taken off" with the proliferation of railways just after the Civil War; this was almost exactly 

midway between the War of Independence and the present (tbat is, 1939). Moreover, Kansas liec; 

precisely at the geographical centre of the country; il is midway bctween East and West, North and 

Soutb. This region symbolically lranscends lime and space, history and geography. It is (to use a 

metaphor drawn directly from Th€' Wizard) the eye of the storm, the calm centre around which 

nationallife swirls. This landscape belongs to none of the major sources of power. Morcover, it is 
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visually"empty." Consequcntly, it can be filled with the dreams of ail Americans. As "Kansas," the 

realityof America, a fragmented collection of rival regions, is seen as &!IJ ideal unity held together by 

a shared image of the agricuhuralfrontier. Il isfitting, therefore, that the V/izard should bave Kansas 

iD mind wh en he thiDks of retuming "to the land of E Pluribus Unum' (MGM 5.16). In the decades 

since 1939, images of the frontier (larden have continued to appear in such movie c1assics as 

Oklahoma/ (Fred Zinnemann, 1955) and television shows such as Little House on the Prairie 

(NBC 1974-1982) and even The Waltons (CDS 1973-1981).90 

••• 

Since tbe most favoured symbolic landscape in The W izard is a frontier farm, it c1early supports an 

agrarian worldview. H agrarianism was still prevalent in 1939, however, it is no longer. And yet The 

W izard is probably more popular now than it ever was. How can we expia in the paradox of a heavily 

urbanized and industrialized nation continuing to honour agrarian imagery? Wby is the Frontier Farm 

still a familiar symbolic landscape of America? Why is the garden still a meaningful ecological image? 

Marx offers a possible explanation. He points out that Ameriean identity was shaped in the la te 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries not hy the replacement of garden by city but by the continuing 

conflict between garden and city. This conflict generates, and has been generated by, ambivalence. 

As a mediation between nature and culture, a compromise between the city and the wilderness, the 

garden perl ectly expressesthat ambivalence. As a literary historian, Marx cites evidencefrom the long 

tradition of pastoralism. Anlhropologists use the term "pastoralism" witb specifie reference to an 

economy based on animal husbandry; technically speaking, therefore, only lhose who raise sheep, 

goals, caule or other livestock are pastoralists. Marx, bowever, uses lhe term in ils morc gcneral, 

literary sense. It rerers to a poetic tradition featuring nostalgie fantasies of rustic simplieity and 

primaeval innocence in a bucolic dreamland; whatever the imagery-~pasloral or agricultural··the 

context is always rural. For ail in lents and purposes, pastoralism is a literary and artistic exprp.ssion 

of agrarianism. 

The origin of pastoralism as a Iiterary mode isfound in the Eclogues of Virgil.'l ln tbefirst eclogue, 

Virgil comments on tbe problems caused when the Roman government expropriated the property of 

smalliandhoiders in order 10 reward military velerans for their ~ervices to the slale. Il is set in the 

countryside of Arcadia. Two shepherds are introduced. Tityrus has successfully petititoned a friend 

in Rome for the returD of bis land. Meliboeus, however, bas beeo evicted. He comes by wilh his hcrd 

and openly envies Tityrus for living a life of ease and lranquility while he, and so Many others, have 
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succumbed to exile and impoverishment. Virgil presents us with more than a daydream of bucolit bliss. 

No soonerdoes Virgil describe the idyllic landscape of Arcadia (represented by Tityrus) tban he alerts 

readers to the alien and threatening V/orld (represented by Melihoeus) encroaching upon it. From 

what the Meliboeus says, 

... lie are made aware that the immediate setting, with its tender feeling and 
contentment, is an oasis. The very principle of natural f ecundity is tbreatened 
(he has been f orced to abandon his newborn kids). What is out there, from the 
reader's point of view, is a wor2d like the one he inhabits; it contains great 
cities like RC'me, organized power, autbority, restraint, suffering, and 
disorder. We are made to feel tbat the rural mytb is threatened by an 
incursion of history. The state of mind of Meliboeus--we should cali it 
alienation nowadays--brings a countervailing force to bear on tbe pastoral 
ideal.91 

Nevertheless, the whole thrust of the poem is toward a restoration of that pastoral ideal which had 

been established in the introduction. The eclogue thus brings together nostalgia for a happier time in 

the past, dismay over problems in the present, :md hope for a happier time in the future. Of mor~ 

immediate concern, however, is the fact lhat struggle in the present is associated with a confliet 

between nature and culture. Nature is represented bywilderness (too mu ch nature) and culture hy the 

city (too much culture). Lying happily under his tree and playing his flute, Tityrus enjoys the ideal way 

of life celebrated by pastoralism: midway between the primitiveway f orced on poor Melihoeus and the 

sophisticated way of hisfriend in Rome. The contra st between the primitive and the pastoral is tclling. 

80th seem to originate in a recoil from the paiD and responsibility of life in a 
complex civilization--thefamiliar impulse towithdraw from the city, locus of 
power and polities, into nature. The difference is that the primitivist hcro 
keeps going, as it were, so that eventually he locates value as far as possible, 
in space or time or both, from organized society; the shepherd, on the other 
hand, seeks a resolution of the conflict between the opposed worlds of nature 
and art .... In the first ec1ogue, Rothing makes the mediating character of the 
pastoral ideal so clear as the spatial symbolism in whieh it is expressed. The 
good place is a lovely green hollow. To arrive at this haven, it is necessary to 
move away f rom Rome in the direction of nature. But the centrifugai motion 
stops far short of unimproved, raw, nature." 

For Marx, Virgil has described the prototypieal "middle landscape." This is the landscape wbich 

symbolically mediates between IWo equally undesirable extremes. It is, in f act, a f rontier. On one side 

is civilization (Rome); on the other side is wilderness (marshland). Here, Tityrus is spared from 

anxieties associated with the former and deprivations associated with the latter. He isfree from both 
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the repressive f eatures of unmediated culture but also from the chaos of unmediated nature. Clearly, 

he bas the best of botb worlds. In just a few lines, tben, Virgil sums up tbe benefits to be sougbt in a 

pastoral retreat such as Arcadia: peace, leisure, freedom and abundance. The key to bucolic bliss is 

integration of the individual into the natural environment. Like the Confucian sages portrayed in 

Chinese landscape paintings, Tityrus enjoys a serene partnersbip witb nature; he has no need to 

dominate or conquer it. 

ln the pastoral economy, nature supplies most of the herdsman's needs and, 
even better, nature does virtually ail of the work. A similar accommodation 
with the landscape is the basis for the herdsman's less tangible satisfactions: 
the woods "echo back" the notes of his pipe. Il is as if the conscÎousness of the 
musician shared a principle of order with the landscape and, indeed, the 
external universe. The echo, a recurrent device in pastoral, is another 
metaphor of reciprocity. Il evokes that sense of relatedness between man and 
not-man wbich lends a metapbysical aspect to the mode." 

ln short, Arcadia is characterized by tbe unity and wboleness associated with Eden and so many otber 

versions of paradise. Ils popularity in America is hardly surprising. The European explorers and 

coJonists were profoundly affected by tbe landscape of North America. According to Marx, however, 

their impressions were not entirely spontaneous; tbey were conditioned by expectations based on the 

pastoral traditions of Renaissan,-e Europe. 

The pastoral ideal has been used to define the meaning of America ever since 
lhe age of discovery, and it has Dot yel lost ils hold upon the native imagi
nation. The reason is clear enough. The ruling motive of the good shepherd, 
leading figure of the classic Virgillian mode, was to withdraw f rom the great 
world and begin a new life in a fresh, green, landscape. And now here was a 
virgin continent! Inevitably, the European mind was dazzled by the prospect. 
With an unspoiled hemi5phere in view, it seemed that mankind actually might 
realize what had been thought a poetic fanta5y.9' 

But tbe appeal of pastoral imagery has been used more recently to ease the transition from a rural and 

agricultural nation to an urban and industrial one. More specifically, il has become a bridge between 

rural pasl and urban present, agrarian ideal and industrial reality, garden and machine. According to 

Marx, however, there are two versions of tbe pastoral mode. When pastoralism degenerates into 

escapism and nostalgia," it turns into what he calls "popular and sentimental pastoralism."9'1 

Evidently, it is generated by an urge to withdraw from civilization's growing 
power and complexity. What is attractive in primitivism is the felicity 
represented by an image of a naturallandscape, a terrain either unspoiled or, 
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if cultivated, rural. Movement toward such a symbolic landscape also May be 
understood as movement away from lln "artificîal" world, a world identified 
with "art,· using this word in its broadest sense to Mean the disciplined habits 
of mind, or arts developed by organized communities. In other words, this 
impulse gives rise to a symbolic motion away from centers of cîvilization 
toward their opposite, na ture, away f rom sophistication loward sim plicity. or. 
10 introduce the cardinal metaphor of the literary mode, away from the city 
toward the country. When this impulse is unchecked, the result is a simple
minded wishfulness, a romantic perversion of thought and feeling." 

If "popular and sentimental pastoralism" is anacbronistic, however, "imaginative and complex 

pastoralism" is not. Il is as relevant in modern America, argues Marx, as it was in ancient Rome. 

Unlike the former, the latter acknowledges and even f ocuses attention on the conflcil between nature 

and culture. Just as Virgil commented on polides of the Roman stale, Ameriean pastoralists have 

commented on social and economic problems brought on by urbanization and industrialization. Both 

cJassical and modern pastoralism not only acknowldge but emphasize the inadequacy of Areadia as 

a vision of the ideal and the intervention of reality as a check against bucoJic fantasics. Although this 

mode of pastoralism begins with the need towithdrawfrom the social and cultural order, it invariably 

ends with rejection of escapism. Nostalgie reveries in the garden are disrupted or shattered by harsh 

reminders of the machine. 

Most literary works called pastorals--at least those substantial enough to 
retain our interest--do not nnalJy permit us to come away with anything like 
the simple, affirmative attitude we adopt toward pleasing rural scenery. In 
one way or another, if only by virlue of the unmistakable sophistication with 
which they are composed, theseworks manage to qualify, or cali into question, 
or bring irony to bear against the illusion of peaee and harmony in a green 
pasture.99 

Traditionally, the garden has been the symbol of reconciliation between nature (wilderness) and 

culture (civilization); il is, after ail, nature cultivated. Marx correctly points OUI, howevcr, that the 

garden has been pu shed to the margins of AmerÎcan life. Agribusiness has made the yeoman farmer 

anachronistic. Technology has made direct contact witb the soil unnecessary for the vast majority 

living in cities. Produce has been contaminated by the chemicals in pesticides and fertilizers. The 

wilderness itself has been po))uted by add rain and industrial waste. In short, nature and culture arc 

locked in mortal combat; the garden is no longer a symbol of mediation betwcen nature and culture 

in everyday life. Does that Mean it has no symbolic value? For Marx, lhal is precisely whal it means. 

Although the modern American hero, alienated from an urban and industrial world, "pays trihute 10 

the image of a green landscape, il is Jikely to be ironie and bitter. The resolutions of our pastoral fables 
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are unsatisfactory because the old symbol of reconciliation is obsolete."l00 But is it? From his 

normative point of vicw, Marx can argue that the garden should be obsoJete. And Many writers agree 

with him. JOJ But from a phenomenologieal point of view, it would seem that Marx has overstated his 

case. The garden is not obsolete. As evidence, 1 would point to the continuing popularity not ooly of 

an ecological symboJ (tbe frontier in theme parks, movies and television) and suburban living but also 

to tbe growing popuJarity of gardening itself. In a recent coyer storyfor Tim e, Nancy Gibbs observes 

that 

... suddenly it seems as though ail around the country people are going to any 
length to find their garden: to read aboot it, visit it and, if at ail possible, 
create it. Mailboxes bulge with gardening catalogs, groceries grow on 
windowsills, cranes hoist trees onto city roof tops. From coast to coast, 
nursery owners say their business has doubled. Even baby boomers who did 
not have the remotest interest in the subject IWO years ago DOW raltle off the 
Latin names of their plants and comb suburban garden stores for just the right 
style of Japanese weed whipper. Wrestling witb the wiJderness is an old 
American sport, turning f orests into arbors, fields ioto f arms. Yet this desire 
to plaot something is reaching ioto places and lives lhat defy fertility. 
Tbrougbout the Most savage reaches of New York's ioner city, commuoity 
gardeners are transforming burned-out lots intoverdaot sanctuaries. Across 
the dry plains of the Midwest, botanists are finding plenty of volunteers to 
belp them reclaim the prairies and replant the wildflowers tbat belong there.J02 

Most Americans live in cities. CJearly, their gardens provide aesthetic pleasure. But wbat is the basis 

for this aesthetie pleasure? Why is it coosidered aesthetically satisfying, even de rigueur, to clutter 

a small apartment living room with potted plants? Why is it considered aestheticaUy appropria te to 

place potted grass, shrubs, vines and even trees on a terrace tbirty storeys above the city street? Why, 

indeed, have the garden-related industries (nurseries to provide the plants; houtiques to provide the 

lools, equipmenl and "accessories;" specialized periodicals for "serious" gardeners; do-it-yourself 

books and television shows for novices) hecome so profitahle? And why are Americans from such a 

variety of backgrounds taking up this hobby? 

Amid so much activity, the stereotypes no longer fit. Tbrough the 1970s, the 
archetypal gardencr was over 50 and had time and money to spare: a smug 
matron with impecca ble calceolarias, an eccentric rosarian, a spinstergrowing 
herbs. But now, says the National Gardening Association, 78% of America's 
bousebolds garden, and aU tbe recent surveys suggest that the most fervent 
converts are between 30 and 49 and still evenly divided between men and 
women .... The baby boomers get mucb of tbe attention because tbey 
accountedfor balf of the record $17.5 billion thatwas spent last year 00 tbings 
horticultural.. .. The yuppies quickly masler the rituals and florallore, swap 
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compost recipes at dinner parties. Mulching has become elevator talk. lCu 

When Gibbs asked people why they spent so much time and energy on their gardens, Oscar de la Renta 

replied: "You May plant something you will never see yourself .... A garden givcs you a sense of 

continuity." Barbara Tuchman observed: "It says that everything is fine in the midsl of cbaos and 

bewildermenl." Why should it be surprising that people who feel a need 10 creale order and 10 

transcend the transience of everyday life in a rapidly changing world would find gardening an ideal 

hobby? Why should it be surprising to learn that tbere ;s an AmerÏcan Bamboo Society and a Cactus 

and Succulent Society or that there are eight hundr~d books on gardening currently in prinl? No 

wonder Gibbs can report tbat "garden stores are doing a land-office business in beneficiaJ ne ma rodes, 

antislug mulch and dozens of bio-organie plant boosters. Tbe ranks of converts grow by the day.ollM 

Indeed, even the readers of G Q, a men'sf ashion magazine, can be expected 10 lake up the hoc. N oting 

that "the new world into wbich Europeans blundered was as close to the Garden of Eden as anyplace 

they might have imagined," James Kunstler argues that gardening, farfrom being a "sissy pastime," is 

profoundly gratifying: "And when the summer sun rides low on the horizon, and the shadows arc long, 

and l, f reshly showered and with a strong drink in hand, stroll among the burgeoning lif c of my ga rden, 

1 begin to understand what it means to be happy."ID.! 

The garden no longer functions as a symbol of the way things are, to be sure, but it may serve as a 

symbol oftheway tbingsoncewere and thewaythings May be once again. The Wizard contains more 

than passing references to both garden and machine. Nevertheless, ir does not fit neatly into either 

of Marx's categories. It cannot be identified precisely with the unresolved conflict of "imaginative and 

complex pastoralism" because it indicates an ultimate return to rurallife (represented by the farm in 

Kansas). On tbe other hand, it cannot be dismissed as the spurious nostalgia of "popular and 

sentimental pastoralism" because it overtly acknowledges the competing attraction of urban life 

(represented by the Emerald City). According to Marx, it must eitber reject nostalgia for a lost golden 

age or affirm il. He is, of course, a literary historian. His categories represent good art and bad art.100 

If The Wizard were in tbe former category, Dorothy would not return to Kansas; if it were in the 

latter category, bowever, Dorothy would not bave been so sorry to leave the Emerald City. Bul what 

if The Wizord is neither good nor bad art? Wbat if, as 1 bave suggested, it is myth (or Iike myth)? ln 

that case, the imagery representing garden (farm) and machine (city) would form a statement about 

collective identity (national origin and destiny) not merely to acknowledge paradox and contradiction 

but to transcend them. 
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Although Marx writes mainly about literature, he occasionally discusses painting. He docs so, 

bowever, in terms of literary pastoralism. Such is the case in his reflections on Charles Sbeeler's 

A merican Landscape (1930). In thisindustriallandscape, thenatural world bas been almost entirely 

obliterated. Not a blade of grass, not a cloud in the sky, not a bird in the sky, can be seen. Lost in the 

chaos of geometric forms is a soJitary man. But Marx points out tbal the bJeakness is softened, or 

"pastoralized." Instead of being the scene of frenzied activity and relentless motion, it is a scene of 

almost unnatural repose and eerie stillness. In thisway, he suggests, Americans have refused to take 

seriously the reality of industrialization and urbanization. "Even those Americans who acknowledge 

the facts and understand the fables," he writes, "seem to cling, after their f ashion, to the pastoral hope 

.... By superimposing order, peace, and harmony upon our modern chaos, Shecler represents the 

anomalous blend of illusion and reality in the American consciousness."l07 This painting docs not fit 

neatIy into Marx's categories. Because it acknowledges modernity (ways in which the garden is 

transf ormed hy the machine), il is more like "imaginative and complex" than "popular and sentimental" 

pastoraHsm. In a literai sense, to be sure, the garden disappears. The landscape is no Jonger an 

idealized pastoral Jandscape (or "garden"); instead, it is an idealized industrial Jandscapc (or 

1 machine"). But because the garden reappears as the underlying pattern, he argues, it is a denial of 

modernity. ft therefore represents the same perverse mentaJity as "popular and sentimental" 

pastoralism only in a somewhat more sophisticated modality. Il seems to me, howevcr, that neither 

of these categoriesdoes justice to Shceler's painting. More important, these categories would prevent 

bim from doing justice to The W izard. He has adopted a rigid schema which does not allow him to 

see the possibility that other modalities of pastoralism may be operating in American culture. A doser 

look at the history of American painting indicates the existence of at Jeast one other modality. 1 refer 

here to Regionalism, a school of art that f10urished in the 1930s, and more specifically to Grant Wood, 

its founder and chief represenlalive. Unlike the crea tors of "popular and sentimental" pasloralism, 

Wood acknowledged the machine's presence in the garden. But unlike the crea tors of "imaginative and 

complex" pastoralism, he proposed a solution to the conflict between them. This solution was an 

ultimate one, however, and not an immediate one. It couId be reaJjzed fully only beyond the flux of 

time, or history. Wood produced wbat 1 cali "mythic" pastoralism. Like myth, its point of departure 

is in a negation of the present: things are not now as they should be. (Cosmological myths explain bow 

tbit.gs came to he as tbey are; eschatological mytbs explain bow things will be. In some traditions, such 

as the biblical one, tbe two merge: things will be al the End as they were in the Beginning.) If Sbeeler 

bas indeed pastoralized an industrial Jandscape, he aJso created a mythic Jandscape in which the chaotic 
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transience of everyday life Îs transf ormed by the static order of eternity. But Sheeler was not directly 

tied to a tradition of myth. Grant Wood, his contemporary, was. He gave expression to whal Smith 

calls the "myth of the garden." And bis work reveals an outlook strikingly similar to that which can be 

discerned in The Wizard. 

Wood was one of the MOSt popular artists of his time. His work was not only familiar (and oflen 

despised) by the art world, it was alsofamiliar (and often admired) by the general public. Hc was, in 

many ways, the Andrew Wyeth of his generation. Even now, it would be difficult to find a book on 

American art (to say nothing of American painting) whieh does nol reproduce his best-known work: 

Ameriean Gothie. IDa And Wood's landscape paintings, have been selling weil as prints for over half 

a century. Grant Wood created a visual lexicon of America, an iconography of the Amcrican 

landscape, which bas entered the collective consciousness of the nation. "His idyllic landscapcs," 

according to Wanda M. Corn, "spoke reassuringly of peaee and plenty; his figurative paintings made 

common life in rural and small-town America seem important and wortbwhile."l09 For that reason 

alone (and not because of his stature among eitber artists or art historians), il is worth noting any 

visuallinks between his work and The Wizard. 

The definitive book on Wood has been written by James Dennis. Hc explicitly places Wood's 

landscape paintings in the context of myth. More specifically, he argues that Wood gave visual 

expression to the "agrarian myth." 

Unique in American pamtlDg, these inventive idylls can nonetheles'i be 
identified with an extended public longing for the bucolic, a longing tbat has 
attained mythic proportions in both popular literature and politieal rhetoric 
since Thomas Jefferson .... Since colonial times, as the United States was 
being tansformed by the machine from a rural to an urban nation, Americans 
have persistently envisioned a land of self -sufficiency, a great green garden of 
farms tended by noble yeomen and their families. IIO 

Along with his colleagues, John Steuart Curry and Thomas Hart Benton, Wood was motivated by a 

desire to crea te an authentically American form of art. Consequently, they rejected the New York 

art world which was heavily dependent on European movements and f ocused attention on the rural 

landscape of midwestern America. They rejected oot only theforeign but also the modern (whieh is 

to say, urbanization and industrialization.) ln doiog so, however, they did not invent a new way of 

thinking or seeing; on the contrary, they adopted the agrarian traditions which had been part of 

American life since the colonial period and the populi st rhetoric which had appealed tofarmers since 
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the late nineteenth century, 

American farmers, for several gcnerations a majority of the population, 
inherited the belief that they had a fundamental and indeed natural rigbt to 
deferential treatment from ail other sect ors of society, an attitude supported 
by a century-oJd pastoral tradition. A modern equivalent of the cJassical 
Arcadian shepherd of Virgilian f ame, the noble tiller of the soil, in cultivating 
God's earth, had acquired free title to bis uwn plot of land in an Edenic garden 
of the world. Along with this incomparable privilege, went the attributes of 
the ideal man: total honest, perfect health, absolu te virtue, and permanent 
ha ppiness.1I1 

Agrarian imagery had never coincided perf ectly with the reality of everyday lif e. The gulf between the 

real and the ideal widened dramatically with the social and economic chaos of the Great Depr~ssion, 

but it had been evident even du ring the depression of the 1890s. By that time, it was clear that 

subsistence farmers (glorified for generations as "yeomen") were being replaced by commercial 

farmers who raised cash crops by applying industrial techniques to agriculture. (In the ~outh, of 

course, the plantation system had always operated on a commercial basis.) Nevertheless, the symbolic 

ideal continued to generate political force. As Richard Hofstadter shows,112 the populists began as a 

movement of those who saw themsclves as innocent vietims of the urban and industrial world. Their 

suff eringwas due toa conspiracy of eastern financiers and capitaHsts. Alfirsl, lbey sougbt government 

protection (especially legislation aga in st immigration and impersonal corporate interesls). By the turn 

of the century, twenty years of prosperity had turned farmers into a powerfullobby of technically 

trained, conservative entrepreneurs; their political activism paid off in terms of federal assistance. 

Nevertheless, populist resentment persisted. When hard times returned in the 1920s and 1930s, attacks 

on urban corruption and industrial capitalism emerged once more. Now, though, the attack focused 

Dot on specifie practices but on the en tire urban way of life which rewarded speculation rather than 

honest labour. It was in this context, Dennis points out, that regionalism developed as an art 

movement. Wood and his colleagues bclieved that just asf armers should preserve their agrarian ideals 

from corruption by the forces of urbanization and industrialization dictated by Eastern bankers and 

politicians, artists should preserve their authenticity from corruption by the forces of taste and style 

dictated by Eastern (and even European) academics. Likefarmers, artists should be self-reliant; by 

breaking with the established art world which was dominated (economically as weH as stylisticaHy) by 

Europe, the regionalists hoped to create a vibrant artistic tradition that expressed the distinctive ethos 

of America. "In the content as weil as the form of his art," writes Dennis, "Grant Wood realized his 

aspiration of regionalism with national relevance, transcending the bounds of an aesthetic experience 

to garner the broad-based appeal of a mass-cuIture myth."113 
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.. In his landseape paintings, as in bis allegorieal works,Ut Wood pays homage to the perpetuai f ecundity 

of the land. Unlike the peasants who suffer nobly in paintings by Jean-Francolis Millet or evcn the 

farmers who struggle heroically against titanie natural forces in those of Curry. the f armers in Wood's 

paitings placidly and effortlessly dominate the land. ln Spring Turning (1936) and Sprin8 ln the 

Coun try (1941), for example, we sec farmers directing their teams of horses over the low-rising bills 

as they 

... turn the sod of fJawless fields, slowly cutting a Beat and orderly edge 
between last year's turf and this year's furrow. No barm may come to this 
luxurious land of soft sounds, diffused sunlight, and quiet shadows as long as 
the sturdy yeoman retraces bis f ootsteps season by season, turning bis hand to 
the harmonious convergence of nature and man's ability to make rewarding 
use of it. Tbere is no bint here tbat any alien force of advaneing civilization 
or any arbitrary act of temperamental nature eould tilt this perfeet balance.1U 

Wood's attitude toward nature is affirming and even celebratory. Unlike Curry, he usually presents 

only the benign aspects ofnature. Infact, as Corn points out, relatione; hetween the human community 

and nature are intimate in every sense of the word. 

Mingling eroticism with ecstasy, Wood made the relationship between the 
farmer and mother eartb into a Wagnerian love duet. White mother eartb is 
always the principal protagonist, overwhelming the farmer in seale and 
vitality, she is always loving and benevolent. ln Wood's idylJic farmscapes, 
man lives in complete harmony with nature; he is the earth's caretaker, 
coaxing ber into abundance, bringing coherence and beauty to ber surfaces. 
Wood's way of describing the earth's goodness and fertility is an obvious one; 
he turned the landsca pe in to a gigan tic reclining goddess, an th ropomorphizing 
the contours of fields and hills so tbat tbey look likc roundcd thighe;, bulging 
breasts, and pregnant bellies, ail of them swelling and breathing with sexual 
fuIlness. 116 

The land has been eonverted into a verdant garden wbere human beings are thoroughly at home. Wc 

are as far removed from the wilderness as wc are in the city itself. Herc, though, nature has becn 

pacified and turned into ornamental patterns rather than obliterated and violently distorted. Wood 

bas transformed the fields and meadows of the American Midwest iDto tbose of the bihlical Eden or 

the classical Arcadia. They are pervaded by the preternatural stillness and perfection of eternity. Thi'i 

world knows nothing of the hardships involved in tiJling the soil (such as clearing the land), the sudden 

disasters brought on by a capricious nature (droughts, f1oods, insects or storms) or the sinister 

conspiracies promoted by human institutions (mortgages, foreclosures, or f1uctuating markels).111 
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Wood's attitude toward culture (modern American civilization) is much more complex. Although he 

openly affirms tradition, he seems to negate modernity. In Most of his mature landscapes (those dlme 

after 1930), for example, he makes few, if any, references to technology. Nowhere to be found are 

factories and smokestacks, railways or tractors. The garden does not seem dominated by the 

machine.1I1 But the Mere absence of technology does not me an the absence of modernity itseIf. As 

Dennis explains, W ood's landscape paintings include implicit ref erences to the machine. Sometimc,s, 

the implied presence of technology is distinctly utopian. Unlike the earliest Amerkan farmers who 

c1eared small and irregular patches of land suitable for subsistence farming, modern farmers cleared 

large and regular fields suitable for commerical f arming. The heartland was divided up arbitrarily by 

surveyors into geometric patterns imposed on the natural forms of hills and rivers. This is what 

dominates the Woodian landscape. ft cJearly indicates agriculture on a massive scale made possible 

only by the advanced technology (mass production), bureaucracy (government funding) and trade (an 

international market) of an industrialized society. 

Yet tiny figures of farmers with hand plows and teams patiently labor away 
in the midst of a boundless counterforce of mechanized productivity, almost 
lost in the enormity of il ail. This discrepancy between myth-turned-reality 
and pure myth occurs in Most of Grant Wood's farmscapcs, each picture 
integratinga modern pastoralism witb a traditional agrarianism. Tbe agrarian 
mytb presupposes the fixed symbol of a yeoman tending his family farm hy 
hand on a small-scale, suhsistence level in complete harmonywith bis natural 
environmcnt. But in Wood's pictures, the isolated farmerfigures, which recall 
those noble hushandmcn and pen orm symbolically as a vestige of the agrarian 
myth, arc preserved in an idealized farmscape whose pastoral dimension has 
acquired a twentieth-ccntury scale tbrough tbe counterforce of moderniza
tion.119 

Implicitly, if not explicitly, the machine is in the garden and making it thrive. Modernity is present not 

only in content, however, but also in form. If Wood's suhject matter owes nothing to tbe twentieth 

century, his style c1early does. Il is based on what was then--in the 1930s--the height of modernity. "In 

evolving a style of artificial geometries, clean surfaces, and relentless patterns; writcs Corn, "he was 

like tbe Art Deco decorators of his day."120 Tbis new aesthetic originated in the industrial need to 

reduce air resistance on surfaces of cars, shipsand airplanes but eventually came toglorify tbc macbine 

by symbolizing speed, efficiency, progressand modernity itself. In the context of a massive depression, 

art deco was openly and defiantly utopian. As Dennis points out, however, the simplification and 

"streamlining" of art deco is also characteristic of Wood's style. 
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By 1930, Grant Wood referred to the decorative in bis paintings as synony
mous with design. At that point, his farm landscapes, built on a superstruc
ture of diagonals, matured as compositions of streamlincd forms accented 
with geometrically patterned textures and roundcd details that repeated the 
dominant contours. Prefiguring tbe curving hoods and f enden characteristic 
of automobile styles of the last balf of the 1930s, the sloping lines and 
elongated, sometimes tapered, sbapes of Wood's farmscapes, aerodynamic in 
appearance, confirm an aesthetic analogy between his pietorial process of 
descriptive abstraction and current industrial design. The visual dynamics of 
his farmscapes are effortlessly expressive of a machine-driven speed 
unimaginable to nineteenth-century landscape painters.121 

Paradoxically, then, Wood used a style based on industrial design to express his vision of the traditional 

agrarian paradise. In short, Wood is tbe perf ect analogue of Sbeeler. They have botb done preciscly 

the same thing although each starts from the opposite direction. Sheeler has projected the agrarian 

vision onto an industriallandscape (revealing the garden in the mac bine ). Knowingly or unknowingly, 

Wood bas projected the industrial vision onto an agrarian landscape (revealing tbe machine in the 

garden). 

But 1 have a more specifie reason for discussing regionalist versions of the Frontier Farm. Dennis 

draws an explicit parallel beIWeen The Wizard and IWo of the three tegionalist painters: Wood and 

Curry. 

Tbe set designers for the movie version of The Wlzard of Oz appreciated 
this in fabricating tbe film's IWO landscapes ... tbe real world of Kansas is 
viewed tbrougb a farmyard by Curry, but as Dorotby sels out from the city of 
tbe Muncbkins on hek· journey through Oz, the make-believe world intowhich 
the yellow brick road travels is a Grant Wood landscape.w 

Dennis iIlustrates his point about Wood with a still from tbe movie showing Dorotby as she meets the 

Scarecrow in a cornfield along the Yellow Brick Road. Tbe neat enclosure witb its rows of corn is 

reminiscent of Wood's Fertility (1939). Even moreinteresting, bowever, are the decorative pallerns 

formed by patcbes of fiat colour; tbis deviee is familiar from Woodian landscapes such as Spring 

Turning (1936). There are othervisual parallels. Wben Dorotby and berfriends reach the end of 

the Yellow Brick Road, tbey catch theirfirst glimpse of the Emerald City. A fore st of green cylinders 

with domed tops set against a fiat midwestern countryside, the Emerald City resembles nothing 50 

mucb as tbe far-off sylvan groves in Fall Plowing (1931), Spring Plowing (1932) or Arbor Day 

(1932). Although there is no evidence to prove that the set designers at MGM actually had Grant 

Wood in mind when he created Oz, it sbould be noted tbat Wood's popularity was tben at ilS height; 
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be and the other reg;onalist painters, for example, had been featured in the Christ'llas Eve issue of 

Timefor 1934.123 Il is difficult to believe that studio artists would have been unfamiliarwith the work 

of a well-known cODtemporary artist. Documenting stylistic links, however, is not the purpose of this 

study. Il is enough to indicate tbat in both cases the American landscape bas been interpreted and 

transformed in mucb tbe same way. Tbis suggests thatthere was, at tbe very least, a common visual 

idiom shared by Grant Wood and the set designers at MGM. Much more important for my purposes 

here, bowever, it suggests thatthis was based on cultural traditions f amiliar to the Americ8n public at 

large. 

Dennis daims oot ooly that Oz is a Grant Wood Jandscape but also that Kansas is a John Steuart Curry 

landscape. The parallelseemsclearenough ina paintingsuch as Tornado Over Kansas (1929). Qnly 

ten yearslater, a very similarscenewasenacted on the back lot of MGM: AuntieEftl, Uncle Henry and 

the f arm bands rush toward the storm cellar as a tornado sweeps toward them across the fields. It was 

no accident that Curry chose this kind of scene to paint. He was more influenced than Wood by the 

Southern Agrarians (a group of writers who opposed urbanization and industrialization). The 

Southern Agrarians argued that subsistence agriculture ~)fovided an escape from tbe drudgery of 

Cactories and the horrors of siums, but they did Dot argue that rurallife was characterized by bucolic 

serenity. Nature was not necessarily benign; on the contrary, it was often terrifying and always 

mysterious. In short, nature was still ·sublime" in the sense of nineteenth-century romanticism. Il 

might even express the wjJJ of a wrathful or indifferent God. Instead of urging an unrelenting and 

possibly self -destructive war of exploitation against nature, they urged people to respect nature's 

awesome grandeur. Consequently, they opposed the standardization inherent in technology and 

industry; they wanted to divest people of the illusion that nature could be controlled through practical 

reason or empirical knowledge. In short, they wanted a return to the land and a primai relationship 

with nature. Unlike Wood, who emphasized the eternal context of human existence in a bucolic 

environment, Curry emphasized the fini te context of buman existence in a capricious one. For bim, 

nature was dramatic more often tban it was placid. But is this what The Wizard actuaHy says about 

Kansas? 

Dennis is correct, 1 think, io suggesting a general correspondence (intentional or not) between The 

Wizard and regionalist painting. But this analogy cao be ta ken too far. The cinema tic patterns 

revealed tbrough formai anaJysis do not support a neat identification oC Kansas with Curry and Oz 

with Wood. It is truc that the Kansas prologue looks like the world described by Curry, but the Kansas 

epilogue "corrects· this impression. The tornado and everything associated with it have disappeared. 
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Nevertbeless, there is a cl car continuÎty between the former and latter versions of Kansas. To suggest, 

then, that the works of Curry can be used as a hermeneutical key for understanding Kansas is to miss 

the specific form of closure which gives the movie its semantic context. Il is similarly true that the 

Ozian land sape looks like the world described by Wood, but a doser examination of conditions in Oz 

corrects this impression. It is a land of confusion, fragmentation, anxiety and alienalion. Moreover, 

il is a land which has been starkly polarized by good and evil. Wood's Iowa, on the other hand, is a 

realm of order, unity, security and happiness; the polarization betwecn good (rural and agrarian 

America) and evil (urban and industrial America) has been resolved, albeit implicitly. Both 07 and 

Iowa look likefantasies. But the similarity ends there. The former is a disguised view of everyday life 

in America 's present; the lalter is a mytbic vision of America's fUlure. Ut ln fairness 10 Dennis, il must 

be acknowledged that bis analogy was made mainly on the basis of formai similarities. The value of 

examining Grant Wood in this study is based not on the possibility tbat a precise paraHel can he drawn 

between his works and the cinema tic structure of The W izard but on the possihility that a more 

general parallel can be drawn between the cultural traditions which underlie Wood's paintings and 

those wbich underlic The Wizord. In both cases, there is a mylhic sense that America's uhimate 

destiny ("growing up") will be a return to the condilons of its ultimate origin ~·going home"). And in 

botb cases, the agrarian version of this myth bas provided appropriate imagery. America nol only 

begins as a frontier community building a garden in the wilderness, it also reaches its dcstiny as a 

garden of the world. In other words, lhere is no ultimate future for an urban or industrial America; 

the nation will "outgrow" ils ugly and oppressive cities with their factories and siums. their banh and 

stock markets, and return to a sUte of balance and harmony with nature. For some, this has meant 

abandoning urban (or sububan) desolation along with industrialtechnology and scning up rural 

communes based on the self -sufficiency of subsistence farming. For others, it has remained a drcam 

to befulfillcd in tbe remotefuture--at the end of time, a<; it wcre, or bistory--and experienced now only 

in the imagination. 

• •• 

To sum up, it would seem that The Wizord bas been popular at least partly bccause it has allowed 

AmerÎcans to have their cake and eat il too. When it first came out, this movie supported the 

progressive, urban utopianism whicb supplied tbemes and visual motifs for both tbe Chicago World's 

Fair of 1933-1934 ("The Century of Progress") and the New York World's Fair of 1939-1940 ("The 

World of Tomorrow"). At tbe same time, it supported tbe traditional, rural utopianism of the agrarian, 

or populistworldview. The immediate solution to poverty and despair lay in the development of cities 
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and factories. But the ultimate solution lay in a return to the bueotic: paradise envisioned by Jefferson, 

Franklin, and otberf ounders of the Republic (possibly througb tbeapptication of industrial tecbnology 

to agriculture itself). If so, the nation would be moving from paradise, through history, and back to 

para..iise. Tbat is, of course, a mytbic (cireular rather than tinear) notion of time. To the extent that 

Americans affirm this "myth of the eternal return" and to the extent tbat The Wizard provides 

symbolic support for it, tbis moviecan be said tofunction as a "secular mytb." Tbis says, in effeet, tbal 

for Americans to "grow up" as a nation (to realize tbeir ultimate destiny as a garden paradise) tbey 

must also "go home" (recapture their innocence in tbe original garden paradise). 
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D. W.Meinig,lntroduction, The Interpretation of OrdinaryLandscapes: Geographical 
Essays, ed. D. W. Meinig (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979) 6. 

D. W. Meinig, "Tbe Beholding Eye: Ten Versions of the Sa me Scene," Ordinary Landscapes 
34. 

Meinig, "Bebolding Eye" 35. 

Otd. in Meinig, "Bebolding Eye" 35. 

Meinig, "Bebolding Eye" 35. 

Meinig, "Beholding Eye" 36. 

Among tbe Vaupés of Brazil's Amazon basin, for example, home is only vaguely defined. 
Tbougb not true nomads, tbe Vaupes do a lot of travelling and are made 10 feel very much at 
home wben staying witb associa tes in other villages. Tbe region is multilingual but weil· 
integrated socially and culturally because of Iinguistic exogamy: each marries someone who 
speaks a different language. Most individuals become very familiar wilb a variety of 
communities and tbeir ways. Consequently, tbere is no sense that beyond tbe immediale 
territ ory of kin lies a land of aliens or enemies. Tbey are domifugal. Among the Aranda of 
Australia, bowever, extreme importance is placed on the notion of home. Clan lerrilory is made 
boly by the ancestors lied to it. These ancestors conlinue to live both in specifie places and in 
their descendents. Stories of tbe ancestors are always Iinked to particular places and associated 
with secret rituals and symbolic markings. The cling to their native soil with every fibre of their 
being. Love for bome and longing to return home are major motifs wbich recur over and over 
again in tbeir mylhs. Even though members of the clan are said to own land, il mighl be more 
accurate to say that tbe land owns lhem sinee they are unable to stay away from it without dying. 
Tbey are domicentric. 

Even within a single society, Sopber observes, the experience of home May be diff erent f rom one 
class, gender or generation to anotber. Among the Aranda, for example, only men know of the 
sacred places, rituals and mytbs. Wben a girl reaches puberty, she leaves ber own clan and ils 
territory ignorant of ils traditions and seules down with a new clan in a new terril ory wilhout 
being initiated into local traditions. In such a society, home is besl described as the "fatherland." 
ln other societies, bowever, it could best be described as the "motherland." ln upper-c1ass 
Britain, for example, boys are deliberately uprooled from lheir homes and senl to boarding 
schools. Attachment towhat Sopher calls their "mythic home" is encouraged as a replacement 
f or the earlier attachment to their "biologicalltomes." The same diff erenlialion can be observed 
in terms of c1ass. ft is generally assumed, notes Sopher, that peasants are profondly attached 
to theirnative landscapes. And yet peasants have always engaged in mass migrations. Peasants, 
infaet, have been very realistie in lheir understanding of home. According to a Roman proverb, 
for example, ubi bene ibi pauia (where lhings are good, that is the fatherland). 

David Sopher, "The Landscape of Home: My th, Experience, Social Meaning,· The 1 nttrpreta
lion of OrdinaryLandscapes: Geographical Essays,ed.D. W. Meinig (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1979) 134. 

Sopber 134-135. 
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10. Otd. in Sopher 135. 

11. The domifugal tendency is incorporated too, however, since the last stage of the life cycle is 
ideally devoled to pilgrimage; the sa n n yas i n leaves home, f amily and even caste behind in order 
to seek final release from the cycle of birth, death and rebirth. The classical view thus integrates 
the two societal forces. 

ln Judaism too, the situation is complex. Although the domicentric tendency has had profound 
sigoificance in Jewish tradition and the liturgies arefilled with nostalgic references to the Land 
of Israel. most of Jewish history has been Iived outside the ancestral homeland--very often by 
choice. In our own time, Most Jews have not, in fact, chosen to return. The aiscrepancy can be 
explained by restoring the texture of traditional references to the Land of Israel. ft is true that 
Jews have always dreamed of spending "next year in Jerusalem." But that phrase, used in the 
Passover liturgy, is heavily weighted with messianic connotations. Indeed, support for Zionism 
among the Hassidim--which was not enthusiastic until very recently--is now based on the belief 
that we are presently living in messianic times. What Jews have traditionally sougbt can be best 
described not as a Mere return to the Middle East but as a return to the paradise which exists 
beyond time and space. Wilhin history, Jews have accepted, often gladly, an attitude similar to 
that of traditional Christianity. ft is worth noting '.Jere that ga/ut May be translated not only as 
"exile" (f orcedabsence) but also as "diaspora" (voluntary absence). In Ga/ut .. Modern J ewish 
Ref/ectionson H ome/essnessand Homecoming(Bloomington:Indiana University Press, 
1986), Arnold Eisen gives an excellent account of Jewish ambivalence over the meaning of home. 

12. Old. in Sopher 134. 

13. Sopher 135. Tbe Apapokuva wander endlessly in search of a Land Wilhout Evil; theyare, 
theref ore, attached to no particular place en route. 

14. Sopher 136. 

15. Meinig, "Symbolic Landscapes: Models of American Community," Ord inary Landscope s 164. 

16. A good example of "boosterism" at work can be seen in the case of Lake Havasu City. This 
community bought London Bridge, transported it to the Arizona desert, and reassembled it over 
an artificial waterway. In 1970, its population was 4,411; by 1980, its population had soared to 
15,737 (World Almanac and Book of Facts (New York: Pharos Books, 1988) 544. 

17. The Nationa/ A tlos of the United States of America (Washington, D. C.: Department of 
the Interior, 1971) 336-417. 

18. Meinig, "Symbolic Landscapes" 167. 

19. "A Stop at Willoughby," The Twilight Zone, CBS, WCAX-TV, Burlington, VT, 6 May, 1960. 

20. Marc Sc oU Zicree, The Twilight Zone Componion (New York: Bantam Books, 1982) 117. 

21. In a very similar episode, "Walking Distance," another executive from the big city returns to a 
sm ail town. This time, however, it is the small town (appropriately named "Homewood") of his 
own childhood. These episodes take an overtly positive attitude toward the smalltown. Some 
episodes, however, are more ambiguous. In "The Monsters Are Due on Maple Street," a 
community is invaded by aliens from outer space; wh en neighbour turos against neighbour out 
of fear and suspicion, the result is mass hysteria. This may he a small town. Il may also be a 
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suburb. In any case, the episode is about a feature of ail human communities, the tendency 
toward mobviolence, and not about the advantages or disadvantages of any parlicular form of 
community. 

22. Zicree 118-119. 

23. Richard Zoglin and John D. Hull, "Back to the Time Warp: The Mayberry Clan Joins the Trend 
Toward TV Reunions," Time 3 March 1986: 61. 

24. Richard V. Francaviglia, "Main Street U.S.A.: A Comparison/Contrast of Streetscapes in 
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Elizabeth Walker Mechling and Jay Meehling, "The Sale of Two Cities: A Semiotie Comparison 
of Disneyland with Mariott's Great America," Journal of Popular Culture 15.1 (1981): 166-
179. 

25. Meinig, "SymboJic Landscapes" 167. 

26. Meinig, "Symbolic Landscapes" 182. 

27. Meinig, ·Symbolic Landscapes" 182-183. 

28. Stayskal, Cartoon, Newsweek 10 Aug.1987: 11. 

Frank Trippett, "Highway to Homicide: California's Road Wars Go On and, in One Case, Go 
Airborne," Time 17 Aug. 1987: 18. 

Mickey Kaus and Janet Huck, "Gunplay on the Freeway: In Los Angeles, Il's 'Out of My Way, 
Or Make My Day,'" US News and W orld Report 10 Aug. 1987: 6. 

29. Meinig, "Symbolic Landscapes" 183. 

30. DickranTashjian, "Engineering a New Art," TheMachineAgeinAmerica, 1918-1945(New 
York: Brooklyn Museum; Harry N. Abrams. 1986) 257. 

31. In eommon parlan ce, "the West" is associated witb both ·wilderness" and "f rontier.· Very often, 
it is assumed that these two words are synonymous. They are DOt. Each has ils own symbolic 
associations based on a way of life which bas left a prof ound impression in the collective memory 
of Americans. Before proceeding, therefore, the differences must be made c1ear. To do lhis, 
1 have made use of Virgin Land by Henry Nash Smith and The Machine in the Garden by 
LeoMarx. 

Smith suggests that American history can only befully understood in terms of the West as il has 
existed in the collective imagination. "One of the most persistent generalizations concerning 
Americ3n life and character," he observes, His the notion that our society has been shaped by the 
pull of a vacant continent .... " (Smith 3) Hisfinal cbapter, jnfaet, is devoted to Frederick Jackson 
Turner, whose "frontier the ory" gave classic expression to this school of thougbt at the end of 
the nineteenth century. Turner c1aimed lhat the characteristie features of American society 
could be explained by the availability of free land in the West; the eontinuing interaction 
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betweenwildernessand civilization on thefrontiergenerated the distinctive quality of American 
Jire. Turner distinguished between two Wests. One lay beyond civiJization. This was the 
wilderness. And it was empty. The other lay just within civilization. This was the frontier. And 
il was a garden. The frontier, then, is defined as the meeting place between "savagery" (nature) 
and "civilization" (culture). Smith points out that Turnerwas ambivalent about the frontier. On 
the one hand, he assu med the primacy of na ture in determining the course of American history. 
Tbat is, the forces sbaping it were tbought to be inherent in the landscape itself (vast areas of 
free land cultivated as family farms) and not in the cultural traditions inherited from the Old 
World. This emphasized the uniquefeatures of American life. From this point of view, the 
frontier was "good." On the other hand, Turner also believed in tbe evolution of civilization 
tbrough various stages. The eff ect was to stigmatize the frontier as socially, culturally and even 
moralJy primitive compared to the more sophisticated and evolved world of the urban East. 
From this point of view, tbe frontier was "bad." 1 have discussed Turner's hypotbesis, albeit 
briefly, because it continues to provoke controversy and is still one of the best-known 
interpretations of American history. Wby should this be so? What does the sheer popularity of 
sucb a theory say about the people wbo respond to it, in one way or the other, with such passion? 
What role does it play ev en now in American culture? 

Since the enormous cunency of the tbeory proves tbat it voices a massive and 
deeply heJd conviction, the recent debate over what Turner actuaUy meant, 
and over the truth or faJsity of his hypothesis, is much more than a merely 
academic quibble. Il concerns the image of themselves which many--perhaps 
most--Americans of 'he present day cherish, an image that defines what 
Americans think of their past, and therefore what they propose to make of 
tbemselves in tbe future (Smith 4). 

ln thisway, Smith'saim in discussing Turner islike my own in discussing The Wizard. In both 
cases, the topie is a phenomenon of massive and enduring popularity: an explicit theory of 
American history and identity in the first case and an implicit one in the second. In both cases, 
moreover, it is symboJic significance rather than historicaJ veracity whicb is of paramount 
importance: wbat it reveals about emotional, cultural, or even spiritual concerns. Whetber 
expressed directly in a historical theory whicb continues to intrigue scholars or indirectly in a 
popular movie wbich continues to charm viewers, images of the wilderness and the frontier 
continue to baunt the American imagination and are frequentIy invoked to define collective 
identity--especially in relation to urban and industrial imagery wbich currently defines the 
reality of everyday life for most Americans. 

Peter J. Schmitt comments on several related subjects in Back to Nature: The Arcadian 
My th in Urban Americo (New York: Oxford University Press, 1969). These include: novels 
al,out life in the wild, the development of suburbs and garden cilies, tbe rise of summer camps 
and the scouting movement, tbe promotion of urban parks as a way of improving tbe heaItb of 
urban children, tbe establisbment of national parks to preserve the wilderness and primitivism, 
or instinctivism, as a worldview. Schmitt points out that although Americans in the la te 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries Iiked the idea of going "back to nature," they did not 
like the idea of going "back to the land" nearJy as much. Tbis was an urban response to nature. 
Nature was Cine--on weekends or in fantasies. 

Linda H. Graber discusses the positive aspects in W ilderness as Sacred Space, Monograph 
Series 8 (Washington: Association of American Geographers, 1976). The wilderness, she 
observes, bas been associated with "geopjety." Through verbal images (nature writing) and 
visual images (purist landscape photograpby) Americans bave glorified the wilderness as the 
functional equivalent of sacred, space in traditional f orms of religion. This has been articulated 
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DOt ooly by isolated artists but al50 by political pressure groups. Graber concludes that the 
environmentalist movement has become a kind of religion in seeular dress. Although shc has 
liltle to say about Eden as the prototypical wilderness (the "wild" or "natural" garden), she does 
comment at length on the universal need for sacred space. 

Roderick Nash comments on the ambiguous connotations of wilderncss in American history. 
ln Wilderness and the American Mind (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1967), he 
describes the graduai transition f rom wilderness as a moral and physical wasteland suita ble only 
for conquest to wilderness as a moral and physical treasure cxisting as an end in itself. 

34. Phillipe de Montebello, Foreword,American Paradise: The W orld of the Hudson River 
School (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1987) xi. 

35. John C. Howat, "Frederick Edwin Church," American Paradise 251. 

36. The definitive work on the wilderness in American art is Novak's Nature and Culture: 
American Landscape Painting 1825-1875 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1980). 
Novak discusses the efreets of religion and romanticism on attitudes toward nature (tbe 
primaeval wilderness as revelation and as the sublime) and how tbese are related to landscape 
painting. Botb painters and seientists in the nineteenth century, for example, tended to see 
themselves as quasi-mytbic heroes on a que st for divine truth; consequently, tbey orten went off 
togetber on expeditions to study tbe mysteries of nature. 
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LeoMarx, The Machine in the Garden: Techn%gy and the Pastoral Ideal in America 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1964) 42. 

Marx 43. By "desert,· he refers to tbe hostile and threatening aspect of the wilderness in general 
rather tban to the hot and dry form ofwilderness in particular. 

Perry Miller, Errand into the W i/derness(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1956). 

Qtd. in Marx 111. 

Andrew Gordon, ·Star Wars: A My th for Our Time," Literature and Film Quarlerly 6 
(1978): 318. 

ln 1939, however, shewas also tbefunctional equivalent of anydictator threateningworld peace. 
Her winged monkeys f1ying off in formation to capture Dorothy look very much like div .... 
bombers f1ying off to attack a city. Althougb Hitler's B/itzkrieg on Warsaw was still a few 
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weeks in the future when The Wizard opened on August 17, Most viewers had long since 
bccomefamiliar with such scenesfrom newsreels of air atlacks during the Spanish Civil War and 
the Japanese invasion of China. 

Although the West has produced important cilies, the East has produced America 's prototypical 
cities. San Francisco,for example, has always been considered something of an anomaly (which 
is tosay, an Eastern citywhich happens to be located in the West) and Los Angeles has entered 
the collective imagination as a collection of suburbs surrounding the Hollywood studios. 

Raymond A. Mohl, "The Preindustrial American City," The Urban Experience: Themes in 
American History, ed. Raymond A. Mohl and James F. Richardson (Belmont, CA: 
Wadsworth, 1973) 1-13. 

Richa rd Guy Wilson, Dianne H. Pilgrim and Dickran rash jian, The Mac hi ne Ag e in Ame r i ca, 
1918-1945 (New York: Brooklyn Museum; Harry N. Abrams, 1986). 

Robert Hughes, "Back to the Lost Future: A Remarkable Show Revives the Machine Age, Fins 
and Ali," Time 22 Dee. 1986: 46. 

David Albreeht, Designing Dreams: Modern Architecture in the Movies (New York: 
Harper and Row; Museum of Modern Art, 1986). 

53. For Meinig, the American city has inadequate symbolic ties with family life, home and 
community to replace the three earlier symbolic landscapes. He writes that "for Most 
Americans, the old cliché 'a nice place to visit, but 1 wouldn't want to live there' has expressed 
their feelings weil, and in recent years they are mu ch less interested in, or even fearful of, an 
occasional visit ("Symbolic Landscapes" 181)." Nevertheless Meinig does suggest the possibility 
that a new kind of city (what 1 would cali the Western Metropolis) May dowhat the earlier kind 
(what 1 cali the Eastern Metropolis) cannot do. San Francisco, he argues, May be the prototype 
of an urban environment which unambiguously affirms family life, home and community. He 
notes that it has provided fertile soil for experiments in the arts, religion, psychology and 
education. Moreover, it has been at the centre of various ecological movements. Most 
important, it has challenged national attitudes toward unlimited growth, consumption and 
technologieal progress. San Francisco has, therefore, become famous for the assertion of new 
patterns of individual and group consciousness. More specificaHy, it has been 

... gradually recognized through a self -&Orting of people not by c1ass or income, 
nor even very firmly by ethnicity or race, but by life-style, resulting in 
"voluntary districts" ... f ormed out of the search for a way of life which May be 
quite at variance with what have been the cultural norms. Il is conceivable 
that from su ch developments San Francisco might shed its old anomalous 
status and serve as the chief basis for a new generalized concept of urban life 
featuring attractive townhouse living, the vibrancy of social heterogeneity, a 
greater appreciation of townscape, a deeper sense of history and of place, and 
a greater emphasis upon the humane rather than the material aspects of life 
so that the core becomes increasingly more a central social district than a 
central business district ("Symbolic Landscapes" 187). 

Reading this in the late 1980s, it is difficult not to think that the author, using language so 
characteristic of the 1960s and early 1970s, is somewhat naive. In the first place, the way of lif e 
he describes was even th en restricted to a very affluent and well-educated segment of the 
population. Moreover, there is no evidence to suggest that San Francisco, popular though it May 
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54. 

55. 

56. 

be, bas replaced the Eastern Metropolis as an image of urban life in the United States. As the 
quintessential American city, New York is still a powerful symbolic landscape auracting both 
the ambitious (those seeking success defined in terms of money, power and prestige) and the 
domestic orforeign poor (those seeking securityfrom the vast social service bureaucracy). One 
has only to think of the Manhattan skyline to realize its prof ound impact not only in the United 
States itself but ail over the world; it is a universal symbol of hope, opportunity, eVCD adventure. 

Otd. in Meinig, "Symbolic Landscapes" 181. 

H. S. Reuss and W. E. Simon, "Is New York Worth Saving?" U. S. News and World Report 
10 Nov. 1975: 32-34. 

Martin E. Marty, Righteous Empire: The Protestant Experience in America(New York: 
Dial Press, 1970). 

In the past few decades,liberaJ Protestant theology bas taken a very different approach to the 
metropolis. By far the Most famous (and still controversial) celebration of the city and 
modernity is Harvey Cox's The Secu/ar City: Secularization and Urballizatlon ln 

Theological Perspective, rev. ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1966). 

57. Otd. in Meinig, "Symbolic Landscapes" 181. 

58. Alain Silver and Elizabeth Ward, cds., Film Noir: An Encyclopedie Reference 10 the 
American Style (Woodstock, NY: Overlook Press, 1979) 3. 

59. Foster Hirsch, The Dark Side of the Sereen: Film Noir (New York: Da Capo Press, 1983) 
13. 

60. Silver and Ward 34. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

Hirsch 13-15. 

Hirsch 15. 

Hirsch 17. 

Hirsch 17. 

Kurt Anderson, "Spiffing up the Urban Heritage: After Years of Neglect, Americans Lavish 
Love and Sweat on Oid Downtowns/, Time 23 Nov. 19B7: 64-79. 

Dianne H. Pilgrim, "Design for the Machine," Machine Age in America 271. 

Franklin DelanoRoosevelt, "Firsl Inaugural Address,· The Pre s ide nt S peak s: From W Il /iam 
McKinley 10 Lyndon Johnson, ed. Louis Filler (New York: Capricorn Books, 1964) 200. 

Following Leo Marx, 1 use tbis lerm in referring to a pictoriai symbol (whetber visual or verbal) 
of our relation to the environment. In other words, it represents the relation between na turc and 
culture. This relation is not the projection of any particular age or society; it is inherent and 
universal. Examp]es would be the wilderness (nature over culture), the city (culture over 
nature), and tbe garden or Carm (mediation between nature and culture). 
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69. Marx 42·43. 

70. Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land: The American West as Symbol and My th (1950; 
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1978) 123-124. 

71. Smith 151-152. 

72. Sidney Howard, Gone With the Wind: The Screenplay(1939;New York: Macmillan, 1964) 
81. 

73. Howard 243. 

74. Howard 413-414. 

75. 1 reCer here to a version of the garden which fJourished in the North, Midwest and West; 
eventually, it replaced the Southern version and could thus be called the "American" version. 

76. Smith 191. 

77. Smith 192-193. 

78. Smith 124. 

79. Smith 187. 

80. Charles Reagan Wilson, Baptized in Blood: The Religion of the Lost Cause, 1865-1920 
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1980) 5; 27; 61. 

81. Smith 187. 

82. Following Leo Marx, 1 use this term in referring to a "poetie idea displaying the essence of a 
value system (Marx 42)." Like the symbolic landscape, the root metaphor is culture-speeüic; 
unlike the eeological image, in other words, it is not inherent in the relation between nature and 
culture which pertains universally. But the root metaphor, as 1 use this term, is the original, 
prototypical, symbolic landscape upon which later versions are based; it is the "type" which 
corresponds to one or more "antitypes." Perhaps this distinction between root metaphor and 
ecological image did not occur to Marx (who seems to use the two interchangeably) since he 
(like Smith) virtually ignored the Christian traditions 00 which American culture is based. It 
is true, of course, that the United States was f ounded on notions of civic virtue and republican 
idealism derived from ancient Greece and Rome. American culture has been eoriched, 
therefore, by additional root metaphors originating in the c1assical tradition. Since this study 
is about the function of popular culture, however, and since c1assical allusions bave been 
accessible only to an eHte stratum of society, 1 have considered the biblical root metaphors 
primary and the c1assical ones secondary. An example would be the biblical Garden of Eden (or 
the c1assical Arcadia) corresponding to the Frontier Farm (a specifically American symbolic 
landscape). 

83. J. B. Jackson, "The Order of a Landscape: Religion and Reason in Newtonian A !nerica , " The 
Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes: Geographical Essays, ed. D. W. Meinig (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1979) 153-163. 

84. Jackson, "The Order of a Landscape" 155. 
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85. Jackson 156. 

86. Jackson 158. 

87. Jackson 160. 

88. The definitive work on American revivalism is G. McLoughlin's Revivais, Awakenings and 
Reform: An Essay on Religion and Social Change in America, 1607-1977, Chicago 
History of American Religion (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978). Tbe author 
includes material on America as the new Eden, American mytbology and the probJcm of 
cognitive dissonance. 

The theological background of American revivalism is examined very thoroughly in Ernest L. 
Tuveson's Redeemer Nation: The ldea of America's Millennial Role (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1968). 

89. LarryJamesGianakos, TV Drama Series Programming: A Comprehensive Guide, 1959-
1975 (Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1978) 559. 

90 Set in Virginia du ring the Depression, it is technically incorrecllv discuss Ibis show in lerms of 
the frontier; il islinked to tbe frontier, nevertbeless, by tbe dominant image of an isolatcd f amily 
homestead nestled comfortably somewhere between wilderness and metropolis. 

91. Even tbough Theocritus is sometimes considered thefirst pastoral poet, Marx sees Virgil as thc 
Hf ountainhead" of this genre. 

92. Marx 21. 

93. Marx 22. 

94. Marx 23. 

95. Marx 3. 

96. Marx has nothing but contempt for this sort of thing. "Whenever people turn away from the 
hard social and technological realities,· he writes, Othis obscure sentiment is likely to be at work 
(Marx 5)." He looks with particular disapproval on sorne of the eff ects of nostalgie sentimcn tali ty 
(such as what he regards as the inflated power of the farming lobby in Congress and statc 
electoral systems lhat give the rural population a share of political power grossly out of 
proportion to its size or contribution.) Of more immediate concern to Marx, howcver, is the 
pernicious influence of this f orm of pastoralism on the arts. 

There can be liule doubt that it affects tbe nation's taste in serious lilerjjture, 
reinforcing the legitimate respect enjoyed by !.uch writers as Mark Twain, 
Ernest Hemingway, and Robert Frost. But on the lower plane of our 
collective fantasy life, the power of this sentiment Îs even more obvious. The 
mass media cater to a mawkisb taste for retreat into the primitive or rural 
felicity exemplified by TV westerns and Norman Rockwell magazine covers 
(Marx 6). 
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Sucb cultural detritus ie; generated by "tbe yeamingf or a simpler, more harmonious style of lif e, 
an existence 'cl oser to nature,' thal is, the psychic root of aU pastoralism--genuine and spurious 
(Marx 6)." This yearning, be notes, is universal. Nevertbeless, he argues, the American 
experience of nationhood bas clearly invested it with a peculiar intensity. "The soft veil of 
nostalgia that bangs over our urbanized landscape," he writes, "is largely a vestige of the once
dominant image of an undefiled green republic, a quiet land of forests, villages, and farms 
dedicated to tbe pursuit of happiness (Marx 6)." It is not only anachronistic, according to Marx, 
it is also reactionary. He argues that this "spurious" pastoralism has consistently been used in 
the service of ideologies whicb hide the realities of lue in an industrial civilization. In this, be 
is in agreemen t witb several other "discerning, politicalJy liberal historians of American thougbt" 
(Marx 6) sucb as Smith and Ricbard Hofstadter. To support his position, he brings in Ortega 
y Gasset and even Sigmund Freud. The former scomed tbose who appreciate tbe benefits of 
technology but not tbe principles on whicb it is founded; such people believe that tbeir mate rial 
comforts are givens of the natural order ratber than the results of specific cultural forces 
(urbanization and industrialization). The latter argued that the benefits of civilization are 
enjoyed at the cost of repressing the primordial need for sexual gratification; tbey are, as a 
result, both appreciated and resented at the same time. For Marx, tben, the "popular and 
sentimental" mode of pastoralism is not only anachronistic and reactionary (Hofstadter; Smith) 
but alsofoolisb (Ortega) and even neurotic (Freud). 

97. Examples of this can be found in the history of both European and American painting. Like 
their European counterparts, American painters of the nineteenth century were still imitating 
the idyllic landscpaes of Claude Lorrain. In the seventeenth century, he created an idealized 
vision of the Italian countryside whkh has baunted aritsts ever since. It is a dreamlike world of 
shepherds and shepherdesses (glorified peasants), contemplating the ruins of ancient Rome. 
Claude introduced several formaI devices which have been widely imitated. These include tbe 
use of figures in the foreground, a glassy lake or inlet shimmering in tbe middle distance, and 
hazy mountains rising in the backgrour d. On one side of the f oreground are trees; on the other 
side are more trees or, perhaps, a ru in of some kind. The setting sun bathes this bucolic world 
in the golden glow of a perpetuaI afternoon. This crea tes an evocative, reflective, and sligbtly 
melancholy or wistful atmosphere. Nevertheless, the landscape is characterized by order, 
serenity and harmony. Il is, of course, the landscape of Virgil's Arcadia. 

American pastoralism is associated with the Hudson River School. Sometimes, the American 
version was a literaI rendering of the Claudean idiom. Carrie Rebora writes, for example, that 
in Harvest Scene (1875), Jasper Cropsey turned rural New Jersey into the Italian campagna. 
"The harvesting activity, the c1othing, and the architectrue set the scene for an American 
provincial myth in which a f armer Apollo meets his countrified Venus in a field of sweet, freshly 
cut grain ... The picture records the Cooley estate as its proprietor's bountiful, personal 
Arcadia ... ("Jasper Cropsey," American Paradise 202). Sometimes, however, painters 
"translated" Claude into American terms. In these cases, no attempt was made to disguise the 
American contextj it was seen, nevertbeless, from the perspective of European pastoral 
traditions. In The Old Hunting Ground (1864), Worthington Whitredge contemplates a 
peaceful spot in the eastern woodlands. The scene is f ramed by dark trees on the right and left 
of the f oreground. In the centre is a canoe (loating OD the shore of a Jake, or pool. The Middle 
ground isdominated bywaterwhich reflects a sunlit f ore st of birch tress in the background. "For 
artists of the second generation of the Hudson River Scbool who depicted the national 
landscape," writes Esther T. Thyssen, "the use of CJaudean conventions iovoked pastoral 
associations and helped reinf orce the developingmyth of America asa new Eden" ("W orthington 
Whittredge," American Paradise 180). Of particular interest here is the way Whittredge 
assimilated the Indians--those distinctively North American inbabitants--with the European 
pastoral tradition. Thysssen comments that "the decaying Indian canoe establishes on the 
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98. 

99. 

landscape concrete evidence of previous buman presence and so endowed the land witb an 
ancient history. Thus the Indians were seen to havefulfilled a function in America'sf orests that 
was similar to the pastoral duties of European peasants" (Tbyssen 182). Like the ruin of an 
ancient Roman temple, the ruin of an Indian canoe serves as a vehicle for contemplation of the 
transience of bistory or nostalgie meditation on a lost golden age of innocence and harmony. 
A slightly more ambiguous version of American pastoralism is noted by Gwendolyn Owens in 
the work of David Johnson. Commenting on Nat ural Br; dge (1860), she observes that viewers 
who did not know lhat tbe painting depicts a naturalland formation in Virginia could very easily 
assume that it is an ancient Roman aqueduct which is overgrown with vegetation. This painting 
is an Arcadidn vision. "Whether seen as a ru in or a nalural wonder, this distant view of the 
bridge shows a world of old and new elements--an ancient f orm depicted in the agrarian context 
of the nineteenth century" ("David Johnson," American Paradise 274). 

Even when machine technology appears in American landscape paintings of the nineteentb 
century, it often confirms rather than challenges tbe pastoral vision. Althogb Marx ref ers mainly 
to literature, he does mention a painting by George Inness as a c1assic visual statement of the 
pervasive belief lhat the machine (technology) can be integrated into the "middle landscape." 
At first Inness did not wanl to accepl a commission by the Lackawanna Railroad Company to 
paint the setting of ils operations. He did not know how to assimilate a rcundhouse, a repair 
shop or a smoking locomotive to the Arcadian tradition of Virgil and Claude. The resuJt, 
however, is often considered to be his fine st work. Far from causing disharmony, the train is 
part of the landscape. Buildings are softened by trees and integrated into the hills in the middle 
distance. Sharp Hnes, which would divide cultural artifacts from natural terrain, are avoidcd. 
The coUony puffs rising from the locomotive and the roundhouse echo tbe puffy cJouds rising 
bebind the church. Animais in the pasture continue to graze or rest peacefully even as the train 
approaches. Tree stumps indicate tbat a fore st has been felled, 10 be sure, but the solitary 
humanfigure reclining beneath a tree in thef oreground indicates that changes of thiskind, made 
in the name of progress, are not disruptive. He may not hold a crook, but he contemplatcs the 
landscape of Pennsylvania witb the serenity of a good shepherd contemplating the beauty of 
Arcadia. Although Inness has acknowledged the presence of the machine in the garden, he has 
not acknowledged the inherent conflict between them. For Marx, therefore, paintings of this 
kind trivialize modernity; they foster naive and optimistic illusions. They are examplcs of 
"popular and sentimental" pastoralism. 

Marx 9-10. 

Marx 25. 

100. Marx 365. 

101. Karin Blair points out in "Tbe Garden in the Machine: The Why of Star Trek" (/ournal of 
Popular Culture 13 [1979J 310-320) lhat a surprising number of episodes feature the search 
for a garden paradise. Such episodes ioclude: "The Menagerie," "Shore Leave," "This Si de of 
Paradise," "The Apple," "The Way 10 Eden," "Wbo Mournsfor Adonais?" "The World is Hollow 
and 1 have Touched the Sky," "The Return of the Archons," "The Mark of Gideon," "The Paradise 
Syndrome" and "Metamorphosis." Blair notes approvingly that Star Trek gencrally takcs a 
negative attitude loward the garden as an externalized image of paradise. Those who try lofind 
paradise on some remole planet are always disappoioted. For Blair, the garden "out therc" is 
no longer an adequate symbol; it represents a regressive desire for the abandonment of culture 
and reunion with nature (Jack of differentialion or individuation, unconsciousncss and cvcn 
death). According to her, Star Trek reinterprets the garden in a accordance with more 
progressive ways of thinking (which is why, she argues, it has become an American myth). 
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Once the garden has been transferred to the psyche it incorpora tes the 
polarities which are the inevitable result of individuality and dife erence. The 
machine is no looger the instrument of opposition, war and destruction; it has 
become a vehicle which both sustains and expresses the human psyche which 
created il. Within if traditionally opposingf orces can recombine and generate 
energy and motion; our heritagefrom the past can evoJve intofuller awareness 
of the present and hope for the future. 

ln this way the human community or "garden" on board 'he Enlerprise can 
move by means of the machine through consciollS construction into new 
unknown territories incJuding the future. Outside the gravitational pull of 
"Mother Earth"--Mother Nature and her paradisal garden--there is nofaJling 
but only flying (Blair 318). 

1 think Blair is too hasty in !j,uggesting the demise of the garden. Whatever Star Trek says 
about thegarden as an image of thefrontier, however, Star Trek clearly affirms thefrontier as 
such. Floating through the wilderness of outer space, the Starship En t er pri se is a dynamic new 
version of the American frontier. 

102. Nancy R. Gibbs, "Paradise Found: America Returns to the Garden," Time 20 June 1988: 62. 

103. Gibbs 64. 

104. Gibbs 69. 

105. James Howard Kunstler, "W ould You Like to See My Motherworts: More Than Hollyhocks Can 
Bloom in Your Garden," GQ Apr.1989: 54+ 

106. This notion of literature is consistent with the avant-garde nolion that artists stand apart from 
their culture and challenge it. As 1 have tried 10 show in terms of the visual arts, this definilion 
of art is by no means universal. Nevertheless, it represents prevailing attitudes in this society 
al this time; it is, therefore, appropriate in Marx's discussion of literary works which do expose, 
provoke, challenge or question cultural assumptions. For him, the relation between popular and 
eHte culture is dichotomous and even dualistic. The distinction he makes between "popular and 
sentimental pastoralism" (popular culture), on the one hand, and "imaginative and complex 
pastoralism" (elile, or "high literary" culture), on the other, is both aesthetic and moral. If the 
former is bad and even dangerous, the latter is good and even salvific. "The work of serious 
writers," he observes, ois different, clearly, in Most of the ways that works of art differ from the 
glow of casual, undisciplined expression that makes up the general culture (Marx 10)." Although 
he admits that "an initial receptivity to the pastoral impulse is one way in which our best writers 
have grounded their work in the common life (Marx 11)," he also indicates that in doing so tbey 
risk contamination by the vulgarity and sentimentality of that common life. Il would almost 
seem that Marx feels a need to apologizt" for the pastoral preoccupation of these writers by 
ascribing a salvific role to them. The artist descends into hell in order to rescue humanity and 
bring them to heaven. Indeed, his thesis is that these "serious" writers transform pastoralism 
from effete escapism into a valiant struggle with the complexity of modem life. For ordinary 
people, pastoralism "is the starting point for infantile wish-fulfillment dreams, a diffuse 
nostalgia, and a naive, anarchic, primitivism" but for others it is "the source of writing that is 
invaluable for its power to enrich and clarify our experience (Marx 11)." Marx abhors any 
expression of fantasy or longing unless linked to (and thus mitigated by) some expression of 
practical or "realistic" concern. It May be that he does so in the context of art but would not do 
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so in the context of myth. In any case, he makes it clear that the only artistically legitimate 
altitude toward Arcadia is rejection; pastoralliterature in f aet, is not literature at ail (as distinct 
from some more degraded f orm of human expression) unless it uses anti-pastoral imagery (tbe 
"counterforce") to threaten the pastoral dream. Similarly, tbe pastoral ideal is only morally 
legitimate when it "enbances some token of a larger, more complicated order of experience 
(Marx 25)." Tbe success of American pastoralism in "serious"literature, then, is eauscd by its 
repeated juxtaposition of pastoral (rural or agrarian) and non-pastoral (urban, industrial or 
technological) imagery. The power of tbis technique to move people 

... derives Crom the magnitude of the protean conflict figured by the machine 's 
inereasing domination of the visible world. This recurrent metaphor of 
contradiction makes vivid, as no otherCigure does, the bearing of public events 
upon private lives. It discloses that our inherited symbols of order and beauty 
have been divested of meaning. Il compels us to recognize that tbe aspirations 
once represented by the symbol of an ideallandseape bave not, and probably 
cannot, be embodied in our traditional institutions (Marx 364)." 

My intention here is not to reverse Marx's Iiterary hierarchy. 1 do not argue bere that popular 
culture ("popular and sentimental pastoralism") is superior to "imaginative and complex 
pastoralism" (elite culture). There is a real need for the latter. 1 do argue, bowever,lhat Marx's 
dualistic approaeh to works of the imagination prevents bim from understanding the former. 
It, too, may serve real human needs (albeil different ones). As 1 have already indicated, for 
example, "bad art" may be "good myth." 

107. Marx 356. 

108. Indeed, that painting has been ealled the "Ameriean Mona LISa." Ils fame extends far beyonô 
the world of art historians. Wood's sister, who posed for it, complained recently that she is still 
troubled, aCter almost sixty years, by unflattering remarks about the painting. When a parody 
of it appeared in Hustler, she sued the magaLine (and lost). Wh en Johnny Carson made ribald 
remarks about it duringhis monologue on Tonight, shewasgiven the opportunity toappearon 
the air and reeeive a public apology ("Fifty-Eight Years Later, Model Still Smarts From Knocks 
on American Gothie," Gazette (Montreal] 6 June 1988: C-16). Clearly, a great many 
Americans are f amiliar with this painting even if they cannot name the painter). 

109. Wanda M. Corn, Grant Wood: The Regiona/ist Vision (New Ha't'en: Yale Univerity Press, 
1983) 62. 

110. JamesM. Dennis, Grant Wood: A Study inAmerican Art and Culture (New York: Viking 
Press, 1975) 13. 

111. Dennis 212. 

112. RiehardHofstadter, TheAge of Reform: From Bryan to F. D. R. (New York: Knopf, 1972). 

113. Dennis 212. 

114. Included in this eategory are decorative, monumental, and highlyf ormalized paintingsdesigned 
to glorify American Carmers and their way of life. Single figures face the viewer as if waiting 
to be photographed for a family album. They represent the inherent and eternal plenitude of 
nature. "Like the farmscape itself, Wood'sfarmers, animais, fruits and vegetables are recund 
forms, ripe and robust. ... They exist as pure symbols, ready to bestow the produce yielded by 
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the bountiful garden upon the worJd. IdcaJized, washed and sorted, they presen~ themselves as 
the agrarian fruits of Iowa (Dennis 217-218)." 

115. Dennis 219. 

116. Corn 90. 

117. Wood is also ambivalent toward nature, but mu ch less 50. GeneraUy speaking, he presents the 
idyllic aspect of nature; the tranquil beauty of spring and summer prevaiJ in S ton e City (1930), 
Young Corn (1931), Arbor Day (1932), Spring Turning (1936), Haying (1939) and Most of 
his other landscapes. But Wood is neither naive nor sentimental. Occasionally, he allows 
winter .. cold, dark and barren--to enter the scene. The harshness of nature strips the trees, 
blankets the ground and darkens the sky. If early win ter in the Midwest could provide some 
entertaining diversions as in December Allernoon (1941), it soon became tedious and bitter 
as in MaTch (1940) and February (1941). For him, rural America isat least one stepremoved 
from Eden. But for Wood, unlike some of the other agrarian painters, such intrusions of 
nature's fury are brief. They are transient phases in a natural cycle which continually generates 
new life. W~od's Iowa is a snug and happy world not a threatening or sinister one. 

118. When the machine dominates the garden, it does so in a very negative way. A good exmaple of 
this is Death on the Ridge Raad (1934). In fact, it corresponds to what Marx caUs the 
"counterforce" (whatever negates the idyU in "imaginative and complex" pastoralism). Taking 
a very direct and even melodramatic Corm, it is represented by one car about to collide with 
another. A sinister black limousine tries to regain the right side of the road after iIIegal1y 
passing a slower car; bent on destruction and death, the oncoming red truck drives toward it over 
the hilltop. Space is contorted. Shadows are deep. Time stands still. Sweeping in from the 
upper right corner, a massive storm seems to suggest a natural counterpart 10 cultural 
malevolence. It is not coincidence thal one of the y few paintings by Wood to include su ch 
ordinary manifestations of culture as utility poles and wires is heavy with the foreboding 
atmosphere of an impending collision. The symbolic message is c1ear: allow the machine into 
the garden and the result will be death and destruction. 

119. Dennis 216. 

120. Corn 74. 

121. Dennis 222. 

122. Dennis lOS. 

123. "Art: U .S. Seene," Ti me 24 Dec. 1934: 25. 

124. Considering the coUeeted works of Wood rather than isolated individual paintings, however, the 
analogybecomesmore appropriate. Most of Wood'sfarmscapesarewarm and sunny, tobesure, 
but some of them are icy and gloomy. Similarly, most of his paintings sh ow the impHei t presence 
of benevolent technology, but some of them (as 1 have noted) show the explicit presence of 
malevolent lechnology. The same is true of The Wizard. Although the Yellow Brick Road 
meanders through the ripening fields and verdant meadows of rural Oz, it also passes through 
a "temperamental" orchard and a haunted fore st. And the dazzling urban splendour of the 
Emerald City isdimmed UpOD discovery that the Wizard uses technology tofoster the iliusions 
of guUible eitizens. In short, it could be argued that both Woodian and Ozian landscapes 
symboJically represent the confusing, ambiguous, end sometimes dangerous worJd of everyday 
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-, .. life in modern America--even though both appear superficially to be child1ike lands of make
believe which need not be taken seriously as "real." 
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And the Lord God planted a garden in Eden in the East; and there he put the 
man which he had f ormed. And out of the ground the Lord God made to grow 
every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food, the tree of life also 
in the midst of the garden, and the tree of knowledgc of good and evil. --Gen. 
2.7-9 

Then he showed me the river of the water of life, bright as crystal, flowing 
from the throne of Gad and of the Lamb through the middle of the street of 
the city; also, on either side of the river, the tree of life with its twelve kinds 
of fruit, yielding its fruit each month, and the leaves of the tree were for the 
healing of nations. --Rev. 22.1 

5. CULTURAL ANAL YSIS: THE COSMIC LEVEL 

There is only one explicit reference ta religion in The Wizard. ACter Dorothy screams at Miss Gulch 

for coming ta destroy Toto,Auntie Em begins to express her own feelings: "For twenty-three years l've 

been dying to tell you what 1 think of you! And now ... weil, being a Christian woman 1 can't say il" 

(MGM 1.10). AIthough this Hne is a trivial one in purely cinematic terms--it does nalhing to advance 

the plot and only a little to define the character of Auntie Em--it is nevertheIess suggestive of the 

cultural environment in which this movie is understood. Just as the United States is officially secular 

but implicitly religious (since Most of its citizens consider themselves religious), 1 suggest that tbis 

movie is explicitly secular but implicitly religious because its popularity depends on thefamiliarity of 

viewers with ways of thinking derived (no matter how remotely) from traditional f orms of (Judaism 

or) Christianity. Explicitly, The Wizard is about Dorothy's passage from Kansas, through Oz 

(growing up) and back to Kansas (going home). In the first chapter of cultural analysis, 1 suggested 

that this link between coming of age (growing up) and returning to origin (going home) May have deep 

roots in the unconscious development of individuals. They pass from (unrealized) self, through the 

life cycle (growing up) and back to (realized, or individuated) self. Following this, 1 suggested that this 

pattern can also be discerned on the collective level. The nation passes from utopia, through history 
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("growing up"), and back to utopia ("going bome"). History is tbus a passage from the agrarian order 

and harmony of antebellum America, through history, and back to the agrarian order and harmony of 

milIennialAmerica. The cosmos itself passesfrom eternity, through time ("growing up") and back to 

eternity ("going home"). In other words, our relation ta the cosmos is experienced as a passage from 

paradise (Eden), through history (exile) and back to paradise (Eden). Since religion ha!> played a 

fundamental role in shaping the American identity, 1 also argue thal this is the paradigm on which the 

other two are based, the "type" to which the "antitypes" correspond. To be sure, the paradisc sought 

by Christian s, including American Christians, is not always represented by a heavenly gardcn (Eden); 

it is also represesnted by a celestial city (Jerusalem). Nevertbeless, 1 argue here that the differencc 

between these twoimages of paradise is more apparent than real. In fact, 1 provide evidence that they 

are often used not only interchangeably but even simultaneously. 

My aim in tbis chapter, then, is to demonstrate that ulLimate de'itiny is undel'stood by Many Americans 

as a return to ultimate origins, tbat "growing up" is linked on a cosmic level to "going home," and that 

this accounts (partially, at any rate) for the remarkable success of The Wizard. To do this, 1 will 

discuss the paradisian imagery of devotional works in use during the 1920s and 19305. Bef ore turning 

to these primary sources, however, it will be necessary to provide an introduction to the cosmology 

implicit in these works and, more specifically, to the ways in which American Christians have 

understood the wcosmic frontier" hetween time and eternity (death), between the present world and 

the world beyond (paradise). 

• •• 

When Carl Sagan used the word "cosmos" as a title for his 1980 television series on the Public 

Broadcasting System, he referred to the observable universe which can be explored through science 

and technology. But "cosmos" and "observable universe" are not necessarily synonymous. ln books 

such as The Sacred and the Profane and The My th of the Eterna/ Relurn, Mircea Eliade, for 

example, uses the former in referring to the known and inhabitable universe established by the god!>, 

as distinct from the unknown and unihabitable chaos surrounding il. The f amiliar world is the cosmos. 

The alien world beyond is chaos. It is inhabited by ghosts, demons or"f oreigners." Cosmos and chaos 

are ontological opposites. As Eliade points out, though, every inhabited, organized space (cosmos) 

was once uninhabited and disorganized (chaos). Il became "cosmicized" when the gods creatcd il; 

"creation" means bringing cosmos out of chaos. This cosmos in which the community lives has not only 

heen the seUing of divine acts in the primaeval past and continues la be the setting of divine acts in the 
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present. Although reality in the cosmos can be either sacred or profane, the latter is always open to 

the former; irruptionsfrom the sacred plane into the profane are not only possible (as kratophanies, 

bierophanies or theophanies) but repeatable (tbrough mytb and ritual). During these sacred times, 

people are released f rom the tyranny of (profane) time and become witnesses to, even participants in, 

cosmogonie events. For Eliade, then, the religions and cosmogonie become virtuaJJy synonymous. 

"The sacred reveals absolute reality," he writes, "and at the same lime makes orientation possible; 

bence il f ounds the world in the sense tbat it fixes the limits and eslablishes tbe order of the world."1 

ln spatial terms, the cosmos aJways has a sacred centre where creation is said to bave begun. This is 

tbeaxis mundi, a sacred mountain, city, temple or palace which is the meeting place of heaven, earth 

and hell. It is because people experience sacred space that they are able te lOf ound the world" (establish 

and main tain the cultural and social arder). When the sacred is revealed, the real is unveiled. 

Oriented toward the source of reality, organized human existence becomes possible. But the centre 

is not merely a point of orientation in the midst of what would otherwise be chaos. Il is also a window 

in the wall that normaJly separates sacred from profane, heaven and earth (or even hell aud earth). 

At the centre, il is is possible to passfrom one ontological plane to another. Once again, however, the 

sacred plane (in this case, sacred space) is identified with the primaeval and cosmogonie realm. Conse

quently, "every spatial hierophany or consecration of a spa ce is equivalent to a cosmogony. The first 

conclusion we might draw would be: the world becomes apprehensible as world, as cosmos, in the 

measure in which it reveals itself as a sacred world."2 A good example of sacred space is provided by 

Mount Zion, the site of Jerusalem. For Jews, it of central importance as the location of the Temple, 

meeting ground between heaven and earth, God and Israel. For Christians, it is identified with Eden; 

the new Adam is crucified on the very spot where the old Adam was buried. For Muslims, it is the 

place from which the Prophet ascended on his night journey to the heavens. ft is, in short, an axis 

mundi. 

In temporal terms, argues Eliade, the cosmos is organized as a sacred cycle in which cosm ogonie events 

are re-experienced periodicaUy through the ritual re-enactment of myths. This is what Eliade caUs the 

"myth of the eternal return." Ali religious traditions, he argues, are said tohave beenfounded by gods 

or mythical an ce st ors. "Man only repeats the act of creation; his religious calendar commemora tes, 

in the space of a year, ail the cosmogonic phases which took place ab origine. In fact, the Iiturgica), 

or sacred, year ceaslessly repeats the Creation; man is contemporary with the cosmogony and with the 

anthropogony because ritual projects him into the mythical epoch of the beginning.'" 
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Both spatially and temporally, the cosmos is a sacred archetype, the basic paradigm of reality itself. 

In order to be real (have meaning), anything which exists in space (the city, the temple or palace, the 

human body itself as an imago mundi) and anything which exists in time (the rite of passage or the 

festival as a retUrD to conditions in i/lo tempore) must be a symbolic repetition of its sacred 

prototype! Moreover, the cosmos is a living organism. If the secular universe is mute, opaque, inert 

orindifferent, the sacred universe is nol. Itcalls outto homo religi osus. Il "wants to say something." 

In fact, the gods reveallhemselves to people through the cosmic forces permeating the nalural order. 

Sin ce men andwomen themselvesare part of the cosmos, itfollows that they arealsomierocosms. Tbe 

same sanctity tha t pervades tbe former inhabits the laller. "It f ollows," wriles Eliade, "thal [man 's] lif e 

is homologized to cosmic life; as a divine work, the cosmos becomes the paradigmatic image of buman 

existence.'" It also f ollows tbat chaos, the opposite of cosmos, must be shunned; disorder is preciscly 

what threatens botb the naturaland the cultural order. Without sacred models, human existence would 

be meaningless and, indeed, impossible. 

In this study, 1 use "cosmos" with many of the sa me implications. By "cosmos," 1 Mean not the 

observable universe but the sacred universe. The cosmic frontier, for example, is 8 sacrcd 

cosmologieal prototype of a/l frontiers. In this sense, the cosmos includes not only the stars and 

eomets tbat can be observed lbrougb a telescope, or tbe spores and cells that can be observed througb 

a microscope, but also the heavens, bells and purgartories thal can be experienced through 

meditations, rituals or visions of transcendent reality. A cosmology, in this sense, is like an "icon" in 

the theological sense of that word: a sacred picture of the universe or a picture of the sacred universe. 

Oerived from a religious tradition, il is understood primarily in terms of myth and experienced 

primarily through ritual. 

But the cosmÎc leveJ of interpretation, 1 suggest, is not distinct f rom the individual and collective lcvcls; 

it includes bolh. In Judaism, for example, paradise is associated not onlywith a "new heaven and a new 

earth," but alsowith the restoration of Israel in this world and personal salvation in the world 10 come. 

Ail are modalities, as it were, of a single cosmology. The topic of this study is not only how Americans 

understand the life cycle or how they understand history, but how they understand lime itself --thal 

is, the relation of both to eternity. On the collective level, a link witb eternity is provided by tbe notion 

of America as a frontier. The American frontier is now located somewhere in the deptbs of outer 

space.6 At first, however, it was Iocated somewhere in the agricultural ·West." The f rontier is an image 

of the American future which became central to American identity at a critical moment in the 
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American past. This blending of past and future in itself suggests eternity which, by definition, is 

beyond both. As the eschatalogicalnation (explicitlyf ormillennarians and implicitlyf or many others), 

America is a cosm ie front;er. So far, however, only individuals have crossed this frontier. On the 

individu al level, of course, a link with eternity is provided by the notion of death as a frontier of the 

life cycle. Just as birth is the boundary between whatever precedes it and life, death is the boundary 

between life and whatever f ollows il. For Many American (Jews and) Christian s, death is rebirth into 

a new f orm of existence beyond time and space. Il is, in short, the cosmicfrontier par excelle ne e. 

Stated briefly (at this point in the discussion), Most Americans believe, say they believe, orwould like 

10 believe lhat they have 50u15, spiritual entities which are separated from their bodies at death and 

continue to exist forever in some transcendent dimension. Moreover, they believe that this 

transcendent dimension can (for the righteous, at any rate) be identified as paradise. Finally, they 

believe that paradise can be described either as a city (the eschatologieal Jerusalem) or a garden (the 

primaeval Eden) or both. The purpose of my study, however, isnot topoint out these obviousfeatures 

of popular religion in America, but to show how these May be translated into secular terms by the 

popular culture of America. Of particular interest here is the secular translation of the belief in 

paradise as a return to Eden. Before proceeding, a limitation of scope must he considered. American 

notions of life after death and paradise did not originate in a spiritual or intellectual vacuum; they 

c1early originated in ways of thinking which go back directly to the biblical period (and indirectly to 

even earlier periods). This discussion, however, does not purport to be a treatise in biblical studies, 

history, or theology. As an introduction to my own work on popular religion in modern America, 

therefore, the following section provides necessary background material rather than a detailed 

discussion of the Many scholarly controversies surrounding the origin and evolution of these ideas 

either as doctrine or as Jiterature. 

.** 

The cosmological foundations for American notions of paradise can be traced back to the biblical 

tradition but not to a single idea or a single period. Biblical notions of life after death,7 for example, 

evolved in response to a variety of needs and with the resources of at least two traditions. Onef ocused 

on resurrection of the dead. Although it came to be characteristic of the biblical worldview, it replaced 

3n earlier biblical tradition in which the dead were thought to be permanently extinguished (either 

disintegrating in the grave or continuing to exist in a shadowy realm known as s h eol). Gradually, in 

response lo the undeserved suffering of individuals, Jews came to expect God's justice to prevail after 
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death if not in life; the dead would be physically resurrected. At first, this applied to a few righteous 

individuals. Then il was extended to include ail the righteous as a group. Finally, it came to include 

both the righteous and the unrighteous; ail would be raised, judged, and appropriately punishcd or 

rewarded in the Messianic Age. The notion of resurrection, of course, was originally based on a 

"materialistic" conception of the hereafter. The individual was tbought to consist of physical and 

spiritual clements permanently linked in one way or another--the precise way has always heen a matter 

of speculation--so that the somatie particularity of eaeh individual (no matter how glorified or 

dematerialized) survived the apparent decomposition of death. To the extent that resurrection was 

assumed to involve conditions not experienced in everyday life (such as bodies rising from their 

graves), il was associated witb the eschatological future (judgment and the establishment of God's 

Kingdom or the Messianic Age). But 10 the extent that resurrection was beJieved to iDvolve events 

which could be experienced in everyday life (such as conversion or rebirth), it was associated witb tbe 

immediate present. Aceordi:.g to this specifically Christian refinement, resurrection was a more 

"spiritual" affair. With the physical resurrection of Christ, a new aeon had replaced the old; the 

decisive eschatoJogical eventwas nolonger a future event but one which had already taken place. For 

individuals who had appropriated the death and resurrection of Christ through faith, the future life 

(that is, true or eternallife) was a proleptic reality. Thal is, il could be experienced immediately, hut 

only in a partial, anticipatory, way; it would be experienced fully only in the future. In any case, the 

fate of the physieal bodywasno longer a matter of great concern. This came close 10 a Greck tradition 

which f ocused on immortality of the soul (a spiritual entitywhich exists both ber ore and after the fioite 

body which houses it during the lif e cycle). Nevertheless, it was distinguished from the Greek idea hy 

a belief in the continuing particularity of the soul (that is, its association with a specific incarnated 

individual) and by the belief that its fate depended on divine grace rather than on any inhercnt 

indestructibili ty. 

This is not to say, however, that the idea of the immortality of the soul DeVet entercd the Judaeo

Christian tradition. Il can be found, for example, in midrashic Iitcrature; souJs, aecording 10 one 

account, are created by God in the Beginning, stored in Eden until sent by God to enter the bodies of 

newly conceived individuals, and returned to Eden after they die.' Like Jcws themselvcs, Christians 

have oscillated between tbe Hebraic idea that the dead remain dormant untilthe end of history when 

they are raised, judged and rewarded or punished and the Greek idea that the dead enter immcdiateIy 

into some bJessed state. Although Most Christians have accepted the idea of a last judgment and 

resurrection of the dead, they have also accepted the idea of communion of the saints (according 10 

which, in some traditions, the dead May continue their relationship with the living by acting as 
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intercessors with Christ). 

Considering the heterogeneous origins of Jewish and Christian beliefs about life after death, it is not 

surprising that divergent traditions about paradise itself developed over the centuries. Since the 

historical evolution of ideasabout paradise is notoriously complex and is, in anycase, beyond the scope 

of this study, 1 present here ooly those features which have been either characteristic or problematic 

during the past two thousand years.' Unless otherwise indirated, 1 rely on the work of Frank and 

Fritzie Manuel for this purpose. In their article for Daedalus, "Sketch for a Natural History of 

Para dise," they begin by noting the importance, even tL~ centrality, of paradise in the western 

imagination. 

A revealing way to examine the psychic life of Judeo-Christian civilization 
would be to study it as a paradise cult, isolated fantasies about another world 
as they found expression in sacred texts, in commentaries upon them, and in 
their secular adaptation ... In visions of paradise terrestrial and celestial J men 
have been disclosing their innermost desires, whether they thrust them 
backward into the past, projected them forward into the future on earth, or 
raised them beyond the bounds of this sphere. As in dreams, men displaced 
themselves in time and space and compressed their manifold wishes into an 
all-embracing metaphor .... 10 

Given the centrality of paradise (more specifically, return to paradise) in my analysis of The Wizard, 

it is worth noting that Harry Levin goes even further in a simiiar artic1efor Encou nter. For him, the 

notion of paradise is not only endemic in western civilization; it is endemic in human culture, as such. 

Sin ce it is impossible to prove that anything is universal, 1 will not debate the point. Nevertheless, 

Levin is probably justified in writing that the notion of para dise is extremely common cross-culturally. 

The radiance, the fragrance, the balmy climate, the spontaneous bounty, the 
twittering birds, all those lawns and terraces and f ountains, those pavilions of 
so Iittle else except crystal and jasper, that continuai music in the background, 
the fruit so available and unif ormly delicious that Eve grew f atally bored with 
it, the colorful verdure and kindly animais varying only witt. flora and f auna 
known to the describer--there can hardly be another the me, among the 
universals of folklore, that has been sounded for so long and so widely with 
such a modicum of variation.1I 

Nevertheless, Levin notes elsewhere in the same article that the human fascination with heU is even 

deeper; commentaries on Dante's 1 nI ern 0, for example, greatly outnumber those on his Parodi so. 

It May be that some religious traditions have stressed the damnation of sinners more than the salvation 
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of the elect.12 The Most immediate concern, then, would he to avoid the former and not to dream of the 

latter. Il May also be that narrative interest in paradise is inherently Iimited because "ail paradisiacal 

visions take place in a static world," as Levin writes, "in a time that is out of time, an everlasting spring 

or unending youth."13 Eternity, by definition, is timelessness; it precludes change and development 

(whicb is to say, plot). Be tbat as it May, it seems clear that the vision of a world that is free from the 

suffering ofthis one--but overflowingwith itsjoys--is, if not universal, th en at leas( extremely common. 

In western societies, at any rate, it has a very long history. Jews and Christians have traditionally used 

both garden and city as images of paradise. But the notion of paradise May have developed bef ore the 

ri se of urban civilizations. In that case, the garden would be, if not "the Ur-myth of mankind," then 

at least part of a very ancient mythological.icenario. "The garden ... is central to the human condition 

because it sustains a personal relation with the universe; it embraces man's adaptation to nature and 

nature's adaptation to man; it domesticates for him wbat would otherwise be an alien environment:" 

Il is not difficult to understand why the image of a garden would be so attractive to desert nornads in 

the ancient Near East; those who lived in a sunbaked wilderness had good reason to dream of a land 

flowing with milk and honey. It is somewhat more difficult to explain why people living under very 

different circumstances have continued to find in the same image inspiration for their fantasies of 

transcendent happiness. 

The "evolution of paradise" can be studied in terms of several modalilies. Th~ first May be identified 

asmyth. From the beginning, paradise has been an ambiguous, but evocalive, concept which stimulales 

the imagination. In the formative stages of both rabbinic Judaism and early Christianity, however, 

myth was crystallized, even rigidified, into doctrine; at the same time, however, orthodoxy was 

challenged by mystical'~ visions which strayed far from the established Iheologies. By the late Middle 

Ages, the idea of para dise was transformed yet again. Now it was no longer the suhject of contem

plation and speculation; it inspired revolutionary movements in both Judaism and Chrisrianity. Srill 

later, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the notion of paradise was transformed into utopia; 

as such, it was a major feature in secular Iiterature as weil as the inspiration of political movernenls. 

The myth of paradise may be traced to two sources. The Greek tradition begins with Hesiod's W ork ç 

an d Days. The author writes of five races in descending order of excellence. For the golden race, lif e 

was serene and happy. They knew no pain, no grief, no violence, DO fear, no Jabor (but also no sexual 

activity). The golden race, however, lived in the mythic past. For Hesiod, history was a process of slow 

decline. The present was grim and the future could only inspire melancholy. Hesiod's work passed 

through several Greek and Roman mutations in which it was harmonized with changing religious and 
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philosophical attitudes. Eventually, it was reduced toa matter-of -fact account of origins in which myth 

and history were indistinguishabJe. At some point, Hesiod's five races where transformed into four 

ages. And the golden race became the golden age. Largely through Ovid's M etam orph ose s, the idea 

of a lost golden age was bequeathed to the Renaissance. Nevertheless, more than nostalgia May be 

involved in the myth of a losl paradise. 

The other mythic strand in western notions of paradise is the Hebraic one. Although much of the 

imagery of Eden may be derived from ancient Near Eastern myths,16 scholars now agree that the 

biblical tradition has transformed il. Whatever the origins of this tradition, however, it is noteworthy 

that il became thoroughly assimilated into the biblical tradition. Over a period of tbree thousand 

years, the two or three lines in Genesis which describe the primaevaJ Garden have inspired a vast 

number of commentaries and fantasies. The word "paradise" does not occur in the Hebrew Bible; in 

its Greek form, itfirst appears in the Septuagint as a translation of gan eden. From there, it's usage 

spread among both Greek and Latin Christians. The word "paradise" does not occur in the Talmud 

either. The Talmud recognizes four temporal divisions: Eden; this world (ha-olam ha-zeh); the 

messianic age; and the world to come (ha-o/am ha-ba). The last, in turn, is usuaUy identified either 

with a heavenly Eden or with a heavenly Jerusalem; sometimes, however, it is identified with the 

Messianic Age. Usually, the Talmud contrasts this world and the world to come, but confusion is 

caused by the notion of a Messianic Age. Is it tbis-worldly or other-worldly? Then, too, there is an 

ambiguous relation between paradise in the World To Come and para dise in the Garden of Eden. Is 

the former a return t 0 the la Uer? Doctrines of prefigura tion were devel oped 10 account for the affini ty 

between them. Partly in response to Christian interest in messianic theology, the rabbis were reluctant 

to discuss the matter; there was a distinct tendency to minimize distinctions between this world and 

the messianic age. They did, however, aUow a radical distinction between both of these and the world 

to come. In popular midrashic Jiterature, the world to come is characterized by the study of Torah but 

also by sensual pleasure and the radiance of gold and gems. The imagery of Iight is common to both 

the Beginning and the End. Paradise in the world to come has distinctly Edenic overtones. 

Together, these two mythic traditions generate a paradoxical combination of nostalgia and hope. "The 

stage scenery of the human imagination can readily be shoved a bout," write the Manuels, "and the same 

props reassembled in dirferent sequences. Many Western tbinkers have joined the notion of a 

primitive golden age with a promise that the happy epoch now vanished will be reborn."17 In fact, the 

idea of rebirth seems to be inherent in many forms of this myth. Generally speaking, paradise is 

associated with feminine imagery. For example, it is often an island. In psychoanalytical terros, the 
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human foetus is also an island. The primaeval world of a "desert island" (one of tbe most popular 

contemporary symbols of paradise) is, tberef ore, a very appropriate image of tbat primordial paradise, 

tbe womb. H so, it is no wonder that maternai symbols are prevalent in the imagery of Most paradises. 

The garden itself, of course, is associated with female fertility and fecundity. Il could be argued, tben, 

tha t para dise is associated with the womb and tbat returning to the former is associa ted witb returning 

to the latter. There is a danger of reductionism here. The notion of paradise cannot be written off as 

an atavistic or neurotic desire for union with Mother. Nevertheless, the link between paradisc and 

birth or rebirtb cannot be denied. For my purpose in tbis study, it is enough to draw attention to the 

fa ct that the whole notion of paradise is associated witb a primaI event in tbe human life-cycle. If an 

explanation is required for the continued power of the garllen as a symbol for paradise long after 

nomadic life in the desert was left behind, tbis must be taken seriously. 

During this same formative period, it became common to use allegory as a hermeneutical dcvice. 

Thus for Philo of Alexandria, the fruit of the Garden represented tbe virtues of the soul and tending 

the Garden represented observing the commandments. The use of allegory, however, was common 

among both Jews and Christians. In this case, Eden became the type corresponding to the antitype of 

a future paradise in the world to come.11 This, in turn, led to furtber speculation among those with 

gnostic tendencies and contemplation among mystics. The rise of apocalypticism during this period 

is associated with a number of scholarly problems. To wbat extent, for example, was il a break with 

earlier biblical traditions? It could be argued tbat apocalypticism, wbatever its origins in the biblical 

tradition, represented a parting of tbe ways in Judaism. Moving in one direction were those who 

preferred tofix theological speculation in doctrine and law; moving in the otber direction were tbose 

who either could not or would not limit their imagination in response to the mysterious. The latter 

developed a tradition whicb, tbough never condemned by the ortbodox, was considered with suspicion 

by them and marginalized as far as possible. Apocalyptic scenarios cbaracteristit:ally begin with the 

oppression of Israel in the present, continue with a titanic struggle, and conclude witb visions of a 

messianic age following the holocaust. The new age is an earthly paradise in which the enemies of 

Israel have been permanently removed from Jerusalem. There is peaee not only for Israel but for ail 

nations. In fact, f>in itself has been banished along witb tbe demons. The same scenario is present in 

the source of alllaterforms of Christian millennarianism: the Apocalypse of St. John (tbat is, the book 

of Revelation). In this version, it is Christ wbo triumpbs over the Antichrist. For millennarians, the 

seven days of creation are types corresponding to the antitype of seven millennia; the seventh 

millennium is tbefunctional equivalent of the messianic age in Judaism. Butwas tbe millennium taken 

Iiterally or allegorically? And was the seventh milIennium an otherworldly paradise or a terrestrial 
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one? 

Following St. Augustine, the Church upheld the otherworldly view. Paradise was a spiritual realm in 

which there would be perfect harmony between body and soul. Although inhabitants would have ail 

their organs, those now necessary for su ch praetical purposes as eating and reproducing would no 

longer be used; existence in paradise would be devoted exclusively to the contemplation and praise of 

God. Living at a time of persecution, Tertullian added the idea that martyrs would he taken directly 

to paradise whilc others would have towait in some preliminary state until the end of days and the last 

judgmen t. Cen turie~ la ter, St. Thomas Aquinas u pheld a similar view. The millennarians, on the other 

hand, upheld the terres trial view. They sought a terrestrial paradise. From time to time, they tried to 

establish paradise on earth. Although ail were attempts at renewal, they differed in their understand

ing ofwhat renewal implied. For some, it meant that something radicallynewwould be born--and they 

often used the imagery of returning to the womb--while for others, it meant merely renovating the old 

or restoring what the ancients had always intended. 

During the Middle Ages, tbe "alternative" tradition of mysticism also Clourished. In Judaism, the 

kabbalists speculated about the mystical meanings underlying scripture. They were particularly 

interested in the cosmological implications of Genesis. In these theosophical systems, there was a 

plurality of "worlds" (dimensions of reality represented as microcosms) and creations. Not only did 

Jewish mystics use Meditation to enter the paradisian world of the Garden, they also devised rituals 

by means of which they could control the cosmic forces flowing through ail "worlds." Heterodox 

Christians also proposed new cosmologies. Abbot Joachim, for example, suggested a temporal 

hierarchyof three ages: that of the Father, that of the Son, and that of the Holy Ghost. Because the 

latter was to be a terrestrial paradise, however, he relativized the position of Christ and the Church. 

Views of this kind were especiaJly popular among those who were unbappy witb the present political 

and ecclesiastical order. For them, visions of paradise were often catalysts for either revoit or 

adventure. In Judaism, the search for paradise led from mystical speculation and theurgic practices 

to messianic movements. Some of these, such as the one led by Sbabbetai Zvi in the seventeenth 

century, bad masses of f ollowers eager to end their collective struggle through history. In Christianity, 

the preoccupation with paradise led to both a resurgence of millennarianism and the voyages of 

discovery which brought the Middle Ages to a close. 

The Church could not deny that Eden was a real place. "Immemorially." writes Levin, "the Garden of 

Eden had been the navel of the earth, the centre of the cosmos, beyond the dawn. ol9 But where, 
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precisely, was it? Only one of the four rivers said to have their origin there, the Euphrates, could still 

be identified by the same name; the others were identified as the Tigris, the Nile, ev en the Ganges. 

Consequently, speculativegeographers shifted the location of Eden fromAsia toAfrica, the Amerieas, 

the North Pole, the stratosphere, and ev en the Moon. But the early explorers ohen thought about the 

location of Eden in more practical terms; they actually tried to find il. When Columbus reached the 

mouth of the Orinoeo in 1498, for example, he notieed that the water seemed to flowing from a very 

high place. Moreover, he noticed that the river had four tributaries, and that the region was favored 

with gold and gems. Sin ce Eden was said to be the higbest point on earth (which had thus survived the 

Flood), the source of four rivers and studded with gold and gems, he was convinced that he was, in 

fact, approaching the terrestrial paradise itself. Consequently, he revised his earlier picture of the 

earth; it was no longer a perfeet sphere. Instead, it was pear-shaped; the newly discovered terrain sat 

on tbe globe Jike tbe breast of a woman, with paradise corresponding to the nipple. Moreover, carly 

visitors toAmerica, as 1 bave already noted, bad been conditioned by a tradition which linked para dise 

and the primitive.la This was true, for example, of the search for Prester John's mythical realm. 

Between the sixteenth and eighteentb centuries, this way of thinking became dominant. It was best 

expressed by Rousseau'snotion of the "noble savage." Even missionaries sometimes saw theAmerican 

Indians as inhabitants of a terrestrial paradise or survivors of a lost golden age. As soon as America 

was economically developed, the seareh for Eden and its noble sa'lages took European refugees from 

civilization to th~ South Seas. Nevertheless, it is important to rememher that the exotic dream of an 

earthly paradise, primitive and innocent, did not originale with the secular utopias of the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries. By the time America was being explored, the quest for a terrestrial paradise 

had been saturated with reJigious imagery for centuries; the fascination with the exotic, in otherwords, 

was not something peculiar to the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Even the demand for a 

consummation of paradise bere and now bad its origin in religious tradition. Movements of the late 

Middle Ages called for radical social and political change. And as Norman Cohn has pointed out in 

The Pursuit of the M illennium,21 religious notio05 of a terrestrial paradise underlay them. There 

was a pattern. The charismatic leaderwas identified as a prophet. The eoming conflict was identified 

as one between Christ and the Antichrist. On tbe side of the latter were the rieh, the powerful, the 

dergy, or the Jews. A day of reckoning would be followed by universal recognition of the good 

emperor, the mystic leader, or Christ and the inauguration of paradise on earth. 

Although Greek traditions of a lost golden age were often used in the utopian writings of the 

Renaissance and later periods, the Hebraic tradition of paradise was by no means lost. The former, 

in faet, was often denigrated either as an imitation or prefiguration of the Jatter. Beginning with 
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Thomas More's Utopia, however, and continuing into the eighteenth century, the "myth" of paradise 

was gradually secularized. In worksfrom this period, cJassical imagery predominated. Nevertheless, 

the spiritual underpinning continued to be religious (that is, biblical) in origin. When religious belief 

itself declined, however, traditional notions of paradise were olten replaced with self-conscious, 

deliberately fabricated utopias. Even in these, however, vestiges of the traditional paradise can be 

discerned. Very f ew of these utopian works have f ailed to deal in some way with problems traditionally 

associated with Eden, the messianic age or an otherworldly paradise. There are, of course, some 

important differences. Utopia is created by human beings, not by God. And it is located in this world, 

not in some other one. The fate of utopian visions in a modern, secular context has not been 

encoura~ing. In Many works of science fiction,: or example, futuristic societies use technology in the 

service of tyranny; the f ocus on utopia is transe ormed into a f ocus on dystopia. Nevertheless, the idea 

of paradise is not yet extinct. 

There is still a paradise in the collective unconscious of the West, a rich 
repositorywith myriad interconnections available to thosewhowritef antasies 
or organize movements. The emotional potency of these images derives f rom 
aspects of the myth that reanimate deep-rooted psychic experiences and May 
kindle a hopefor rebirth,for another chanee. The myth, religious or secular, 
serves a purpose in the psychic economy ,for it maker, possible the continuance 
of living in tbe unease of civilization."22 

On several occasions, the Manuels refer to the historical prevalence of this dual nature of paradise 

(past and future). 

But the unique contemporary predicament of Western civilization, with its 
f rantic demand for paradise no w, can be understood only against the shadowy 
background of those two other paradises 'in the beginning' and 'in the world 
to come' whose images grow ever dimmer. The question remains: Can 
paradise be anything but ephemeral when two of the three paradises--the past 
and tbe future--that composed the triune have vanished and paradise has to 
be compressed into the f1eeting present?2J 

They are, of course, merely stating their own opinion here. Nevertheless, the publication of such an 

opinion is itself interesting from my point of view in tbis study. Echoing the writings of Eliade, they 

continue by suggesting that the idea of returning to paradise is so deeply engrained that it is unlikely 

to disappear aItogether; it is more IikeIy, instead, to reappear in disguise. 

But if paradise was born of that mystical union between mother and child, is 
it not man's fate to oscilla te forever between a :~nging for the returD of that 
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state and disillusion wh en it finally arrives? Tbe flux and reflux of belief in 
paradise tben becomes a part of tbe order itself, and dowhatyou May. destroy 
its traditional religious functions, aboli sb Eden and the world to come, 
paradise will reappear in a new place .... ~ 

Sin ce my own study is based on tbe premise that interest in paradise is neither trivial Dor ephemcral 

and that it even accounts partially for the massive and enduring popularity of movies such as The 

Wizard, 1 have emphasized tbe possibility that tbis is wbat bas given tbe whole idea of paradise its 

dynamic quality, its ability to continue generating new visions, its a ppeal to so Many diff ereot grou ps 

of people. 

Clearly, tbe various ideas discussed bere bave not cume togetber as a single, homogeneov'i, tradition. 

Asidefrom tbefact that the notion of paradisehas always been taken Iiterally by some and allegorically 

by others, it bas continually provoked debate over at least two questions. First, is paradise to be this 

worldly (terrestrial) or otherworldly (heavenly)? Second, is paradise (either terrestrial or beavcnly) 

to be experienced in the immediate future (just aCter death or even during the lif e cycle itself) or in the 

remotefuture (at the end of history)? These questions have never been answered definitively because 

Jews and Cbristians have, by and large, refused to cboose one possibility over the otber in eitber case. 

Instead, they bave chosen to retain botb possibilities, applying one or tbe otber depending on the 

circumstances. It would seem, therefore, that Jews and Christians cannot avoid contradicting 

tbemse1ves when discussing paradise. But contradictions May be more apparent tban real. For (he 

clead, after all, mundane categories of time (past, present and future) need not apt>ly; beyond the 

cosmic frontier of death May be eternity. Il is tbus quite possible to accept both idea!.: the dead will 

be resurrected in the (possibly remote) future of tbis world, but may also enter the paradise of a 

transcendentworJd immediately. Consequently, paradise may be both otberworldy (foJlowing death) 

and this worldly (following history).ln any case, tbese ideas have coexisted since biblical times. 

Both Judaism and Christianity have found ways of accommodating the needs of individuals. In tbe 

memorialliturgy recited by Jews onf estivals--not, as tbe Manuels claim, atfunerals--tbis is made clear: 

"May God remember the soul of my f ather (or mother) ... who has passed into his (or her) eternal rest. 

1 pledge charity in his (or her) bebalf and pray that bis (or her) soul be kept among the immortal souls 

of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Sarah, Rebekab, Rachel, Leab, and ail the righteous men and women in 

paradise."15 The Hebrew term used for paradise in this prayer is gan eden, the Garden of Eden. 
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Ultimate destiny is seen as a return to ultimate origin, the eschatological future as a return to the 

primaeval past. As 1 hope to show, the same sort of accommodation has taken place in Christianity and 

is assumed by Many, if not Most, participants in the popular Christianity of the United States. Jn fact, 

1 suggest, similar assumptionsare madeeven by those n ()t directly involved with religiouscommunities. 

Levin writes, for example, that 

everyone goes back to the ancestral sources in his own f ashion, reenacting the 
myth of our common progenitor Seth, retradng the f ootsteps of our uhimate 
parents down a green path to their proscribed abode, yearning for the days 
when man Iived in primordial innocence with the beasts and near to God, close 
to the tree of life and uncontaminated by the tree of knowledge.16 

The beliefs of popular religion, in any case, May or May not be consistent with those of theologians 

or even with those articulated in the sacred texts. In fact, as 1 have suggested (albeit briefly), the 

sacred texts themselves do not present a thoroughly consistent point of view. But intellectual consis

tency is not a defining element of religion. The inconsistencies which trouble theologians and scholars 

may not trouble everyone e1se. To put it Jifferently, the inconsistencies which trouble people at study 

May not trouble them at worship. 

• •• 

But there is yet another problem to be encountered in any study of paradise. In The Arch itecture 

of Parodi se, William McClung discusses the relation between primaeval garden and heavenly city as 

images of paradise. He does so, however, by examining the relatior. of literature and architecture to 

both. 

The paradises between which the iron age of bistory is a parenthesis are a 
garden without a building and a building enclosing a garden. One, con
spicuouslyunprotected, is lost or displaced beyond reach; the other, afortress, 
is accessible only at the apocalypse. Both are dwelling places for the body as 
weil as the spirit, and in recommending themselves to us as models, they 
propose different kinds of bliss, physical and spiritual.Z7 

The heavenly city, of course, is identified with the eschatological Jerusalem described in the book of 

Revelation. It is represented in art as a f ortified enclosure, usually a palace within which the arts and 

sciences are brought to perfection. Architecture, in short, is used to represent an idealization of urban 

life. An impression of glittering splendor is evoked by the monumental scale, sophisticated plans, 
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brilliant surfaces (often plated with gold and encrusted with jewels) and symholic or ideal proportions 

(often expressed by the multiplication of parts) of celestial temples and palaces. ln such a setting, the 

mood is one of ecstasy and celebration. 

The wall was built of jasper, whiJe the city was pure gold, c1ear as glass. The 
foundations of the wall of the city were adorned with every jewel; the first was 
jasper, the second sapphire, the third agate, the fourth emerald .... And the 
twelve gates were twelve pearls, each of the gales made of a single pearl, and 
the street of the city was pure gold, transparent as glass.u 

The celestial city described in this passage from the Apocalypse--which is, nol incidentally, the book 

which concludes the Bible--Iies ahead in the ultimate future. Consequently, il is the source of ail 

utopian imagery. 

The ceJestial garden, on the other hand, looks back to the primaeval past described in Ihe hooi. of 

Gene sis. ft is nostalgie. Like the myth of a lost golden age, mOTeover, it exemplifies an arcadian or 

pastorallradition which rejects the vice and degeneracy of urban civili7ation. Paradise is charac

terized by the ahsence of war, pain, grief and hardship. Il is a world of serenily and repose made 

possible by the henevolence and plenitude of nature itself; Ihe role played hy culture is minimal, to say 

the least. If any architecture appears at ail, for example, it isvery primitive. Even in georgic Iiterature 

(a specifically agrarian variation of Ibis genTe which must, hy definition, tolerale al leasl some crahs 

or technologies), buildings are dnly justified if they can he identified wilh a pristine way of lif e (which 

is 10 say, if they are products of "natural" huilding materials and methods of cono;truction). 

But thereisa mediatingimageof paradisewhichcombineselementsofboth EdenandJeru'ialem. Likc 

the former, it is a verdant Jandscape filled with fragrant blossoms and shady groves. Like the laller, 

however, it is also equipped with grollos, pavilions, f ountains and other refinements of civiii7ation. 

Unlike either, however, it is a terrestrial paradise which is associated, no malter how vaguely, with the 

present. This mediating image may take IWo forms. The hortus deliciarum is a garden of sen'iual 

delight. This combination of borticultural and architectural models has appeared in both secular and 

sacred works. This image of a delightful but hidden park provides a visual background for bnth 

religious and erotic allegories. Il is both exquisite and remote. On the whole, if gratifies a human 

desire for the fabulous ratber than for the transcendent. By the Renaissance, this version of Eden lost 

even its daim to being a seeker's ultimate destination; it became in secular )jlerature a metaphor 

describing states of mind or morality through which beroes paliS on the way to their real goals.%9 The 
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hortus conclusus is the walled garden. Il has similar Iiterary functions but, being based more 

direclly on the garden in Song of Songs, is more evocative. The protective wall surrounding Eden is 

a condition of its survival in a postlapsarian world. Within the wall is the realm of grace, or redeemed 

nature; outside the wall is the realm of law, unredeemed nature. But the walled garden is also the 

goal of romantic guest. For McClung, the power of this image depends more on the factthat it is 

walled than he fact that it is a garden. If paradise is the venue of fulfillment, and if enclosed places 

are seen as the most fulfilled, it would follow that enclosed gardens are, by definition, paradisian 

whether the fulfilIment reached within is spiritual or sexual. In either case, however, the terrestrial 

paradise is both a survival of the primaeval one and a foretaste of the eschatological one. Summarizing 

his typology, McClung writes that "to the extent that Paradise is of the past, it is arcadian and open, the 

epitome of that nature of which il is a small part; to the extent that it is imagined to survive into the 

present (but in sorne obscure or inacessible or forbidden spot), it is a secret garden, walled or 

otherwise barred against man;-(o the extent that Paradise signifies the Paradise to come, it is urban and 

conspicu ously fort ified."30 

In short, McClung argues Eden and Jerusalem have been two opposing paradigms of paradise; that 

Eden is a paradigm of the primaeval paradise (with emphasis on the memory of loss) white Jerusalem 

is a paradi~m of the eschatological paradise (with emphasis on the hope of recovery); that the history 

of both Iiterature and architecture reflects a movement away from Eden (a backward-Iooking vision 

of open andeasy relationswith nature) towardJerusalem (a forward-Iookingvision of more structured 

relations with nature); and that literary and architectural attempts at synthesis, or reconciliation, have 

been made by transforming the idea of "garden." McClung focuses attention on the evolution of 

celestial architecture either as imagined in words or as materialized in stone. At the same time, he 

discusses the tradition of hostility toward celestial architecture and its version of paradise. 

Corresponding to the c1assical moralists who condemned luxury, ostentation and pretentiousness in 

architecture are modernist architects who condemn the "dishonest" use ofform to disguise function. 

In addition, McClung argues that the celestial city, the New Jerusalem, is not merely an alternative to 

the Garden of Eden as an image of paradise to come and that the two are not merely interchangeable 

versions of the same thing. To say that, according to bim, would be to ignore "the revision of Eden's 

typological role in the final state of assimilation to and within an urban framework."31 This last peint 

is problematic. 

For my purposes in this study, a dichotomous relation between Eden and Jerusalem would not make 

much diff erence. My point is that the cosmic cycle begins and ends in paradise, not that it begins and 
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ends in precisely the same paradise. Infact, 1 have argued that paradise lost and paradise regained are 

different in at least one important way: the serpent in the former is absent in the latter (just as Miss 

Gulch in the prologue of The W izaTd is absent from the epilogue.) To put this in more sophisticatcd 

theological terms, there is a difference between the unfallen world of Eden and the saved world of 

Jerusalem. Nevertheless, 1 think tbat McClung overstates his case when he writes about "the 

inadequacyof a conception so widespread that 1 shall document it by one instance, a conception that 

the city of New Jerusalem is merely an 'accepted alternative' to the Garden of Eden as the model for 

the paradise to come and that garden and city are 'interchangeable figurcs."')l 

McClung does not acknowledge any ambiguity in the word "garden" itself. He seems to assume that 

it refers only to (the positive aspect of) wilderness. But, as 1 have argued, this word has been used to 

Mean both "wild garden" and "cultivated garden." The latter, of course, does not negate culture; on 

the contrary, it represents the perfect balance between nature and culture. The confluence of urban 

and rural, architectural and horticultural, motifs describing the eschatological paradise need not be 

considered contradictory. In that case, Eden and Jerusalem may indeed be alternative versions of 

paradise. In fact, as Ihope to show, they are often used interchangeably and even simultaneously. 

McClung argues that the garden is merely a vestigial element in the eschatological paradisc. 

The uncertain status of the garden in history reflects the failure of an arcadian 
or pastoral model of beatific existence within the context of a purged and 
renewed heaven and earth; the survival of Eden depends, therefore, upon 
whatever accommodation can be reached with the city. To survive, in fact, 
Eden must become a garden-city.') 

The reverse, however, could also be argued. Despite the power an image of the celestial city must have 

for an urban society, the fact that a garden must be incorporated testifics to the enduring need of 

people to affirm their rural origins. To survive as an adequate image of paradise, the city must reach 

some accommodation with the garden. McClung, however, uses the same flawed argument on a 

number of occasions. Although cloister gardens are conventionally assumed to represent the 

primaeval garden, for example, he argues that they actually represent the eschatological city "which 

is in like manner foursquare, planted and irrigated." Clearly, this type of garden reveals a synthesis 

of hortulan and urban elements. But which takes priority, he asks, and whicb is assimilatcd? 

"Arguably, when one is perceived as the figure, the other becomes the ground, and vice versa without 

resolution. But altbough many ... have felt tbat nature is compromised by artifice, 1 know of no 

objection to architecture adorned by a garden."" But this argument can be turned around: if nature 
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is more vulnerable, after ail, it may also be more valuable. A rurallandscape without buildings is 

acceptable but an urban landscape without trees is not. From the evidence produced by McClung 

himself, it would seem that images of an eschatological paradise can only glorify the city if their urban 

character is mitigated, or compromised, by the presence of a garden. This is because the city, unlike 

thegarden, represents an imbalance between nature and culture; without restoring the balance, at least 

symbolically, the city is intolerablc. The evidencefrom American popular culture, as 1 have indicated, 

strongJy suggests that the city's triumph over the garden is considered a frightening prospect--and 

anything bllt paradisian. The relation between Eden and Jerusalem is too ambiguous for the priority 

of one over the other to be decided by aesthetic considerations of this kind. 

As a scholar in the field of literature, McClung has relied on the literary images of paradise found in 

the work of such luminaries as Virgil, Ovid, Augustine, Isidore of Seville, Dante, Milton, Marvell, 

Spenser, and Bunyan. Asidefrom scattered references to Thoreau and some concluding comments on 

Wright, McCJunghas liUle to say about paradise as understood by the intellectualleaders of the United 

States. And he has nothing at ail to say about paradise as it understood by ordinary Americans. My 

own work, however, is about notions of paradise that are consciously expressed or unconsciously 

revealed in the popular culture of modern America . 

••• 

It is impossible, of course, to know precisely what thoughts f10w through the minds of people as they 

watch The W izard. To some extent, therefore, any discussion of the reasonsfor its popularity must 

remain speculative. My aim in this study, however, is not to get inside tbe minds of either those in

dividuals who produced it or those who bave responded to it, but to examine the cultural matrix of 

both. Given ils popularity, The W izard must express a way of thinking which resonates deeply with 

that of many Americans. Sofar, 1 have tried to show tbat tbis resonance can be observed on two levels. 

Il expresses commonly-held notions about the process of growing up botb as an individual and as a 

nation. 1 argu1 here that it also expresses commonly-held beliefs about tbe cosmos itself. 

Consequent/y, il is ..Il'propriate to support my argument with ref erences to popular culture in general 

(as distinct from elite culture), and to popular religion in particular (as distinct from theology). 1 

rely, in other words, not on treatises or sermons, but on popular hymns. The former are written by 

religious leaders; they May or May not refleet the belief s of laypeople. The latter may be wriUen euber 

by learned thcologians or by devout laypeople; sung in churcbes week after week, f rom carly cbildbood 

to old age, tbey come to both shape and express popular picty in a distinctive way. 
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The hymns used as primary sourcesf or this chapter were not selected at random. An authoritative Iist 

is provided by Katharine Diehl in Hymns and Tunes." Seventy-eight of the more important 

collections are indexed. Manywere preparedf or use by specifie denominations (such as the Methodist, 

Baptist, Lutberan, Episcopalian, Reformed or Roman Catbolic cburcbes), others for use by 

communities bound together more informally (such as those loosely termed "evangelical"), and still 

others for use by specifie groups of people (such as students or soldiers). An extensive study of ail 

these would have been both impossible and unnecessary, however, sin ce my aim is to show tbat The 

Wizard reflects a worldview supported by popular forms of Chrsitianity--not that it reflects a 

worldview common to ail forms of Chrsitianity, or even tbat it reflects a worldview presented 

consistently within any particular Christian tradition. ft is thus appropriate to select hymn books 

representing the major Christian traditions (defined in terms of either size or influence) and refrain 

from considering those of more isolated, or less influential, communities such as the Moravians or the 

Mennonites. My scope is further limited by period. Since The Wizard was produced in 1939, 1 have 

selected hymn books whieh were in use during (approximately) the previous twenty years. 

Nevertheless, 1 found it necessary to add hymn books representing the black and revivalist tradition 

which have played a fundamental raie in shaping American spirituality. 

ln order to inc1ude relevant information, 1 have found it necessary to modify the standard format for 

endnotes. Since most bymns were written years, even centuries, before these parlicular collections 

were edited and published for use in churches, 1 have added the dates of each author (whenever 

possible). 1 have not included this inf ormation in the text itself because my study is ahout the function 

of these hymns in America during the interwar period, not in their original Silz ;m Ll'ben. At the 

end of each note, 1 have added two other units of information. Since the terminology of hymns is often 

ambiguous--"home," for example, can refer either to home in this world or to home in a transcendent 

world--I have inc1uded the category of each hymn (whenever possible) in brackets; the word "home" 

in a hymn from the section called "Last Things," for exarnple, is more likely to be understood as a 

reference to the latter th an to the former. Finally, 1 have added a reference to the number of hymn 

books in which tbe one dted appears. This study is not based on statistics. The verses quoted merely 

illustra te the fact that certain beliefs or motifs were familiar to those who were rnernhers of, or 

influenced by, the churches wbich were culturally dominant al a certain period in American hi'itory. 

Even if a hymn appears in only one collection, il is worth noting. Nevertheless, many of them appear 

in so many--forty orfifty in some cases--that this fact cannot he ignored. 
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The organizational framework for this chapter is what 1 have caHed the "cosmic Iife cycle." By this, 1 

mean a way of thinking according to which life in this world is the first of two phases of a life cycle 

which is fulfilled in heaven, or paradise. (For my purposes, "heaven" and "paradise" are synonymous.) 

ln each of the foHowing two sections, several motifs are examined in connection with each phase. ft 

should be noted that these motifs are thoroughly interrelated; each is implied by the others and often 

manyof them appear in the same hymns together . 

••• 

The first phase of the cosmic Iife-cycle is terrestrial. As H. Richard Niebuhr makes clear in Christ 

and Cu / t ure'" there have always been several quite diff erent Christian attitudes toward the social and 

cultural order of this world. Some of them could be caHed "Iife affirmine" and others "life denying." 

Still others could be considered mediations between these IWo extremes. Very often, these divergent 

traditions are discussed in terms of the Church being "in" or "of" this world. My aim here is neither to 

trace the origir dnd evolution of these traditions nor to evaluate them theologically, but merely to 

isolate one of them in order to establish a Iink between popular religion and popular culture in modern 

America. 

1 suggest that the 07 sequences in The W izard be viewed, paradoxically, as a represen tation of both 

dream and everyday life. The movie expIicitly states that Dorothy's experience of 07 is a dream. 

Nevertheless, this does nol Mean Ihat it must be interpreted as a Mere fanlasy (which is to say, 

something "unreal"). In fact, 1 argue thal 07 can be seen in Many ways as a (partly satirical) comment 

on the way life i s in the waking slate (which is 10 say, in the real world). In that case, however, what 

can he said of Kansas? That, after ail, iswhere Dorothy wakes upfrom her dream. The answer to this 

question may ;)e found in the religious notion that Iife in Ihis world is a dreamlike prelude to eternal 

life in sorne transcendent world. This does not necessarily involve Ihe assumption Inat this world as 

such, is "unreal." Il May suggest merely that conditions in this world normally prevent poeple from 

seeing an underlying reality. "For nowwe see in a mirror dimly,"wriles St. Paul, "hut Ihen face loface. 

Now 1 know in part; then 1 shall understand fully, even as 1 have been fully understood."31 This longing 

to see Christ face 10 face is echoed in Many hymns. 

Only faintly now 1 see Him, 
With the darkling veil between, 
But a blessed day is coming, 
When His glory shall be seen." 
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D life Îs like a dream, then reality May be perceived, but only in a distorted or veiled form. Echoes 

of tbis notion can be found even in secular culture. One has only to tbink, for example, of the 

traditional round song familiar to small children throughout the English-speaking world: 

Row, row, row your boat 
Gently down the stream, 
Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, 
liCe is but a dream. 

But there is no need to rely on miscellaneous bits of folklore whose meaning is seldom, if ever, 

seriously considered. The Iink between Iife in tbis world and dreams has been made explicilly in a 

number of bymns whose content is often taken very seriously indeed. Several, in faet, Iink Iife in Ihis 

world to both dream and stream. 

Swiftly thus our f1eeting days 
Bear us down life's rapid stream; 
Upward, Lord, our spirits rai-e; 
Ali below is but a dream.J9 

Time, Iike an ever-rolling stream 
Bears ail its sons away; 
They f1y forgotten, as a dream 
Dies at the opening day.40 

Some day, 1 know, in yon der realms of glory 
1 and the friend 1 found while on the way 
ShaH speak of that new life and tell the story 
Of this old life, dimmed like a dream by day.·1 

In these hymns, the emphasis is on the ephemeral nature of both dreams and Iife in this world. Other 

hymns suggest that it is not only the transienee caused by natural finitude which makes Iif e dreamlike, 

but also the iIIusionsfostered by earthly ambitions. The problem lies not in idle fantasies, as such, bul 

in dangerously distorted notions of the way things tculy are. 

Like f1ow'rs of the field tbey perish, 
The works of men deeay, 
The power and pomp of nations 
ShaH pass like a dream away.o 

Nothing between my soul and the Savior 
Naught of this world's delusive dreams: 
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1 have renounced ail sinful pleasure, 
Jesus is mine; there's nothing between!3 

ln some cases, life as it is experienced in tbis world is presented in hymns Dot merely 85 a dream but 

as a nightmare. 

Age after age their tragic empires rise, 
Built white tbey dream, and in that dreaming weep.44 

Not ail hymns, 10 be sure, accept the notion that life is like a dream (to say nOlhing of a nightmare). 

At least one openly denies il. 

We are not bere to play, to dream, to drift, 
We have hard work to do and loads to lift.4

' 

Nevertheless, this analogy between life and dream has been part of American popular religion. And 

it was part of the cultural background in which The Wizard was made. 1 suggest that widespread 

familiuity with this notion accounts at least partly for the appeal of the movie. To what would 

otherwise be an ordinary story about the private dreamworld of a liule girl, it adds the richness and 

depth of traditional notions of life and death. 

Wh en Dorothy "Calls asleep" in Kansas, she dreams of 07. The first thing she says, upon awakening 

in the Munchkin City is "Toto, 1 have a feeling we're not in Kansas anymore~ (MGM 2.1). From the 

beginning of her sojourn in 07, then, Dorotby's sense of not beiDg at home--even though the house 

itself has landed there--is of paramount importance. In fact, her desire 10 relurn home is what 

motivates her throughoui Oz. A similar sense of nol being at home in this world, and of longing to be 

at home, is explicitly stated in many hymns. 

o cease, my wand'ring soul, 
On restless wing to roam; 
Ali tbis wide world, to either pole 
Hath not for thee a home.t6 

1 am a st ranger here, within a foregin land; 
My home is far away, upon a golden strand.47 
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To be sure, Many hymns suggest that Christians can be at home even in tbis world if "home" is defined 

as being in the presence of God, or in a state of Grace. 

Anywhere with Jesus, 1 can go to sleep, 
When the dark'ning shadows Tound me creer; 
Knowing 1 shall waken, never more to roam, 
Anywhere with Jesus will be home, sweet home." 

Nevertheless, even the presence of God is often understood as a home away from home ratber than 

home itself. Il may be a foretaste of the true home, a refuge in a world thal would otherwise be 

intolerable. 

Beneatb the cross of Jesus 
1 fain would take my stand, 
The shadow of a mighty rock 
Within a weary land; 
A borne within the wilderness, 
A rest upon the way, 
From the burning of the noon-tide heat, 
And the burden of the day.49 

ft sbould be recalled bere that Dorothy does not land up in Oz of her own volition. She is brought 

there, against her will, by forces beyond her control. Wben Christians sing about being strangcrs in 

a foreign land, the same thing is often implied: Christians live in this world as exiles from another 

world. Not ail Christians share this view, of course, but many do. Given the story of Adam and Eve, 

tbis is hardly surprising. According to scripture, the first humans were also the first exiles; the story 

explicitly refers to the banishmentllf Adam (and Eve) from Eden and into the world as we know il. 

Therefore the Lord God sent him forth from the garden of Eden, to tillthe 
ground from which he was taken. He drove out the man; and at the east of the 
garden of Eden he placed the cherubim, and a f1aming sword which turned 
every way, lo guard the way to tbe tree of life.'" 

Many hymns are equally explicit about the fate of their descendents. Most of these express simple 

longingfor the end of exile (that is, the return borne). 

Far from my home, how long, dear Lord, 
Bef ore my exile endeth 7'1 

Long thy exiles bave been pining, 
Far from rest, and borne, and tbee: 
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But, in heavenly vestuTe shining, 
Soon they shall thy glory see;5Z 

Eventually, the exile wiJ) end. Home will be restored. This hope al one, according to Many hymns, 

mitigates despair over conditions in the immediate present. 

A tent or a cottage, why sbould 1 care? 
They're building a palace for me over there; 
Tho' exiled from home, yet still 1 May sing: 
Ail glory to God, l'm a child of the King." 

ln tb~ hope of that immortal crown, 
1 now the cross sustain; 
And gladly wander up and down, 
And smile at toil and pain: 
1 suffer out my threescore years, 
Till my deliv'rer come, 
And wipe away l.is servant's tears, 
And take his exile home." 

Though in a foreign land, 
We are not far from home; 
And nearer to our house above 
We every moment come." 

Other hymns, however, suggest that the possibilities for happiness in this world of exile are virtually 

non-existent; the only hope is to escape as soon as possible. 

o home of fadeless splendor, 
Of f1ow'rs that bear no thorn, 
Where they shall dwell as children 
Who here as exiles mourn.~ 

Like the ancient Israelites who had to pass through the wilderness on their way back to the Promised 

Land and, like the early Americans who had to tame the wilderness on their way to becoming a great 

nation, Dorothy must pass through a wilderness before she can reach her destination. Indeed, Oz 

contains a Haunted Forest which recalls the untamed forests of early America (wben wilderness was 

threatening "civilization" and was not yet a refuge from it). By the late nineteenth century, however, 

the f orests bad long since ceased to be obstacles in the path of progress. Instead, it was the arid 

western region of the Great Plains--what eventually became the "dust bowl"--which was most 

threatening. Since the biblical wilderness was also a desert, it is not surprising to find this image 

featured prominently in hymns about life in exile. 
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Guide me, 0 Thou great Jehovah, 
Pilgrim through this barren land.J7 

J'rn but a stranger here, 
Heav'n is my home; 
Earth is a desert drear, 
Heav'n is my home:" 

No tranquil joys on earth 1 know, 
No peaceful, shelt'ring dome; 
This world's a wilderness of woe, 
This world is not my home.59 

Nevertheless, life may f10urish even in the de serI. There are, after ail, oases for (hose who know where 

to look for them. The f ollowing verse was included in a bymn intended to close worship services; the 

congregation is sent out into the wilderness with fresh hope: 

Let us each, Thy love possessing, 
Triumph in redeeming grace. 
Oh, refresh us, Oh refresh us, 
Travelling thro' Ihis wilderness.60 

Both visually and musically, the YelJow Brick Road is a major motif in The W izard. It is, in faet, a 

unifying element. Byf ollowing the Yellow Brick Road, Dorothy moves not only between the Munchkin 

City and the Emek .. Id City.from beginning toend of thedream, but alsofrom 07toKansas. Similarly, 

Christiansfollowa path through the exile, orwilderness, of this life. 

And tbrough the dark, its eehoes sweetly ringing, 
The music of the Gospelleads us home.61 

ln fact, the "road," "path," and "way" are commonly used as metaphorsfor "tradition" in general; more 

specifically, they may refer to the Gospel, the Church, faith or Christ. Moreover, verbs are often used 

to emphasize the idea of moving, or being led, toward a transcendent goal. 

Lead us, 0 Father, in the paths of peace: 
Without Thy guiding hand we go astray, 
And doubts appall, and sorrows still increase; 
Lead us through Christ, the true and living Way.62 

Make me to walk in Thy commands; 
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'Tis a delightful road.6J 

If liCe in this world is truly an exile in the wilderness, then it follows lhat life is about "moving on." As 

1 have already noted, "moving on" is an extremely common motif in American popular culture. The 

same is true oC American popular religion. Hymn books are filled with ref erences to "walking," 

"travelling," "sojourning" and "wayf aring." 

Ilooked to Jesus, and 1 f ound 
ln Him my Star, my Sun; 
And in lhat lighl of life l'II walk, 
Till traveling days are done.M 

1 am a poor wayfaring stranger, 
White traveling thro' this world below; 
There is no sickness, toil, nor danger 
ln that bright world to which 1 gO.65 

Lead us on our journey, 
Be thyself the way 
Through our earthJy darkness 
To the heav'nly day.MI 

A nurnber oC hyrnns refer to "wandering," or "roaming." The context always makes it clear, however, 

that for Christians, this journey has a specifie destination (which means, in eCf ect, lhat "wandering" and 

"roaming," which imply aimlessness, are nof fO be la ken al face value). 

o spread Thy covering wings around 
Till ail our wanderings cease, 
And al our Falher's loved abode 
Our souls arrive in peace.67 

l'rn going lhere 10 meet my father, 
J'm going there no more to roam; 
1 am just going over Jordan, 
J am jusl going over home." 

Given the popularity of literary classics such as The Pilgrim 's Progress by John Bunyan, it is nol 

surprising to find lhal Many hymns present the Christian life more specificaHy in terrns of a queM, a 

pilgrimage. 

Soon shaH close thy earthly mission; 
Soon shali pass thy pilgrim days; 
Hope shaH change to glad fruition, 
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Faith to sight, and pray'r 10 praise.-

Just as Dorothy's guest begins in 01 and concludes in Kansas, the Christian pilgrimage begins in Ihis 

world and concJudes in the next. Conseguently, pilgrimage hymns emphasize both the transience of 

eartbly life and the eternity of heavenly life. Once again, there is no need to rely on inference. This 

motif appears explicitly in so many hymns that a brief sampling he~ _ will be enough 10 iIIustrale my 

point. 

Sometimes, the mood is one of desperation. In hymns of tbis kind, the need for escape as soon as 

possible is paramount. The road, of course, is fraught wilh perils both seen and unseen. And these are 

not merely inherenl in "the way things are." Tbey May also be the results of a diabolical conspiracy. 

The following verse, for example, might weil summari7e Dorothy's situation in Oz. 

1 walk in danger ail the way. 
The tho't shaH never leave me 
That Satan, who has marked his prey, 
Is plotting to deceive me. 
This Foe wilh hidden :;nares 
May seize me unawares 
If e'er 1 f ail to watch and pray. 
1 walk in danger ail the way.l0 

Like Satan, the Wicked Witch designates Dorolby as her target, makes elabora'e plans to deceive her 

and finally captures her. Indeed, Dorolhy "prays" for help by calling out to the image of Auntie Em 

in the crystal baiL 

My days are gliding swiftly by, 
And l, a pilgrim stranger, 
Would not detain them as theyfly, 
Those hours of toïl and danger.'1 

Morè oflen, however, the mood is one of excitement. Compare, for example, the verse above with the 

one below. 

Who shaH give us strength and courage, 
Patience, hope, and wisdom too, 
.bat we may, as cheerful pïlgrims, 
Still our journey here pursue?71 
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If the cosmic lif e cycle begins with birth into this world (or with spiritual rebirth f ollowing conversion). 

its second phase begins with dealh and entry into the heavenly world. Il may tberef ore be called tbe 

celestial phase. 

Despair not. 0 heart, in thy sorrow, 
But hope from God's promist::s borrow, 
Beware, in thy sorrow, of si..ming, 
For deatb is of life the beginning.73 

This has, of course, been a very common belief in the Christian world. Although it is no longer 

maintained by some theologians, it remains strong at the level of popular religiosity. This, at any rate, 

is revealed by the statistics. A study conducted in 1980 indicated that 71 % of the American public 

c1aimed belief in life Jfter death in heaven (although only 53% claimed belief in hell).1. A study 

conducted in 1988 showed that 87% believe in heaven, 86% in eternallife and 76% in hell.75 

Dorothy's dream of Oz ends when she wakes up. In this case, going home is virtually synonymous with 

waking up (although, 1 bave argued, it is the result of growing up). If life itself is a dream, then it 

follows that death means en ding the dream, or "waking up" from it (providing, of course, that it is 

preceded by sorne f orm of spiritual "growing up" such as repentance or conversion). This is precisely 

what is indicated in many hymns. Il is hardly surprising that "waking up" is a popular phrase in 

American devotional works. Among the most r' - '~icant events in American religious history were 

the "awakenings"which began in the 1740swith th~ dreatAwakening. The topicunderdiscussion here, 

however, is neither conversion nor repentance but "resurrection." 

Earlier, 1 suggested a cuIturallink (no matter how indirect) between a well-known children's round 

song and the idea of life as a dream. Sometimes, the link is taken a step further. One bymn, for 

example, indicates not only that life is a dream, but also that death is the stream wbich must be crossed 

in order to "wake up" from it. Il is interesting to compare this with thewell-known children's round· 

song. 

Row, row, row your boat 
Gently down the stream, 
Merrily. merrily, merrily, merrily, 
Life is but a dream. 
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Wben ends life's lransient dream, 
When death's cold, sullen stream 
Shall o'er me roll, 
Blest saviour, then, in love, 
Fear and distress remove; 
o bear me safe above, 
A ransomed soul.76 

The ide a of "waking up" May be either implicit or explicit. Sometimes, it is implied by the use of 

nocturnal and diurnal imagery. 

Life's dream is past, 
Ali its sin and sadness; 
Brightly at last 
Dawns a day of gladness.n 

At other times, however, the idea of "waking up" br,yond the grave is made quile explicit. In the 

following verse, for example, it is linked to the Pligrimage motif. 

Onward, lherefore, pilgrim brothers, 
Onward, with the cross our aid; 
Bear ils shame, and fight ilS baUle, 
Till we rest beneath its shade; 
Soon shall come the great awa!<ing, 
Soon the rending of the tomb, 
The scattering of ail shadows 
And the end of toil and gloom.71 

When Dorothywakes upat home in Kansas, the background music isfrom "Home Sweel Home." This 

secular song had been popularfor many years. Sigmund Spaeth notes that "With 'Home, Sweel Home' 

another landmark is reached in the history of America's popular music,"79 even though the lune was 

written by an Englishman, Sir Henry Bishop. Since it~ key phrase, "lhere's no place like home," is al~o 

a key phrase in The Wizard (being the final words spoken), and since the tune f10ws directly into 

"Over the Rainbow," it is worth commenting on the origin and history of "Home, Sweet Home." 

Maymie Krythe devotes a chapter to it in her Sampler of A merican Songs. The words for what 

eventually became something Iike an American folk song were written iD 18H by John Howard Payne 

for his opera, Clar; or, The Mald of Milan. Although Payne wrotl. ,~lny other songs, his fa me 

rested on this one alone. And he became exceedingly famous for il. Over thârty years aCter his death 

in 1852, Payne's body was taken from Tunis, where he had served as the American consul, and given 
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a quasi-state funeral in Washington. "Home, Sweet Home" achieved a durable place in popular music. 

During the Civil War, (or example, it was sung by both Union and Con(ederate troops--occasionally 

togetber. Il bec3me the "therne song" of Jenny LindlO just as ·Over the Rainbow" becarne the therne 

song of her counterpart, Judy Garland, seventy five years later. In f act, "Home, Sweet Home" has been 

more than a popular song; il has been included as a hymn in atleast three collections. 

'Mid pleasures and palaces though we may roam, 
Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home. 
A charm (rom the skies seems to hallow us there, 
Wbich, seek thro' the world is ne'er met with elsewhere. 

1 gaze on tbe moon as 1 tread the drear wild, 
And feel that my rnother now thinks of her child, 
As she looks on tbat moon from our own cottage door, 
Thro' the woodhine whose fragrance shall cheer me no more. 

An exile from home, splendor dazzles in vain, 
Ogive me my lowly thatched cottage again, 
The birds singinggaily, tbat came at rny cali, 
Give me them, and that peace of mind dearer than ail. 

Home, home, sweet home, 
There's no place like home, 
o there's no place like home.11 

The key phrase, of course, is "home sweet home." Il has been used not only in samplers to decorate 

homes but in hymns as weil. 

ln the glory land with Jesus on the throne, 
l'II live on, yes, l'II live on; 
Thro' eternal ages singing, home, sweet home;12 

'Mid scenes of confusion and creature complainls 
How sweet to the soul is communion with the saints! 
To find al the banquet of Mercy there's room, 
And feel in the presence of Jesus al borne. 
Home! Home! sweet, sweet home! 
Prepare for me, dear Saviour, for glory, my home.1l 

Witbout a bar of separation, "Home Sweet Home" fJows inlo "Over the Rainbow" in the epilogue of 

The W izard. Although the laller is not sung in the epilogue itself, tbe words are (amiliar from the 

prologue. 
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Somewhere, over the fl.Iinbow, 
Wayuphigh, 
There's a land that 1 heard of 
Once in a lullaby. 

Somewhere over the rainbow, 
Skies are blue, 
And the dreams that you dare to 
Dream really do come true. 

Someday l'II wish upon a star 
And wake up where the c10uds are far 
Behind me, 
Where troubles melt like lemon drops, 
Away above the chimncy tops, 
That's where you'U find me. 

Somewhere, over the rainbow, 
Bluebirds fly, 
Birds f1y over the rainbow, 
Why, then--oh why can't I? 

H happy liule bluebirds fly 
Beyond the rainbow, 
Why, oh why, can'tl? (MGM 1.7-8) 

The connection between "Home Sweet Home" and "Over the Rainbow" is c1ear: home is nol hcrc but 

there, not now but then. As Dorothy herself says, it is "behind the moon, beyond the rain" (MGM 1.7). 

The sa me sentiment can bc observed in many hymns. 

There's a borne for liule children 
Above the bright blue sky, 
Where Jesus reigns in glory, 
A home of peace and joy."" 

Still out of the deepest abyss 
Of trouble, 1 mournfully cry; 
And pine to recover my peace, 
And see my Redeemer, and die. 
1 cannot, 1 cannot f orbear 
These passionate longings for home.85 

Just as the final destination of Dorothy is home, the final destination of Christian pilgrims, according 

to many of these hymns, is borne. Like "waking up" and severa) other motifs "home" may imply 
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repentance or conversion. 

Jesus is tenderly calling thee home-
Calling today, calling loday; 
Why from the sunshine of love will thou roam 
Father and father away?16 

The meaning of "home" is particularly ambiguous in black spirituals datingfrom the period of slavery. 

Although very few of these can be found in hymnals published during the 1920s and 1930s (even in 

those used by black churches), John Lovell makes it c1ear in Black Song that overt references to a 

heavenly home beyond the grave were often understood as covert references to a terrestrial home 

beyond the Mason-Dixon line. He gives the following as examples: 

Swing low, sweet chariot, 
Comin' for to carry me homel1 

An' 1 will die in de fiel' 
l'm on my journey homellB 

The hope of crossing the Jordan River which separated the wilderness from Canaan could also be 

understood, for example, as hope of crossing the Obio River wbicb separated tbe slave statesfrom the 

free states.19 Towhat extent this political dou b/ e-entendre continued afteT the Civil War is difficult 

to d('teTmine. Nevertheless, the spirituals are filled with Tef erences 10 a heavenly "home" which is not 

here but "over theTe." For the slaves, no plantation could be understood as home. This was not only 

because tbe slave cabins weTe generally squalid; even the most adequate material conditions were 

marked hy extreme transience because slaves weTe bought and sold according to social and economic 

forces utterly beyond theiT control.90 

Most often, howeveT, "borne" Tefers to an otherwOtldly paradise. Il may, fOT example, Tefer to the 

ultimate destiny of the community (OT its faithful membeTs). In such ca.;es, it is the millennarian 

tradition associated with eschatological TesuTTection which supplies the imagery. 

We wait for Thee; soon Thou will come, 
The lime is swiftly nearing; 
ln this we also do rejoice, 
And long for Thine appeaTing, 
o bliss 'twill be when Thee we see, 
Homeward Thy people bTinging, 
With transport and with singing!91 
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When Thou, my righteous Judge, shah come 
To take Tby ransomed people home, 
ShaH 1 among them stand?91 

More oflen, bowever, "borne" c1early reters to the ultimate fate of individuals following death. 

Althougb tbe cosmic life cycle could be discussed on ~oth collective and individu al levels, then, 

evidence from these bymn books suggests tbat it is personal mortality, tbe ultimate fate of individuals, 

that is of primary concern for Most Americans. 

l'II soon he at home over there, 
For the end of my journey 1 see; 
Many dear to my heart, over there, 
Are watching and waiting for me.93 

Heavenward still, wben life shaH close, 
Death to my true home shall guide me:'loI 

1 know of a s)eep in Jesus' Dame, 
A rest from ail toil and sorrow; 
Earth folds in her arms my weary frame 
And sheIters it till the morrow; 
My soul is at home with God in heav'D, 
Her sorrows are past and over.9S 

Lovell notes that the spirituals placed a great deal of emphasis on reunion with loved ones afler death, 

possibly because the slaves, even in life, were so often separaled by being sold.96 

.** 

Hymns about reaching home in eternity extend the "road" imagery discussed earlier. Home is the end 

of the road, the goal of the pilgrimage. 

lt is nol deatb 10 die, 
To leave this weary road, 
And midst the brotherbood on high 
To be at home with God.9'7 

Here in the body pent, 
Absent from him 1 roam, 
Yet nightly pitch my moving tent 
A day's march nearer home.1lI 
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Byfar the most common use of "home," however, iswith specific reference to paradise itself. Given 

the fact tbat most Americans by far--81 % in 1988--c1aim belicf in a future reunion of loved ones 

separated by death, it is not surprising that this is one of the most important features of paradise, or 

beaven. 

My Saviour is now over there, 
There rny kindred and friends are at rest; 
Then away from my sorrow and care, 
Let me fly to the land of the blest. 

l'II soon be at homc over there, 
For the end of my journey 1 see; 
Many dear to my heart, over there, 
Are watching and waiting for me.99 

1 know a home of joy eternal, 
Where allthc pilgrim hosts shall meet 
ln radiancy and bliss complete 
Around the Christ in realrns supernal. 
From east and west, from ev'ry zone, 
They gather there before the throne, 
At home in joy etemal. lOO 

As 1 have already indicated, however, the imagery of paradise usually refers either to the primaeval 

garden or to the eschatological city (or to both). Il is derived, in other words, from either Eden or 

Jerusalem. Scripture begins in thef ormer (Genesis) and ends in the latter (Revelation). Although the 

iconography differs, the statc being which is described does not. In either form, paradise exists in 

eternity, beyond the flux of history. They are, theref ore, functional equivalents. Nevertheless, each 

is related to the iconography of The Wizard in a slightly different way. And it is this difference 

between "Eden" and "Jerusalem" which May account for the popularity of The Wlzard. 

No onefamiliarwith the imagery of Revelation can fail to see a distant reflection of its co smic splendor 

in the Emerald City. Apart f rom tbe chromatic domination of one gem, its glossy surf aces and dazzling 

architecture are reminiscent of the heavenly Jerusalem as described in both scripture and hymnody. 

Witb jasper glow thy bulwarks, 
Thy streets with em'ralds blaze; 
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The sardius and tbe topa7 
Unite in thee their rays; 
Thine ageless walls are bonded 
With amethysl unpriced; 
The saints build up thy fabric, 
The cornerstone is Cbrist. lOl 

Tbe celestial city, however, is not only identified in hymns as a realm of spleodour and bappiness 

beyond compare. Very often, it is also identified as home. Sometimes, tbis is done implicitly. 

Now, in the meanwhile, with hearts raised on high, 
We for that country must yearn and must sigh, 
Seeking Jerusalem, dear native land, 
Through our long exile on Babylon's strand.IOl 

Since a "native land" is where people (or at least their ancestors) were born, Jerusalem is, by 

implication, the original home. But Jerusalem is also identified as home quite explidtly. 

Far o'er yon horizon 
Rise the city low'rs, 
Where our God abideth, 
That fair home is ours; 
Flash the streets with jasper, 
Shine the gates with gold; 
Flows the glad'ning river, 
Shedding joys untold' 
Thither, onward thither, 
ln the Spirit's might: 
Pilgrims to your country, 
Forward into light!l03 

ln the bright eternal city 
Death can never, never come! 
)n His own good time He'lI cali us 
From our rest to home, sweet home.lO< 

As 1 have indicated earlier, the garden (either wild or cultivated) took precedence over the metropolis 

as a vision of American destiny. Agrarianism was a major cultural (and even political) force long 

arter power had shifted from the country to the city. In popular religion, however, urban imagery 

retained ils hold on the American imagination. Here, then, is a discrepancy between the composite 

picture of paradise presented by the hymns and the one presented symbolically in The W,zard. If 

the entire story had taken place in 07, tben the Emerald City would have been Dorothy's ultimale 

destination and could thus be associated (00 matter how indirectly) with as an antitype of the heavcnly 
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Jerusalem. But the image of a celestial metropolis is relativized by the addition of a prologue and 

epilogue set on afarm in Kansas. The Emerald City is Dorothy'spenultimate, not her ultimategoal. 

As such, it is more Iike the utopias wbich, as McClung points out, have usually been secularized 

versions of the heavenly Jerusalem. In tbe 1920s and 1930s, the metropolis was often seen as the venue 

of progress. This was a time when tbe agrarian dream was becoming socially and economically 

anachronistic, after ail, and tbe industrial city seemed to be the only source of bope for many people. 

The Emerald City not only looks like an Art Decofantasy of utopia, as 1 have already suggested, it even 

contains specifie references to both technology (the Wizard's projection booth) and capitalism (the 

Wash and Brush Up Company). 

Dorothy's ultimate goal, however, is not the city but the country. Although The Wizard has not 

succumbed to the an ti-urban tradition, it has Dot abandoned the agrarian tradition either. Kansas 

cannot be identified with a terrestrial paradise. Il is toofar away. It is, in fact, "over the rainbow." To 

the extent that Kansas represents an order of being which is qualitatively different from that of Oz, 

it can be identified as an image of paradise derived from the rural vision of Eden. 

But the diserepancy between popular culture (the movie) and popular religion (the hymne;) can be 

exaggerated. In the firsl place, Edenic imagery is oflen included in hymns aboul the heavenly 

Jersualem. Since the same thing happens in Revelation it'\elf, this is hardly surprising. The two 

versions of paradise are not mutually exclusive. 

Thy gardens and thy goodly walks 
Continually are green, 
Where grow sueh sweet and pleasant f1ow'rs 
As nowbere else are seen. 
RighI thro' thy streels, with silver sound, 
The lIving waters flow, 
And on the banks on either side, 
The trees of IIfe do groW.I05 

If the agrarian paradise is not quite as common in hymns as the urban one, moreover, it is by no means 

ignored. Like most of the other images discussed here, Eden may appear in hymns either implicitly 

or explicitly. Sorne hymns, for example, merely suggest a garden. 

Paradise, Paradise, 
Fairest truths delight our eyes; 
Where thy verdant trees are planted, 
Bliss beyond ail dreams is granted: 
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Take us, Lord, to Paradise, 
Take us, Lord,to Paradise."16 

There pure Jife-giving slreams o'erfJow 
The sower's garden-ground; 
And faith and hope fair blossoms show, 
And fruits of love abound.'0'1 

Other hymns, however, are more direct. They refer explicitly to the Garden of Eden as the paradise 

to come. 

Beautiful valley of Eden, 
Home of the pure and blest, 
How often amid the wild billows 
1 dream of thy rest, sweet rest!IOI 

ln the better land, 
ln that sunny land, 
ln that Eden land, safe by and by;l09 

AJrhough the urban vision of paradise has always been attraclive, il has also been problematic On the 

one hand, it corresponded 10 the immediate needs of a community becoming more and more dcpcndent 

on cities for solutions to economic problems. By the 1920s, the agrarian dream was being succes'ifully 

challenged by an urban and industrial dream. Consequently, il was not difficult 10 "tran<;latc" the 

imagery of a heavenly Jerusalem into that of world's fairs and architectural utopias. Bul for Ihose 

condemned toendure the dehumanizing aspects of lif e io real induslrial cilies, it made 'iense 10 believc 

that the ultimate future would be not merely an improved version of lhis situation but somelhing 

radically diff creot. 

The soul-starved mountain highlands, 
The need of countryside, 
The city's creeping darkness, 
Where sin and fear abide, 
Shall see the marching thousands 
That come from far and near: 
America, Amer;c", 
We bring our lives to thee.uo 

ln short, the urban paradise was rapidly secularized (relativized) while the rural paradise relained ilS 

cosmic (otherworldly) stalus. Nevertheless, Eden is presenled,like Jerusalem, as home. 
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Oh, the dear ones in glory, 
how lhey bedon me to come, 
And our parling al the river 1 recall; 
To the sweet val es of Eden 
they will sing my welcome home; 
But 1 long to meet my Saviour first of all.11I 

Going home is nol necessarily returning home. UsuaJly, home implies origin. Home, in olherwords, 

is normally where people (or their ancestors) were born. The implication, however, is not a logical 

necessity. Being at home may be a goal for the future rather than a memory of the past (or reality of 

the present); the search for home may be the search for something not previously C'xperienced. The 

synoptic gospels themselves do not support an equation of home wilh origin; the st ory of Jesus, arter 

ail, begins .lt a Bethlehem inn, not at the home of his family in Nazareth. The fourth gospel, however, 

indicates that the Christ originated in Heaven ("In the beginningwas lhe Word, and the Word was with 

God, and the Word was God. He was in the beginning wilh God .. ."IU), Iived temporarily on earth as 

Jesus of Nazareth ("And the Word becarne flesh and dwelt among us ... "113), and Lien returned home 

to Heaven (" '" 1 am ascending to rny Father and your Father, to my God and your God"m). This 

Johannine pattern, 1 argue, is irnplicil in The Wlzard. Dorothy could make a new horneror herself iD 

Oz, after ail, but prefers to go back to her old home in Kansas. Moreover, the structure of the movie 

ernphasi7es the idea of return. It need not have done so; the same sI ory could have been told different

Iy. Had the prologue in Kansas been dropped, the final return to Kansas in the epilogue would have 

been a mere explanatory device tacked on to an otherwise independent cinema tic unit (Oz). By 

beginning the movie in Kansas, Oz becornes a parentbesis witbin the cinema tic context of Kansas. The 

ide a of return, in short, is stressed both narratively and cinematically. The sarne Johannine pattern 

is expressed more or less directly in rnany of the hymns 1 have exarnined. 

Wb en Crom flesh the spirit freed 
Hastens homeward to returD, 
MorlaIs cry, "A man is dead!" 
Angels sing, "A child is born!IU 

With my lamp weil trimmed and burning, 
Swift to hear and slow to roam, 
Walching for Thy glad relurning 
To reslore me to my bome.1I6 

Some hymns, it is true, refer to Heaven as God's home; Christians are inviled to live there but not 

because they started out there. The following verses provide an interesting contrast. 
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Wherein as Christians we May live 
Or die in peace that Thou canst give, 
To rise again when Tbou shah come 
And enter Thine eternal home.1l7 

Let us, like these good shepberds, then employ 
Our grateful voices to proclaim the joy; 
Trace we the Babe, who hath retrieved our loss, 
From his poor manger to his bitter cross; 
Treading bis steps, assisted by his grace, 
Till man's first heav'nly state again takes place. lI• 

Most of these hymns make il c1ear that the home to which Christian pilgrims are drawu is, in sorne 

sense, both destiny and origin. Il is implied, for example, by the use of terms such as "bomeland," 

"native land," or "falherland" with reference to paradisc. These are ail dcsignations of origin; thm.e 

who do not come from there as individuals do so as members of a colJectivity (family or ancestors). 

Rise, my soul, and stretch thy wings, 
Thy better portion trace; 
Rise from transitory things 
Toward heaven, thy native place:1I9 

Immanuel! God with us! 
This is our final sigh 
When our last hour comes on us 
And death's dark yale is nigh. 
'Tis then His love enf olds us 
And takes us by the and 
To lead us safely homeward 
To our truc Fatherland.110 

My loved ones in the Homeland 
Are waiting me to come, 
Where neither death nor sorrow 
Invades their holy home; 
o dear, dear native Country! 
o rest and peace above! 
Christ bring us to the Homeland 
Of Thy redecming lovc;lll 

The biblical "homeland" is first described as the Promised Land. Abraham and Sarah did not originate 

there, bul il became borne for them and the community they f ounded. Il was the home to which their 

descendenls returned aftercenturies of absence in Egypt. Il was the home towhich the Jews returned 
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after seventy years or exile in Babylon. And it is the home (whether terrestrial or heavenly) to which 

many Jews and Christians hope to return in the future. 

Heavenward still our pathway tends; 
Here on earth we are but strangers, 
Till our road in Canaan ends, 
Safely past this wild of dangers; 
Here we but as pilgrims rove, 
For our home is there above. W 

While on this sad earth we stay, 
We must here as pilgrims wander. 
Through the desert we must roam, 
Till we Canaan reach, our home. W 

The mere use of agrarian imagery connotes both the Promised Land and Eden. Consequently, 

references to either must also connote the idea of return home (that 1S, return to the origin of the 

community and the origin of the cosmos itself). 

Rejoicing now in earnest hope, 
1 stand, and from the mountain top 
See ail the land below: 
Rivers of milk and honey rise, 
And ail the fruits of paradise 
ln endless plenty grow. 1U 

Unlike Jerusl.llem, Eden is not only home, it is the original home. Any reference to Eden as a future 

home is, by implication, also a reference to returning home. 

The limitations imposed by finitude may generate the desire to experience higher, deeper, or altered 

states of consciousness. Most traditions have provided "religious technologies" (such as meditation 

techniques or hallucinogenic drugs) for use toward this end by mystics and shamans. But they have 

alsoenabled ordinary people to share the experience--even if onlyf or brief periods in highly controlled 

settings. Sacramental rituals, for example, provide access to a dimension of reality beyond the flux 

of time, a glimpse of the gods and spirits in sorne prima\!val or eschatological realm which would 

otherwise be inaccessible. For Roman Catholics, the Last Supper can be re-experienced through 

transubstantiation. For the Eastern Orthodox, the Messianic Banquet can be "pre-experienced" al the 

same time. In most Protestant churches, the eucharist is understood as a symbolic event, not an actual 

event; communion is a present-day ritual recalling a past event rather th an a replay of the past event 
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itself. Although this is much closer to the secular notion of linear time (in which time Îs irrevcrsiblc), 

it is still related to the notion of mythic time because events in tbe primaeval past or cschatological 

future still provide a normative orientation in time. Even if only on the cognitive level, lime or history 

is still "punctuated" (to use the term of Abraham Joshua Heschel) by eternity.ll$ 

Even Americans whose religious traditions do not emphasize sacramental ritual are familiar with the 

temporal framework on which they are based. 

Lord Jesus, Light of Paradise, 
Shine on me my life long, 
ln ail earth's din cause me to hear 
Faint fragments of that soog.'26 

Let me with my heart today, 
Holy, holy, holy, singing, 
Rapt awhile from earth away, 
Ali my soul to Tbee upspringing, 
Have a f oretaste inly given 
How they worship Thee in Heaven.1l7 

Lord, give us such a faÎth as this; 
And then, whate'er may come, 
We'll taste e'en now the hallowed bliss 
Of an eternal home.128 

Although the last verse is from a Lutheran collection, the other two are f rom collections of the 

Reformed tradition which moved much furtherfrom the Roman Catholic doctrine of transubstanti

atioo. There is evidence to suggest that the notion of mythic time has survived in the modern, sccular 

world. While Dorothy makes ber way through Oz, for example, sbe is by no means eut off from that 

otherworJd, Kansas. Not onJy does she witnessAutie Em caJIing out to her through tbe Witch's crystal 

bail, but she is dimly aware that ber three new friends are, in fact, old friends from the farm . 

••• 

In chapter two, 1 presented a formai analysis of The Wizard. My aim at that point was merely to 

de scribe the use of cinema tic properties. What 1 found was a consistent pattern which could bc 

summarized as return to origin. That is, formaI properties are used in tbe epilogue as tbey had been 
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used in the prologue but not in the intervening sequences. Having identified lhis pattern, 1 then 

proceeded 10 place il in the larger context of modern American life. This involved cultural analysis. 

ln chapters three and four, J suggested lhat the pattern of return 10 origin underlies common notions 

aboui both the individuallife-cycle and thal 01' the nation. In this chapter, 1 have observed tbat the 

same pattern also underlies nolions of a "cosmic life-cycle" which is famifiar 10 Most American Jews 

and Cbristians. 1 have also observed that this "cosmic life-cycle" consists of two phases, terrestrial and 

celestial. Of the latter,little is known. Ils importance lies in thefact that it provides a context for the 

former. Lif e on earth is lived in relation to life in paradise. At this point, it is necessary to look more 

closely at the terrestrial phase: the soul's sojourn bere on earth, its journey lbrough this world of time 

and space. In doing so,l refer specificalJy to the relation of sacred time and space to profane lime and 

spa ce as tbis is generally understood in American popular religion. 

As 1 have already noted, the Judaeo-Christian tradition bas made Americansfamiliar with the notion 

of life in this world as a dream; this world is real, to be sure, but not as real as the paradisian world in 10 

which we "wake up" after death. Since the Oz sequences take place in Dorothy's dream, it is logicalto 

conclude that it is Oz, not Kansas, which represents life as we know it in this world. For most 

Americans, that bas included religion. We should therefore expect to find cinematÎc parallels in the 

07 sequences to a notion which lies al the heart of tradilional forms of religious life: the notion that 

we can glimpse eternity within time or paradise within history (that is, either bef ore death or bef ore 

the end of history). The sacraments in olderforms of Christianity (alongwitb theirfunctional equiva

lents in Judaism and other traditions) are not merely pedagogical devices designed to propagate 

theological or ethical precepts. Nor are they merely formalized reminiscences of historical events. 

Tbese rituals (along with their corresponding myths) make it possible to participate in primordial 

events (such as the resurrection of Christ, hisfounding of the Christian community and re-creation of 

the cosmos) wbicb took place l1i il/o tempore, as Eliade puts it, and continue to take place in sacred 

time and space. In short, they reveal the sacred which normally lies hidden within the profane. Many 

features of The Wlzard suggest familiarity witb (if not belief in) this worldview. 

ln The Wizard, there are two interrelated worlds: Kansas and Oz. Tbey correspond, 1 suggest, to the 

two interrelated dimensions of reality noted above: the sacred and the profane. 1 suggest, in fact, that 

what Kansas is to 07 the sacred is to the profane. The sacred is normally identified with the harmony, 

order and perfection of The 8eginning, or paradise. But, in the prologue, Kansas includes disharmony, 

disorder and imperfection. How, then, can it be discussed in œrms of sacred lime? Kansas, 1 suggest, 

sbould be understood as paradise in the same 5~nse as Eden itself. In Gencsis, Eden isfirst described 
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in exp1icitly paradisian terms: "And out of the ground the Lord made to grow every tree that is pleasant 

to the sight and good for food .... "119 Following this, it provides a backdrop for the Fall. In The 

W izard, the paradisian aspect of Kansas is implicit rather than explicit. When Prof essor Marvel tells 

Dorothy that he can see the farm in his crystal bail, she immediately remembers the happiness and 

security she had always known there. Although the prologue actually begins with events leading 

directly to Dorothy's "fa Il " and "expulsion" (her inability to cope with Miss Gulch), Iherefore, thesc 

events May be seen as part of the transition from Kansas to Oz (just as the FaU itself is the transition 

from eternity to history) and not as inherent features of life in Kansas. If Kansas .. implicitly in the 

prologue and explicitly in the epilogue--correspond to paradise, then it also corresponds to eternity, 

or sacred time. Being dialectically related to the profane, the sacred is experienced wlthin and through 

the profane. Similarly, Kansas is experienced by Dorothy while still in Oz. Throughout her sojourn 

there, Dorothy meets characters familiar from Kansas. In fact, she remarks on this hoth in 07 ("And 

it's funny, but Heel as if l'd known you ail the time ... ") and back home in Kamas ("And you ... and you 

.. , and you '" and you were there."). This intrusion of the sacred (Kansas) into the profane (07) has 

a somewha t ritualistic quality. The same event (Dorothy meeting someone she "know~" f rom Kane;as) 

takes place three times. Each tim~, il is accompanied hy music and dance. And in each case, the songe; 

and steps are variations on a common tberne. In the midst of 07, at any rate, Kansa<; i~accee;e;ihlc. But 

it is accessible only imperfectly (Dorothy is unable to identify the Kansal! counterparts of her ncw 

friends precisely) and temporarily (she soon forgets ahoutthem inview of more urgent prohlcm~). The 

same is true in religion. Wbile still in this world, Jews cannot dwell too long on the Sahhath and ChriS' 

tians cannot tarry too long at the Eucharist. But these rituals provide atleast a f oreta~te of what il! to 

come, a preview within time, or history, of eternity. 

The meeting of sacred and profane is represe'lted mucb more dramatically in one scene at the Witch 's 

Castle. Peering into the crystal baH, Dorotby bas a "vi<;ion" of Auntie Em. Terrihly anxious about 

Dorothy, she calls out for her lost child. Dorothy can hear Auntie Em but cannot be heard hy Aunlie 

Ern; communication is frustrated. To make mallers worse, the Witch violates even this pathetlC 

attempt to stay in contact with Kansas. Il is she, not Auntie Em, who hears Dorothy. Responding with 

a sinister cackle, her leering face blocks out the benign image of Auntie Em. Dorothy's "vision" doce; 

not correspond to the definition of a ritual, but it does correspond to another feature of the relation 

between sacred and profane. AIthough human communities can organize life around sacred places 

(such asholy cities or pilgrimage churches) and sacred times (rituals or festivals), they cannot control 

the sacred. According to Eliade, the sacred may be experienced on a regular hasis (through myth and 

ritual), but il May also manifest itself sudden Iy and spontaneously (through hicrophanies, theophanies 
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or kratophanies). This is precisely what happens over and over again in Oz. The Good Witch of the 

North (Glinda) and the Wicked Witch of the West have agendas of their own. Sometimes,f or example, 

the former responds directly to pleas for help; at other times, she appears or disappcars without 

waming or time for preparation. The lattcr always appcars and disappears without warning or time 

for preparation. 

As supernatural beings, the two witches are implicitJy Jjnked to IWo modalities of the sacred which 

have long been recognized (on the popular Icvel if not always on the elitc level) in Judaism and 

Christianity: the divine and the satanic. '30 The cosmÎc forces represented by these two characters, for 

cxam plc,correspond to traditional notions nf angelsand demons respectively. Both are identified with 

fire, for example, but angcls are identified more speeifically with light and demons with f1ame or 

smoke. Both are also identified witb air, but angels are associated with the sky or clouds and demons 

witb wind or storms.ln The WlZord, both witches travel by air but aboard different "camers." The 

Good Witch takes off and lands gently in a silvery bubble accompanicd by the tinklc of a glockenspiel; 

the Wieked Witeh takes off and lands violeotly in a bail of flame and smoke accompanied by claps of 

thunder. 

Sacred space is defined partly as the source and centre of sacred power. Religious people are thus 

spatially oricntcd. Jews sce themselves in relation to Jerusalem, for examplc, and Muslims in relation 

to Mecca. Sinee sacred beings May be elther divine or satanic, we May expect the places assoeiated 

with them to reflcct thcse modalities. Whilc the Emerald City (where Glinda, not the Wizard, seems 

to be firmly in control) is the venue of benevolent power and life, the Witch's Castle is the venue of 

malevolent power and death. If tbe Emerald City is associated with integration and harmony (since 

this is where Dorothy and her friends are officially weJcomed as members of the community), the 

Witch's Castlc is associated witb disintegra lIOn and disharmony (since this is where Dorothy is 

separatedfrom herfriends--and where the Witch disintegratesas a result of berwickedness) Dorothy 

and her friends arc spatially orientt'd in relation to both. As much as they seek the former, they avoid 

the latter. It is worth examining cach of these places in more detail at thls pOlOt. 

The Emerald City is c1carly an Art Deco structure. As such, it bears unmistakable associations with 

modernity. And modcrnity, in turn, is generally associated with technology, progress and secularity. 

Ncvcrthele!>s, its formai f eatures (eonsidercd separatcly and not as part of a stylistic package) bear 

unmistakable associations with the temples and shrincs of religious architecture througbout theworld. 

This is truc, for instance, in ils elevation (sccn at a distance from the field of poppics). Il has the 
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verticality, massiveness and grandeur of a gotbic cathedral or a Babylonian ziggurat. In fact, it calls 

to mind tbe prototypes of ail su ch religious structures. Isolated against a low horizon, it is the sacred 

mountain--the Zion or Fuji of Oz. Being green ,131 moreover, il is also the cosmic tree. Both represenl 

the axis mundi Iinking beaven and earth. C"onsidering the fact that the Emerald City is Dorotby's 

final goal, the culmination of her journey in Oz, it is worth noting tbat its plan, too, is strikingly similar 

tothose of temples, churches and otber sacred buildinrs--particularly those associated witb pilgrimagc 

routes. Cbaracteristic of tbese buildings is a succession of gates separating courts wbich increase in 

sanctity toward tbe centre. Like Gentile visitors to the ancient Temple in Jerusalem, Dorothy and ber 

Criends find it difficult to make their way to the "holy of holies: They manage 10 enler tbe city proper 

with only minor difficulties al the gate. Enlry to the inner sanctum is anOlher matter. Al first, tbey 

are lold to go away. Then tbe gatekeeper relents. He admits tbem to a long and distinctly numinou!i 

corridor. Now it is fear, not external authority, which binders their progress. Neverlbeless, tbey 

emerge from this awesome corridor--a vaulted pastiche of the naves in C'istercian abbeys-·and find 

themselves in a grand audience hall. Confronted by tbe Wizard's august presence, tbey fall to the 

ground in terror as ifthey have encounlered what Rudolf Otto called the mystenum tremendu ni et 

fascinans. Just below the exalted visage of Oz, the Great and Powerful, they find an altar, candies 

or incense burners (Clames) and what appear to be organ pipes. These visual motifs are ail familiar 

features of modern American churches. At the heart of the Emerald City, in short, is a cburch or 

temple. Il is not unreasonable, tberef ore, to see a symbolic connection here between the Emerald City 

and tbe goal of a pilgrimage route or even the aXIs mundi. 

H il is an axis mundi, it is only one of two in The Wizard. This would not surprise Eliade He bas 

often pointed out that the aXIs mu ndi links earth not only to heaven but also to bell. If the Emerald 

City is an artificiaJ mountain, the Witch's Castle is set upon a mountain. This identifies il as an aXIs 

mu n di. And if access to the Emerald City's "holy of holies" is restricted by heavily guarded dOOTS, or 

gates, this is also true of the Witch's Castle. In most ways, however, the latter is as diff erent from the 

former as the Wicked Witch of the West is different from tbe Good Witch of the North. 1 bave already 

pointed out many differences in chapter two. But two are worth noting here. One is the presence of 

fire. This is an extremely common symbol of the sacred. As at the Emerald City, fire 15 a prominent 

motif al the Witch's Castle. But instead of inspiring awe by suggesting the presence of a divine being 

at the aItar, it provokes terror by suggesting the presence of a satanic being lurking in the shadows. 

Il iswith firefrom herblazing broom tbat the Witch intends ta kili the Scarecrow. She herself bas been 

heavily identified with fire; almost every one of her appearances is marked by a burst of Clame and 

smoke. The eerie glow of leaping flames, of course, is conventionally associated with the lakes of 
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burning brimstone in hel\. Also worth noting here is the use of light. The Witch's Castle is seen only 

at night (a time of chaos when the ghosts of the dead baunt the living and the eyes of the living are 

closed in sleep), while the Emerald City is seen either un der brilliant illumination or in broad daylight 

(a time of order when the ghosts return to their graves and eyes are open once more to the lighl of 

consciousness) . 

According to Many religious traditions, .ne world of everyday life is characterized byambiguity. Il is 

the venue of both good and evil, both order and cbaos, both divine and satanic forces. But there is a 

way to pass saf ely through the lif e-cycle's terrestrial phase: religious tradition. Very often, the journey 

between this world and the next, blrth and death, origin and destiny, is described as a road or path. 

Along the way, il is possihle to catch a glimpse of whatever transcends the confusion of everyday life. 

And atthe end (in the West, at aoy rate) is paradise, eternallif e or sorne otherf OTm of traosmundane 

existence. Religious seekers, therefore, folJow terrestrial pilgrimage routes to holy cities or sacred 

sbrines where visions of the celestial, or ultimate, pilgrimage are c1earesl. And ordinary people f olJow 

along, as weil as they can, in theiT f ootsteps. The Yellow Brick Road is not only the Open Road to 

freedom, it is alc;o The Way to inner harmony, mystical union or, at the very least, a better life in the 

world to come. 

If my analogy hetween The W izard and Judaeo-Cbristian notions of sacred and profane Îs correct, 

life in thic; world is represented by 07--aod, more specifically, by the Yellow Brick Road which 

traverses it from one end to the other. Il is characterized hy the search for order in the midst of chaos. 

Consequenlly, it is also characteri7ed by pilgrimage through chaos (the Haunted Forest) to the source 

of life, holiness and order (the Emerald City) by staying safely on the path (following the Yellow Brick 

Road) and avoiding the source of death, sin and chaos (tbe Witcb's Cac;tle). Along the way, we may 

encounter divine or satamc beings (Glinda or the Witcb). Having cornpleted the terrestrial phase of 

our journey, the cclestial phac;e hegins; we are ready for the return to paradise (Kansas). 

As 1 have already suggested, Kansas is not only the beginning of the rnovie, it is The Beginoing. ft is 

the world as il was 1 n i Il 0 tempore. "The biblicaJ Eden is paradise. But within paradise is a serpent. 

Jt is within paradise, tberef ore, that Adam and Eve f ail from grace. Kansas is not immediately reveaied 

as paradise. The movie begins (in the prologue) not with Dorothy's "pre-Iapsarian" lite in Kansas but 

with ber "Cali" and "expulsion." This is because Kansas is always seen lhrough Dorothy's eyes; if she 

is unable to "see" truly in the epilogue, sbe is able 10 do so aCter returning from Oz in the epilogue. 

Consequently, Kansas is not only the end of the movie, it is also The End. ft is the world as it will be 
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al the eschaton.U2 ln the prologue, Dorothy is forced hy a serpentine tornado to leave home. 

Otherwise, she could not have reached the level of maturity necessary to understand the meaning of 

being at home with her family, heing at home in the world atlarge and (hy implication) being at home 

with God. In the epilogue, she is ready to take her proper place at home, in the world and (by 

implication) with God. The main difference is to he found Dot in Kansas hut in Dorothy herself. In 

the epilogue, unlike the prologue, she has "eyes to see and ears to hear." 

Ultimately, then, The W Izard is a statement of f aith not on ty in the individual and the nation but in 

the cosmic matrix of both. Despite the perils, despite the lapses into chaos, lif e in this world IS worth 

living because lhere is an underlyiDg order which can be experienced parlly DOW (in everyday lif e) and 

fully then (in anolher life beyond the flux of lime and space) . 

••• 

There is evidence that contemporary Americans helieve (or would like to believe) in the pm."lhiltty 

ofreturning home to paradise after death. At any rate, they are c1early familtar with the idea The link 

between home and life after death, in fact, has become a familiar feature not only of popula r religion, 

hut also of popular culture in general References to it are very common. A few example'i should 

suffice to make the point. 

Since television is very often the interface between popular religion and popular culture, it I!\ 

interesting to note lhat the word "home" was used recently with precisely thls connotatIon hy a well

known television evangelist. Needlllg more money for his ministry, he told hic; audlcnce ·W c'rc at the 

point where God could cali Oral Roberts home. Extend my life Let me live heyond March.·m 

Similarly, Rose inherits a pig on one episode of The Go/den GUlL When "Bahy" IS c;tricken with 

homesickness, it isdecided to send him hack to thefarm ln Minnesota Dorothy expldlD .. lo ~ophia Ihat 

"Baby is going home," and Sophia immediately responds with "May he rest in peace."IJ< 

One long-running television series, H Iglr way to H eaven, conslstently links "home," "pilgrimage" and 

"paradise." ft is based on tde premise that (good) people become angels when they die; they return to 

earth on missions. As the opening credits roll, viewers see f1uffy white clouds--juc;t ac; they do during 

the openingcredits of The W izard--and hear serene musicwhich suggests "heaven." Then the camera 

focuses on a rurallandscape. A car is moving slowly down the highway. When it stops, Jonathan (Ihe 

angel) is picked up by Mark (his helper). Continuing along the way tOFether, they dic;cuss their next 
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assignment. In one episode, us Mark and Jonathan help Tim Charles accept the deatb of his son du ring 

the Vietnam War. After eighteen years on the missing-in-action list, the boy's body is returned by the 

Vietnamese; a local newspaper notes that "Timothy Charles Junior is finally coming home from the 

war." But when no one attends the funeral, his father succumbs to biUerness. After the son's friends 

have been located and a memorial scholarship established to bonour him, Tim goes to tbe bangar to 

see the remains of a plane he had f10wn in World War Il. He gets in with Jonathan. As the engines 

start, Jonathan explains what is happening. 

Tim: 

Jonathan: 

Tim: 

Jonathan: 

Tim: 

Jonathan: 

Tim: 

Jonathan: 

Tbe oid plane doesn't work ... there's no propellers ... 
there's ... what's tbis? 

Your la st mission. 

What are you talking about? 

l'm taiking about tourhing the face of God. 

You ... you me an that. .. ? 

Yeah, 1 do. 

Then there is something ... there is ... ? 

You bel. Time to gO.I36 

Traffic contf<lllers at the field, meanwhile, hear the plane taking off and see it on their instrument 

panels but are ama7ed to find it moving straight up at an enormous spf'~d. Sitting in the cockpit, Tim 

finds tbat tbe plane operates more easily than it bad 50 Many years ago. He turns 10 Jonatban but finds 

that a young man is sitting beside him instead. It is Timmy, his son. 

Tim: 

Timmy: 

Tim: 

Timmy 

1 guess 1 got to go the rest of the way ail alone. 

What are you talking about, alone? 

Timmy ... 

We're goin' home, Pop, we're goin' home ... 137 

A made-for-television movie makes the same point. In Go Toward the Light,l38 there are several 

references to death in lerms of going home. A liule boy, Ben, is dying of AlOS. He asks bis father 

about whal il will be like 10 die. 

Ben: Dad, what's il like in Heaven? 
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Dad: 

Ben: 

Dad: 

WelJ, Ben, you know how you feel when you've been 
somewhere on a trip or a vacation? And even though you 
had a really great time you can't wait to finally get home? 

Uhuh. 

That's what it's like Ben, it's like going home. 

Later on, Ben is se en in the hospital. He is in great pain and wanls the suffering to be over as soon ae; 

possible. What he learned earlier about death underlies his present state of mind. The following 

conversation takes place when his mother arrives at his bedside with an orderly. 

Ben: 

Orderly: 

Mom: 

J want to go home .... 

l'm afraid that's not possible, Ma'am. He's much too sick 
to go home DOW. 

That's not what he means. 

••• 

In this chapter, 1 have argued that American notions of hoth the individual and the collective Itfe

cycles are based on deeply-rooted notions of a cosmic life-cycle, The indivldual growe; up by going 

home (and vice versa). The nation "growe; up" hy "going home" (and vice versa). The e;oul "grow .. up" 

by "going home" (and vice versa). Clearly, there is somethlOg which links ail three Allrhrec, 1 have 

suggested, are linked by a hiblical paradigm of "growing up" through hie;tory (informcd hy Torah or 

Gospel) and "going home" to Eden, Usually, this hnk is made implicitly. But sornctlrncc; it ie; made 

quite explicitly, It seems appropria te, therefore, to conclude hy examlDJOg the c;ymbohc mechani .. m 

which makes these links possihle and even likely. 

According to traditional f orms of both Judaism and Christianity, it is not only the individual soul which 

returns to its origin in eternity; the same thing is truc of the community and, hy implication, the cosrnoc; 

itself. The latter is more cIearly indicated in scripture than the former. In The Great Code, Northrop 

Frye discusses the typological way of Ihinking which har, traditionally heen characteristic of Judalc;m 

and Christianity. 

Typology is a figure of speech that moves in time. The type exic;ts iD the past 
and the antitype in the future, or the type exists in the present and the antitype 
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;n the future. What typology really Îs as a mode of thought, what it both 
assumes and leads 10, is a theory of history, or more accurately of historical 
process: an assumption that there is sorne meaning and point to history, and 
that sooner or later sorne event or events will occur which will indicate what 
that meaning or point is, and so become an antitype of what has happened 
previously.l)9 

The basic story (since it spans the entire corpus of the Christian canon, from Genesis to Revelation) 

begins in paradise and ends in paradise. The Garden of Eden represents the world ~s it once was: a 

realm of pristine beauty, harmony, and perfection It is untainted, undefiled, unpolluted. But 

something goes wrong. The inhabitants, Adam and Eve, fail to understand who they are and where 

they are. They make a mistake and payfo~ it bybeing thrown out of the garden and into thewilderness. 

The world they enter is the world as we known it now. It is the ordinary, everyday world of finitude, 

fragmentation, alienation and imperfection. Il is the world of profane time and space. But God bas 

not abandoned the human race Through various covenants (the first one being with Noah), we are 

shown how to transcend the ravages of history, how to maintain the relationship with God which was 

once so mu ch more intimate and direct. At the end of history, we can expect sorne final cataclysm, or 

apocalypse, which WIll be f ollowed bya new and everlasting order of perfection. ln Revelation, it i~ 

described as a heavenly city which, nevertheless, contains the tree of lue Identuied with the primaeval 

garden. The underlying assumption of return to p-:radise f ('und in scripture has been summarized by 

Frye. 

There are twolevelsof nature: the lower one, expressed in God'scontract with 
Noah, presuppose~a nature to be dominated and exploitcd by man; the higher 
one, expressed in an earlier contract wlth Adam in Paradise, is the nature to 
wbich man essentially belongs, and the Eden story prefigures the redemption 
which takes him back to this level On the way from the lower level to the 
higher onewe meet the images of the world of work, the pastoral, agricultural, 
and urban imagery that suggest a nature transformed into a humanly 
intelligible shape. The Bible's structure of imagery, then, contains, among 
other things, the imagery of sheep and pasture, the imagery of harvest and 
vintage, the imagery of cities and temples, ail contained in and infused by the 
oasis imagery of tTt~es and water that suggests a higher mode of lue alto
gether.l~ 

Unlike our ancestors, we will have learned from our journey through history; we will know how to live 

at peace among ourselves and in harmony with God. This macro-myth is the "type" corresponding to 

numerous micro-myths which are its "antitypes " 

One of these begins in the land of Canaan during the patriarchal period. Life is not quite as idyllic as 
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it was in Eden. Nevertheless, it is remembered as a kind of golden age, a new beginning. It was, after 

ail, the origin of Israel just as Eden was the origin of the human race. Eventually, the Children of 

Israel mut leave home because of famine. In at least one midrashic source,I •• the famine which 

precipita tes the migration to Egypt (like any otherfamine) isnot seen as a freak of nature, an accident, 

but as a divine act. Il is a punishment. Il is a kind of "fall." ln any case, the Children of Israel enter 

a world of slavery in Egypt. This is followed by wandering through the wilderness (first the sea and 

then the desert). As in the macro-myth, however, God maintains contact with them through a new 

covenant given at Mount Sinai. Through the Ten Commandments, the Israelites have continuing 

access to holiness and truth. Toward the end of the story, sorne declsive battles must be won against 

the Canaanite inhabitants of the Promised Land. Finally, they are back home. But, before long, 

problems emerge again and a new cycle begins. 

This micro-myth begins with the rise of the First Temple. Il represents direct and immediate access 

to the Shekh 1 nah (divine presence). Gradually, the situation deteriorates due to royal infidelity and 

sinfulness (which, hy extension, includes that of the people). Disa'\ter strikes with the arrivai of 

Nebuchadnezzar and the resulting exile. God's presence, however, is mediated in a new way; Ihe origlD 

of the synagogue as a (not quite perfecl) replacement f or the Temple can be traced to the need ... of an 

exiled people. According to the general pattern established in the macro-rnyth, a major hallle takes 

place; in this case, lt is between the Persians and the Babylonians Wlth a Persian victory, Cyrus (an 

agent of God) sends the Jews hack home. Once again, tbough, problems soon emerge and il new cycle 

begins. 

After the Temple is restored, the situation deteriorates onct, more until (according to onc Jewi ... h 

tradition) collective guilt makes the people unfit to dwell in the holy land. After Ihcu def cal hy Rome, 

the Jews adjust to the idea of an exile co-extensive with history itself ln otber word ... , it will come to 

an end but only with the end of lime, as such. In the meantime, Torah living (as underslood by the 

rabbis) Mediates hohness and truth. After an apocalyptic event of one kind or another, the Mcs'iianic 

Age will Mean a return 10 (among other things) :be immediacy of God's presence in Temple worship. 

The goal of history is thus a new beginning, a collective rdurn to origin. This st ory, of course, 

represents the merging of "antitype" and "type," of micro-myth and macro-myth. 

Th(' early Christians, observes Frye, continued the tradition of typological thinking that had been 

characteristic of the prophets. That is, they added new symholic layers to the prophetic vision. 

That vision ... had two levels: the level of the present moment and the level 
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above il. The lalter is both that of the original identity symbolized by the 
garden of Eden (along with, as we shall see, the Promised Land and the 
Temple), and the ultimate identity symboli7ed by the return to these things 
after the "Day of the Lord" and the restoring of Israel. Jesus' teaching centers 
on the conception of a present spiritual kingdom that inc1udes allthese upper
leve1 images, and on earlh he is thought of as living simultaneously in it and 
among us.l'l 

For the early Christians, the merging of time and eternity takes place (proleptically, at any rate) within 

history. The primaeval garden is restored with Christ living intimate1y among bis followers just as 

Adam and Eve lived with God in Eden. In spi te of the many conflicts recorded in the gospels, this 

period is remembered by the tradition as one of unparalleled sanctity. But there is a serpent in this 

garden too. Christ is betrayed.I'3 This leads to the crucifixion which, in turo, leads to a new, less 

exalted, era. Just as diaspora history has meant terror and alienation for Jews, church history has 

invovled the increasingfragmentation of heresies, schisms, and religious wars. l
" Still, the apostles and 

their descendents have not been left without consolation. Just as Torah provides Jews witb access to 

eternity, the sacraments do for Christians. And just as Jews re-experience Eden and preview the 

Mec;sianic Age on the Sabhath, Christians re-experience the Last Supper and preview the Messianic 

Banquet at the Eucharist. At the end of time, a final battle, this time against the Antichrist, will be 

won. At that point, we will have come full-circ1e; in the Kingdom, we will have returoed to the 

Beginning when Christ lived among his f ollowers. 

As Frye keeps pointing out, however, this story is only the ultimate version, for Christians, of a st ory 

that is repeated over and over again throughout scripture. He observes, for example, that "This 

Kingdom of God is an idealized world, metaphorically identical ... with the spiritual Garden of Eden 

and the Promised Land, inc1uding the future Promised Land of the restored Israel and the New 

Testament apocalypse."1'5 Eisewhere, he writes that "the garden of Eden, the Promised Land, 

Jersualem, and Mount Zion are interchangeable synonymsfor the home of the soul, and, in Christian 

imagery, they are ail identical, in their 'spiritual' form ... with the Kingdom of God spoken of by 

Jesus."I~ 

Given these religious traditions, it is not suprising that early Americans saw their own history in 

typological terms. That is, they saw their own communal story as one more in a long series of antitypes 

beginning within scripture itself. In Rlghteous Empire, Martin Marty discusses the emergence of 

identily in Protestant America. For the earliest selliers, Providence was the driving force behind 

history. Providence had inspired the Reformation. Providence had led the pilgrims on their "errand 
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- ioto the wilderness" and establisbed their "city set upon a hill." For a later generation, Providence had 

blessed the national struggle for freedom from a corrupt England. In fact, Providence was routinely 

invoked by leaders such as Jefferson, Franklin, Washington, and Lincoln until weil into the nineteenth 

cent ury. Providence did not refer to random change. Il referred, on the conlrary, to change in relation 

to a goal. God had a goal. Consequently, the nation under God had a mission. More specifically, the 

mission was to be the new Israel. For some, indeed, America was to be "a kind of public and semi

political couoterpart to the religous ideal of the Kingdom of God."'" Many scholars have commented 

on the tendency of Americans to see themselves, their land and their history in redemptive terms. 

The Cirst generation of Amerirans (that is, the first generatioo aCter independence) was very secular; 

ooly Cive or ten percent of the popula tion was affiliated with a religious institution or community. But 

tbe next generation was very diff ereot. 

A strong sense of place was fused with their sense of mission and destiny. As 
had theirfathers bef ore them, they regularly resorted to scriptural imagery to 
define tbemselves. In the! colonial era the i1'!ldge of the wdderness prevailed. 
Now tbe f amiliar term was "the Promised Land," and tbey were the Israelites 
who were called to conquer it.",q 

The identification of America with Israel was made not only oy orlhodox Protestants hut hy the often 

unorthodox literati as weil. Though far from being a conventional Protestant, for example, Herman 

Melville could write the following: "We Americans are tbe peculiar, cbosen people--the Israel of our 

time; we bear the ark of liberties of the world."1.9 

Typological thinking about America, however, is no longer expressed solely in theological term~. By 

the eighteenth century, Many Protestants were reinterpreting their tradition in deist, or quasi-dei<it, 

terms; for them, Providence was a vague f orec that guided the destiny of tbe nation. And by Ihe laIe 

nineteenth century, the term was sometimes dropped altogcther. Il was replaced by a .. ecular lerm 

"Progress," writes Marty, "became the high intellectual drama for Protestants in much of the second 

century of their lue in the United State' •. "'so Inherent in the idea of Progress, however, is a lincar 

notion of time. Destiny is seen as somelhing other tban, better than, origin. 1 would argue rhat thls 

was only one "tran!.lation" of Providence ioto secular terms. The other involves a circular notion of 

lime. Destiny is seen as a retuTO or ft series of returne; to origin. In both case .. , history is .,ccn in 

teleoIogical terms. But the te/os of the former is very dlfferent from that of the latter. 1 have tried 

to show how Americans would like to embrace bnth. They want to affirm the notion of Progress 

represented by the Emerald City. At the same time, they want to affirm the notion of Return 

represented by Kansas. Since the \atter is given prefcrred statue; in The Wlzard, il is worth noting 
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some of the cbaracteristically American antitypes of tbe biblical type (tbat is, the macro-mytb of 

return 10 paradise). 80th rocus on nostalgia for a lost golden age. This golden age may be located in 

the earliest days of America or in a world which vanished only "tbe day bef ore yesterday." In ail cases, 

though, the idyUic dream is shattered. There isalways a serpent in tbe garden. Sometbing always goes 

wrong. Within (bis genera] framework, we can discern at Jeast IWO distinct traditions. One of (hem 

cm pbasizes tbe f reedom or that lost golden age. The otber em phasizes i ts order. In otber words, each 

can be Iraced back to the biblicaJ notion of Eden but each selects a slightly different aspect as its 

central motif. 

One SIOry opens in the Old West. This new beginning is a withdrawal from the corrupting and 

confining civilization of the East. Thefrontier opens up new possibilities offreedom. But civilization 

eventually catches up with the lone hero on horseback. This is the fall from a primaeval paradise of 

empty plains and thundering herds. Unlike Adam and Eve, however, the hero is not banished from 

paradise; on the contrary, paradise is invaded and overruo. The present finds America with its "wild 

garden" vanisbing due to urbanization, industrialization and the inevitable consequences of both: 

ovc::rcrowding and pollution. Through philosophies sucb as environmentalism (with its national parks) 

and populism (based on hardy individualism and independence), and through the productions of 

popular culture (sucb as "Frontierland" theme parks or western novets and movies) Americ8ns retain 

a vision of tbe way tbings should be. Will tbey ever return to a primaeval frontier? Possibly, but not 

to the same one. The newest frontier of ail transcends America itself (except insofar as the heroes, 

who represent the human race, are still Americans). This is the frontier of outer space, known to 

aficionados of Star Trek as "the lastfrontier." It too has a primaeval quality. After ail, the very 

fa bric of our planet comesfrom the stars. Not only is outer space our origin, it is also our destiny. The 

story begins, as it does in 2001: A Spoce Odyssey, somewherein the void at some timein the remote 

past. Earth is infused f rom beyond witb the makings of life and, eventually, of civilization. Tbe latter, 

of course is a major source of conflict. In our time, tbis serpent has left us with (among many otber 

problems) the deadly competition, in spa ce as elsewhere, between the United States and the Soviet 

Union. Through science, though, we are still in touch with the mysterious, numinous emptiness and 

beauty of galaxies far f rom our owo troublesome world. The final trial, or apocalypse, may include a 

nuclear war which renders earth uninhabitable. In aoy case, the story often coocludes with the 

establishment of new colonies in space. This completes the circle. The notion of primaeval harmony 

has also survived in various f orms of American f olkJore. In "horse-operas," the frontier represents a 

new beginning for the individual: someone who cannot cope with the complexities and restrictions of 

industrial civilization. In "space operas," however, we are c10ser to the idea which began in New 
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England: the frontier as a new beginning for the entire community (in this case, the human race). 

Another kind of nostalgia seems to opera te in American fantasies of the Dld South. Being an agrarian 

world, il too represents harmony in nature. The appeal, however, is not to the natural freedom of life 

in the wilderness but to the natural order of life in the garden. Il is the inherent order of society, based 

on the inherent order of nature itself, whkh is most evocative. The Dld South, after ail, represents an 

aristocratic vision of society; everything and everyone has a pre-ordained, even primordial status and 

role. This is a static world in which harmony results from acceptance of a timeless and natural 

hierarchy binding everyone in a web of mutual obligation. The story begins in the antebellum South. 

After a bitter struggle, the relentless forces of history overtake this arcadian world of order and 

beauty. This brings about what is geneally considered America's officialloss of innocence (the "fall" 

from grace). As in the Dld West, the inhabitants of paradise are not bar.tished; Dixie is invaded and 

occupied. In the present, contact with the dream May be maintained through such political ideologies 

as racism or nativism along with the fantasies of popular culture (such as Gone wlth the Wlnd). As 

for the final trial which presages the return to arcadia, war, once aga in, seems the most likely scenario; 

ordercan only be restored after the ultimate in disorder which is war. As in the Dld West, the "return" 

will not be to a pa st historically recreated (5uch as a plantation system based on slavery) bUI to a world 

founded on similar notions of order and harmony (such as those espoused by some fundamenlalist 

communities). Somehow, America will be renewed as a paradise. 

Even though such fantasies of empty frontiers and bucolic landscapes May have tiule or nOlhing to do 

with the actual course of American history, they arc still very real responses to that history. For 

example, industrialization may have actually begun decades bef ore the Civil War but that evenl ie; 

usually taken as the symbolic beginning of "modern" American history. Il is the coming-of -age. Il is 

the ordeal which initiates America into the openly cynical and corrupt civili7ation 10 which earlier 

generations had believed themselves immune. Mter that, urhan bhght and industrial expane;ion 

completed the transformation of an isolated, rural and verdant Peaceable Kingdom to a polluted, 

crowded, noisy and corrupt Naked City. But hope remainsf or a return to order and harmony. Without 

sucb a hope, without "se'.:ular myths" to articulate visions of the future, tbere could be no meaning in 

the present. 

From the above, it is dear that the individual, collective and cosmic levels of identity are profoundly 

interrelated. We cannot discuss the celestial phase of the life-cycle of the soul withoUI discussing ils 

terrestrial phase. Nor can we refer to eitber without referring as weil 10 the life-cycle of the nation. 
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AU are modalities of a symbolir strurturewhkh has been assumed by (Jews and) Christiansfor many 

centuries. In that case, il is nol unreasonable to suggest that a movie about an individual who grows 

up and goes home is Iinked, subconsciously if not consciously, 10 those other stories of growing up and 

going home. Altbough The W izard explicilly says nOlbing about religion, it implicitly restales the 

religious worldviewwhich bas shaped American culture and provides, even loday, the symbolic malrix 

of American life.U1 By affirming the traditional notion of return to origin (paradise), it gives mythic 

expression to the deepest hopes of the American people--religious and secular, young and old, male 

and female, rich and poor, black and white, eastern and western. Movies of this kind are not only 

nostalgie recolleetions of tbe past or naive affirmations of the present; tbey are also profound 

statements of faith in the future. 
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They hail Dorothy for having Iiberated them f rom tyranny. 
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143. In thefelix cu lpa tradition, both the serpent in Eden and Judasin Gethsemaneare ambiguous 
in status. 80th represent betrayal. Nevertheless, the f ormerwas "necessary" because the human 
race, would not otherwise have needed redemption, white the latter was "necessary" because 
Christ would not otherwise have been crucified and resurrection in order to bring about the joy 
of redemption. 
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144. By ·church history," 1 Mean not 50 much the sequence of events in the development of an 
institution but the- lived experience of a community of saints and sinners in covenant with God 
througb Christ. 

145. Frye n. 

146 .. Frye 171. See also: 76; 129; 137; 145; 159. 

147. Marty 48. 

148. Marty 46. 

149. Otd. in Marty 46. 

150. Marty 23. 

151. James Wiley Nelson that popular culture is, in fact, the popular religion of America because il 
has thefivefeatures characteristic of a religious belief system: sbared viewsabout wbat is wrong 
witb the way things are, the source of the problem, the way tbings sbould be or will be and "tbe 
way· itself. This belief system, according 10 Nelson, underlies virtuaUy ail popuJar movies and 
television shows; they are, therefore, functioning as religious productions. Laurel Arthur 
Burton argues, moreover, that some are out standing in their power to evoke religious feelings. 
He notes that "Star Wars took the country by storm and renewed a religious fervor Dol seen 
since The Wizard of Oz" (Burton 143). 

Fcllowing Robert Jewell and Jobn Lawrence, moreover, Burton argues tbat the return to Eden 
has been incorporated into the structure of the American "monomyth." The "monomyth" is 
represented by the western and other genres using the same forMula: heroes enter a 
supernatural realm, triumph over evil, return to the world of everyday life and grant boons to 
gratefuJ mortals. Heroes who bring saJvation are not quite divine figures bUf (having special 
power, wisdom, control and courage) they are more than Mere mortals; if nol divine beings, they 
are nevel thcless messianic figures (deliverers). "Frequen tly," writes Burton, Oit is by violence, 
always justified, that the Messiah dispatches tbe evil one and restores the community to its Eden" 
(Burton 142). But the paralleJ between this American "monomytb" and traditional religious 
myths presents Iwo probJems if the former is represented by The Wizard. 

In the first place, The Wizard has a heroine who comes from witbin the community and nol 
from beyond il. In this sense, The Wizard isJess traditional than the "horse operas· and "space 
operas." The biblical tradition, after aU, makes it quite clear lhat deliverance is ultimately a girt 
of divine grace (even though that may involve the active participation of recipients). Then 100, 

Burton May oversimpliry the relation of popular movies and traditional religion with ref erence 
to the origin of evil. "The point,· hewrites, Mis tbat evil is external to the community just as Many 
understand the evil of Eden as external" (Burton 142). But on wbat grounds can it be said that 
the evil of Eden is external? The origin of ev il in the biblical story is either in Adam and Eve or 
in the serpent: ail existed together within Eden. In The W izard, the source of evil is more 
ambiguous. The evidence from this movie can he interpreted in Iwo ways. If we argue that 
Miss Gulch comes from Kansas (as distinct from Oz), then tbe source of evil is within tbe 
community; this would place Th e W izard close to religious tradition. But if we argue tha t Miss 
Gulch comes from anotberfarm orfrom town, then tbe source of evil is beyond the community; 
Ihis would place Th e W izard furlherfrom religious tradition. In either case, 1 argue,lhe movie 
ends in a return to paradise. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

1 have indicated that The Wizord has religious properites. Il is, bowever, a movie. And movies are 

not normally studied as religious phenomena. Before doing so myself, therefore, il is necessary 10 

consider the theoretical models normally used 1 or movies: one is sociological and the other aesthetic. 

(A fuller discussion can be found in the Appendix.) From the former perspective, movies are of 

interest primarily as the products of an industry and for what they reveal about the relation between 

those who produce them and those wbo "consume" them. Generally speaking, this scbool of thought 

is represented by Marxist theories of begemony. The popular movies characteristic of mass culture, 

they argue, reproduce the power of tbe ruling class by propagating false consciousness; this renders 

the working c1ass unable to understand its own reality (exploitation) and cballenge il. In "Hegemony 

and Mass Culture: A Semiotic A pproach," M. Gottdiener has proposed another theory. He argues that 

suhclasse'i and suhcultures oCten "transfunctionaIi7e" popular culture. That is, they assign new 

meanings to suit their own needs. These may ev en contradict those intended hy the producers. 

GOlldiener is tbus ahle to take ma'iS culture seriously instead of dic;missing it as evidence of a 

conspiracy. Unf ortuna tely, GoUdiener has only modified the hegemony tbeory and not challenged it. 

For him, the i'isue is still primarily one of class struggle. He shows how popular cuIture can be used 

hy subc1asses or subcultures to subvert the intentions of the ruling c1ass, to be sure, but cannot explain 

whya movie like The W 1 zard is so popular across the lines of c1ass, race, sex, religion and region. Far 

from promoting the interests of one group over another, it promotes the integration of ail in a unified 

society. Gottdiener's theory May be very useful in connection with other movies (especially those 

associated with "cuits" appealing to members of alienated groups defined by age, social class or some 

other criterion), l'mt it is not very useful in connection with this one (witb a "cuIt" inc1uding virtually 

all Americans). 

The otber major way of studying film is in terms of art. Tbe problem here is that the definition of art 

prevalent in the contemporary Western world is not very belpful when discussing movies such as The 

Wizard. In The Transformation of the Avant-Garde, Diana Crane points out that art is DOW 

associated primarily with innovation and provocation. Artists are thore who stand back from tbeir 

cultural environment, often as alienated or marginal figures, and challenge the aesthetic, social, 
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economic or political status quo. Their aim is to generate new ways of thinking, feeling or perceiving 

tbe world. Consequently, they are most often explicitly bostile to tradltion--not merely to this or that 

tradition but to the whole idea ~f tradition. The W Izard, however. clearly support!i a traditional way 

of life. Il is, after ail, about returning home. Evaluated in terms of the avant-garde, il could only be 

classified as bad art. lt iswellto remember, bowever, that the avant-garde notion of art is by no mean'i 

the only one. In A rI in Prim itive Societles,· Richard Anderson points out tbat in Most societies art 

as understood in a very diff erent way. even in tbe opposite way. Il is almost always used to support and 

propagate tbe commonly shared values of society. Far from being alienated or marginaliled, artÏ!;lf> 

are usually well-integrated members of society who bappen to bave a particular skill which they are 

expected to use in the service of tbe entire community. Tbe function of art varies from one society to 

another. Il May be used to pass on vital information about the environment from one generation 10 

the next, for example, or toflaunt the wealth and prestige of an important clan. Whatever cise it docs, 

thougb, art is normaJly used in the service of religion. Il gives tangible expression to mylhs and 

provides objects to be used in ritual. 

""** 

More than one sc.bolar hasalready considered tbe possibility tbat popular movies (ana, indeed, popular 

culture i,. general) may he closcly related to myth and ritual. Because of confusion over the relation 

between religion and secularity, confusion bas also arisen over the relation between Iraditional myths 

(generally assumed to be religious) and modern movies or other genres of popular culture ~generally 

assumed to be secular). Historically, myths have been st~died by scholars in Iwo major academic 

fields: religious studies and anthropology. Tbe field of religious studie'i is well-equippcd to analy.le 

myth. But even tbough some scholars ie the field sec religion as a human phenomenon which is SUI 

generis they seldom venture beyond the c1assical texts of organized religion in general and the "world 

religions" in particular. To be sure, there are exceptions. Even lhey, howevcr, focu'i their allcnlion 

on tbe oral "texts" of traditional societies. To draw the connection between film and religiC'n, 

therefore, we must look for theoretical models develo!>ed beyond tbe boundaries of eslablished 

academic disciplines. For my purposes in this study, two closely related models are most promising: 

film as icon and film as myth. 

In The TV Rltua/: W orship at the VideoA/tar, Gregor Goethals1 discusses televi'iion as the'iource 

of icon and ritual in contemporary America; everything he says about televisioD, however, applies 

equally to film. Tbe main argument is that, by pi ovidiog Americans with a rich source of icons l and 
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rituals, television has become a substitute for religion. Goethals makes a distinction (albeit a blurred 

one attimes) between religion and secularity. Television, for Goetbals is not religion, as such, but il 

is very much like religion! The two are linked by function (mediating both the sacred and the cultural 

order) and process (the use of visual images and ritual) but are usually distinguished by content (the 

presence or absence of references to supernatural beings). Goetbals argues that modern cultural 

productions may be extreme]y successful in mediating the sacred or sometbing very much Iike il. 

Nothing in his work suggests that his use of words such as "transcendent," "sacred" or "sacramental" in 

connection with television are meant to be taken metapborically. In short, he has a positive view of 

the relation between religion and modernity. 

Althougb Goethals discusses television in terms of both ritua] and icon, the latter is more germane to 

this particular discussion. In Most societies, he explains, visual images constitute the major medium 

of public expression. Tbey project a worldview. Since images are drawn from mytb or scripture, 

sources which f orm the heritage of an entire community, they promote social and cultural integration. 

Il is through these images, by and large, that we learn how things came to be as they are and how we 

fit into tbe scheme of things as individuals. ]n short, they represent the world as an orderly and 

meaningful place. Amid tbe confusion of everyday 1if e, we see ourselves as participants in a larger 

chain of events in which coberence prevails. Icons are the concrete visual expression of a symbolic 

orrier in time and space which makes sense of life. They not only depict primaeval origins and 

eschatological destiny described in mylh, they also off er answers to questions about lif e in the present. 

We learn to cope with moral problems, for example, by reflecting on the mythic activities of exemplary 

figures. ]cons articula te virtues and vices by showing archetypal heroes and their f oes being rewarded 

and punished. Value systems differ from one society to another but ail presuppose the need to ask 

questions about the conduct expected of ordinary people in daily life, and ail provide answers to such 

questions through the use of role models. 

Traditional religious icons, however, have sorne characteristics not f ound in the modern secular ones. 

For traditional icons, the source of imagery is sacred scripture or folklore; there is no fixed tradition 

on which modern ones can draw. Then, too, traditional icons are usually produced in accordance with 

prescribed rituals; modern ones are produced in accordance with the law of economic return. 

Moreover, traditional icons are experienced in special places or at special times set asidefor their use 

or contemplation; modern ones are not (which is why television schedules change so frequently). 

80th traditional and electronic icons, he notes, make visible an invisible core of meaning and value. 

ln many ways, television is the primary icon-maker of American society. Because the function of icons 
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is to articulate and shape beliefs through visual images, he sees no reason why this cannol be donc as 

effectively by secular images as by religious ones. Indeed, he argues, as the functional equivalenl of 

religion, television has succeeded brilliantly. 

Goethalsidentjfiesthree basic preoccupations of American television:community (family,neighbour

hood, city or nation), nature and technology. The images presented in various genres, he argues, are 

used to explore these. But this is no recent innovation dating from the ri se of television; il has been 

a feature of American art and folklore from the beginning. One example, images of the family, will 

illustrate what Goethals is saying. The visual representa tion of f amily lif e has been a conslant f eature 

of American culture from the early family portraits in oils to contemporary family snapshots, from 

Currier and Ives prints to Norman Rockwell's coversfor The Soturday Evening Post, from OZ7ie 

and Harriet to Archie and Edith, f rom the Ricardos lo the Waltons. Although portrayals of f amily lif e 

in contemporary situation comedies on television are diff erent in some ways from eartier port rayaIs, 

the use of tbis image to comment on America itself bas remained constant. To know whal American 

identity is a1l about is to know what American family life is ail about. Thefamily provides a symbolic 

system, in other words, that can be shaped to accommodate a wide diversity of characters, attitudes, 

moral principles or social and economic conditions. At the same time, it is the most easily understood 

world because it is part of everyone's life. In the family context, eve.}'one learns about basic human 

relationships (such as love, trust, respect, fidelity or the struggle for independence)j the basic sources 

of human suffering (betrayal, separation, povertY)j the basic role models (father, mOlher, boy, girl, 

brother, sister); and attitudes toward possessions, vocations, social status and the various economÎc 

and political institutions. Allf amily shows on television offerviewers the possibility of analyzing social 

norms. But since television images are so intima te and so compellingly lifelike, people are usually 

unaware of the symbolic nature of these images. Occasionally, a member of some television family 

becomes a cultural bero or heroine. Mary Richards, on The Mory Tyler Moore Show became an 

exemplary figure. Ambitious but anxious young women responded to a key line in the show's theme 

song: "You're gonna make it after ail." Occasionally, some member of the television family becomes 

an anti-hero. Archie Bunker, on Ail in the Fomily, helped people live with the fear and ignorance 

which is part of life for everyone. In short, the American television family functions as an icon, 

according to Goethals, because it meets at least two basic criteria: it propagates the cultural order 

(since each episode shows the family struggling to transform the way things are into the way things 

should be) and it provides contact with culturally significant archetypes (the careerwomanj the bigot). 
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Two other institutions bave traditionally been associated witb the propagation of visual images: the 

churches and the arts. Sin ce the latter bas already been discussed, 1 will comment briefly on the 

former.' The Book of Common Prayer defines a sacrament as "an outward and visible sign of an 

inward and spiritual grace."6 The idea that human beings are innately sacramental beings is central 

'0 Goe'hals. He seems to understand sacramentaJity (the "inward and spiritual grace" mediated by 

television) in terms of deep feelings about the way things are; what is innate, according to Goethals, 

is the Deed forvisual images which convey truths about the natural or cultural order. Although they 

cannot perf orm the complex analytical functions of verbal signs, visual images do have an unpllralleled 

power to evoke deep feelings. In view of this, it is striking that the ecclesiastical world, like the art 

world itself, has abandoned its traditional task of providing the public images necessary to sustain 

society. Goethals traces this state of affairs to the rise of Protestantism (which is to say, the dominant 

religious tradition in America). As he understands it, Protestantism has devalued the visual image, 

as such, fJOd substituted the word as the only legitimate mediator of truth. (In fact, as he points out, 

it has also devalued ritual and elevated more cognitive forms of religious expression and experience 

such as the sermon.)' If Goethals is correct in his daim that images (and rituals) ore basic human 

needs, then the spectacular success of television is hardly surprisiDg. By default, tbe churcheshave lost 

their monopoly on the images which transf orm human lives. The implication is cJear: "Theologies and 

faiths that confine their expression to the word, written or spoken, and to music, have issued an 

invitation to secular culture to minister to the sacramental needs of people. Secular culture is popular 

not because it is secular, but perhaps because it is sacramental."! By now, it is televisioD, not organized 

religion, that has become the primary purveyor of public images in America. "Television," writes 

(ioethals, "has woven a web of myths, furnishing the rhythms, the visual extravaganzas and pseudo

Iiturgical seasons that break up the ordinariness of our lives."9 ft provides access to larger imagined 

worlds and offers the thrill of vicarious hum an adventure; one reason for the decline of some (though 

not ail) religious institutions in America May be that notbing competes with television in doing this. 

Through what forms are religious traditions currently communicating the 
really great adventure? Until they can quicken the sensations of risk and 
challenge that animate the last nineteen seconds of a championship playoff 
with goal to go, the illusions of culture will continue to satisfy our need for 
belonging and wonder. Until institutional religion can excite the serious play 
of the soul and evoke thefullness of human passion, television will nurture our 
illusions of heroism and self -transcendence.1O 

By "illusion," Goethals does not mean delusion, error, deception or unreality. He means the J..ind of 

imaginative play that is part of being human. In this, he follows the argument put forward by Johan 
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Huizinga in Homo Ludens.ll 

This discussion of television as the source of American icons has indicated that the Mere production 

of visual images accessible to the entire community May link popular culture and religion. BUI The 

Wizard is more than a motion picture, a series of visual images. Il is also a story. And it would be 

unwise to underestimate the importance of its narrative content. The whole idea of an icon, however, 

suggests an even more helpful model. leons, after ail, have served mainly to give visual expression to 

myths. It is to the notion of film as myth, theref ore, that 1 now turn. 

iloilo. 

The nature of myth is still subject to schoJarJy debale.ll From the many possible theories,ll 1 have 

selected three. Unlike most, these explicitJy discuss the relation between the stories of traditional 

societies (sucb as myths orfolktales) and those of modern societies (such as movies). One of thefirst 

scholars to do this was Mircea Eliade. Of particular interest here is his notion of homo religiosus; 

everyone, as a member of the human race, has specifically religious needs. Sin ce myth is the primary 

expression of religion, it follows that myth in some form exists in aU societies. To be sure, most of his 

work deals with the great cosmogonie myths of what he caUs "archaic religion:' But Eliade was not 

unaware of the Iink between traditionaI myths and modern movies. Some brief comments on bis 

notion of the "fallen myth" will be usefuI at this point in the discussion. 

When traditional myths are marginalized by modern societies along with the institutions of organized 

religion, according to Eliade, they survive in fragmented, distorted and confused f orms. They are IiUle 

more than tattered remnants, weakened and degraded expressions that only par!ially satisfy the needs 

of homo religiosu~. The process of degeneration, however, did not begin with the advent of 

modernity. At a much earlier stage, myths about the cosmogonic acts of the gods turn into folk tales 

about the exetnplary deeds of heroes and f ounders; these are th en turned into more trivial storiesabout 

the activities of ordinary people. The latter, 50 characteristic of movies and lelevision programmes, 

are what Eliade caUs "faUen myths." Even though he would probably recognize mythic properties in 

The Wizard, hewouId have to argue that su ch a myth isnot "the real thing" and that it cannot function 

effectively in mediating the sacred. Consequently, he would be unable to explain its extraordinary 

appeal over a period of fifty years. Given the powerful response to movies such as The Wizard, 

however, 1 suggesl lhat a more helpful term would be "risen tale." Movies of this kind show ev id en ce 

of reversing the process of degeneration, of moving back toward foJk tale and even mytb proper. 
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Eliade discusses myth in virtually aU ofhis books. For my purposes in this study,however, his remarks 

in Myl h and Rea/ity are of particular importance. According to him, myths are storie!.--not ideas or 

propositions, but stories--with specifie characteristics. First, they are cosmic in scope. Myths recount 

acts of the "supernaturals." Since tbese events are primordial (beyond history), tbe characters are 

divine beings and Dot mortals. From this, it follows tbat mytbs convey profound meaning. The 

meaning they convey, in other words, is ab!.olute, ultimate, or sacred. More specifically, myths are 

foundational. That is, they are about origins. Tbey are cosmogonie. They relate events connected with 

the simultaneous creation of cosmos, tradition and community. Not surprisingly, myths are told only 

in connection with special events (sacred time) and in special places (sacred space). Second, myths 

represent efficacious paradigms. They not only relate how the world came to be as it is but alw 

provide a way of sustaining the world as it is. By re-enacting cosmogonic events in ritual, the cosmic 

force!. on which alliif e depends are periodically renewed. This is true, moreover, on both macrocosmic 

and microcosmic levels. No significant human activity (such as art and work) or in!.titution (such as 

marriage or war) is without a sacred model described in myth. To be fully alive, to be truly human, 

ev en to be completely real, men and women mu!.t re-create the prototype by imitating the deitie& who 

caused them to be in thefirst place. Third, myths provide a releasefrom the profane world of everyday 

life and acce!.s to the sacred realm of the gods. Without such access, without periodic renewal through 

telling the myth and enacting it in ritual, the community would be cut off from the vitality which 

sU!ttain& il. My th and ritual, in other word&, are two sides of the same sacred coin. Myth& are 

as!.ociated with irruption& of sacred power (kratophanies), being1> (hierophanies) or divinities 

(theophanies) into the world of everyday life (profane time). These may occur !.pontaneously, but they 

also occur on a regular basi&. Wh en myth!. are recited and re-enacted during sacred festivals, time is 

abolished and primordial, cosmogonie events are re-experienced. For Eliade, there is a basic human 

need to keep going back to the way things were in the Beginning, to start over aga in; lime is thus 

reversible, or cyclical, since tbese primordial event!. are rc:peated over and over again. Only in modern 

(secular) societies has the notion of lineartime (in which the past can DeVet be repeated and the future 

is unknown) been introduced. 

The W izrrd does Dot seem to be a myth in tbis sense. It seems more Iike a traditional folktale. If 

myths are cosmic (beiog cosmogonie stories in which the characters are ail divine beings), folk tales 

are mundane (being amusing or edifying stories in which the character!. are human heroes, tricksters 

or even animais). The gulf between myth and tale is narrower in traditional societies (especially oral 

orf olk societies) th an in modem (complex and litera te) societies. My th, in the former, may be blended 
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with tale. Although Eliade acknowledges that tales are more mundane than myths in content, he also 

writes that 

.,. it is not always true that the tale shows a "desacralization" of the mythical 
world. It would be more correct to speak of a camouflaging of mythical motif s 
and characters; instead of "desacralization," it would be better to say "rank
loss of the sacred." For ... there is no solution of continuity between the 
scenarios of myths, sagas, and folk tales. Moreover, if the Gods no longer 
appear under their real names in the tales, their actions can still be distin
guished in the figures of the hero's protectors, enemies, and com panions. They 
are camouflaged--or, if you will, "falJen"--but tbey continue to perform their 
function." 

If myths are the prototypical sacred stories, then tales are derived from them. They are Jess sacred. 

It is in this sense that they are "fallen." By this, however, Eliade does not mean that tales have no 

legitimate and even necessary role to play. He means only thatthey describe the way things are, and 

even how tbings came to be as they are, at a more mundane level. There is, therefore, no grcat gulf 

which necessarily separates myth from tale. In folk societies, the status of each May bc very 

ambiguous. Moreover, a story which functions as a myth in one community May function as a tale in 

a neighboring community. In fact, the same ambiguity May opera te even within a single community. 

This is true not only of folk societies but even of more complex traditional societies su ch as India or 

mediaeval Europe. ln modern societies, however, there is a much greater gulf between traditional 

myths and contemporary (secular) stories. The sacred is not dead, according to Eliade, but it is no 

longer apprehended directly on the conscious leve1. 

A religion is always lived '" in several tonalities; but between these different 
planes of experience there are equivalence and homologation. The equiva
lence persists even after the "banalization" of religious experience, after the 
(apparent) desacralization of the world .... But today religious behavior and 
the structures of the sacred--divine figures, exemplary acts, etc.--are f ound 
aga in at the deepest leveIs of the psyche, in the "unconscious" on the planes of 
dream and imagination. '-' 

In other words, religion May be associated with the productions of secular culture (such as novels, 

movies or television shows). Though not explicitly religious, they still resonate, at some level, with 

religion. At this point, Eliade touches on a problem of immediate concern in this study. 

Though in the West the tale has long since become a Jiterature of diversion 
(for children and peasants) or of escape (for city dwellers), it still presents the 
structure of dn infinitely serious and responsible adventure, for in the last 
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analysis il is reducible to an initia tory scenario: again and again, we find 
initia tory ordeals (battles with the monster, apparently insurmountahle 
obstacles, riddles ro be solved, impossible tasks, etc.), the descent to Hades or 
the ascent to Heaven (or--what amounts to the same thing--death and 
resurrection), marrying the princess. Il is true .. , that the tale always comes 
to a happy conclusion. But its content proper refers to a terrifyingly serious 
reality: initiation, that is, passing by way of a symbolic death and resurrection, 
from ignorance and immaturity to the spiritual age of the aduJl. I6 

1 have tried to show that initiation is a major theme of The W izard. This would not surprise Eliade. 

For him, modern tales (stories told in urban, industrial and technologically advanced societies) have 

merely "fallen" even further from the ancient mythic prototypes than folk tales (stories lold in more 

traditional societies). Eliade sees a continuous decJine from myth to folk tale to modern tale. What 

survives of myth in modern tales is merely a vestigial narrative structure which can no longer provide 

direct (conscious) access to the sacred. Experienced at the conscious level, the remnants of mytbic 

imagery in modern tales are trivial and ephemeral. Experienced at the suhconscious level, however, 

they retain at least some of thcir power. If they cannot provide initiation into the sacred realm of 

divine heings, they can al Ieast provide initiation into the mundane realm of exemplary mortals. 

We could almosl say that the tale repeats, on another plane, and by other 
means, the exemplary initiation scenario. The tale takes up and continues 
"initiation" on the level of the imaginary. If it represents an amusement or an 
escape, it does so nnly for the banalized consciousness, and particularly that 
of modern man; in the deep psyche, initiation scenarios preserve their 
seriousness, and continue to transmit their messages, to produce mutations. 
Ali unwittingly, and indeed believing that he is merely amusing himself or 
escaping, the man of the modern societies still benefits from the imaginary 
initiation supplied by the tales .... This point of view will surprise only those 
who regard initiation as a type of behavior pecuJiar to the man of the 
traditional societies. Today we are beginning to rea}jze that what is called 
"initiation" coexists with the human condition, thal every existence is maàt: IIp 
of an unbroken series of "ordeals," "deaths," and "resurrections" whatever be 
the terms that modern language uses to express these originally religious 
experiences.1

? 

For Eliade, as 1 have said, myths are the prototypical expression of religion. Although folk tales deal 

with exemplary mortals instead of gods and goddesses, they retain the structure of sacred stories. In 

short, tales resonate with myths. To the extent tbat modern societies are secular, tbey have no 

cosmogonie myths to provide resonance for their tales. The latter are so divorced from their mythic 

prototypes that the connection is no longer recognized consciously. To the extent that modern people 

still respond to the sacred (that is, to the extent that they are still representatives of what Eliade calls 
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homo religiosus and not truly secular), they can do so only hy suhconsciously absorbing whatever 

mythic properties survive (such as the motif of initiation or patterns of time derived from the Judaeo

Christian tradition). Th·.s they can do at the movies. Eliade does not suggest that movies are the only 

survivais of myth. He suggests, in f act, that vestiges of myth can also be f ound in psychoanalysis, the 

arts and secular ideologies. Psychoanalysis, for example, preserves the pattern of initiation so central 

to both myth and ritual. Patients are asked to make a dangerous voyage into their inner selves. By 

doing 50, tbey can relive thei .. own past and re-experience trauma tic events. This is morphologically 

similar to the descent into hell f ound in so many folk tales; the intiate enters the realm of ghosts and 

monsters, gives battle and, in some sense, "dies" before being "resurrected" in the end. Just as the 

mythic hero re-enters the world at a new stage in the life-cycle, so the patient re-enters the world at 

a new stage of maturity and health. Psychoanalysis demystifies the sacred world of inner heing in order 

to discover the true (original) significance of human behaviour. But, says Eliade, there is also a need 

to work in reverse. Modern people 

." have to "demystify" the apparently profane worlds and languages of 
Jiterature, plastic arts, and cinema in order to dlsclose their "sacred" clements, 
although il is, of course, an ignored, camouflaged, or degraded "sacred " ln a 
desacralized world such as ours, the "sacred" is always present and active 
chiefly in the imaginary universes. But imaginative experiences are part of the 
total human being, no less important than his diurnal experiences. ThiS means 
that the nostalgia for initia tory trials and scenarios, nostalgla deciphered in so 
Many literary and plastic works, reveals modern man's longmg for a total and 
definitive renewal, for a renovatlo capable of radlcally changing his 
existence. lB 

For my purposes in this study, Eliade's work is helpful because it suggests a link hetween myths, folk 

tales, modern tales and movies. Although 1 agree with much of what he says, 1 disagree with his 

categorically negative evaluation of modern tales (movies). Many, no douht, do fJl his description 

1 suggest, however, that it is a mistake to assume tbat aIl of them can he dlsmissed as "fallen myths" 

which can hardly meet religious needs. The Wizard does not conform ostensihly to ElIade's notion 

of a myth; instead, on first glance, it corresponds closely to his notIOn of a talc Il isabout an individual 

who comes of age (or is initiated into the aduIt world): Dorothy "die!;" (hy falling asleep), IS severely 

tested (on her que st through a strange and hostile land) and is "resurrected" (by waking up) ~lDce 

thesemotifs are ail f oundin traditional tales, The W izard could be called a folk tale or a "fallen myth." 

But its place in American culture indicates that this analysis would be inadequate. The W 1 zard 

resonates deeply with Americans not only as individuals hut also as a nation. Its function cannot he 

dismissed as mere diversion or escapism (although il may also function in these ways). Nor can its 
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popularity be dismissed as ephemeral now that fifty years have passed since its original release. 1 

suggest that The W izard not only has some characteristics of a folk tale or a *fallen myth; but also 

those of a *risen tale* (that is, a storywhich has theform of a tale but has begun to take on the functions 

of a myth). If 50, then the regressive process described by Eliade is here reversed; The Wizard 

represents not tbe final stage in tbe degeneration of myth, but tbe first stage in its regeneration. 

Despite Eliade's notion tbat the movies of contemporary societies are the tattered remnants of myths 

(or perhaps because of it), scholars in the field of religious studies have not adapted their tecbniques 

or broadened tbeir interests accordingly.19 Anthropologists, on the other hand, have often been 

interested in contemporary societies (as distinct hom those which can be known only through 

archaeology). From the beginning, however, their field was defined by the study of contemporary 

societies that are oral and rural, while sociology was defined in ferms of contemporary societies that 

are litera le and urban. And myth was taken to be (haracteristic of those studied by anthroplogists, not 

sociologists. Even Claude Lévi-Strauss, who arglled tbat myth is a universal mode of human tbougbt, 

refused to eXl~nd the scope of structural analysis to include the stories told in literate societies such 

as ancienl Israel (10 say nothing of modern societies). In short, tbis traditional emphasis on oral, rural 

cultures and on religion as a more or Jess autonomous cultural system has not encouraged tbe study 

of myths in modern American society. 

With the lrend toward interdisciplinary studies, bowever, scholars have begun 10 take seriously the 

mythic elements in the cultural productions of modern (Iiterate, urban and technological) societies. 

In Mythologies,'1J Roland Barthes had discussed a variety of seemingly trivial and banal phenomena 

(such as wrestling, strip-tease and jet-travel) as mythic forms ex pressing the underlying organizing 

principles of Frencb culture. For him, however, myth was an insidious f orm of Iinguistic skulduggery 

which systematically obscured truth. But academic bostility toward popular culture is no longer 

unquestioned. A gradua te programme in popular culture has been established at Ohio's Bowling 

Green Slate University. Il is interesting to note that a number of scholars are now writing specifically 

about the relation between popular culture and myth. Several schools of thought can be identified 

According to the dominant one, myth reflects culture. The productions of popular culture, theref ore, 

support and propagate the beliefs and values of American culture. Sin ce no culture can do without 

order and continuity, these mytbs play an important, even necessary, role. Nevertbeless, these scholars 

present only one aspect of popular .... ulture's importance. According to an even more recent scbool of 

thought, myths not only reflect cultural values, they also generate and shape cultural values. 
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The first approach is represented by M. Darrol Bryant. In "Cinema, Religion, and Popular Culture: 

he f ocuses attention specifically on movies. These are linked to religion, he argues, precisely because 

thf'y are technological artifacts, and technology, inAmerican culture, has spiritual aims. This requires 

some explanation. The rise of experimental science did not destroy the theurgic aspirations of the 

a1chemists; on the contrary, the new ideology focused on a myth of infini te progress which provided 

the basis of industrialization and captured the imagination of the nineteenth century. Science and 

technology continue the miIJennarian dreams of the alchemists, only in secular ter ms, because both 

scientists and alchemists have sought to improve, master and transform nature In other words, both 

a1chemy and science-technology have not only practical aims but soteriological ones as weil. Thcyare 

thus analogous. film is a characteristic product of technological civilization. Like alchemy, it 

conquers or negates time. Whatever it records lIves forever. Il achieves what the alchemists alwayo; 

dreamed of achieving: immortality. Or, to put it another way, it transforms base met ais (the oneo; u'icd 

in the production of film itself) into the precious metal of the "silver screen .. Not only arc the movics 

themselves immortal but the culture is also immortalized; the contents of culture (people, obJccts, 

symbols, ideologies) are lifted beyond the flux of daily life. "In the camera, then, we have conflrmed 

the popular belief that the everyday world we endure, itself shaped by technological civilization, i!\ 

capable of achieving its noble but hidden dream: the transmutation and detfication of the world."ll 

Just as the arts of other cultures ('iuch as the ritual objects associated with the hunt or with agriculture) 

give visible form to the deep relationships between the community and the sacred powers which lIve 

in animais and plants, film is a popular art which represents the deepest aspiration:; of American 

culture. "Consequently," writes Bryant, "} propose that we approach film as a responsc to the ambition 

of a technological clviliz,ltion to discover the alchemical formula that could wed thc machine tn the 

transmutation of nature and the deification of human culture. In a word, as we sit and watch a fIlm, 

we are participating in a central ritual of our technologicaI civilization.'022 

Because of the unrivalled ability of film to record, reproduce and representthe natural order, viewers 

are easily led to believe in the reality of what is seen on the movie screen. Consequently, they May 

easily be transformed by movies. They immediately recognize the ktOd of people, places and evcnl'i 

known from everyday life. They identify themselves with the characters portrayed. ln fact, they 

vicariously participa te in what is going on in the movie, becoming part of its time and spacc And thl", 

argues Bryant, is exactly what icons have always done. Farfrom bemg merely ornaments, educatlonal 

devices or--as Eliade would argue--superficial f orms of entertainment, they are channels which allow 

viewers to make contact with a mythical world. Bryant emphasizes the fact that icons in premodern 
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Europe provided public images which pervaded the consciousness of everyo'le. "Is it not on the 

screen," he asks, "that we discover both new and familiar images of humanity that call forth in the 

viewer an expanded sense of what is possible? desirable? and worthy of emulating?"13 

Ever since the Enlightenment, it has been common for intellectuals to daim that religion is 

anachronistic and that cultic forms are unnecessary to sustain civilization. But has the cultus of 

Western civjJjzation really disappeared or has it merely been transformed in some way? This is the 

question which provoked Bryant's paper. 

My concern is to overcome a f aIse dichotomy between "religious" and "secular" 
cultures. Ail cultures are dependent on cultic f orms, even our own technologi
cal culture. The diff erence between a "religious" and a "secular" culture is that 
a religious culture seeks to media te a transcendent order, whereas a secular 
culture has no ref erent beyond itself and consequently worships itself. Thus, 
the basis of culturallife becomes power rather than transcendence, and the 
cultic forms of secular culture become self-reflection.lA 

Because of its technological ability to represent the imaginative world of a society realistically, movies 

and television shows are the primary propagators of myth in modern societies. On that basis Bryant 

presents his major thesis: that film is a form of popular religion. 

As a popular form of the religiou!> life, movies do what we bave always asked 
of popular religion, namely tbat they provide us with arcbetypal forms of 
bumanity--beroic figures--and instruct us in the basic values and mytbs of our 
society. As we watcb the characters and f ollow the drama on the screen, we 
are instructed in the values and mytbs of our culture and given models on 
wbicb to pattern our Iives.2S 

Due to its unique properties, tben, film presents tbe cultural vision of order through fantasy while, at 

the same time, maintaining the illusion of reality. Of ail tbe "arts," film is best-equipped to sustain and 

nourish the aspirations of a tecbnological civilization because it is in tbe movie theatres that people 

meet their cultural beroes and are instructed in the appropriate ways to think and act. Viewers are thus 

able to participa te, as their ancestors did, in the lives of powerful beings wbo overcome chaos. Like 

their mythic counterparts in other cultures, movie heroes are often tecbnological adepts. Tbat is, they 

use skills (mastery of techniques) to cope with whatever difficulties confront them. Heroes May be 

masters who manipulate the techniques of violence, for example, or masters who manipulate the 

techniques of love. The point is, they demonstrate the victory of order over chaos and confusion, 

control over impotence. Ordinary people May or May not be able to imitate these heroes, but they can 
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nevertheless affirm the values of their culture and believe its ability to overcome chaos and achieve 

order. In fact, movies work sowell because Most people cannot actually be like their hcroes. They can 

imitate general mannerisms and social skills, but tbey cannot bope to acbieve perpelual and perfect 

mastery of aU situations in daily life. H tbey could, movies would merely be pedagogical devices; they 

would be useful but also superficial in their ability to stimulatc the ifDagination or warm the hcarl. 

Like the people who tell myths about gods and beroes, ordinary people in modern societies also bunger 

for a world inwhich tbey are more powerful or more in control th an tbey are most of tbe lime. Movies 

satisfy this hunger, according to Bryant, by providing heroes wbo are the equivalents of the mythical 

beroes of otber societies. 

Consequently, the world of the cinema provides us, in the realm of popuJar 
culture, with a magically transformed and ordered world where the discon
tinuity between desire and reality is overcome. In the movies, boy gets girl, 
the lawman gets his man, the mistreated get revenge. In film, intimatc and 
harmonious contact with elemental powers tbat order things is re-esta blished; 
the human world is brought into Hne with the forces tbat rule our lives. We 
can tbus see in the popular response to cinema a desire to reconnect the 
ordinary world with a more magical realm.Z6 

Movies present viewers with an orderly cosmos. It is not only orderly, bowever, it is also unified. 

Visual images, dialogue and music are orchestrated to form a complete wbole with a beginning, a 

middle and an ending. This completion, wholeness or perfection is juxtaposed in the miods of viewers 

to the fragmented world familiar in everyday Iif e. That world is presented in the movie, to be sure, bUl 

rearranged and corrected according to some pattern. "Greatness is evident," writes Bryant, "wh en a 

film discloses an order of being that lie:. behind it, yet manifesls itself inlhe world of everyday .... Il is 

in that transformation of the familiar as weil as in the disclosure of the familiar that we are led 10 see 

with greater insight."27 Bryant, then, is less concerned with the specific content of symbols than be is 

with the process by which they are presented. Sitting in a darkened theatre, eut off in time and space 

from the humdrum routine of everyday life, people experience something not unlike (thougb nol 

synonymous with) sacred lime and space as understood by Eliade. 

That the movies express our primordiallonging for interaction with tbe gods and goddesses, observes 

Bryant, is evident from the vocabulary associated with actors and actresses (as distinct from the 

exemplary figures they portray). They are known as "stars" and "id ols," Their images are both literally 

andfiguratively "Iarger than life." For ail intents and pur poses, they are snperhuman beings. Although 

we sometimes sec in movie stars grandeT, nobler or more tragic versions of ourselves (as in the case 

of James Dean who inspired what has been called a ·cult" f ollowing his accidentai death at the age of 
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twenty-t our), we identüy ourselves more often with the characters portrayed than with those who 

portray them. The laller are expected to live apart from the normal conventions, even the moral 

conventions of society. Popular magazines dwell on thedetails of their private lives; the morefantastic 

the beller. "Through the popular mind," writes Bryant, "runs an ambivalence toward film personalities 

that characterizes a relationship between mere mortals and semi-gods. ,,21 And tbis reinf orces our own 

need, as ordinary mortals, to live securely within the boundaries of conventional morality while, at lhe 

same lime, transcending those boundaries vicariously. For Bryant, then, film is extremely close to 

religion. 

Most scbolars assume tbattbe function of popular culture is to reflecttbe establisbed values of society. 

At least one antbropologist, Lee Drummond, 1itrongly disagrees. He empbasizes tbe cultural 

generativity of mytb and argues that most scbolars writing about popular culture in relation to mytb 

do not go far enougb in appreciating the cultural significance eitber of mytb itself or of its functional 

e~uivalents in the modern world. They present only one side of the relation between culture and its 

various f orms of expression. In short, tbey see tbe latter as epipbenomena wbicb merely reflect a pre

existent and autonomous culture, the tbings people already think and feel. Mytbs, according to that 

view, are nothing more tban cbarters wbich legitimate the social and cultural order. Scbolars who look 

at popular culturefrom that perspective, be argues, are diff erent Crom those who are hostile to popular 

culture only in arguing that tbis function is legitimate and necessary instead of being irrelevant or 

sinister. For Drummond, bowever, culture (including popular culture) is not a statie. belief system; on 

tbe contrary, transf ormation is always taking place. But this does not occur in some autonomous realm 

called "culture" which then spins off multiple and nearly identical expressions called "popular culture." 

Movies do, of course, reflect tbe larger culture; if they did not, if they presented notbing familiar to 

viewers, tbey would be unintelhgible (as is oCten tbe case witb avant-garde art). Nevertbeless, movies 

also generate culture and sbape il. They are actively involved in the process. And tbis is true not only 

of tbe art films produced by elite culture but also of the entertainment movies produced by popular 

culture. In view of tbis, the rigid distinction between high and low culture, between eHte and popular 

culture, is becoming anachronistic. The difference, according to Drummond, is quantitative rather 

than qualitative. Popular movies, for example, are accessi ble to far more people than art films. Both, 

bowever, do much tbe same thing for lheir respective viewers. Tbey may not only mirror widely-held 

assumptions but also raise questions about tbe way things are, should be, or could be. Although 1 do 

not pursue this comparative argument, it is worth noting here. Even though art films (according to the 

avant-garde definition of art) challenge tbe values of a dominant society, for example, they 

nevertbeless affirm those of tbe patrons tbemselves. In tbe same way, it is true tbat popular movies 
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affirm the established values of society; nevertheless, they May also challenge them. This is the case, 

1 argue, in The Wizard; satire is uc;p,d to deflate the smugness and pomposity of contemporary 

America but also to reaffirm the youthful energy and homespun authenticity of an earlier America. 

Drummond is more specifie about the cultural generativity of myths and, by extension, movies. My th s, 

he argues, are basically ahout human identity. They are metaphorical ways of defining and redefining 

what it means to be human. Is there an essential difference between human beings and animaIs or 

between human beings and machines? What is the relation between our own community and the alicn 

ones ail around us? H ow do we live between the f riendly and hostile forces of the 'Jniverse? Il is only 

by asking questions such as these that human beings can identify themselves to themselves. Moreover, 

it is a never-ending process; there are no answers which correspond to givens of either nvture or 

history. Because human identitf is never finally resolved, myth is never obsolete. The fact that we 

participa te in myth, that we engage in the process oi forming idetltity,!ly sitting ln a darkened theatre 

instead of at church or in a sacred grove is less important than is often im:lgined. 

In "Moviesand My th: Theoretieal Skirmishes," Drummond 'scriticism of prevailingapproaches to myth 

extends 10 those based on materialism. From the materialistic point of view (such a5 that of the 

hegemonists discussed eartier), myth is an insidious c10ak whlch hldes the true social, economic and 

potitical" ... der; myth is a lens w hich systema tically distorts reality in order to coyer u p the aim li of eh te 

groups. Myths are stu<!ied, then, primarily to unmask the ways in whi.ch they perpetuatc inju .. tice and 

illequality. The problem with this approach IS that it assumes the prior existence of socIal inequality 

which is then expressed in legitimating myths. Elite members of society demand the "best" food, for 

e:<ample. But desirablity is 

... not sim ply given in the nature of things, nor does itf ollow from a convenient 
principle like the "law" of supply and demand. If that were true, then ... we 
would "naturally" value the scarce organs of food animals--Its (o;ie) heart, 
brains, tongue, and liver--over its more abundz.nt steaks and roasts. Desirabi
lity is the eff ect, and not the cause, of a system of shared understandings about 
the nature of human life and the entities--plants, animaIs, machines, and 
inanimate objects--utilized by humans. That system of shared understandIDgs 
is culture. BeCore a materialist logie can hope to produce meaningful 
statements, theref ore, it is first necessary to identify elements of culture and 
the order or disorder of their arrangement.Z9 

For Drummond, then, culture is something dynamic. Il is always coming into being because the known 

world is always coming into beîng. The natural order, paradoxically, is a cultural construet because 
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nature is only known lhrough culture. 

Il is precisely allhis point lhal myth re-enters the picture,f or the organization 
of culture-othe system of meanings that are central 10 a notion of human 
identily--is the problemalic of myth. Why lhere are powerful and powerless, 
why one food is inherently better than another, how beauty differs from 
ugliness, aU these questions are the stuff of myth.30 

ln American culture, the stuff of popular movies is akin 10 myth. Like mylhs, popular movies are 

fundamentally about human identity. That is, they are metaphorical ways of defining what it means 

to be human. What is the relation between human beings and animaIs (the nalural environment) or 

between human beings and machines (the cultural order)? Where do we situate ourselves on the 

continuum between the human group we are born into and the other human groups we interact with? 

How do we live between the friendly and hostile forces of the cosmos? Il is only in asking questions 

Iike these that human beings can identify themselves to themselves. Moreover, it is a never-ending 

process; there are no answers which correspond to givens either of nature or of hislory. 

Mylh is a prominent force in the world precisely because human identily and 
creativity were not self-evident, fixed aspects of existence, from the earliest 
hominid days. If the divisions of the world into plant and animal species, 
human groups, and types of material productions were naturalistic ... then 
there would have been absolutely no need for the development of dassifi
catory thoughl, and hence no need for the intelligence we are accustomed to 
cali "human." The first hominids would have sorted oui themselves and their 
surroundings once and for ail, assimilated the given order of things, and 
settled into a sociallife that varied only in response to the environment and 
other random factors. That people are still sorting out their lives attesls 10 the 
intrinsically unfinished nature of culture and the mythic processes which fuel 
il. 31 

But Drummond suggests that movies arelike mythsin anotherway too. They are partially independent 

of both their creators and their audiences. George Lukas, for example, has stated lhal he made Star 

W ar s purely and sim ply as escapist entertainment. And Many people experienced il in just that way. 

But things are more complicated for anthropologists. "The question," writes Drummond, "is whether 

they are escaping from something or to an underlying reality--a Dreamtime--that is only intuitively 

sensed in ordinary time. 1 think lhat they are doing the latter and, moreover, that wha~ really packs 

them in is a movie's resonance with irreducible problems, dilemmas, tensions in human life. Movies 

do not avoid contradiction: they revel in it."lZ 
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ln a collection of essaysedited by Herve VII renne, Symbolizing America," Drummond baswritten 

at some lengtb about tbe series of James Bond movies. Tbese explore human identity in relation to 

machines, he argues, just as it bas always been explored in relation to animais in the totemistic myths 

of primai cultures. But Bond is not only an isolated figure wbo is part man and part macbine. He is 

also an agent working for the British government. As sucb, be represents the ambiguous relation 

between the individual and the state. By raising questions about human identity, by generating new 

ways of thinking about buman identity, the Bond moviesfunction as myths. Witb its witches and magic, 

The Wizard, at first glance, seems merely to reiterate traditional clicbes. On closer examination, 

however, things are much more complicated. The W izard does indeed reflect American traditions. 

But it does more than tbat. ft also makes an original contribution to tbe searcb for collective idcntity 

in modern America. Far from being a Mere passive reflection of American culture, in other words, it 

is also an active participant in tbe creation of American culture. Conrad Phillip Kottack, another 

antbropologist, makes tbe samt: point as Drummond. In "Social-Science Fiction," he points out that 

Star Wars, Iike The Wizard, is both reflective and generative. 

For the anthropologist, the "creativity" of any work of art lies in how 
successfully it brings togethercultural themes, motifs, symbols, and meanings 
tbat are familiar and significant to the natives. Star Wars summarizes and 
synthesizes the experiences tbat millions of Americans have sbared during the 
past half century. Like myths, fairy tales, and "new" religions, tbe film is 
significant not because it is new, but because it is both otd and new--a novel 
and meaningful blend of preexisting tbemes.3' 

Tbis is true of The W izard in at least two ways. Each of these is rela ted to the specific conditions of 

life in the United States between the Great Depression and tbe Second World War. More specifically, 

each explores the meaning of American identity in relation to threats posed by both tecbnology and 

hostile f oreign powers. 

By 1939, the United States had become an industrial giant. Not even a decade of economic disasters 

could hide thefact that the machine had come to stay. Indeed, Margaret Bourke-White iIlustrated the 

first coyer story for Life with a photograpb of the Fort Peck Dam in Montana." And it was c1ear that 

the American ability to mass produce airplanes and weapons would be a decisive factor in the war 

then looming on the horizon. But Americans had never thought of themselves as an industrial nation. 

ln only one or IWO generations, the United States nad been transf ormed from a predominantly rural 

and agricultural nation to a predominantly urban and industrial one. Il should come as no surprise, 

therefore, thata massively popular movie such as The Wizard comments,albeit in symbolicform, on 
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tbis very problem. 1 have already discussed this in connection with American symbolic landscapes; 

Dorothy's immediate goal is the Emerald City (the metropolis, industry, high technology, modernity 

and progress) but her ultimate goal is Kansas (the frontier, agriculture, low technology, tradition and 

stasis). What is distinctive about The Wlzard is that instead of affirming one and condemning the 

olher, it affirms both. Il does not present a radical statement, 10 be sure, bUI il does not present a 

reactionary one either. Il was (and May still be) necessary for Americans to hold these two 

perspectives in tension. H the enduring popularity of The Wizard is taken seriousfy, this ambiguous 

solution has been a very successful response to the problem of collective identity in a rapidly changing 

world. 

Tbe problem of identity in relation to the machine is also raised by the Wizard himself. He uses 

technology as a f acade to hide his own ineptitude. Pulling the curtain aside, Toto explores tbe mystique 

of technology--and tbis was the very mystique that produced and sustained the dream fa ct ory of 

Hollywood Ïlself--as an illusion. The Wizard, moreover, has not mastered even the Most primitive 

tecbnoJogy. Sailing off inhis balloon witbout Dorothy, he says: "1 can't come back! 1 don't know how 

it works" (MGM 5.18)! He May be a bad wizard, Dorothy discovers, but he is a good man. Other 

characters are more ambiguous in their relation to the human race. The three friends are, as 1 have 

said, humanoids representing a continuum between animal and machine. The Tin Man is not merely 

an animated tin can. He is, more or less, a robot. He is an earlier incarnation of C3PO from Star 

Wars. Significantly, his particular lack is a heart. The problem he represents, then, is the use of 

technology without compassion. But tbis problem is solved. He receives (or discovers) his heart. As 

one member of the Emerald City's ruting triumvirate (f oUowing the Wizard's departure), he testifies 

to the faith of Americans, despite their anxiety, in the beneficent possibilities of their burgeoning 

technological civilization. 

ln 1939, il was becoming increasingly obvious that another war would soon engulf the world. Even 

though isoJationism was still a powerful political force in the United States (for various reasons 

including xenophobia, the linge ring eff ects of the Monroe Doctrine and the natural desire of parents 

10 prevent their sons from being destroyed in another foreign war), Americans were already 

emotionally involved in the European struggle. Bef ore Pearl Harbor, the Japanese were not perceived 

as a major tbreal. Tbe Nazis were. Despite some residual antisemitism, Americans supported Britain 

and her allies, not Germany. In short, American idenlity was informed by attitudes toward opposing 

forces in the larger world. There was a line between "us" and "them." And that can be seen in The 

W,zard. 
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Conflict between the forces of evil and death (represented by the Wicked Witch) and the forces of life 

and goodness (represented by Glinda) is c1early a major narrative element. Given the political 

situation in 1939, we would expect the Witch to be associated, consciously or unconsciously, with 

Hitler. Infact,lhavealready suggested tbathersquadrons ofwinged monkeysresemble the squadrons 

of dive-bombers sent by Hitler to Spain during the Civil War. On the other band, 1 have argued tbat 

the Witch herself is associated with things Russian (costumes, settings, music). She is not ooly "black" 

(deatb), she is also "red" (blood, fire, danger, "stop," and Communism). We should remember that 

Russia has always been seen by Western Europeans as remote, alien, primitive and barbaric. Even the 

f orm of Christianity f ound there seemed suspiciously pagan. With the graduai growth of democracy 

in the West, Czarist tyranny became a symbol of evil. Peter Filenel6 points out that, by the carly 

twentieth century, ev en the massacre of Jews in state-sponsored pogroms could evoke a public outcry 

in Western countries.'7 ln the f oreword to a recent history of Russia, Edwin Reiscbauer discusses the 

emotional gulf separating that country more specifically from the United States. He observes that 

... no part of the Western world is more alien to Americans tban is Russia. 
Russia stemsculturallyfrom the Byzantine area of southeastern Europe, while 
the United States is an offshoot of the British Isles in the extreme northwesl. 
Russia grew up on the defenceless North European plain, swept by invading 
hordes and conquerors; the United States, across tbe Atlantic Ocean, wbere 
itfound no dangerous rivais. No two countries within the bounds of Western 
civilization could have had more dissimilar histories or deve10ped more 
divergent attitudes toward the outside world and the problems of their own 
societies .... At rimes, small bands of zealots have looked on the Soviet Union 
as tbe promised land of the future. Much more prevalent have been feelings 
of deep distrust, fear, batred, and even revulsion.38 

The book's autbor, Robert Daniels, makes tbe same point in his discussion of American altitudes 

toward Russian!> since the Revolution. "Russia," he writes, "has always been an abstraction for 

Americans. Before the Revolution it was a dim and backward wasteland; afterward, an embodlmcnt 

of cosmic destructiveness. Dnly for a few Americans did Russia become a distant utopia; for many, 

it was a terrifying revelation of evil; for most, it was in inchoate menace to tht::ir national existen(e."l'I 

Most Americans were soon disabused of the idea tbat the Russians would create a democracy along 

the Hnes of their own. They came to believe that the new Soviet Union was ev en more sinisler and 

threatening than the regime it had replaced.co Of particular importance was the atheistic nature of the 

state.'1 Some American Protestants, it is true, admired the Soviet experimen t and tried to disbelieve 

news of atrocities; they were soon accused of hoping that persecution of tbe Ortbodox Church would 

Mean new mission fields for themselves. With the Wall Street Crash and near collapse of American 
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capl1alism, anxiety was greatly exacerbated. No American could look on with complacency at events 

in the Soviet Union. 

Soviet Russia was suffering from a shortage of workers in her drive to meet 
the ambitious schedule of the Five-Year Plan: the United States, meanwhile, 
had no Plan and millions of unemployed .... The New World was suddenly an 
old, decadent, economy exactly fulfilling the dooming prophecies of Marxian 
dogma, preached DOW bya "new civilization"whose success wasastounding the 
world!l 

Given this general attitude, it is not surprising that Hollywood movies have often depicted Russians 

as alien, hostile and threatening. In fact, observ~s Robert Fyne, it was necessary to make a deliberate 

eff ort to reverse this cinema tic convention during the Second W orld War when Stalin became an ally 

(thus negating his earlier non-aggression pacl with Hitler). 

Since the U .S. and the Soviet Union were now brothers-in-arms, this new, and 
strange, alliance had 10 be solidified on tbe screen. Immediately, Hollywood 
look its calI to colors. Overnight, new scripts were hacked out and unusual 
ideas developed. Even the American President .... instructed Jack Warner to 
make propaganda films depicting the amity between the two former adver
saries .... What f ollowed for the next five years was a collection of pro-Soviet 
films (many of them ludicrous), where the bravery and suffering of Comrade 
Ivan oozed out in every frame white the Communist leader, our new friend 
Uncle Joe, almost reached the level of apotheosis as he f ought ... the Nazi 
beasts.43 

This situation did notlast long. While negative feelings toward Germany were quickly replaced by 

sympathy for ils people starving in def eat, positivef eelings toward Russia were just as quickly replaced 

by fear of its empire expanding in victory. Thomas R. Maddux points out that Americans in both the 

pre-war and post-war periods tended to em phasize the simitarities rather than the diff ercnces between 

Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union; both were menacing totalitarian regimes . .c 1 suggcsted, 

therefore, that the Witch was associated primarily with Stalin and Russia (but, by implication, with 

any foreign dictator). 

If 50, th en it would not be unreasonable to suggest that the Wizard was associated with Roosevelt. Like 

the Wizard, the President was far f rom being in complete control of things. He arrived in Washington 

as a saviour; he was proclaimed the one man who could get America moving again. He told the people 

that a way to end the Depression would be f01iDd by trial and error. In fact, he had no more real 

control over the economy (that is, the ship of state) th an the Wizard had over his balloon. Neither 
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Roosevelt nor anyone else really knew how to rescue the economy. But Iike the Wizard, he did know 

something about the emotional needs of bis people. He certainly kept public morale higher than il 

might have been. Although he was often accused of ruling the nation througb bravado and shecr 

blarney, be May well have held things together by a combination of sbrewd insight (reminding people 

tbat they had notbing ta f ear but fear itself) and genuine compassion (realizing--and Many at the time 

did not--tbat tbe government bad a moral responsibility to provid.! people eitberwitb jobs or with food 

and dollars). Whether Roosevelt was reading comic strips over the radio during a newspaper s\rikc 

or delivering his "fireside cbats" du ring tbe war, be was se en as far more tban a public official; he was 

se en as a benevolent father. As such, he does not encourage dependency. Tbe Wizard hands power 

over to Dorothy's three friends. This may reflect the populi st tradition in American politics. The 

nation will get back on its feet if power is given back to ordinary people with enduring values (sucb as 

common sense, compassion, and courage). Wbat America needs is not a larger bureaucracy (sucb as 

tbe Munchkin City with its unctious officiais) but good will and hard work. 

As a response to threatsfrom outside, this polarization between "us" and "them" in The Wizard could 

bardly be called innovative. Within this traditional perspective, however, is one element which could 

indeed be called innovative. Once the Witcb is killed, her mcnacing hordes cbeer Dorothy for 

liberating tbem. It was not the "people" who were evil but their leader. Tyranny has not merely been 

defeated, it has been transformed. The result is not occupation (continuing fear and batred) but 

reconciliation. Here again, The W izard presents Americans witb a "both-and" solution rather tban 

an "either-or" solution. In tbe nearfuture, to be sure, conflict is inevitable; in tbe more distant future, 

bealing is possible. Tbe immediate goal is to prepare for war; tbe long-term goal is to integrate the 

United States in a post-war world. 

Although the preceding cbapters bave empbasized the reflective aspects of The W izard (its ways of 

mediating traditional notions of individual, collective and cosmic identity), the above observations on 

its generative aspects are noteworthy. Successful myths are those which respond or adapl to the 

immediate needs of people. And mytbs--either their forms or their interpretations--have always 

changed to meet new needs. In The Wlzard, we find a number of traditional stories (about the 

individual, collective and cosmic "!ife-cycles") cODverging in ways that add up to fresh insight on 

disturbing issues of tbe present (tbat is, from the 1930s to the 1980s and possibly beyond). 

At tbis point, it May be helpful to sum up the discussion of myth as a tbeoretical model for the study 

of popular movies. 1 bave discussed the work of scholars who make explicit links between myth and 
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popular culture. For Eliade, popular movies are less like myths than tales. That is, they are further 

removed from myths than from tales. He makes it clear, however, that myths and tales themselves are 

closely related; tales, he argues, are derived directlyfrom myths. If The W izard isa tale, then, it May 

nevertheless retain at least some vestiges of myth. He would, in fact, cali it a "fallen myth." 1 have 

suggested that it might be more appropriately called a "risen tale." If 1 do not use that term, it is only 

because 1 propose one which is even more useful in this study. My concern here is neither the f orm nor 

the origin of myth but its function. In that case, it will be more helpful to consider The W izard as a 

"secular myth" than as a "risen tale." Because the term "secular myth" would normally be considered 

an oxymoron, it is appropriate to desC'ribe an ambiguous, if not paradoxical, phenomenoD. Sin ce The 

Wizard ie; not a cosmogonic st ory involving gods and goddesses, it is technically correct to cali il 

secular. And yet 1 suggest that it is also a myth. Like Eliade, Bryant and Goethals argue that myth 

Mediates the sacred (a dimension of lime and spacewhich is ontologically differentfrom the profane). 

Both have effectively pointed out the public and communal nature of myth; it reflects, affirms and 

propagates those cultural values on which the social order depends. Movies do the same thing in 

cinematic form. Unlike Eliade, however, they argue that the experience of watching movies or 

television shows May come very close to the experience of the sacred. The content may or may not 

involve supernatural beings, but the depth of the experience May approximate that of more traditional 

myths. Bryant also argues that movies have a distinctive capacity for reflecting in symbolic form the 

characteristic aspirations of technological civilization; the medium itself, according to Bryant, is 

inherently "spiritual" (even though not every movie achieves the medium's inherent potential for 

mediating this spirituality). Drummond has pointed to another feature of myth shared by popular 

movies. He describes the role of myth in generating both culture in general and human identity in 

particular. Sin ce one dimension of human identity is our relation to the cosmos, this function of myth 

isnormally associated with religion. At any rale, this has been the case in Western religious traditions. 

With this in mind, The Wizard has been examined as a secular myth defining American identity at 

three levels: individual, collective and cosmic. In short, 1 have argued that popular movies may be 

considcred the f unctional equivalents in a modern (secular) society for myths in traditional (religious) 

societies. 

• •• 

To understand why Americans would wanl or need a "secular myth" in the first place, it is necesary to 

consider the peculiar position of religion in American life. Prior to the 1930s, there were no scientific 

studies of American religiosity. Nevertheless, European visitors, such as Alexis de Tocqueville, 
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remarked on the vigorous religious life which characterized the new nation,·' According to George 

Gallup, "While the data available indicate that tbe level of chureb membership was far lower in the 

nineteentb century and the first decades of tbe eurrent century than it is today, it is probably saf e to 

assume that the vast majority of Americans were 'believers,"M> During the past fifty years, however, 

Many studies of American attitudes toward religion have been done. In a recent issue of Gallup 

Report devoted exclusively ta religion, conclusions are drawn about American religiosityf rom st udies 

conducted between 1935 and 1985. 

By the late 1930s, wb en Gallup surveys were being used to measure religiosity, seven Americans in ten 

were church members, and f our in ten went to ehurch in a typical week. In 1938, Gallu p reporlcd that 

tbe Bible was the MOSt popular item on American booksbelves (slightly ahead of Gone WlIh the 

Wlnd) althougb this does not, of course, indicate bow often, If ever, it was actually read. Ayear later, 

Americans were asked if their parents went ta church more often, or less often, tban tbey themselves 

did; although 50% said more often, 18% said less often and 32% reported no difference. In short, 

religion wasa commonfeature of American life in ail sect ors of the population; most people had some 

connection with religious life. By and large, Americans could not bave been described as a secular 

people. 

A few years later, in 1947, Americans were asked about tbeir personal religiou~ convictions; nine ID 

ten reported that they believed in God. This was the highest reportedfor any nation polled; in France, 

forinstance, only two in three sa id tbey believed in God. Similarly, seven Americans in ten reportel! 

that they believed in an afterllfe; only five in ten did 50 in Britain and Sweden. But another survcy 

done that sa me year indicated that the quality of religiosity left mu ch ta he desired from the 

perspective of religious leaders; even though almost ail Americans reported be!ief in God, it Was by 

no means clear that this represented beltcf in the personal God of the Bible. 

After the war, a period of growth sent affluent Americans to the suburbs wbere tbey built ehurelles as 

weil as homes and schools. In fact, they attended worship more oflen than ever bef ore. Moreover, the 

sale of religious books increased as did the popularity of religious personalities such as Billy Graham, 

Norman Vincent Peale and Bishop Fulton J. Sheen. This period is not called a rellgious revival, or 

"awakening," however, due ta the lack of depth involved. According to a survey of 1950, only half of 

those polled could name even one of the gospels; four years later, only a tbird knew that it was Jesus 

who had given the Sermon on the Mount. 
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Massive social changes were reflected in American attitudes toward religion durîng the 1960s. The 

boom was over. In spite oC allempts by the c1ergy to make religion "relevant" (by participating in 

movements to promote socialjustice,modernizing theology and rewriting liturgies ), church allendance 

and m.:mbership declined dramatically. In 1957, only 14% oC Americans believed that religion was 

losing its influence on society; thisfigure rose to 31 % in 1962 and 72% in 1969. It is important to note, 

according to Gallup, that the drift away from the churches and Crom traditional religion was not a 

ur.iversal phenomenon; it was prevalent mainly among the young, especially those in the academic 

environment. To be sure, some theologians dec1ared that God was dead. ButC or mostAmericans, God 

was still very much alive. They continued to report strong belieC in God which gave them comfort 

and support. In C act, most continued to believe in a personal God who could be reached through prayer 

rather than a vague, impersonal, Corce. 

Due to the disillusionment and cynicism c:haracteristic oC the 1970s (which is to say, after the Vietnam 

War and the Watergate scandais), the optimism and activism characteristic of the previous decade 

declined. Although surveys showed that Americans had not lost Caith in the nation'sCuture, they also 

showed that Amercians had lost Caith in institutions of a1l kinds--incIuding the (liberal) churches. 

Among Protestant and Catholic c1ergy underf orty, according to a survey of 1971, four in ten reported 

that they had seriously considered leaving religious life; among rabbis, thefigure was six in ten. They 

complained of Many things, inc1uding the inability to communicate with their parishioners, confusion 

over their roles, too many rules and regulatlons and even the irrelevance oC religion. "Much survey 

evidencefrom the early 1970s could be cited to show that religion had Callen on difClcult days, but it 

is important to note that discontent among the cIergy and lait y al the time slemmed not from a 

weakening of rehgious convictions, butC rom a reluclance to accept certain aspects of institu tionalized 

religion.·7 This was particularly true in the Roman Catholic Church; a survey oC 1971 revealed that six 

Catholics in ten who were over Corty, and seven in ten who were under fort y, expressed opposition to 

the Church 's teaching on birth control. The drop in church a ttendance between the late 1950s and early 

1970s was traced almost entirely to faIIing attendance among Roman Catholics. 

Nevertheless, the population as a whole continued to affirm traditional aspects of religiosity. In the 

United States, unlike Europe, no significant change in the level oC American religiosity had occurred 

since scientific studies began in the 1930s. "And while the mood oC Americans during the 1970s was 

one of disillusionment revealing a lack of confidence in key American institutions, confidence in the 

church or organized religion was higher than in seven other key institutions tested. - Infact, the 1970s 

witnessed what really could be ca lIed a religious revival. Long quiescent, the Evangelicals became a 
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prominent leature 01 public lire. According to one Gallup poli in 1976,34% of Americans said tbat 

tbey had been "born again" (tbat is, reacbed a turning point in lheir lives and committed tbemselves 

to Jesus Christ). This meant that approxima tely fifty million Americans over the age of eighteen were 

Evangelicals. Even when tbe definition of "born again" wasnarrowed 10 include only Ihose who also 

believed in biblicallDerrancy and had encouraged others to accept Jesus as Iheir personal saviour, this 

meant that one fifth of the adult population c1aimed to be intensely religious. At the same time, Many 

Americans turned to less familiar manifestations of the inner, or spirituallife. Approximately six 

million were involved in transcendental Meditation, five million in yoga, three mIllion in the 

charismatic movement, three million in mysticism and two million in Eastern religions. 

By 1976, the religious "slump"was over. Church attendance rose slight!y after flfteen years of decline. 

Nevertheless, church affiliation (membership and attendance) are inadequate as measures of 

religiosity. This was the finding of a major study conducted for the Religious Coalition to Study the 

Backgrounds, Values and lnterests of Unchurched Americans by the Gallup Organization and 

Princeton University. Il wasfound that Many Americans separated believing from belonging MO'it 

of the unchurched reported that they continued to be devoutly religious in one way or anolher; allea'il 

half of them said that they could imagine circumstances under which lhey would relurn to active 

participation in a worsbipping community. During this period, 56% of Americans reported lhatlheir 

religious betief s were very importantto them. This contrasts sharply with the 27% of Europeans who 

said so. "The only major nation in which the importance of religion exceeded tbe United Mates," notes 

Gallup, "was India. In India, 81 % sa id their religious beliefs were very important to them.,,·q 

Given the questioning of religious authority in tbe 1970s, it was possible 10 predict a post-rehgious era 

in the 19805. So far, no evidence suggests that such a predIction will come truc in the near future. 

According to a study of 1985,95% of Americans belie ..... e in God or a Universal Spirit; 750/1 believc in 

Jesus as God; 90% pray; and 56% say that religion is an important part of thcir lives. Morcover,9Wk 

state a denominational preference; 68% belong to a church or synagogue, 65% have confidence in 

organized religion; and 40% participate in public worship du ring a typical week. Religion also has a 

high profile in public lif e. During the 1980 presidential race, ail three of the major candidates (Ronald 

Reagan, Jimmy Carter and John Anderson) claimed to have been "born agam." The Moral Majority 

(a political movement f ounded by the Rev. Jerry Falwell to serve the needs of Protestant fundamen

talists) tried to defeat candidates who disagreed on specifie issues; its four million members aClively 

campaigned against candidates who look what lbey considered unacceptable stands on issues such as 

prayer in the public schools or abortion. 
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ln 1984, alter "maIDline" churches expressed concern that the television evangelists were drawing 

money and members awayfrom local congregations, the Gallup Organization conducted a surveywith 

the Annenberg School of Communication and found that the real competition to organized religion 

came not from religious television (that is, from (he "televangelists") but from secular television.5O 

This suggests that secular television meets at least some of thf- needs not being met by organized 

religion. Whatever else the churches do, observes Andrew Greeley,'1 they do not generally provide the 

imagina tive environment in whichf antasy or myth canflourish; that, he says, is provided by Hollywood. 

Those churches which are growing, the resurgent conservative and fundamentalist churches, prefer 

cognitive forms of expression such as doctrine to imaginative ones su ch as myth. This is extremely 

important in connection with what has been said about The Wlzard as a "secular myth." 

Equilibrium seems to be returning to the Roman Catholic Church after years of upheaval. The 

proportion of Americans who describe themselves as Roman Catholics is higher now (at 20% in 1984) 

than at any time since the 1940s. Although sorne of these may be nominal Catholics, Many others are 

traditional Catholics recently arrivedfrom Latin America. By now, many Catholics consider it possible 

to disagree with the Church 's unpopular teachings and even to disobey some of ils rules (especially on 

birth control or abortion) and still be good Catholics. Attendance at mass is still much lower than it 

was before Vatican Il but has remained steady for severa] years. 

ln examining the trends of the ]ast half ccntury, it should be borne in mind 
that most of the changes have been relative1y small and have been most 
pronounced amongyoung adults ... [cons(~quently] the Most appropriate word 
to describe the religious character of the nation as a whole is ... "stability." 
Basic religious beliefs today differ liule from the levels recorded fifty years 
ago.'2 

But not ail indicators are 50 stable. Even though church attendance has remained stable for the 

churches in general, it has changed for certain traditions in particular. As already noted, the Roman 

Catholic Church has experienced a dramatic dec1ine in attendance at mass. Some Protestant churches 

have experienced similar losses, while others have gained. Between 1973 and 19S3, Evangelical (or 

conservalive) churches showed a net gain in members: 71 % for the (Pentecostal) Assemblies of God; 

40% for the (Mormon) Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints; 34% for the Seventh Day 

Adventists; 22% for the Church of the Nazarene; and 15% for the Southern Baptist Convention. By 

contrast, mainline (or liberal) churches showed a net 10ss du ring the same period: 15% for the 

Presbyterian Church (USA); 13% for the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ); 8% for the United 
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Methodist Cburch; 4% tor the (Anghcan) Protestant EpIscopal Church; and 3% for the Luthcran 

Church in America. Moreover, one surprising trend has been noted: more students have been 

attending religious services on college campuses, reporting that religion is an important part of their 

lives and taking courses on religion. 

Looking back over fifty years, Gallup isolates six patterns which seem to be characteristically 

American. They are: the widespread popularity of religion; a gulf between belief and commitment; 

a glaring lack of religious knowledge; a failure of organized religion to "make a diff erence in society"; 

and the superficiality of faith. Nevertheless, there is some evidence that the last pattern may be 

cbanging. Looking ahead, Gallup includes thefoHowing trends (among others): a continuing f ocus on 

the individu al instead of tbe community; an "intensive spiritual search" and de~ire for inward growth; 

a continuing rejection of ecclesiastieaJ authority; and a prohf eration of religious movements to answer 

spiritual needs. 

According to Kenneth Briggs, these trends are already in evidenee. The relagion editor of The New 

York Tlm es reports that Ameriea's return to prayeris by no meanssuperficlal "From the hurgeoning 

retreat houses and spiritual eenters of various faiths," he writes, "the message is the same: a praycr 

revivalisthe Most powerful,le:ast-documented development within modernAmerican religion today.on 

For Briggs, the eurrent longing for in-depth prayer and Meditation indicates a new pha~e of the "born 

again" movement of the 19705. If the earlier phase wa5 characterized hy oulward revivalism and 

dramatie conversion experienees, the more recenl one is eharacterized by iDward awakening and 

deepening of faith. Not surprisingly, religious life is now focused not on the congregation hut on the 

individual, and the primary religiousfunctionary is no longer the charismatic preacher but the intuitive 

spiritual director who guides each pilgrim on a sotitary quest for hohness (the immcdlacy of God's 

presence in everyday lif e). At the heart of al1this is an urge to transcend the superfieial sense of prayer 

as a "hottine" to God in time of crisis or a vehicle for wish fulfillment. 

Briggsreports that there areapproximately sixhundred retreat houses, and that these are often hooked 

years in advance. From this, he concludes that the phenomenon should not be dismissed. Moreovcr, 

the people who participa te in these retreats are drawn from a hroad spectrum of the population. They 

include both Evangelical Protestants and Charismatic Catholics. Even Reform Judaism, long known 

for its movement away from traditional practices considered incompatible with scientific modernity, 

has been calJing attention to Jewish forms of prayer and spirituality. Both Jewish and Christian 

seekers are now more likely to sift through the spiritual resources of their own traditions--(:,e Desert 
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Fathers and Eastern Orthodox mystics, for example, or the Hassidic masters--than they once were. 

ln short, "contempla tive prayer, once thoughtto be the speciality of monks or cloistered nuns, has been 

adapted in easy steps for common usage. A life of action is no longer regarded as antitheticalto a lif e 

of prayer."'" The comments of Briggs are not based on a scientific survey. Their importance lies in the 

Mere fact thatthey appear in The New York Times MagaZine and are thus considered likely to 

interest the general public. 

Religious profundity, of course, cannot be measured by any questionnaire. Religion itself isfar more 

complex than any statistics on belief or church altendance could possibly indicate. After ail, people 

attend churchf or Many reasons. And beliefs are often abstractions that are takenf orgranted and have 

little or no impact on everyday life. Not surprisingly, therefore, some observers (especially 

theologians) are very skeptical about surveysof religiosity. As Briggs points out, they often argue that 

much of what passes for "new spirituality" is just trendy nonsense designed to promote self -fulfillment 

or even hygiene rather than allentiveness to the will of God. Il is not my intention to assess the quality 

of American spintuality. Il May be theologically sophisticated or naive, profound or shallow. What 

mallers in the context of this study, however, is merely that Americans consider themselves religious, 

not secular. Il is American self -perception (identity) which is of interest here. 

ln the introduction, 1 argued that there arefeatures of American life (such as Christmas and Memorial 

Day) which indicate a complex relation between religion and secularity. This is due partly to the 

ambivalence of individuals. Il is mainly due, however, to the ambiguity of their situation. As a people, 

Americans are not secular (indifferent to religion), but as a republic, the United States of America is 

officially se<.ular (without an established church). After more than two hundred years, the conflict 

generated by this paradox remains unresolved. In "The My th of Religious Neutrality by Separation in 

Education,"55 David Leitch discusses the constitutional confusion resu1ting from the separation of 

church and stateunder the First Amendment: "Congress shaH make no law respecting an establishment 

of religion, or prohibit the free exercise thereof .... " The first clause (known as the "establishment 

clause") was designed to promote freedom of choice for individu aIs in malters of belief. These 

provisions were included not because the framers of the Constitution were indifferent or hostile to 

religion, but because a unified nation could not be formed out of thirteen colonies--each of which, 

aside from Rhode Island and Pennsylvania, had its own established church--in any other way. Il was 

pluralism, not secularism, that made the separation necessary in thefirst place. The same is true today. 

But separating church and state is easier said than done. The boundaries of each remain ambiguous. 

AIthough ThomasJefferson 's metaphor--a "wall of separation"--has been used in allempts to interpret 
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the First Amendment, its precise meaning bas never been c1ear. This "wall" never prevcnted general 

ref erences to God and Providence in presidential addresses. Nor has it preventcd Americans ref erring 

10 "one nation under God" as they pledge allegiancc to tbeflag. Nor bas it prevented the words "in God 

wc trust" from being engraved on American coins. Il bas, however, been the subject of Many cases 

brought bef ore the Supreme Court. 

Leitch turns his attention specificaUy to church-state relations and the public schools. In recent years, 

debate over this particular issue bas intensified because of the growing realization tbat education is 

lDherently "religious." In tbe first place, it always involves tbe propagation of a worldview which, in 

turn, sbapes values. Moreover, non-traditional, even non-theistic, worldviews sucb as "secular 

humanism" are DOW competing directly with traditional f orms of J udaism and Christianity in the 

pedagogical marketplace of ideas. Leitch traces the MOYe away from interpreting the First 

Amendment in terms of absolute separation. This bas been caused by recC'gnition of the fact tbat 

neither government nor religion can be defined in ways tbat make an absolute separallon practical or 

even desirable. Tbe reach of government, for example, bas been extended into areas (sucb as public 

funding of private schools) that were once assumed to be matters of priva te cootrol. Moreover, the 

deCinition of religion has been expanded from the thelstic (or deistic) notions prevaJent in tbe 

eighteeoth century. It is becoming increasingly obvious tbat secular ideologies and worldvlews are 

oftenfunctional equivalents of traditionalf orms of religion; allowing tbem--but nOltradltional f orms 

of religion--to be represented in the classroom discriminates in favor of Ihe former and against the 

latter (thus violating the "establishment clause"). Afurther complication, notes Leitch, is that theword 

"religion" appears only once in the First Amendment and ref ers to both tbe "establishment clause" and 

the "free exercise clause." Tbewording doesnot indicate tbat theframershad twodifferent defIDitions 

of religion in mind, and yet it is very difficult to find a single definition that would do justice to both 

clauses. A broad definition of religion (onr wbich would include botb traditional and non-traditional, 

theistic and non-theistic worldviews) is desirable in connection witb tbe latter because Ihere is a 

general consensusf av oring religious Iibertyf or individuals. A broad definition would be less desira bIc 

in connection with the former, on the other hand, because it would render unconstitutional the 

humanitarian--but not necessarily theistic--basis for a great deal of legislation aimed al improving 

society. 

Leitcb notes that the controversy surrounding church-state relations oflen touches the symbolic core 

of nationallife. In 1943, for example, the Court struck down a statute requiring pupils to sa lute the 

American flag and redte the Pledge of Allegiance (West Virginia Board of Education v. BarneUe). 
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It was noted that compulsory def erence even to national symbols was unconstitutional, since it f orced 

pupils to declare beliefs when tbey might wish to remain silent or even to express dissent. In 1963, 

religious exercises in public schools were ruled unconstitutionalj since then, the courts have 

consistently struck down efforts to include prayers and scripture reading in c1ass. But surveys 

consistently show that Most Americans want prayer and scripture reading in the public schoolsj 

according to a Gallup poli of 1984,69% were in favor and only 28% opposed to c1ass prayers.56 

The f aet that controversy has not died down after more than two hundred years indicates at least two 

things of importance in this discussion: Americans are not, by and large, secular (indifferent to 

religion), and Americans haye not yet adjusted to the paradox of private religiosity and public 

secularity (separation of church and state). Movies su ch as The Wizard, 1 suggest, are one way of 

mediating the gulf. They arewhat 1 have called "secular myths." Before examining tbis notion in more 

detail, though, it is important to consider a much more direct and obvious f orm of Mediation between 

public secularity and private re1igiosity. 

. .... 
The paradox of a peopie who consider themse1ves religious but live in a secular slale has generated 

attempts to create a replacement for the national churches of other countries (such as the Church of 

England). In what has become a famous essay, "Civil Religion in America," Robert Bellah suggests 

that this replacement has taken tbe form of a "civil religion." After more lban twenty years, the "civil 

religion debate" continues. Bellah himself has had Many critics.57 1 discuss his work in some detail here 

because Bellah wrote one of the first (and perhaps the most controversial) essays on the extremely 

problematic relation betweel personal religion and public secularity in the United States. 1 suggest 

not that Bellah's analysis is without flaws, but merely that the phenomenon he describes is evidenee 

of a widely perceived need to bridge the gulf between religion and secularity. 

According to Bellah, civil religion exists as a kind of umbrella tradition which draws upon Judaeo

Christian motifs but aIso transcends both Judaism and Christianity. Referring to some Christian 

tbeologians and to the earlier theory of Will Herberg, Bellah writes that "While some have argued that 

Christianity is the national faith, and others that church and synagogue celebrate only the generalized 

religion of "The American Way of Life," few bave realized that there actually exists alongside of il 

ralher clearly differenlialed from the cburd:es an elaborate and well-institutionalized civil religion 

in America."" Bellab believes lbat th0 American civil religion is expressed in public ri tu al. He notes 
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tbat references to God are very orten f ound in the inaugural addresses of presidents and other solemn 

occasions of public life--but seldom in the working messages presented to Congress. This does not 

.:nean that these formai statements are trivial; on the contrary, they are indicative of deep-seated 

convictions which are not always made explicit in everyday liCe. References to God in presidential 

speeches never refer to specifically Christian notions of God. They never mention Jesus or any of the 

Churches. It could be argued that this indicates a vestigial place of religion in American life, that the 

forms of religion are preserved but emptied of content. For Bellah, however, these generalized 

references reveal the adjustment made necessary by the Constitution. The separation of church and 

state guarantees freedom of religion, but it also segregates the private sphere of religion from the 

public sphere of politics. Nevertheless, this has not been interpreted as a denial of the religious 

dimension of politicallife. 

Although matters of personal religious belief, worship, and association are 
considered to be strictly priva te affairs, there are, at the same time, certain 
common clements of religious orientation that the great majority of Ameri
cans sbare. These bave played a crucial role in the development of American 
institutions and still provide a religious dimension for the f a bric of American 
life, including the political sphere. This public religious dimension is 
expressed in a set of beliefs, symbols, and ri tuais that 1 am calling the 
American civil religion.59 

Far Crom being trivial (mere forms), according to Bellab, this civil religion is vital to the nation. Whcn 

American presidents swear allegiance to the Constitution, they do so beC ore both the people and God. 

Their obligation extends, theref ore, not only to the people, but also to God. Sovereignty exphcitly rests 

with the people; ultimate sovereignty rests both implicitly and, al times, explicitly witb God. ln other 

words, the will of the people is not, in itself, the ultlmate criterion of right and wrong; there is a higher 

authority by which the people (and government) will be judged. For Bellah, thls gives the civil religion 

a "prophetie voice" in American public liCe. Il May thus cali into question any policy pursued by the 

state--even one supported by a majority of the people. Il May even, according to Bellah, provide the 

legitimation for revolution. Not only is any form of political absolutism challenged, but a goal for the 

political process is provided: to carry out God'swill on earth. This, of course, is a notion characteristic 

of American thought since the days of Puritan New England. Americans, daims BeI1ah, have always 

understood their destiny in terms of a mission, both individual and collective. On lhis matter, if 

nothing else, most of the Americans who identify themselves as religious seem to agree. 

The term "civilreligion" was not invented by Bellah. He has ta ken it from The SoclQI Contracl by 

Jean-Jacques Rous'ieau. Although it was Dot used by those who wrote the Constitution, 8ellah argues 
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tbat tbey bad very similar ideas in mind when they established the Republic. For Rousseau and Many 

other political philosophers in the late eighteenth century, some symbolic system was necessary to 

support the social and political order. Il did not have to be Christian, but it did have to articula te the 

existence of God, encourage belief in a Ji( e to come with rewards for virtue and punishment for vice, 

and prevent religious intolerance. Apart from these doctrines, religion was considered a private 

matter of interest only to individuals. The f ounders of the Republic were not mystics. But, as Bellah 

points out, even pragmatic men su ch as Benjamin Franklin and George Washington wrote of the need 

for some form of religion in public life; in fact, he argues, religion--the idea of God, ~t any rate-

played a constitutive role in the thinking of early American statesmen. 

The contents of American civil religion are derived from Christianity, according to Bellah, but only 

selectively. The civil religion is not itself a f orm of Christianity. On the other hand, it is not a f orm of 

Deism either. God is actively interested in history and has a special concern for America. Infact, the 

analogy with biblical history has often been quite explicit. The Old World of Europe was linked 

symbolically to Egypt, while the New World of America was linked symbolically to the promised land. 

God, in short, led the people to establish a new social order that would be a light to the nations. 

If the collectivity is itself the "sacred," as suggested by Emile Durkheim, then the beliefs, symbols and 

rituals developed in the early yeals of the American Republic ('an only be ca lIed a "religion." Since 

most Americans at the time were Chdstian, it seems unlikely that the lack of specifically Christian 

ref erences in the civil religion was intended lû spare thefeelings of a few non-Christians. Apparently, 

notes Bell ah, it reflected the private as weil as the public views of lhose whoframed the Constitution. 

The need, as they saw it, was not for a "religion in general" based on political expediency (sin ce most 

of the original colonies had established churches of their own), but for a specifically American civil 

religion. As Bellah points out, this civil religion may have referred only vaguely and indirectly to 

Christianity, but it referred very specifically and directly to America. "Precisely because of this 

specificity," he wriles, "the civil religion was saved from empty formalism and served as a genuine 

vehicle of na tional religious self -understanding. ,,60 At the same time, the civil religion was not intended 

as a replacement for Christianity; the two were mutually compatible, not mutually contradictory. As 

citizens, Americans were f ree to believe and practise any or no religion; as public officiaIs, though, 

they could only operate under the rubrics of the civil religion. The solution has been very effective. 

It originated in a cultural and historical setting dominated by Protestantism and the Enlightenment but 

has endured in spite of massive social and cultural changes. 
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Thehrst major challenge faced by the civil religion was also the firsl major challenge f aced by the Sla te 

itself. During the antebeHum period, the focus was on the Revolution. This was seen as the final act 

of an Exodus from tyrallny in Europe. The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution came 

to function as sacred scripture. And Washington became an icon functionally equivalentto that of 

Moses who led his people out of bondage into freedom. The Civil War, however, required a major 

adjustment in national self -undcrstanding. It was the lime of trial. For Abraham Lincoln, much more 

was involved than saving the Union. The War was a divine judgment on the nation. The man who 

never joined a church publicly proclaimed in his second inaugural address that slavery and the war 

should be se en in an u1timate perspective. After his death, Lincoln himself became a major symbol 

in the civil religion. "With the Civil War," writes Bellah, "a ne,,; theme of death, sacrifice, and rebirth 

enters the civil religion. Il is symbolized in the life and death of Lincoln. Nowhere is il stated more 

vividly than in the Gettysburg Address, itself part of the Lincolnian 'New Testament' among tbe civil 

scriptures. ,,61 

Following Robert Lowell, Bellah notes the repeated use of birtb (initiation) imagery in the Gettysburg 

Address: "thesehonored dead" are said to bave "brougbtf orth," "conceived," and "created" a "new birtb 

of freedom." According 10 Lowell, Ibis speech was a sacramental acl. In il, Lincoln symbohcally died 

just as the soldiers had really died--and just as he himself would soon reaUy die. Not only dld be give 

the field of battle a significance it had previously lacked, he also joined Jefferson's ideals offreedom 

and equality to tbe Christian notions of sacrificial deatb and rebirth. Bellah argues, with Lowell, tbat 

the GettysburgAddressis non-sectarian (accessible loeveryone) in spite of its obvious dcrivalion f rom 

Christianity. "The eartier symbols of the civil religion had been Hebraic witbout being in any specifie 

sense Jewish. The Gettysburg symbolism (" ... those who have given their lives, that Ihe nalion might 

live") is Christian without having anything to do with the Christian church.,,62 Apparently, a ~ymhoJie 

equation between Lincoln and Jesus was made very early. Lincoln 's former law parlner , for example, 

not only referred to Lincoln as having been tested in the "fiery furnace" in order to purify him, hut also 

as "the noblest and loveliest character since Jesus Christ" and "God's chosen one." So Lincoln, "our 

martyred president," was linked to the war dead, "those who gave their last full measure of devotion," 

and the theme of sacrifice was inde1ibly written into the symbolism of America's civil religion. Il bas 

been given both physical expression in public monuments and national cemeteries as weil as verbal 

expression in the speeches and rituals associated with Memorial Day and Veterans Day. 

Just as Thanksgiving Day, which ... was secllrely institutionalized as an annual 
national holiday only under the prer '1ency of Lincoln, serves to integrate the 
family into the civil religion, 50 Memorial Day has acted ta integrate the local 
community into the national cult. Together with the less overtly religious 
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Fourth of July and the more minor celebrations of Veterans' Day and the 
birthdays of Washington and Lincoln, these two holidays provide an annual 
ritual calendar for the civil religion. The public school system serves as a 
particularly important context for the cultic expression of the civil rituals.63 

Even in his first essay, Bellah acknowledged that American civil religion is not an unmixed blessing. 

It has, for instance, been invoked to legitimate unworthy causes as weil as worthy ones and to promote 

intoJerance as weil as tolerance. But, he argues, it has been difficult to use the words of Jefferson or 

Lincoln to support inequality or to undermine liberty. Those who defended slavery before the Civil 

War eventuaHy came to reject the mentality which had produced the Declaration of Independence 

itself; some of them tumed against bothJ eff ersonian democracy and Ref ormation religion; theirvision 

was of a South dominated by mediaeval chivalry and divine-right monarchy. Although members of the 

radical right today often display overt religiosity, their relation to the civil religious consensus is very 

tenuous. The misuse of civil religion, however, is not confined to the domestic scene. According to 

BelJah, the nation has now entered a "third time of trial" in which Americans must find a responsible 

way of integrating themselves into the larger world community. In his earlier works, at any rate, 

BeUah believed that this process need not disrupt the continuity of American civil religion because it 

was based not on worship of the nation itself but on an understanding of American history in the light 

of an ultimate and universal reality; in that case, he has argued, a worJd civil religion would be the 

fulfiJlment, not the denial, of American civil religion. 

Another problem identified by Bellah involves defining the central symbol of American civil religion. 

In the eighteenth century, virtuaHy ail inhabitants of European descent understood the word "God" in 

roughly the same way. And few, if any, actually denied the existence of God. Today, though, the 

meaning of this word is far from clear. There is no formaI creed i..: the American civil religion. 

Consequently, it was possible to elect a Roman Catholic president. Il might even be possible to elect 

a Jewish president. But, asks BeUah, would it be possible to elect an a theist? W ould someone who 

refused to use the word "God" be acceptable as president? If such a basic idea could no longer be taken 

for granted, then the civil religion would no longer be able to unify the nation (much less give it 

meaning and purpose). Writing in 1967, of course, Bellah could not have forseen the continuing 

power of religious belief in America. As 1 have indicated, the theological crisis of the 1960s afflicted 

only a small segment of the population; since then, Americans have reported some difficulty with 

organized religion but (apart from Marxists, some Buddhists, some members of the academic 

community--and some theologians!) not with belief in God. 
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At the deepest Jevel, the success of The Wizard is due to itsfunction in American society as a secular 

myth. More specifically) 1 suggest that it functions very much like the civil religion. As ail people do, 

Americans want to have their cake and cat it too. They want to maintain the political benefits of a 

secular state but also tonourish a spiritual identity based on religious traditi on. Not ail Americans can 

agree on the doctrinal articulation of that spiritual identity. But virtually aU of them can enjoy popular 

myths (such as The Wizard) and participa te in public rituals (such as Memorial Day) which, though 

explicitly secular (or onlyvaguely theistic), implicitly express Judaeo-Christian ways of thinking which 

form the basis not only of the churches themselves but of the nation as a whole . 

••• 

Before concluding, 1 present a brief summary of precisely what 1 have, and have not, lried to do in the 

preceeding pages. Beginning with the former, 1 have tried to show the following: 

The explicit theme of The W izard (going home) is linked to an impHcit theme (growing u p) and 

these are presented as two sides of the same coin (since Dorothy must grow up in order to go 

home). 

This linkage, made at the individuallevel in The W;zard, is also made at the collective level in 

other cultural productions; Americans see themselves "going homen and "growing u p" as a 

nation. 

Both individual and collective levels of meaning are, in tum, derived f rom the Judaeo-Christian 

notion that "going home" and "growing up" ultimately take place in a cosmic context (in lerms 

of either eschatologieal resurrection, immortality of the soul, or both). 

The W izard is tbus a story about human identity and (in content and function as weIl as form) 

not unlike the folk tales of other societies. 

Thisbeing the case, The Wizard is what Eliade would caU a "(allen myth" but which, in view of 

ils massive and enduring popularity, couJd more appropriately be called a "risen tale." 

Considered from the perspective of f unction ra ther than derivatioD or evolution, however , Th e 

Wizard is most appropriately caHed a "sLcular myth" (the functional equivalent, in a modern 
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and ostensibly secular socIety for some kinds of mytb in traditional and religious societies. 

Consequently ,popular movies (orotherproductions of popularculture) mayfunction eff ectively 

in modern societies as substitutes for the mytbic aspect of religion in tradition al societies. 

Modern societies su ch as that of tbe United States, moreover, May appear (for sociological and 

poli tic al reasons) to be more thoroughly secular (indifferent or hostile to religion) than they 

actually are; tbe relation between secularity and religion, therefore, is more complex than is 

orten assumed. 

ln order toforestall unnecessary criticism, 1 must also point out more precisely what 1 have not tried 

to do in this study. 

1 have not arguedfrom a normative position. Ithas not been my intention, for example, to argue 

that the conservative worldview represented by The W izard is either good or bad. In fact, 1 

have avoided wordslike "conservative," "reactionary," "liberal" and "radical" because they tend 

to be both moralistic and relative (that is, relative to one's own point of view). Whether the 

cultural assumptions underlying tbis movie sbould be evaluated positively or negatively may be 

a topic of interest to theologians but not to phenomenologists or historians of religion. 

Similarly, it is not my intention to argue that myth is either superior or inferior to tbeology, or 

that popular culture is eitber superior or inferior to eHte culture.6' My intention is to describe 

a cultural phenomenon and not to evaluate it from an aesthetic, etbical or theoJogical point of 

view. 

1 have not argued that the link between going bome and growing up is made by aH Americans. 

1 claim only that this link is commonly made. Those wbo do not make sucb a link, 1 suggest, are 

at least aware that Many other people do. They are familiar with the notion. It is part of their 

cultural environment. It is precisely because The W izard is not unique or idiosyncratic that it 

is of cultural significance; it reveals patterns of thinking and feeling that are common to, or at 

least understood by, almost everyone in the nation. 

1 have not argued that aH movies or television shows are Jinked, either explicitly or implicitly, 

with religion. In the first place, that would effectively eliminate secularity. 1 have argued, on 

the contrary, tbat religion and secularity are two ideal types which define a continuum of 
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experience. Then, too, that would make religIon synonymous eÎther with culture in general or 

popular culture in particular. 

Although 1 have argued that some movies and televjsion shows are secular myths, 1 have not 

argued that they are, as such, functional equivalents of religion itself. That would make myth 

synonymous with religion. In fact, myth is only one characteristic feature of religion. Even a 

movie which is rebroadcast every year on television. such as The W izard, is only marginally 

associated with ritual. And even though MOSt members of American society are familiar with 

the words, images and music of The Wlzard, they are not bound together asa communily in the 

direct and intimate sense of a church. Moreover, the movies that become secular myths arc 

exceptional and not run of the Mill productions. Not ail movies or television shows are equally 

successful. And not ail are of equal merit. In 1939, the "golden year" of Hollywood 's golden age, 

several movies were made that are now considered classics. These include Stagecoach (John 

Ford), Wuthering Heights (William Wyler), Mr. Snllth Goes 10 Washzngton (Frank 

Capra),Destry Rldes Agam (GeorgeMarshall)and Dark Vlctory(EdmundGoulding). Even 

in 1939, however, only two movies were produced that have shown signs of being secular myths: 

The Wizard and Gone with the Wznd. 

1 have not argued--and this is important--that anyone involved in producÎng The W Izard 

consciously set out to crea te a secular mylh. The conscious motivations of the MGM lcam May 

weIl have focused on more worldly aims. It is saf e to assume that studio officiais were lDtere<;ted 

primarily in making a profit at the box office (or, as Harmetz points out, earning prestige which 

would be lranslatedinto box office revenuesfrom otherstudio productions). Their su bcon ... ci ou ... 

motivations are another matter. H tbis movie was Dot the result of their conscious deci ... ion to 

create a secular myth, it was not the result of pure chance either. Hollywood has always been 

famous for its ability to reflect the values and give expression to the collective daydreams of 

America. To a large extent, this can be explained by the fact that intuition is rewarded 10 the 

movie industry. Movies are financially successful, after ail, only when millions of people f lDd 

that their needs or desires are sa tisfied. And they become cIassics (or myths) only w hen milli on s 

of people over several generations find that their deepest needs or desires are satisficd. If The 

W izard bas become part of the collective mentality, il is at least partly because it was produced 

by people who were sensitive to symbolic associations deeply embedded in the fabric of 

American culture. Like those responsible for every other great work of the imagination, the 

creators of this movie were guided by impulses they themselves May not have Cully understood. 
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But whalever lhey were trylDg to do, consciously or unconsciously, is not the main issue here. 

This study is not about the few hundred people who produced The Wizard in 1939 except 

insofar as they were like the millions of people who have loved it ever since. Il is nol about why 

decisions were made but about why those decisions have succeeded so brilliantly. 

* •• 

ln the introductory chapter, 1 posed several questions. Wh21t is it about The W Izard that transcends 

the boundaries separating races, classes, sexes, generations. and regions? Why has this movie been so 

massively and enduringly popular? There are Many ways of explaining this phenomenon. For one 

thing, The W Izard is a superbly crafted production. Thell, too, it incorpora tes features which serve 

to bind viewers together in spite of demographic differenc:es. 1 have noted, for example, that boys as 

well as girls can identify with Dorothy in her eff orts 10 grow up. 1 have also noted that this movie is 

set in the heart of the country both geographicaHy (Kansas) and historically (the frontier). Not 

surprisingly, Americansf rom every region can identify with Dorothy in her desire to go home. Il could 

even be argued that the appeal of this movie crosses racial (or other socio-economic) lines because, 

in addition to its universal themes of growing up and going home, the four major characters are 

"racially" varied: a white girl, a tin man, a talking lion and a dancing scarecrow. The image of this 

f oursome skipping down the open road, arm in arm, May weH be associated, consciously or 

subconsciously, with a harmoniously :'ntegrated socie.ty. Il should also be remembered lhat MOst 

Americans watched The W 1 zard on television every y,!ar as they were growing up. Watching Il again, 

as aduhs, is a nostalgic link with their childhood. Moreover, il is an experience they can share with 

their own children. And, for those who are familiar wirh the unhappy lif e of Judy Garland in the years 

f ollowing her portrayal of Dorothy, there is another dimension to this nostalgie experience. Garland's 

touching renditlOn of "Over the Rainbow," her theme song in lateryears, is a perpetuaI reminder that 

the innocence and promise of youth are vulnerable to dJ~appoinlment and despair. At the same time, 

it is a perpetuaI reminder of the need to believe in the possibHity of renewed innocence and promise. 

In times of increasing mobility and rapid social change, Many people assume that happiness means 

excitement and adventure. Since everyday life is generally a humdrum affair, they dream, like 

Dorothy, of finding what they seek "somewhere over the rainbow." When Dorothy lands in Oz, she 

assumes that she has found the land of her dreams. Then she realizes that Oz, though colourful, 

beautiful and fascinating, is also fragmented, illusory and confusing. Oz is not a paradise somewhere 

over the rainbow. Il is more like the rainbow itself. Dorotby's task is to seek the proverbial pot of gold 
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al the end of the rainbow. To do this, she f ollows the "golden" path in the middle of its spectrum. By 

the lime she reaches the end of the rainbow, Dorothy knows how to make use of what is in the pot. 

Mter clicking the heels of her ruby slippers, she returns to Kansas "in just two seconds." When she 

wakes u p back in her own bed, both Dorothy herself and the background music make it very clear that 

il is "home sweet home" which lies "over the rainbow." 
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1. Richard Anderson, Art in Primitive Societies (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1979). 

2. Gregor Goethals, The TV Rituaf: W orshipat the VideoAltar(Boston: Beacon Press,1981). 

3. The term "icon" refersgenerally tovisual images. Nevertheless, as Charles S. Peirce has shown 
(Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce. Ed. Charles Hartshorne and Paul Weisss. 
Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1933) 3.211.), it can be used with much more 
precision as one symbolic device among Many. Redfield uses the term in cross-cultural 
perspective. For him, the artifacts of primai societies are iconic not only because they arevisual 
images but, more specifically, because they refer beyond themselves to a world of meaning 
shared by the entire community. Very often, they are sacred images conveying the presence of 
sacred beings or the experience of cosmic order. They reveal the "garden" behind the "window." 
They are, in fact, doiog what the images in churches have always done. Il is in this sense that 
Goethals refers to the images of television as Ïcons; they may not refer toa sacred order but they 
do refer to a cultural order. 

4. For John Wiley Nelson, popular culture is not only like religion, it is religion. In Your God is 
Alive and W eU and Appearing in Popular Culture, he explains that popular cuIturegives 
symbolic, even mythic expression to the core values of American society. The American popular 
religion, in short, is popularculture. Like Geertz, Nelson assumes that any symbol system which 
provides a sense of order and meaning qualifies as religion. Although popular culture 
entertains, it does a great dea! more. "Simultaneous!y," he writes, "the shared values we hold as 
Americans are being reaffirmed, dramatically--in the same way that the rituals of worship 
services undergird and reaffirm religious belief s (Nelson 16)." He returns to this theme over and 
over again. For Nelson, popular culture supports commooly held beliefs and patterns of 
behaviour. In this, it is unlike contemporary art which supports an elite community and is 
generally out of louch with the ideas and feelings of ordinary people. It could be argued here 
that religion does the opposite. In some f orms of contemporary Protestantism, for example, it 
is maintained that the chief function of religion is to challenge the culture rather th an support 
il. Nevertheless, there is sorne truth in what Nelson says. 

Institutional religions ... do not hold worship services to give the believer a 
chance to challenge the beliefs and values of the religion. On the contrary, 
such services are mortar to the bricks of faith. In the worship ritual, ail that 
is affirmed in the religion is integrated in a dramatic style, explicitly designed 
to more fully establish the foundation of life-meaning advocated by the 
religion. The same case can be made for popular culture in America. The 
success of any unit of popular culture is directly proportionate to its ability to 
perform satisfactorily the religious function of affirming and supporting 
beliefsalready held in the dominant AmerÎCan cultural belief system. Popular 
culture is to what most Americans believe as worship services are to what the 
members of institutional religions believe. That, in a nutshell, is our thesis 
(Nelson 16): 

In fact, he argues that it competes directly with Christianity for the soul of America. The only 
difference is that the churches are explicitly religious while popular culture is implicitly 
religious. The difficulty for Christians (such as Nelson himself) who are seeking to propagate 
the Gospel is not that Americans are secular (that is, either indifferent or hostile to religion), 
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'. but that tbey already have a religion which provides satisfying answers to their problems and a 
symbol system which gives it expression in public life. 

Considering the subject under discussion in this study, Nelson's link between religion and 
popular culture should behelpfuJ (even though he himself ishostile to lhisrival of Christianity). 
After ail, be would surely have nodifficulty witb the idea of The W izard as a modern American 
myth. But his lheory is very problematic. He argues that the role of popular culture is always 
to affirm and propagate the established social and cultural order. But if popular culture is a 
religion, then the same must be true of more traditional religions. In fact, he does justice to 
neither religion nor popular culture. While it is llue tbat both can and do function in this way, 
it is also true that botb can and do function in other ways too. Some popular singers affirm the 
status quo, for example, but tbis could hardly be said of Woodie Guthrie, Joan Baez or Bruce 
Springsteen. Similarly, some members of the c1ergy affirm the values of the dominant society, 
but this could hardJy be sa id of William Sioan Coffin, Martin Luther King or Daniel Berrigan. 
Moreover, Nelson's definition of religion is just as vague as that of Geertz. Almost anything 
produced by popular culture can be considered religious. Consequently, words like "religious" 
and "secular" can have no meaning. 

5. In discussing the avant-garde, 1 have already noted thal artists have marginali7ed themselves. 
GoethaJs says mucb the same thing. Whatever the merits or demerits of television images, one 
thing is clear: they are far more accessible than those of contemporary art. By and large, artists 
have not chosen (in recent times) to transmit public images. Although they continue to produce 
visual images, as such, they no longer provide public ones. That is, the images they produce are 
addressed to and understood or appreciated by a smalt segment of the population. This 
development did not take place overnighl. Goethals refers specifically to the risc of abstract 
(aniconic) art since the 1940s, the very period when television was becoming America's mass 
medium par excellence. Consequently, the gulf between what could be called popular art and 
elite art was deepened. On the one hand, there was non-objective (non-reprcsentational) art 
which consisted of forms, shapes and colours (as in Abstract Expressionism, for example, or 
Minimalism); on the other hand, there were tbe ubiquitous, incessant and lifelike images of 
television. 

Recognizable images have provided television viewers witb concrete references to cveryday 
experience; abstract works provided no su ch common ref erences. In view of this, people began 
asking a question which often seemed irrelevant to the artisls themselves: what does it mean? 
ln reviews of art shows, the crilics have lried to answer tbis question in several ways Some 
explain that art is ils own metaphor, thal traditional metaphors (such as the family, nature or 
even technology) are too limiting. Otbers repeat the cJassic dictum: art for art's sake. The facl 
remains, however, that the critics are necessary as intermediaries belween the artists and the 
public because theformerno longerusea lingua francawhich isknown by the laller Ordmary 
people generaUy accepl an eroded confidence in their ability to understand or a pprecia te art bu 1 

still consider it important. According to Goethals,f or example, trips to the museum on Sunday'i 
take on overtones of pilgrimages to sacred shrines (often built in the form of teruples). 

Television appropriated the old metaphors that non-objective art had discarded. Whatever the 
value of art to the artisls themselves, or to the grour with intellectual and finandal acces!), its 
cultural value--its ability todisseminate commonly shared ideasabout theway things are--isnow 
severely limited. No matter how trivial the television images May appear on the surface (judged 
from an aesthetic point of view), they "become for Many Amcricans a means of locating 
themselves in an ordered world. Wbere traditional institutions of high art do not provide 
meaningful public symbols, television images rush in to fill the void." (Goethals 4). 
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But Goethals overstates his case. It should be Doted, for example, that Dol aJl societies have tried 
to produce naturalistic or lifelike images. The arlif acts of Many or ev en Most societies are highly 
styJized and conventionalized (abstracted) versions of plants, animais, people or other elements 
of the natural order. Theirvalue depends on thefacl lhat everyone knows what these symbols 
represent; everyone can immediately recognize them, relate them tomytbs and appropriate them 
through public rituals. Il is this, not merely represenlalional art as such, which is lacking in 
contemporary art. 

Anglican Church of Canada. The Book of Common Prayer (Toronto: Macmillan. 1959) 550. 

Goethals May have oversimplified the :ink between Protestantism and the ri se of television. Il 
is true lhat Protestantism has generaJly discouraged ritual and visual representation; this does 
not, however, make Protestantism unique. Indeed, there is at least one other major aniconic 
tradition which should be noted in this context. In Islam, too, a tradition of secular art developed 
to meet the need for visual images banned by theology. IIIuminated manuscripts, for example, 
provided illustrations for books of Arabie and Persian folklore (not to mention treatises on 
Medicine, science and geography). In a way, mediaeval Islam represents a reverse of the 
situation Goethalsdescribes: the elite strata had access to secular arlwhich was representalional 
(the manuscripts) while the masses had access only to religious art which was abstract (public 
architecture). The f act is, however, lhat even the abstract f orms which cover Islamic buildings 
have a meaning which is accessible to ail the faithful. That is, these forms do not express the 
private tboughts and feelings of individual artists; on the contrary, they are used ~onsistently as 
terms in a symbolic language which is consciously or unconsciously understood by everyone 
(althougb they May also ref er to esoteric symbol systems). Even to a non-Muslim, the repetition 
of geometric f orms suggests cosmic order and infinity. There is nothing random aboullslamic 
art; it perfectly expresses the public1y acknowledged and commonly shared worldview of society. 

Goethals 143. 

Goethals 142. 

Goethals 143-144. 

Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play Element in Culture (1950; Boston: 
Beacon Press, 1955). 

The distinction between mytb and other traditi("lal narrative genres (such as the f olktale,fable, 
legend orfairy tale) remains problematic. Not only do scholars disagree on how to c1assify 
traditional stories by content, tbey also disagree on how these genres originated. Neverlheless, 
the word "myth" is not meaningless. Most scholars do agree that whatever else myths May be, 
they are stories about supernatural beings (deities). Stories about superhuman beings (such as 
heroes with special powers) are sometimes inc1uded in the category of myth, for example, but 
stories about the deities are never excluded. Since The W izard !s uot about the latter, a case 
must be made for caHing it a myth. But its resemblance to myth is strang enough to cali for an 
explanation. 

1 have chosen not to use the structuralist theory of myth which is associated with Claude Lévi
Strauss. Lévi-Strauss himself analyzed only the cultural productions of non-;iterate societies. 
Nevertheless, f ollowers such as Edmund Leach have turned their attention 10 the cultural 
productions of lilerale societies. Il would not be difficult to show through structural analysis 
that The W izard is indeed a myth. But doing so would bypass the domain of religion and its 
relation to secularity (which is, after aU, the underlyingconcern of this study). For L~vi-Strauss. 
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19. 

myth had JiuJe or nothing to do witb religion. He was inleresled in mytb primariJy as a way of 
understanding universal structures of the hum an mind. Il was, in fact, more aldn to science 
than anything e1se. "This science of the concrete," he wrote witb reference to myth, "was 
necessarily restricted by its essence to results other tban tbose destined to be achieved by the 
exact natural sciences but il was no less scientific and its results no less genuine" (The Savage 
Mind (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966: 16). Eisewhere, he wrote that "the kind of 
logie whicb is used by mythical thought is as rigorous as tbat of modern science and ... the 
difference lies DOt in tbe quality of the intellectual process but in the nature of the things to 
which it is applied" ("The Structural Study of My th" Journal of America,. Folklore 
(1968):444). From this point of view, the story itself is irrelevant. In order to uncover the 
paradigmatic structures, syntagmatic ones may be ignored. Wh ether the narrative includesgods 
and goddesses or human heroes and anima' ancestors--or gangsters and cops--is of no 
importance. 1 have, in fact, done a structural analysl" of The W izard and intend to ~ublish il. 
Structural analysis reveals a great deal about American society. More specifically, it identifies 
somef orms of ambivalence which had been characteristic of American society long bef ore 1939 
and remain so tothis day: country versus city (nature versus culture ) and America versus Europe 
(the familiar versus the alien). These are expressed symbolically through the use of formai 
(cinema tic) properties as bi-polar oppositions (such as red versus green, European versus 
American music and mise-en-scene, subhuman versus superhuman characters, polycbromatic 
versus monochromaticfiJm and soforth). But structural anaJysis reveals littlc or nothing about 
American religiosity. Since that is the particular subject of this particular study, other ways of 
studying myth have been more useful. 

Eliade, My th and Reality, trans, WiJlar R. Trask (New York: Harper and Row, 1963) 201 

Eliade, My th and Reality 200-201. 

Eliade, My th and Reality 201. 

Eliade, My th and Rea/ity, 201-202. 

Eliade, The Quest: History and Meaning in Religion (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1969) 126. 

There are a few exceptions. In "Film as Hierophany," (RelIgIOn ln FIlm, ed. John R. May a'ld 
Michael Bird (Knoxville: University of TennesseePress, 1982: 3-22), Michael Birddlscussesfilm 
and the sacred. Since art (including film) makes visible what would otherwise be invisible, he 
avers, it is like a hierophany as described by Mircea Eliade; just as tbe sacred is always mamf est 
through the profane, the transcendent is a]ways known through the mundane. Consequently, art 
reveals the truly Real which is hidden by the superficially real. As he puts it, film cannot show 
tbe face of God but it can show people seeking theface of God. His argument is heavily ba'ied 
on Paul Tillich's notion of "theoJogy from below" and his existentialist outlook (since the 
motivation for seeking the transcendent in the first place is the threat of non-being caused by 
some encounter with finitude or meaninglessness). From this, it f ollows that the religious film 
is one which focuses attention on the profane (ordinary) level of reality in order 10 reveal the 
sacred (profound) level hidden within il. In other words, it is a film's style (realism) and nol 
its content or structure which makes it religious. From my point of view in this sludy, the 
problem with Bird's the ory is its provinciaJism: religion is defined in a way thal is peculiar 10 

some modern forms of Christianity. In short, religion is a form of existentialism. For him, as 
for Tillich himself, religion is synonymous with "ultimate concerns." This reduces religion to the 
psychological experiences of individuals or ev en of communities. Il says nothing of religion as 
a cultural system, as a tradition of public symbols (myths and rjtuals). Siruilarly, his theory is 
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provincial in defining it as the eltempt to transcend (point beyond or challenge) culture; one 
function of art in Many societies is, on the contrary, to propagate culture. 

The same problem isfound in "Visu al Story and the Religious Interpretation of Film" by John 
R. May (Religion in Film 23-43) although bis work offers richer pos:,ibilitie~ for the analysis 
of popular movies such as The Wizard. He begins by discussing tbreeapproaches to the study 
of religion and film. These are derived from the work of Paul Tillich. A "heteronomous" 
approach evalLiatesfilm according to the ;,tandards of religiousfaith (that is, standards extrinsic 
to the film itself). Consequently, a film May he called religious merely because its director had 
a certain religious background or wanted to communicate a certain religious idea; this May or 
May not be evident in the film itself. Both Tillich and May reject this approach. Tillich, of 
course, favours a "theonomous" approach. Neitherfilm nor religion is supreme sin ce God is the 
source of both. But since God is defined as "ultimate concern," almost any human que st for 
meaning can be called religious. May himself prefers an "autonomous" approach to film and 
religion. For him, film must be evaluated on its own terms. If a film is religious, it is because 
of something intrinsically cinematic. Some movies, for example, are open to a religious 
worldview. This openness is to be discerned f rom direct examination of their formai structures. 
These pose the visual and aurai analogues of religiousquestions. And these questions, according 
to May, are the ones listed by Huston Smith as universal religious questions: 1) the question 
about God: are we alone in an indifferent cosmos, alienated by a hostile one or nurtured in a 
friendly one? (2) the question about society or eviJ: are we isolated from each other or are we 
interdependent? and (3) the question about salvation: is Iiberation attained through knowledge 
or through compassion? In short, a religious movie is one which raises these questions through 
cinematic narrative. As visu al stories, movies May be the cinematic equivalents of myth or 
parable. Following John Dominic Crossan, May regards these as the two basic paradigms for 
an religious stories. For Crossan, myths are stories which establish and propagate a worldview, 
while parables are those which challenge and subvert a worldview. Applying this, along with 
Herbert Richardson swork on myths oftranscendence, to Smith's threereligiousquestions, May 
comes up with a definition of the religious film. Il May be either a myth or a parable. If the 
former, it will be about reconcil:ation in terms of (1) the cosmos (separation and return), (2) 
society or evil (division and unity), or (3) salvat~on (conflict and vindication). If the latter, it will , 
be about unresolved tel.::ion in terms of (1) the (.Qsmos (risk as opposed to security), (2) society 
or evil (weakness as opposeà!() strength), or (3) c;alvation (death as opposed to life). 

Although May's theory might be 'Jseful to me in one way-- The W izard would be classified as 
a myth (that is, a religious mO'tle )--il is not so useful in other ways. Religion, for example, is 
defined in strictly cognitive terms. lf Bird's theory reduces religion to experience, this one 
reduces it to philosophy l)f ethics. If Bird overemphasizes the style of a movie, May 
overemphasizes its content. The problem is not that May and Bird are incorrect about art and 
religion but that they are only panially correct. Moreover, it is true primarily in the context of 
contemporary Christianity in the West. Neither even attempts to examine either art or religion 
on a cross-cultural basis. What they write is interesting from the perspective of theology (a 
normative discipline) but not from the perspective of comparative religion or the history of 
religions (descriptive disciplines). 

Roland Barthes, Mythologies, trans. Annette Lavers (London: J. Cape, 1972). 

M DarroJ Bryant, "Cinema, Religion, and Popular Culture," Religion in Film, eds. John R. 
May and Michael Bird (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1982) 103 . 

Bryant 102. 
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23. Bryant 104. 

24. Bryant 105. 

25. Bryant 106. 

26. Bryant 109-110. 

27. Bryant 113. 

28. Bryant 106. 

29. Lee Drummond, "Movies and My th: Theoretical Skirmishes; American Journa/ of 
S emiotics 3.2 (1984): 4-5. 

30. Drummond 4-5. 

31. Drummond 15-16. 

32. Drummond 6. 

33. Drummond, "The Story of Bond," Symbo/izing America, ed. Herve Varenne (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1986). 

34. Conrad Phillip Kottack, "Social-Science Fiction," Psych%gy Today Feb. 1978: 12+ 

35. Margaret Bourke-White and Archibald MacLeish, "Franklin Roosevelt's Wild West," L if e 23 
Nov. 1936: 9-12. 

36. Peter G. Filene, Americans and the Soviet Experiment, /917-1933 (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1967). 

37. A massive protestwas generated in 1911 wh en Russian-American Jews were denied visas 10 visit 
their relations in Russia; this led to abrogation of an 1832 commercial treaty with Russia. On 
the other hand, as Filene points out, many Americans admired Russian ballet, music and 
literature. They had a sentimental image of the downtrodden, quasi-mystical, freedom-loving 
Russian peasant. 
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APPENDIX 1: OTHER THEORETICAL MODELS 

Normally, movies are studied in one of two ways: either in terms of sociology (film as industry) or in 
terms of aesthetics (film as art). Neither of these approaches was adequate for a discussion of The 
Wizard. Nevertheless, 1 will discuss them briefly in order to provide a theoretical background for my 
own work. 

Il is no longer considered unusual for scholars to study popular culture. But usually it is either 
dismissed as aesthetically worthless or attacked as politically reactionary. M. Gottdiener has 
developed a theory of mass culturel which is more flexible and sophisticated than MOSt. My purpose 
in discussing his work at this point is to introduce some of the problems involved in studying mass 
culture, to indicate why new approaches are still needed and to suggest that a distinctive contribution 
can be made by scholars in the field of religious studies. Gottdiener is dissatisfied with the prevalent 
theory of mass culture: hegemony. According to Antonio Gramsci's refinement of earlier Marxist 
theory, the ruling c1ass maintains its privilege not only through economic power but also through 
cultural domination. Through the mass entertainment industries, which propagate c1ass-specific 
perceptions of reality, the "ideology" of the ruling class (that is, its beliefs, values and attitudes) 
satura tes aIl aspects of everyday life and tbus "reproduces," or perpetua tes, the status quo. In short, 
it generates either "false consciousness" (based on illusion instead of reality) or "contradictory 
consciousness" (based on confusion and fragmentation instead of clarity and coherence) when 
assimilated by the masses. ''In particular," writes Gottdiener, "according to hegemony theory, the 
abilities of the working class to think reflexively and to analyze the social and individual conditions of 
everyday life have been short-circuited by this consciousness industry."l For those who belong to this 
school of thought, then, mass culture is "bad" not only in aesthetic terms but also in political and moral 
terms. Goudiener, however, writes that this theory is flawed by reductionism. 

By asserting that c1ass consciousness is controlled in the interests of the 
bourgeoisie through the Mediation of mass culture, hegemonists assume the 
unity of aIl thought and beg the more essential theoretical question concerning 
the constitutive nature of the human subject. Consciousness itself can never 
be controlled in the manner suggested by tbls theory because il implies the 
existence of a homogeneous human subject who has been produced by 
modermty and whose mental state has a reflexive thought capacity tbat is 
indistinguishable from either consciou!>ness or even subconsciousness. At ilS 
core, theref ore, the assertion of consciousness control commits the fallacy of 
idealism ... that implies that the mental activity of individuals can be separated 
so easily from the material conditions of their existence that consciousness 
can be "false."3 

The hegemonists fail to distinguish between "ideology" and "consciousness." While the former is an 
imaginary construct propagated by the state or by the ruling class, the latter is a complex organization 
of perceptions experienced by individuals. Only when the study of ideology is separated from that of 
individual consciousness, notes Gottdiener, will scholars be Cree to examine the social processes 
associated with imaginary constructs (ideology) and thdr relation to mass culture, on the one band, 
and to individuals, on the other. Although he acknowledges that there are institutions (such as the 
schools, churches and mass media) which propagate ideology, Gottdiener denies that there can be an 
industry which produces consciousness itself. "Consequently," he writes, "the control of ideology in 
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- society Îs a much more volatile and contingent process tban hegemonists suggest .... 

Like most other theorists, Gottdiener stresses the importance of the political struggle among what 
could be called "t:!ste cultures" whose preferences will provide society with its symbols, values and 
worldview. Although Marxists seldom underestimate the power brought to this struggle by the ruling 
class, he suggests, they often underestimate the ability of the masses to resist. For Gottdiener, the 
notion that the masses are anaesthetized by false consciousness is untenable. He points out that 
objects (cultural productions such as movies) can Mean different things to differcnt people under 
diff erent circumstances, and that these meanings arenol necessarily predetermined by the ruling class. 
"Control of the parameters involved in the possible interpretations of events May lead to the 
reproduction of ruling c1ass ideology in mass culture, but il is not guaranteed to produce false 
consciousness. Theref ore, ideological domina tion of the mass culture industries is also not guaranteed 
to control or even affect the audience's behavior."' 

Il is Gottdiener's emphasis on the possibility of cultural resistance that makes his the .• ry unusual in 
contemporary (American) scholarship. He writes that meaning is always created in the context of 
social groups. Mass cultural productions, therefore, are given meaning in the contexts of particular 
communities. Some communities are hostile to the worldview presented by these productions of the 
larger society. Su ch communities resist cultural domination. Consequently, community life has 
"relative autonomy" in terms of the social, economic and political forces at work in society as a whole. 
The impact of popular culture, then, must be examined in this context. Even though the production 
of meaning is often dominated by the mass entertainment industries (which is to say, the larger society, 
or ruling class), enough freedom remainsfor the production of meaning independent of both the logic 
of exchange value and the dominant cultural values. 

Having located problems with the hegemony theory, Gottdiener develops his own theory of mass 
culture. This involves three-way relations among cultural objects, the institutions which produce and 
distribute them and the people who use them. According to Gottdiener, Many scholars select one of 
these three elements for empl1asis at the expense of the other two. He refers, for instance, to those 
whofocus primarily on the object; this is the case in aesthetie comparisons between the productIons 
of elite culture and those of mass culture. Equally inadequate, from his pOInt of view, is an 
overemphasis on users. He refers to those who borrow the tools of market research to examine the 
sociological and psychological eff ects of mass culture while ignoring the objects themselvec; and those 
who produce them. Slmilarly, he rejects an overemphasis on the producers. According 10 Ihal scbool 
of thought, the key factor in mass culture is the bureaucratie nature of mass entertainment industries; 
this leads scholars to dismiss the users as a passive and undIfferentIated mass. Following Roland 
Barthes, Gottdiener takes a semiotic approach. In his early works, Barthes tended to reduce ail obJects 
to signs. For Gottdiener, this was based on a "linguistic fallacy": since ail languages consist of word'i, 
theref ore ail systems of signs must be languages. Later on, Barthes abandoned this "translinguistic" 
approach. He no longer emphasized the objects themselves, but the discourse about them. Although 
objects of clothing become signs, for example, they only do so in the context of Fashion (the discourse 
about c10thing as distinct from anything intrinsic to the actual pie ces of clothing); it is thls discoursc 
about c10thing propagated by thefashion industrywhich becomes a code used to manipulate the public 
into buying products. Consequently, Gottdiener understandsmasscultureasa discourse about objects. 

From Martin Krampen, Gottdiener takes the notion of "transfunctionalization." By this, he means a 
process in which the original, primary meaning of an object is superseded by new, secondary meanmgs. 
Since transfunctionalization invoIves the behavior of producers as weil as users of objects, ail three of 
the elements identified as central by Gottdiener are integral parts of a unified system. The process of 
transfunctionaliation (or semiosis) takes place in three stages; each involves the relations between two 
of the three clements. 
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Tbel irst stage involves a relatIOn between producer and user. Objects are produced for tbeir excbange 
value (profit) but are bought for their use value (function). Since the aims of producers and users do 
not coincide, some way of bringing them together must be f ound. Through advertising, ex change value 
is transfunctionalized into use value. That is, consumers are convinced that products have symbolic 
value, often related to status, in addition to tbeir ostensible functional value. Since negotiation is 
necessary (and sin ce not ail advertising campaigns are successful), Gottdiener concludes that 
domination of users by producers is by no means automatic. 

The second stage involves a relation between user and object. Objects can also be transfunctionalized 
by users. This stage involves the creation of new meanings unintended by tbe producers. Referring 
to the work of Luis Plascensia, for exa m pIe, GoUdiener notes tha t Chicanos modify their cars to reflect 
the taste and values of their own subcuI ture--even though this May actually render the cars impractical 
f or the purpose of transportation. Alth 'Jugh mass culture theorists in the United States havegenerally 
neglected this phenomenoll, such has not been the case everywbere. Gottdiener refers to studies on 
the use of popular music by alienated British subcultures such as the Teddy Boys, Skinheads, Ras
tafarians and Mods. Thesc youth subcultures use popular music in ways unintended by the music 
industry--and often in opposition to the aims of that industry. 

The third stage involves a relation between producer and user. Cultural objects can be recycled once 
more by the producers. Objects which h;ve already been transfunctionalized by particular groups or 
subcultures are reprocessed; they then ~Jecome raw materialfor new productions by the mass culture 
industries. If British punk rockers transfunctionalize objects of mass culture (provide them with 
seconary meanings to suit tlteir own needs), the producers of mass culture eliminate the context of 
radical alienation, trivialize the objects and market them once more as innocuous objects accessible 
to the general public; the punk style generated by a marginal subculture is thu: sanitized as "new wave" 
for the dominant culture with its interest in "new" consumer products. 

1 have devoted attentIOn to Gottdiener's theory bccause it is one of the few which do not begin with an 
a priori assumption that mass cultural productions are either inherently worthless or inherently 
destructive. He has opened up an interesting possibility not often recognized by AfT'~rican scholars: 
that il is the social conlext of mass entertainment--and not necessarily either the productions 
thcmselves or those who produce them--which generates mcaning From this, it f ollows that users are 
nm a passive, undifferentiated mass but are active participants in the creation of culture. And from 
this, itf olJows that mass entertainment May sometimes be understood in ways appropria te to the needs 
of users. But ~jottdiener's work is not quite as innovative as it seems. He bas slightly modified the 
hegemony theory, it is true, but he bas not challenged il. He has not suggested that the model of 
hegemony is seriously fJawed (or even that it is one model among Many) but merely that hegemony is 
not always achlCved. Although he acknowledges that consciousness cannot be perfectly manipulated 
and controlled and that more is involved in mass entertainment than the Mere propagation of ruling 
class ideology, he nevertheless succumbs to a very similar form of reductionism. His criticism of 
hegemony theory notwithstanding, Gottdiener maintains the belief that dass struggle is the major, if 
not the sole, issue at stake in the creation of meaning through mass entertainment. COilsequently, he 
admits tha t mass en tertainment is sometimes tran sfunctionalized by a subculture to serve its own needs 
as a c1ass--that is, in opposition to other classes--but he does not suggest even the possibility tbat the 
meaning of mass cultural productions May also be generated for other reasons or in other social 
contexts. Nor does he discuss the fact that no society, by definition, can exist witbout some sense of 
common identity based on values that are sbared by everyone (values that transcend social, economic 
and pohtical divisions). It is useful to conslder bis use of terminology with this in mind. 

For Gottdiener, the term "producer" ref ers specifically to the industries which manufacture objects of 
mass culture (such as movies). As a sociologist, he is interested in producers as a c1ass. But the people 
whowrite the scripts, design the sets, compose the music, choreograph the dances, point the cameras, 
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direct the scenes and act the roles are not representatives of a single class; their interests, values and 
faste may or May not coincide with those of the industrialists and financiers who market the finishcd 
product. It seems naive to assume that this social and cultural diversity is not reflected in their work 
anct, therefore, need not be considered in a discussion of the "producers: Moreover, Gottdiencr's 
use of this term is reductionistic. There is an industrial aspect of mass entertainment, to be sure, but 
there are also other aspects worthy of consideratïon. Even in the days of the Hollywood studio system, 
the people whose creativity actually produced the movies were not merely cogs in an industrial 
machine. Not once does Gottdiener raise the question of art and its ambiguous relation to mass 
entertainment. 1 do not want to suggest that mass culture can be discussed adequately in purcly 
aesthetic terms. In fact, 1 argue that aesthetic categories would be distinctly unhelpfuI in discussing 
The Wizard and movies like it. But myaim is very limited; 1 am studying the function of one 
particular type of movie. Gottdiener's aim is much more comprehensive; he is proposing a general 
the ory of mass culture. And he has failed to account for a significant aspect of il. 

Similarly, Gottdiener's employment of the term "user,,6 is somewhat Iimited. To be sure, he 
acknowledges that members of the audience cannot be reduced to the status of passive victims. But 
he sees only one way for them to crea te meaning of their own: subcultural resistance to the dominant 
culture. 1 donot want to reject this possibility. It could be argued, indeed, that the hippies of the 1960s 
transfunctionalized The Wizard by selecting aspects of it that supported their own values. Such 
aspects would have included the social satire associated with the Wlzard himself. As an authority 
figure, he is uearly a humbug; this would have resonated with the rcjection of established authority 
emphasized by the hippie mo'<!ment. In addition, however, the Wizard could havc been seen as a 
counter-cultural wise man whowas only pretending to be an authorityfigure. His advice to Dorothy's 
friends includes satirical attacks on the smugness, self -righteousness and pretentiousness of American 
life. Moreover, the hippies could have identified their own psychedelic experiences with Dorothy's 
surrealistic dream of Oz. Nevertheless, the popularity of this movie has by no means been confined 
to cultural minorities seeking a distinctive identity in opposition to that of the larger society. On the 
contrary, The W izard is notable precisely for the universahty of its appeal. To follow Gottdiener's 
argument, this would be due to an extraordinary coincidence: d07ens of subcultures transfunction
alizing The Wizard to suit their own particuJar--but necessarily divergent and oflen conflicting-
needs. This would be a very cumbersome explanation. Gotldiener's theory does not allow for the 
possibility that there is something about movies of this kind which functions to unify, rather than 
fragment, the community. Indeed, its association with the nation as such (Illustrated by its role in the 
Boston Pops concert on Independence Day) clearly indicates this. Besldes, not ail subcultures are 
based on ahenation from, or hostility toward, the Iarger community Most ethDlc and rcligiou~ 
subcultures, for example, take extreme pride in their patriotism. For members of these communities, 
a movie which affirms American identity would be welcomed precisely because it allows them, as 
members of minority groups, to feel part of the nation as a whole. The hippies may weil havc 
transfunctionalized The Wizard to suit their own needs. That bardly ex plains tbe ma~sive and 
enduring popularity of the movie (thougb it may be part of the explanation). The question raiscd hcrc 
is not why The W izard appeals to tbis or that group of Americans, but why it appeals to Americam 
in general. 1 suggest that it represents a worldview which is neither imposed bya producer c1ass on a 
class of hapless users nor one whicb has been transfunctionalized by an alienated subculture but one 
which is so consistent with that of the nation as a wbole that tbe passage of fifty years markcd by 
profound social change has not diminished it as a represenation of meaning 

Gottdiener uses the word "object" to describe the end result of a cultural process Occasionally, he 
reminds his readers tbat "objects" May involve people and events.7 Because he thiuks of users primarily 
as consumers, however, he also tbinks of cultural objects primarily as commodities. Altbough 
economic transactionsdo take place (both Iiterally andfigurativeJy) in conneclion with massenlertain
ment, and although he makes intelligent comments on the social and political implications of thcsc 
transactions, he does not do justice to the richness and complexity of at least some mass cultural 
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objects. Consumers, after a1l, own commodities;viewers of a movie donot. For the latter. the subject
object duality breaks down; they "Iose themselves" in the world )lresented on screen. Is "commodity" 
the best model for discussions of this kind? Must we assume that the production of meaning can be 
explained adequately according to a model based on the productJion, distributiun and consumption of 
merchandise? In the case of movies, at any rate, it is at least worth con5idering the possibility of using 
other models. One of these is art. 

••• 

Like the various forms of art, movies May be (and often are) studied as the imaginative creations of 
individuals or sma1l grou ps of individuals; il is assumed that their nature and function correspond very 
c10sely to those of novels and play s, for instance, or possibly paintings. In Many cases, this is probably 
so. Nevertheles~, 1 suggest that this model is DOt adequate in every case. Despite thefact that film has 
long been ec;tab!!shed as a legitimatef orm of art, and despite the fact that the trade mark displayed on 
the opening tide of every MGM release includes the words ars gratia artis--art for art's sake having 
long been a rallyingcry f or at least onewing of theavant-garde--no onewould seriously argue that The 
Wizard of Oz is art. According to current definitions of art, it could only be seen as "bad art." This 
is because "good art" is DOW cODsidered virtually s!'nonymous with avant-garde art. In The 
Tran sf ormati on of the Avon t- Garde, Diana Crane notesthat theterm "avant-garde"wasfirstused 
in France during the early nineteenth century. It appeared as a result of the fragmentation caused by 
industrialization. Bef ore the mid-nineteenth century, European a rtists served the ruling c1ass, an eHte 
whose values they expressed and usua1ly shared. Some groups of arl1sts became socially and politically 
entrenched. "Those who were excluded," writes Crane, "developed an ideology of their own that 
justified their commitment to aesthetic innovation and liberal political views .... By the early twentieth 
century, when the role appears to have reached Its full development, il was characterized by its 
alienatJon from the rest of society and particularly by its opposition to bourgeois culture."s She argues 
that the avant-garde has always had a dual role in the art world. On the one hand, avant-garde artists 
have seen themselves as aesthetic innovators who challenge visual traditions; on the other hand, they 
have seen tbemselves as prophetic innova tors who challenge social or pohtical traditions. 

The term "avant·garde" implies a cobesive group of artists who have a strong 
commitment to iconoclastie values and who reject both popular culture and 
middle-class hfe-style. According to the prototype, these artists differ from 
artists who produce popular art in the content of their works, the social back
grounds of the audience that appreciates them, and the nature of the 
organizations ID which these works are displayed and sold. Often esoteric, 
avant-garde art is purchased by a relatively small ,group of admirers who 
possess or have access to the expertise necessary to (!valuate it.9 

There is no universa:Iy accepted theory of the avant-garde. According to Crane, however, every new 
(avant-garde) art movement redefines some conventional notion of what art IS, has been, or should be. 
She locates three contexts in which redefinition takes place. Art JDovements are generally considered 
avant-garde in their approach to aesthetic content if they (1) reddme artistic conventions, (.l) utilize 
new artistic tools and techniques or (3) redefine the nature of art objects including the range of objects 
that can be considered art. Movements which foster the revival of earlier aesthetic conventions are 
unlikely to be considered avant-garde even if they do so in new contexts. In addition, art movements 
are usually considered avant-garde in their approach to social content if they (1) incorporate social and 
political values that are critical of (or at least different f rom) those whlch are dominant, (2) redefine 
the relation between elite and popularculture or (3) adopt critical attitudes toward artistic institutions 
(hemselves. Finally, art movements are normally considered uvant-garde in their approach to the 
production and distribution of art if tbey (1) redefine the social conte:n of production in terms of the 
appropriate cri tics, role models and audiences, (2) redefine the organizational context of production, 
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display and distribution of art or (3) redefine the artist's role, or tbe extent to wbicb the arlist par
ticipates in other social institutions (such as education, religion and politics). 

Crane's intention is not to define "avant-garde" from a normative perspective but to show how it is 
defined byvarious segments of the (artistic) community. Clearly, the term "avant-garde" may be used 
in a variety of ways. But aIl bave one thing in common: the avant-garde is always defined in opposition 
to something else. lt tries to provoke viewers by forcing tbem to think or feel something new and 
diff erent. Il challenges or attacks what are perceived as estaJ,lished norms. This is not suprising when 
the military origin of the term is recalled. 

Art is associated not only with the avant-garde, however, bul also with "high culture." Although she 
acknowledges that the latter can be defined in several ways, and that the boundaries between it and 
popularculture have been questioned by scholarssuch as Herbert Gans, Crane writes tbal "the concept 
of the avant-garde is central to the sociology of art because it is a major element in the definition of 
high culture."IO Even though her argument is that the distinction between high culture (including avant
garde art) and popular culture is now breaking down, Crane also asserts the legitimacy of such a 
distinction (which is to say, the assumption tbat this distinction is made or has been made). Following 
Gans, shewrites that high culture is always associated witb works that are based on aesthetlc tradition. 
This may refer to traditions which have long been established; these are represented by "c1assical" 
works or "old masters." But it may also refer to new traditions which are struggling to gain acceptance; 
these are represented by avant-garde works of a highly esoteric nature which f ocus attenli on on the 
solutions to technical aesthetic problems. Like J. G. Caweltl, Crane define~ popular culture in terms 
of aestheticformulae or standardized procedures for creating an aesthetic effect Ehte and popular 
culture, however, also a ppeal to diff erent segments of the populatIOn. Hlgh culture is acce~c;iblc hl the 
middJe and upper middle classes. Il i:. created by individuals and distributed by small or highly 
specialized organizations (such as galleries or museums) that serve primarily those cJa~ses Popular 
culture, on the other hand, is corporately produced and distributed by industnal meanc; to a mass 
audience. Crane argues against tLose who say that there are no inberent differences hetween tbese 
two "taste cultures." According to them, cultural productions are one or tbe other depending on the 
social circumstances in which they are produced, presented and "consumed" or on the bistorical and 
sociological environment of the critic. "These authors would like to eliminate the distinction between 
the two types of culture," writes Crane, "but since high culture IS often created ID a distinctive context, 
one that grants greater autonomy to the artist than to the creator of popular culture ... this argument 
is difficuIt to make."11 Note that she does not cali the creators of popular culture "artlslc;." 

Crane agrees with those who believe that the gulf between ehte and popular culture is eroding. She 
does not agree, however, that this is happening hecause the aesthetic tradition underlying ehte cultu re 
is exhausted. She explains this phenomenon in sociological rather than aesthetic terms. For her, the 
avant-garde is in dedine because the art world has been transf ormed into big business and artists have 
becomc hlghly successful entrepreneurs with a heavy stake 10 the perpetuation of middle class value .. 
(such as the im portance of prestige) and institutions (such as the museums, gallencs, universitles and 
critics). These instItutions depend on government and corporate grants. Their orientation toward 
the public has led them to seek larger audiences in order to legitimate their use of funds. Tbis, in turn, 
gives artists an incentive to create works that will be accessible to larger segments of the public. 

No one today, as Crane points out, lives completely within the realm of either elite or popular culture. 
People are exposed to a continuous barrage of visual images through the press, film, teievision, and 
othervisual arts. These images are culled, moreover,from sourceswhich are bothfamihar and remotc 
(in lime or space). And they are continually being recombined to create new or apparently ncw 
meanings. Unlike those who daim that cultural productions serve primarily the needs of those who 
control social instltutions, Crane writes that "contemporary society can be viewed as an arcna of 
conflicting and shifting definitions of reality in which various actors compete with one another to 
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impose their interpretation of events."n Consequently, it could he argued that mass cultural 
productions are continually recycled withnew interpretationsdepending on circumstances. Here, once 
again, is Gottdiener's argument. Her theory of the avant-garde corresponds to his theory of an 
alienated subculture which crea tes new meanings through transfunctionalization. This is obviously 
true in the case of pop art (which deliberately selected the mass-produced objects of everyday life-
such as Andy Warhol's soup cans--for transfunctionalization). This is Dot the case, though, of 
movements su ch as abstract expressionism or minimalism (which deliberately avoided any familiar 
reference points). 

In effect, Crane argues thatthe avant-garde (in New York City, at any rate) has become a "moyen
garde." H 50, then "art" is no longer synonymous with "avant-garde." The very fact that such an 
argument must be made, however, suggests the point 1 am trying to make: that the equation between 
art and avant -garde has been prevalent. It has been assumed, for instance, t!lat art is primarily the self
expression of individuals and does not, therefore, express the values and sentiments of society as a 
whole (as distinct from the members of an intel1ectual subculture). Consequently, those artists who 
do become very popular with the public at large a:e suspect in the art world. Andrew Wyeth has been 
accused of being an "illustrator" instead of an artist.·3 Recent movements (such as pop art) May be 
challenging the "traditional" (avant-garde) definition of art, but they are, paradoxicaIly, being very 
avant-garde in doing ~o. My point here is that the avant-garde definition of art has been dominant for 
so long in our society that Most people consciously or unconsciously accept it--even if this means 
admitting that art is inaccessible to them. 

The polarization between elite and popular culture is sti11 very widespread. In a recent edition of 
Sunday Today,'· forexample, one segment was devoted lo "Culture." By thiswas meant elite or high 
culture. Il was explicitly opposed to popular culture. Throughout the broadcast, eHte culture was 
identified with "serious" culture and "the arts." Art was described as the "pure expression" of cultural 
values (with the suggestion of "art for art's sake") but also as the "uncompromising vision" (which 
suggests the "prophetic" side of avant-gardlsm). On several occasions, it was implied that popular 
culture was a threat to "serious" culture; the latter had to be protected from the former. But the 
premise of this broadcast was :hat the longstanding gulf between the two was breaking down. On the 
one hand, "serious" culture can be, should be and is being made more accessible to ordinary people. 
On the other hand, it was noted that artistic institutions such as symphony orchestras which are funded 
by the pubhc must consider the wishes of those who support them. In the concluding sequence of this 
show, an orchestra in the town of Marshall, Montana, played "Over the Rainbow" from The W Izard! 

It is unnecessary to assume that hart" and "avant-garde" have ever been perfectly or complete1y 
synonymous. Some movements are generally acknowledged tohave proJuced art even though they are 
Dot recognized as avant-garde schools. American regionalist painters of the 1930s fall into this 
category. Because of their emphasis on naturalism ID the aestbetic (stylistic) realm, they are usually 
c1assified as members of a conservative movement. Nevertheless, these artlsts conf ormed to certain 
very general criteria which are central to the avant-garde. In the flrst place, they strove to make 
original, unique contributions as individuals. Indeed, theworks of Grant Wood can hardly be mistaken 
for those of anyone else; even though they are representational works and, tberefore, much more 
accessible to the general public than works of pure abstraction, his paintings are highly stylized in a 
way that calls attention to W ood's own distinctive personality as much as to the cultural traditions he 
tried to represent. Moreover, Wood and the other regionalists saw themse1ves as opponents of both 
tbe dominant artistic movements and social trends of their time. Populists often see themselves as 
radicals but are not often seen that way by others. Whatever the social content of their work, the 
regionalists are not considered avant-garde because they adopted styles basl!d on the tradition of 
realism or naturalism. But they are also acknowledged, ev en if grudgingly, as important American 
artists. Even those working outside the avant-garde may be considered artists, theref ore, as long as 
they conf orm to a t least one criterion which ha s been prevalent sin ce the Renaissance and is the sin e 
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qua non 01 tbe avant-garde: the originality of each individual artisl or, in a word, innovation. 

It is true thal MGM was very innovative in its use of technology for The Wlzard. Such innovation, 
however, necessarily remains hidden from viewers. Some viewers May have been impressed by 
technical virtuosity but awareness of technical innovation behind the special effects has probably not 
been a major factor in the movie's appeal to most viewers. (Even fewerwould be impressed today, of 
course, after decades of technological advances in the movie industry.) Although The W izard 
responded to some of the problems of modern AmerÎcan life in innovative ways, it did Ilot do so by 
rejecting traditional values which are very widespread among the American people (which is to say, 
cultural stability and continuity). If it affirmed a modern worldview associated with progress, il a150 
(and more deeply) affirmed a worldview c10sely aS50ciated (consciously or unconsciously) with that 
of both the populists and the regionalists of the 1930s. Unlike the paintings of Grant Wood and his 
colleagues, however, The W izard was not pr'lduced by an individual wbose unique style permeatcs 
the work. In fact, it was created by an even wider variety of people ·-including four directors and ten 
screenwriters--than MOSt other productions of the Hollywood studio system. In short, The W izard 
is marked neither by the individuality of its creator nor by the revolutionary nature of its content. Not 
only can it not be classified as avant-garde art, but it cannot truly be classified asart even in tbe slightly 
looser sense which admits the regionalist painters. But if the model of art as currently understood in 
our society is inadequate to understand the function of movies, it may be useful to consider the model 
of art as understood in other societies or even al other times in our own. 

There are, of course, some movies which can be, and are, discu5sed in terms of art (that is, the avant
garde). In fact, they are generally known as "art films." In this category are the works of 'au t eu fS" 

such as Ingmar Bergman and MichelangeloAntonioni wbo see themselves as artists whosc proper role 
is to challenge established social and aesthetic conventions. They conf orm, in other words, to the 
avant-garde notion of artists. But not ail movies are created by "auteurs." If The W Izard were not 50 

massively and enduringly popular, it could be dismissed as an example of "bad art." Given its 
remarkable durability as a part of American life, though, that explanation seemsfacile. But if il does 
notfunction as "good art," how does it function? One possible solution is to broaden the dcfinltion of 
art. Defining it in terms of the avant-garde, after ail, is by no means universal. In fact, thal is a 
distinctive (and possibly unique) feature of contemporary western societies according 10 a cross· 
cultural study: Art ln PrimItive Soclelles, by Richard Anderson. 

As an anthropologist, Anderson is interested primarily in the art of primai societies.u "Tho'ie tbingr. 
are considered to be art," he writes, "which are made by humans in any visual medium and whosc 
production requires a relatively high degree of skill on th~ part of their maker, skill being mcasured, 
whenever possible, according to the standards traditionally used in the maker's society."(6 Defined 
in this very general way, art is a universal phenomenon. But the specific ways in which art is 
understood vary greatly from one society to another. In some ways, western art--including avant
garde art-ois similar to the art of primai societies. Since my aim here, tbough, is to broadcn the 
definition of art (that is, to show how the avant-garde definition is a very limited one), 1 wtll discuss 
only the differences. 

By definition, primai societies are small-scale ones which cannot support much specialization. Artisls 
live with everyone else and, much of the time, also work with everyone else. Consequently, they are 
integral parts of society. They share the same value system as everyone else. Their particular skills 
notwithstanding, artists seldom adopt betiefs orf orms of behaviour which are radically diff erent f rom 
those of the community at large. 

In direct contrast to the often-heard stereotype of the contemporary western 
artist, with a Bohemian life style and eccentric beliefs, the artisl in primitive 
societies is usually a well-integrated member of his or her group .... In su ch 
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a setting, il Isvirtually impossible for the artist n ot to be highly integrated into 
the social system --either as an "unknown" whose skills go unrecognized, or as 
an eccenlric who relishes the life of self -imposed alienation.17 

Modern societies, by contrast, support a great deal of specializatÎ<ln. Not only are artists full-time 
specialists, but the art world includes Many other specialists: art dealers, art curators, art educators, 
the producers and sellers of art materials--and even art forgers. With ail these specialists in mind, it 
is easy to understand why artists are able to live within a relatively small subculture. They can Iimit 
their social circles to other artists, dealers, critics and patrons. Not surprisingly, artists in modern 
societies tend to be isolated from their society ralher than ;'lte~rated within il. Since the romantic 
period, artists have been stereotyped as rebels or even as Il ~~J oh"s. But this has not always been so. 
Before the romantic period, artists were usually respectable .::d lt'llbitious participants in the elite 
society of their patrons. There were a few mavericks such as Caravaggio, Rembrandt and (possibly) 
Bosch. But there were Many more socially prominent arlists such as Rubens, Titian, Van Dyke, 
Velasquez and Reynolds (ail of whom were members of the aristocracy). Anderson examines the 
relation between social str uctures and pa rticular sty Iistic f orms and con cIudes tha t art prov ides a "ma p" 
of the society in which both artists and their public live. The correspondence between map and reality 
is not always perfectly accurate, 

... but insofar as there Ir a correspondence, art must be seen asa conservative, 
rather than innovative, expression of culture. Art gives legitimacy 10 the 
traditional way of doing (or thinking about) things, providing a tangible 
support for the slotus quo. Or, if it does point to a currently unrealized 
ideal, its goal is a tradition al one, not a revolutionary vision for a future that 
is radically diff erent from the present.11 

When anthropologists such as Anderson refer to the "conservative" nature of art or to its support of 
the "slatus quo," they do so in descriptive, not normative terms; the negative connotations these 
words have acquired among Many western thinkers are not implied here. Indeed, Anderson suggests 
that no society could exist, as such, without some degree of order, conlinuity and cohesion. 
Communities differ nnly in the degree to which these are considered desirable. Stability is DOt 
preserved automatically. lt must be continually maintained in the face of individual needs that 
threaten traditional ways. These are theref ore encoded, propagated to the community and preserved 
f or future generations. This, argues Anderson, is one of the most common functions of art. 

Following EmileDurkheim, A. R. Radcliffe-Brown and Talcott Parsons, Anderson suggests thatliving 
in any society inevitably involves a modicum of unif ormity in belief and behaviour. ThfOUgh various 
institutions, individuals come to accept, to a greater or lesser extent, the goals, value systems and ways 
of living that are in harmony with those of others. These institutions include law, religion, kinship, 
language--and art. Anderson illustra tes this with examples of art being used to encourage respect for 
law and order (among the Mano and Gio tribes of northeastern Liberia), to establish authority and 
legitimacy (amongthe Andaman Islanders), toenhance status (among the Ashanti of southern Ghana) 
and to teach ethical values (among the Lega of central Africa). In these cases, art is used explicitly as 
an agency of social control; in other cases, though, this can be done implicitly because artistic styles 
reflect cultural values that are so fundamental that it is unnecessary to cali attention to them in the 
first place. As Anderson points out, however, 

The notion thatart mayhelp maintain the status quo isa conclusion thatgoes 
contrary to Many of our own preconceptions about art. For Most of us in the 
twentieth century western world, artists are first and foremost innovators-
Bohemians and visionaries whowould ratherimprove or renovate their social 
milieu than produce works that support the slotus quo. But such a charac
teristic of our own art community would be in error; and, more, importantly, 
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ours is only one of the thousands of societies that inhabit the earth. Because 
our art often seems anti-establishmentarian we cannot saf e1y assume tbat art 
is thus everywhere.J9 

Although there are some otber societies whicb acknowledge and even approve of innovation in art, the 
degree to which it is valued in our society may be unique. In primai societies, art is often used to 
preserve and pass on vital information sbout the environment, the way of life or the spirit world; even 
when innovation is valued, it cannot be allowed to threaten tradition itself. Cbange, of course, is 
inevitable and universal. ln our society, though, change is linked to purposeful innovation and defined 
as "progress." And this, in fact, bas become a defining elemen( of modernity--includillg modern art; 
avant-gardism is based precisely on the notion of attacking tradition. 1 suggest that change, or 
innovation, has become an end in itself. A "derived" work is, by definiton, an inferior one. 

What it ail boils down to, according to Anderson, is a radically different relationship between artists 
and the communities they address through art. ln primai societies, art is typically public in nature. Not 
only does it communicate specifie messages, it also becomes a medium of communicationf or theentire 
community. And the message communicated remains intelligible across both time and space. 

The artist in primitive societies maye-and typicaUy does--call upon a wbole 
repertoire of symbols (or icons) that are readily recognized by large sectors 
of the audience. By contrast, western artists hfive come to rely in greater or 
lesser degree upon imagesfrom tbeir own vision of the world, making art tbat 
is highly personal and idlOsyncratic. Perhaps more important than the change 
from a reliance on public symbols to an increased use of privale ones is the 
shift in ideology that has accompanied the change: Western artists are not 
necessarily obliged to make their works understandahle 10 non-artists; if 
otbers fail to understand an artist's works il can he argued that tbe problem 
is not the artist's but, if anyone's, tbe viewer's.lO 

To some extent, the use of private symbols can he traced to a preoccupation with personal self
expression al tbe expense of communal self-expression. But in Many cases, tbere is another factor 
involved. As Crane has observed, one form of avant-garde art is based on the idea of "art for art's 
sake." Art exists, in other \Vords, as an end in ilself. And artists who sec lhemselves as aesthelic 
innovators legitimate theu work on its own (formai) terms, not in lerms of social or politlcal goals. 
Nevertbeless, even lhese artists are seldom aclually indd'ferent to the response of viewers. To be sure, 
they reject their didactic role of propagatinga worldview (eilher the establisbed one or tbeir own), but 
they do aim to undermine any worldview tbat is accepled uncritically. The functlOn of art is to shock 
the sensibilities, alter the visual perception, or challenge the assumptions of viewers. It is oftf'n in this 
sense, 1 suggest, that viewers are not expecled 10 understand art. To do 50 would be to rely on 
superficial nolions of order and clarity inslead of acknowledging the underlyil1g amblguitics and 
paradoxes of reality. On the contrary, viewers are expected not to understand. Under thec;e 
circumstances, art becomes the functional equivalent of the Zen koan or the parable as understoo<1 
by John Dominic Crossan (white movies and other productions of popular culture becomc the 
functional equivalent of what he understood as myth). 21 ln any case, Anderson correctly points out tha t 
primai societies seldom (if ever) prefer the priva te expression of individual artists to the public 
expression of the collectivity; even esoteric art in more complex traditional societies (such as Islam or 
India) is based on coh~rent systems of symbols which are accessible 10 initiales from one gencration 
to the next. 

The prevalence of abstractforms is often ciled as a hallmark of modern art. In fact, 1 would argue, the 
situation is somewhat more complex. Abstraction, as such, is indeed characleristic of modern art but 
not only of modern art. ln primai societies, 10 be sure, art is usually representational, according 10 
Anderson, even though human, animal and plant f orms are oflen highly styiized; for obvious rcasons, 
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the use ol art to record and transmit inf ormation about the environment through art is essential in non
litera te societies. Islamic art, however, not only uses stylized natural forms (such as the vine motif, 
or arabesque) but the truly Rbstract forms of geometry. But the latter have beeo used consistently 
according to traditional patterns and in conformity with a theological perspectve which is publicly 
proc1aimed. Il is the idiosyncratic nature of abstract art in modern western societies which L truly 
distinctive. This is why, notes Anderson, ooly a small segment of the population actually participa tes 
in the world of art. "One repercussion of the social stratification present in our society," he writes, 
"is that, for better or worse, accurately or not, most people believe that tbey do not "understand" 
contemporary fine arts, even if they have taken a course in "art appreciation."Zl 

Even thougb the Post-Impressionists were inspired by the art of primai societies and saw themselves 
as modern "primitives," there was a prof ound disparity between their works and those of their 
unknowing mentors. This has been noted concisely and e10quently in "Art and Icon" by Robert 
Redfield, another 8nthropologist. According to him, there are two major diff erences between primai 
and modern art. The first is a matter of content. Reflecting on Ortega y Gasset's notion of art as a 
window frame through which a garden can be seen, Redfield argues that 

... non-objective painting and sculpture of the extreme modernist is ail 
window. There is no garden. If the work is a symbol, an icon of sorts, it is one 
priva te to the artist. We have notbing to attend to but the window. In 
contrast, the work of primitive art ... dues have behind it a garden, a wonder
fully and complexiy designed garden ... This is the first respect in which 
primitive and abstract modern art are unlike: one lies within and May stand for 
a complex world of traditional rr.eaning; the other does not. Su ch modern art 
is a departure from, ev en a revoit against, the incorporation of these 
traditional meanings into a work conceived as a work of aesthetic appeal in 
and of itself, for its newly discovered arrangements of form and color.23 

Modern art is different from primitive art in a second way as weil. In this case, Redfield refers not to 
the content of art (the presence or absence of meaning whether il be personal or collective, mundane 
or transcendent) but to its style (which is to say, the patterned use of formaI properties). 

The very modern artist creates his own style, one peculiar to himself, or 
characteristic of his smal1 group, hi!. "movement." He is self -conscious of this; 
he knowshe is departingfrom the familiar systems offorms tofind fresh ones; 
he and hisfellows are creating styles .... But the primitive artist is, of course, 
making works of art within a highly formalized, intensely local and very long 
established style. lf the primitive artist works in true primit1vP ;solation, he 
is probably largely unaware of the qualities of the style he (, ,s; he uses it 
as he does his language, rightly, and without self -conscioLlsness. He 15 

disciplined, but does not have to struggle for the discipline.:U 

The point here is nol lhat modern (avant-garde) art is either superior or inferior to primaI art but 
merely lhat it is based on very different assumptions; these assumptions provide an inappropriate 
frame of reference for a discussion of The Wlzard. Strangely enough, the assumptions on which 
primitive art is based could provide a more appropriate frame of reference. Clear analogies can be 
drawn between it!. function in American society and the function of art in other societies. The 
W izard 's massive popularity, for example, suggests that it resonates with a traditional (or generally 
accepted) worldview and that this resonance is accessible to most members of society. Ils enduring 
popularity, moreover, suggests that its worldview is successfully transmitted from one generation to 
another. In other words, this movie promotes cultural stability (as distinct from social change), just 
as it does in most other societies. Nevertheless, the word "art" is still so heavily associated with the 
avant-garde that it would be counter-productive to insist on redefining it (or defining it in an 
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antbropological sense which is alien to scholars working in the fields of art criticism or art history). 
The (avant-garde) model of art can only tell us what The Wizard isnot or how it does notCunction in 
our society. If eHte culture is identified with the avant-garde, and if the avant-garde is identified (more 
or less) with art, then The Wizard is clearly not art. According to this model, it could only be 
understood as "bad art" (something of little or no value). But lhis model cannot tell us what The 
Wizard is or how il actually does function (tbat is, account for its massive and enduring popularity). 
And that is the purpose of this study. 

ln primai societies, art is often used for religious purposes. As Anderson points out, to be sure, this 
is not always the case. A!.! have already indicated, art may be used for a variety of purposes ranging 
Crom the dissemination of practical information to the display of status. Nevertheless, art and religion 
are a)most always closely linked. To the extent that a society has religion, however tbat may be 
defined, it is usually given some form ofvisual expression. Moreover, art and religion funclion in very 
similar ways. One of the Most common functions of religion,like art, Mis the contribution il makes to 
the maintenance of social stabiJity and cultural homeostasis through its embodiment of both an ethos 
and a set of ethical principles that are more or less shared byall members of the society:lI Art and 
religion also sastisfy very similar psychologicaJ needs experienced by individuals. Anderson cites the 
foIJowing passage from a study by Marvin Harris. He writes that art and religion, 

... are media for expressing sentiments and emotions not easHy expressed in 
ordinary life. They impart a sense of mastery over or communion witb 
unpredictable events and mysterious unseen powers. They impose human 
meanings and values upon an indifferent world--a world that has no humanly 
intelJigible meanings and values of its own. They seek to penetrale behind 
the facacte of ordinary appearance inlo the true, cosmic signiflcance of 
things.26 

furthermore, art and religion achieve these goals in very similar ways. ln both cases, arbitrary 
distinctions are made--between the beautiful and the ugly, for IUstance, or between the sacred and the 
prof ane--which become culturaIJy encoded in mythical, ritualistic or aestbetic terms handed down f rom 
one generation to the next as tradition (patterns through which the world can be understood by a 
community). 1 suggest, therefore, that The W Izard (and other movies like it) are most appropriately 
discussed in terms of religion. 
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1. Like Most (but not ail) movies, The Wizard is considered "popular culture." Il is tbus 
distinguishedfrom elite ("high") culture (wbat issometimesknown sim ply as "Culture"). Popular 
culture is, by definition, intellectually, socially and economically accessible to the entire 
population and not restricted toan eHte stratum of society. The kind of social stratification tbat 
tbis implies, bowever, is not universal. In small-scale traditional societies, there may be no elite 
group with its own separa te traditions; everyone May participa te in a common "folk" tradition. 
In more complex traditional societies such as India, according to A. K. Ramanujan (Foreword, 
Folk Tales of lndia, ed. Brenda E. F. Beck etaI. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987: 
xvi-xix) a distinction is made between Little Tradition and Great Tradition. The former 
corresponds to folk culture. It is produced in locallangauges by and for the inhabitants of 
specific regions within the larger civilization. The latter corresponds to elite culture. Il is 
produced in a classical or sacred language by a learned c1ass and disseminated across regional 
lines. Since the c1assical scholars are also participants in regional traditions, however, there is 
a great deal of overlapping; similar material can be found in both Little and Great Traditions 
and may be differentiated mainly according to context and function (rather than content). In 
modern or early modern societies, folk culture often persists as a rural phenomenon while 
popular culture distinguishes the masses from the dite in urban seUings. Popular culture has 
the same relation to elite culture as folk culture but includes productions (such as prints and 
novels) wbich presuppose some level of literacy and more sophisticated technology. With the 
coming of industry and advanced technology in the field of communication, it becomes proper 
to speak more specifically of "mass culture" (that is, popular culture disseminated through mass 
media such as radio,television and film). This term, therefore, is more preciseror a discussion 
of Hollywood movies. In a study comparing the popular culture of a modern society with that 
of a tradilional society, it would be necessary to call the former "mass culture." In this study, 
though, the ref erence lo mass media is assumed; the terms "mass culture" and "popular culture" 
are used intercbangeably. 

2. M. Gottdiener, "Hegem ony and Mass Culture: A Semiotic Approach," Am eri ca n Jo urna 1 of 
S od 0/ ogy 90 (1985): 982. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

GoUdiener 982-983. 

Gottdiener 984. 

Goud ienel ~o9. 

There is no truly adequa te term for people who "receive" mass entertainment. The word "user" 
is too mechanistic for use in describing a complex and subtle process sucb as the creation of 
meaning. Gottdiener sometimes uses the word "consumer." That is too heavily weighted with 
connotations of a purely economic transaction. Otherwords present merely technical problems. 
The word "audience" actually refers to people who listen to cultural productions su ch as radio 
shows or concerts, while words such as ·viewers" or "spectators" refer to people who watch 
cultural productions such as television or silent movies. Although there is no word in English 
for people who do both at the same time (as they do in the case of television or sound movies), 
these words have become virtually synonymous; 1 have used them interchangeably. 

This is necessary because terms su ch as "objeet" and "artifact" generally refer only to material 
culture. He May have avoided terms such as "text" and "document" because of their strong 
associations with the literary world. In common use among anthropologists, however, is the 
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word "production." Il is the most general; movies, television shows, novels, amusement parks 
and songs can ail be called cultural "productions." 

Diana Crane, The Transformation of the Avant-Garde: The New York Art World, 
1940-1~\85 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987) 13. 

Crane 1. 

Crane 11. 

Crane 12-13. 

Crane 16. 

The case of Andrew Wyeth is an interesting illustration of the polarization between high and 
low, elite and popular culture. Richard Corliss noies that Wyeth's most famous painting, 
Chrisllna's World, has "become an indelible part of postwar America's visual vocabulary: 
He also writes that "the spare, meticulous, compassionate vision ... has made Wyeth a bc10ved 
icon to American museumgoers and a neulesome anachronism to the art estabhshment." ln the 
same article, he quotes the former curator of twentieth century art at the Metropolitan Mu .. eum 
of Art; according to Henry Goldzahler, "Wyeth's philosophy is Poor Richard 's Almanack. 
His skies have no vapor trails. His people wear no wristwatches. He is the William .. burg of 
American painting·-charming, especiallywhen see!lf rom a helicopter" (T 1 m e 18Aug. 198t>: 55). 

Although Robert Hughes reports that "the time is past when one could dismlss Wycth as nothing 
more than a sentimental illustrai or, as critics irked by his popul&lr appeal did a dccade or more 
ago," he does precisely this himself. Comparing one of Wyeth's portraits to Manet's Olympia, 
he writes thal there is a world of difference "between the harsh confrontational skills of a greal 
talent and the tepid virtuosity of a popular one (Tlme 1 June 19H7' 77) 

Wyeth May or May not be a great artist. Undoubtedly, however, he IS a massively popular 
painter. Thisfact cannot be ignored in any discussion of hls place in American culture ln fact, 
it is precisely his popularity which seems to prevent him from achieving status within the art 
world. The avant-garde art establishment values "harsh confrontational skills." One cannot be 
harsh or confrontational and still be popular. Ergo, one cannot be a good artist and still be 
popular. As M. Stephen Doherty suggests in an article on the recent nationwidc tour of Wyetb's 
painiings and drawings, the controversy over him is symptomatic of a larger problem in the art 
world. 

These exhibitions ... are certain to rekindle the debate about paintings by the 
Wyeths and, by implication, a1l realist artists. Magazines, newspapers, and 
radio and television programs will repeat the negative criticism of those who 
have invested themselves in the Modernist point of view, and the media will 
also report on the phenomenal attraction these forthcoming exhibitions will 
havefor millions of people. As the public becomes beuer informed and more 
appreciative of the Wyeths, the cri tics seem to become more vituperative. In 
a recent article in T he New York Tlm es, Edmund P. Pillsbury, the direclor 
of the Kimbcll Art Museum in Fort Worth, said that Andrew Wycth is "not a 
good draftsman, and he's a sentimental artist. His paintings tell stories. 
They'reanecdotal,notprofound,backward-lookingandnotforward-Iooking." 
(American Artist 51 (May 1987):10). 
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Clearly, the work oC Andrew Wyeth "speaks" to the American people in a way that the work of 
Jasper Johns or even Andy Warhol does not. If Wyeth is not producing good art, he is obviously 
producing something--whatever one chooses to cali it--thatCiIIs a deep need. 1 do not argue tbat 
the critics are wrongf or preferring their own definiton of art. 1 merely point out the polarization 
between "taste cultures." 

Sunday Today, NBC, WPTZ, PJattsburgh, NY, 10 July 1988. 

Anderson hiroself refers, reluctantly, to "primitive societies." By tbis, he means societies which 
depend on a relatively simple technology, occupy a relatively small spa ce, consist of a relatively 
small population and have a relatively limited degree of specialization. As he expIa in s, tbis word 
has unforlunale (and false) connotations of inferiority. Since my purpose in discussing these 
socielies is to contra st them with modern societies (not only in Europe and American but also 
in Japan or otber parts of theworld), 1 could refer instead to "traditional societies" cbaracterized 
by an emphasis on maintaining the cultural traditions handed down from one generation to 
anotber rather than by an emphasis on creating new cultural f orms in order to cbange the future. 
But some traditional societies--such as India, China, Islam and mediaeval Europe--are clearly 
different from both modern societies and those discussed by Anderson. For want of a better 
word, 1 have used another term now favoured by some anthropologists: "primaI." 
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FrOn1lhe PoIO\ ISla" Danees Borodln 

Re"1ernbe"ng GaISD) 
Foxl'ol fa' OreneSI cl Harblson 
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JONATHAr>.; FELDMAN 

Be'l n Bououel ar' Mason 
T~e"1e "orr, T~e Pm, Pamher Mancini 
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ln 1"" MooC Ga"aod'/.A,I'er Hayman 
Moonl,o~' Sereoaae MI 1er Hay nan 
S'rg S~ng S ng 

P"ma GOOO'71a" Hy'T1an 
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WEEKNINE 
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Ktlachatufldfl 
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The Sta Spangled Barme' 
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Symphony No 7 ln A maJo' Op 92 
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VAL! PHILllPS 
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Thursday, July 9 at 8 PM 
HARRY ELLIS DICK SON 

eonductmg 
Boston Pops Esplanade Orchestra 
March Mdllalre Schubert 
Symphony No 7 If' B '11"'or D 759 
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Emperor Waltlf" 
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Srr;-'USf) 
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John Wliltam5 and the Boston Pop' record 
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